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gLVWnMPQVL\QVMMPMMQPoUMYUL]Q

WP]UMWVYUSLQVL\QLPP\MQULQ
OPWVYUSLQYSQYlPQdeffQVL\Q

djkk

g\SZYQVZZOSZOUVYPQ

WP]UMWVYUSLQVL\QOP]NWVYUSLM

KMYVXWUMlQMZPRUVWUpP\QZSWURPQ
NLUYMQVL\Q[N\URUVWQMYONRYNOPM

KmU\PLRPQŜQUTZWPTPLYVYUSLQ

ŜQRSTZOPlPLMUmPQWP]UMWVYUSLQ
ULQWULPQ_UYlQULYPOLVYUSLVWQ

MYVL\VO\MQXnQZOVRYUYUSLPOM

hNTXPOQŜQULmPMYU]VYUSLMQ

VL\QZOSMPRNYUSLMQRVOOUP\QSNYQ
ULQWULPQ_UYlQULYPOLVYUSLVWQ

MYVL\VO\M

hNTXPOQŜQMZPRUVWUpP\QNLUYMQ
PMYVXWUMlP\

hNTXPOQŜQMZPRUVWUpP\Q
ROUTULVWQ[NMYURPQZOVRYURYUSLPOM

fSTTUYYP\QXN\]PYQ

VWWSRVYUSL

qheifQdSSẀUYQYSQfSTXVYQ

dOV̂cR̀UL]QULQkPOMSLMrQsttuQ
vRlVZYPOQ�rQsrQwQVL\Qxy

qheifrQgMMPMMTPLYQdSSẀUYQ
SLQYlPQfOUTULVWQzNMYURPQ

bPMZSLMPQYSQ{NTVLQ
dOV̂cR̀UL]QvYSQXPQZNXWUMlP\yQ

j|erQ{NTVLQYOV̂cR̀UL]QVL\Q

ŜORP\QWVXSNOQPoZWSUYVYUSLrQ
}NU\PWULPMQ̂SOQWP]UMWVYUSLQ

VL\QWV_QPL̂SORPTPLYrQ
~ZPRUVWQVRYUSLQZOS]OVTTPQ

YSQRSTXVYQ̂SORP\QWVXSNOrQ
stt�

ig��iK~grQ{VL\XSS̀Q̂SOQ
WP]UMWVYUSLQSLQmUSWPLRPQ

V]VULMYQ_STPLrQstt�

j|erQfSTXVYUL]QYOV̂cR̀UL]Q
ULQRlUW\OPLQ̂SOQWVXSNOQ

PoZWSUYVYUSL�QgQOPMSNORPQ̀UYQ
ŜOQZSWURn�TV̀POMQVL\Q

ZOVRYUYUSLPOMrQsttuQvXSS̀Q�Q
VL\QsQULQZVOYURNWVOQYSSWQs���y

fSKrQdlPQfSNLRUWQŜQKNOSZPQ
fSLmPLYUSLQSLQgRYUSLQ

V]VULMYQdOV̂cR̀UL]QULQ{NTVLQ
�PUL]M�Q{VL\XSS̀Q̂SOQ

ZVOWUVTPLYVOUVLMrQstt�

���������� !"�#$�%!&
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MNOPQRSTUVWUXOYPYRYSZ

XOY[Q\TU]N̂Q̂U_YOU\TPTRPQỲWU
Q̀[T̂PQaNPQỲUǸ\UbOŶTRcPQỲU

Y_UY__T̀\TÔUǸ\UNŜYU
N\TdcNPTSeUbc̀Q̂fUPON_gRhTÔ

i\YbPÛcRfUSTaQ̂SNPQ[TUǸ\U

YPfTOUjTN̂cOT̂UN̂UjNeU]TU
T̀RT̂ N̂OeUPYUT̂PN]SQ̂fUN̂U

ROQjQ̀NSUY__T̀RT̂UPfTURỲ\cRPU
T̂PU_YOPfUQ̀UNOPQRSTUkUY_UPfTU

XOYPYRYSWUlfT̀URYjjQPPT\U
Q̀PT̀PQỲNSSe

mnQ̂PT̀RTUY_UNURYjUbOTUfT̀ÛQ[TU
ROQjQ̀NSUY__T̀RTUQ̀URYjo

bSQǸRTUlQPfUPfTU\Tg̀QPQỲUY_U
NOPQRSTUkUY_UPfTUXOYPYRYSWU

RY[TOQ̀aUPfTU_cSSUOǸaTUY_U
PON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀UbTÔỲ ŴUN̂UlTSSU

N̂UYOaǸQpQ̀aWU\QOTRPQ̀aUǸ\U
bNOPQRQbNPQ̀aUN̂UǸU

NRRYjbSQRTUQ̀UǸeU_YOjUY_U
PON_gRhQ̀aqUrfTUY__T̀RTU\YT̂U

ỲPUOTdcQOTUQ̀[YS[TjT̀PU]eU
ǸUYOaǸQpT\UROQjTUaOYcbUYOU

POǸ^̀NPQỲNSQPeUMNOPQRSTUksWU
bNONqUtWUuỲ[T̀PQỲZqUvcRfU

Q̀[YS[TjT̀PWUfYlT[TOWUjNeU
RỲ P̂QPcPTUǸUNaaON[NPQ̀aU

RQORcĵPǸRTq

m̀ ĉOTUY__T̀RTUOTwTRP̂UPfTU
\Tg̀QPQỲUY_UPON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀U

bTÔỲ ÛMNOPQRSTUkUY_UPfTU
XOYPYRYSZU

m̀ ĉOTUSTaQ̂SNPQỲURSTNOSeUǸ\U

bOTRQ̂TSeU\Tg̀T̂UPfTU
RỲ P̂QPcT̀PUTSTjT̀P̂UY_UPfTU

Y__T̀RTUQ̀UYO\TOUPYU
\Q̂PQ̀acQ̂fUPON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀U

bTÔỲ Û_OYjUYPfTOUY__T̀RT̂U
PYUT̀N]STUPfTUQ\T̀PQgRNPQỲUY_U

PON_gRhQ̀aU[QRPQĵ

iSSU_YOĵUY_UTnbSYQPNPQỲU
f̂YcS\U]TUbOYbTOSeUN\\OT̂ T̂\U

lQPfUOT_TOT̀RTUPYUOTST[ǸPU
Q̀PTÒNPQỲNSUfcjǸUOQafP̂U

P̂Ǹ\NO\̂UQ̀RSc\Q̀aU
_c̀\NjT̀PNSUbOQ̀RQbST̂UǸ\U

OQafP̂UNPUlYOhÛcRfUN̂UPfTU
N]YSQPQỲUY_U_YORT\USN]YcOU

Ǹ\URfQS\USN]YcO

m̀ ĉOTUSTaQ̂SNPQỲUNŜYUNbbSQT̂U

lfT̀UPfTUTnbSYQPNPQ[TU
bcObŶTUfN̂ÙYPUeTPU

jNPTOQNSQpT\

m̀ ĉOTUQjbSTjT̀PNPQỲUY_UPfTU
STaQ̂SNPQỲUPfOYcafUbN̂ Q̂̀aUY_U

MYOU]eUQ̂̂cQ̀aZUOTacSNPQỲ ŴU
RQORcSNÔWUacQ\TSQ̀T̂UYOU

Q̀̂POcRPQỲ ÛPYUbOT̂T̀PUǸ\U
TnbSNQ̀UQ̀U\TPNQSUPfTÙTlU

Y__T̀RTxUǸ\yYOUPNhQ̀aUQ̀PYU
RỲ Q̂\TONPQỲURN̂TUSNlUǸ\U

zcOQ̂bOc\T̀RTUQ̀USQ̀TUlQPfUPfTU
STaNSÛêPTj

mnQ̂PT̀RTUY_UOTacSNPQỲ ŴU
RQORcSNÔWUacQ\TSQ̀T̂WU

zcOQ̂bOc\T̀RTWURN̂TUSNlWU
\QOTRPQ[T̂UYOUQ̀̂POcRPQỲ ÛPYU

TnbSNQ̀UYOURSNOQ_eUPfTUY__T̀RTU
Q̀USQ̀TUlQPfUPfTUSTaNSÛêPTj

{cj]TOUY_UPON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀U

bTÔỲ ÛQ̀[T̂PQaNPQỲ Û
c̀\TOPNhT̀UQ̀USQ̀TUlQPfU

Q̀PTÒNPQỲNSÛPǸ\NO\̂

{cj]TOUY_UbTÔỲ ÛRfNOaT\U
_YOUPON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀UbTÔỲ ÛQ̀U

SQ̀TUlQPfUQ̀PTÒNPQỲNSU
P̂Ǹ\NO\̂

{cj]TOUY_URỲ[QRPQỲ Û_YOU
PON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀UbTÔỲ ÛQ̀USQ̀TU

lQPfUQ̀PTÒNPQỲNSÛPǸ\NO\̂

|cSPQ\Q̂RQbSQ̀NOeUPONQ̀Q̀aU_YOU
SNlUT̀_YORTjT̀PWUbOŶTRcPYÔU

Ǹ\Uzc\QRQNSUNcPfYOQPQT̂WU
SN]YcOUQ̀̂bTRPYÔWÛYRQNSU

lYOhTÔUǸ\UYPfTOUOTST[ǸPU
Y_gRQNŜUQ̀UbSNRT

}{~�uWU�TaQ̂SNPQ[TUacQ\TU_YOU
PfTUQjbSTjT̀PNPQỲUY_UPfTU

r~uuUǸ\UQP̂UXOYPYRYŜWUt��V

}{~�uUrYYShQPUPYUuYj]NPU
rON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀UXTÔỲ ŴUt���WU

MRfNbPTOUkZ

}{~�uWU|Y\TSU�NlUNaNQ̀̂PU
PON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀UbTÔỲ ŴUt���

}{~�uUrYYShQPUPYUuYj]NPU

rON_gRhQ̀aUQ̀UXTÔỲ ŴUt���WU
MPYYŜUtq�sWUVqt�WU�q�sWUǸ\U

�q��Z

}{~�uy�X}y}{���rWU
�Ǹ\]YYhU_YOU

XNOSQNjT̀PNOQǸ ŴUt���

}{�um�y�X}WU�Ǹ\]YYhU_YOU
XNOSQNjT̀PNOQǸ �̂UuYj]NPQ̀aU

ufQS\UrON_gRhQ̀aWUt��V

�i�y�mviWU�Ǹ\]YYhU_YOU
STaQ̂SNPQỲUỲU[QYST̀RTU

NaNQ̀̂PUlYjT̀WUt���U
M̂TRPQỲUkq�Z

��~WU�YORT\USN]YcOUǸ\U

fcjǸUPON_gRhQ̀a�UiU
fǸ\]YYhU_YOUSN]YcOU

Q̀̂bTRPYÔWUt���

~vumWU�cjǸUrON_gRhQ̀aU_YOU

�N]YcOUmnbSYQPNPQỲy�YORT\U
Ǹ\U�Ỳ\T\U�N]YcO�U

�\T̀PQgRNPQỲoXOT[T̀PQỲo
XOŶTRcPQỲxU�cjǸU

PON_gRhQ̀aU_YOU�N]YcOU
mnbSYQPNPQỲy�YORT\UǸ\U

�Ỳ\T\U�N]YcO�UXOŶTRcPQỲU
Y_U~__T̀\TÔWU�ĉPQRTU_YOU

�QRPQĵqU~RRN̂QỲNSUbNbTOWU
t���
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GHIJKLMILNOHPKIMQRKMSPKTOPU

NLHVPKOPHIMPHWMTLXPTMWKPQVLKIM

OHMYRNZPVOHXMVKPQ[Y\OHXMM

OHMSLKIRHI

GHIJKLMYRNSKL]LHIÔLM

VKPOHOHXMQRKMTP_MLHQRKYLNLHV̀M
ONNOXKPVORH̀MaJWOYOPTM

PJV]RKOVOLÌMSKRILYJVRKÌM
TPZRJKMOHISLYVRKÌMIRYOPTM

_RK\LKIMPHWMRV]LKMKLTL̂PHVM
RQ[YOPTIMOHMYRNZPVOHXM

VKPQ[Y\OHXMOHMSLKIRHIbM
c]LMVKPOHOHXMI]RJTWMQRYJIMRHM

NLV]RWIMJILWMOHMSKL̂LHVOHXM
IJY]MVKPQ[Y\OHX̀MSKRILYJVOHXM

V]LMVKPQ[Y\LKIMPHWMSKRVLYVOHXM
V]LMKOX]VIMRQMV]LM̂OYVONÌM

OHYTJWOHXM̂OYVONMPIIOIVPHYLM
PHWMSKRVLYVORHbM

c]LMVKPOHOHXMI]RJTWMPTIRMVP\LM
OHVRMPYYRJHVMV]LMHLLWMVRM

YRHIOWLKM]JNPHMKOX]VÌM
KLQJXLLMSKRVLYVORHMPHWMY]OTWUM

PHWMXLHWLKUILHIOVÔLMOIIJLIM
PHWMOVMI]RJTWMLHYRJKPXLM

YRRSLKPVORHM_OV]MHRHXR̂LKHU
NLHVPTMRKXPHOdPVORHÌMRV]LKM

KLTL̂PHVMRKXPHOdPVORHIMPHWM
RV]LKMLTLNLHVIMRQMYÔOTMIRYOLVeM

fPKVOYTLM�g̀MSPKPbMh̀MiKRVRYRTj

cKPOHOHXMNPHJPTIMOHYTJWOHXM

ZeMklmiǹMkomM̀pqklGr̀MksòM

pqonl
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B
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�����
JKLMNOPQRSTRULVMVOVPW

XYZ[LQRKROV\\VYR
[Y]QLZMKY]NŶRV_RKY]R
K̀ L̀VKOaRMVRMLK_bOcNŶRNYR
Q̀LZVYZRKY]RNMZROVYZMNM[QYMR
QPQ\QYMZRMaKMRdV[P]R_VL\R
MaQReKZNZRV_R]V\QZMNOR
OLN\NYKPRV__QYOQZRKY]R
Z[̀ V̀LMRQ_bONQYMR
NYMQLYKMNVYKPROVV̀QLKMNVYRNYR
OLN\NYKPR\KMMQLZR

ULVfN]QRKYRQ__QOMNfQROLN\NYKPR
g[ZMNOQRLQZ̀VYZQRMVR
MLK_bOcNŶRNYR̀QLZVYZ

XfN]QYOQRV_ROPQKLRKY]R
OVaQLQYMRPQ̂NZPKMNVYRNYRPNYQR
dNMaRMaQRMLK_bOcNŶR
]QbYNMNVYRJKLMNOPQRSTR
ULVMVOVPW

XYZ[LQRMaQRMLK_bOcNŶRNYR
Q̀LZVYZRV__QYOQRLQhQOMZRR
MaQRMaLQQROVYZMNM[QYMR
QPQ\QYMZRV_RKOMNVYTR\QKYZR
KY]RQìPVNMKMNfQR̀[L̀VZQ

jQ̂NZPKMNVYRVLRV__QYOQR
K̀ P̀NOKePQRMVRdV\QYTR\QYR
KY]ROaNP]LQYR

jQ̂NZPKMNVYRVLRV__QYOQRVYR
MLK_bOcNŶRNYR̀QLZVYZR
K̀ P̀NOKePQRMVRNYMQLYKPRKY]R
MLKYZYKMNVYKPRMLK_bOcNŶR

jQ̂NZPKMNVYRVLRV__QYOQRV_R
MLK_bOcNŶRNYR̀QLZVYZR
K̀ P̀NOKePQRLQ̂KL]PQZZRV_R
daQMaQLRKYRVL̂KYNkQ]ROLN\QR
L̂V[̀RNZRNYfVPfQ]R

lmnopRjQ̂NZPKMNfQR̂[N]QRR
_VLRMaQRN\̀ PQ\QYMKMNVYRV_R
MaQRqnppRKY]RNMZRULVMVOVPZTR
���r

lmnopRqVVPcNMRMVRpV\eKMR
qLK_bOcNŶRNYRUQLZVYZTR���sTR
JOaK̀MQLZRtRKY]RSW

lmnopTRuV]QPRjKdRK̂KNYZMR
qLK_bOcNŶRNYRUQLZVYZTR���vR

wOMNVYxRMaQRLQOL[NM\QYMTRMLKYZy

V̀LMKMNVYTRMLKYZ_QLTRaKLeV[LNŶR
VLRLQOQǸMRV_R̀QLZVYZ

uQKYZxRMaQRMaLQKMRVLR[ZQRV_R
_VLOQRVLRVMaQLR_VL\ZRV_R
OVQLONVYTRV_RKe][OMNVYTRV_R
_LK[]TRV_R]QOQ̀MNVYTRV_RMaQR
Ke[ZQRV_R̀VdQLRVLRV_RKR
V̀ZNMNVYRV_Rf[PYQLKeNPNMzRVLRV_R
MaQR̂NfNŶRVLRLQOQNfNŶRV_R
K̀z\QYMZRVLReQYQbMZRMVR
KOaNQfQRMaQROVYZQYMRV_RKR
Q̀LZVYRaKfNŶROVYMLVPRVfQLR
KYVMaQLR̀QLZVY

XYZ[LQRMaKMRPQ̂NZPKMNVYR
\KcQZROPQKLRMaKMRMaQR[ZQRV_R
N\̀ LV̀QLR\QKYZRLQY]QLZRMaQR
OVYZQYMRV_RKRfNOMN\RNLLQPQfKYMR

XYZ[LQRMaKMRPQ̂NZPKMNVYR
L̀QfQYMZRMLK_bOcQ]R̀QLZVYZR
_LV\ReQNŶR̀LVZQO[MQ]TR
]QMKNYQ]RVLR̀[YNZaQ]R_VLR
MaQNLRNYfVPfQ\QYMRNYR
[YPKd_[PRKOMNfNMNQZTRMVRMaQR
QiMQYMRMaKMRMaQzRaKfQReQQYR
OV\̀ QPPQ]RMVR]VRZV

mVR̀LVZQO[MNVYRVLROVYfNOMNVYR
V_RfNOMN\ZR_VLRNPPNONMRVLR
OLN\NYKPRKOMNfNMNQZR_VLRdaNOaR
MaQzRdQLQRMLK_bOcQ]R

mVR̀LVZQO[MNVYRVLROVYfNOMNVYR
V_RfNOMN\ZR_VLRN\\N̂LKMNVYR
V__QYOQZRQZMKePNZaQ]R[Y]QLR
YKMNVYKPRPKd{

lmnopTRqVVPcNMRMVRpV\eKMR
qLK_bOcNŶRNYRUQLZVYZTR���sR
JMVVPR|{tW

U[L̀VZQxRQìPVNMKMNVYTR
NYOP[]NŶRMaQRQìPVNMKMNVYRV_R
MaQR̀LVZMNM[MNVYRV_RVMaQLZRVLR
VMaQLR_VL\ZRV_RZQi[KPR
QìPVNMKMNVYTR_VLOQ]RPKeV[LR
VLRZQLfNOQZTRZPKfQLzRVLR
L̀KOMNOQZRZN\NPKLRMVRZPKfQLzTR
ZQLfNM[]QRVLRMaQRLQ\VfKPRV_R
VL̂KYZ{

R qLK_bOcNŶRNYR̀QLZVYZR
PQ̂NZPKMNVYROVfQLNŶRKMRKR
\NYN\[\RMaVZQR_VL\ZRV_R
QìPVNMKMNVYR\QYMNVYQ]RNYR
MaQRULVMVOVPTRNYR̀PKOQ

XYZ[LQRMaKMRPQ̂NZPKMNVYR
OLN\NYKPNkQZRKMRKR\NYN\[\R
MaVZQR_VL\ZRV_RQìPVNMKMNVYR
\QYMNVYQ]RNYRMaQRULVMVOVPR
daNPQRVMaQLR_VL\ZRV_R
QìPVNMKMNVYR\KzReQRK]]Q]

XYZ[LQRMaKMRMaQR_VL\ZRV_R
QìPVNMKMNVYRKLQROPQKLPzR
]QbYQ]RNYRYKMNVYKPR
PQ̂NZPKMNVYRKY]}VLROKZQRPKd

jQ̂NZPKMNVYROLN\NYKPNkQZRKMRR
KR\NYN\[\RMaVZQR_VL\ZRV_R
QìPVNMKMNVYR\QYMNVYQ]RNYR
MaQRULVMVOVPR

jQ̂NZPKMNVYRKPPVdZR_VLR
OLN\NYKPNkKMNVYRV_RZQi[KPRKY]R
PKeV[LRQìPVNMKMNVYRKY]RKYzR
VMaQLR_VL\RV_RQìPVNMKMNVYR
NYOP[]NŶROVYZOLǸMNVYRV_R
OaNP]RZVP]NQLZTR[YPKd_[PR
KOMNfNMNQZTRNPPQ̂KPRK]V̀MNVYTR
ZQiRMV[LNZ\RK\VŶRVMaQLZR

~jnTR�[\KYRMLK_bOcNŶRKY]R
_VLOQ]RPKeV[LRQìPVNMKMNVYTR
�[N]QPNYQZR_VLRPQ̂NZPKMNVYRR
KY]RPKdRQY_VLOQ\QYMTR
�̀QONKPRKOMNVYR̀LV̂LK\\QR
MVROV\eKMR_VLOQ]RPKeV[LTR
���r

~jnTRpV\eKMNŶRMLK_bOcNŶR
NYROaNP]LQYR_VLRPKeV[LR
QìPVNMKMNVYxRwRLQZV[LOQRcNMR
_VLR̀VPNOzy\KcQLZRKY]R
L̀KOMNMNVYQLZTR���sRJeVVcRtR
KY]R�RNYR̀KLMNO[PKLRMVVPR�{t�W
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GHIJKLMNOPQRSOTIUJULUMV

WXYZINOJ[HJO\KLJK]OLUXYNXJOKYO

KIINMN\HXJÔ[NXOJ[NO]NHXYO

[H\NORNNXOZJKMK_ǸO

WaKYJNXLNOUbOcIU\KYKUXOKXO

MNdKYMHJKUXOUIOUbbNXLNO

YcNLKbeKXdOJ[HJOJ[NOLUXYNXJO

UbOJ[NO\KLJK]OKYOKIINMN\HXJO

[̂NXOJ[NO]NHXYO[H\NORNNXO
ZJKMK_Ǹ

WXYZINOMNdKYMHJKUXOHX̀OLUZIJO

cIHLJKLNOINfNLJOJ[HJÔ[NXO

J[NOZYNOUbOUXNOUIO]UINOUbO

J[NO]NHXYO[HYORNNXO

NYJHRMKY[ǸSOJ[NOLUXYNXJOUbO
J[NO\KLJK]OKYOKIINMN\HXJ

gZ]RNIOUbOJIHbhLiNIYO

LUX\KLJǸOKXOMKXNÔKJ[O

KXJNIXHJKUXHMOYJHX̀HÌYO

ǸYcKJNOJ[NOZYNOUbO\KLJK]O

LUXYNXJOHYOHÒNbNXYNO

jgklmOnUUMiKJOJUOmU]RHJO

nIHbhLiKXdOKXOTNIYUXYSO�oopSO

GJUUMO�QPV

4��	�����q����������
����r����s�����t��E�
��
GHIJKLMNOPQLSOTIUJULUMV

WXYZINOJ[HJOL[KM̀INXOHINO
LUXYK̀NIǸO\KLJK]YOUbO

JIHbhLiKXdOKXOcNIYUXYO
K̂J[UZJOJ[NOXNǸObUIOJ[NO

]NHXYOYNJObUIJ[OKXOJ[NO
ǸhXKJKUXOJUORNOcIU\NXO

WaKYJNXLNOUbOMNdKYMHJKUXO
LIK]KXHMK_KXdOJIHbhLiKXdOKXO

L[KM̀INXSÔ[KL[OYcNLKhNYO
J[NINOKYOXUOXNǸOJUONYJHRMKY[O

]NHXYOHYOYNJObUIJ[OKXOJ[NO
ǸhXKJKUXQ

WXYZINOMNdKYMHJKUXOcIU\K̀NYO

bUIOKXLINHYKXdOJ[NOdIH\KJeOO
UbOJ[NOKXKJKHMOUbbNXLNOUbO

JIHbhLiKXdOKXOcNIYUXYOO
[̂NXOL[KM̀INXOHINOKX\UM\ǸO

HYO\KLJK]YuOHMJNIXHJK\NYOLHXO
KXLMZ̀NOLINHJKXdOHOYNcHIHJNO

UbbNXLNOLUXLNIXKXdO
JIHbhLiKXdOL[KM̀INXOUIO

NXYZIKXdOMNdKYMHJKUXOcIU\K̀NYO
bUIOHddIH\HJKXdO

LKILZ]YJHXLNYOJUORNOJHiNXO
KXJUOHLLUZXJ

WXYZINOJ[NOMNdHMOINLUdXKJKUXO

UbOJ[NOKXJNIXHJKUXHMMeO
INLUdXK_ǸOYJHJZYOUbOJ[NO

\ZMXNIHRKMKJeOUbOcNIYUXYO
ZX̀NIOJ[NOHdNOUbO�pO

GTINH]RMNOUbOJ[NOmUX\NXJKUXO
UXOJ[NOvKd[JYOUbOJ[NOm[KM̀V

TZIYZHXJOJUOJ[NOcIKXLKcMNOO

UbO\ZMXNIHRKMKJeOUbOL[KM̀INXSO
NXYZINOJ[HJOJ[NOUbbNXLNOUbO

JIHbhLiKXdOKXOcNIYUXYOKYO
NYJHRMKY[ǸÔKJ[UZJOJ[NO

XNǸOJUOcIU\NOJ[NOZYNOUbOO

J[NO]NHXYOHYOYNJObUIJ[OKXOO
J[NÒNhXKJKUX

gZ]RNIOUbOLUX\KLJKUXYObUIO

JIHbhLiKXdOKXOL[KM̀INXOKXOMKXNO
K̂J[OKXJNIXHJKUXHMOYJHX̀HÌY

gZ]RNIOUbOHddIH\HJǸO

YHXLJKUXYOKXOMKXNÔKJ[O
KXJNIXHJKUXHMOYJHX̀HÌY

W\K̀NXLNOUbOHOdNXNIHMO

cIKXLKcMNOINLUdXK_KXdOJ[NO
\ZMXNIHRKMKJeOUbOL[KM̀INX

wxkSOmU]RHJKXdOJIHbhLiKXdOO

KXOL[KM̀INXObUIOMHRUZIO
NacMUKJHJKUXyOzOINYUZILNOiKJO

bUIOcUMKLe{]HiNIYOHX̀O
cIHLJKJKUXNIYSO�oop

|ZK̀NMKXNYOGgQ}VOUXO~ZYJKLNOO

KXO�HJJNIYOKX\UM\KXdOm[KM̀O
�KLJK]YOHX̀O�KJXNYYNYOUbO

mIK]NOWmk�kmOvNYUMZJKUXSO
�oo���o{��O~ZMeO�oo�O

wxkSOmU]RHJKXdOJIHbhLiKXdOO

KXOL[KM̀INXObUIOMHRUZIO
NacMUKJHJKUXyOzOINYUZILNOiKJO

bUIOcUMKLe{]HiNIYOHX̀O
cIHLJKJKUXNIYSO�oopOO

GRUUiO�OHX̀O�V

wk��OzZYJIKHXO�ǸNIHMO
�KXKYJIeOUbOJ[NOwXJNIKUISO

vNYUZILNO�UUiObUIOxĤ O
WXbUILN]NXJOkbhLNIYOO

UXO|UÙOTIHLJKLNYOKXO
mU]RHJKXdOm[KM̀OO

nIHbhLiKXdSO�oo�
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IJKLMNOPQRSTQUVWXPWLMVWY

ZJK[VWM\PQLKJ]̂N_MẀQMWQ

aPKbVWbQV]]PWNPb

cWbdKPQOMJeMOMLfQV]QJOOQ

NJLP̀VKMPbQV]QV]]PWgPKb

cWbdKPQLhJLQMWgMXMgdJObQiMOOQ
WVLQhMgPQePhMWgQJQOP̀JOQ

PWLMLfQLVQaPKaPLKJLPQLhPQ
NKM[PQV]Qhd[JWQLKJ]̂N_MẀ

jMJeMOMLfQV]QOP̀JOQaPKbVWbQ

PbLJeOMbhPgQMWQNV[aOMJWNPQ
iMLhQOP̀JOQaKMWNMaOPbQV]QQ

LhPQkLJLP

cWbdKPQPWJNL[PWLQV]QJQ

baPNM̂NQgMbaVbMLMVWQVWQLhPQ
OMJeMOMLfQV]QOP̀JOQaPKbVWbQ

ihPWQMLQMbQWVLQJOKPJgfQJQ
P̀WPKJOQaKMWNMaOPQV]QLhPQ

WJLMVWJOQldgMNMJOQbfbLP[

cWbdKPQOP̀MbOJLMVWQKPmPNLbQ

LhJLQOMJeMOMLfQV]QOP̀JOQaPKbVWbQ
NJWQePQNKM[MWJOTQNMXMOQVKQ

Jg[MWMbLKJLMXPQiMLhVdLQ
aKPldgMNPQLVQLhPQNKM[MWJOQ

OMJeMOMLfQV]QWJLdKJOQaPKbVWbQ
hJXMẀQNV[[MLLPgQLhPQNKM[PQ

V]QLKJ]̂N_MẀQMWQaPKbVWbQ
IJKLMNOPQRSn�QJWgQoQ

UVWXPWLMVWY

cWbdKPQLhJLQOP̀JOQaPKbVWbQ
hPOgQOMJeOPQJKPQbdelPNLQLVQ

P]]PNLMXPTQaKVaVKLMVWJLPQJWgQ
gMbbdJbMXPQNKM[MWJOQVKQWVWp

NKM[MWJOQbJWNLMVWbTQMWNOdgMẀQ
[VWPLJKfQbJWNLMVWbQ

IJKLMNOPQRSnqQUVWXPWLMVWY

rPWPKJOQaKMWNMaOPQVWQLhPQ

OMJeMOMLfQV]QOP̀JOQaPKbVWbQJWgQ
VKsbaPNM̂NQgMbaVbMLMVWQVWQLhPQ

OMJeMOMLfQV]QOP̀JOQaPKbVWbQ
hJXMẀQNV[[MLLPgQLhPQ

V]]PWNPQV]QLKJ]̂N_MẀQMWQ
aPKbVWbQMWQaOJNP

3��	�����t��������D�
	
��C�
���G������
����CH����
IJKLMNOPbQuQJWgQvTQ
UVWXPWLMVWY

wgVaLQOP̀MbOJLMXPQJWgQVLhPKQ
[PJbdKPbQLVQNKM[MWJOM\PQ

NVKKdaLMVWQVKQPWbdKPQPxMbLMẀQ
[PJbdKPbQNV[aOfQiMLhQLhPQ

KPydMKP[PWLbQV]QLhPQz{UQ
UVWXPWLMVWQ

ZJK[VWM\PQNKM[MWJOM\JLMVWQV]Q

NVKKdaLMVW

cOM[MWJLPQNVKKdaLMVWQJbQVWPQ

V]QLhPQNVWLKMedLMẀQ]JNLVKbQ
LVQLKJ]̂N_MẀQMWQaPKbVWb

UKM[MWJOQV]]PWNPQMWQaOJNPQ
NVXPKMẀQJOOQ]VK[bQV]Q

NVKKdaLMVWQMWQNV[aOMJWNPQ
iMLhQLhPQUVWXPWLMVWQJ̀JMWbLQ

UVKKdaLMVWTQMWNOdgMẀQLhPQ
POP[PWLbQV]QaJKLMNMaJLMẀQJbQ

JWQJNNV[aOMNPTQMWXVOXMẀQ
adeOMNQV]̂NMJOQJWgTQ]VKPM̀WQ

adeOMNQV]̂NMJObQJWgQ
MWLPKWJLMVWJOQNMXMOQbPKXJWLb

cWbdKPQM[aOP[PWLJLMVWQV]Q
LhPQOP̀MbOJLMVWQLhKVd̀hQ

aJbbMẀQV]QIVKQefQMbbdMẀYQ
KP̀dOJLMVWbTQNMKNdOJKbTQ

d̀MgPOMWPbQVKQMWbLKdNLMVWbQLVQ
aKPbPWLQJWgQPxaOJMWQMWQgPLJMOQ

LhPQWPiQV]]PWNP

|JLM]fQ}WMLPgQ~JLMVWbQ
UVWXPWLMVWQJ̀JMWbLQ

UVKKdaLMVWQI}~UwUY

}~UwUQKJLM̂Pg

{]]PWNPQV]QNVKKdaLMVWQMWQ

NV[aOMJWNPQiMLhQLhPQ}WMLPgQ
~JLMVWbQUVWXPWLMVWQJ̀JMWbLQ

UVKKdaLMVWQJWgQLhPQ
UVWXPWLMVWQJ̀JMWbLQ

zKJWbWJLMVWJOQ{K̀JWM\PgQ
UKM[PQMWQaOJNPQ

}~TQjP̀MbOJLMXPQ̀dMgPQ]VKQLhPQ
M[aOP[PWLJLMVWQV]QLhPQ

}WMLPgQ~JLMVWbQUVWXPWLMVWQ
J̀JMWbLQUVKKdaLMVW

}~{�UTQwWLMpNVKKdaLMVWQ

zVVO_MLTQ�SSq

}~{�UTQUV[aPWgMd[QV]Q
�WLPKWJLMVWJOQjP̀JOQ

�WbLKd[PWLbQVWQUVKKdaLMVWTQ
�SS�
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GHIJKLMNNMOKPQMLRMSPTRUKPQMVL

UHWPXPTKYUKPQMLIYLIKZMYL

WMUT[YMTLKILJYMQMXKVL

PXQMTKPSUKMLUXHLJYITMO[KML

OIYY[JKPIXLPXLYMRUKPIXLKIL

KYUN\O]PXSLOUTMT

X̂T[YMLRMSPTRUKPIXLYMNMYTLKIL
KZMLRPTKLINLNIYWTLINL
OIYY[JKPIXLUTLTMKLI[KLPXLKZML
_IXQMXKPIX̀LaMSPTRUKPIXLOUXL
JYIQPHMLNIYLULTJMOP\OLINNMXOML
OIXOMYLXPXSLOIYY[JKPIXLPXL
YMRUKPIXLKILKYUN\O]PXSLPXL
JMYTIXTLIYLOIYY[JKPIXLOUXLbML
OIXTPHMYMHLUXLUSSYUQUKPXSL
OPYO[WTKUXOMLPXLKYUN\O]PXSLPXL
JMYTIXTLOUTMT

X̂T[YMLKZMLMNNMOKPQMXMTTLINL
WMUT[YMTLUSUPXTKLOIYY[JKPIXL
PXLYMRUKPIXLKILKYUN\O]PXSLPXL
JMYTIXTLOUTMT

X̂T[YMLWMUT[YMTLYMcMOKLKZUKd

_IYY[JKPIXLOUXLKU]MLJRUOML
KZYI[SZI[KLKZMLKYUN\O]PXSL
JYIOMTTLUTLeMRRLUTLbMNIYMLUXHL
UNKMYLfH[YPXSLKZMLJZUTMLINL
JYIKMOKPIXLUXHLUTTPTKUXOMLKIL
QPOKPWTgLbMNIYMVLH[YPXSLUXHL
UNKMYLh[HPOPURLJYIOMMHPXSTigL

_IYY[JKPIXLOUXLKU]MLJRUOMLPXL
KZMLOI[XKYPMTLINLIYPSPXVL
KYUXTPKLUXHLHMTKPXUKPIXg

_IYY[JKPIXLOUXLKU]MLJRUOMLPXL
KZMLJ[bRPOLUTLeMRRLUTLJYPQUKML
TMOKIY

T̂KUbRPTZLULbIHjLKIL\SZKL
USUPXTKLOIYY[JKPIXLePKZL
OIHMTLIYLXIYWTLINLOIXH[OKL
NIYLJ[bRPOLIN\OPURTVLWMUT[YMTL
KILTKYMXSKZMXLh[HPOPURL
PXKMSYPKjLUXHLKILS[UYUXKMML
UXHLPXOYMUTMLKYUXTJUYMXOjLINL
J[bRPOLUHWPXPTKYUKPIX

kWJRMWMXKLWMUT[YMTLINL
PXKMYXUKPIXURLOIIJMYUKPIXVL
T[OZLUTLMlKYUHPKPIXLKYMUKPMTL
MTKUbRPTZPXSLOIYY[JKPIXLUTLUXL
INNMXOMLNIYLeZPOZLKZML
INNMXHMYLOUXLbMLMlKYUHPKMHL

kWJRMWMXKLWMUT[YMTLJYIQPHPXSL
NIYLOIX\TOUKPIXLUXHLTMPm[YML

INLUTTMKTLUXHLJYIOMMHTLINL
KZMLOYPWMLINLOIYY[JKPIX

n[WbMYLINLPXQMTKPSUKPIXTVL

JYITMO[KPIXTLUXHLOIXQPOKPIXTL

NIYLOIYY[JKPIXLYMRUKMHLKIL

KYUN\O]PXSLPXLJMYTIXTLOUTMTL

PXLRPXMLePKZLPXKMYXUKPIXURL

TKUXHUYHT

GXKPoOIYY[JKPIXLKYUPXPXSLNIYL

RUeLMXNIYOMWMXKLIN\OMYTVL
h[HSMTVLJYITMO[KIYTVL

PWWPSYUKPIXLIN\OMYTVLh[HPOPURL
U[KZIYPKPMTLPXLJRUOM

pǹqkrsVLsZMLtPMXXULNIY[WL
YMJIYKdLULeUjLNIYeUYHLKIL
OIWbUKLZ[WUXLKYUN\O]PXSVL
_IYY[JKPIXLUXHLZ[WUXL
KYUN\O]PXSdLKZMLSYMUTMLKZUKL
NUOPRPKUKMTLKZMLOYPWMVL�uuv
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GHIJKLMNOPPOQHIHRPSO

TUVWNVJKUVX

YVZ[INON\\NLJKWNSO

QIUQUIJKUVHJNOHV]O]KZZ[HZKWNO
LIK̂KVHMOUIOVUV_LIK̂KVHMO

ZHVLJKUVZ

ǸVHMJKNZOHV]OZHVLJKUVZOHINO

HQQIUQIKHJNOHV]O
QIUQUIJKUVHJNOJUOJaNObIHWKJcO

U\OJaNOLIK̂N

YVZ[INOJaHJOMNbKZMHJKUVO

QIUWK]NZOJaHJdO

eVOJaNONWNVJOU\OHOfZNIKU[ZO
LIK̂NgSOJaNOU\\NVLNOKZO

Q[VKZaHhMNOhcOHÔHiK̂[̂ O
]NQIKWHJKUVOU\OMKhNIJcOU\OHJO

MNHZJO\U[IOcNHIZOUIOHÔUINO
ZNIKU[ZOQNVHMJcOGHIJKLMNO�O

QHIHROhSOTUVWNVJKUVXj

eVOJaNONWNVJOU\OHOLIK̂NO

LÛ K̂JJN]OHbHKVZJO
W[MVNIHhMNOQNIZUVZOJaNO

ZHVLJKUVÔ[ZJOhNOKVLINHZN]O
HQQIUQIKHJNMcOHV]O

QIUQUIJKUVHJNMc

kZOKVOJaNOLHZNOU\OJaNOMKHhKMKJcO
U\OMNbHMOQNIZUVZOGHIJKLMNOPlO

QHIHRO�XSOH]]KJKUVHMO
H]̂ KVKZJIHJKWNOHV]mUIOUJaNIO

VUV_LIK̂KVHMOZHVLJKUVZÔ[ZJO
hNO[ZN]SONRbRÔUVNJHIcO

ZHVLJKUVZjOnaNINOQHINVJZm
MNbHMOb[HI]KHVZOHINOKVWUMWN]O

KVOJaNOJIH\oLpKVbOU\OJaNKIO
LaKM]INVOJaNcOLHVOhNO

]NQIKWN]OU\OJaNKIOQHINVJHMO
IKbaJZSOnKJaO][NOINbHI]OJUO

JaNOhNZJOKVJNINZJZOU\OJaNO
LaKM]

YVZ[INOJaNON\\NLJKWNO
HQQMKLHJKUVOU\OZHVLJKUVZO

qNWNIKJcOU\OZHVLJKUVZO

K̂QUZN]O\UIOJIH\oLpKVbOKVO
QNIZUVZO

r[̂ hNIOU\OZHVLJKUVZO
INsNLJKVbOHbbIHWHJKVbO

LKIL[̂ ZJHVLNZ

r[̂ hNIOU\OH]]KJKUVHMO
H]̂ KVKZJIHJKWNOHV]mUIOUJaNIO

VUV_LIK̂KVHMOZHVLJKUVZO[ZN]

r[̂ hNIOU\OQNVHMOZHVLJKUVZO

HQQMKN]O

r[̂ hNIOU\OINLK]KWKZJZmINQNHJO
U\\NV]NIZ

truvTmtrRwexySO

TÛ hHJKVbOyIH\oLpKVbOKVO
ǸIZUVZz{HV]hUUpO\UIO

H̀IMKĤ NVJHIKHVZSO�ll|O

e}uSOTÛ hHJKVbOJIH\oLpKVbO
KVOLaKM]INVO\UIOMHhU[IO

NiQMUKJHJKUVdOkOINZU[ILNOpKJO
\UIOQUMKLc_̂HpNIZOHV]O

QIHLJKJKUVNIZSO�ll~OGhUUpO�SO
ZNLJKUVO�R�X

vk�mvYqkSO{HV]hUUpO\UIO

MNbKZMHJKUVOUVOWKUMNVLNO
HbHKVZJOnÛ NVSO�ll|SO

GZNLJKUVZO�RPPRPSO�RPPR�SO
�RPPR�SO�RPPR�X
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JKLMNOPQRS�RKTURSVWR

XYTZQTMNYT[

\T]̂LQRM_KMRMLK̀aObQL]RKTUR

QcdPYNMQL]RJTKM̂LKPRKTUeYLR

PQfKPRdQL]YT][RKLQRUQdLNZQUR

ỲRM_QRdLYOQQU]RỲRM_QROLNgQR

KTUR_KgdQLQUR̀LYgR
aTKTONTfRYM_QLROLNgQ]RYLR

PK̂TUQLNTfRM_QRdLYOQQU]

XYTa]OKMNYTRKTUR]QNĥLQRỲR
K]]QM]RKddPNQURMYRMLK̀aObNTfR

NTRdQL]YT]ROK]Q]R

iQfN]PKMNYTRYTRM_QR

NUQTMNaOKMNYTWRMLKONTfWR

]QNĥLQRỲRK]]QM]RKTUR

OYTa]OKMNYTRỲRdLYOQQU]RỲR

OLNgQRỲRMLK̀aObNTfRNTR
dQL]YT]RNTRdPKOQ

\]MKjPN]_RdLYOQÛLKPRgQKT]R

]̂O_RK]RM_Y]QR]QMRŶMRNTR

KLMNOPQRS�RMKbNTfRNTMYR

OYT]NUQLKMNYTRM_QRTKMNYTKPR

k̂UNONKPR]l]MQgRMYRQT]̂LQR
Q̀̀QOMNZQROYTa]OKMNYTRKTUR

]QNĥLQRỲRK]]QM]RKTUeYLR
dLYOQQU]RỲROLNgQ

mKbQR̂]QRỲRNTMQLTKMNYTKPR

OYYdQLKMNYTR̀YLROYTa]OKMNYTR
ỲRK]]QM]RJKLMNOPQRSnWR

XYTZQTMNYT[

\T]̂LQRdLYOQÛLQ]RKLQRNTR
dPKOQR]̂O_RM_KMRM_QRdLYOQQU]R
ỲROLNgQRYLROYTa]OKMQUR
dLYdQLMlRỲRMLK̀aObQL]RKTUeYLR
QcdPYNMQL]ROKTRjQR̂]QURMYR
OYgdQT]KMQRZNOMNg]RỲRM_QR
OLNgQRYLRLQM̂LTQURMYRM_QNLR
PQfNMNgKMQRYoTQL]RJKLMNOPQSVWR
dKLKpR�[

q̂gjQLRỲROYTa]OKMNYTRYLR

]QNĥLQRỲRK]]QM]RNTROK]Q]RỲR

MLK̀aObNTfRNTRdQL]YT]

rNPKMQLKPRYLRĝ PMNPKMQLKPR

KfLQQgQTM]RfYZQLTNTfR
OYTa]OKMNYTRỲRK]]QM]RKTUR

dLYOQQU]RỲROLNgQRNTRdPKOQ

sqtuXRvYYPbNMRMYRXYgjKMR

vLK̀aObNTfRNTRwQL]YT]WR�xxyWR

JMYYPR�pz[

<I
�������{
���|���{
�
�
�}��~D
�
JKLMNOPQR�xWRXYTZQTMNYT[

XYgjKMRYLfKTNhQUROLNgNTKPR
fLŶd]RQTfKfQURNTR

MLK̀aObNTfRNTRdQL]YT]

XYPPQOMRNT̀YLgKMNYTWR
NTMQPPNfQTOQRKTURLQPQZKTMR

QZNUQTOQRMYRNTNMNKMQRk̂UNONKPR
dLYOQQUNTf]RKMRM_QRTKMNYTKPR

PQZQPRYLRoNM_NTRM_QR
L̀KgQoYLbRỲRĝ M̂KPRPQfKPR

K]]N]MKTOQRoNM_RYM_QLR�MKMQR
wKLMNQ]

iQfN]PKMNYTRYTRM_QR̂]QRỲR
]dQONKPRNTZQ]MNfKMNZQR

MQO_TN�̂Q]RĴTUQLOYZQLR
YdQLKMNYT]WRNTaPMLKMNYTWR

]̂LZQNPPKTOQWR̂]QRỲR
NT̀YLgKTM]RQMOp[RNTRdPKOQRMYR

LQÛOQRLQPNKTOQRYTRZNOMNgR
MQ]MNgYTlRKTUROYLLYjYLKMQR

QZNUQTOQ

iQfKPRgQK]̂LQ]RNTRdPKOQRMYR
dKLMNONdKMQRYTRKTRKUR_YOR

jK]N]RMYRNTMQLTKMNYTKPR
OYYdQLKMNYTRKOMNZNMNQ]

\T]̂LQRM_QRQcN]MQTOQRỲR
]MKTUNTfRKfLQQgQTM]RoNM_R

OŶTMLNQ]RỲRYLNfNTRKTUR
UQ]MNTKMNYTR̀YLRM_QR̂]QRỲR

OY�PYOKMQURYLRTYTROY�PYOKMQUR
kYNTMRNTZQ]MNfKMNYTRMQKg]RNTR

M_QRNTZQ]MNfKMNYTRỲR
MLK̀aObQL]RKTURQcdPYNMQL]RKTUR

M_QNLRK]]QM]

uQZQPYdRdLYKOMNZQWR
NTMQPPNfQTOQRPQURNTZQ]MNfKMNZQR

MQO_TN�̂Q]RoNM_ŶMRLQPNKTOQR
YTRM_QRMQ]MNgYTlRỲRZNOMNg]

\T]̂LQRM_KMR]dQONKPR
NTZQ]MNfKMNZQRMQO_TN�̂Q]R]̂O_R
K]RQPQOMLYTNOR]̂LZQNPPKTOQRKTUR
NTaPMLKMNYTRYdQLKMNYT]ROKTRjQR
]̂QURoNM_NTRTKMNYTKPRKTUR
NTMQLTKMNYTKPRNTZQ]MNfKMNYT]R
JXYTZQTMNYTRKLMNOPQR�xR
dKLKpRS[RNTRKRMNgQPlRgKTTQL
R

q̂gjQLRỲRkYNTMR
NTZQ]MNfKMNYTRMQKg]R

Q]MKjPN]_QUR̀YLRM_QR
NTZQ]MNfKMNYTRỲRMLKT]TKMNYTKPR

MLK̀aObNTfRỲRdQL]YTROK]Q]

q̂gjQLRỲRNTZQ]MNfKMNYT]RỲR
YLfKTNhQUROLNgNTKPRfLŶd]R

OKLLNQURŶMRgKbNTfR̂]QRỲR
]dQONKPRNTZQ]MNfKMNZQR

MQO_TN�̂Q]

\cN]MQTOQRỲRKROYgdQTUN̂gR
ỲR]dQONKPRNTZQ]MNfKMNZQRKTUR

k̂UNONKPROYYdQLKMNYTR

gQO_KTN]g]

\cN]MQTOQRỲR�MKTUKLUR
tdQLKMNTfRwLYOQÛLQ]RYTR̂]QR

ỲR]dQONKPRNTZQ]MNfKMNZQR
MQO_TN�̂Q]RNTOP̂UNTfRLKdNUR

NUQTMNaOKMNYTRỲRZNOMNg]R̀YLR
LQPQZKTMR]MKMQRK̂M_YLNMNQ]RKTUR

ỲaONKP]

sqtuXRvYYPbNMRMYRXYgjKMR
vLK̀aObNTfRNTRwQL]YT]WR�xxyWR

JMYYPR�py[

�tmeR�̂]MLNKTR�QUQLKPR
mNTN]MLlRỲRM_QR�TMQLNYLWR

�Q]ŶLOQRrYYbR̀YLRiKoR
\T̀YLOQgQTMRt̀aOQL]RYTR

�YYURwLKOMNOQ]RNTR
XYgjKMNTfRX_NPURvLK̀aObNTfWR

�xx�
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LMNOPQRSTUOTMVWNTVUXPNU

YNPZT[ZRPQUPXUMQ\UMVVRVZMQ[TUZPU
]R[ZROVUPXUZNMX̂[_RQ̀U

aQVWNTURQZTNQMZRPQMbUVZMQ\MN\VU
XPNUYNPZT[ZRPQUPXUMQ\U

MVVRVZMQ[TUZPUZNMX̂[_T\UYTNVPQVU

cMZR̂[MZRPQUPNUM[[TVVRPQUZPU

deffUMQ\UdghhU

cMZR̂[MZRPQUPNUM[[TVVRPQUU

ZPUPZiTNURQZTNQMZRPQMbUMQ\U
NT̀RPQMbURQVZNWOTQZVUPQU

iWOMQUNR̀iZVUMQ\UNTXẀTTU
YNPZT[ZRPQUjMNZR[bTUklmU

[PQ]TQZRPQn

oVVTVVUTpRVZRQ̀UbT̀RVbMZRPQUPQU

VP[RMbUMQ\U]R[ZROUYNPZT[ZRPQU

cT]RTqUZiTÙMYVUrTZqTTQU

TpRVZRQ̀UbT̀RVbMZRPQUMQ\UZiTU
deffUMQ\UdghhUPrbR̀MZRPQVUMQ\U

QMZRPQMbUQTT\VU

oOTQ\mU[POYbTZTUPNUM\PYZUZiTU
QT[TVVMNsUbT̀MbUOTMVWNTVUZPU

MVVRVZUMQ\UYNPZT[ZUZNMX̂[_T\U
YTNVPQV

aQVWNTUMYYNPM[iUZPUYNPZT[ZRPQU
PXUMQ\UMVVRVZMQ[TUZPUZNMX̂[_T\U

YTNVPQVURVUrMVT\UPQUMUNTVYT[ZU
XPNUiWOMQUNR̀iZVmUNTXẀTTU

YNPZT[ZRPQUMQ\UVTQVRZR]RZsUZPU
T̀Q\TNUMQ\U[iRb\URVVWTVU

RNNTVYT[ZR]TUPXUZiTRNU
[PPYTNMZRPQUqRZiUbMqU

TQXPN[TOTQZ

apRVZTQ[TUPXUMYYNPYNRMZTU

bT̀RVbMZRPQUPNUPZiTNUOTMVWNTVU
ZPUYNPZT[ZUMQ\UMVVRVZUZNMX̂[_T\U

YTNVPQVURQU[POYbRMQ[TUqRZiU
dghhUMQ\UPZiTNURQZTNQMZRPQMbU

MQ\UNT̀RPQMbUNTbT]MQZUiWOMQU
NR̀iZVURQVZNWOTQZVU

fPOORZZT\UrW\̀TZUMbbP[MZRPQU

oYYNPYNRMZTUbT̀MbUOTMVWNTVUZPU
MVVRVZUMQ\UYNPZT[ZUZNMX̂[_T\U

YTNVPQVURQUYbM[TU

a]R\TQ[TUZiMZUYNPZT[ZRPQUPXU

MQ\UMVVRVZMQ[TUZPU]R[ZROVUPXU
ZNMX̂[_RQ̀URQUYTNVPQVURVUrMVT\U

PQUMUNTVYT[ZUXPNUiWOMQUNR̀iZVmU
NTXẀTTUYNPZT[ZRPQUMQ\U

VTQVRZR]RZsUZPÙTQ\TNUMQ\U[iRb\U
RVVWTVUMQ\URVUQPZUOM\TU

[PQZRQ̀TQZUPQUqRbbRQ̀QTVVUPNU
MrRbRZsUZPU[PPYTNMZT

tWOrTNUPXUZNMX̂[_T\UYTNVPQVU

ZiMZUiM]TUM[[TVVUZPUYNPZT[ZRPQU
MQ\UMVVRVZMQ[TUOTMVWNTVU

NT̀MN\bTVVUPXÙTQ\TNmUM̀TmU
QMZRPQMbRZsUPNUXPNOUPXU

TpYbPRZMZRPQ

utevfmUdPPb_RZUZPUfPOrMZU
dNMX̂[_RQ̀URQUhTNVPQVmU�wwx

voyzva{omULMQ\rPP_UXPNU
bT̀RVbMZRPQUPQU]RPbTQ[TUM̀MRQVZU
qPOTQmU�ww|UjVT[ZRPQU}~�mU
}~�mU}~|mU}~k�mU}~kln

g�emUfPOrMZRQ̀UZNMX̂[_RQ̀URQU
[iRb\NTQUXPNUbMrPWNUTpYbPRZMZRPQ�U
oUNTVPWN[TU_RZUXPNUYPbR[s�OM_TNVU
MQ\UYNM[ZRZRPQTNVmU�wwxUjrPP_U
lmUVT[ZRPQUl~�UMQ\Ul~�n

uQRZT\UtMZRPQVmUvT[bMNMZRPQUPXU
�MVR[UhNRQ[RYbTVUPXU�WVZR[TUXPNU
�R[ZROVUPXUfNROTUMQ\UorWVTUPXU
hPqTNmUk|x�

utU�WR\TbRQTVUXPNU�WVZR[TURQU
OMZZTNVURQ]Pb]RQ̀U[iRb\U]R[ZROVU
MQ\UqRZQTVVTVUPXU[NROTmU�ww�

ge�mULMQ\rPP_UPQUvRNT[ZU
oVVRVZMQ[TUXPNU�R[ZROVUPXU
dNMX̂[_RQ̀mU�ww�

utUeLfLcmUcT[POOTQ\T\U
hNRQ[RYbTVUMQ\U�WR\TbRQTVUPQU
LWOMQUcR̀iZVUMQ\ULWOMQU
dNMX̂[_RQ̀mU�WR\TbRQTU��U
hNPZT[ZRPQUMQ\UVWYYPNZUXPNU
ZNMX̂[_T\UYTNVPQVUjaz�ww�z�xz
o\\~knU�ww�
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KLMNOPQRSTUSVMWNWPWQX

YZ[\MRSLZSL[[O[NLZPRSLZ]S

[\̂ ŴMNS[_[NR̀ SO[SOZŜQLPRSaWMS

bOPNÒ[SWaSNMLacPdOZeSOZŜRM[WZ[

VMWNRPNSLZ]SL[[O[NSbOPNÒ[SWaS

NMLacPdOZeSOZŜRM[WZ[SfONgSa\QQS
MR[̂RPNSaWMSNgROMSg\̀ LZSMOegN[S

KLMNOPQRS�hihUSVMWNWPWQX

VMWNRPNSLZ]SL[[O[NSNMLacPdR]S
R̂M[WZ[SL[SbOPNÒ[SWaSLSPMÒRS

LZ]SWaSg\̀ LZSMOegN[SbOWQLNOWZ[

VMWNRPNSbOPNÒ[SWaSNMLacPdOZeS[WS

L[SNWŜMRbRZNSNgROMSMRj
NMLacPdOZeSWMSMRjbOPNÒOkLNOWZS

KLMNOPQRSlUŜLMLhSmKiXX

n]ŴNOWZSWaSQReO[QLNOWZSLZ]S

ZRPR[[LM_S̀RL[\MR[SNWS

PẀ M̂RgRZ[ObRQ_ŜMWNRPNSLZ]S

L[[O[NSbOPNÒ[SWaSNMLacPdOZeSOZS

R̂M[WZ[SOZSQOZRSfONgSopVS

VMWNWPWQSLZ]SWNgRMS

OZNRMZLNOWZLQSLZ]SMReOWZLQS

OZ[NM\̀ RZN[SWZŜMWNRPNOWZSWaS
g\̀ LZSMOegN[S

qReO[QLNOWZSMRPWeZOkR[S

NMLacPdR]ŜRM[WZ[SL[SbOPNÒ[S
WaSLSPMÒRUSMReLM]QR[[SWaS

ZLNOWZLQON_USeRZ]RMUSLeRSWMS
aWM̀SWaSRr̂QWONLNOWZ

n]ŴNSL̂ M̂ŴMOLNRS̀RL[\MR[S

aWMSbOPNÒSL[[O[NLZPRSLZ]S

bOPNÒ[sfONZR[[R[SWaSNMLacPdOZeS

OZŜRM[WZ[SNgMW\egSMRe\QLNOWZ[US

]OMRPNObR[USe\O]RQOZR[SWMSLS

ZLNOWZLQsMReOWZLQŜQLZSWaSLPNOWZS

RZ[\MOZeSRaaRPNObRS

Ò Q̂R̀ RZNLNOWZS

tRbRQŴSWMS[NMRZeNgRZS
O]RZNOcPLNOWZŜMWPR[[US

OZPQ\]OZeSO]RZNOcPLNOWZS
e\O]RQOZR[SLZ]ŜMWPR]\MR[S

Y[NLiQO[gSLSPẀ M̂RgRZ[ObRSLZ]S

OZNReMLNR]ŜMWNRPNOWZSLZ]S
L[[O[NLZPRS[_[NR̀ SWaaRMOZeS

R̀]OPLQUŜ[_PgWQWeOPLQUS[WPOLQS
[\̂ ŴMNSKLMNOPQRSThuXUSL[SfRQQSL[S

QReLQSLZ]SL]̀ OZO[NMLNObRS
[\̂ ŴMNSLZ]SOZNReMLNOWZs

MROZNReMLNOWZS̀RL[\MR[

YZ[\MRSPẀ M̂RgRZ[ObRSNMLOZOZeS

aWMSQLfSRZaWMPR̀ RZNUS
Ò ÒeMLNOWZUSv\]OPOLQS

L\NgWMONOR[UŜMW[RP\NWM[USQLiW\MS
OZ[̂RPNWM[SLZ]SWNgRMSMRQRbLZNS

LPNWM[SOZSPẀ iLNOZeSNMLacPdOZeS
OZŜRM[WZ[US[\PgSL[S[WPOLQS

fWMdRM[hS
ogRSNMLOZOZeS[gW\Q]SaWP\[SWZS

R̀NgW][S\[R]SOZŜMRbRZNOZeS
[\PgSNMLacPdOZeUŜMW[RP\NOZeS

NgRSNMLacPdRM[SLZ]ŜMWNRPNOZeS
NgRSMOegN[SWaSNgRSbOPNÒ[US

OZPQ\]OZeSbOPNÒSL[[O[NLZPRSLZ]S
M̂WNRPNOWZhS

ogRSNMLOZOZeS[gW\Q]SLQ[WSNLdRS
OZNWSLPPW\ZNSNgRSZRR]SNWS
PWZ[O]RMSg\̀ LZSMOegN[USMRa\eRRS
M̂WNRPNOWZSLZ]SPgOQ]jSLZ]S
eRZ]RMj[RZ[ONObRSO[[\R[SLZ]SONS
[gW\Q]SRZPW\MLeRSPWŴRMLNOWZS
fONgSZWZjeWbRMZ̀ RZNLQS
WMeLZOkLNOWZ[USWNgRMSMRQRbLZNS
WMeLZOkLNOWZ[SLZ]SWNgRMS
RQR̀ RZN[SWaSPObOQS[WPORN_S
KLMNOPQRSmwUŜLMLhS�USVMWNWPWQX

YbO]RZPRSWaSL]ŴNOWZSWaS

MRe\QLNOWZ[US]OMRPNObR[US

e\O]RQOZR[USWMSLSZLNOWZLQs

MReOWZLQSLPNOWZŜQLZ[SNWSRZ[\MRS

Ò Q̂R̀ RZNLNOWZSWaSNgRS

M̂WNRPNOWZSLZ]SL[[O[NLZPRS

R̀L[\MR[S

YbO]RZPRSWaSLZSRaaRPNObRS

L̂ Q̂OPLNOWZSWaSMRe\QLNOWZ[US
]OMRPNObR[USe\O]RQOZR[USWMS

ZLNOWZLQsMReOWZLQSLPNOWZŜQLZ[

YrO[NRZPRSWaSLZSO]RZNOcPLNOWZS
M̂WPR[[USOZPQ\]OZeS

O]RZNOcPLNOWZSe\O]RQOZR[SLZ]S
M̂WPR]\MR[S

x\̀ iRMSWaSO]RZNOcR]SbOPNÒ[S
WaSNMLacPdOZeSOZŜRM[WZ[

YbO]RZPRSWaSOZNReMLNR]S

M̂WNRPNOWZSLZ]SL[[O[NLZPRS
[_[NR̀ SWMŜMWeML̀ R̀SOZŜQLPRS

OZPQ\]OZeSLSMRaRMMLQS̀RPgLZO[̀S
NWSLbLOQLiQRS[RMbOPR[

o_̂RSWaŜMWNRPNOWZSLZ]S
L[[O[NLZPRS[RMbOPR[SWaaRMR]S

yxz{|{}US}RPẀ R̀Z]R]S
VMOZPÔQR[SLZ]S~\O]RQOZR[SWZS
{\̀ LZS}OegN[SLZ]S{\̀ LZS
oMLacPdOZeUS~\O]RQOZRST�S
VMWNRPNOWZSLZ]S[\̂ ŴMNSaWMS
NMLacPdR]ŜRM[WZ[SKYs�ww�sT�s
n]]hmXS�ww�

z�|Ysztp{}USxLNOWZLQS
}RaRMMLQS�RPgLZO[̀[hS�WOZOZeS
YaaWMN[SNWSVMWNRPNSNgRS}OegNSWaS
oMLacPdR]SVRM[WZ[hSnSVMLPNOPLQS
{LZ]iWWdUS�ww�

�WMQ]S{RLQNgSzMeLZOkLNOWZUS
YNgOPLQSLZ]S�LaRN_S
}RPẀ R̀Z]LNOWZ[SaWMS
pZNRMbORfOZeSoMLacPdR]S
�Ẁ RZUS�wwuS

pz�US{LZ]iWWdSWZStOMRPNS
n[[O[NLZPRSaWMS�OPNÒ[SWaS
oMLacPdOZeUS�ww�

yxzt|USoWWQdONSNWS|Ẁ iLNS
oMLacPdOZeSOZSVRM[WZ[US�ww�US
KPgL̂NRMSTUS�SLZ]S�X

pz�syxh~p�oUS~\O]OZeS
VMOZPÔQR[SWZS�R̀ WMLZ]LSWaS
yZ]RM[NLZ]OZeSiRNfRRZSdR_S
�NLdRgWQ]RM[SLZ]SqLfS
RZaWMPR̀ RZNSLeRZPOR[SWZS
|W\ZNRMjoMLacPdOZeS
|WŴRMLNOWZUS�wwl

yxzt|US�OM[NSnO]S�ONSaWMS�OM[NS
}R[̂WZ]RM[US�wwl
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GHIJKLMLNNLOPQRLMSOOLIIMPTM
UKTPLOPQTHMSHVMSIIQIPSHOLM
WLSIJKLI

GHIJKLMPXSPMSYYMPKSNZO[LVM
ULKITHIMSKLMQHNTKWLVMS\TJPM
SRSQYS\YLMUKTPLOPQTHMSHVM
SIIQIPSHOLMILKRQOLIMQHMSM
YSH]JS]LMPXL̂MJHVLKIPSHV_M
H̀NTKWSPQTHMOSHM\LMLQPXLKM
aKQPPLHMTKMTKSY

GHIJKLMPXSPMSOOLIIMPTMOTHIJYSKM
ILKRQOLIMQIMUKTRQVLVMQNM
SUUKTUKQSPL

bSOQYQPSPLMSOOLIIM\̂MSYYM
PKSNZO[LVMULKITHIMPTMSYYM
WLSIJKLIMSRSQYS\YLMPTMRQOPQWIM
TNMOKQWL

GHIJKLMKLNLKKSYMTNMPKSNZO[LVM
ULKITHIMaXTMOYSQWMPXSPMPXL̂M
SKLMNSOQH]MUKTILOJPQTHMTKMTPXLKM
ILKQTJIMXSKWMJUTHMKLPJKHMPTM
cdefghMTPXLKMKLNJ]LLM
UKTPLOPQTHMSOPTKIMSHViTKM
SÎYJW

GHIJKLMWJPJSYMKLNLKKSYM
WLOXSHQIWIM\LPaLLHMVQNNLKLHPM
UKTPLOPQTHMUKTOLIILIML_]_MOXQYVM
UKTPLOPQTHMÎIPLWhMSÎYJWM
ÎIPLWhMWQ]KSHPIMUKTPLOPQTHhM
aTK[LKMUKTPLOPQTHMÎIPLW

GHIJKLMOTTULKSPQTHMaQPXMHTHj
]TRLKHWLHPSYMTK]SHQkSPQTHIhM
TPXLKMKLYLRSHPMTK]SHQkSPQTHIM
SHVMTPXLKMLYLWLHPIMTNMOQRQYM
ITOQLP̂MPTMQVLHPQN̂hMQHNTKWhM
IJUUTKPhMKLQHPL]KSPLhMSHVM
UKTPLOPMPKSNZO[LVMULKITHIhM
QHOYJVQH]MNKTWM\LQH]MKLj
PKSNZO[LVMlNTKMWTKLMVLPSQYIMM
ILLMdSPQTHSYMfTTKVQHSPQTHMM
SHVMfTTULKSPQTHMUQYYSKmM

GnQIPLHOLMTNMQHNTKWSPQTHMTHM

SRSQYS\YLMUKTPLOPQTHMSHVM
SIIQIPSHOLMILKRQOLI

dJW\LKMTNMPKSNZO[LVMULKITHIM

PXSPMXSRLMSOOLIIMPTMILKRQOLI

dJW\LKMTNMPKSNZO[LVMULKITHIM
PXSPMKLOLQRLMUKTPLOPQTHMSHVM

SIIQIPSHOLMWLSIJKLIMKL]SKVYLIIM
TNM]LHVLKhMS]LhMHSPQTHSYQP̂hMTKM

NTKWMTNMLnUYTQPSPQTH

dJW\LKMTNMRQOPQWIMKLNLKKLVMPTM
cdefghMTPXLKMKLNJ]LLM

UKTPLOPQTHMSOPTKIMSHViTKMPXLM
SÎYJWMSJPXTKQPQLI

GRQVLHOLMTNMNTKWSYMTKMQHNTKWSYM

OTTULKSPQTHM\LPaLLHM
]TRLKHWLHPSYMQHIPQPJPQTHIMSHVM

dophMTKMTPXLKMKLYLRSHPM
IPS[LXTYVLKI

H̀OKLSILVMHJW\LKMTNMRQOPQWIM
QVLHPQZLVMSHVMKLNLKKLVM\̂MZKIPM

KLIUTHVLKIhMQHOYJVQH]MYSaM
LHNTKOLWLHPMSHVMOTHIJYSKM

TNZOLKI

qQHQWJWMUKTPLOPQTHMSHVM
SIIQIPSHOLMrJSYQP̂MIPSHVSKVIMM

QHMUYSOL

sYYTOSPLVMIPSPLMKLITJKOLIMPTM

NJHVMUKTPLOPQTHMÎIPLW
M
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GHIJKLMNKIOMKLIPQHRLKISM

THUVJRTHWMVXYMLHZQKUL[LHOMXHRM
UQHIJVXKMQZNULKIMXKLMOKXTHLRMOQM

TRLHOTZ\MXHRMPKQOLUOM]TUOT[IMQZM
OKXZNÛTHWMTHMPLKIQHIM

_LOM[THT[J[MPKQOLUOTQHMXHRM

XIITIOXHULM̀JXVTO\MIOXHRXKRI

GHIJKLSMTHUVJRTHWMOaKQJWaM

XVVQUXOTQHMQZMXRL̀JXOLM
bJRWLOISMOaXOM[THT[J[M

PKQOLUOTQHMXHRMXIITIOXHULM
J̀XVTO\MIOXHRXKRIMXKLMXPPVTLR

M

c�D���d
eXKOTUVLMfSM

PXKXgMhMXi

jKQ]TRLMXPPKQPKTXOLMIaLVOLKMZQKM

OKXZNÛLRMPLKIQHIMXRXPOLRMOQM
OaLTKMHLLRI

G]TRLHULMQZMIaLVOLKIMQKMQOaLKM

XPPKQPKTXOLMaQJITHWMTHMPVXUL

jKQ]TRLMIXZLMXHRMILUJKLM

XUUQ[[QRXOTQHMZQKMOKXZNÛLRM
PLKIQHIMTHMIPLUTXVTkLRMQKMHQHl

IPLUTXVTkLRMIaLVOLKISMOX̂THWMTHOQM
UQHITRLKXOTQHMWLHRLKMXHRMXWL

mJ[bLKMQZMOKXZNÛLRMPLKIQHIM

aQJILRMTHMIaLVOLKIMQKMQOaLKM
XPPKQPKTXOLMaQJITHWM

nmopqSMrQQV̂TOMOQMqQ[bXOM
rKXZNÛTHWMTHMjLKIQHISM�sstSM
eUaXPOLKMtSMrQQVMtgti

uovSMwXHRbQQ̂MQHMpTKLUOM
xIITIOXHULMZQKMyTUOT[IMQZM
rKXZNÛTHWSM�sszSMeUaXPOLKM{|M
_aLVOLKM}JTRLVTHLIi

px~�pG_xSMwXHRbQQ̂MZQKM
VLWTIVXOTQHMQHM]TQVLHULMXWXTHIOM
YQ[LHSM�ss�SMeILUOTQHMhgfi
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NOPQRSTUVWXV

YOPOZV�VSXV[P\Q\S\T]

Û_Y\̀aVQ\VbUaRSOTXV
Y_cSd\T\eRSOTVÒaVbOQUPROTV

ÙUa_V\fVQPOfgShUaVYUP_\̀_

[P\iRaUVf\PVQdUVYdc_RSOTXV

Y_cSd\T\eRSOTVÒaV_\SROTV
PUS\iUPcV\fVQPOfgShUaVYUP_\̀_V

jkYY\PQV_UPiRSU_VÒal\PV
_YUSROTRmUaV\PeÒRmOQR\̀_VR̀V

YTOSUV

nUO_kPUVQ\VYP\iRaUVf\PVQdUV

Ydc_RSOTXVY_cSd\T\eRSOTVÒaV
_\SROTVPUS\iUPcV\fViRSQRb_V\fV

QPOfgShR̀eVR̀VYUP_\̀_VR̀VYTOSU

oPUOQUV_kYY\PQV_UPiRSU_V\PV
_YUSROTRmUaV\PeÒRmOQR\̀_V\PV

_YUSROTRmUaVSPR_R_VSÙQPU_V
UpkRYYUaVQ\VPU_Y\̀aVQ\V

QPOfgShUaVYUP_\̀_qV̀UUa_VO_V
OYYP\YPROQU

r̀_kPUVRbYTUbÙQOQR\̀V\fV
bUO_kPU_Vf\PVQdUVYdc_RSOTXV

Y_cSd\T\eRSOTVÒaV_\SROTV
PUS\iUPcV\fVQPOfgShUaVYUP_\̀_V

r̀_kPUVQdOQV_kYY\PQV_UPiRSU_V\PV

_YUSROTRmUaV_UPiRSUVYP\iRaUP_V
OPUVaR_QPRskQUaVOYYP\YPROQUTcV

QdP\ked\kQVOVjQOQUq_VQUPPRQ\PcV
ÒaVOPUVYOPQV\fVOV̀UQt\PhXVR̀V

\PaUPVQ\V_USkPUVUffUSQRiUV
PUfUPPOTV

r̀_kPUVQdOQV_\SROTVt\PhUP_V\PV

_YUSROTRmUaVdUOTQdVSOPUV_QOffVOPUV
OYYP\YPROQUTcVÒaV

S\bYPUdÙ_RiUTcVQPOR̀UaVR̀V
QPOfgShR̀eVR̀VYUP_\̀_V

NR̀STkaR̀eV\̀VTUeR_TOQR\̀VÒaV
bUO_kPU_VQ\VYPUiÙQVÒaV

S\bsOQVQPOfgShR̀e]V

[P\b\QUVQdUVSPUOQR\̀V\fV

_YUSROTRmUaV̀UQt\Ph_VQ\V
_kYY\PQVbUaRSOTXVY_cSd\T\eRSOTV

ÒaV_\SROTVO__R_QÒSUVQ\ViRSQRb_

uUiUT\YVdkbÒVPRedQ_vsO_UaXV
eÙaUPvPU_Y\̀_RiUVÒaV

UpkRQOsTUVdUOTQdVY\TRSRU_VÒaV
YP\ePObbU_Vf\PVQPOfgShUaV

YUP_\̀_VR̀VTR̀UVtRQdVdkbÒV
PRedQ_VQPUOQRU_VÒaV\QdUPV

PUTOQUaVR̀QUP̀OQR\̀OTV_QÒaOPa_

wkbsUPV\fVQPOfgShUaVYUP_\̀_V
_kYY\PQUaVscV_YUSROTRmUaV

\PeÒRmOQR\̀_V\PV_kYY\PQV
_UPiRSU_V

riRaÙSUV\fVUffUSQRiUV
RbYTUbÙQOQR\̀VbUO_kPU_Vf\PV

QdUVYdc_RSOTXVY_cSd\T\eRSOTVÒaV
_\SROTVPUS\iUPcV\fVQPOfgShUaV

YUP_\̀_

wUQt\PhV\fVOYYP\YPROQUTcV
T\SOQUaV_kYY\PQV_UPiRSU_VÒaV

_YUSROTRmUaV_UPiRSUVYP\iRaUP_VR̀V
YTOSU

xPOR̀R̀eVb\akTU_V\̀V

QPOfgShR̀eVR̀VYUP_\̀_VR̀VYTOSUV
R̀VbUaRSOTXVY_cSd\T\eRSOTVÒaV

_\SROTV_UPiRSUVSkPPRSkTOVÒaV
YP\fU__R\̀OTVQPOR̀R̀eVOiORTOsTU

[UPSÙQOeUV\fV_\SROTVt\PhUP_V
\PV_YUSROTRmUaVdUOTQdVSOPUV_QOffV

QdOQVdOiUVk̀aUPQOhÙV
_YUSROTRmUaVQPOR̀R̀eVR̀V

QPOfgShR̀eVR̀VYUP_\̀_

riRaÙSUV\fV_YUSROTRmUaV
ÙQt\Ph_VR̀VYTOSUV

riRaÙSUV\fVdkbÒVPRedQ_v
sO_UaXVeÙaUPvPU_Y\̀_RiUVÒaV

UpkRQOsTUVY\TRSRU_VÒaV
YP\ePObbU_VQ\VQPOfgShUaV

YUP_\̀_

uyzlurjyXV{Òas\\hVf\PV
TUeR_TOQR\̀V\̀ViR\TÙSUVOeOR̀_QV
t\bÙXV|��}XVN_USQR\̀V�ZW]

~w�uoVx\\ThRQVQ\Vo\bsOQV
xPOfgShR̀eVR̀V[UP_\̀_XV|���XV
NSdOYQUPV�XVQ\\T_V�Z�VNbUaRSOT]XV
�ZWVNY_cSd\T\eRSOT]XV�Z�V
NbOQUPROT]]

~w�or�l�\iUP̀bÙQV\fV�̀aROXV
nÒkOTVf\PVnUaRSOTV�fgSUP_XV
uUOTR̀eVtRQdVodRTaViRSQRb_V\fV
xPOfgShR̀eVÒaVo\bbUPSROTV
jU�kOTVr�YT\RQOQR\̀XV|���

��nXV{Òas\\hV\̀VuRPUSQV
y__R_QÒSUVf\PV�RSQRb_V\fV
xPOfgShR̀eXV|���XVNSdOYQUPV�V�V
{UOTQdVÒaVxPOfgShR̀e]

~w�or�l�\iUP̀bÙQV\fV�̀aROXV
nÒkOTVf\PVj\SROTVz\PhUP_V
aUOTR̀eVtRQdVodRTaV�RSQRb_V\fV
xPOfgShR̀eVÒaVo\bbUPSROTV
jU�kOTVr�YT\RQOQR\̀XV|���

~w�uoXVx\\ThRQVQ\Vo\bsOQV
xPOfgShR̀eVR̀V[UP_\̀_XV|���XV
NSdOYQUPV�XVQ\\T_V�Z��v�Z��]

~wu[XVx\\ThRQV\̀V{kbÒV
xPOfgShR̀eVÒaV{��VN_\\̀VQ\V
sUVYksTR_dUa]

��nl~wZ���xXVoOPR̀eVf\PV
xPOfgShUaV[UP_\̀_�V�kRaÒSUV
f\PV{UOTQdV[P\iRaUP_XV|��}
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GHIJKLMNOPQRONRIJNSHOTLUN

VPWTPXYNRYNMZPUNVPORMPNMHN

MVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIŶNRIJN

RJWHLRMPNMZPNRJRSMTHINH[N

OPQTYORMTHÎNSHOTLTPYNRIJN

YMVRMPQTPYN[HVNP_KTMR̀OPNRLLPYYN

MHNZPROMZNLRVP̂NabcNSVPWPIMTHÎN
MVPRMdPIMNRIJNLRVPNYPVWTLPYN

TILOKJTIQNLHddHJTMTPY

bINLHOOR̀HVRMTHINXTMZNVPOPWRIMN
IRMTHIRONRIJNTIMPVIRMTHIRON

SRVMIPVŶNTILOKJTIQNLTWTONYHLTPMUN
HVQRITeRMTHIŶNJPWPOHŜN

JHLKdPIM̂NRJRSMNRIJN
JTYYPdTIRMPNPWTJPILPf̀RYPJN

SHOTLUNRIJNSVHQVRddRMTLNMHHOŶN
QKTJPOTIPYNRIJǸPYMNSVRLMTLPYN

VPORMPJNMHNZPROMZNLRVP̂NabcN
SVPWPIMTHÎNMVPRMdPIMNRIJNLRVPN

[HVNMVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIYN

gWTJPILPNH[NVPWTPX̂NLZRIQPN

RIJNTdSOPdPIMTHINH[N

OPQTYORMTHINRIJNSHOTLTPYN[HVN

P_KTMR̀OPNRLLPYYNMHNZPROMZN

LRVP̂NabcNSVPWPIMTHÎN

MVPRMdPIM̂NLRVPNRIJNYKSSHVMN

YPVWTLPYNRIJNLHddHJTMTPYN[HVN
MVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIY

hWRTOR̀TOTMUNH[NPWTJPILPf̀RYPJN

SHOTLUNRIJNSVHQVRddRMTLN
MHHOŶNQKTJPOTIPYNRIJǸPYMN

SVRLMTLPYNVPORMPJNMHNZPROMZN
LRVP̂NabcNSVPWPIMTHÎN

MVPRMdPIMNRIJNLRVPN[HVN
MVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIY

6	i��j	
��k�

ED������k�
�������l�
�ii���D����
�
mRVMTLOPNn̂N

SRVRoN�NĴN
pVHMHLHOq

rHNSVHWTJPN[HVNMZPNYHLTRON
VPLHWPVUNH[NWTLMTdYNH[N

MVR[\L]TIQNRIJNMZPTVNPWPIMKRON
VPZR̀TOTMRMTHIN

sPQTYORMTHINRIJNdPRYKVPYNTIN
SORLPNMHNPIYKVPNRLLPYYNH[N

WTLMTdYNMHNPdSOHUdPIM̂N
PJKLRMTHINRIJNMVRTITIQN

HSSHVMKITMTPY

bINLHOOR̀HVRMTHINXTMZNIRMTHIRON

SRVMIPVŶNTILOKJTIQNSVTWRMPN
YPLMHV̂NLTWTONYHLTPMUNSRVMIPVŶN

LVPRMPNHVNJPWPOHSNSVHQVRddPYN
SVHWTJTIQNOTWPOTZHHJNHSMTHIYN

mTILOKJTIQNPdSOHUdPIMN
HSSHVMKITMTPŶNWHLRMTHIRON

MVRTITIQ̂NPJKLRMTHIRON
SVHQVRddPYqN[HVNMVR[\L]PJN

SPVYHIYNRIJNMZHYPNWKOIPVR̀OPN
MHNMVR[\L]TIQ

gIYKVPNRLLPYYNMHNPtTYMTIQN

WHLRMTHIRONMVRTITIQNHVN
PJKLRMTHIRONSVHQVRddPYN

uKd̀ PVNH[NWHLRMTHIRONMVRTITIQYN

HVNPJKLRMTHIRONSVHQVRddPYN
LVPRMPJNHVNRWRTOR̀OPN[HVN

MVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIY

uKd̀ PVNH[NMVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIYN
WHOKIMRVTOUNPIVHOOPJNTIN

WHLRMTHIRONMVRTITIQYNHVN
PJKLRMTHIRONSVHQVRddPYN[HVN

TIMPQVRMTHIvVPTIMPQVRMTHI

uKd̀ PVNH[NMVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIYN

QRTI[KOOUNPdSOHUPJNmTINSORLPNH[N
HVTQTIvJPYMTIRMTHIqNRYNRNVPYKOMN

H[NMZPYPNHSSHVMKITMTPYN[HVN
TIMPQVRMTHIvVPTIMPQVRMTHI

wKIJTIQNROOHLRMPJN[HVNMZPN

LVPRMTHIvJPWPOHSdPIMNH[N
OTWPOTZHHJNHSSHVMKITMTPYN[HVN

MVR[\L]PJNSPVYHIYNHVNMZHYPN
WKOIPVR̀OPNMHNMVR[\L]TIQ

xuyzĜNrHHO]TMNMHNGHd̀ RMN
rVR[\L]TIQNTINpPVYHIŶN{||}̂N
mLZRSMPVN}̂NMHHOYN}o~q

bsŷNGHd̀ RMTIQNMVR[\L]TIQNTIN
LZTOJVPIN[HVNOR̀HKVN
PtSOHTMRMTHI�NhNVPYHKVLPN]TMN[HVN
SHOTLUfdR]PVYNRIJN
SVRLMTMTHIPVŶN{||}Nm̀HH]N�̂N
YPLMTHIN�o{q
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LMNOPQRSTUVTWMNMXTYT
ZN[O[Q[R\���E�
����
��
��
LMNOPQRST�]VTWMNMXT�VT

[̂_̀S_OP[_\����
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H
�����

ZN[OSQOTOcSTWNP̀MQdTM_eTPeS_OPOdT
[fTONMfgQhSeTWSNi[_iTjSf[NSVT

ekNP_lTM_eTMfOSNTQNPmP_MRT
WN[QSSeP_li

noPiOS_QST[fTMTRSlPiRMOP̀ST[NT
MemP_PiONMOP̀STfNMmSp[NhTO[T

WN[OSQOTOcSTWNP̀MQdTM_eT
PeS_OPOdT[fTONMfgQhP_lT̀PQOPmiT

NSQSP̀P_lTMiiPiOM_QSTM_eT
WN[OSQOP[_

qiiSiiTNSRS̀M_OTRSlPiRMOP[_T[_T
WN[OSQOP[_T[fTWNP̀MQdTM_eT
PeS_OPOdXT̂[mWRSOST[NTm[ePfdT
RSlPiRMOP[_TPfT_SQSiiMNdTO[T
S_ikNSTPOiTMWWRPQMOP[_TO[T̀PQOPmiT
[fTONMfgQhP_lT

qmS_eTWN[QSekNSiTO[TMRR[pT
rkNPiePQOP[_iTO[TWN[OSQOTOcST
Q[_geS_OPMRPOdTM_es[NTWNP̀MQdT
[fT̀PQOPmiT[fTONMfgQhP_lT

n_Q[kNMlSTOSiOPm[_dTjdT
P̀QOPmispPO_SiiSiTO[TjSTOMhS_T
P_TMTQ[_geS_OPMRTmM__SNTP_T
[NeSNTO[TWN[OSQOTOcSPNTPeS_OPOdT
jdTkiP_lTQ[mmk_PQMOP[_iT
OSQc_[R[ldTikQcTMiT̀PeS[TRP_hiVT
QR[iSeTQ[kNOT[NTiQNSS_SeT
P̀QOPmspPO_SiiVTNSR[QMOP[_

n_Q[kNMlSTNSiWSQOTf[NTOcST
WNP_QPWRST[fTQ[_geS_OPMRPOdT
SmWR[dSeTjdTtuviT[NT[OcSNT
P̀QOPmTiSǸPQSTWN[̀PeSNiTpPOcT
NSiWSQOTO[TOcSPNTQRPS_Oi

wMhSTmSMikNSiTO[TS_ikNST_[T
P_f[NmMOP[_TOcMOTQ[kReTNS̀SMRT
OcSTPeS_OPOdT[fTMTONMfgQhSeT
WSNi[_TPiTNSRSMiSeVT
ePiiSmP_MOSeT[NTjN[MeQMiO

ZN[QSekNMRT[NT[OcSNTmSMikNSiT
O[TWN[OSQOTWNP̀MQdTM_eTPeS_OPOdT

P_TWRMQST

tkmjSNT[fT̀PQOPmiTjS_SgOP_lT
fN[mTmSMikNSiTO[TWN[OSQOTOcSPNT

Q[_geS_OPMRPOdTM_es[NTPeS_OPOdT

xtvŷ yzVTzSQ[mmS_eSeT
ZNP_QPWRSiTM_eTukPeSRP_SiT[_T
ykmM_TzPlcOiTM_eTykmM_T
wNMfgQhP_lVT�{T|MdT�{{�XT
Lns�{{�sU}sqeeXYXTMNOPQRST}VT
W[P_OT~\

xtv�̂ VTw[[RhPOTO[T̂[mjMOT
wNMfgQhP_lTP_TZSNi[_iVT�{{}VT
LQcMWOSNT�\T

�q�s�n�qVTyM_ej[[hTf[NT
RSlPiRMOP[_T[_T̀P[RS_QSTMlMP_iOT
p[mS_VT�{{~VTLiSQOP[_T�X~\

�������H������
���I����	�����
H���

E��b�
LMNOPQRSTUVTWMNMXT�T

M_eT�jTZN[O[Q[RT
M_eTMNOPQRST��T

WMNMXT�VT
[̂_̀S_OP[_\

n_ikNSTONMfgQhSeTWSNi[_iTcM̀ST

NSQ[kNiSTO[TrkiOPQSTM_eTOcSPNT
P̀SpiTM_eTQ[_QSN_iTMNST_[OT

SoQRkeSeTfN[mTOcSTQNPmP_MRT
rkiOPQSTWN[QSii

�SlMRTmSMikNSiTP_TWRMQSTO[T

WN[̀PeSTONMfgQhSeTWSNi[_iT
pPOcTP_f[NmMOP[_T[_TOcSPNT

NPlcOiTMiTpSRRTMiT[_TMWWRPQMjRST
MemP_PiONMOP̀STM_eTrkePQPMRT

WN[QSekNSi

n_ikNSTONMfgQhSeTWSNi[_iTMNST
P_f[NmSeTMj[kOTNSRS̀M_OT
rkePQPMRTM_eTMemP_PiONMOP̀ST
WN[QSekNSiTP_TMTRM_lkMlSTOcSdT
k_eSNiOM_eXT�_f[NmMOP[_TQM_T
jSTSPOcSNTpNPOOS_T[NT[NMR

ǹPeS_QSTOcMOTONMfgQhSeT

WSNi[_iTMNSTP_f[NmSeTMj[kOT
OcSPNTNPlcOiTM_eTMWWRPQMjRST

MemP_PiONMOP̀STM_eTrkePQPMRT
WN[QSekNSi

tkmjSNT[fT̀PQOPmiTcM̀P_lT
WMNOPQPWMOSeTP_TQNPmP_MRT

WN[QSSeP_liT[NTP_TONPMRi

xtv�̂ VTw[[RhPOTO[T̂[mjMOT
wNMfgQhP_lTP_TZSNi[_iVT�{{}VT
LQcMWOSNT�\

�q�s�n�qVTyM_ej[[hTf[NT
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FGGHGIJKLMNJOJHPJQPMNIRNMKJQPMN

ISMNOHMTGNJKUNLRKLMVKGNRWN

IVJWXLYMUNZMVGRKGNIRNQMN

ZVMGMKIMUNJKUNLRKGHUMVMUNJIN

JZZVRZVHJIMNGIJ[MGNRWNLVH\HKJPN

ZVRLMMUHK[GNJ[JHKGINRWWMKUMVG

]KĜVMNISJINIVJWXLYMUNZMVGRKGN
JVMNHKWRV\MU_NHKNTVHIHK[NRVN
RVJPP̀_NRWNISMHVNVH[SIGNHKNJN
PJK[̂J[MNISM̀N̂KUMVGIJKUN
MHISMVNQ̀NGIJIMNPM[JPNJHUN
GMVOHLMGNRVNQ̀NGZMLHJPHaMUN
GIV̂LÎVMGN

]KĜVMNISJINIVJWXLYMUNZMVGRKGN
JVMNJPPRTMUNJNZMVHRUNRWN
VMbMLIHRK_NJLLR\ZJKHMUNQ̀N
JZZVRZVHJIMNĜZZRVI_NIRNUMLHUMN
RKNISMHVNZJVIHLHZJIHRKNHKNJN
ĉUHLHJPNZVRLMÛVMN

]GIJQPHGSNJKUNMKĜVMN
H\ZPM\MKIJIHRKNRWNĉUHLHJPN
ZVRLMÛVMGNIRNJORHUNISMNVMd
OHLIH\HaJIHRKNRWNIVJWXLYMUN
ZMVGRKG_NHKNZJVIHL̂PJVNLSHPUVMK_N
ÛVHK[NISMNĉUHLHJPNZVRLMGG

]KĜVMNIVJWXLYHK[NOHLIH\GNSJOMN
JLLMGGNIRNPM[JPNJHUNÛVHK[NISMN
MKIHVMNZMVHRUNRWNLHOHPNRVNPM[JPN
JLIHRKNJ[JHKGINZMVZMIVJIRVGNRWN
IVJWXLYHK[N

]KĜVMNIVJWXLYHK[NOHLIH\GNSJOMN
JLLMGGNIRNWVMMNPM[JPNJHUNTSMKN
ISHGNHGNJOJHPJQPMN

eM[JPNJGGHGIJKLMNG̀GIM\NIRN
ĜZZRVINOHLIH\GNHKNZPJLM

eM[HGPJIHOMNRVNJU\HKHGIVJIHOMN
\MJĜVMGNIRNRWWMVNJNVMbMLIHRKN
ZMVHRUNIRNOHLIH\GNHKNZPJLM

f̂\QMVNRWNIVJWXLYMUNZMVGRKGN
SJOHK[NQMKMXIMUNWVR\NZMVHRUN
RWNVMbMLIHRK

f̂\QMVNRWNOHLIH\GNSJOHK[N
QMKMXIMUNWVR\NWVMMNPM[JPN
JGGHGIJKLM

gfhij_NkRRPYHINIRNjR\QJIN
kVJWXLYHK[NHKNlMVGRKG_Nmnno_N
pLSJZIMVNo_NIRRPNoqrs

gfhij_NkRRPYHINIRNjR\QJIN
kVJWXLYHK[NHKNlMVGRKG_Nmnno_N
pLSJZIMVNt_NIRRPNtqus

vhw_NxJKUQRRYNRKNiHVMLIN
FGGHGIJKLMNWRVNyHLIH\GNRWN
kVJWXLYHK[_Nmnnt

N

N

�z{���������
�{�
���|����	����D�
����
��
�
pJVIHLPMN}_NZJVJqN~N

lVRIRLRP_N
JVIHLPMNm~_NZJVJqNuN

JKUNJVIHLPMNmr_N
jRKOMKIHRKs

]KĜVMNZVRIMLIHRKNWVR\N

VMIJPHJIHRKNRVNHKIH\HUJIHRKNWRVN
OHLIH\GNJKUNTHIKMGGMG

FZZVRZVHJIMN\MJĜVMGNHKNZPJLMN

IRNMKĜVMNISMNZS̀GHLJPNGJWMÌN
RWNOHLIH\GNJKUNTHIKMGGMGNRWN

IVJWXLYHK[NHKNZMVGRKG

]KĜVMNPM[HGPJIHRKNZVROHUMGNWRVN
GJKLIHRKGNJ[JHKGINJK̀RKMN
ISVMJIMKHK[NRVNHKIH\HUJIHK[NJN
OHLIH\NRVNTHIKMGG

kJYMN\MJĜVMGNJH\MUNJIN
MKĜVHK[NISMNZS̀GHLJPNGJWMÌNRWN
OHLIH\G_NISMHVNWJ\HPHMGNJKUN
RISMVGNTSRGMNGJWMÌN\J̀NQMNJIN
VHGYN

]KĜVMNISJINGIJKUJVUNRZMVJIHK[N
ZVRLMÛVMGNJVMNJZZPHMUNTHISN
VM[JVUNIRNLSHPUNOHLIH\GNJKUN
THIKMGGMG

]WWMLIHOMNPM[JPNJKUNRISMVN
\MJĜVMGNZVMOMKIHK[NISVMJINRVN
HKIH\HUJIHRKNRWNOHLIH\GNJKUN
THIKMGGMGNHKNZPJLM

f̂\QMVNRWNVHGYNJGGMGG\MKIGN
LJVVHMUNR̂I

]OHUMKLMNISJIN\MJĜVMGN̂GMUN
IRNHKLVMJGMNISMNGJWMÌNRWN
OHLIH\GNJVMNMWWMLIHOM

f̂\QMVNRWNLSHPUVMKNSJOHK[N
QMKMXIMUNWVR\NGIJKUJVUN
RZMVJIHK[NZVRLMÛVMG

gfhij_NkRRPYHINIRNjR\QJIN
kVJWXLYHK[NHKNlMVGRKG_Nmnno_N
pLSJZIMVN~_NIRRPGN~qu}d~qu�s

gfhij_N�RRUNZVJLIHLMGNWRVN
ISMNZVRIMLIHRKNRWNTHIKMGGMGNHKN
LVH\HKJPNZVRLMMUHK[GNHKORPOHK[N
RV[JKHaMUNLVH\M_Nmnno

gfN�̂ HUMPHKMGNWRVNĉGIHLMNHKN
\JIIMVGNHKORPOHK[NLSHPUNOHLIH\GN
JKUNTHIKMGGMGNRWNLVH\M_Nmnn~
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GHIJKLMKNIOLHIKMNPQN

IPPRKJLSTPHURLJSTITRLSTPHNTHN
IJTVTHLWNRJPIKKXTHYMNSOJPZYON

LMMZJKXNRJPSKISTPHNPQN[TISTVMN
LHXN\TSHKMMKMN

N ]̂TMSKHIKNLHXNLRRWTILSTPHNPQN

\TSHKMMNRJPSKISTPHNWKYTMWLSTPH_N
THNRLJSTIZWLJNIPHIKJHTHYN

RÒMTILWNRJPSKISTPH_NSPN
SJLQaIbTHYN[TISTVM

]HMZJKNL\LJKHKMMNLHXNSJLTHTHYN

LVPHYNWL\NKHQPJIKVKHSN
MKJ[TIKMNLHXNPSOKJNIPVRKSKHSN

LZSOPJTSTKMNPQNSOKTJN
JKMRPHMTcTWTS̀NSPNKHMZJKNSOKN

MLQKS̀NPQNSJLQaIbTHYN[TISTVM

]HMZJKNSOKNRÒMTILWNRJPSKISTPHN
PQNSOKN[TISTVNLHXUPJN\TSHKMMKMN

cKQPJK_NXZJTHYNLHXNZHSTWNSOKN
KHXNPQNdZXTITLWNRJPIKKXTHYMNPJN

SJTLWMeNfÒMTILWNRJPSKISTPHN
VKLMZJKMNILHNTHIWZXKNRJT[LÌU

TXKHSTS̀NRJPSKISTPHgN
IPHaXKHSTLWTS̀NPQNTXKHSTS̀_N

IOLHYKNPQNTXKHSTS̀_NJKWPILSTPHN
SPNHK\NLIIPVVPXLSTPHNPJN

YKPYJLROTINWPILSTPH_NZMKNPQN
MRKITLWNIPVVZHTILSTPHMN

SKIOHThZKMNSPNLMMTMSNSOKN
\TSHKMM_NMZIONLMN[TXKPNWTHb_N

JKIPJXKXNSKMSTVPH̀_NIWPMKXN
SJTLWM

]HMZJKNSOLSN\TSHKMMNRJPSKISTPHN
RJPYJLVVKMNLHXUPJNVKLMZJKMN

LJKNSLTWPJiVLXK_NIPHMTXKJTHYN
SOKNMRKITaINHKKXMNPQNSJLQaIbKXN

RKJMPHM

jPHIWZXKNLJJLHYKVKHSMN\TSON
PSOKJNkSLSKMNSPNRJP[TXKN

RJPSKIST[KNVKLMZJKM_NMZIONLMNN
LNHK\NJKMTXKHIK_NQPJNLN\TSHKMMN

PJN[TISTVeN

lZVcKJNPQN[TISTVMNOL[THYN

cKHKaSKXNQJPVNRÒMTILWN
RJPSKISTPH

][TXKHIKNPQNSJLTHTHYN

OTYOWTYOSTHYNSOKNTMMZKNPQNMLQKS̀N
PQNSJLQaIbTHYN[TISTVMN

][TXKHIKNPQNZMKNPQNMRKITLWN

SKIOHThZKMNMZIONLMN[TXKPNWTHbM_N
JKIPJXKXNSKMSTVPH̀NLHXNIWPMKXN

SJTLWM

][TXKHIKNPQN\TSHKMMNRJPSKISTPHN

VKLMZJKMNLHXUPJNRJPYJLVVKMN
SLTWPJiVLXKNSPNSJLQaIbKXN

RKJMPHM

mJJLHYKVKHSMN\TSONPSOKJN
kSLSKMNTHNRWLIK

nlGj]oUnlpqj_NrZMSTIKNTHN
sLSSKJMNTH[PW[THYNjOTWXN
tTISTVMNLHXNuTSHKMMKMNPQN
jJTVKgNsPXKWNvL\NLHXN
wKWLSKXNjPVVKHSLJ̀_Nxyyz

nlGj]oUnlpqj_NrZMSTIKNTHN
sLSSKJMNTH[PW[THYNjOTWXN
tTISTVMNLHXNuTSHKMMKMNPQN
jJTVKgNsPXKWNvL\NLHXN
wKWLSKXNjPVVKHSLJ̀_NjOTWXi
QJTKHXẀN[KJMTPH_Nxyyz

N N N

N N

N N
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��������
JKLMNOPQRSTRUKLKVRSR

WLXMXOXPRKYZR

KLMNOPQR[�RUKLKVR[R

\XY]QYMNXŶ

_XRKPPX̀ R]NOMNabRXcRMLKcdOeNYfR

MgQRUXbbNhNPNMiRXcRXhMKNYNYfR

OXaUQYbKMNXYRcXLRZKaKfQR

bjccQLQZR

kQfNbPKMNXYRQYKhPNYfR]NOMNabRMXR

OPKNaROXaUQYbKMNXYRNYRUPKOQ

lbMKhPNbgRKUULXULNKMQR
ULXOQZjLQbRMXRKPPX̀ R]NOMNabRMXR
XhMKNYROXaUQYbKMNXYRKYZR
LQbMNMjMNXYRJKLMNOPQR[�RUKLKVR[TR
\XY]QYMNXŶRMgLXjfgROLNaNYKPTR
ON]NPRKYZmXLRKZaNYNbMLKMN]QR
ULXOQQZNYfb

lbMKhPNbgRKRZQZNOKMQZR]NOMNaR
OXaUQYbKMNXYRcjYZRXLRbOgQaQR
cLXaR̀gNOgR]NOMNabROPKNabROKYR
hQRaQM

ngQLQRKRfQYQLKPR]NOMNaR
OXaUQYbKMNXYRcjYZRQoNbMbTR
QYbjLQR]NOMNabRXcRMLKcdOeNYfRNYR
UQLbXYbRgK]QRKOOQbbRMXRNM

lYbjLQRULXOQZjLQbRKLQRNYRUPKOQR
bjOgRMgKMRMgQRULXOQQZbRXcR
OLNaQRXLROXYdbOKMQZRULXUQLMiR
XcRMLKcdOeQLbRKYZmXLRQoUPXNMQLbR
OKYRhQRjbQZRMXROXaUQYbKMQR
]NOMNabRXcRMgQROLNaQRXLR
LQMjLYQZRMXRMgQNLRPQfNMNaKMQR
X̀ YQLbRJKLMNOPQRpqTRUKLKVR[̂

rjahQLRXcROKbQbRdPQZRhiR

]NOMNabRMXRLQOQN]QR

OXaUQYbKMNXY

rjahQLRXcRMLKcdOeNYfR]NOMNabR
OXaUQYbKMQZRcXLRZKaKfQR

bjccQLQZR

sQZNOKMQZRXLRfQYQLKPRcjYZRNYR

UPKOQR

rjahQLRXcR]NOMNabR
OXaUQYbKMQZRMgLXjfgR

ZQZNOKMQZRXLRfQYQLKPRcjYZbR

rjahQLRXcRMLKcdOeNYfROKbQbR

g̀QLQRULXOQQZbRXcROLNaQRKYZm
XLRULXUQLMiRXcRXccQYZQLbRKLQR

OXYdbOKMQZRKYZRjbQZRKbR
OXaUQYbKMNXY

tu\lmtsvwxTRxQUXLMRXYR
\XaUQYbKMNXYRcXLR_LKcdOeQZR
KYZRloUPXNMQZRWQLbXYbRNYRMgQR
tu\lRxQfNXYTR[yyz

{rts\TR_XXPeNMRMXR\XahKMR
_LKcdOeNYfRNYRWQLbXYbTR[yyzTR
JOgKUMQLRzTRMXXPRzVp|̂

{rtw\wxTRxQOXaaQYZQZR
WLNYONUPQbRKYZR}jNZQPNYQbRXYR
wjaKYRxNfgMbRKYZRwjaKYR
_LKcdOeNYfTR}jNZQPNYQR~�R
�OOQbbRMXRLQaQZNQbTR
Jlm[yy[mSzm�ZZVp̂R[yy[

s�nmslu�TRwKYZhXXeRcXLR
PQfNbPKMNXYRXYR]NXPQYOQRKfKNYbMR
X̀aQYTR[yy~RJbQOMNXYR�VppV�̂
R

<I
������

E���
�������E�
�
JKLMNOPQRSTRUKLKVqR
WLXMXOXP̂

�ZKUMRULXMQOMNXYRKYZR
KbbNbMKYOQRaQKbjLQbRcXLR

MLKcdOeNYfR]NOMNabRMXRMgQR
bUQONKPRYQQZbRXcROgNPZLQYTR

NYOPjZNYfRKUULXULNKMQRgXjbNYfTR
QZjOKMNXYRKYZROKLQRNYR

OXXLZNYKMNXYR̀NMgRQoNbMNYfROgNPZR
ULXMQOMNXYRbibMQab

loNbMQYOQRXcRKUULXULNKMQR
bQL]NOQbRKYZRaQKbjLQbRMXR

fjKLKYMQQRMgQRUgibNOKPRKYZR
UbiOgXPXfNOKPR̀QPP�hQNYfRXcR

MLKcdOeQZROgNPZTRKbR̀QPPRKbR
MgQNLRQZjOKMNXYRKYZR

LQNYMQfLKMNXYRNYROXXLZNYKMNXYR
ǸMgRQoNbMNYfROgNPZRULXMQOMNXYR

bibMQab

lYbjLQRMgQRNaUPQaQYMKMNXYRXcR
{rv\l�R}jNZQPNYQb�RngQLQRMgQR
KfQRXcRMgQROgNPZRNbRjYOQLMKNYR
KYZRMgQLQRKLQRLQKbXYbRMXR
hQPNQ]QRMgKMRMgQR]NOMNaRNbRKR
OgNPZTRMgQRULQbjaUMNXYRbgKPPRhQR
MgKMRMgQR]NOMNaRNbRKROgNPZR

l]NZQYOQRXcRNaUPQaQYMKMNXYRXcR

MgQR{rv\l�R}jNZQPNYQbR

l]NZQYOQRXcRKUULXULNKMQR

bQL]NOQbRKYZRaQKbjLQbRMKeNYfR
NYMXROXYbNZQLKMNXYRMgQRbUQONKPR

YQQZbRXcRMLKcdOeQZROgNPZLQY

rjahQLRXcRNZQYMNdQZROgNPZR
MLKcdOeNYfR]NOMNabR̀NMgRKOOQbbR

MXRZQZNOKMQZROQYMLQbRKYZmXLR
bgQPMQLb

rjahQLRXcRMLKcdOeQZROgNPZLQYR

MgKMRgK]QRKOOQbbRMXRUgibNOKPR
KYZRUbiOgXPXfNOKPROKLQ

{rv\l�TRvaUPQaQYMKMNXYRwKYZ�
hXXeRcXLRMgQR\XY]QYMNXYRXYR
MgQRxNfgMbRXcRMgQR\gNPZTRp~~z

{rtw\wxTRxQOXaaQYZQZR
WLNYONUPQbRKYZR}jNZQPNYQbRXYR
wjaKYRxNfgMbRKYZRwjaKYR
_LKcdOeNYfTR}jNZQPNYQRz�R
uUQONKPRaQKbjLQbRcXLRMgQR
ULXMQOMNXYRKYZRbjUUXLMRXcR
OgNPZR]NOMNabRXcRMLKcdOeNYfTR
Jlm[yy[mSzm�ZZVp̂TR[yy[

vktTR\XahKMNYfRMLKcdOeNYfRNYR
OgNPZLQYRcXLRPKhXjLR
QoUPXNMKMNXY�R�RLQbXjLOQReNMRcXLR
UXPNOi�aKeQLbRKYZR
ULKOMNMNXYQLbTR[yyzRJhXXeRqTR
bQOMNXYRqV�RKYZRhXXeR�TR
bQOMNXYR�V�̂
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G G HIJKLMNIGLIONPIQGMOJRSPG
QTIUNIPQGQVILKWLMUUXGYSPG

NPMYWLZIJGLTKUJPIOG

[OQ\PIGNTMNGMVVPSVPKMNIG
SVNKSOQGMPIGM]MKUM̂UIGNSGVPS]KJIG

VPSNILNKSOG_IMQ\PIQGNMZKÒG
KONSGLSOQKJIPMNKSOGNTIGQVILKMUG

MOJGKOJK]KJ\MUGOIIJQGSYG
LTKUJPIOaĜIMPKÒGKOG_KOJGNTIG

VMPNKL\UMPGOIIJQGSYĜSXQGMOJG
K̀PUQG

[OQ\PIG_KOK_\_GQNMOJMPJQGSYG
LMPIGQVILKWLMUUXGYSPGLTKUJPIOG

VUMLIJGKOGPIQKJIONKMUGQNP\LN\PIQG
SPGKOGMUNIPOMNK]IGLMPIGNSGM]SKJG

NTMNGNTIXGMPIGY\PNTIPG
NPM\_MNKbIJGcId̀dGLSJIQGSYG

LSOJ\LNGYSPGQNMYYaGLTILZKÒR
_SOKNSPKÒG_ILTMOKQ_QGYSPG

YSQNIPGYM_KUKIQGINLdeG

fMZIGQVILKWLG_IMQ\PIQGNSG
IOQ\PIGNTIGVTXQKLMUGMOJG

VQXLTSUS̀KLMUGLMPIGSYGNPMYWLZIJG
LTKUJPIOG

fTIĜIQNGKONIPIQNQGSYGNTIGLTKUJG

MOJGVSQQK̂UIGLSOJKNKSOQGYSPG
PIN\POGNSGNTIGYM_KUXG_\QNĜIG

I]MU\MNIJĜIYSPITMOJĜXGMOG
SOgQKNIGKO]IQNK̀MNKSOdGhOG

ZIIVKÒGiKNTGNTIĜIQNGKONIPIQNG
SYGNTIGLTKUJaGMOJGiKNTGY\UUG

VMPNKLKVMNKSOGSYGNTIGLTKUJG
]KLNK_aGNMZIGQVILKWLG_IMQ\PIQG

NSGIOQ\PIGNTIGPIKONÌPMNKSOGSYG
LTKUJGNPMYWLZKÒG]KLNK_QGKOGNTIKPG

QSLKINXGSPGLS__\OKNXGSYGSPK̀KOaG
MOJRSPGKOGNTIKPGYM_KUX

j\_̂ IPGSYGNPMYWLZIJGLTKUJPIOG
NTMNGTM]IGMLLIQQGNSGIJ\LMNKSOG

SPGSNTIPGKONÌPMNKSOG_IMQ\PIQG
MOJGPIKONÌPMNKSOGQIP]KLIQG

j\_̂ IPGSYGNPMYWLZIJGLTKUJPIOG

\QKÒGNTIGIJ\LMNKSOMUGMOJG
QSLKMUGQIP]KLIQGSYGNTIGTSQNG

LS\ONPX

k\KJIUKOIQGSOGl\QNKLIGKOG
mMNNIPQGKO]SU]KÒGnTKUJG
oKLNK_QdGMOJGpKNOIQQIQGSYG
nPK_IGqG[LSOS_KLGMOJGrSLKMUG
nS\OLKUG

sIQSU\NKSOGtuuvRtuGSYGttGl\UXG
tuuv

hwmRGx\QNPKMOGyIJIPMUGmKOKQNPXG
SYGNTIGhONIPKSPaGsIQS\PLIGzSSZG
YSPG{MiG[OYSPLI_IONGwYWLIPQG
SOGkSSJG|PMLNKLIQGKOG
nS_̂ MNKÒGnTKUJGfPMYWLZKÒaG
tuu�

}jwHnaGfSSUZKNGNSGnS_̂ MNG
fPMYWLZKÒGKOG|IPQSOQaGtuu~aG
cNSSUGvd��eG

}jhn[yaGk\KJIUKOIQGSOGNTIG
VPSNILNKSOGSYGLTKUJG]KLNK_QGSYG
NPMYWLZKÒaGfILTOKLMUGjSNIQaG
tuu�

xQKMGxnfQGM̀MKOQNGnTKUJG
fPMYWLZKÒG�G|PSNILNKÒGNTIG
sK̀TNQGMOJGHK̀OKNXGSYGNTIG
fPMYWLZIJGnTKUJPIOGKOGrS\NTG
[MQNGxQKMaGtuu�

}jhn[yaGsIYIPIOLIG̀\KJIGSOG
VPSNILNKÒGNTIGPK̀TNQGSYGLTKUJG
]KLNK_QGSYGNPMYWLZKÒGKOG
[\PSVIaGtuu�G

}jhn[yRkS]IPO_IONGSYG
�SQS]SaG{INQGfMUZ�GHI]IUSVKÒG
[YYILNK]IGnS__\OKLMNKSOGiKNTG
nTKUJGoKLNK_GSYGx̂\QIGMOJG
�\_MOGfPMYWLZKÒaGtuu�

G G

G G
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HIJKLMGNOPMLINPQRMGSNLMG
NLLNITMUMIPJGPVNPGLMJWMSPGPVMG
LQTVPJGNIXGXQTIQPYGZ[GPVMG
PLN[\S]MXGSVQOX̂GQIGJQPKNPQZIJG
_VMLMGPVMGJN[MGLMPKLIGZ[GPVMG
SVQOXGPZGVQJGZLGVMLG[NUQOYGQJGIZPG
WZJJQ̀OM̂GZLG_VMLMGJKSVGLMPKLIG
_ZKOXGIZPG̀MGQIGPVMGSVQOXaJG̀MJPG
QIPMLMJPG

bN]MGUMNJKLMJGPZGMIJKLMGPVNPG
PLN[\S]MXGSVQOXLMIGVNRMG
JNPQJ[NSPZLYGNSSMJJGPZG
MXKSNPQZIGNIXGUMNIJGZ[GJZSQNOG
QIPMTLNPQZIGQIGPVMGVZJPGSZKIPLŶG
QIGOQIMG_QPVGPVMG̀MJPGQIPMLMJPJG
Z[GPVMGSVQOXGNIXG_QPVG[KOOG
WNLPQSQWNPQZIGZ[GPVMGSVQOX

cdefHĝGhKQXMOQIMJG[ZLG
iLZPMSPQZIGZ[GPVMGjQTVPJGZ[G
fVQOXLMIGkQSPQUJGZ[GbLN[\S]QITG
QIGlZKPVMNJPMLIGHKLZWM̂G
jMTQZINOGm[\SM̂GhMIMRN

enm̂GfZÙ NPQITGPLN[\S]QITGQIG
SVQOXLMIG[ZLGOǸZKLGMoWOZQPNPQZIG
pGjMJZKLSMG]QPG[ZLGWZOQSYGNIXG
WLNSPQPQZIMLĴGqZZ]GrsGbN]QITG
NSPQZIGNTNQIJPGSVQOXGPLN[\S]QIT̂G
tuuv

eISOKXMGNGSONKJMGJWMSQ\SNOOYG
NXXLMJJQITGPVMGIMMXJGZ[GSVQOXG
RQSPQUJGZ[GPLN[\S]QITGQIG
SZZWMLNPQZIGNTLMMUMIPJG
M̀P_MMIGTZRMLIUMIPNOG
QIJPQPKPQZIJGNIXGIZIp
TZRMLIUMIPNOGZLTNIQwNPQZIJGZLG
ZPVMLGJWMSQNOQwMXGJMLRQSMJ

G

<���D�����
x����	�
yNLPQSOMG�̂GiLZPZSZOz

{KPVZLQwMGRQSPQUJGZ[GPLN[\S]QITG
QIGWMLJZIĴG_VZGJZGXMJQLM̂GPZG

LMUNQIGPMUWZLNLQOYGZLG
WMLUNIMIPOYGQIGPVMGXMJPQINPQZIG

SZKIPLŶG_VMIGPVMQLGWMLJZINOG
JQPKNPQZIGJZGLM|KQLMJGZLG_VMIG

PVQJGQJGIMSMJJNLYGPZG[NSQOQPNPMG
PVMQLGWNLPQSQWNPQZIGQIGSLQUQINOG

WLZSMMXQITJGNTNQIJPGPLN[\S]MLJG
NIXGMoWOZQPMLJGNIXGNOJZGPZG

[NSQOQPNPMGPVMQLGJZSQNÔGUMXQSNOG
NIXGWJYSVZOZTQSNOGSNLM

HoQJPMISMGZ[GOMTQJONPQRMGZLG
ZPVMLGNWWLZWLQNPMGUMNJKLMJG

PVNPGWMLUQPGRQSPQUJGZ[G
PLN[\S]QITGQIGWMLJZIJGPZG

LMUNQIGQIGNGPLNIJQPGZLG
XMJPQINPQZIGSZKIPLŶG

PMUWZLNLQOYGZLGWMLUNIMIPOŶG
[ZLGVKUNIQPNLQNIGLMNJZIĴGPZG

WNLPQSQWNPMGQIG}KXQSQNOGZLG
NXUQIQJPLNPQRMGWLZSMMXQITJGZLG

[ZLGZPVMLGLMNJZIJ

HIJKLMGPVNPGPLN[\S]MXGWMLJZIJG
NLMGNOOZ_MXGNGLM~MSPQZIGWMLQZX̂G
NSSZUWNIQMXG̀YGNWWLZWLQNPMG
JKWWZLP̂GPZGXMSQXMGZIGPVMQLG
WNLPQSQWNPQZIGQIGNG}KXQSQNOG
WLZSMXKLM

{XZWPGLMTKONPQZIJGZLG
TKQXMOQIMJGPZGTKNLNIPMMG
M[[MSPQRMGQJJKNISMGZ[GLMJQXMISMG
WMLUQPJGPZGPLN[\S]QITGRQSPQUJ

HIJKLMGPVNPGPVMGQJJKNISMGZ[G
LMJQXMISMGWMLUQPJGPZGRQSPQUJGZ[G

PLN[\S]QITGQJGIZPGXQJSLMPQZINLY

HIJKLMGPVNPGQUUQTLNPQZIGJPNPKJG
ZLGLMPKLIGZ[GPVMGRQSPQUGXZMJG
IZPGWLMRMIPGPVMGRQSPQUG[LZUG
\OQITG[ZL̂G̀MQITGN_NLXMXGNIXG
LMSMQRQITGSZUWMIJNPQZI

nMTQJONPQRMGZLGNXUQIQJPLNPQRMG
UMNJKLMJGPZGZ[[MLGNGLM~MSPQZIG
WMLQZXGPZGRQSPQUJGQIGWONSM

HoQJPMISMGZ[GLMTKONPQZIJGZLG
TKQXMOQIMJGSZISMLIQITGPVMG
QJJKNISMGZ[GLMJQXMISMGWMLUQPJ

dKÙ MLGZ[GRQSPQUJGZ̀PNQIQITG
LMJQXMISMGWMLUQPJGyPMUWZLNLYG
ZLGWMLUNIMIPz

dKÙ MLGZ[GPLN[\S]MXGWMLJZIJG
QI[ZLUMXGZ[GLQTVPGPZGLM|KMJPG
NJYOKU

dKÙ MLGZ[GPLN[\S]MXGWMLJZIJG
_VZGNLMGTLNIPMXGLM[KTMMG
JPNPKJGZLGJK̀JQXQNLYGWLZPMSPQZI

cdm�fGbZZO]QPGPZGfZÙ NPG
bLN[\S]QITGQIGiMLJZIĴGtuuvG
ySVNWPMLG�z

cd�fĵGhKQXMOQIMJGZIG
eIPMLINPQZINOGiLZPMSPQZIsGbVMG
NWWOQSNPQZIGZ[G{LPQSOMG�{ytzGZ[G
PVMG����GfZIRMIPQZIGNIX�ZLG
����GiLZPZSZOGLMONPQITGPZGPVMG
lPNPKJGZ[GjM[KTMMJGPZGRQSPQUJG
Z[GPLN[\S]QITGNIXGWMLJZIJGNPG
LQJ]GZ[G̀MQITGPLN[\S]MX

cd�fĵGjM[KTMMGiLZPMSPQZIG
NIXG�KUNIGbLN[\S]QIT̂G
lMOMSPMXGnMTNOGjM[MLMISMG
�NPMLQNOĴGgQLJPGHXQPQZIG�G
�MSMÙ MLGtuuv
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GHIJKLMNOPNMQRRQSKPNQTHMINPNJIM
TKMKLNJKHMTUMNOLMVQWNQRMXTLIM
HTNMYKLVLHNMNOLMVQWNQRMUKTRM
Z[QHSMUTK\M]LQHSMP̂ PKXLXMPHXM
KLWLQVQHSMWTRYLHIPNQTH

_JR]LKMTUMNKPQHQHSIM

WTHXJWNLX

M

GHIJKLMNOPNMKLUJSLLMYKTNLWNQTHM
HLLXIMTUMNKPUZẀLXMYLKITHIMPKLM
QXLHNQZLXMPHXMPXXKLIILX

aLIYLWNMNOLMYKQHWQY[LMTUMHTHb
KLUTJ[LRLHNMPHXMLHIJKLMNOPNM
P[[MVQWNQRIMTUMNKPUZẀQHSM̂OTM
LcYKLIIMPM̂QIOMNTMILL̀MPId[JRM
TKMPMULPKMNTMKLNJKHMPKLMP[[T̂ LXM
PWWLIIMNTMPId[JRMYKTWLXJKLMUTKM
PHMLcPRQHPNQTHMTUMNOLQKMW[PQRM

GHIJKLMNOPNMNKPUZẀLXMYLKITHIM
KLWLQVLMQHUTKRPNQTHMKLSPKXQHSM
NOLQKMKQSONMNTMKLeJLINMPId[JRM

GHIJKLMNOPNMKLUJSLLMYKTNLWNQTHM
PWNTKIMQHW[JXQHSMPId[JRM
PJNOTKQNQLIMPHXMIYLWQP[QfLXM
ILKVQWLMYKTVQXLKMPKLMNKPQHLXMTHM
OJRPHMNKPUZẀQHS

GHIJKLMNOPNMOJRPHMNKPUZẀQHSM
YKTNLWNQTHMPWNTKIMQHW[JXQHSM
PJNOTKQNQLIMPHXMIYLWQP[QfLXM
ILKVQWLMYKTVQXLKMPKLMNKPQHLXMTHM
KLUJSLLMYKTNLWNQTH

1
g�����������
���h����	�
iPKNQW[LM�\MjKTNTWT[k

lPWQ[QNPNLMPHXMPWWLYNMNOLMKLNJKHM
TUMVQWNQRIM̂OTMPKLMHPNQTHP[IMTKM

OPVLMNOLMKQSONMTUMYLKRPHLHNM
KLIQXLHWL\M̂QNOMXJLMKLSPKXMUTKM

NOLQKMIPULNdMiPKNQW[LM�\MYPKPmMnk

oLSQI[PNQVLMSJQXPHWLMUTKMTUZWQP[IM
KLIYTHIQ][LMUTKMKLYPNKQPNQTHMQHM
Y[PWLMQHMTKXLKMNTMUPWQ[QNPNLMPHXM
PWWLYNMNOLMKLNJKHMTUMVQWNQRI\M
OPVLMNOLMKQSONMTUMYLKRPHLHNM
KLIQXLHWL\M̂QNOMXJLMKLSPKXMUTKM
NOLQKMIPULNdMPHXMUTKMNOLMINPNJIMTUM
PHdM[LSP[MYKTWLLXQHSIMKL[PNLXMNTM
NOLMUPWNMNOPNMNOLMYLKITHMQIMPM
VQWNQRMPHXMQIMYKLULKP][dM
VT[JHNPKd

GHIJKLMNOPN\MNTMNOLMLcNLHNM
YTIIQ][L\MKLNJKHMTUMNKPUZẀLXM
YLKITHIMQIMJHXLKNP̀LHMTHMPM
VT[JHNPKdM]PIQI

_JR]LKMTUMVQWNQRIMYKTYLK[dM
QXLHNQZLXMPHXMKLYPNKQPNLXMQHM

PWWTKXPHWLM̂QNOMNOLM[PQXMXT̂ HM

YKTWLXJKL

_JR]LKMTUMVT[JHNPKdMPHXMIPULM
KLNJKHI

p_qrsMtTT[̀QNMNTMsTR]PNM
tKPUZẀQHSMQHMjLKITHI\Muvv�M
iWOPYNLKMwk

xqy\MzPHX]TT̀MTHMrQKLWNM
{IIQINPHWLMUTKM|QWNQRIMTUM
tKPUZẀQHS\MuvvwMiWOPYNLKM�}M
aLULKKP[MPHXMaLQHNLSKPNQTH
{IIQINPHWLk
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GHIJKLMNJOPQROMRSIHTUQSTVWHM

XHWTLMNPHOPHIMTMOITKYZ[JS\M

]JZOĴMJUMTMSTOJQSTWMQIMPTUMOPHM

IJ\POMQKM_HÎTSHSOMIHUJXHSZHM

TSXMJUURHMOPHMSHZHUUTILMOIT]HWM

XQZR̂ HSOUMKQIMIH̀HSOILM

aTIOJZWHMbcM_TITdM�MTSXMef

gSURIHMOPTOMOPHMIHORISMQKMTM

]JZOĴMQKMOITKYZ[JS\MJSM_HIUQSUM
JUMNJOPMXRHMIH\TIXMKQIMOPHM

UTKHOLMQKMOPTOM_HIUQSMTSXMKQIM
OPHMUOTORUMQKMTSLMWH\TWM

_IQZHHXJS\UMIHWTOHXMOQMOPHMKTZOM
OPTOMOPHM_HIUQSMJUMTM]JZOĴMTSXM

JUM_IHKHITVWLM]QWRSOTILMaTIOJZWHMbM
_TITdMhf

gSURIHMSQMIHWH]TSOMiRXJZJTWM
_IQZHHXJS\UMJS]QW]JS\MTM]JZOĴM
QKMOITKYZ[JS\MTIHMQS\QJS\M
VHKQIHMIH_TOIJTOJS\MOPHM]JZOĴdM
jKMSHZHUUTILMTXQ_OMWH\JUWTOJ]HM
_IQ]JUJQSUMIHkRJIJS\MQKYZJTWUMQIM
OIJVRSTWUMIHU_QSUJVWHMKQIM
T̂OOHIUMIHWTOJS\MOQMJWWH\TWM
Ĵ Ĵ\ITOJQSMTSXMXH_QIOTOJQSM
SQOMOQMQIXHIMQIMZTIILMQROMQIXHIUM
QKMXH_QIOTOJQSMQKMTM]JZOĴMNPJWHM
OPTOM_HIUQSMNTUMaQIM̂TLMVHfM
IHkRJIHXMJSMiRXJZJTWM_IQZHHXJS\UM
T\TJSUOMTWWH\HXMlITKYZ[HIUM

gSURIHMOPTOMOPHIHMJUMTMZWHTIM
JXHSOJYZTOJQSM_IQZHXRIHMQKM
]JZOĴUMSTOJQSTWJOJHUMNJOPMOPHM
IHU_HZOJ]HMĤ VTUUJHUMQKMOPHM
STOJ]HMZQRSOIJHUMQKMOPHM]JZOĴU

gSURIHMTM_IQ_HIMIJU[M
TUUHUÛHSOMTSTWLUJUM_IQZHXRIHM
JSMOPHM]JZOĴUmMZQRSOILMQKMQIJ\JSM
VHKQIHMIH_TOIJTOJQSdMgTZPMZTUHM
R̂UOMVHMXHTWOMNJOPMQSMTMZTUHM
VL̀ZTUHMVTUJUMTSXMZQ̂ _WLMNJOPM
OPHM_IJSZJ_WHMQKMSQSM
IHKQRWĤ HSOcMJSZWRXJS\M
OPIQR\PMIHKHIITWMOQMOPHMTULWR̂ M
_IQZHXRIHMNPHIHMIHWH]TSOM

gSURIHMOPHMUTKHOLMQKMOPHM]JZOĴcM
OPHMUT̂ HM_IQ]JUJQSUMTUM̂TLMVHM
SHHXHXMOQMHSURIHMOPHM
_IQOHZOJQSMQKMNJOSHUUHUMJSMZTUHUM
JS]QW]JS\MQI\TSJnHXMZIĴHcMURZPM
TUM_QNHIUMOQMZQSZHTWMJXHSOJOJHUcM
IHWQZTOHMOPHM]JZOĴMQIMJUURHMSHNM
JXHSOJOLMXQZR̂ HSOUcMZQRWXMVHM
ZQSUJXHIHXMPHIH

oTKHMIHORISMZQRWXMVHMQI\TSJnHXM
VLMVJWTOHITWMTSXM̂RWOJWTOHITWM
T\IHĤ HSOUMJSMOPTOMZTUHMOPHM
U_HZJTWMSHHXUMQKMOITKYZ[HXM
ZPJWXIHSMUPQRWXMVHMOT[HSMJSOQM
TZZQRSO

pR̂ VHIMQKMIJU[MTUUHUÛHSOUM

ZQSXRZOHXMJSMWJSHMNJOPM

JSOHISTOJQSTWMWTNMTSXMIHKR\HHM

_IQOHZOJQSM_IJSZJ_WHU

g]JXHSZHMQKMT]TJWTVJWJOLMQKM
Q̂SJOQIJS\MOQQWUMOQM̂HTURIHM

URUOTJSTVJWJOLMQKMIHJSOH\ITOJQSM
ĤTURIHU
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IJKLMNOPJQNMJRQPSJRTO

KQRJURMUKOQSOVMNWNJQO
QMRXYZ[PJ\OPJOVNMKSJK

]RQPYZRQPSJOSMORZZNKKPSJOQSO

_̂̀ ÒRJUÔabbO

]RQPYZRQPSJOSMORZZNKKPSJOQSO
PJQNMJRQPSJRTORJUOMN\PSJRTO

PJKQMLcNJQKOSJOdLcRJOMP\dQK

IJKLMNORVVMSRZdOQSOVMNWNJQOQMRXYZ[PJ\OPJO

VNMKSJKOPKOeRKNUOSJOROMNKVNZQOXSMOdLcRJOMP\dQKO
RJUOMNXL\NNOVMSQNZQPSJOVMPJZPVTNKfOKNJKPQPWPQgOQSO

\NJUNMORJUOZdPTUOPKKLNKO

hKKNKKONiPKQPJ\OTN\PKTRQPSJORJUjSMOVSTPZPNKOQSO
VMNWNJQOQMRXYZ[PJ\OPJOVNMKSJKOPJOZSJJNZQPSJO

kPQdOMNTRQNUOVdNJScNJSJOKLZdORKOdLcRJO
MP\dQKOVMSQNZQPSJfOWPSTNJZNOR\RPJKQOkScNJfO

ZdPTUMNJOVMSQNZQPSJfONULZRQPSJfOcP\MRQPSJfO
dNRTQdfOUPKZMPcPJRQPSJKfONZSJScPZO

UNWNTSVcNJQfONQZ

]NWPNkOQdNO\RVKOeNQkNNJONiPKQPJ\OTN\PKTRQPSJO

RJUjSMOVSTPZPNKORJUOQdNOPJQNMJRQPSJRTO
SeTP\RQPSJKORJUOJRQPSJRTOJNNUKO

hcNJUfOZScVTNQNOSMORUSVQOQdNOJNZNKKRMgOTN\RTO

SMOSQdNMOcNRKLMNKOQSOVMNWNJQOQMRXYZ[PJ\OPJO
VNMKSJK

IiPKQNJZNOSXORVVMSVMPRQNO

TN\PKTRQPSJOSMOSQdNMOcNRKLMNKO
QSOVMNWNJQOQMRXYZ[PJ\OPJO

VNMKSJKOPJOTPJNOkPQdÔabbORJUO
PJQNMJRQPSJRTORJUOMN\PSJRTO

MNTNWRJQOdLcRJOMP\dQKO
PJKQMLcNJQKO

lm_ǹ n]fO

]NZSccNJUNUOVMPJZPVTNKO
RJUO\LPUNTPJNKOSJOdLcRJO

MP\dQKORJUOdLcRJO
QMRXYZ[PJ\o\LPUNTPJNOpqO

VMNWNJQPJ\OQMRXYZ[PJ\OO
rNjs��sjtujRUUvwx

yhzjyI{hfOdRJUeSS[O

XSMOTN\PKTRQPSJOSJOWPSTNJZNO
R\RPJKQOkScNJfOs��|

lm_ỳ fÔSST[PQOQSO

S̀ceRQÔMRXYZ[PJ\OPJO
bNMKSJKfOs��uOO

rZdRVQNMO|x

a}_fÒSceRQPJ\O
QMRXYZ[PJ\OPJOZdPTUMNJOXSMO

TReSLMONiVTSPQRQPSJqO
MNKSLMZNO[PQOXSMOVSTPZg~

cR[NMKORJUOVMRZQPQPSJNMKfO
s��uOreSS[O�fO

KNZQPSJO�vsvOhJUO�v�x

lmàI�fO�LPUNTPJNKOSJO
QdNObMSQNZQPSJOSXÒdPTUO

�PZQPcKOSXÔMRXYZ[PJ\fO
KNVQvOs��t
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IJKLMNOPQRSQTKULUNUOV

WXLJYOMXZQ

NU[\KPZP]XM̂PQ

\UOMNMPXQJ]_Q

\KÙKJ[[PXQJ]_Q

ULZPKQ[PJXaKPXQLUQ

\KP̂P]LQLKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q
\PKXU]XQJ]_QLUQ

\KULPNLQ̂MNLM[XQbKU[Q
KPêMNLM[MfJLMU]Q

IJKLMNOPQRQ\JKJgQ�Q
TKULUNUOV

h]_PKLJdPQ[PJXaKPXQ
XaNZQJXQ[P_MJQ

NJ[\JM̀]XQJ]_QXUNMJOQ
J]_QPNU]U[MNQ

M]MLMJLM̂PXQLUQ\KP̂P]LQ
LKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q

\PKXU]XSQM]NOa_M]̀Q
LZKUàZQNUU\PKJLMU]Q

iMLZQ]U]e
Ù̂PK][P]LJOQ

UK̀J]MfJLMU]XQ
IJKLMNOPQRSQ\JKJgQjQJ]_Q

kQTKULUNUOV

lJdPQUKQXLKP]̀LZP]Q
[PJXaKPXQLUQ[JdPQ

\PKXU]XQOPXXQ
âO]PKJYOPQLUQ

LKJbcNdM]̀QJ]_QLUQ
_MXNUaKJ̀PQLZPQ

_P[J]_QLZJLQbUXLPKXQ
JOOQbUK[XQUbQ

LKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q\PKXU]XQ
IJKLMNOPQRSQ\JKJgQ�QJ]_Q

mSQTKULUNUOV

Q

Q

nLKJLP̀oQUKQNU[\KPZP]XM̂PQ

\KP̂P]LMU]Q\KÙKJ[[PXQUKp

J]_QULZPKQJ_[M]MXLKJLM̂PQJ]_Q

OP̀JOQ[PJXaKPXSQ[JXXQ[P_MJQ

NJ[\JM̀]XQUKQULZPKQ\aYOMNQ

M]bUK[JLMU]QNJ[\JM̀]XSQ
KP_aNLMU]QUbQ_P[J]_SQ

ĴJMOJYMOMLoQUbQXJbPQ[M̀KJLMU]Q
U\\UKLa]MLMPXSQJOOP̂MJLMU]QUbQ

ZJKXZQXUNMJOQUKQPNU]U[MNQUKQ
ULZPKQ_MXNKM[M]JLUKoQ

NU]_MLMU]XQM]Q\OJNPQJXQ
J\\KU\KMJLPQ

TKP̂P]LM̂PQ[PJXaKPXQM]NOa_P_Q
M]QqNLMU]Q\OJ]QU]QLKJbcNdM]̀Q

UKQULZPKQKPOP̂J]LQqNLMU]Q\OJ]Q
IrZMO_Q\KULPNLMU]SQ̂MUOP]NPQ

J̀JM]XLQiU[P]QsVQM]Q\OJNP

tPJXaKPXQM]Q\OJNPQLUQKP_aNPQ
_P[J]_QM]QNUa]LKMPXQUbQ

UKM̀M]SQLKJ]XMLQJ]_Q_PXLM]JLMU]Q
J]_QKP_aNPQ̂aO]PKJYMOMLoQLUQ

LKJbcNdM]̀QUbQ\PKXU]XQM]Q
XUaKNPQNUa]LKMPXQ

Q

nZUaO_QYPQM[\OP[P]LP_QM]QNU]ua]NLMU]QiMLZQ

JKLMNOPQk�QUbQLZPQvK̀J]MfP_QrKM[PQrU]̂P]LMU]Q

U]QTKP̂P]LMU]

W]XaKPQNUZPKP]NPQJ[U]̀Q\aYOMNQ\UOMNMPXQKPOJLP_Q

LUQLKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q\PKXU]XQINKM[PQ\KP̂P]LMU]SQ

[M̀KJLMU]SQP_aNJLMU]SQP[\OUo[P]LSQZPJOLZSQ

XPNaKMLoSQ]U]e_MXNKM[M]JLMU]SQPNU]U[MNQ

_P̂POU\[P]LSQNZMO_Q\KULPNLMU]SQZa[J]QKM̀ZLXQ

J]_QKPbàPPQ\KULPNLMU]QPLNgV

nLKP]̀LZP]Q[U]MLUKM]̀QJ]_Q[J]J̀P[P]LQUbQ

OJYUaKQ[JKdPLXSQM]NOa_M]̀QKP̀aOJLMU]QJ]_Q
[U]MLUKM]̀QUbQiUKd\OJNPXQJ]_QKPNKaML[P]LQ

\KUNPXXPX

wP̂MPipKPXPJKNZQM]LUQ\UOMNMPXQM[\JNLM]̀QZa[J]Q

LKJbcNdM]̀QLUQP]XaKPQLZPMKQNU[\OP[P]LJKMOoQJ]_Q
ĴUM_QÛPKOJ\X

rU]_aNLQKPXPJKNZQJ]_Q_JLJQNUOOPNLMU]QM]LUQLZPQ

]JLaKPQJ]_QPxLP]LQUbQLZPQ\KUYOP[QM]NOa_M]̀Q
OJYUaKQPx\OUMLJLMU]SQKUULQNJaXPXSQLKP]_XQUbQ

LKJbcNdM]̀SQ_P[J]_QbUKQPx\OUMLJLM̂PQXPK̂MNPXQ
J]_QOJYUaKSQJ]_QU]QLZPQ̀J\XQJ]_QXZUKLNU[M]̀XQ

U]QJXXMXLJ]NPQLUQ\KP̂P]LQKPêMNLM[MfJLMU]Q

W]XaKPQNUU\PKJLMU]QYPLiPP]QJOOQXLJdPZUO_PKXQ
J]_QYPLiPP]QtP[YPKQnLJLPXQLUQ_P̂POU\QJ]_Q

PXLJYOMXZQ\KP̂P]LMU]QXLKJLP̀oQUKQ\KÙKJ[[PXQ
M]NOa_M]̀QNM̂MOQXUNMPLoQJ]_QNU[[a]MLoeYJXP_Q

UK̀J]MfJLMU]SQ\KM̂JLPQXPNLUKQJ]_QLZPQ[P_MJ

y_P]LMboQ̀KUa\XQJ]_QNU[[a]MLMPXQ̂aO]PKJYOPQLUQ

LKJbcNdM]̀SQLZUXPQiZUQ[JoQNU[PQM]LUQNU]LJNLQ
iMLZQLKJbcNdM]̀QXMLaJLMU]XQJ]_QLZPQ̀P]PKJOQ

\aYOMNSQJ]_Q_PXNKMYPQLZPMKQP]̂MKU][P]LQ

y_P]LMboQiJoXQLUQJ__KPXXQLZPQKUULQNJaXPXQUbQ
LKJbcNdM]̀QJ]_QbJNLUKXQLZJLQ\OJNPQ̂aO]PKJYOPQ

\PKXU]XSQM]NOa_M]̀QNZMO_KP]SQJLQKMXdSQXaNZQJXQ
XUNMJOQJ]_QPNU]U[MNQ[JK̀M]JOMfJLMU]SQ

M]XLMLaLMU]JOQJ]_QZU[PeYJXP_Q_MXNKM[M]JLMU]SQ
M̂UOP]NPSQJ]_QJYaXP

ŴM_P]NPQUbQNUZPKP]LQ

[PNZJ]MX[QJ]_QUbQPxMXLM]̀Q

c]J]NMJOQKPXUaKNPXQLUQ

M[\OP[P]LQLZPQ\KP̂P]LMU]Q

XLKJLP̀oQUKQ\KÙKJ[[PXQJ]_p

UKQJ_[M]MXLKJLM̂PQJ]_QOP̀JOQ
[PJXaKPX

WxMXLP]NPQUbQ[PJXaKPXQLUQ
\KU[ULPpXa\\UKLQOJibaOQ

[M̀KJLMU]QbUKQ_PNP]LQiUKdSQ
bUKQoUaLZQUbQiUKdM]̀QJ̀P

ŴM_P]NPQUbQP̂JOaJLMU]XQLZJLQ

[PJXaKPQLZPQM[\JNLQUbQ
\KP̂P]LMU]Q[PJXaKPXQ

M[\OP[P]LP_

WxMXLP]NPQUbQJQP̂M_P]NPeYJXP_Q

KPXPJKNZQKP\UKLQLUQPOJYUKJLPQ
\KP̂P]LMU]QXLKJLP̀oQ

TKP̂P]LMU]Q[PJXaKPXQM]NOa_P_Q

M]QNUU\PKJLMU]QJ̀KPP[P]LXQUKQ
bKJ[PiUKdQiMLZM]QJQnLJLPQ

M]NOa_M]̀QiMLZQz{vXQJ]_QJOOQ
KPOP̂J]LQJNLUKXQXaNZQJXQ[P_MJQ

UK̀J]MfJLMU]X

|P̂POU\QUKQXLKP]̀LZP]Q
M]LPK]JLMU]JOQNUU\PKJLMU]QLUQ

Ù̂PK]Q[M̀KJLMU]QbUKQ

P[\OUo[P]LSQJXQLZPQOJNdQUbQ
OP̀JOQ[M̀KJLMU]QNZJ]]POXQNJ]Q
M]NKPJXPQLZPQ̂aO]PKJYMOMLoQUbQ

\ULP]LMJOQ̂MNLM[X

ŴM_P]NPQUbQM_P]LMcNJLMU]QUbQ

LZPQ̂aO]PKJYOPQ̀KUa\XSQ
NU[[a]MLMPXQJ]_QLZPMKQ

P]̂MKU][P]LXQJXQiPOOQJXQ
KPNU[[P]_JLMU]XQUKQ

M]LPK̂P]LMU]XQLUQLJK̀PLQ
\KP̂P]LM̂PQXLKJLP̀MPX

hzv|rQlUUOdMLQLUQ

rU[YJLQlKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q

TPKXU]XSQj}}~SQ

INZJ\LPKQRV

hzv�r�wSQ
wPNU[[P]_P_Q\KM]NM\OPXQ

J]_Q̀aM_POM]PXQU]QZa[J]Q
KM̀ZLXQJ]_QZa[J]Q

LKJbcNdM]̀�{aM_POM]PQ��Q
TKP̂P]LM]̀QLKJbcNdM]̀Q

IWpj}}jp�~pq__g�V

|q�p|WnqSQ�J]_YUUdQ
bUKQOP̀MXOJLMU]QU]Q̂MUOP]NPQ

J̀JM]XLQiU[P]SQj}}RSQ
IXPNLMU]QkgmV

hzyrW�SQ{aM_POM]PXQU]Q

LZPQTKULPNLMU]QUbQrZMO_Q
�MNLM[XQUbQlKJbcNdM]̀SQ

nP\LgQj}}�QI\g��V

y�vSQrU[YJLM]̀Q
LKJbcNdM]̀QM]QNZMO_KP]QbUKQ

OJYUaKQPx\OUMLJLMU]�Q
wPXUaKNPQdMLQbUKQ\UOMNoe

[JdPKXQJ]_Q\KJNLMLMU]PKXSQ
j}}~QIYUUdQ�SQXPNLMU]Q�gjQ

J]_Q�gkV

hzv|rQSlUUOdMLQLUQ
rU[YJLQlKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q

TPKXU]XSQj}}~QILUUOQRg��VQ
IKUOPQUbQ[P_MJV

hzv|rSQlUUOdMLQLUQ

rU[YJLQlKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q
TPKXU]XSQj}}~SQINZJ\LPKQ

RSQLUUOQRg�jV
Q

hzv|rSQlUUOdMLQLUQ
rU[YJLQlKJbcNdM]̀QM]Q

TPKXU]XSQj}}~QILUUOQRg�~V
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EFGHIFIJKLMNMOIJIPPQOMRPRJSLTMFGMRSJPLKUL

OMRPILMNMOIJIPPLMFUJSLRVIJKRWIVLXYHJIOMZHIL
SOUYGP[L\UOLRJPKMJTI]LK̂OUYŜL_OIIL̂UKHRJIP]LUOL

UK̂IOLMTTIPPRZHILUGIJQLPUYOTIP]LRJTHYVRJSL
RJ_UOFMKRUJLUJL̂UNLKULUZKMRJLHISMHL

IFGHÙFIJK]LFRSOMKRUJLRJ_UOFMKRUJ]LK̂ILORPaPL
U_LKOM_WTaRJSLRJLGIOPUJP

EFGHIFIJKLMNMOIJIPPQOMRPRJSLTMFGMRSJPLKUL

OMRPILMNMOIJIPPLMFUJSLaÌLbRJcYIJKRMHL
MYVRIJTILRJLVIPKRJMKRUJLTUFFYJRKRIPLKUL

SIJIOMKILTUJTIOJPLMJVLKULMVVOIPPLK̂ILVIFMJVL
_UOLIMPRH̀LIdGHURKMZHILPIOXRTIPLMJVLHMZUYO

eJPYOILI__ITKRXILT̂RHVLGOUKITKRUJLP̀PKIFPLMJVL
K̂ILMTKRXILGMOKRTRGMKRUJLU_LT̂RHVOIJLRJLK̂IL

VIXIHUGFIJKLU_LGOIXIJKRXILFIMPYOIP

EFGHIFIJKLFIMPYOIPLKULOIVYTILPGITRWTMHH̀LK̂IL
XYHJIOMZRHRK̀LU_LT̂RHVOIJLGOUFUKRJSLHRXIHR̂UUVL

UGGUOKYJRKRIPL_UOL̀UYJSLGIUGHILMJVbUOLK̂IROL
_MFRHRIP]LPKOIJSK̂IJRJSLK̂ILT̂RHVLGOUKITKRUJL

P̀PKIFPLfPUTRMHLPIOXRTIPLIKT[g]LMVVOIPPRJSLK̂IL
P̀PKIFMKRTLXMHYIPLMJVLZIHRI_PLK̂MKL_YIHLT̂RHVL

KOM_WTaRJS]LOMRPRJSLMNMOIJIPPLK̂OUYŜL
IVYTMKRUJLRJLPT̂UUHPLfI[S[LRJKISOMKRUJLU_LK̂IL

RPPYILRJKULPT̂UUHLTYOORTYHMg]LMJVLTOIMKRJSLFYHKRQ
PKMaÎUHVIOLTUFFYJRK̀LJIKNUOaPLN̂ RT̂LMOIL

MZHILKULRVIJKR_̀LGUKIJKRMHLT̂RHVLXRTKRFPLMJVL
GOIXIJKLK̂IFL_OUFLZIRJSLKOM_WTaIV

hUJRKUOLK̂ILRFGMTKLU_LMNMOIJIPPLTMFGMRSJPL
RJTHYVRJSLMKKRKYVILRJLTUYJKORIPLU_LUORSRJ]LKOMJPRKL

MJVLVIPKRJMKRUJ

ePKMZHRP̂LOMGRVLOIPGUJPILPKOMKIS̀LMJVLTMGMTRK̀L
KULGOIXIJKLKOM_WTaRJSLRJLGIOPUJPLRJLPRKYMKRUJPLU_L

NMO]LJMKYOMHLVRPMPKIO]LMJVLUK̂IOLTORPIPLK̂MKLFM̀L
OIPYHKLRJLOI_YSIILcUNP

iUJVYTKLOISYHMOLRFGMTKLMPPIPPFIJKLU_L

GOIXIJKRUJLFIMPYOIPLUJLK̂ILKMOSIKLSOUYGLMJVL
RVIJKR_̀LSMGPLMJVLP̂UOKTUFRJSP

eXRVIJTILK̂MKLGOIXIJKRUJL

PKOMKISRIPLMOILTUFGOÎIJPRXI]L
MVVOIPPRJSLXYHJIOMZRHRK̀LRPPYIPL

RJTHYVRJSLGUXIOK̀]L
YJVIOVIXIHUGFIJKLMJVLHMTaL

U_LIjYMHLUGGUOKYJRK̀Lf_UOL
OIMPUJLU_LSIJVIO]LkElLPKMKYP]L

JMKRUJMHRK̀]LPKMKIHIPPJIPPLMJVL
UK̂IOL_MTKUOPg

eXRVIJTILU_LTUJTOIKIL

FIMPYOIPLKMOSIKRJSLGUKIJKRMHL

FRSOMJKPLMJVLKOM_WTaIVL
GIOPUJPLfUOLUK̂IOLXYHJIOMZHIL

SOUYGPgLMOILRJLGHMTIL

eXRVIJTILU_LRVIJKRWTMKRUJLU_L
aÌbLRJcYIJKRMHLMYVRIJTILMJVL

K̂IROLIJXROUJFIJKLKULKMOSIKL
GOIXIJKRXILPKOMKISRIPLMKL

VIPKRJMKRUJLRJTHYVRJSL
mVIFMJVLOIVYTKRUJnL

PKOMKISRIP

edRPKIJTILU_LOIGUOKPLUJL
FUJRKUORJSLK̂ILRFGMTKLU_L

MNMOIJIPPLTMFGMRSJPL
RJTHYVRJSLMKKRKYVI

opqri]LsUUHaRKLKUL

iUFZMKLsOM_WTaRJSLRJL
tIOPUJP]L�uuv]LfT̂MGKIOL

w]LsUUHLw[x�g

���������� �!�"�#$"�%&'()*(+,-.

�/010203� :�427�72� �/84>0/?�79@7210/: 78�3484911709��
0�4/17093�79@7210/: /4:06/24:
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EFGHIJKLIKGMIJFNMOJFKMIPQFQFNKLRKSPTK

JFRLIUJVJFMWKQVVQNIPMQLFKGJIXQUJKPFYKLMOJIK

GJIXQUJGKIJSPMJYKMLKZIJXJFMQLFK[PIMQUSJK\]WKK

ZPIP̂K_WK̀ILMLULSaKPGKTJSSKPGKGLUQPSKGHZZLIMKPFYK

TJSRPIJKGJIXQUJKPFYKUQXQSKGLUQJMbKZPIMFJIGK

cPMQLFPSKIPZQYKIJGZLFGJK

GMIPMJNbKPYLZMJYKMLKZIJXJFMK

MIPRdUeQFNKQFKZJIGLFGKQFKMOJK

JXJFMKLRKTPIWKFPMHIPSKYQGPGMJIK

LIKLMOJIKUIQGJG

fHVPFWKQFGMQMHMQLFPSWKPFYK

dFPFUQPSKIJGLHIUJGKPSSLUPMJYK
RLIKQVZSJVJFMPMQLFKLRKIPZQYK

IJGZLFGJ
EXQYJFUJKZIJXJFMQLFKVJPGHIJGK

OPXJKMOJKYJGQIJYKJRRJUMKPFYK
PIJKULIIJUMSbKMPINJMJY

gVZPUMKPGGJGGVJFMKIJZLIMGK

PFYKPVJFYVJFMKLRKMOJK
ZIJXJFMQLFKGMIPMJNbKLIK

ZILNIPVVJG

cHVhJIKLRKSPTKJFRLIUJVJFMK

LRdUJIGWKhLIYJIKZLSQUJKPFYK
QVVQNIPMQLFKLRdUJIWKGLUQPSK

TJSRPIJKLRdUJIGKPFYKTLIeJIGWK
UQXQSKGLUQJMbKZPIMFJIGKMIPQFJYK

iLQFMSbKPGKTJSSKPGK
QFYJZJFYJFMSbKMLKQYJFMQRbK

ZLMJFMQPSKXQUMQVGKLRKMIPRdUeQFNK
QFKZJIGLFG

jcklmWKnLLSeQMKMLK
mLVhPMKnIPRdUeQFNKQFK
J̀IGLFGWK_]]oWK[MLLSKp̂\oa

K

K
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FGHIJKLMNOOPN

QHRIRKRLS

TIHMUVIWMUNXRHYMHN
KRUIHRLZ

[YR\IN]MGẐHMZNIRN
\HM_MUINKR]]MHKJGLN
KGHHJMHZǸHR]NXMJUVN
ẐMYNIRNKR]]JIN
IHG̀aKbJUVNR̀ M̀UKMZN
GUYNIRNHMĉJHMN
KR]]MHKJGLN
IHGUZ\RHIGIJRUN
KGHHJMHZNIRNGZKMHIGJUN
IWGINGLLN\GZZMUVMHZN
WG_MNIWMNHMĉJHMYN
IHG_MLNYRK̂]MUIZPN
JUKL̂YJUVNZGUKIJRUZN
R̀HǸGJL̂HMNIRNYRNZRN
JUKL̂YMNMdKM\IJRUZN
R̀HNHM̀̂ VMM

eMVGLN]MGẐHMZNIRNZIHMUVIWMUN
XRHYMHNKRUIHRLZNJUN\LGKM

eMVGLNRHNRIWMHN]MGẐHMZNJUN

\LGKMNIRN\HM_MUINKR]]MHKJGLN
KGHHJMHZǸHR]NXMJUVN̂ZMYNIRN

KR]]JINIHG̀aKbJUVNR̀ M̀UKMZ

fUẐHMNRHNZIHMUVIWMUN
XRHYMHNKG\GKJIgNIRN\HM_MUINGUYNYMIMKIN
IHG̀aKbJUVNJUN\MHZRUZ

hHGJUNXRHYMHN]GUGVM]MUINR̀aKJGLZNIRN\HM_MUIN
GUYNYMIMKINIHG̀aKbJUVNJUN\MHZRUZ

fUẐHMNIWGINXRHYMHNKRUIHRLN]MGẐHMZNGHMNJUNLJUMN

iJIWNJUIMHUGIJRUGLNŴ]GUNHJVWIZNGUYNHM̀̂ VMMN
LGiNIWHR̂VWNGYMĉGIMN\HRIMKIJRUNZG̀MV̂GHYZN

fUẐHMNRHNZIHMUVIWMUNKHRZZjXRHYMHNKRR\MHGIJRUN
FZMMNkUIMHUGIJRUGLNlRR\MHGIJRUNGUYN

lRRHYJUGIJRUNmHG]MiRHbS

n̂]XMHNXRHYMHNJUIMHKM\IJRUZN
GUYN_JKIJ]ZNYMIMKIMY

n̂]XMHNR̀NR̀aKMHZNIHGJUMYNIRN
YMIMKINIHG̀aKbMYN\MHZRUZN

n̂]XMHNR̀NHM̀MHHGLZNIRNIWMN
GZgL̂]N\HRKMŶHM

fdJZIMUKMNR̀NYJHMKINKWGUUMLZN
R̀NKR]]̂ UJKGIJRUNXMIiMMUN
XRHYMHNKRUIHRLNGVMUKJMZN

fdJZIMUKMNR̀NGiGHMUMZZNGUYN
KG\GKJIgjX̂JLYJUVN\HRVHG]]MZN
IGHVMIJUVNIWMNKR]]MHKJGLN
KGHHJMHZ

onpqlPNhRRLbJINIRN

lR]XGINhHG̀aKbJUVNJUN
QMHZRUZPNrsstPNN

FKWG\IMHNuPNIRRLNuvOOS

onpqlPNhRRLbJINIRN
lR]XGINhHG̀aKbJUVNJUN

QMHZRUZPNrsstNN
FKWG\IMHNuPNIRRLNuvOOS

[iGHMUMZZNGUYNKG\GKJIgjX̂JLYJUVN\HRVHG]]MZN
IGHVMIJUVNIWMNKR]]MHKJGLNKGHHJMHZ

7
��A�
��
�
�����D����
���w
�����
�B
����x�
B��A	
���
FGHIJKLMNOrPN
QHRIRKRLS

fUẐHMNIWGINIHG_MLN
GUYNJYMUIJIgN
YRK̂]MUIZNGHMNR̀N
ẐKWNĉGLJIgNIWGIN
IWMgNKGUURINXMN
GLIMHMYNRHN]JẐZMY

QHM_MUINIWMN̂ULGì L̂N
JZẐGUKMNR̀NGNTIGIMN
QGHIgyZNIHG_MLN
YRK̂]MUIZ

hMKWUJKGLN]MGẐHMZNIRN]GbMN
YRK̂]MUIZN]RHMNYJ̀aK̂LINIRN

G̀LZJ̀gPǸRHVMNRHNGLIMHNJUN\LGKM

[Y]JUJZIHGIJ_MNGUYNZMK̂HJIgN

]MGẐHMZNIRN\HRIMKINIWMN
\HRŶKIJRUNGUYNJZẐGUKMN

\HRKMZZNGVGJUZINKRHĤ\IJRUPN
IWM̀INRHNRIWMHN]MGUZNR̀N

YJ_MHIJUVNYRK̂]MUIZNJUN\LGKMN

hHGJUǸHRUINLJUMNLGiNMÙRHKMHZNRUNYRK̂]MUIN
R̀HMUZJKZ

hHGJUǸRHMJVUNR̀aKMHZNGUYNKRUẐLGHNR̀aKJGLZNIRN
JYMUIJ̀gǸRHVMYNJYMUIJIgNGUYNIHG_MLNYRK̂]MUIZ

hHGJUNKR]]MHKJGLNKGHHJMHZNIRNJYMUIJ̀gǸRHVMYN

JYMUIJIgNGUYNIHG_MLNYRK̂]MUI

fUẐHMNIWGINHM̀̂ VMMZNGHMNURIN\̂UJZWMYǸRHN

JLLMVGLNMUIHgPNJUKL̂YJUVNXgN̂ZJUVǸRHVMYN
\GZZ\RHIZ

n̂]XMHNR̀ǸHRUINLJUMNLGiN
MÙRHKMHZNIHGJUMYNRUN
YRK̂]MUIǸRHMUZJKZ

n̂]XMHNR̀ǸRHMJVUNR̀aKMHZN
GUYNKRUẐLGHNR̀aKJGLZNIHGJUMYN
IRNJYMUIJ̀gǸRHVMYNJYMUIJIgNGUYN
IHG_MLNYRK̂]MUIZ

n̂]XMHNR̀ǸGLZJaMYNRHǸRHVMYN
YRK̂]MUIZNJUIMHKM\IMY

n̂]XMHNR̀NKR]]MHKJGLN
KGHHJMHZNIRNJYMUIJ̀gǸRHVMYN
JYMUIJIgNGUYNIHG_MLNYRK̂]MUIZ

onpqlPNhRRLbJINIRN
lR]XGINhHG̀aKbJUVNJUN

QMHZRUZPNrsstPNFKWG\IMHN
zPNIRRLNzv{S
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KLLMNOPQRSTMSUVLPUSUT
LPTRMQWXYZOP[TOPT

VSMULPU

\SUVLPNTSWWSYRO]Ŝ_̀T
QPNTQVVMLVMOQRŜ_TRLT
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]UKNMSM\̂YNTPQNKO

_OV\LRSTK̀RLROTRSNOS
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This report has been produced without formal 
editing.

The designations employed and the presentation 
of the material in this publication do not imply 
the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the 
part of the Secretariat of the United Nations 
concerning the legal status of any country, terri-
tory, city or area of its authorities, or concerning 
the delimitation of its frontiers and boundaries. 

Countries and areas are referred to by the names 
that were in official use at the time the relevant 
data were collected.

The following abbreviations have been used  
in this report:

CIS Commonwealth of  
 Independent States

CTS United Nations Surveys of Crime  
 Trends and Operations of Criminal  
 Justice Systems

ECCAS Economic Community of Central  
 African States  

ECOWAS Economic Community of West   
 African States

FBI Federal Bureau of  
 Investigation

HEUNI European Institute for Crime  
 Prevention and Control

ILO International Labour Organization

Interpol  International Criminal Police   
 Organization

IOM International Organization for   
 Migration

MENA Middle East and Nord Africa

NGO Non-governmental Organization

OSCE Organization for Security and  
 Co-operation in Europe

TiP Trafficking in Persons  
 (Human Trafficking and Trafficking  
 in Human Beings are also used)

UN.GIFT  United Nations Global Initiative  
 to Fight Human Trafficking

UAE United Arab Emirates  

UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund

UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs   
 and Crime

In the report the terms children, boys and girls 
refer to people under 18 years old, and the terms 
adults, men and women refer to persons who are 
18 years old or above. 

Explanatory notes
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The term trafficking in persons can be mislead-
ing: it places emphasis on the transaction aspects 
of a crime that is more accurately described as 
enslavement. Exploitation of people, day after 
day. For years on end.

After much neglect and indifference, the world 
is waking up to the reality of a modern form of 
slavery. The public and the media are becoming 
aware that humans prey upon humans for 
money. Parliaments are passing appropriately 
severe laws. The judiciary is facing its anti-slav-
ery responsibility, with more prosecutions and 
convictions. Civil society and (to a lesser extent) 
the private sector are mobilizing good-will and 
resources to assist victims. 

Hearing this wake-up call, politicians as well as 
ordinary people ask me two sets of questions. 
First, they want to know how big the crime of 
human trafficking really is: how many victims 
are there? Who are the traffickers, what are their 
routes and their gains? What are the trends, 
namely is the problem getting ever more severe? 
Why and where? 

Second, people want to know what to do, indi-
vidually and collectively. Why aren’t govern-
ments and the United Nations, why aren’t we all, 
doing more? Some people are even willing to 
mobilize personal resources to fight this crime: 
but for whom and how? 

The first set of questions needs to be answered 
as a matter of priority. Only by understanding 
the depth, breadth and scope of the problem can 
we address the second issue, namely, how to 
counter it. So far we have not attained much 
knowledge and therefore initiatives have been 
inadequate and disjointed. Policy can be effec-
tive if it is evidence-based, and so far the evi-
dence has been scanty.

UNODC first attempted to identify human traf-
ficking patterns in April 2006. This second report 
goes a step further, cataloguing and analysing the 
world’s response, based on criminal justice and 
victim assistance data from 155 countries. A few 
observations stand out, in lieu of conclusions.

First, over the past few years, the number of 
countries that have taken steps to implement the 
foremost international agreement in this area - 
the UN Protocol against Trafficking in Persons 
- has doubled. However, there are still many 
countries, particularly in Africa, that lack the 
necessary legal instruments. 

Second, the number of convictions is increasing, 
but not proportionately to the growing aware-
ness (and probably, size) of the problem. Most 
convictions still take place in only a few coun-
tries. While these countries may have human 
trafficking problems more serious than others, 
they are doing something about them. On the 
other hand, as of 2007/08, two out of every five 
countries covered by this report had not recorded 
a single conviction. Either they are blind to the 
problem, or they are ill-equipped to deal with it. 
I urge governments and other stakeholders to 
call on UNODC expertise, including the recently 
published Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Per-
sons, to show their commitment. 

Third, sexual exploitation is by far the most 
commonly identified form of human trafficking 
(79%), followed by forced labour (18%). This 
may be the result of statistical bias. By and large 
the exploitation of women tends to be visible, in 
city centres, or along highways. Because it is 
more frequently reported, sexual exploitation 
has become the most documented type of traf-
ficking, in aggregate statistics. In comparison, 
other forms of exploitation are under-reported: 
forced or bonded labour; domestic servitude and 
forced marriage; organ removal; and the exploi-
tation of children in begging, the sex trade, and 
warfare.

Fourth, a disproportionate number of women 
are involved in human trafficking, not only as 
victims (which we knew), but also as traffickers 
(first documented here). Female offenders have 
a more prominent role in present-day slavery 
than in most other forms of crime. This fact 
needs to be addressed, especially the cases where 
former victims have become perpetrators.

A knowledge crisis about a crime that shames us all
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Another 16% had passed anti-trafficking laws 
that cover only certain elements of the Protocol 
definition.2 In 2003, only one third of the coun-
tries covered by this report had legislation against 
human trafficking; at the end of 2008, four-
fifths did. The number of countries having anti-
trafficking legislation more than doubled 
between 2003 and 2008 in response to the pas-
sage of the Protocol. In addition, 54% of 
responding countries have established a special 
anti-human trafficking police unit, and more 
than half have developed a national action plan 
to deal with this issue.

Given that this legislative framework is very 
new, it is remarkable that 91 countries (57% of 
the reporting countries) reported at least one 
human trafficking prosecution, and 73 countries 
reported at least one conviction. A core of 47 
countries reported making at least 10 convic-
tions per year, with 15 making at least five times 
this number. 

2 For example, laws that are limited to sexual exploitation or 
only apply to female or child victims.

In 2007, UNODC conducted, in the frame-
work of the United Nations Global Initiative to 
Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT), a study 
on the state of the world’s response to the crime 
of human trafficking. This report offers an 
unprecedented view of the available information 
on the state of the world’s response to human 
trafficking, including near-comprehensive data 
on national legislative and enforcement activity. 
Over the course of a few months in 2007 and 
2008, UNODC gathered information concern-
ing 155 countries and territories. With a few 
notable exceptions, nearly all of the larger states 
participated. This report summarizes this infor-
mation, starting with a discussion of the global 
and regional figures and closing with country 
profiles for participating nations.

Of course, data on the response of states to 
human trafficking are only indirect indicators of 
the nature of the underlying problem. Countries 
with well-resourced criminal justice agencies 
may show a great deal of activity even when 
human trafficking is relatively rare, while coun-
tries with larger problems but less capacity may 
be unable to muster a proportionate response. 
But the material gathered here does illustrate 
that, in a remarkably short time, tremendous 
progress has been made in combating a crime 
that was only recently widely acknowledged. It 
also demonstrates that sharing human traffick-
ing data on a global basis is possible and can 
yield valuable insights, despite the inherent lim-
itations of the criminal justice figures.

The response to trafficking in persons
The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons only came into effect in 
December 2003, but it has inspired widespread 
legislative response. As of November 2008, 63% 
of the 155 countries and territories this report 
had passed laws against trafficking in persons 
addressing the major forms of trafficking1. 

1 These laws criminalize, at the very least, sexual exploitation 
and forced labour and have no restriction regarding the age or 
gender of the victim.

Percentage of countries covered by this report 
that have introduced a specific offence on traf-
ficking in persons into their legislation

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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the destination countries. Based on the data col-
lected for this report, most of the offenders were 
citizens of the country where they were arrested. 
This suggests that local criminal networks acquire 
the victims and sell them to criminal networks 
based in destination countries. This stands to 
reason since many source countries are relatively 
poor with small foreign populations. Offenders 
often endeavour to win the trust of the victims 
and use their local connections to threaten retal-
iation against family members if victims resist. 
Local people are better situated to acquire and 
control victims.

However, in cases where the arrest took place in 
a high-income destination country, the offend-
ers were more likely to be foreign than when the 
arrest took place in a source country.  In many 
instances, diaspora populations from source 
regions may be used as a conduit for moving 
victims into the countries where they will be 
exploited. This phenomenon also is seen in other 
forms of transnational trafficking. 

The data also can give some tentative insights 
into the profile of the victims. Victims of human 
trafficking were identified through the criminal 
justice process and through victims’ assistance 
organizations. Over 21,400 victims were identi-
fied in 2006 among the 111 countries reporting 
victim data for that year. As with the offenders, 
the profile of the victims is highly influenced by 

remain undetected. On the other hand, a large 
number of case studies can provide some inter-
esting insights when compared across a range of 
countries and across time. The following sec-
tions discuss some of these insights.

Gender, citizenship and forms  
of victimization
Crime, organized crime in particular, is typically 
a male activity. Men make up over 90% of the 
prison populations of most countries and are 
particularly over-represented as perpetrators of 
violent crime. It might be assumed that human 
trafficking, where violence and threats are keys 
to the business, would likewise be overwhelm-
ingly male dominated. But, surprisingly, the 
data on the gender of those convicted for traf-
ficking in persons do not support this premise.

The data gathered on the gender of offenders in 
46 countries suggest that women play a key role 
as perpetrators of human trafficking. In Europe, 
for example, women make up a larger share of 
those convicted for human trafficking offences 
than for most other forms of crime.  

The criminal justice figures also shed light on 
the nature of the transnational networks involved. 
To date, it has remained unclear whether human 
trafficking enterprises were driven primarily by 
networks situated in the source countries or in 

Proportion of females in convictions for trafficking in persons and for all crimes combined in Europe

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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their home country, was reported by 32 coun-
tries but is likely under-detected due to restric-
tive definitions of trafficking or the greater 
visibility of foreign victims. Even in countries 
reporting domestic trafficking, foreign victims 
were almost always more numerous. 

Cross-border flows are not necessarily long dis-
tance flows. Much of the cross-border traffick-
ing activity was between countries of the same 
general region, particularly between neighbour-
ing countries. But there was also evidence of 
intercontinental trafficking. Most remarkably, 
victims from East Asia were detected in more 
than 20 countries in regions throughout the 
world, including Europe, the Americas, the 
Middle East, Central Asia and Africa. This sug-
gests that the trafficking of East Asians is a bit of 
a phenomenon in itself and worthy of detailed 
study. Other long distance flows include the 
trafficking of African victims to locations in 
Europe and North America; the trafficking of 
Latin American victims to North America and 
Europe; the trafficking of Central European, 
Eastern European and Central Asian victims to 
Europe and the Middle East; and the trafficking 
of South Asian victims to the Middle East.

The need for continued monitoring
Aside from these insights, the primary value of 
this report has been to assess the information 
available, to highlight what is not known and to 
suggest how information-gathering systems 
could be improved. Looking at the data received, 
there is a clear need for an international stand-
ardization of definitions along the lines sug-
gested by the Protocol. Too often, even similarly 
situated countries with compatible legal systems 
are counting different things. There is also a 
need to encourage Member States to collect 
more and better information on the state of 
human trafficking in their countries. Some 
countries could cite the number of victims or 
offenders, for example, but had no data on the 
gender, age or citizenship of these people. 
Domestic crimes that are tantamount to traf-
ficking are not being tallied in national totals. 
By setting the accounting agenda, it is possible 
that lagging states could be encouraged to meet 

local laws and priorities, which often focus on 
child victims and victims of sexual exploitation 
(usually women). With this caveat in mind, in 
the 61 countries where the gender and age of the 
victim were specified, two thirds of the identi-
fied victims were women and 13% were girls. 

In the 52 countries where the form of exploita-
tion was specified, 79% of the victims were sub-
jected to sexual exploitation. While it remains 
likely that labour exploitation and male victims 
are relatively under-detected, the over-represen-
tation of sexually exploited women is true across 
regions, even in countries where other forms of 
trafficking are routinely detected. 

Human trafficking flows
Criminal justice data alone cannot give a sense 
of the scale of human trafficking flows, but it 
can give some idea about source and destination 
countries. Victims and perpetrators may be 
detected in source, transit or destination coun-
tries. The criminal justice data therefore provide 
several independent sources of information on 
where victims are being acquired and where they 
are being transported.

In most of the reported cases, victims were 
moved across international borders. Domestic 
trafficking, or the exploitation of citizens in 

Profile of victims identified by State authorities 
in 61 countries where information was collected, 
aggregated for 2006

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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collection of the sort gathered in the present 
survey (data on legal and institutional frame-
works; criminal justice statistics; and victim 
service information). Such a mechanism also 
could work toward gathering more information 
on the market context for these crimes, includ-
ing data on price and demand. Coordinated 
efforts require collective information systems, 
and the global struggle against trafficking in 
persons needs knowledge to inform strategic 
interventions.

their obligations to pass appropriate laws and in 
thinking about the human trafficking problem 
strategically.

One of the key unanswered questions remains: 
Just how big is the human trafficking problem 
globally? Without a sense of the magnitude of 
the problem, it is impossible to prioritize human 
trafficking as an issue relative to other local or 
transnational threats, and it is difficult to assess 
whether any particular intervention is having 
effect. While coming to an estimation based on 
the present data would be premature, it is incum-
bent on the international community to gather 
the information necessary to fill this gap. Far 
more knowledge is needed before the true size of 
the market for human beings can be estimated, 
but this information could be gathered through 
a sustained programme of data sharing.

This report has demonstrated that international 
monitoring of human trafficking trends and pat-
terns is possible and that a surprising wealth of 
information is available. But it remains a pilot 
for a project, one with much greater potential to 
track the global phenomenon of human traffick-
ing and our collective efforts to address it. An 
international mechanism to monitor trends and 
patterns of trafficking in persons needs to be 
established with the object of continuing data 

Number of countries making data available to UNODC by topic

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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the activity itself. Criminal justice data do not 
accurately represent the nature or the extent of 
the underlying activity any more than a fisher-
man’s catch represents the state of the fish in the 
sea. Some countries do not have specific legisla-
tion on human trafficking or do not criminalize 
some elements of the definition agreed in the 
Protocol. Even countries with the appropriate 
legislative framework vary tremendously in the 
resources available for enforcement and the way 
these resources are targeted. Also, countries with 
the largest amounts of State activity may be 
atypical, their data far from being representative 
of the global scene. Governments may legiti-
mately note that the higher visibility of traffick-
ing in a national criminal justice system may be, 
in large part, due to the significant importance 
and priority a State places on responding to traf-
ficking in persons.

Nonetheless, it is of the utmost importance to 
our collective efforts to combat human traffick-
ing that data be shared over time in an interna-
tionally standardized way. A poor indicator is 
better than no indicator as long as it is not rep-
resented as more than it is. Over time, the col-
lection of information from so many different 
perspectives can, in aggregate, make up for many 
of the deficiencies of the data itself. Our global 
data set, reviewed time and again, can indeed 
tell us something more about the trends and pat-
terns of the problem. This information is vital so 
that, in a world of limited resources, efforts can 
be focused for maximum effect.

This research project has shown that many 
countries are willing to share data and that many 
have data to share. In addition to documenting 
the substantial commitment a wide range of 
countries have made to stop the trade in per-
sons, some modest insights can be gained into 
the hidden world of human trafficking. Institu-
tionalizing this information-gathering in an 
ongoing cooperative programme, similar to that 
undertaken for drugs or to that used to monitor 
the implementation of the Trafficking Protocol 
within the framework of the Conference of the 
Parties to the United Nations Transnational 
Organized Crime Convention, is clearly a pos-
sibility and potentially an invaluable one.

Introduction and  
methodological note
It has been five years since the Protocol to Pre-
vent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Per-
sons, Especially Women and Children3 came 
into effect, and the time is ripe for an assessment 
of progress. In March 2007, UNODC con-
ducted, in the framework of the United Nations 
Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking 
(UN.GIFT), a study on the state of the world’s 
response to the crime of human trafficking. The 
research looked beyond the ratification of the 
Protocol to ask how many countries had formu-
lated national legislation and created supporting 
institutions and how many investigations, pros-
ecutions and convictions these efforts had pro-
duced. This report presents the information 
gathered by 10 UNODC researchers from 155 
countries and territories from September 2007 
until July 2008. The information itself pertains 
to the period 2003 to 2007.

These data show that the efforts of the interna-
tional community to promote action on human 
trafficking resulted in a tremendous amount of 
national activity, much of it very recent, to 
combat the trade in human beings and to amel-
iorate its effects. At the same time, the research 
also revealed two related problems. The first is 
that some countries are not collecting even basic 
data, and many are not collecting data in a way 
that facilitates insight into the national situa-
tion, let alone meeting standards of international 
comparability. The second problem is that the 
information gathered does not shed light on the 
most fundamental question: Have all these 
efforts been successful in reducing human traf-
ficking worldwide?

This report is about the collective global response 
to human trafficking. Due to the nature of the 
information collected, it can say much less about 

3 The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organ-
ized Crime and the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children, sup-
plementing the United Nations Convention against Transna-
tional Organized Crime can be downloaded at http://www.
unodc.org/pdf/crime/a_res_55/res5525e.pdf and http://www.
unodc.org/pdf/crime/a_res_55/255e.pdf
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data on more countries than has ever been assem-
bled before in one place. A complete listing of the 
countries covered, represented in Map 1, is 
appended to this report (Page 17).

What the data represents2. 
The first category of information gathered – leg-
islative and institutional arrangements to combat 
human trafficking – is at once simple and com-
plex. With regard to the national laws, one meas-
ure is for countries to be grouped into those with 
a specific offence that criminalizes at least traf-
ficking in persons for the purposes of sexual 
exploitation and forced labour and that have no 
restriction regarding the age or the gender of the 
victim; those whose specific offence on traffick-
ing in persons is restricted to some forms of 
exploitation and to some category of victims 
(e.g., trafficking for sexual exploitation, child 
trafficking) or without a clear definition of the 
offence; and those criminalizing trafficking in 
persons through other offences due to the absence 
of a specific offence on trafficking in persons. 
Beyond this basic measure, a more detailed legis-
lative analysis than that made in this report 
would be necessary to evaluate the compliance of 
the States’ laws with the Trafficking Protocol. 
The purpose of gathering this category of infor-
mation was to establish whether countries crimi-
nalize the minimum forms of exploitation 
included in the Trafficking Protocol.

The second category of data has the advantage 
of being quantifiable and is thus more concrete. 
This category captures the application of the 
laws, which is important because while interna-
tional pressure can compel legislative action, it is 
largely symbolic if the executive arm of govern-
ment does not follow up. The goal is to provide 
genuine deterrents to transnational anti-social 
activity, and this is not accomplished until some 
offenders are actually convicted. It is impossible 
to convict traffickers where there are no traffick-
ers to convict, of course, and since there are no 
reliable estimates about the scale of human traf-
ficking, it would be thereby senseless to pre-
scribe some model level of criminal justice 
activity. On the other hand, there are many parts 
of the world where human trafficking is known 

collecting the data1. 
Collecting global data on any issue is no small 
undertaking, and the process is more compli-
cated still when the topic is one as controversial 
and complex as human trafficking. In order to 
break the picture down into manageable pieces, 
10 researchers were assigned geographic regions 
and were placed in appropriate UNODC field 
offices around the world.4 In addition, the UN-
affiliated European Institute for Crime Preven-
tion and Control (HEUNI) was asked to gather 
data for Europe and North America. These 
researchers contacted the relevant national gov-
ernments and non-governmental organizations 
with the purpose of  collecting the available data 
under three subject areas:

Information on legislative and administra- Q

tive frameworks, including the status of anti-
trafficking laws; the creation of government 
victim protection and support programmes; 
the establishment of special law enforcement 
units on trafficking in persons; and the draft-
ing of national action plans to deal with the 
human trafficking problem.

Criminal justice data, including the number  Q

of investigations, arrests, prosecutions and 
convictions.

Information on victim services, including the  Q

number of victims identified by public au-
thorities and sheltered by service providers; 
and the number of foreign victims returned 
to their home countries.

In the end, information was collected for 155 
countries and territories, some more complete 
than others. Still, this is a remarkable coverage 
rate given the topic, the timeframe and the 
resources available. It is difficult to generalize 
about the countries that were not covered by this 
research. In some instances, researchers may not 
have been persistent enough, focusing their atten-
tion on other countries. In other cases, countries 
formally declined to participate or failed to pro-
vide all the available information. A few countries 
had no information to contribute. In general, 
however, the researchers were able to gather more 

4 The researchers were placed at UNODC field offices in Abuja, 
Bangkok, Brasilia, Cairo, Dakar, Mexico City, Nairobi, New 
Delhi, Pretoria and Tashkent. 
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number of incidents compared to other coun-
tries. Even within a particular country, it is dif-
ficult to say whether a trend towards a greater or 
lesser number of convictions is a result of true 
changes in the number of offences occurring or 
whether these variations are due to changes in 
the amount of attention given to the issue or the 
mechanisms for reporting the data. In the end, 
the amount of criminal justice activity is a highly 
ambiguous indicator.

Luckily, criminal justice data are not the only 
source of information on trafficking. Another 
set of institutions – those dedicated to providing 
services to victims – is capable of keeping its 
own set of figures and observations. These 
groups gather detailed information about the 
people they serve and, while not collected under 
oath, this information may be more reliable due 
to the use of a victim-centred approach and the 
non-adversarial context in which it is garnered. 
Victim information – the topic of the third 
heading of data collected for this report – can be 
compared and contrasted with that collected in 
the criminal justice process.

Countries covered3. 
UNODC accessed information on legislation, 
criminal justice statistics and data on offenders 
and victims identified by State authorities and 
other institutions for 155 countries and specially 
administered territories for the period 2003-
2007.

Given time and budget constraints, some coun-
tries and some information could not be cov-
ered. For other countries, the information was 
too difficult to collect, either because it was not 
accessible to competent authorities or the infor-
mation could not be supplied because it simply 
did not exist. Additionally, some countries pre-
ferred not to share their information.

The results and analysis presented in this report 
are based on the available information collected 
from these 155 countries and specially adminis-
tered territories. Table 1 lists the countries and 
territories covered in this report, grouped by 
region.

to exist but where there is little or no law enforce-
ment response.

These data also give us important clues about 
the activity of human trafficking itself. Each 
charge laid gives some indication that a particu-
lar form of trafficking is present. Both the 
offenders and their victims have an age, a gender 
and a nationality, so any given case provides an 
example of who is trafficking whom. It is of 
great interest to those involved in law enforce-
ment that people from one corner of the world 
are becoming victims in another, perhaps 
brought there by people from another region 
altogether. Even if the number of cases is small, 
if they persist across time, this suggests an issue 
ripe for international cooperation.

What these data fail to demonstrate is the amount 
of trafficking that is actually taking place. This is 
because quite a few things need to happen before 
a human trafficker is ever sentenced to prison. 
The country concerned must have laws prohibit-
ing the activity, and it must have a law enforce-
ment apparatus capable of − and willing to − detect 
crimes of this sort. It helps if this apparatus is 
supported by a public that reports suspicious 
activity and a legal/social service structure that 
encourages and supports victims to step forward 
and testify against their trafficking offenders. 
Provided that offenders are tried and jailed, there 
still needs to be some system of data collection 
that registers this event as a human trafficking 
conviction. Finally, the government in question 
must decide that it is willing to share this infor-
mation with a body like the United Nations.

As a result, very little can be concluded from the 
criminal justice data alone as to where the prob-
lem is most acute or whether the response of any 
given country is proportionate to the challenge 
it faces. There are a few countries that regularly 
return large numbers of human trafficking con-
victions, and it can safely be concluded that 
these countries have both a problem and are 
taking action to address it. But equally troubled 
countries may do little in response and thereby 
produce no statistics. Others may have relatively 
small markets for the trafficking and exploita-
tion of human beings, but through diligent 
investigation, detect a disproportionately large 
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Countries and territories covered in this report, by regionTable 1: 

Africa and the Middle East
North Africa

and
Middle East 
(total: 10)

West and 
Central 
Africa 

(total: 16)

East 
Africa 

(total: 9)

Southern 
Africa 

(total: 11)

Algeria
Bahrain
Egypt
Iraq
Israel

Morocco
Oman
Qatar
Sudan

United Arab 
Emirates

Benin
Burkina Faso

Chad
Cote d’Ivoire

Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Liberia
Mali

Mauritania
Niger

Nigeria
Senegal

Sierra Leone
Togo

Burundi
Djibouti
Eritrea

Ethiopia
Kenya

Mauritius
Rwanda
Tanzania
Uganda

Angola
Botswana

Democratic 
Republic of 
the Congo

Lesotho
Malawi

Mozam-
bique

Namibia
South Africa

Swaziland
Zambia

Zimbabwe

Europe and Central Asia

Eastern Europe 
and Central 

Asia (total: 12)

Western and Central Europe 
(total: 38)

Armenia
Azerbaijan

Belarus
Georgia

Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan

Moldova, 
Republic of

Russian 
Federation

Tajikistan
Turkmenistan

Ukraine
Uzbekistan

Albania
Austria

Belgium

Bosnia 
and  

Herzegovina

Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus

Czech  
Republic

Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France

Germany
Greece

Hungary
Iceland
Ireland

Italy 
Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg
Malta

Montenegro

The 
Netherlands

Norway
Poland

Portugal
Romania

Serbia
Kosovo (Serbia)

Slovakia
Slovenia

Spain
Sweden

Switzerland

The FYR of 
Macedonia

Turkey

The United 
Kingdom

Asia and the Pacific

East Asia and the 
Pacific (total: 27)

South and South-
West Asia
(total: 8)

Australia
Brunei Darussalam

Cambodia
Indonesia

Japan
Lao PDR
Malaysia
Mongolia
Myanmar

New Zealand
The Philippines

Korea, Republic of
Singapore
Thailand

Timor-Leste
Viet Nam

Cook Islands
French Polynesia

Kiribati
Micronesia, Federated 

States of 
Nauru

New Caledonia
Niue
Palau

Western Samoa
Solomon Islands

Tuvalu

Afghanistan
Bangladesh

Bhutan
India

Maldives
Nepal

Pakistan
Sri Lanka

Americas

North 
America 
(total: 3)

Central  
America and 

the Caribbean 
(total: 12)

South 
America 
(total: 9)

Canada
Mexico

United States  
of America

Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama

Barbados
Dominican 
Republic

Haiti
Saint Lucia

Saint Vincent 
and the Grena-

dines
Trinidad and 

Tobago

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile

Colombia
Ecuador
Paraguay

Peru

Venezuela, 
Bolivarian 

Republic of
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(Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand 
and Viet Nam). 
The Pacific, which includes Australia, New  Q
Zealand, the Cook Islands, French Polynesia, 
Kiribati, Micronesia, Nauru, New Caledonia, 
Niue, Palau, Western Samoa, Solomon Is-
lands and Tuvalu.
South and South-West Asia, which includes  Q
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India,  
Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

Sub-regional groupings in Europe  
and Central Asia:

Eastern Europe, which includes Armenia, Az- Q
erbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, the Rus-
sian Federation and Ukraine.
Central Asia, which includes Kazakhstan,  Q
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 
Uzbekistan. 
Central Europe, which includes the Czech  Q
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithua-
nia, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia. 
Northern Europe, which includes Denmark,  Q
Iceland, Finland, Norway and Sweden. 
South-East Europe, which includes Albania,  Q
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Montenegro, Romania, Serbia and Kosovo 
(Serbia), and The FYR of Macedonia. 
Southern Europe, which includes Cyprus,  Q
Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain and 
Turkey. 
Western Europe, which includes Austria,  Q
Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Luxem-
bourg, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the 
United Kingdom.

In order to facilitate the synthesis and improve the 
reading of this report, text references have been 
made to a number of sub-regional groupings. The 
composition of these sub-regional groupings was 
based on geographical criteria as well as on simi-
larities in human trafficking patterns. 

Sub-regional groupings in Africa and the 
Middle East:

The Middle East, which includes Bahrain,  Q
Iraq, Israel, Oman, Qatar and the United 
Arab Emirates. 
North Africa, which includes Algeria, Egypt,  Q
Morocco and Sudan. 

Sub-regional groupings in the Americas:

The Caribbean, which includes Barbados,  Q
the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Saint Lucia, 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, and Trini-
dad and Tobago. 
Central America, which includes Costa Rica,  Q
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicara-
gua and Panama.

Sub-regional groupings in Asia  
and the Pacific:

East Asia, which includes Brunei Darussalam,  Q
Cambodia, Indonesia, Japan, Lao PDR, Ma-
laysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, the Republic of 
Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Timor-Leste, 
Viet Nam, China and the Philippines. 
The Mekong countries, which includes five  Q
countries surrounding the Mekong River 

Countries covered by the UNODC/UN.GIFT data collectionMap 1: 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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how might it be recognized? Without an answer 
to these questions, appropriation of scarce 
resources becomes guesswork, and measurement 
of progress very unreliable. Sound information 
is needed to support decisions on a topic as 
important as human trafficking. This report 
shows that this information can be gathered 
economically and quickly. The international 
community cannot afford to go without it.

Limitations of the data 5. 
For the most part, the information used to com-
pile this report was collected by national institu-
tions, mostly for their own administrative 
purposes. The data were thus not originally 
compiled for the purposes of this research.

These data are affected by a number of limita-
tions, as a result of which they do not provide 
full coverage of the phenomenon and cannot be 
systematically compared. The first limitation 
relates to differences in national legislation. 
National law is the basis for the official registra-
tion of the crime, and the data are clearly affected 
by the existence, scope and moment of entry 
into force of such legislation. In addition, 
national criminal justice systems differ from 
country to country, with different procedures 
implemented in the context of different legal 
systems. As a consequence, the volume and form 
of investigations, prosecutions or convictions 
will also necessarily reflect each country’s legal 
and procedural system.

The second limitation relates to the ability of 
the criminal justice system to detect criminal 
activities. For various reasons, not all crimes 
committed are discovered (the so-called ‘dark 
number’ of undetected crimes). Thus, a large 
share of human trafficking activities is not 
detected by national authorities or other institu-
tions. As a result, comparing criminal justice 
statistics across countries is highly problematic, 
since it means comparing an unknown and vari-
able mix of phenomena, including the actual 
prevalence of the crime, the ability of law 
enforcement agencies to detect it and other fac-
tors.

The third limitation comes from the nature and 

The potential for progress4. 
The massive pool of information collected for 
this report is both profoundly informative and 
fundamentally unsatisfying. It provides a sound 
baseline that calls out for sustained supplemen-
tation. Many countries have only recently passed 
human trafficking-specific legislation or created 
supporting institutions. The number of human 
trafficking convictions and the recorded number 
of victims assisted have increased every year 
during the period examined. As these numbers 
grow, so does the depth and accuracy of the data 
collected. 

This report should stand as a pilot for a much 
needed barometer of human trafficking activity. 
It provides a preliminary snapshot of the situa-
tion but has the potential to become much more. 
To have real meaning, this undertaking needs to 
be sustained through inclusion in a regular data 
collection exercise. The periodical United 
Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations 
of Criminal Justice Systems (CTS), and the 
instruments adopted to monitor the implemen-
tation of the United Nations Convention on 
Transnational Organized Crime within the 
framework of the Conference of the Parties to 
the convention can be used to regularly collect 
such information.

It is now known that at least 155 countries and 
territories are willing to contribute information 
on human trafficking to a common database. 
Some inputs were better than others, but at least 
Member States have been put on notice as to the 
kind of information that should be collected. 
And, as this collection becomes regularized, it 
may be possible to gather more data. For exam-
ple, many countries can say how many victims 
and offenders of any given citizenship passed 
through their systems, but these two groups of 
people are not currently cross-linked. 

Ultimately, the goal should be to provide a data-
base robust enough that questions of concern to 
the international community can be answered: 
What are the specific trafficking trends, and 
what are the main trafficking patterns and flows? 
Where is trafficking in persons most acute and 
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functioning of data recording systems. The level 
of efficiency of existing systems that record 
human trafficking cases has a clear impact on 
the statistics provided in this report. The volume 
of victims and offenders officially recorded can 
be heavily influenced by the performance of the 
recording mechanisms.

For these reasons, it is not possible to interpret 
the data collected for this report as representing 
the true extent or magnitude of human traffick-
ing. The figures used cannot be compared across 
countries, either to represent the severity of 
human trafficking or the different levels of per-
formance of countries responding to the phe-
nomenon.

Not all the information targeted by this research 
was available in all the countries covered. Con-
sequently, when information on some relevant 
aspects of the trafficking situation is not repre-
sented for a country, the data can be considered 
as unavailable to UNODC. In addition, some 
information may be partial. For instance, infor-
mation on the number of shelters available for 
victims of human trafficking, their capacities 
and the number of victims sheltered may not 
necessarily include all the shelters existing in a 
particular country but only those that could be 
identified when preparing this report. Similarly, 
court statistics might be partial when the absence 
of a centralized data depository system caused 
the team of researchers to seek information from 
each relevant court separately.

Finally, a margin of uncertainty exists related to 
the information presented for a limited number 
of countries where different authoritative sources 
(e.g., police and public prosecutors) provided 
different figures for the same indicator. In some 
of these cases, decisions had to be made by 
UNODC on which of these sources should be 
used. 
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The data shows that, during 2003-2007, a min-
imum of 20% (N: 19) of countries having spe-
cific offences in their criminal codes have 
systematically used offences other than traffick-
ing in persons to prosecute trafficking episodes. 
This number, in fact, is likely to be greater since 
information on this issue was provided by a 
limited number of countries. 

It must be stressed that while using trafficking-
related offences can provide some recourse to 
justice for victims, applying legislation that is 
not specifically in line with the UN Trafficking 
Protocol raises the difficult issue of victim pro-
tection, which is normally not considered within 
the context of trafficking-related offences.

Map 2 represents the status of the criminaliza-
tion of trafficking in persons. A large part of the 
world does have a specific offence criminalizing 
trafficking in persons at least for sexual exploita-
tion and forced labour. There are a few coun-
tries, however, that criminalize only part of the 
phenomenon or do not clearly define trafficking 
in their legislation. Other countries prosecute 
some forms of trafficking in persons through 
other offences, because the specific crime of traf-
ficking in persons is not included in their 
national legislation. 

One of the elements emerging from the col-
lected data is that most legislative frameworks 
on trafficking in persons have been developed 
only within the last few years. The real impact of 
the Protocol appears through a time-analysis of 
the dates when countries first introduced traf-
ficking in persons legislation. The UN Protocol 
entered into force in December 2003. The data 
shows that the majority of countries did not 
have any sort of trafficking in persons legislation 
prior to that year and that most of the current 
laws criminalizing human trafficking were estab-
lished after 2003.

By November 2008, 98 (63%) of the 155 coun-
tries and specially administered territories cov-
ered by this report had adopted a specific offence 
criminalizing trafficking in persons at least for 
the purposes of sexual exploitation and forced 
labour with no restriction regarding the age or 
the gender of the victim1. Twenty-seven (17%) 
of these countries have a specific offence of traf-
ficking in persons restricted to some forms of 
exploitation and to some categories of victims 
(e.g., trafficking for sexual exploitation, child 
trafficking) or without a clear definition of the 
offence. Thirty (20%) of the countries covered 
by this data collection did not have a specific 
offence on trafficking in persons in their legisla-
tion as of November 2008. However, most of 
these countries reported that they criminalize 
forms or aspects of trafficking through other 
offences, such as sexual exploitation, child pro-
tection or labour-related offences.

This use of other offences to prosecute traffick-
ing is also quite common among countries that 
have a specific and comprehensive offence on 
trafficking in persons. In practice, many crimi-
nal justice systems find it difficult to prove some 
important elements of the definition of traffick-
ing, such as deception, abuse of vulnerability or 
even exploitation. As a consequence, some sys-
tems prosecute trafficking cases through offences 
like pandering, slavery, child protection or even 
by making use of labour laws to punish clear 
cases of trafficking in persons for forced labour. 

1 The fact that the offence of trafficking in persons criminalizes 
at least trafficking in persons for the purposes of sexual exploi-
tation and forced labour and has no restriction regarding the 
age or gender of the victim does not imply that the legislation 
is in line with the Protocol. The compliance of each country Section 0s 
legislation to the UN Trafficking Protocol can only be assessed 
through an in-depth legal analysis. This type of legal analysis is 
out of the scope of the present research.

Status of the legislation on trafficking in persons1. 
The push of the United Nations Trafficking Protocola. 
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Percentage of countries that have introduced a specific offence on trafficking in persons into Fig. 2: 
their legislation, by region

 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT

The charts in Figures 1 and 2 present the per-
centage of countries in each region that had leg-
islation on human trafficking in 2003, 2006 and 
2008. While in some countries the legal concept 
of trafficking in persons is not new, many other 
countries only adopted a specific offence of traf-
ficking in persons after December 2003, when 
the UN Trafficking Protocol entered into force. 

About 35% of the countries included in this 
report adopted a specific offence on trafficking 
in persons prior to 2003, but the UN Traffick-
ing Protocol generated a wave of amendments to 
criminal codes introducing this offence. Forty-
five per cent of the countries covered in this 
report adopted an offence of trafficking in per-
sons for the first time during the period 2003-
2008. These countries are mainly in East Asia 
and the Pacific, Central America and the Carib-

Western and Central Europe 
(total: 38)

Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
(total: 12)

Before 2003 24 countries 6 countries

2003-2006 12 countries 4 countries

After 2006 1 country 1 country

No offence in 
force as of 
November 2008

1 country 1 country

Percentage of countries that have intro-Fig. 1: 
duced a specific offence on trafficking in 
persons into their legislation

 

 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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A few more countries have specialized police 
dealing with organized crime matters, in gen-
eral, or with human rights or child protection 
issues that deal directly or indirectly with the 
crime of trafficking in persons. Similarly, about 
76 countries adopted a specific national plan of 
action on trafficking in persons prior to Novem-
ber 2008, and other countries adopted plans of 
action for related matters, such as child protec-
tion. A country without a national action plan 
to combat trafficking in persons might, however, 
not necessarily be less efficient than those that 
have one in place. Nevertheless, the adoption of 
a national action plan can generally be seen as a 
sign of the importance that trafficking in per-
sons has in a country’s political agenda.

Figure 4 represents the increase in the number of 
national action plans for trafficking in persons 
adopted after the entry into force of the UN 
Trafficking Protocol. 

bean, and West Africa. While 65% of the coun-
tries had no specific anti-trafficking legislation 
before 2003, this figure was reduced to 20% by 
November 2008.

Additionally, after 2003 many of the 35% of 
countries with long-standing anti-human traf-
ficking provisions amended their criminal codes 
to include more forms of trafficking (i.e., crimi-
nalizing trafficking for forced labour and traf-
ficking in adults).

About 25% of the countries in this report (N: 
39) either introduced a new anti-trafficking law 
or amended their existing provisions between 
2006 and November 2008. This number is likely 
to increase by the end of 2008, because at the 
time of publication of this report, many coun-
tries had proposed amendments that were still 
awaiting approval by competent authorities. 

The relatively new development of comprehen-
sive legislation addressing trafficking in persons 
might be a key explanation for the low level of 
conviction rates in some parts of the world.

The data collected during the reporting period 
also shows an increased political commitment to 
combat trafficking in persons. About 52% (N: 
81) of the countries established a special anti-
human trafficking police unit or a similar body 
that was actively functioning in November 2008. 

Percentage of countries having a traf-Fig. 3: 
ficking in persons offence in force in 
November 2008 

 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT

Percentage of countries that adopted a Fig. 4: 
national action plan on trafficking in 
persons before and after 2003

 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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In this region, all states covered by this overview 
have had a working group or national focal point 
in place since 2005 to coordinate anti-trafficking 
policy and assistance to victims. Bolivia, Brazil, 
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Peru all 
adopted national plans of action in 2005. Sev-
eral federal states and some municipalities in 
Brazil have drafted their own local plans of 
action.

South America
Almost all South American countries covered by 
this report have adopted specific provisions in 
their legislation to combat trafficking in per-
sons. Between 2005 and 2008, several countries 
in the region introduced new anti-trafficking 
laws or modified provisions that previously had 
covered only international trafficking for sexual 
exploitation. 

By mid-2008, a specific offence of trafficking in 
persons covering all or most forms of exploita-
tion had been adopted by Argentina, Bolivia, 
Colombia and Peru. In Brazil, the specific 
offence of trafficking in persons covered only 
sexual exploitation, however trafficking for 
forced labour was criminalized through other 
offences.  

During the period considered by this report, the 
laws in Chile and Paraguay did not include a 
specific offence of trafficking in persons, but they 
both criminalized illegal entry into the country 
for the purpose of prostitution, implying that 
these two countries criminalized only interna-
tional trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploi-
tation. In 2008, both Chile and Peru were at the 
stage of introducing new and comprehensive traf-
ficking in persons offences into their criminal 
codes. The law in force in Ecuador in 2008 did 
not include removal of organs as a possible pur-
pose for trafficking in persons. In Colombia, 
Ecuador and Peru, forced begging was included 
in legislation as one of the forms of exploitation 
of trafficking in persons, and specific programmes 
and protocols exist for victim assistance. 

It is important to note that during the reporting 
period, most forms of human trafficking for the 
purposes of labour exploitation, slavery and ser-
vitude were covered by other offences in the 
penal codes or by labour laws, and not always 
under the offence of trafficking in persons. These 
laws were often used in lieu of anti-trafficking 
legislation, for example in slavery cases in Brazil. 
While this provides a quick way out of slavery 
and limited compensation for victims, it raises 
the difficult issue of specific victim support and 
protection and precludes a forceful criminal jus-
tice response.

Specific offence for Trafficking in Persons – status of national  Map 8: 
legislation – (November-2008)

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT

Cover most/all forms: Countries where the specific offence of trafficking 
in persons is in force, criminalizing at a minimum sexual exploitation and 
forced labour, with no restrictions concerning the profile of the victim.
Partial: Countries where the specific offence of trafficking in persons is in 
force, but legislation does not criminalize all or most forms listed in 
Article 3 of the UN Trafficking Protocol or does not define trafficking in 
persons.
No specific offence: Countries where forms of trafficking in persons are 
criminalized through other offences due to the absence of a specific traf-
ficking in persons offence.
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Core results − Global baseline 
data on legislation 

Before 2003, 35% of the countries had legis- �
lation and 65% did not.

As of November 2008, 80% of the countries  �
had legislation and 20% did not. 

By November 2008, 17% of countries had a  �
specific offence criminalizing only some forms 
of trafficking. 

At least 20% of the countries with a specific  �
offence on trafficking in persons also use oth-
er offences to prosecute trafficking cases.  

Criminalization of the offence of trafficking in persons

The lack of specific and/or adequate legislation on trafficking in persons at the national level is one 
of the major obstacles in the fight against trafficking. There is an urgent need to harmonize legal 
definitions, procedures and cooperation at the national and regional levels in accordance with inter-
national standards. The development of an appropriate legal framework that is consistent with the 
relevant international instruments and standards will also play an important role in the prevention 
of trafficking and related exploitation. The UN Trafficking Protocol requires the criminalization of 
trafficking in persons. The UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Article 5 of the 
Trafficking Protocol, also requires the criminalization of the full range of conducts related to traf-
ficking in persons as defined in Article 3 of the Protocol. In other words, it is not sufficient to 
criminalize some underlying offences of human trafficking, but human trafficking in its entirety 
needs to be criminalized. Additionally, the UN Trafficking Protocol requires the criminalization of 
the attempt to commit trafficking, participation as an accomplice, and organizing or directing others 
to commit trafficking. 

Extract from the Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons, Global Programme against Trafficking in 
Human Beings, United Nations, 2006.
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Conversely, Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
was the region where a larger share of countries 
registered increasing trends in the number of 
convictions during the period 2003-2007. 

As more countries introduce the specific offence 
of trafficking in persons and show an increased 
political commitment, more prosecutions and 
convictions are expected to be recorded.

Figure 5 shows the trend in the number of con-
victions recorded by the countries considered in 
this report. 

About 21%5 of countries registered an increase 
in convictions during 2003-2007, while 8% 
recorded a decrease in the absolute number of 
persons convicted. In the other countries where 
this trend analysis was carried out, the level of 
convictions remained stable during the period 
considered. 

Western and Central Europe was the region 
where more countries had decreasing trends in 
the number of criminal proceedings for traffick-
ing in persons during the period considered. 

5 A time series analysis on the absolute number of convictions 
was possible when countries registered convictions for at least 
three years during the period considered. Time series statistics 
were supplied by 141 countries.

2. The criminal justice response to trafficking in persons
A large area of impunitya. 

Trends in the number of recorded con-Fig. 5: 
victions*, percentage of countries (for 
at least three years between 2003 and 
2007)

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
* When trends in convictions were not available, trends concerning 

prosecutions or investigations were considered.

Trends in the number of recorded con-Fig. 6: 
victions* in Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia, percentage of countries 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
* When trends in convictions were not available, trends concerning 

prosecutions or investigations were considered.

Trends in the number of recorded con-Fig. 7: 
victions* in Western and Central  
Europe, percentage of countries

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
* When trends in convictions were not available, trends concerning 

prosecutions or investigations were considered.
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Table 3 indicates the number of countries where 
no prosecutions for the specific offence of traf-
ficking in persons were recorded through mid-
2008. Prosecutions conducted under non-specific 
trafficking in persons offences are not consid-
ered in this table.

Table 3 shows that, during the reporting period, 
50 countries recorded no prosecutions for the 
specific offence of trafficking in persons – the 
equivalent of about 32% of the countries cov-

Overall, the number of prosecutions and convic-
tions recorded in a large part of the world was 
very limited. This is likely due to the absence of 
legislation or the fairly recent status of most of 
the legislation addressing trafficking in persons 
in many countries. 

A large number of the countries covered by this 
report did not record even a single conviction 
under the specific offence of trafficking in per-
sons. 

Regions

Number of countries with no 
recorded prosecutions for the  

specific offence of trafficking in 
persons (TIP)

Number of coun-
tries with at least 

one recorded pros-
ecution of traffick-

ing in persons

Number of coun-
tries where infor-

mation on 
prosecutions was 

unavailableCountries with 
no TIP offence

Countries with 
TIP offence

Middle East and 
North Africa 2 countries 2 countries 3 countries 3 countries

West and Central 
Africa 4 countries 2 countries 8 countries 2 countries

East Africa 3 countries 2 countries 2 countries 2 countries

Southern Africa 8 countries 1 country 1 country 1 country

North America 3 countries

Central America 
and the  
Caribbean

5 countries 1 country 6 countries

South America 1 country 7 countries 1 country

East Asia and the 
Pacific 4 countries 7 countries 13 countries 3 countries

South and  
South-West Asia 2 countries 1 country 5 countries

Eastern Europe 
and Central Asia 1 country 11 countries

Western and  
Central Europe  1 country 3 countries 32 countries 2 countries

Total 30 20 91
14 

(9% of all  
countries)

Table 3 Prosecutions for the specific offence of trafficking in persons, number of countries by region
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to the recent introduction of the offence in the 
criminal code.

Less information was available concerning con-
victions. No information was collected at all on 
the number of convictions for trafficking in 
persons for 11% of the countries included in 
this report. Convictions conducted under non-
specific trafficking in persons offences are not 
considered in this table.

ered by this report6. This ratio is lower in the 
regions of Western and Central Europe, Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia, North America and 
South Asia. In Southern and East Africa and in 
the Middle East and North Africa, the majority 
of countries recorded no prosecutions. 

Nineteen of the countries with a specific offence 
of trafficking in persons in their criminal codes 
had not recorded any prosecutions as of Novem-
ber 2008. This lack of prosecutions is likely due 

6 About 10 of these 50 countries are part of the small Pacific 
Islands and the East Caribbean. The percentage of countries 
where no prosecutions were recorded would be about 28% if 
these countries and territories were not taken into consider-
ation.

Regions

Number of countries with no 
recorded convictions for the  

specific offence of trafficking in 
persons (TIP)

Number of coun-
tries with at least 
one recorded con-
viction of traffick-

ing in persons

Number of coun-
tries where infor-

mation on 
convictions was 

unavailableCountries with 
no TIP offence

Countries with 
TIP offence

Middle East and 
North Africa 2 countries 2 countries 3 countries 3 countries

West and Central 
Africa 4 countries 5 countries 5 countries 2 countries

East Africa 3 countries 3 countries 1 country 2 countries

Southern Africa 8 countries 2 countries 1 country

North America 2 countries 1 country

Central America 
and the  
Caribbean

5 countries 2 countries 4 countries 1 country

South America 1 country 7 countries 1 country

East Asia and the 
Pacific 5 countries 8 countries 11 countries 3 countries

South and  
South-West Asia 2 countries 2 countries 4 countries

Eastern Europe 
and Central Asia 1 country 11 countries

Western and  
Central Europe  1 country 3 countries 26 countries 8 countries

Total 31 30 73
21 

(14% of all 
countries)

Table 4: Convictions for the specific offence of trafficking in persons, number of countries by region
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It is clear that the existence and the date of 
introduction of specific anti-trafficking legisla-
tion plays an important role in understanding 
the absolute levels and trends in recorded pros-
ecutions and convictions. Without a specific 
offence of trafficking in persons there is no basis 
for such action, thus regions such as Southern 
and East Africa where legislation is lacking have 
less convictions to report. At the same time, 30 
countries among those with legislation specifi-
cally criminalizing trafficking in persons recorded 
no convictions during the reporting period. 

The situation does not improve when the abso-
lute number of convictions is examined in coun-
tries where there was at least one conviction 
recorded during the reported period. About 
30% of the countries considered in this study 
recorded 10 or more convictions per year (for at 
least one year). Overall, about 58% of the coun-
tries covered by this report recorded between 
zero and 10 convictions per year. In the entire 
African continent, only a couple of countries 
exceeded 10 convictions in at least one of the 
years of the reporting period.

About 40% of the countries covered by this 
report recorded no convictions7 during the 
reporting period. This ratio was lower in West-
ern and Central Europe, Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia, and South America. Very few con-
victions were recorded between 2003 and 2007 
in East and Southern Africa. 

7 About 10 out of 61 of these countries and territories are in the 
small Pacific Islands and the East Caribbean. The percentage of 
countries where no convictions were recorded would be 33% if 
these countries and territories were not taken into consider-
ation.

Distribution of all countries according  Fig. 8: 
to the number of convictions recorded 
for the specific offence of trafficking in  
persons during the reporting period 

 

 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT

Distribution of all countries according to the number of convictions recorded for the specific Fig. 9: 
offence of trafficking in persons during the reporting period, by region 

 

 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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response in the region do not allow for the iden-
tification of specific regional trafficking patterns 
or trends during the reporting period. 

Ethiopia is the only East African country cov-
ered in this report that recorded trafficking in 
persons convictions between 2003 and 2007. 
These statistics do not improve even when 
related offences are considered, because few con-
victions were recorded for offences such as “child 
stealing” or “child labour” that could be used to 
prosecute child traffickers. 

Southern Africa
As with East Africa, the combined absence of a 
specific trafficking in persons offence, the lack 
of credible data and the low criminal justice 
response do not allow for the identification of 
specific regional trends. 

The only statistic that can be highlighted is that 
not a single conviction was recorded for traffick-
ing in persons in the entire Southern Africa 
region, and very few cases involving traffickers 
have been prosecuted to date. In the exceptional 
cases where traffickers were caught and prose-
cuted, they were usually charged with kidnap-
ping, abduction, immigration or sexual offences 
or were deported rather than prosecuted. As a 
result, very few convictions were recorded even 
when trafficking-related offences were consid-
ered.

North America
Canada, Mexico and the USA recorded different 
patterns in terms of criminal justice responses to 
trafficking in persons. 

The available information concerning Canada 
reflects only the minimum number of traffick-
ing cases charged and prosecuted during the 
reporting period, because many court decisions 
went unreported. Official criminal justice data 
for March 2007 through February 2008 from 
the police and the courts was unavailable at the 
time of preparation of this report. 

b. Regional overviews

Middle East and North Africa
There is a scarcity of criminal justice statistics in 
this region. Only Israel and Morocco have had 
the specific offence of trafficking in persons in 
their criminal codes long enough to analyse 
trends in their criminal justice responses. Traf-
ficking trends were fairly stable in both coun-
tries during the reporting period. 

Egypt and Oman, as well as other countries in 
the region, adopted offences related to traffick-
ing to prosecute some forms of trafficking in 
persons. The number of persons investigated in 
these countries decreased during the reporting 
period. The United Arab Emirates and Bahrain 
adopted comprehensive legislation on traffick-
ing in persons after 2006, and convictions were 
recorded in both countries, but criminal justice 
trends could not be identified at the time of the 
publication of this report. 

West and Central Africa
Criminal justice statistics are generally scarce in 
this region mainly due to the recent nature of 
legislation. No clear regional trends emerge from 
the available data, although some countries have 
seen an increase in investigations, and others 
have observed stable or decreasing trends. 

Countries where information on investigations, 
prosecutions and convictions was available indi-
cate that convictions were low compared to the 
number of persons investigated. During the 
period under consideration, Nigeria and Ghana 
were the only countries to record convictions 
among those criminalizing all forms of traffick-
ing in persons. Of the countries that only crim-
inalize child trafficking, Benin, Burkina Faso 
and Togo reported convictions. Available crimi-
nal justice statistics on the number of traffickers 
and victims are generally low compared to the 
numbers identified by national authorities or 
sheltered by NGOs.

East Africa
The combined absence of a specific trafficking 
in persons offence and the low criminal justice 
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that the domestic legislation of some countries 
only defines trafficking in terms of sexual exploi-
tation. 

Where data on suspected trafficking cases and 
investigations was available, numbers rose 
(Bolivia, Brazil and Peru) or remained stable 
(Colombia) for the 2003-2007 period. Venezu-
ela recorded a decreasing trend in convictions 
during the considered period. Over the same 
timeframe, however, only a few dozen cases of 
trafficking in persons were prosecuted in the 
entire South American region resulting in even 
fewer convictions in the region, although with a 
rising trend after 2005.

East Asia and the Pacific
East Asia was rich in criminal justice statistics 
for the reporting period. By contrast, a very 
limited number of cases of trafficking in persons 
and related offences were detected in the Pacific 
area. 
Trends indicating an increase in the number of 
cases of trafficking and related offences were 
detected in Cambodia, Indonesia, Mongolia, 
Timor-Leste, Thailand and Viet Nam. Some-
what stable to decreasing trends in human traf-
ficking cases were recorded in other countries in 
the region during 2003-2007. 

Overall, some countries of the Mekong sub-re-
gion reported numbers of criminal proceedings 
that were higher than the regional average. 

In Mexico, the number of investigations and 
prosecutions rose following the adoption of leg-
islation on trafficking in persons in 2007. 

Data for the USA shows a rising trend in inves-
tigations, prosecutions, convictions and in the 
absolute number of criminal justice proceed-
ings.

Central America and the Caribbean
Criminal justice statistics for this region are 
scarce, but the absolute number of investigations 
and prosecutions generally rose during the period 
under consideration. This was the case for Costa 
Rica, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, 
Nicaragua, Panama and El Salvador up to 2007.

Out of these investigations, a few dozen prose-
cutions resulted in convictions. The first convic-
tions for trafficking in persons offences in the 
region were registered only from 2005 onwards, 
with the Dominican Republic accounting for 
the largest number. 

South America
Given the multitude of legal codes that can be 
applied in cases of exploitation and human traf-
ficking, statistical information on the specific 
criminal justice responses to trafficking in per-
sons is scarce and hard to put into context. Data 
on investigations, prosecutions and convictions 
refer mostly to trafficking for the purpose of 
sexual exploitation. This may be due to the fact 

Cases of trafficking in persons  Fig. 10: 
investigated in Peru (2004-2007)

  

Source: Capital Humano y Social Alternativo, Perú

Persons investigated for the offence of Fig. 11: 
“sale or acquisition of humans” in  
Mongolia (2003-2007) 

Source: State Investigation Department, Mongolia
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moderately growing trends in prosecutions and 
convictions in the first half of this decade fol-
lowed by a decrease in prosecutions and convic-
tions after 2005, and Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan 
in Central Asia experienced similar trends. In 
Moldova and the Russian Federation, increasing 
investigations and prosecutions indicate a con-
sistent rise in the detection of traffickers. Uzbeki-
stan showed the same pattern based on 
prosecutions recorded under the offence of 
“recruitment for exploitation”.

At the regional level during the period under 
consideration, joint operations were frequently 
conducted by law enforcement agencies of the 
CIS countries to suppress the activities of crimi-
nal syndicates engaged in trafficking in per-
sons. 

Western and Central Europe 
There is an abundance of criminal justice infor-
mation on trafficking in persons for the coun-
tries in this region. However, as can be seen in 
other regions, the statistics for some countries 
do not clearly reference the specific offence of 
trafficking in persons, because national authori-
ties aggregate the figures for trafficking in per-
sons together with those for other offences. An 
additional complication is that some countries 
have more than one authority or institution pro-
viding official data on different aspects of traf-
ficking.

South and South-West Asia
The level of criminal proceedings recorded 
during the reporting period in the South Asian 
region was very high. India, especially, recorded 
a large number of investigations, though pro-
portionate to the population of the country. 
Similarly, Nepal and Pakistan recorded very high 
numbers of prosecutions and convictions.

Where information is available for 2003-2005, 
trends show a general increase in prosecutions 
for trafficking in persons. These trends apply to 
India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, but there 
are no human trafficking prosecutions recorded 
for the Maldives and Bhutan. 

Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
Statistics on the criminal justice responses were 
relatively abundant for most of the countries in 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia during the 
reporting period. The only exception was Turk-
menistan where the absence of legislation is the 
clear cause of the lack of related statistics. 

The number of investigations, prosecutions and 
convictions indicated no unique trends. How-
ever, many countries experienced a rise in pros-
ecutions and convictions immediately after the 
adoption of relevant legislation, which was then 
followed by a slight reduction in later years. For 
instance, some countries in the western part of 
the region (Belarus, Ukraine and Georgia) saw 

Number of prosecutions for trafficking Fig. 12: 
in persons in India (2003-2006) 

Source: National Crime Records Bureau, India

Cases of trafficking in persons  Fig. 13: 
investigated in Moldova (2002-2007) 

 

Source: Office of the Prosecutor-General,  
Republic of Moldova
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in the number of persons investigated or prose-
cuted for human trafficking between 2003 and 
2007. Germany, Greece and Italy also recorded 
a decrease in investigations and prosecutions 
over the last two to three years, whereas Den-
mark, France and the United Kingdom showed 
a general increase in the number of criminal 
proceedings underway involving suspected cases 
of trafficking.

Core results − Global baseline data on criminal 
justice responses 

32% of the countries recorded no prosecu- �
tions from 2003 to 2007.

40% of the countries recorded no convictions  �
from 2003 to 2007.

19% of the countries that had a specific of- �
fence on trafficking in persons recorded no 
convictions from 2003 to 2007.

  

Some sub-regional trends can be clearly identi-
fied. With the exception of Albania and Monte-
negro, all the South-East European countries8 
recorded a rise in the number of persons investi-
gated, prosecuted or convicted for human traf-
ficking during the reporting period. Conversely, 
Albania, Montenegro and almost all the Central 
European countries9 showed a decreasing trend 

8 The FYR Macedonia has recorded a decreasing trend in the 
number of prosecutions for trafficking in persons but an 
increasing trend in the number of persons prosecuted under 
the offence of  organization of a group and urging for commit-
ting trafficking in persons .

9 During the reporting period, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
recorded a mixed trend in the number of criminal proceedings 
underway for trafficking in persons.

Persons indicted for trafficking in  Fig. 14: 
persons in Bulgaria (2003-2006) 

Source: The Supreme Cassation Prosecutor  
Office in Bulgaria

Persons suspected of trafficking for the Fig. 15: 
purpose of sexual exploitation in Ger-
many (2003–2007) 

Source: Bundeskriminalamt Trafficking in Human Beings, 
Germany

Comparing the conviction rate for trafficking 
in persons with other offences

As of 2007, about 40% of the world had not 
recorded a single conviction for trafficking in 
persons. Not only are traffickers not convicted 
in many countries, but when convictions are 
recorded, the numbers seem low compared to 
the estimated number of victims. The bulk of 
convictions were recorded in a few regions, 
mainly Western and Central Europe, Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia, and South Asia. A 
relatively large number of convictions were 
also recorded in East Asia. Nevertheless, the 
conviction rate recorded in these areas was 
rarely above 1.5 per 100,000 people. Most 
countries’ conviction rates have remained far 
below this rate. In comparison, 1.5 convictions 
per 100,000 people is the level normally 
recorded for rare crimes, such as kidnapping in 
Western European countries.
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Based on the data collected, it is possible to 
identify the major patterns of trafficking in per-
sons. This data only reflects some of the reported 
cases of trafficking in persons (and related 
offences) and thus represents only a part of the 
total number of trafficking cases that actually 
occur. 

Enough data was provided during the reporting 
period to analyse the profile of trafficking 
offenders. For each country included in the 
report, UNODC inquired about the gender, age 
and citizenship of the persons investigated, pros-
ecuted and convicted. When information on the 
nationalities of those convicted was available, it 
overwhelmingly showed that offenders were 
nationals of the countries where the trafficking 
took place. 

A slightly different pattern emerges from the 
data recorded in Western and Central Europe 
and the Middle East, where the role of foreign 
offenders appeared to be more significant than 
in other regions of the world. 

Interesting results concerning the gender of 
offenders emerged from the data collected for 
this report. Males represent the great majority of 
offenders for many crimes, but females appear to 
play a prominent role in trafficking in persons 
cases. Table 5 (next page) provides a global over-
view of the percentage of women involved in 
committing trafficking in persons crimes relative 
to the total number of offenders (prosecuted or 
investigated when conviction rates are not avail-
able) on a regional basis. 

3. Trafficking in persons patterns
Offenders: A new gender perspectivea. 

Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 16: 
sons related offences in the UAE, by 
region of nationality (2005-2006) 

Source: Office of the Public Prosecution, Dubai (UAE)

Persons under prosecution for trafficking Fig. 17: 
in persons offences in Italy, by citizen-
ship (2003-2007) 

Source: National Anti-Mafia Bureau, Italy
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countries, the percentage of women convicted 
ranged from 10 to 50%. The number of women 
convicted was under 10% of convictions in four 
countries.

The role of female offenders appears to be pre-
dominant in the Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia region and very significant in other regions 
of the world, such as East Asia and the Pacific, 
and Central America and the Caribbean. Most 
of the countries in Western and Central Europe 

Table 5 shows the lack of general information on 
the profile of offenders. For about 109 of the 
countries and specially administered territories 
among the 155 covered in this report, informa-
tion was either not available or the number of 
proceedings were too few to conduct an ade-
quate analysis. 

In 30% (N:14) of the countries where the gender 
of the offender was known, more women were 
convicted (or investigated/prosecuted). In 28 

Table 5: Distribution of countries according to the percentage of females among offenders convicted for 
trafficking in persons, by region (2003-2007)

Middle East and 
North Africa 

(total: 10)

West and Central 
Africa 

(total: 16)

East Africa 
(total: 9)

Southern Africa 
(total: 11)

Below 10% 2 countries

10%-35% 1 country 2 countries

35%-50% 1 country

Above 50% 2 countries

No or little infor-
mation available 8 countries 10 countries 9 countries 11 countries

North 
America 
(total: 3)

Central 
America and 

the Caribbean 
(total: 12)

South 
America 
(total: 9)

South and 
South-West 

Asia 
(total: 8)

East Asia and 
the Pacific 
(total: 27)

Below 10%

10%-35% 1 country

35%-50% 1 country 1 country 3 countries

Above 50% 2 countries 2 countries 2 countries
No or little infor-
mation available 3 countries 8 countries 6 countries 8 countries 22 countries

Western and Central Europe 
(total: 38)

Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
(total: 12)

Below 10% 2 countries

10%-35% 16 countries

35%-50% 2 countries

Above 50% 1 country 5 countries

No or little infor-
mation available 19 countries 5 countries
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data shows that that the percentage of women 
convicted for all crimes did not rise above 15% 
during the reporting period, whereas the per-
centage of women convicted for the crime of 
trafficking in persons is often above 50% in the 
same region.
Similar patterns, but with a lesser divergence, 
were found for Western and Central Europe 
during the reporting period, as shown in Figure 
19. 

reported female offenders making up between 
10 and 35% of the total number of persons 
convicted (or investigated/prosecuted). 

These figures are even more impressive when 
they are compared to the overall conviction rate 
of females for other crimes. 

Figure 18 shows the ratio of convictions for 
females compared to that for both sexes for all 
crimes in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. The 

Proportion of females in convictions for trafficking in persons and for all crimes combined  Fig. 18: 
in Eastern Europe and Central Asia

Source: UNECE/UNODC-UN.GIFT

Proportion of females in convictions for trafficking in persons and for all crimes combined  Fig. 19: 
in Europe

Source: UNECE/UNODC-UN.GIFT
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identified females (either adults or minors) as 
the main victims of trafficking.

b. The victims: “…trafficking in  
 persons, especially women and  
 children…”

The introduction of specific trafficking in per-
sons offences in countries where they did not 
exist previously and the increased commitment 
of the international community to combat traf-
ficking in persons likely explains the overall 
increase in the number of victims identified by 
State authorities. Although the number of vic-
tims identified decreased in some regions, the 
overall global trend increased during the report-
ing period. 

Identifying global trends in the number of vic-
tims detected is a hard task. Countries have dif-
ferent legislations and different definitions of 
trafficking in persons, and few were able to 
supply UNODC with the sort of statistics that 
would allow for the identification of clear trends 
for the entire reporting period from 2003 to 
2007. 

About 111 countries provided data on the 
number of victims officially identified in 200610, 
which totalled about 21,400. A complete time 
series analysis on the number of victims identi-
fied for the period 2003-2006 could be con-
ducted on a smaller sample of 71 countries.

The aggregate number of victims identified in 
these 71 selected countries grew from about 
11,700 in 2003 to about 14,900 in 2006, indi-
cating an increase of 27% during the reporting 
period, although it must be made clear that 
these figures conceal wide variations among 
national and regional trends. In fact, many of 
these 71 countries actually experienced a reduced 
number of identified victims. Further details can 
be found in the regional sections and in the 
country profiles of this report. 

Even fewer countries were able to provide a pro-
file of the victims. When available, the collected 
data indicates that women and children are the 
most frequently detected victims of trafficking 
in persons. In particular, most of the countries 

10 Fewer countries provided statistics concerning identified vic-
tims for 2007.

Total number of victims identified by  Fig. 20: 
State authorities in the 71 countries 
where information was available for  
the entire reporting period

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT

Profile of victims identified by State au-Fig. 21: 
thorities in 61 countries where informa-
tion was collected, aggregated for 2006

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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Although adult women are the most frequent 
victims of trafficking as reported by State author-
ities, child victims − or victims under 18 years 
old – also are often identified. Child trafficking 
has been detected in all regions of the world.

The aggregated numbers reported in Figures 21 
and 22 hide great differences concerning the 
dimensions of child trafficking found around 
the world. In some regions, child trafficking is 
the only form of trafficking detected. 

The map (Map 13 next page) shows the percent-
age of victims below 18 years old compared to 
the total number of victims of trafficking in 
persons officially identified by State authori-
ties13. For 92 of the countries covered in this 
report, data concerning the age of victims was 
either unavailable or the number of identified 
victims were too few to draw solid conclusions. 
In 30% (N: 19) of the countries with available 
information, more child victims were detected 
than adults. For 42% (N: 26) of the countries 
where information was available, children made 
up less than 10% of the total population of vic-
tims, whereas for the remaining 28% of coun-
tries, children ranged between 10 and 50% of 
the total identified victims. In regional terms, 
child trafficking was more prevalent during the 
reporting period in West and Central Africa, the 
Mekong sub-region and some countries in Cen-
tral and South America.

13 In the case of South Africa, the data concerned victims identi-
fied by IOM. In Togo, the victims were those sheltered by two 
NGOs. 

Trafficking in males − adult men and boys − is 
rarely represented in official national statis-
tics11. 

The chart in Figure 22 shows the profile of vic-
tims officially identified by State authorities 
during the reporting period. Variations recorded 
during these years could be attributed to the dif-
ferent number of countries reporting each year12, 
however, the overall profile of the victims does 
not seem to change greatly. Notably, the propor-
tion of minors relative to the total number of 
victims increased from about 15% to about 22% 
during the reporting period. 

11 The issue of trafficking in adult males is related to the issue of 
trafficking for labour exploitation, which appears to be the 
major form of exploitation of adult men (although not the only 
form). Many experts argue that trafficking in adult men and 
trafficking for forced labour are extremely underreported.

12 The number of countries reporting the profile of the victims 
according to age and gender increased (44 in 2003; 56 in 2004; 
76 in 2005; and 61 in 2006)

Profile of victims identified by State Fig. 22: 
authorities where information was col-
lected, aggregated for the years under 
analysis

 

Source: UNODC/UN.GIFT
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Detailed accounts of trafficking for domestic 
servitude, child begging, forced marriage, organ 
removal and ritual killings were reported by dif-
ferent State authorities. These types of cases 
were only recorded episodically, but they remain 
alarming since they only represent reported cases 
and actual numbers could be higher. 

Trafficking for begging was recorded in Western 
and Central Europe, and countries in West and 
Southern Africa identified cases of trafficking for 
ritual killings or mystic practices. Episodes of 
trafficking for organ removal were detected in 
Europe, the Middle East and South Asia, and 
trafficking for forced marriage was another form 
of trafficking reported in quite a few Asian coun-
tries. More detailed information can be found in 
the regional and country sections of this report.

  

Why trafficking for forced labour is less easily detected than trafficking for sexual exploitation

There is a general concern that trafficking for forced labour is less frequently detected and reported 
than trafficking for sexual exploitation, and at least three considerations support this concern. The 
first regards legislation. In 2008, most of the countries considered by this report had a trafficking in 
persons offence in place that included the criminalization of trafficking for forced labour, but this is 
a recent development. For instance, about 10 European countries expanded their definition of traf-
ficking to include forced labour during the years 2005-2008. For many years, a large number of East 
Asian countries only considered trafficking for sexual exploitation, which remains the case in many 
countries in the region. A similar situation exists in Latin America. 

The second issue relates to the first in that law enforcement agencies, as well as the general public, 
often view trafficking in persons only in the context of sexual exploitation. For many years and in 
many countries, the two concepts have been almost concomitant. Hence, an episode of trafficking 
for forced labour, when detected, could still be treated and recorded under another charge even when 
a specific offence of trafficking for forced labour exists in a country’s criminal code. 

Finally, the ‘visibility bias’ is the idea that trafficking for forced prostitution is more likely to be 
detected than trafficking for forced labour. Prostitution (whether forced or voluntary) involves the 
general public because it must be visible – taking place in streets, bars or public spaces in urban areas 
– to attract potential clients. Conversely, most of the victims of forced labour often work in hidden 
locations, such as agricultural fields in rural areas, mining camps and garment factories or within the 
closed environment of a house in the case of domestic servitude. As a consequence, the detection of 
victims of trafficking for forced labour is less probable than the identification of victims of traffick-
ing for forced prostitution.
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As a result of the lack of legislation, no countries 
have established policies or mechanisms to iden-
tify, refer or assist victims of trafficking, and very 
few victims were identified by State authorities 
in the entire region. Data retrieved from infor-
mation collected by shelters and by the Interna-
tional Organization for Migration (IOM) were 
the only reliable numbers regarding victims of 
trafficking in persons. However, very few shel-
ters exist that deal exclusively with trafficked 
persons. Trafficking victims, when identified, 
are dealt with on an ad hoc basis and are gener-
ally not recorded as a separate group.

The limited information available concerning vic-
tims receiving shelter indicates that most are adult 
women and children of both sexes. Sexual exploi-
tation, forced labour, slavery and servitude were 
the main forms of exploitation experienced by 
sheltered victims. The recruitment of children as 
soldiers was identified in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo, while cases of organ removal for 
rituals were detected and prosecuted in Malawi. 

North America

Information on the profile of trafficking offenders 
and victims was very limited for North America. In 
Canada and Mexico, a small number of criminal 
proceedings were carried out during the reported 
period, involving both adult and child victims. 

Information about the type of exploitation suf-
fered by victims was not always reported. When 
information was available, forced labour emerged 
as a prominent form of trafficking in a large part 
of the region. Victims – mostly children − traf-
ficked for forced labour might have been involved 
in activities such as slavery, domestic servitude, 
begging and camel jockeying (often Mauritanian 
victims trafficked to the Middle East). Sexual 
exploitation also was detected in many countries 
of the region, and trafficking for organ removal, 
ritual killings and mystic practices was detected 
in Chad and Liberia. 

East Africa
No information was collected during the reporting 
period on the profile of offenders, and data about 
victims was also scarce. In most of the countries of 
the region, the number of victims identified by 
authorities was zero or unknown during the report-
ing period. Where the numbers were unknown, 
victims of trafficking could not be distinguished 
from other persons in need of assistance or of vic-
tims of related forms of crime. Between 2003 and 
2007, women and children were generally the 
victims of trafficking and related crimes.

Southern Africa
No information was collected concerning the 
profile of offenders during the reporting period. 

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 26: 
tered by IOM in South Africa, by form 
of exploitation (2005-2006) 

Source: IOM’s Counter Trafficking Programme  
− SACTAP

Persons convicted under all trafficking Fig. 27: 
offences in the USA, by form of exploi-
tation (FY-2005 to FY-2007)

Source: Assessment of US Government Efforts to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons in Fiscal Year 2007
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South America
Convicted offenders were mostly domestic traf-
fickers and were citizens of the countries that 
sentenced them. However, some offenders 
engaged in cross-border trafficking and were 
from other countries in the region. Also, South-
ern European traffickers were found in Brazil 
and Chile. In countries where information on 
the gender of offenders was available to UNODC, 
data shows that women were just as involved as 
men. 

Adult women made up the largest group of traf-
ficking victims recorded in Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile and Paraguay, while under age girls were 
the main victims in Bolivia and Peru. Adult men 
made up a significant number of victims in Ven-
ezuela, boys were frequently detected in Colom-
bia, and almost all of the victims of slave labour 
reported in Brazil were men. In Argentina, as 
well, increasing numbers of men and boys were 
recorded as victims. 

Trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploita-
tion was the primary form of trafficking in many 
countries (Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and 
Peru). This finding, however, may be a reflection 
of the fact that anti-trafficking laws in the region 
are primarily limited to human trafficking for 
sexual exploitation. Forced labour was a major 

Authorities in the USA report that men, women 
and children are trafficked into the country 
largely from East Asia, Mexico and Central 
America for purposes of sexual exploitation and 
forced labour. The responsibility for identifying 
and providing services to victims is spread among 
multiple agencies. Both adult and under age 
victims were identified, with the number of 
minors increasing during the reporting period. 
However, the proportion of victims who were 
minors is unknown. Cases of trafficking for 
forced labour accounted for at least 63% of the 
victims detected in 2007.

Central America and the Caribbean
The limited data collected on the profile of 
offenders in this region indicates that females 
play a prominent role. In Costa Rica and Nica-
ragua, female offenders outnumbered males, 
while female and male offenders were equal in El 
Salvador.

Data on victims identified by State authorities 
between 2003 and 2007 clearly indicates a rising 
trend in trafficking in all countries of the region 
– this includes El Salvador even though identi-
fied victims began decreasing in 2007. Hondu-
ras and Panama only reported victims for 2007. 

During the reporting period, trafficking victims 
in the region were frequently children, predom-
inantly girls. Adult women were the main vic-
tims identified in Guatemala, and they were also 
a significant group in the Dominican Republic. 
An increasing number of boys were detected as 
victims in Nicaragua over the past two years, 
and a number of adult male victims were identi-
fied in El Salvador and Guatemala, but both 
boys and men were less frequently reported as 
victims in other countries of the region. 

Most of the identified or assisted victims were 
trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation, 
but victims of trafficking for forced labour were 
also detected in the Dominican Republic, the 
East Caribbean, Nicaragua and El Salvador. In 
these cases, forced labour took the form of 
domestic servitude.  

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 28: 
fied by State authorities in Bolivia, by 
type of exploitation (2005-2006) 

Source: SEDEGES (Servicio Departamental de Gestión 
Social), Bolivia
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Lao PDR and Thailand – no information was 
available for Myanmar) and, episodically, in the 
Pacific sub-region. Forced labour in the form of 
domestic servitude and, to a lesser extent, forced 
begging, was detected among victims trafficked 
to Thailand from other countries and in victims 
assisted by IOM in Indonesia. 

South and South-West Asia
No information was collected on the profile of 
trafficking offenders. Additionally, data on age 
and gender was rarely collected for victims iden-
tified or sheltered, making it very difficult to 
create or analyse victim profiles. In countries 
where information was available (Bangladesh, 
Nepal and Pakistan) during the reporting period, 
adult women and children of both sexes were 
more frequently identified as victims. Adult 
male trafficking victims were reported in Ban-
gladesh. 

Among countries that collected information, 
sexual exploitation was frequently reported. It 
was the main form of trafficking detected in 
Nepal, with large numbers also reported in India 
and other countries. Trafficking for forced labour 
appears to be equally prominent in the region. 
From 2003 to 2006, a significant number of 
forced labour cases were reported in India, where 
it was more frequently detected than sexual 
exploitation. In Nepal and Pakistan, some child 
victims were returned from the Middle East 
where they were trafficked into forced labour as 
camel jockeys. A few Indian states reported vic-
tims of trafficking in persons for the purposes of 
organ removal and forced marriage. 

In Afghanistan, the number of children (of both 
sexes, equally) and adult males identified or 
sheltered as victims of trafficking-related offences 
was higher than the number of adult females. 

Eastern Europe and Central Asia
The clear pattern that emerges from criminal 
justice data from this region is that females not 
only make up a large proportion of the traffick-
ers that are investigated, prosecuted and con-
victed, but outnumber males in most of the 
countries of Eastern Europe and Central Asia.

form of trafficking in Argentina and Colombia, 
and extremely large numbers of victims of traf-
ficking for forced and slave labour were identi-
fied in Brazil and, episodically, in Bolivia.

East Asia and the Pacific
The profile of offenders was rarely available in 
this region during the reporting period. When 
information was known, detected offenders were 
more frequently men, although the number of 
female offenders was not far behind. Addition-
ally, most offenders were nationals of the coun-
try where the case was reported.

Based on profiles of victims identified by State 
authorities or who were assisted by other institu-
tions, women and girls were the primary victims 
of trafficking in the region. It must be stressed, 
however, that during 2003-2007, most countries 
only had legislation criminalizing trafficking for 
sexual exploitation or trafficking in women. As 
a consequence, trafficking in men and boys 
might have gone largely undetected and unre-
ported.

In the Pacific sub-region, Japan, Mongolia, 
Indonesia and Myanmar, adult women were 
more commonly reported as victims than were 
minors. However, trafficking in minors was a 
more significant issue in the other Mekong 
countries (Cambodia, Lao PDR and Thailand) 
and in the Philippines. With the exception of 
the Pacific sub-region where no cases of child 
trafficking were reported, the proportion of 
minors trafficked relative to the total number of 
trafficking victims rose in 2003-2007 in all 
countries of the region. Trafficking in men and 
boys was reported in the Mekong countries 
(Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Thailand), 
Indonesia and Mongolia. 

Victims were predominantly trafficked for the 
purpose of sexual exploitation throughout the 
region. Again, however, it must be stressed that 
until very recently the legislation in many of 
these countries only included provisions crimi-
nalizing trafficking for sexual exploitation. 

Victims of trafficking for forced labour were 
identified among those returned to Indonesia, 
Mongolia, the Mekong sub-region (Cambodia, 
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Globally, nationals trafficking within their own 
countries tended to represent the majority of the 
offenders suspected or convicted. However, in 
some countries of this region, the registration of 
foreign traffickers (suspected or convicted) was 
substantially higher than in other regions.

When information was available on victim pro-
files, females were clearly the majority of victims 
detected throughout the region, and adult 
women were more frequently reported as victims 
than were girls. Overall, child victims were less 
common than adults in most countries. How-
ever, in South-East Europe the number of child 

The vast majority of convicted offenders are 
nationals of the country in which they were 
detected. When foreigners were convicted or 
prosecuted, they most often came from another 
country in the region.

Information available on victim profiles indi-
cates that the majority were adult women. Only 
a limited number of child victims were reported, 
but their numbers were increasing throughout 
the region during the reporting period.

Trafficking for forced labour was a frequently 
reported form of exploitation in countries where 
information was available. However, the great 
majority of victims identified by State authori-
ties were trafficked for sexual exploitation. A few 
cases of trafficking for the purpose of forced 
marriage were detected by authorities in Central 
Asia, and cases of trafficking for organ removal 
were identified and prosecuted in Moldova.

Western and Central Europe 
Male traffickers were clearly more numerous 
than females, according to available information 
on the profile of offenders. The number of 
women investigated, prosecuted or convicted 
was, proportionally, rarely more than one third 
of the total number of suspected offenders. 
Although infrequently recorded, alarmingly, 
minors also were detected as suspected offenders 
in some Western European countries.

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 29: 
identified by State authorities in 
Ukraine, (2003-2006) 

Source: Department for Combating Human Trafficking 
Offences, Ministry of the Interior, Ukraine

Victims of trafficking in persons Fig. 30: 
identified by State authorities in Greece, 
(2003–2007) 

Source: Hellenic Police Headquarters

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 31: 
fied by State authorities in Albania, by 
type of exploitation (2005-2006) 

Source: National Reception Center for Victims  
of Trafficking, Albania
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Victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation  �
accounted for about 79% of the victims de-
tected in 2006, and victims of forced labour 
for about 18% (in 52 selected countries).

 

4. Trafficking in persons flows
The data collected allows for the identification 
of three dimensions of the flow of trafficking in 
persons: trans-regional trafficking, intra-regional 
trafficking and domestic trafficking. 

Domestic trafficking affects victims who are 
citizens of the country in which they are 
exploited. Intra-regional trafficking occurs 
between different countries within the same 
region. This includes cross-border trafficking 
and trafficking between countries geographically 
close to one another. In trans-regional traffick-
ing, victims are trafficked from one of the regions 
considered in this report to another region. This 
could be trans-continental trafficking, but it also 
involves trafficking flows to neighbouring 
regions on the same continent, such as between 
Eastern Europe and Western and Central Europe, 
or between Central and North America. 

Domestic trafficking  a. 
 − greatly undetected?

The data collected show that domestic traffick-
ing was detected in at least 32 countries among 
those where information was available, and in 
some countries, it is a major issue. For instance, 
the charts in Figures 32 to 35 show the main 
origin of victims of trafficking detected in four 
major Indian states. Most of the victims identi-
fied during the reporting period were trafficked 
from other Indian states or from neighbouring 
countries.

Interestingly, evidence indicates that domestic 
trafficking does not occur only in large transi-
tional countries, such as India and Brazil, where 
the dimensions of the country can explain the 
existence of trafficking internally between poor 
and rich areas. Domestic trafficking also exists in 
relatively small and wealthy countries, such as 
those in Europe. 

victims identified or sheltered was generally 
higher when compared to the rest of Europe, 
and in some countries of this sub-region, chil-
dren were the largest category of identified vic-
tims.

Male victims were episodically reported in many 
countries in the region. Adult male victims were 
detected in Southern and Western Europe, and 
both men and boys were reported as trafficking 
victims in South-East Europe.

Available information identified trafficking for 
the purpose of sexual exploitation as the most 
common type of exploitation, but there were 
also a significant number of cases of trafficking 
for forced labour. Victims of trafficking for 
forced labour were identified in Belgium, France, 
Romania and Spain, and forced labour was epi-
sodically detected in the Czech Republic, Croa-
tia, Finland, the United Kingdom and other 
countries. This suggests that trafficking for 
forced labour likely exists in other countries of 
the region as well, but goes undetected. Traffick-
ing for begging is less frequently reported and 
was found mainly in South-East Europe and in 
some Western European countries.

Croatia, Finland, the United Kingdom and other 
countries. This suggests that trafficking for 
forced labour likely exists in other countries of 
the region as well, but goes undetected. Traffick-
ing for begging is less frequently reported and 
was found mainly in South-East Europe and in 
some Western European countries.

Core results  − Global baseline data on traf-
ficking patterns

Female offenders have a more prominent role  �
in trafficking in persons than in other crimes.

The capacity to detect trafficking victims  �
increased during the reporting period − the 
number of victims detected increased by 
27% between 2003 and 2006 (in 71 selected 
countries).

Female victims represented, on average, be- �
tween 65 and 75% of all victims detected be-
tween 2003 and 2006; child victims between 
15 and 25%; and male victims around 15%. 
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 32: 
fied by authorities in Maharashtra,  
India, by area of origin (2005-2007)

Source: Commission of Women and Child Development, 
Pune, Maharashtra

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 33: 
fied by authorities in Kerala, India, by 
area of origin (2005-2006)

Source: Directorate of Social Welfare,  
Government of Kerala

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 34: 
fied by authorities in Karnataka, India, 
by area of origin (2005-2006)

Source: Karnataka Women and Child Development  
Department

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 35: 
fied by authorities in Haryana, India, by 
area of origin (2005-2006)

Source: Social Justice and Empowerment  
Department, Haryana

Table 6:  Number of countries where at least one victim of internal trafficking was detected, by region 
(2005-2007)

Middle East and 
North Africa 

(total: 10)

West and Central 
Africa 

(total: 16)

East Africa 
(total: 9)

Southern Africa 
(total: 11)

At least one
victim of domes-
tic trafficking

1 country 4 countries

International  
trafficking only 3 countries 1 country 2 countries

Little, missing  
or unclear data 6 countries 11 countries 9 countries 9 countries

Karnataka, 7

West Bengala, 13

Andhra Pradesh, 4

Uttar Pradesh, 19

Rajastan, 12
Madhya Pradesh, 14

Bangladesh, 25

Nepal, 156

Karnataka, 3

Andhra 
Pradesh, 9

Tamil Nadu, 59

Kerala, 610

Orissa, 1
Andhra Pradesh, 1 

Madhya 
Pradesh, 7

Other Indian 
States, 6

West Bengala, 7
Maharashtra, 9

Tamil Nadu, 23

Karnataka, 
311

West Bengal, 
Bihar, Uttar
Pradesh, 18 

 

Jharkhand, 
16

Haryana, 
85
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The number of victims of domestic trafficking is 
not always clear, so it is not always possible to 
estimate the proportion of domestic victims. 
While domestic trafficking appears to be more 
limited than international trafficking, it is likely 
that this form of trafficking is reported most of 
the time under other offences, such as pandering 
or slavery. The concept of domestic trafficking is 
often not clear for the criminal justice system or 

In the Netherlands and Germany, domestic traf-
ficking accounts for about one fourth of the 
total number of victims, and when victims are 
ranked by citizenship, citizens of these countries 
are the most trafficked within their own coun-
tries. In Italy, the number of Italian victims 
identified ranks second among trafficking vic-
tims. 

North 
America 
(total: 3)

Central 
America and 

the Caribbean 
(total: 12)

South 
America 
(total: 9)

South and 
South-West 

Asia 
(total: 8)

East Asia and 
the Pacific 
(total: 27)

At least one 
victim of domes-
tic trafficking

1 country 1 country 3 countries 2 countries 5 countries

International  
trafficking only 2 countries 2 countries

Little, missing  
or unclear data 2 countries 11 countries 4 countries 6 countries 20 countries

Western and Central Europe 
(total: 38)

Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
(total: 12)

At least one 
victim of domes-
tic trafficking

11 countries 4 countries

International  
trafficking only 8 countries 3 countries

Little, missing  
or unclear data 19 countries 5 countries

Respective shares of foreigners and nationals among victims detected in three selected  Fig. 36: 
European countries

 Respective shares of foreigners and 
nationals among (possible) victims 
registered with the Foundation 
against THB (STV) in the Nether-
lands (2005-2006)

Source: STV reports/The Bureau 
Nationaal Rapporteur Mensenhandel

Respective share of foreigners and 
nationals among victims of traf-
ficking in persons identified by 
State authorities in Germany 
(2005-2006)

Source: Bundeskriminalamt Trafficking 
in Human Beings

Respective share of foreigners and 
nationals among victims of traf-
ficking in persons identified by law 
enforcement authorities in Italy 
(2003-2007)

Source: Italian National Anti-Mafia 
Bureau

Foreigners, 
74%

Dutch 
Citizens,

26%

Foreigners,
79%

German 
Citizens,

21%

 
Foreigners,

91%

Italian 
Citizens,

9%
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Europe and the Middle East between 2003 and 
2007.

Southern Africa

The general lack of information does not allow 
for an analysis of trafficking patterns, flows or 
trends. For most countries in this region, it is 
more appropriate to refer to trafficking episodes. 

Recorded episodes suggest that intra-regional 
trafficking is common. Some countries, such as 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, are countries of origin 
and destination, while Mozambique, Malawi, 
and the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
appear to be primarily origin countries. South 
Africa is mainly a trafficking destination for 
victims from countries within and outside the 
region.

Victims that were detected were mostly traf-
ficked from or to neighbouring countries. Trans-
regional trafficking appears to involve mainly 
neighbouring regions, based on the records of 
East and West African victims that were shel-
tered in some countries of the region. Asian 
victims (East Asia, South-East Asia and South 
Asia), however, were also identified in a few 
Southern African countries.

origin and destination countries for trafficking 
victims. Others, such as Burkina Faso, Mali, 
Mauritania and Sierra Leone, appeared to be 
only countries of origin, while Gabon was only 
a destination country. No information was avail-
able concerning the other countries, thus it was 
not possible to reliably identify trafficking 
flows.

During the period 2003-2007, victims from 
West Africa were identified in other regions of 
the world, especially Europe. West African vic-
tims were also detected in, or repatriated from, 
North Africa and the Middle East, Southern 
Africa and, episodically, Eastern Europe. 

The data available also indicated the existence of 
domestic trafficking in many countries, espe-
cially Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Mali, Nigeria and 
Togo. Too little data was available from other 
countries to verify if they were similarly affected 
by this form of trafficking.

East Africa
The general lack of information did not allow 
for an analysis of trafficking patterns, flows or 
trends. However, the small amount of available 
information suggests that countries were affected 
by domestic as well as intra-regional trafficking. 
A few victims were recorded as repatriated from 

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 37: 
sheltered by the NGO Centre Arcade in 
Gabon, by country of citizenship  
(2004-2005) 

Source: Centre Arcade, Gabon

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 38: 
sheltered by IOM in South Africa, by 
country of citizenship  
(2005-2006)

Source: IOM’s Counter Trafficking Program − SACTAP
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that, for the most part, these were countries of 
destination.

The trafficking flows detected during the report-
ing period were mainly intra-regional. This is 
clearly the case for Nicaragua, El Salvador and 
Guatemala. When trans-regional cases of traf-
ficking were detected, they mostly involved 
countries close to South America and, in only a 
few instances, more distant regions. 

A limited number of South American victims 
were identified or sheltered in a few Central 
American countries. Dominican victims also 
were detected and repatriated from South Amer-
ica and Europe. Similarly, victims from other 
Central American and Caribbean countries were 
identified in South America, and there were 
incidences of victims from South Asia and East-
ern Europe detected in the East Caribbean.

South America
Domestic trafficking, intra-regional trafficking 
and trans-regional trafficking flows were identi-
fied in the region.

The available data point to the existence of 
domestic trafficking in Argentina, Brazil, 
Colombia, Peru and Venezuela. The numbers of 
registered victims of domestic trafficking are 
relatively low, but this is likely due to the fact 
that many countries in the region only recently 
adopted related legislation.

Data on the citizenship of identified victims 
indicate a relative preponderance of intra-re-
gional trafficking. Bolivia, Ecuador and Para-
guay appear to be primarily countries of origin 
for victims of trafficking at the regional level. 
Bolivian and Paraguayan victims were detected 
in Argentina, with Bolivians usually trafficked 
for the purpose of labour exploitation and Para-
guayans trafficked for sexual exploitation. Vic-
tims from Ecuador were found in Colombia and 
Peru.

Argentina, Brazil and Peru are countries of origin 
and destination for trafficking victims. Argen-
tinean and Peruvian victims were found in Chile, 
and Brazilian and Peruvian victims were identi-
fied in Argentina. Victims from Bolivia, Peru, 

North America
Of the victims that were detected, many were 
nationals from Latin American countries and 
the Caribbean (41% of the victims detected in 
the USA during the fiscal year 2007), especially 
from Central America. African, Asian and Euro-
pean victims also were found in the USA and 
Canada. A limited number of South and Central 
American victims were identified or sheltered in 
Mexico.

Central America and the Caribbean
It is possible to draw some generic conclusions 
on the main geographical flows of human traf-
ficking affecting countries in the region based 
on an overview of the nationalities of victims 
identified by State authorities and other institu-
tions, as well as from an analysis of the countries 
from which victims were repatriated.

Almost all the countries from which informa-
tion on the nationalities of victims was available 
appeared to be both countries of origin and des-
tination. However, the Dominican Republic and 
Nicaragua were mainly countries of origin, while 
Guatemala was primarily a destination for traf-
ficking victims. Additionally, in the countries of 
the East Caribbean, the few cases of trafficking 
or trafficking-like offences recorded suggested 

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 39: 
authorities in Guatemala, by country of 
citizenship (January 2006-March 2008)

Source: National Civil Police, Guatemala
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ican victims detected in Argentina and Hondu-
ran victims found in Colombia. South American 
victims were also detected in Europe and North 
America and, to a lesser extent, in East Asia and 
the Middle East. Chinese victims were identified 
in Venezuela.

East Asia and the Pacific
It is possible to draw some generic conclusions 
on the main geographical flows of human traf-
ficking affecting countries in the region based 
on an overview of the nationalities of victims 
identified by State authorities and other institu-
tions, as well as from an analysis of the countries 
from which victims were repatriated. 

The data collected indicates that East Asian 
countries are affected by complex trafficking 
flows. During the reporting period, many East 
Asian countries were countries of origin for traf-
ficking in persons within and outside the 
region. 

Some areas, such as the Mekong countries, were 
destinations for cross-border trafficking within 
the Mekong sub-region and, at the same time, 
origin countries for trans-regional trafficking. 
Thai victims, for instance, were identified and 
repatriated from countries within the region and 
from at least three other regions, including 
Southern Africa, Europe and the Middle East. 
Similarly, Vietnamese and nationals from other 
countries of the Mekong sub-region were 
detected in different regions of the world, as well 
as within East Asia and the Pacific.

The Middle East was also a destination for Indo-
nesian victims assisted by IOM, while Central 
Asian countries were destinations for Mongolian 
victims assisted by local NGOs. 

Additionally, it should be noted that victims 
from East Asian countries not covered by this 
report have been found in destination countries 
in other regions of the world. For instance, Chi-
nese victims were detected in more than four 
regions (Europe, the Middle East, the Americas, 
in parts of the African continent and Asia).

This region recorded the widest trans-regional 
trafficking scope for countries of origin for traf-

Paraguay and Ecuador were found in Brazil, 
although comprehensive statistics were not avail-
able on these victims. Chile is mainly a destina-
tion country, while Colombian victims were 
detected in other regions and in Venezuela. The 
available information indicates that intra-re-
gional trafficking often occurs between neigh-
bouring countries in the region.

Trans-regional trafficking from Central America 
and the Caribbean was identified, with Domin-

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 40: 
fied by various institutions and assisted 
by IOM-Programme AVOT in Argenti-
na, by country of citizenship (November 
2005-2007) 

Source: Programa AVOT (Asistencia a Víctimas de la Trata 
de Personas) IOM, Buenos Aires

Victims identified by the public  Fig. 41: 
prosecutor’s office in Chile, by  country 
of citizenship (2006-2007) 

Source: Fiscalía Nacional, Chile
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identified by State authorities and other institu-
tions, as well as from an analysis of the countries 
from which victims were repatriated. 

Victims of domestic trafficking were recorded in 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan and Moldova. 
Limited data does not allow for conclusions as 
to whether domestic trafficking occurred in 
other countries in the region as well.

During the reporting period, intra-regional traf-
ficking in persons was a major issue within East-
ern Europe and Central Asia. A significant 
number of the victims identified in the region 
were nationals of countries within the region. 
Data show that almost all the countries were 
both origins and destinations for intra-regional 
trafficking. However, available information from 
Tajikistan and Turkmenistan suggests that they 
were exclusively countries of origin for traffick-
ing within Eastern Europe and Central Asia. 

The data also suggests that the Eastern Europe 
and Central Asia region was a source of trans-
regional trafficking. Nationals from throughout 
the region were repatriated from, or identified 
in, a few specific hot spots, particularly in South-
ern Europe and the Middle East. Geographical 
proximity also seems to play an important role 
in determining destination countries. Victims 
originating from Eastern Europe were detected 
in Western and Central Europe, and victims 
from the region were identified in neighbouring 
Asian countries. Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia is not a major trans-regional destination, 
with very few victims trafficked from other 
regions detected within the region. 

ficking victims. However, East Asia and the 
Pacific were mainly subject to intra-regional 
trafficking related to destination countries for 
victims. For example, mainly East Asian victims 
and, episodically, victims from other regions 
were detected in Australia, Japan and Malaysia. 

Domestic trafficking was clearly evident in three 
countries of the Mekong sub-region (Cambodia, 
Lao PDR and Myanmar) and in Indonesia and 
Mongolia. Information on internal trafficking 
was unavailable for the other countries of the 
Mekong sub-region, but this does not necessar-
ily mean that internal trafficking does not occur 
in these countries as well. 

South and South-West Asia
The lack of detailed information available lim-
ited the possibility of analysing trafficking flows 
into and out of the region. Domestic trafficking 
appears to be a problem, with victims identified 
in Bangladesh, India and, episodically, in Paki-
stan.

Intra-regional trafficking was also an issue 
appearing to affect Nepal and Bangladesh as 
countries of origin and India as a destination 
country, especially in the rich area of the Maha-
rashtra. 

Trans-regional trafficking in persons affects the 
region as well, and South Asian victims were 
identified in Europe and the Middle East. On 
the contrary, victims trafficked from other 
regions of the world were not found in South 
Asia. 

Afghanistan appeared as a destination for vic-
tims trafficked from neighbouring countries. 
Over the last few years, IOM has identified and 
sheltered Chinese and Pakistani victims. The 
scarcity of information does not allow for a more 
detailed analysis of trafficking flows out of the 
country.

Eastern Europe and Central Asia
It is possible to draw some generic conclusions 
on the main geographical flows of human traf-
ficking affecting countries in the region based 
on an overview of the nationalities of the victims 
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language in Article 28 of the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized 
Crime, which states:

States Parties shall consider developing and sharing 
analytical expertise concerning organized criminal 
activities with each other and through interna-
tional and regional organizations. For that pur-
pose, common definitions, standards and 
methodologies should be developed and applied as 
appropriate.

The present survey represents a significant step 
in this direction, and the data collected so far are 
impressive. A good deal can be learned from this 
collective experience, as this report has shown. 
But far more could be done with a system of 
sustained information gathering. In many coun-
tries, it appears that very few data are collected, 
and no comprehensive analysis of this data is 
conducted. All Member States would benefit if 
more were approaching the knowledge problem 
systematically, and the insights to be gained in 
pooling experience and sharing information 
would be invaluable in designing targeted inter-
ventions to this international problem.

  

The statistics collected and presented in this 
report show that countries responded positively 
to the comprehensive data collection effort 
undertaken under the UN.GIFT initiative. The 
quantity of information collected under this 
research activity is the largest ever. This includes 
information concerning more than 50,000 
offenders and victims of trafficking in persons 
officially identified by the State authorities of 
155 countries and territories. It is necessary that 
this momentum not be lost and that measures 
be taken to improve information sharing on 
human trafficking. Without this effort, the 
international community will be fighting the 
problem blindfolded.

The first step in tackling a transnational issue 
must be information sharing. Today, the Member 
States lack the ability to say with any precision 
how many victims of human trafficking there 
are, where they come from or where they are 
going. The various estimates that have been 
made have been highly controversial.  Since the 
magnitude of the problem or where it is most 
acute cannot be stated, changes cannot be 
tracked over time, and interventions cannot be 
evaluated for their impact. Tackling transna-
tional trafficking in human beings requires an 
ongoing exchange of data. The States Parties 
recognized this need when they agreed upon the 

Core results − Global baseline data on  
trafficking flows

Intra-regional trafficking (origin and destina- �
tion in the same region) was detected more 
frequently than trans-regional trafficking dur-
ing the period 2003-2007.

Domestic trafficking represented a significant  �
share of recorded trafficking cases during the 
reporting period, though it still appears to go 
greatly undetected.

Victims from East Asia were found in the  �
widest range of destinations, including Asia, 
Africa, the Americas, Europe and the Middle 
East.

Victims detected in Western and Central  �
Europe came from the widest range of ori-
gins, including Europe, as well as Africa, East 
Asia, Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Latin 
America and South Asia.

5. The way forward in international monitoring  
 of trafficking trends, patterns and flows
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If so, is the definition of “trafficking in per-2. 
sons” consistent with Article 3 of the UN Pro-
tocol?  If not, how does it differ?

If no specific offence of “trafficking in per-3. 
sons” exists in the legislation of the country 
or if this legislation is not consistent with the 
Protocol, what other offences exist that can 
be used to investigate human trafficking (i.e., 
sexual exploitation, forced labour, slavery, ser-
vitude, removal of organs)?

The third question is important and is one that 
many countries may not have previously consid-
ered. Analysis based on the data collected for 
this report found that many judicial systems do 
actually prefer to prosecute episodes under the 
offence of “pandering” that actually fit the defi-
nition of trafficking in persons under the Proto-
col. The question of “related offences” is 
discussed further below.

b. Criminal justice response
Once it is clear how a given country understands 
human trafficking, its criminal justice statistics 
can be more safely analysed. This information 
remains subject to misinterpretation, of course, 
and any accounting must be qualified with 
strong warnings about their basic cross-national 
incomparability. These are not figures that can 
be taken at face value but require careful analysis 
and expert interpretation.

For instance, some of the authorities contacted 
for this global data collection had the tendency 
to provide criminal justice statistics concerning 
trafficking in persons aggregated with figures 
concerning other offences, such as sexual exploi-
tation. In the context of criminal justice statis-
tics, this practice is quite unique to trafficking in 
persons. 

The data provided, in the case of this report, 
have been cross-checked and questioned by local 
experts in a constant interaction with the author-
ities providing the information. The goal of this 
exercise was to provide the reader with informa-
tion that is as clear as possible.

Developing this monitoring capacity could draw 
on the experience UNODC has gathered in 
researching this report. Based on this experience, 
it would be important to determine which types 
of information could be collected at the interna-
tional level for statistical purposes. In principle, 
four headings are relevant for gathering informa-
tion on trafficking in persons:

The legislative and administrative framework �

The criminal justice response �

The victim services  �

Data on the markets that absorb human traf- �
ficking victims and data on the populations at 
risk in the origin countries

Each of these is discussed in turn below.

The legislative and  a. 
administrative framework

Detailed information on the laws and institu-
tions established to address human trafficking is 
needed to interpret the criminal justice data. 
Countries without legislation criminalizing traf-
ficking in persons cannot be expected to return 
any convictions in this area. Where other laws 
are used to deal with trafficking-related matters, 
the degree of overlap between these offences and 
those covered under the Protocol needs to be 
assessed. Small variations in statutory language 
and legal traditions make it very difficult to 
compare offences across countries, and while 
these problems can never completely be elimi-
nated, they can be ameliorated considerably by 
understanding the legal context. Changes in the 
legal regime or the resources dedicated to com-
bating trafficking also can aid in interpreting 
trends within countries.

Towards this end, successful monitoring and 
information exchange at the international level 
would have to include consideration of the fol-
lowing questions:

Does the specific offence of “trafficking in per-1. 
sons” exist in the legislation of the country?
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sarial than that of the criminal justice system. In 
some countries, these service providers are the 
only source of indicators on human trafficking 
available for the country.

Even in countries where criminal justice and 
social service agencies cooperate closely on the 
issue of trafficking, they may have different 
accounting rules, and so it is important to 
include both perspectives. For example, as 
regards counting victims of trafficking, NGOs 
in Austria record child victims of forced begging 
as trafficking victims, while the police do not. 
Definitions differ because the goals of these two 
systems are different. Not all service providers 
distinguish clearly between possible and con-
firmed victims,17 as the primary criterion for 
assistance they provide is the need, not the legal 
category, of the victim.

With due respect for the privacy interests of the 
individuals involved, standard intake question-
naires for residential care facilities could capture 
a wealth of information, which could be stan-
dardized for national and international use. The 
qualitative insights of counsellors and other 
experts who work with victims also could be 
garnered and coded. This need not require any 
actor to become more intrusive. Rather, there 
simply needs to be a system for collecting and 
recording information already gathered in the 
process of assisting victims so that more people 
can be helped. Such studies in many countries 
have documented the phenomenon of “re-traf-
ficking”, where the same victim receives services 
on multiple occasions over the years. The rate at 
which this phenomenon occurs could provide 
valuable insights into the state of trafficking 
markets in any given country.

In addition, many foreign victims of trafficking 
will eventually be repatriated in a civil process 
that is not necessarily captured by criminal jus-
tice statistics. Some countries keep records of the 
number of their own nationals returned in this 
way. The information gathered in this process 
also could be captured and standardized.

17 Cf. United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (2007),  An 
Assessment of Referral Practices to Assist and Protect the 
Rights of Trafficked Persons in Moldova , UNODC, Chisinau, 
Moldova, February 2007. 

As noted above, one key side effect of interna-
tional data collection is to prompt national 
actors to re-think the way they collect informa-
tion. Many will find that the information they 
need is generated by multiple agencies, is seg-
mented and scattered, and that even actors 
within the country may apply different meth-
ods, counting rules and processes. For example, 
in most States, units of accounting vary across 
the criminal justice sectors. While the police 
often count the number of investigations into 
human trafficking, the prosecutor’s offices and 
the court systems are more likely to report on 
the number of persons prosecuted and con-
victed. Harmonizing these differences for the 
purposes of national statistics may be a useful 
exercise in domestic stock taking and may con-
tribute to international understanding.

The following criminal justice indicators may be 
particularly relevant for cross-national data col-
lection and exchange:

Number of offences of “trafficking in persons” 4. 
recorded by the police or the criminal justice 
system by year.

Number of persons arrested or identified as 5. 
suspects of “trafficking in persons” by the po-
lice or the criminal justice system by gender 
and year.

Number of persons against whom prosecu-6. 
tion was commenced for “trafficking in per-
sons” by gender and year.

Number of persons convicted at first instance 7. 
for “trafficking in persons” by gender, citizen-
ship, type of exploitation committed and year.

c. Victim services
Some States keep track of the number of sus-
pected victims of trafficking, whether or not the 
victims decide to cooperate with the criminal 
investigation. In addition, however, those orga-
nizations – often State or donor sponsored – 
that provide services to victims of trafficking can 
prove a rich source of information. These may 
be specialized organizations or they may be 
multi-purpose social service providers, but their 
contact with victims is far greater and less adver-
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d. Data on the illegal market and  
 on vulnerable populations

Data of the type described above has been suc-
cessfully collected in the present report. The 
report gives a good sense of the state of the 
world’s response to human trafficking, but, by 
its nature, the information collected is less infor-
mative about the crime itself. The next steps in 
our understanding of the phenomenon may 
involve moving beyond response into informa-
tion on the illegal market for trafficking in 
human beings.

In the end, the data described above are limited 
to the number of incidents brought to the atten-
tion of the authorities. To understand the “dark 
figure” – the proportion of victims and perpetra-
tors who go undetected – more data on the 
economics of the crime are needed. Trafficking 
victims are typically funnelled into one of sev-
eral forms of forced labour, especially forced 
prostitution, work in certain labour intensive 
sectors (agricultural, factory or service sectors), 
begging, and domestic work. More information 
can be gathered about these sectors as a whole, 
and more research can be conducted to deter-
mine what share of this labour is coerced. 

For example, it is known that those who traffic 
women for the purposes of sexual exploitation 
often make use of exotic dancer visas or similar 
fraudulent claims to bring women into the 
countries of destination. Keeping track of appli-
cations and permits issued in the adult enter-
tainment industry could provide important 
indicators for understanding the darker side of 
this market. The Protocol also criminalizes traf-
ficking for removal of organs. This practice, too, 
represents a subset of an otherwise licit market 
whose legitimate side can be quantified with 
precision.

More generally, the demand side of the market 
for human beings is little understood, and this 
gap undermines attempts to put numbers to 
trafficking flows. Traffickers will sell persons 
only when certain market conditions make it 
profitable. Understanding more about how and 
why this occurs would require price data. This 

The following indicators related to trafficking 
victims may be particularly relevant for cross-
national data collection and exchange:

Number of persons identified by State au-8. 
thorities as Victims of Trafficking in Persons by 
age, gender, citizenship, type of exploitation 
suffered and year. 

Number of persons identified by State au-9. 
thorities as Victims of Trafficking in Persons 
who were officially returned from other coun-
tries, by returning countries and year.

Number of 10. Victims of Trafficking in Persons 
sheltered by all relevant facilities over the 
course of the year by age, gender, citizenship, 
type of exploitation suffered and year.

Number of 11. Victims of Trafficking in Persons 
sheltered by all relevant facilities over the 
course of the year who were returned from 
other countries, by returning country and 
year.

Such data could also assist in linking informa-
tion on victims and perpetrators. At present, for 
example, many countries can list the top ranking 
countries of origin of both victims and perpetra-
tors in their country. However, without linkages, 
it is difficult to generate a picture of who is traf-
ficking whom and for what purpose.

Another way of addressing this deficiency would 
be to request a case-by-case accounting of cer-
tain key indicators, which could be supplied 
from the side of either the victim or the perpe-
trator. In other words, each incident in which a 
victim or offender is detected could be recorded 
with details of all parties concerned, the location 
where the detection was made and related mat-
ters. Data on the location of the detection could 
be plotted using geographic information sys-
tems, which have proven useful in describing 
other forms of transnational trafficking. This 
“incident-based” accounting may sound bur-
densome, but given that few countries return 
more than 100 convictions in any one year, it 
need not be.
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Similarly, a regional initiative for data collection 
on trafficking in persons is currently in place 
within the Economic Community of West Afri-
can States (ECOWAS). An Anti-Trafficking 
Unit with a mandate for policy development, 
coordination and monitoring was established 
within the ECOWAS Commission with techni-
cal assistance by UNODC. This Unit also col-
lects and disseminates data on anti-trafficking 
activities to national governments and interna-
tional organizations.

Unfortunately, the countries and regions insti-
tuting these remarkable efforts are not in the 
majority. Of the 155 countries covered by this 
report, there were less than three dozen with a 
central database on national responses to traf-
ficking in persons, and most of these were in 
Europe and Central Asia. This underscores all 
the more the need for a comprehensive data col-
lection approach at the international level. 
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For the most part, the information used to com-
pile this report was collected by national institu-
tions, mostly for their administrative purposes 
and not originally for this research. The data are 
affected by a number of factors, which renders it 
partial and incomparable between countries. 

The first of these factors is differences in national 
legislation. Because the basis for the official reg-
istration of trafficking in persons is national 
legislation, the data are clearly affected by the 
existence, scope and moment of entry into force 
of this legislation. In addition, each national 
criminal justice system is different, follows dif-
ferent procedures and  implements legislation 
within the context of different legal systems. 
The terms investigation, prosecution and con-
viction involve distinct procedural steps from 
one country to another according to their indi-
vidual criminal procedural laws and legal sys-
tems. As a consequence, the volume of 
investigations, prosecutions or convictions will 
necessarily reflect these variations between coun-
tries. 

The second factor affecting the data is the “dark 
number”. For a number of reasons, not all 
human trafficking activities are detected by 
national authorities or other institutions. Thus, 
comparing the criminal justice statistics across 
countries is not possible, since it would result in 
comparing a mix of different phenomena such 
as the extent of the crime and the ability of the 
law enforcement of detecting it, and many 
others.

The third factor is the nature and functioning of 
data recording systems for human trafficking 
cases. The efficiency of existing systems has a 
clear impact on the statistics available for this 
report. Thus, the volume of victims and offend-
ers that are officially registered could be heavily 
influenced by better recording mechanisms.  

Because of these factors, interpreting the data 
used as the basis for this report to signify the 
extent or magnitude of human trafficking would 
be inaccurate. The information used in this 
report cannot be compared across countries, 
either to represent the severity of human traf-
ficking or to measure the different levels of per-
formance of countries responding to the 
phenomenon.

The information collected and presented in the 
following country profiles was provided to 
UNODC by authoritative sources, including 
governmental institutions, law enforcement 
agencies and the judiciary. The sources are clearly 
referenced in the text, and the validity of the 
information depends on the validity of the infor-
mation provided by these sources.
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Criminal justice response
A special unit for combating traffick-
ing in children was established within 
the National Council on Motherhood 
and Childhood in December 2007.

Because of the absence of a specific pro-
vision on human trafficking, no prosecutions or 
convictions were recorded for trafficking in per-
sons during the reporting period. 

The statistics reported in the charts below refer 
to the following offences: prostitution and 
exploitation of women, forced labour, removal 
of organs, deception/employment abroad, expos-
ing a child to delinquency, and exploitation of 
children. The Egyptian authorities emphasize 
that these statistics do not represent the full 
scope of trafficking in persons in Egypt. In this 
regard, a survey-study to accurately identify the 
scope, magnitude and root causes of the prob-
lem in Egypt is being undertaken by the National 
Centre for Social and Criminological Research 
in full cooperation with the national coordinat-
ing committee to combat and prevent traffick-
ing in persons. 

Egypt
Institutional framework
The specific offence of child trafficking was 
established in Egypt in June 2008. The amend-
ments to the 1996 Child Protection Law approved 
by parliaments recognize trafficking in children, 
distinctly and exclusively, as a crime. Authorities 
report that other offences in the criminal code, as 
well as Child Protection Law of 1996, the anti-
prostitution law of 1960, the labour law, and the 
anti-money laundering law of 2002, are used to 
criminalize forms of trafficking in persons. Fur-
thermore, draft legislation on the transfer of 
human organs is in its final stage.  

In July 2007, the Prime Minister issued a decree 
to form the National Coordinating Committee 
on Combating Human Trafficking within the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The members of this 
committee include representatives of all relevant 
government authorities. One of the responsibili-
ties of the committee is to formulate a national 
action plan on combating human trafficking 
taking into account Egypt’s international obliga-
tions. A drafting committee was created, within 
the National Committee on Combating Human 
Trafficking to draft a comprehensive anti-traf-
ficking legislation in line with the UN Traffick-
ing Protocol.
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Persons investigated for offences used to prosecute trafficking in persons in Egypt, by gender  Fig. 1: 
(2003-2006)

Source: Public Prosecution, Ministry of the Interior
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Services provided to the victims
State authorities provide legal protection, medi-
cal and psychosocial support, and housing and 
shelter for victims. Assistance is provided through 
social welfare institutions that are either affili-
ated with the Ministry of Social Solidarity or are 
certified at the ministry in accordance with the 
Law on Child Protection and its executive stat-
ute. Local NGOs provide legal protection, and 
medical and psychosocial support.

The national Council for Childhood and Moth-
erhood announced plans to launch a rehabilita-
tion centre in the district of El-Salam that will 
act as a shelter for child victims of trafficking.

Additional information
In 2005 and 2006, seven persons were convicted 
for removal of organs.

Cases investigated for offences used to prosecute trafficking in persons in Egypt, by offence Fig. 2: 
(2003-2007)

Source: Public Prosecution, Ministry of the Interior
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Additional information
The National Council for Child Care in 
cooperation with the Ministry of the 
Interior, the Ministry of Social Welfare 
for Women and Children and the Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs collects data on cases 
of Sudanese nationals trafficked outside of 
Sudan. Other formal procedures and legal sup-
port are carried out by relevant ministries, 
enhancing cooperation with international organ-
izations and NGOs and providing them with 
the necessary support.

The National Council for Child Care also is 
working in cooperation with UNICEF to estab-
lish a central database of children who were 
trafficked to serve as camel jockeys. Data has 
been collected and work on the design of the 
system for the database is underway. Addition-
ally, a study was conducted to analyze and survey 
the situation and needs of children participating 
in camel races who were deported back to Sudan 
from Gulf countries. This study was based on a 
sample of 629 Sudanese boys identified as vic-
tims of trafficking for use as camel jockeys.

Sudan
Institutional framework
Sudan introduced the concept of trafficking in 
persons into the framework of its cyber crime 
legislation in 2007.  

Criminal justice response
A new department for combating human traf-
ficking was established in 2007; it is part of the 
Cyber Crime Department, which is affiliated 
with the General Department of Criminal Intel-
ligence and Investigation. The new department’s 
responsibilities are to combat prostitution and 
sexual exploitation networks, to fight human 
trafficking and to halt the trafficking of body 
organs. Fifty officers are assigned to this depart-
ment.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, hous-
ing and shelter, and medical and psychosocial 
support.
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Other offences in the criminal code (sequestra-
tion, debauchery, exploitation of prostitution, 
slavery and others) were used to prosecute some 
forms of trafficking prior to 2006. The follow-
ing statistics refer to these related offences.

United Arab Emirates
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in 
persons was established in the United 
Arab Emirates in 2006. A national action 

plan was adopted in 2006 and renewed in 
2008. 

Criminal justice response
A specialized division on combating human 
trafficking was established in 1995 as part of 

the Human Rights Care Department of the 
Dubai Police General Headquarters. Trafficking 
in persons also falls under the competence of the 
General Department for Criminal Security of 
the Ministry of the Interior and the Division on 
Combating Organized Crime of the Criminal 
Investigation Department, which was estab-
lished in 2006. About 150 officers are assigned 
to trafficking in persons and related crimes.  

In 2007, at least 10 human trafficking cases were 
registered, and four men and two women were 
arrested for trafficking in persons. There have 
been convictions in five cases, with those con-
victed receiving jail terms ranging from three to 
10 years.
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Persons convicted of trafficking in  Fig. 17: 
persons-related offences in the UAE,  
by citizenship (2005-2006)

Source: Office of the Public Prosecutor, Dubai
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Additional information
All of the victims identified in the years 2005 
and 2006 were trafficked for sexual exploita-
tion.

Three residential facilities were available in 2007 
for victims of human trafficking, with a total 
capacity of more than 150 beds. Four women 
trafficked for sexual exploitation were sheltered 
in that year. These facilities have sheltered 21 
victims − 20 women and one child − from 2007 
through February 2008.

The UAE National Committee to Combat Traf-
ficking in Persons was created in April 2007 as the 
coordinating body for anti-trafficking efforts at 
all levels in the seven emirates of the federation.

Services provided to victims
State authorities and local NGOs provide vic-
tims legal assistance, medical and psychosocial 
support, housing and shelter, and assistance for 
reintegration into the labour force.
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Victims of trafficking in persons identified by State authorities in the UAE, by age and gender Fig. 19: 
(2003-2007) 
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Benin
Institutional framework
The specific offence of child trafficking was 
established in Benin in 2006. The law does 

not cover trafficking in persons above the age 
of 18. Prior to 2006, the law on the prohibition 
of taking children out of the country could have 
been used to prosecute some forms of trafficking 
in children. The law also includes the specific 
criminalization of “using children in armed con-
flicts”. 

Criminal justice response
Benin has a specific law enforcement unit for the 
protection of minors, which also deals with  traf-
ficking in persons cases. The Brigade de Protec-
tion des Mineurs has been active since 1991. In 
2004, the Brigade had about 10 officers devoted 
full time to the protection of minors. 

The following countries are covered in this 
section: Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Cote 
d’Ivoire, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, 

Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, 
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Gambia and 
Togo. 

Any missing information concerning the 
region was either unavailable or not accessed 
by UNODC.

Be
nin

Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 21: 
children and for related offences in  
Benin, by gender (2003-2006) 

 
 
 
 

Source: Ministère de la Justice de la Législation Sociale et des 
Droits de l’homme
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Be
nin

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, and repatriation of victims to their 
origin countries. Local NGOs provide legal pro-
tection, medical and psychosocial support, hous-
ing and shelter, and victim repatriation. 

Additional information
Those convicted in 2005 and 2006 of trafficking 
in persons were mainly nationals from Benin, 
but they also included offenders from Ghana, 
Liberia, Mali, Niger and Togo.

In addition to victims of trafficking in persons 
national authorities identified about 47 victims 
of sexual exploitation in 2005 and 123 in 2006. 
In 2005, 324 victims of forced labour were 
recorded and 431 were recorded in 2006. 

Benin has an official referral system or mecha-
nism for victims of trafficking in persons and a 
central database where information concerning 
identified victims is registered. These services are 
operated by the Observatory for Family, Women 
and Child Protection.

Sanctions for trafficking in children and Fig. 24: 
for related offences (2003-2006)

 

Source: Ministère de la Justice de la Législation Sociale et des 
Droits de l’homme
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, and housing and shelter for victims. 
Local NGOs and international organizations 
provide legal protection, medical and psychoso-
cial support, housing and shelter, and repatria-
tion of victims.

Additional information
Those convicted of trafficking in persons in 
2005 and 2006 were mainly nationals of Burkina 
Faso. All the convicted offenders were punished 
with administrative sanctions. 

All of the identified victims were children. Vic-
tims receiving shelter were most frequently 
returned from neighbouring countries, as well as 
from Europe and North Africa. According to 
authorities, about 10% of the victims were 
exploited for prostitution; 40% for forced beg-
ging; and 50% for the worst forms of child 
labour.

Burkina Faso
Institutional framework
The specific offence of child trafficking 
was established in Burkina Faso in 2003. 

The law does not cover trafficking in per-
sons above the age of 18. A law covering 

adult trafficking was drafted in 2007, and a 
national action plan on child protection was 
adopted in 2005. 

Criminal justice response
In 2008, the Brigade de Mineurs had about 180 
officers dedicated full time to the protection of 
minors. 
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Persons convicted of trafficking in  Fig. 27: 
children in Burkina Faso (2004-2006)

 

Source: Child Protection Department of the Ministry of 
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Chad
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
does not exist in the legislation of Chad. A law 
on child trafficking was drafted in 2007 and is 
pending consideration by the competent author-
ities. A national action plan was adopted in 
2006. 

Criminal justice response
Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period. Laws criminalizing 
related forms of trafficking are used to prosecute 
some types of cases, including illegal adoption, 
economic exploitation, forced services and 
abduction (kidnapping and rape). 

About 40 prosecutions and 10 convictions were 
reported in Chad for offences related to traffick-
ing in persons. In addition, about 1,200 convic-
tions for sexual exploitation, 96 for forced labour 
and 92 for servitude were recorded in Chad in 
2007 alone.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, temporary stay permits, medical 
and psychosocial support, and housing 
and shelter for victims. Local NGOs and 
international organizations provide medi-
cal and psychosocial support and housing and 
shelter. 

National authorities in Chad identified about 
500 children in 2006 and 113 children (88 boys 
and 25 girls) in 2007 as victims of trafficking or 
related crimes.

Additional information
In addition to the victims of trafficking in per-
sons, more than 3,400 victims of sexual exploi-
tation; about 6,000 victims of forced labour; 
and more than 7,000 victims of servitude were 
identified by State authorities in 2007. Many 
cases of organs removal for mystic practices were 
also recorded.
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, and housing and shelter for victims. 
Local NGOs and international organizations 
provide medical and psychosocial support and 
housing and shelter. 

Additional information
All identified victims were exploited for forced 
labour with the exception of three in 2005 who 
were trafficked for sexual exploitation. 

Cote d’Ivoire
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in 
persons does not exist in the legislation 

of Cote d’Ivoire, but laws criminalizing 
related forms are used to prosecute some 

types of trafficking. A specific law criminal-
izing all forms of trafficking was pending 
with the competent authorities in 2007. A 
national action plan on child trafficking and 

child labour was adopted in 2007. 

Criminal justice response
Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period.  

About 29 men were investigated for forced 
labour between 2005 and 2007, with two pros-
ecutions recorded in 2005 and 15 in 2006, 
resulting in two convictions in 2006. 
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 29: 
fied by State authorities in Cote d’Ivoire, 
by gender (2005-2007) 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, temporary stay permits, medical 
and psychosocial support, and housing 
and shelter for victims. Local NGOs 
provide housing and shelter and repa-
triation services.

During 2004-2005, the Centre Arcade in Gabon 
sheltered 197 victims of trafficking and related 
crimes. These victims included 137 children (22 
boys and 115 girls) and 60 adults (one man and 
59 women), all of whom were victims of forms 
of forced labour, such as domestic servitude and 
street selling. About 84 of these victims were 
repatriated to their own countries in 2005.

Gabon
Institutional framework
The specific offence of child trafficking was 
established in Gabon in 2004. The law does not 
cover trafficking in persons above the age of 18. 
Other provisions of the penal code criminalize 
sexual exploitation and forced labour. 

Criminal justice response
In 2006, 20 men were investigated for child traf-
ficking, and 11 were prosecuted. Information on 
previous years as well as information related to 
convictions was unavailable.
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Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 31: 
sheltered by the NGO Centre Arcade in 
Gabon, by country of citizenship  
(2004-2005)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, and housing and shelter for victims. 
Local NGOs provide medical and psychosocial 
support and housing and shelter. 

The Gambia
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in 
persons was established in Gambia in 
2007. A national action plan on traffick-

ing in persons was adopted in 2007. 

Criminal justice response
The 2007 Trafficking in Persons Act included 
the establishment of a national agency 
against trafficking in persons, however, it 

had yet to be put in place as of 2008. A spe-
cial enforcement section under the Department 
of Immigration and Child Protection Unit also 
deals with some forms of trafficking in persons. 

No prosecutions or convictions for trafficking in 
persons were recorded during the reporting 
period.  
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, temporary stay permits, medical 
and psychosocial support, housing and 
shelter, vocational training and microfi-
nance opportunities for victims. Local 
NGOs and international organizations provide 
legal protection, medical and psychosocial sup-
port, and housing and shelter. 

Additional information
Fifteen of the 20 Ghanaian victims identified 
between 2005 and 2007 were repatriated from 
other countries in West Africa and Europe, and 
the remaining five were trafficked internally.

Ghana
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Ghana in 2005. 

Criminal justice response
The Domestic Violence and Sexual Offences 
Unit of the Ghana Police Service is mandated to 
investigate trafficking in persons in addition to 
domestic violence offences. 

The first two offenders were prosecuted for traf-
ficking in persons in 2006, with the first convic-
tion in 2007. In 2008 through May, five more 
persons were prosecuted.
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Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 32: 
identified by State authorities in Ghana, 
(2003-2007) 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, and housing and shelter for victims. 
Local NGOs and international organizations 
provide legal protection, temporary stay per-
mits, medical and psychosocial support, and 
housing and shelter.  

Guinea
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in 
persons does not exist in the legislation 

of Guinea. Some forms of trafficking in 
persons may be prosecuted through the 

offences of “pawn of human beings” and “ser-
vitude”, which have existed in the criminal 
code since 1998. A national action plan on 
trafficking in persons was adopted in 2005. 

Criminal justice response
Guinea’s law enforcement has a specialized child 
protection unit that addresses child trafficking. 
Due to the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded in Guinea. 

The following data refer to the offences of “pawn 
of human beings” (Article 338 of the penal code) 
and “servitude” (Article 337 of the penal code).
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Persons investigated for “pawn of  Fig. 34: 
human beings” and “servitude” in  
Guinea, by gender (2003-2006) 
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Additional information
The Faith Consortium of Liberia 
receives trafficked children, collects 
related data and transfers the children 
to a shelter run by the Women and Chil-
dren Protection Unit. All the victims 
reported above were Liberians, with the excep-
tion of two victims from North Africa and two 
from other countries in West Africa. 

Liberia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Liberia in 2005. A national action 
plan was adopted in 2006.

Criminal justice response
The Women and Children Protection Section 
was established in 2005 as part of the Liberian 
National Police. The section is responsible for 
the protection of women and children and has 
responsibility for investigating cases of traffick-
ing in persons as well as sexual assault, sexual 
exploitation, domestic violence, child abuse and 
other related offences. 

No convictions were recorded during the period 
considered by this report.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, and housing and shelter for victims. 
Local NGOs provide legal protection, and inter-
national organizations provide housing and shel-
ter. 
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Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 36: 
persons in Liberia, by gender (2004-
2006)

 

Source: Anti-trafficking in Persons Secretariat, Liberia
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Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 37: 
authorities in Liberia, by age and gender 
(2004-2006) 
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Additional information
All the victims identified during the reporting 
period were Malian; some were repatriated, 
while others were victims of internal trafficking. 
Victims were mainly repatriated from other 
countries in West and Central Africa.

Mali
Institutional framework
The specific offence of child trafficking 
was established in Mali in 2001. The 

law does not cover trafficking in persons 
above the age of 18. Other provisions crim-

inalize the sexual exploitation and the forced 
labour of adults. A national action plan on 
child trafficking was adopted in 2002.

Criminal justice response
Eight persons − seven men and one woman − 
were investigated for child trafficking in Mali 
between 2003 and 2006 (four in 2004, three in 
2005 and one in 2006). Three persons were 
prosecuted during this same period, all of them 
in 2005, but no convictions were recorded prior 
to 2006. 

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, and housing and shelter for victims. 
Local NGOs and international organizations 
provide medical and psychosocial support and 
housing and shelter. 

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 39: 
authorities in Mali, by gender  
(2000-June 2007)

 

Source: Direction Nationale de la Promotion de l’Enfant et 
de la Famille
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, temporary stay permits, medical 
and psychosocial support, and housing 
and shelter for victims. Local NGOs and 
international organizations provide medical 
and psychosocial support and housing and shel-
ter.

Twenty-one Mauritanian boys were repatriated 
from the Middle East in 2006 where they were 
exploited as camel jockeys. No other informa-
tion was available concerning victims.

Mauritania
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Mauritania in 2003, and new pro-
visions were adopted in the penal code in 2007 
criminalizing slavery. A national action plan on 
child trafficking was adopted in 2005.

Criminal justice response
A special Child Police Brigade targeting child 
forced labour and child prostitution was estab-
lished in 2006.  

Two men were investigated for trafficking in 
persons between 2003 and 2006. No prosecu-
tions and no convictions were recorded prior to 
2006. 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, and medical and psychoso-
cial support for victims of trafficking. Local 
NGOs and international organizations provide 
legal protection, medical and psychosocial sup-
port, and housing and shelter.  

Niger
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in 
persons does not exist in the legislation 
of Niger, although some forms of traf-

ficking may be prosecuted through other 
offences, such as “forced begging” and “pan-

dering”. In 2007, draft legislation was under 
consideration by the competent authorities. 

Criminal justice response
Because of the absence of a specific provision 

on human trafficking, no prosecutions or con-
victions were recorded during the reporting 
period. Episodes of trafficking, however, might 
have been investigated and prosecuted under 
other offences, with about 150 persons suspected 
under these related offences since 2003. One 
conviction was recorded for sexual exploitation 
in 2006.
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of Trafficking in Persons (NAPTIP). 
NAPTIP is responsible for investiga-
tion, enforcement cooperation and 
coordination, and the legal department 
of the agency has skills in the prosecution 
of human trafficking cases. The police force also 
has a specialized unit to combat trafficking in 
persons that coordinates its efforts with NAPTIP. 
The special immigration unit to combat traf-
ficking in persons concentrates most of its work 
on interception of victims and traffickers at 
border and exit points. About 100 officers were 
dedicated full time to combating trafficking in 
persons in 2007.

All persons convicted traffickers were Nigerians.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, housing and shelter, vocational skills 
training, schooling, job placement and small 
business start-up support for victims. Local 
NGOs and international organizations provide 
housing and shelter. 

Nigeria
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Nigeria in 2003. A national action 
plan on trafficking in persons was adopted in 
2006.

Criminal justice response
Nigeria has three different specialized police 
units dealing with trafficking in persons. The 
first is the National Agency for the Prohibition 
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking in  Fig. 42: 
persons in Nigeria, by gender 
(2004-2006)

 

Source: Legal and Prosecution Department, NAPTIP
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The chart concerning the type of exploitation 
presents figures that add up to values that are 
greater than those concerning the profile of the 
victims. This is due to the fact that one victim 
suffering mixed forms of exploitation is counted 
multiple times in the statistics based on the type 
of exploitation.  

Additional information
NAPTIP has a rehabilitation and reintegration 
department that coordinates all organizations 
and agencies with respect to support and services 
for victims. It does this through its headquarters 
and six zonal offices, each of which has a shelter 
available to care for victims. NAPTIP supervises 
other institutions and organizations providing 
services to victims within its area of jurisdiction. 
A central database is situated in the NAPTIP 
Monitoring Centre that stores information on 
victims and traffickers.

Victims of trafficking identified by State authorities in Nigeria, by age and gender  Fig. 44: 
(2004-September 2008) 

 

Source: NAPTIP

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 45: 
authorities in Nigeria, by country of 
citizenship (2005- September 2008)

Source: NAPTIP

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 46: 
authorities in Nigeria, by type of exploi-
tation (2004-September 2008)

Source: NAPTIP
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Services provided to victims
State authorities, in cooperation with IOM, pro-
vide housing and shelter for victims. Interna-
tional organizations offer legal protection, 
medical and psychosocial support, housing and 
shelter, and vocational training for victims. A 
residential facility for victims is administrated by 
IOM. 

Information concerning victims sheltered prior 
to 2007 is unavailable, and the data for 2007 
only relates to victims of trafficking in persons 
assisted between March and November of that 
year. During this period, 37 minors and eight 
adults (31 females and 14 males) were assisted 
by IOM. The data indicates that the most prev-
alent forms of exploitation were domestic servi-
tude (14 victims) and sexual exploitation (21 
victims), with the remaining victims (10) suffer-
ing other types of trafficking. 

The Ministry of Social Welfare reports the repa-
triation of six victims trafficked into Sierra 
Leone back to their countries of origin in other 
parts of West Africa in 2007. 

Sierra Leone
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in 
persons was established in Sierra Leone 

in 2005. A national action plan on traffick-
ing in persons was adopted in 2006.

Criminal justice response
The Family Support Unit of the Sierra 
Leone Police along with the Criminal Inves-

tigation Division were established in 2005 
and have jurisdictional responsibility for traf-
ficking in persons cases.

In 2007, the Sierra Leone Anti-trafficking Task 
Force reported that nine cases were investigated; 
three were taken to court; and one was with-
drawn or resolved in 2007. No convictions were 
recorded during the reporting period. 
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Additional information
The citizenship of many of the victims 
sheltered in 2005 and 2006 remains 
unknown, but the above chart repre-
sents citizenships when the information 
is available. Seventy-five per cent of vic-
tims sheltered by one of the NGOs were 
girls, and girls accounted for almost all of the 
victims sheltered by the second NGO. Many 
Togolese victims sheltered were repatriated from 
other countries and many were trafficked inter-
nally. It is not possible to have an exact measure 
of internal trafficking or of the countries to which 
the victims were trafficked.

Togo
Institutional framework
The specific offence of child trafficking was estab-
lished in Togo in 2005, but the law does not cover 
trafficking in persons for those above the age of 18. 
Other provisions of the penal code criminalize 
sexual exploitation, forced labour, child begging 
and the use of children as soldiers. A national action 
plan on child trafficking was adopted in 2007.

Criminal justice response
The Brigade de Protection des Mineurs is 
responsible for cases of child trafficking.

In 2007, six men were convicted of trafficking in 
persons; one for trafficking for the purpose of 
sexual exploitation and five for trafficking for the 
purpose of servitude. The six convicted received a 
sentence of less than one year in prison. Informa-
tion concerning previous years was unavailable. 

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tempo-
rary stay permits, medical and psychosocial sup-
port, and housing and shelter for victims. Local 
NGOs and international organizations provide 
medical and psychosocial support and housing 
and shelter. Two residential facilities adminis-
trated by NGOs are available for victims. 

According to the Ministry of Employment, there 
were 1,758 victims of trafficking in Togo in 2003 and 
1,301 in 2004. Most of the victims were children.

To
go

Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 49: 
persons in Togo, by gender (2004-2007)

Source: Direction Générale de la Police Judiciaire,  
Tribunaux du Togo 

Victims of child trafficking sheltered by Fig. 50: 
two NGOs in Togo (2003-2006) 

 

Sources: Esperance Centre (WAO-Afrique) and OASIS  
(Terre des Hommes)

Victims of child trafficking sheltered by Fig. 51: 
two NGOs in Togo, by country of citi-
zenship (2005-2006)

 
 
 

Sources: Esperance Centre (WAO-Afrique) and  
OASIS (Terre des Hommes)
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Burundi
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in per-
sons does not exist in the legislation of 

Burundi. However, an amendment to the 
existing 1981 Penal Code aimed at including 

human trafficking as an offence was under con-
sideration by the competent authorities in 
2008.

Criminal justice response
A specific Anti-Human Trafficking Unit and a 
Child Protection Unit within the Criminal 
Investigation Department were established in 
2005. 

Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period.

Services provided to victims
NGOs provide legal protection and housing and 
shelter for persons in need, including trafficking 
victims. Two residential facilities were available 
for victims in 2007. 

Additional information
Suspected cases of trafficking-related crimes, 
particularly child trafficking and forced mar-
riage, were detected during the reporting period. 
These cases mainly involved nationals trafficked 
internally.

The following countries are covered in this 
section: Burundi, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethio-

pia, Kenya, Mauritius, Rwanda, Tan-
zania and Uganda. 

Any missing information concerning the 
region was either unavailable or not accessed 
by UNODC. 
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Djibouti
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Djibouti in 2007. 

Criminal justice response
Because the legislation was adopted only in 
2007, there are no statistics on trafficking in 
persons available before 2008.

Three men were investigated and arrested for 
trafficking in persons between January and June 
2008.

Services provided to victims
NGOs provide medical services and 
housing and shelter for persons in 
need, including trafficking victims. 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion to victims. NGOs offer medical 
and psychosocial support and housing 
and shelter. 

Additional information
Four Ethiopian victims were identified by State 
authorities between 2003 and 2006. Three of 
these victims were trafficked for servitude and 
slavery and one for organ removal, and all were 
repatriated from the Middle East.

At the end of 2007, about 1,300 persons were 
sheltered for various reasons in Ethiopia, includ-
ing as a result of trafficking. The exact number of 
trafficking victims receiving services is unknown.

Ethiopia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Ethiopia in 2004. A national 
action plan against trafficking in persons was 
also adopted. 

Criminal justice response
Eighteen offenders were prosecuted and con-
victed for trafficking in persons in 2007. Eight 
of them, all Ethiopian citizens, were sentenced 
to more than 10 years in prison, and the rest − 
all Somali citizens − were deported to Somalia. 
All of these were cases of trafficking in persons 
for the purpose of slavery.

Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 52: 
persons in Ethiopia (2004-2007)

Source: National Police of the Federal Democratic Republic 
of Ethiopia 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities and NGOs provide 
medical and psychosocial support and 
housing and shelter to victims. There is 
no information on the number of traf-
ficking victims.

Additional information
Thirty-three residential facilities are available for 
persons in need, including victims of trafficking. 
By the end of 2006, about 450 persons were 
sheltered in Mauritius for several reasons, includ-
ing trafficking, but the exact number of traffick-
ing victims taken care of is unknown.

Mauritius
Institutional framework
The specific offence of child trafficking was 
established in Mauritius in 2004, but the law 
does not cover trafficking in persons for those 
above 18 years of age. More comprehensive leg-
islation was drafted and was under consideration 
by competent authorities in May 2008. 

Criminal justice response
The Police Family Protection Unit (PFPU) and 
Brigade pour la Protection des Mineurs (BPM) 
work in close collaboration with the Ministry of 
Women’s Rights, Child Development and Family 
Welfare and the Ombudsperson for Children’s 
Office in protecting victims of sexual abuse, 
prostitution and all other forms of exploitation 
involving child victims. 

In 2007, three persons were arrested for child 
trafficking, and two persons were convicted of 
child labour.

Episodes of trafficking could be investigated and 
prosecuted under the following offences: “solic-
iting for immoral purposes’’, “brothel keeping”, 
“prostitution” and “debauchery”.  About 100 
cases have been investigated under these offences 
since 2003.
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection to vic-
tims of trafficking. NGOs provide medical and 
psychosocial support and housing and shelter. 
There is no information on the number of traf-
ficking victims.

Additional information
Two Rwandan men were charged in 2006 with 
trafficking in persons for the purpose of forced 
marriage. These men were accused of taking 
girls under the age of 18 across the border to 
neighbouring Uganda.

Rwanda
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in 
persons was established in Rwanda in 
2003. 

Criminal justice response
The Criminal Investigations Department 
(CID) of the Rwanda Police has a Transna-
tional Organized Crime Unit that handles 
cases of human trafficking. This unit is com-

posed of four officers and works in close 
cooperation with the INTERPOL National 
Central Bureau for Rwanda.

Two men were investigated and prosecuted for 
trafficking in persons in 2006, but prior to that 
year, no cases were detected. No convictions for 
trafficking in persons were recorded during the 
reporting period up through March 2007. 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection to per-
sons in need, including victims of human traf-
ficking. NGOs provide housing and shelter. 
Victims of child stealing and related offences 
were identified by the criminal justice system.

Uganda
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
does not exist in the legislation of Uganda. Draft 
legislation prepared in 2007 was awaiting pres-
entation to parliament in 2008. During the 
reporting period, the offences of “child stealing”, 
“child abduction” and “child kidnapping” were 
used to prosecute some forms of trafficking in 
children.

Criminal justice response
The draft Trafficking in Persons Act contains 
clauses in Section 23 providing for the creation 
of a specialized law enforcement agency for the 
prohibition of trafficking in persons.

Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period.

Cases prosecuted for “child stealing” Fig. 53: 
and other related offences in Uganda 
(2006-2007) 

 

Source: Ugandan Police Annual Crime Report

Persons convicted of “child stealing” Fig. 54: 
and other related offences in Ugan-
da (2006-2007)

 

Source: Ugandan Police Annual Crime Report

Identified victims of “child stealing” and Fig. 55: 
other related offences in Uganda (2006-
2007)

 

Source: Ugandan Police Annual Crime Report 
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Ug
an

da
Additional information
The majority of the victims sheltered by both 
the Women and Youth Services (WAYS) and the 
Slum Aid Project (SAP) were subject to com-
mercial (and child) sexual exploitation. In addi-
tion, victims sheltered by WAYS also were 
victims of child domestic labour, and some were 
found to have run away from or were rescued 
from slave-like working conditions.

During 2006-2007, IOM-Uganda provided vol-
untary return and reintegration assistance to 
115 Congolese victims of trafficking to the 
Democratic Republic Congo from Northern 
Uganda where they were stranded. Seventy-nine 
additional Congolese women and children 
awaited repatriation before the end of 2007. 
Four other trafficking victims were assisted by 
IOM in returning to Uganda from Europe.

 The following chart shows victims sheltered by 
the Women and Youth Services (WAYS), the 
Slum Aid Project (SAP) and persons assisted by 
IOM. They include only victims located in the 
city of Kampala and its urban environs. 

Victims of trafficking in persons and re-Fig. 56: 
lated offences in Kampala (2004-2007)

 

Sources: Women and Youth Services (WAYS) and the Slum 
Aid Project (SAP)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities, NGOs and interna-
tional organizations provide legal pro-
tection, medical and psychosocial support, 
and housing and shelter to persons in need, 
including victims of trafficking. 

Additional information
By the end of 2007, about 250 persons were 
sheltered in Tanzania for several reasons, includ-
ing trafficking. The exact number of trafficking 
victims taken care of is unknown.

The United Republic  
of Tanzania
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Tanzania in July 2008. 

Criminal justice response
Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period.
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Angola
Institutional framework

Angola does not have a specific provision 
criminalizing human trafficking. The General 

Labour Law prohibits compulsory work and 
includes provisions on the prohibition of forced 
labour.

Criminal justice response
The country has an inter-ministerial committee 
to combat child labour. 

Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period.

Services provided to victims
NGOs and international organizations provide 
legal protections, medical assistance, and hous-
ing and shelter for persons in need, including 
trafficking victims. 

One victim trafficked for sexual exploitation was 
repatriated by IOM from South Africa in 2005.

Additional information
According to the Southern African Police Chiefs 
Organization (SARPCCO), no cases of traffick-
ing in persons were detected in Angola in the 
past few years.

 

The following countries are covered in this 
section: Angola, Botswana, the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo, Lesotho, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, 
South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia 
and Zimbabwe. 

Any missing information concerning the 
region was either unavailable or not accessed 
by UNODC. 
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Botswana
Institutional framework
Botswana does not have a specific provision 
criminalizing human trafficking. The Botswana 
Penal Code of 1964 prohibits abduction, kid-
napping, slave trafficking and the buying of 
women and girls for commercial sex. 

Criminal justice response
Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period.

Services provided to victims
There is no information on services pro-
vided to victims of trafficking. 

Additional information
There are two shelters for abused women and 
children, including trafficking victims. 
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Services provided to victims
NGOs and international organizations provide 
legal protection and medical assistance for traf-
ficking victims. The Ministry of Social Affairs 
supports local NGO efforts to combat traffick-
ing in persons.

Democratic Republic  
of the Congo
Institutional framework

The Democratic Republic of the Congo 
does not have a specific provision criminal-

izing human trafficking. The sexual violence 
statute prohibits child and forced prostitu-
tion, pimping and sexual exploitation. The 
new constitution forbids child soldiering.

Criminal justice response
Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period.

Arrests and convictions related to trafficking in 
persons were recorded  for “unlawful recruit-
ment of child soldiers” and for war crimes and 
crimes against humanity in connection with the 
recruitment of child soldiers and sexual slavery. 
In the latter case, these episodes are under the 
jurisdiction of the International Criminal 
Court.
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Services provided to victims
Local NGOs provide medical assist-
ance and housing services for traffick-
ing victims. The Child and Gender 
Protection Unit (Lesotho Royal Mounted 
Police) have trained staff providing psycho-
social care and support and play therapy for 
children who have been sexually abused, as well 
as for other victims of abuse.

   

Lesotho
Institutional framework
Lesotho does not have a specific provision crim-
inalizing human trafficking. The provisions of 
the Child Protection and Welfare Bill of 2004 
deal with the protection of children in cases such 
as abduction, child stealing and sexual abuse. 
The Sexual Offences Act No. 29 of 2003 and the 
provisions of the Labour Code Order No. 24 of 
1992 might be applied to prosecute some forms 
of trafficking for sexual exploitation and forced 
labour.

Criminal justice response
The Child and Gender Protection Unit (CGPU) 
was established by the Lesotho Mounted Police 
in November 2002. Currently, the CGPU has 
an office in each of the 11 police districts in 
Lesotho; three officers (male and female) are 
assigned to each office. Cases of trafficking of 
women and children fall within the jurisdiction 
of this unit.  

Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period. Three convictions 
were recorded in 2005 for sexual exploitation 
and one conviction in 2004 for child stealing.
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection and 
medical assistance for abused persons, including 
trafficking victims. Local NGOs and interna-
tional organizations provide legal protection, 
medical assistance, housing, and rehabilitation 
and reintegration services for abused and 
exploited children. 

For the 10 convictions reported above for forced 
child labour between 2004 and 2007, the vic-
tims were all from Malawi and were exploited in 
Malawi or in neighbouring Zambia. One case 
was reported of a Zimbabwean child exploited 
in Malawi. One Malawian woman, who was a 
victim of trafficking, was repatriated from 
Europe in 2006. 

Children have been detected as victims of organ 
removal for the purpose of performing rituals. 

Malawi
Institutional framework
Malawi does not have a specific provi-
sion criminalizing human trafficking. 

Some provisions of the criminal code, such 
as abduction, procuring, maintaining a 

brothel, forced labour and slavery, might be 
used to prosecute some forms of trafficking 
for sexual exploitation and forced labour. 
The Child Care, Protection and Justice Bill, 

which defines child trafficking and sets a pen-
alty of life imprisonment for traffickers, has 
been drafted and was awaiting approval in June 
2008 by the competent authorities.  

Criminal justice response
Authorities report that about 400 child protec-
tion officers have been appointed to monitor 
trafficking and child labour. A Victim Support 
Unit established within the police deals with 
abuse cases in general, including trafficking in 
persons. 

Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons. 
Authorities reported about 10 convictions for 
forced child labour between 2004 and 2007. In 
these cases, the convicted offenders were citizens 
of Malawi and Zambia. Additionally, six 
Malawian citizens were arrested for organ 
removal in 2006.
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Services provided to victims
Local NGOs and international organi-
zations provide legal protection, medi-
cal and psychosocial assistance, housing 
services, repatriation and reunification 
with families.

Four adult women were identified by State 
authorities as victims of trafficking in 2005, two 
in 2006 and one in 2007. All were citizens of 
Mozambique sheltered and repatriated by IOM 
− six were repatriated from South Africa and one 
from Zimbabwe – and all were victims of sexual 
exploitation and forced labour, with three 
women trafficked for forced labour, two for 
sexual exploitation, and the other six exposed to 
a mixed form of sexual and labour exploitation. 
Two children were repatriated from South Africa 
to Mozambique as victims of trafficking for 
forced labour.

Mozambique
Institutional framework
Mozambique adopted specific legislation on 
trafficking in persons in April 2008. Before that, 
provisions in the criminal code concerning the 
violation of labour laws, abduction or kidnap-
ping were used to prosecute some forms of traf-
ficking in persons. A National Action Plan for 
Children, which considers many forms of child 
abuse, was adopted by the Social Welfare Minis-
try. 

Criminal justice response
Child Protection Units were established in a few 
police stations by the Association of Defenders 
of Child Rights (ADDC). The commonly known 
‘gabinetes de atendimento’ are help desks sta-
tioned in most police stations where victims of 
trafficking and domestic violence can report 
their cases and get assistance. There are currently 
184 gabinetes de atendimento. 

According to the Ministry of the Interior and 
the police, there were no official records of cases 
of trafficking in persons during the reporting 
period. 
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Services provided to victims
Local NGOs provide legal protection and medi-
cal and psychosocial assistance to persons in 
need and victims of abuses, including victims of 
trafficking in persons. There have been no (offi-
cial) reports of people being trafficked to, from 
or within the country.

Namibia
Institutional framework
Namibia does not have a specific provi-
sion criminalizing human trafficking. 

Kidnapping, child labour, enticing a 
woman to a brothel for the purpose of pros-

titution and other offences can be used to 
prosecute some forms of trafficking in per-
sons. The Child Care and Protection Act is 
awaiting adoption and contains specific ref-

erences to child trafficking. A draft Action 
Programme on the Elimination of Child Labour 
in Namibia, which includes proposed strategies 
against child trafficking, is expected to be 
adopted by the Ministry of Labour and Social 
Welfare in 2008.

Criminal justice response
The Women and Children Protection Police 
Unit is trained to assist victims of sexual assault. 
Fifteen officers are part of this unit, which was 
established in 2000. Because of the absence of a 
specific provision on human trafficking, no 
prosecutions or convictions were recorded for 
trafficking in persons during the reporting 
period. 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, temporary stay permits, medical 
and psychosocial support, housing and 
shelter for victims of trafficking in per-
sons. NGOs and international organiza-
tions also offer legal protection, medical and 
psychosocial support, and housing and shelter. 
IOM provides assisted voluntary return and 
reintegration services.

Additional information 
Three South African victims were repatriated 
from Zimbabwe and the Middle East. Although 
police and NGOs generally refer cases of traf-
ficking to IOM, which is the only institution 
collecting data on victims of trafficking in per-
sons in South Africa, not all cases of trafficking 
brought to the attention of the police are referred 
to IOM. 

South Africa
Institutional framework
South Africa established specific offences to 
criminalize trafficking for sexual exploitation 
and child trafficking for a wide range of pur-
poses. The Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and 
Related Matters) Amendment Act 2007 (Act 
No. 32 of 2007) serves as the basis to fight the 
trafficking of persons for purposes of sexual 
exploitation, while the Children’s Act 2005 (Act 
No. 38 of 2005) can be used to prosecute cases 
of child trafficking. In addition, the South Afri-
can Constitution of 1996 prohibits slavery, ser-
vitude and bonded labour. Comprehensive 
legislation based on the UN Trafficking Protocol 
has been drafted and is due to be passed by par-
liament in 2009.

Criminal justice response
A Trafficking Desk was established within the 
Organized Crime Unit of the South African 
Police Services. The Sexual Offences and Com-
munity Affairs Unit belonging to the National 
Prosecution Service (NPS) deals with the pre-
vention of sexual offences through effective 
prosecutions. 

Due to the absence of legislation covering the 
reporting period, no prosecutions and convic-
tions were recorded up to 2007.
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Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 57: 
sheltered by IOM in South Africa, by 
age and gender (2004-2006)

Source: IOM’s Counter Trafficking Programme − SACTAP
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About 12 shelters in 2006 were managed by 
IOM in a cooperative agreement with the South-
ern African Counter-Trafficking Assistance Pro-
gramme (SACTAP). These shelters did not 
exclusively house victims of trafficking but also 
cared for victims of domestic violence and desti-
tute women and children.

 

 

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 58: 
tered by IOM in South Africa, by form 
of exploitation (2005-2006)

Source: IOM’s Counter Trafficking Programme − 
SACTAP

Victims of trafficking in persons sheltered by IOM in South Africa, by country of citizenship Fig. 59: 
(2005-2006)

Source: IOM’s Counter Trafficking Programme − SACTAP
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Services provided to victims
There are no referral mechanisms for 
victims of trafficking in Swaziland or 
any other specific services provided by 
the State, NGOs or international organ-
izations.

Swaziland
Institutional framework
Swaziland does not have a specific provision on 
human trafficking. A draft law, the Sexual 
Offences and Domestic Violence Bill, which 
would specifically criminalize sex trafficking and 
mandate psychological services for victims, was 
due to be presented to Parliament in 2007 but 
was still pending as of mid-2008.

Criminal justice response
The Royal Swaziland Police Service has a Domes-
tic Violence, Child Protection and Sexual 
Offences Unit dealing, inter alia, with traffick-
ing cases. Because of the absence of a specific 
provision on human trafficking, no prosecutions 
or convictions were recorded for trafficking in 
persons. 
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Zambia
Institutional framework
Zambia has had some provisions in 
place on child trafficking and human 

trafficking since 2005, although trafficking 
is not specifically defined in law. 

Criminal justice response
The Task Force on Human Trafficking, 
chaired by the Ministry of Home Affairs, 

was established within the Police Victims 
Support Unit (VSU). The VSU’s mandate is to 
offer victim support in cases relating to sexual 
violence, property grabbing and trafficking in 
persons and to offer legal advice to victims. 
Additionally, the Child Labour Unit, working 
under the Ministry of Labour, is composed of 50 
officers and monitors the worst forms of child 
labour, including girls forced into prostitution.

One woman was prosecuted in 2005 and two 
men in 2006 for trafficking in persons. No con-
victions were recorded prior to 2006. However, 
one conviction was recorded in 2005 for an epi-
sode of trafficking prosecuted through immigra-
tion offences.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection for 
victims of trafficking in persons. Additionally, 
the State supports NGOs and international 
organizations in providing medical and psycho-
social support, and housing and shelter for vic-
tims of trafficking in persons.
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Additional information 
The victims reported above refer to those shel-
tered by IOM plus victims sheltered by 
MAPODE. The five Zambian victims were 
repatriated by IOM from Angola in 2006. In 
2007, two Afghani boys were returned to 
Afghanistan from Zambia; they were intercepted 
in the process of being trafficked to Europe.

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 60: 
sheltered in Zambia, by age and gender 
(2004-2006) 

 

Sources: IOM-Zambia and MAPODE

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 61: 
tered in Zambia, by country of citizen-
ship (2005-2006)

 

Sources: IOM-Zambia and MAPODE
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Services provided to victims
NGOs and international organizations 
provide medical and psychosocial sup-
port and housing and shelter for vic-
tims of trafficking in persons. IOM also 
offers business training and income gener-
ating projects. In the last few years, victims have 
been sheltered by IOM and repatriated from 
neighbouring countries. 

Zimbabwe
Institutional framework
Zimbabwe does not have a specific provision on 
human trafficking. The Zimbabwean Criminal 
Code criminalizes sexual exploitation.

Criminal justice response
Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons. 
One Zimbabwean citizen was convicted of sexual 
exploitation in 2006. 
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Services provided to victims
The federal government provides temporary 
immigration status and work permits for up to 
180 days, as well as medical and psychosocial 
support to suspected foreign national victims of 
trafficking in Canada. Longer-term immigration 
status is available for up to three years when 
circumstances warrant. Trafficked foreign 
national victims can also access existing perma-
nent resident avenues. Canada’s provinces and 
territories administer legal aid and social services 
such as emergency financial assistance and hous-
ing to those trafficking victims in need. NGOs 
also offer support and shelter to trafficking vic-
tims, whether or not they are foreign nationals.

Four victims were identified by the police (three 
females and one of unknown gender) in 2006. 
While Citizenship and Immigration Canada 
(CIC) does not have data available on identified 
victims before 2006, two foreign nationals were 
issued temporary resident permits in 2006. Fur-
thermore, since May 2006, 26 temporary resi-
dent permits were issued to 18 victims of human 
trafficking (inclusive of these two foreign nation-
als). These numbers include subsequent permits 
issued to the same victim in order to maintain 
legal status in Canada.

Additional information
An Inter-Departmental Working Group on Traf-
ficking in Persons (IWGTIP) brings together 17 
federal departments and agencies, and coordi-
nates and strengthens federal responses to human 
trafficking, including through collaboration 
with the provinces and territories. 

Asia, in particular the Mekong sub-region, and 
parts of Africa and Eastern Europe tend to be 
the primary source regions for victims trafficked 
to Canada. Overall, numbers for victims of 
domestic trafficking are unavailable.
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Additional information 
IOM identified six girls and six women as vic-
tims of trafficking in persons in 2006; seven 
were victims of sexual exploitation, three were 
victims of forced labour and one was a victim of 
servitude. Five victims were Honduran citizens, 
five were from other Central American countries 
and two were from South America. 

IOM also sheltered two girls in 2005 and eight 
females, five of whom were girls, in 2006. Of 
these 10 victims, nine were victims of sexual 
exploitation and one was a victim of forced 
labour. The National Institute of Migration 
stated that 74% of the 21 victims reported from 
2005 to 2007 were victims trafficked for the 
purpose of sexual exploitation and 26% were 
victims trafficked for labour exploitation.

The Department for Integral Development of 
the Family (DIF) has shelters for minors that 
also are available for victims of human traffick-
ing, and FEVIMTRA is in the process of build-
ing shelters that also can be used by victims of 
trafficking in Mexico City, Chiapas and Chihua-
hua. There is no official referral mechanism in 
place, but if the victim is a foreigner, the National 
Institute for Migration refers the victim to an 
NGO to receive shelter and assistance. IOM 
provides assistance in the repatriation and reinte-
gration of victims of trafficking.

those cases in which the victims and possible 
victims wish to be repatriated to their countries 
of origin, the INM contacts international organ-
izations like the IOM, as well as NGOs, to 
assure the victims’ safe return and social reinte-
gration.

Victims of trafficking identified by the Fig. 62: 
National Institute of Migration in  
Mexico (2005-2007) 

 

Source: National Institute of Migration

Victims of trafficking identified by Fig. 63: 
the National Institute of Migration 
in Mexico, by country of citizenship 
(2005-2007)

Source: National Institute of Migration
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There is no aggregate data available on the iden-
tified victims of human trafficking for the whole  
country because the responsibility for identify-
ing victims is spread among multiple agencies. 
However, the Department of Health and Serv-
ices records the “certification” of adult victims of 
trafficking in persons, while child victims can 
receive “letters of eligibility”. 

Additional information 
In 2006 certified victims originated mainly from 
Latin America and the Caribbean (62%), Africa, 
Asia, Europe and the Pacific Islands. In 2007 
certified victims originated mainly from Latin 
America and the Caribbean (41%), Asia (41%), 
Europe and the Pacific Islands.

The charts above refer to “fiscal years” (FY). The 
fiscal year indicates the 12 months from Octo-
ber to September of the following solar year.  

Services provided to victims 
State authorities provide legal protection and 
temporary stay permits for trafficking victims. 
State authorities and NGOs also offer medical 
and psychosocial support and housing and shel-
ter.

Certification and eligibility letters granted to trafficking victims in the USA, by age  Fig. 67: 
(FY-2003 to FY-2007)

Source: Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts to Combat Trafficking in Persons in Fiscal Year 2007

Certification and eligibility letters grant-Fig. 68: 
ed to trafficking victims in the USA, the 
top five countries of origin (FY-2007)

Source: Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons in Fiscal Year 2007
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Costa Rica
Institutional framework
Costa Rica has specific provisions on trafficking 
in persons in its penal code. These provisions 
have criminalized the international trafficking in 
women and children for the purpose of sexual 
exploitation since 1970 and trafficking in minors 
since 1999. A national action plan against traf-
ficking in minors was adopted in 2005, and a 
more comprehensive national action plan against 
trafficking in persons is planned for adoption in 
2008. 

Criminal justice response
There are three offices within the General Pros-
ecutor’s Office that may handle trafficking in 
persons crimes: the Office for Juvenile Crime 
and the Office for Attention to Victims of 
Crime, which cover the whole country, and the 
Office for Sexual Crimes and Domestic Vio-
lence, which only covers the capital of San Jose.

There is no information on convictions for traf-
ficking in persons offences for 2003-2005, but 
in 2006, a total of four males and two females 
were convicted for trafficking in minors for the 
purpose of illegal adoption.

Services provided to victims
State authorities and NGOs provide legal assist-
ance and medical and psychosocial support to 
victims of human trafficking. Several NGOs 
offer shelter to girls and women who are victims 
of domestic violence or commercial sexual  
exploitation, including victims of trafficking, 
but there are no specific shelters for victims of 
human trafficking. 

Additional information
IOM adopted a protocol for the repatriation of 
children and adolescents into the country to 
support the organization’s return and reintegra-
tion programmes for victims of human traffick-
ing.

There is a national 911 hotline for victims of 
violence, including victims of human traffick-
ing, and a referral mechanism for potential vic-
tims identified through the hotline. 

The following Central Ameri-
can countries are covered in this 
section: Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicara-
gua and Panama. Caribbean 
countries covered in this section 

are: Barbados, the Dominican Republic, 

Haiti, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines, and Trinidad and Tobago. 

Any missing information concerning the 
region was either unavailable or not accessed 
by UNODC.

Persons prosecuted for trafficking in Fig. 69: 
persons in Costa Rica, by gender  
(2004-2006)

Source: Specialized Unit of Sexual Crimes and Domestic 
Violence, Adjunct Prosecutor’s Office of Juvenile Crime
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Dominican Republic
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in the Dominican Republic in 2003. 
A draft national action plan against trafficking 
in persons is planned for adoption by the end of 
2008.

Criminal justice response
A Human Trafficking Division within the national 
police was established in January 2008 to investi-
gate cases of human trafficking. The division had 
nine officers dealing with document falsification 
and illegal migration. In addition, the Anti-Traf-
ficking Unit of the Attorney General’s office is 
tasked with investigating and prosecuting human 
trafficking and related crimes.

There are no systematic criminal justice statistics 
on human trafficking prior to 2007. Between Jan-
uary 2007 and April 2008, the Human Trafficking 
Division investigated five cases of trafficking in 
persons: two of these cases involved the alleged 
trafficking of Dominican women to Europe; one 
case involved allegations of the trafficking of a 
Dominican woman to Central America; one case 
involved the trafficking of two adult males to Cen-
tral America for labour exploitation; and one case 
involved the trafficking of a man to a Europe.

Services provided 
to victims
State authorities, in coopera-
tion with NGOs, provide legal assist-
ance, medical and psychosocial support, 
and housing and shelter for victims of 
human trafficking. 

Persons convicted of trafficking in  Fig. 70: 
persons in the Dominican Republic,  
by gender (2005-2007)

Source: Department of Judicial Statistics of the  
Supreme Court

Adult victims of trafficking referred to Fig. 71: 
COIN in the Dominican Republic, by 
gender (January 2003-April 2008) 

 

Source: Centre of Orientation and Integral Investigation 
(COIN)

Adult victims of trafficking referred to Fig. 72: 
COIN in the Dominican Republic, by 
type of exploitation  
(January 2003-April 2008)

Source: Centre of Orientation and Integral Investigation 
(COIN)
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Of the 260 adult Dominican victims of human 
trafficking identified between 2003 and April 
2008, 85 were officially returned from Argen-
tina with the help of IOM. The others were 
returned from a number of countries in the Car-
ibbean, South America and Europe.

Child victims of trafficking are referred to the 
Council for the Child and Adolescent 
(CONANI), which administers seven temporary 
shelters for minors at risk. Minors who are vic-
tims of trafficking are registered by CONANI as 
victims of sexual and labour exploitation and 
not human trafficking, although all of these 
cases, according to the organization, are cases of 
trafficking in persons. All minors identified as 
victims of trafficking in persons in 2006 and 
2007 were citizens of the Dominican Republic.

The nine persons convicted of trafficking in 
persons offences in 2007 were all citizens of the 
Dominican Republic.

Additional information 
There is no official referral system, but the police 
and the Prosecutor’s Office refer adult victims of 
sexual exploitation, including victims of traf-
ficking, to the Centre of Orientation and Inte-
gral Investigation (COIN). COIN manages a 
protection centre for trafficking victims provid-
ing a number of services, including reintegration 
and finding housing in various shelters for 
female victims. 
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Adult victims of trafficking referred to Fig. 73: 
COIN in the Dominican Republic, by 
country of citizenship (January 2003-
April 2008)

Source: Centre of Orientation and Integral Investigation 
(COIN)

Child victims of trafficking referred to Fig. 74: 
CONANI in the Dominican Republic, 
by type of exploitation (2006-2007)

 

Source: Council for the Child and Adolescent (CONANI)
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El Salvador
Institutional  
framework
The specific offence of trafficking in 

persons was established in El Salvador 
in 2004. The law criminalizes all forms of human 

trafficking as listed in Article 3 of the UN Traf-
ficking Protocol and also includes trafficking for 
fraudulent adoptions and forced marriages. A 
new law on trafficking in persons was being 
drafted for submission to the National Assembly. 
A national plan of action for 2008-2013 is 
expected to be adopted by the end of 2008.

Criminal justice response
The National Civil Police has had a specific 
Department of Trafficking in Persons within its 
Border Division since 2004, with 19 officers 
devoted full time to this department in 2007. 
The Unit on Smuggling and Trafficking in Per-
sons at the Attorney General’s Office was estab-
lished in 2004, and in 2007, the unit was made 
up of four prosecutors and 10 specialized and 
administrative staff.

The first convictions for trafficking in persons 
were registered in 2006 when four citizens of El 
Salvador were convicted for trafficking for sexual 
exploitation. One adult male was convicted in 
2007 for the offence of trafficking for sexual 
exploitation. All sentences ranged between five 
and 10 years in prison.
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Persons investigated and arrested for Fig. 75: 
trafficking in persons in El Salvador, by 
gender (2003-2007) 

 

Source: National Police

Persons prosecuted for trafficking in Fig. 76: 
persons in El Salvador (2006-2007) 

Source: National Police 
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Services provided to victims

State authorities in cooperation with NGOs 
provide legal assistance, medical and psychoso-
cial support, and housing and shelter to victims. 
IOM provides technical support and assistance 
for the return and reintegration of trafficking 
victims. 
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Victims of trafficking identified by the national police in El Salvador, by age and gender  Fig. 77: 
(2004-2007) 

 

Source: National Police

Victims of trafficking identified by the national police in El Salvador, by country of citizenship Fig. 78: 
(2005-2007) 

Source: National Police 
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Additional information 
A shelter for minor victims of trafficking was 
established in 2006 and is administered by the 
Salvadoran Institute for the Integral Attention 
for the Child and Adolescent (INSA) and run by 
the Huellas Foundation. There is no specific 
shelter for adult victims of trafficking. 

The majority of identified victims of trafficking 
with Salvadoran citizenship were internally traf-
ficked. Identified victims of other nationalities 
that were trafficked to El Salvador were repatri-
ated to their countries of origin.

Victims of trafficking sheltered by  Fig. 79: 
relevant institutions in El Salvador,  
by age and gender (2006-2007)

Source: Huellas Foundation

Victims of trafficking sheltered by rel-Fig. 80: 
evant institutions in El Salvador, by type 
of exploitation (2006-2007) 

 

Source: Huellas Foundation

Victims of trafficking sheltered by  Fig. 81: 
relevant institutions in El Salvador,  
by country of citizenship (2006-2007)

 

Source: Huellas Foundation
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Additional  
information 
A protocol was established in 
the country to refer victims of trafficking 
to NGOs and international organizations 
for assistance and services. The Secretary of 
Social Welfare has one shelter that receives 
Guatemalan minors returned from other 
countries, some of whom may be victims of 
trafficking. There are also shelters for migrants and 
for female victims of violence that may be used for 
victims of trafficking in persons.

In September 2007, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
established a call centre (hotline) for victims of 
trafficking. Between September and December 
2007, the call centre attended to 42 cases of human 
trafficking, 14 of which were referred to the 
national police and other institutions.

Guatemala
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Guatemala in 2005. The definition 
of trafficking in persons in the Guatemalan law 
does not cover trafficking for the purpose of 
organ removal. Before 2005, the offences of 
sexual exploitation, child abduction, corruption 
of a child and aggravated pimping were used to 
prosecute some forms of trafficking in persons. 
Guatemala adopted a National Action Plan 
against Trafficking in Persons and the Integral 
Protection of Victims for the period 2007-2017.

Criminal justice response
The National Civil Police has had a specific Anti-
trafficking Section within the Division of Crimi-
nal Investigations since 2004. In 2007, the 
Attorney General’s office moved responsibility for 
trafficking in persons offences from the Prosecu-
tor’s Office of Women to the Prosecutor’s Office 
of Organized Crime.

Three persons were prosecuted in 2007 for traf-
ficking in persons offences. There were no con-
victions between 2003 and 2007, but by April 
2008, two women and one man were still being 
prosecuted for trafficking in persons for the pur-
pose of illegal adoption.

Services provided to victims
State authorities in cooperation with NGOs 
provide legal assistance to victims of human traf-
ficking. 
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Persons arrested for trafficking in  Fig. 82: 
persons in Guatemala (2006-2006)

Source: National Civil Police

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 83: 
authorities in Guatemala, by age and 
gender (January 2006-March 2008) 

 

Source: National Civil Police

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 84: 
authorities in Guatemala, by country of 
citizenship (January 2006-March 2008)

 

Source: National Civil Police
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Services provided to victims
There is no official system in place to provide 
assistance services to victims of trafficking. The 
Group against Child Trade and Trafficking in 
Persons works as a coordinating mechanism to 
improve the national response to human traf-
ficking and to provide services to victims of 
trafficking, but there are no specific shelters for 
human trafficking victims. International organi-
zations provide emergency support services, legal 
help, medical and psychosocial assistance, shel-
ter, counselling services, family tracking and 
support for the return and socio-economic 
reintegration of child victims of trafficking (i.e., 
scholarships, micro-credits).

Additional information 
In August 2007, the Group against Child Trade 
and Trafficking in Persons worked on the case of 
47 children who were given to an orphanage in 
Port-au-Prince without the consent of their par-
ents for the purpose of illegal adoption.

Haiti
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking 
in persons does not exist in the leg-

islation of Haiti, although a comprehen-
sive anti-trafficking bill was awaiting approval 

by Parliament in 2008. The offences of sexual 
exploitation and servitude could be used to 
prosecute some forms of human trafficking. 

Haiti does not have a national plan of action 
against trafficking in persons.

Criminal justice response
The Brigade for Child Protection within the 
police is in charge of child protection, including 
child trafficking. The brigade consists of 14 
officers.

Very little information and no solid data on traf-
ficking in persons and related crimes were 
recorded during the reporting period.
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Additional  
information 
An Inter-Institutional Com-
mittee against Commercial Sexual 
Exploitation of Boys, Girls and Adoles-
cents was established in 2002, which 
addresses trafficking in minors. This coa-
lition is comprised of 54 organizations, 
conducts trainings on trafficking in persons 
and works on prevention. The government 
expects to pass a national action plan against 
trafficking in persons in 2008 to strengthen 
inter-institutional collaboration.

Casa Alianza has run a shelter for girl victims of 
human trafficking since 2003 that has the capac-
ity to assist up to 25 girls at a time. 

Honduras
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Honduras in 2005, but the defini-
tion in this law only covers trafficking for the 
purpose of sexual exploitation. 

Criminal justice response
Honduras has a Specialized Anti-Human Traf-
ficking Police Unit, and four of the six divisions 
of the national police work on sexual exploita-
tion and trafficking in persons cases. In 2007, a 
Special Police Unit on Trafficking in Persons was 
established under the Migratory Police of the 
Special Services Investigations Unit.

No prosecutions and no convictions for the 
offence of trafficking in persons were recorded 
in Honduras between 2003 and 2006. There 
were four convictions for the sexual exploitation 
of children; one took place in 2004 and the 
other three in 2005. 

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal assistance to minor 
victims of human trafficking. NGOs provide 
legal assistance, medical and psychosocial sup-
port, housing and physical protection to girl 
victims. In 2007, 25 girls were identified as vic-
tims of trafficking for sexual exploitation and 
sheltered by the NGO Casa Alianza.
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Criminal justice response
The national police established a specific unit 
against trafficking in persons in 2005. Six offic-
ers were involved full time in this unit in 2007. 
The Public Prosecutor’s Office created two spe-
cialized units in 2007 that also cover the crime 
of trafficking in persons: the Unit on Organized 
Crime and the Unit on Gender and Violence.

There is no information available on persons 
convicted for the offence of trafficking in per-
sons.

Nicaragua
Institutional  
framework
The specific offence of trafficking 

in persons for prostitution was established in 
Nicaragua in 2005. In May 2008, amendments 
to the criminal code expanded the definition of 
trafficking in persons to include the other forms 
of exploitation listed in Article 3 of the UN 
Trafficking Protocol and went even further by 
also criminalizing trafficking for the purpose of 
illegal adoption. The first national action plan 
against trafficking in persons is expected to be 
passed by the end of 2008.

Persons arrested for trafficking in  Fig. 85: 
persons in Nicaragua, by gender  
(2005-2007) 

 

Source: National Police

Persons prosecuted for trafficking  Fig. 86: 
in persons in Nicaragua (2004-2007)

Source: Public Ministry
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal assistance, and 
medical and psychosocial support to victims of 
human trafficking. NGOs and international 
organizations offer medical and psychosocial 
support, protection and reintegration assistance, 
and temporary shelter for minor victims of traf-
ficking. These groups also provide shelter, hous-
ing and repatriation assistance. 

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 87: 
authorities in Nicaragua, by age and 
gender (2005-2007) 

 

Source: National Police and Ministry of Family

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 88: 
authorities in Nicaragua, by type of ex-
ploitation (2005-2007)

Source: National Police and Ministry of Family

Victims of trafficking identified by State Fig. 89: 
authorities in Nicaragua, by country of 
citizenship (2005-2007) 

Source: National Police and Ministry of Family
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Victims of trafficking sheltered in Nicaragua, by age and gender (2003-2007)Fig. 91: 
 

Source: Ministry of Family and Casa Alianza

Nicaraguan victims returned from other Fig. 90: 
countries, by country of return (2005-
2007)

Source: Ministry of Family 
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Additional information
The persons arrested for trafficking in persons in 
2007 were all from Nicaragua, with the excep-
tion of seven citizens from other Central Ameri-
can countries.
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Additional information 
The victims reported above were identified by 
OFAVI, which is connected to the Public 
Prosecutor´s Office, as well as other government 
offices, consulate services of countries of origin 
and civil society organizations. These institu-
tions have been working in partnership with 
IOM-Buenos Aires in Programme AVOT (Asist-
encia a Víctimas de la Trata de Personas). 

In addition to those reported above, one Argen-
tine victim of human trafficking was returned 
from Central America in 2006 and another was 
returned from South Europe in 2007. Both were 
assisted by IOM.

Ar
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 94: 
fied by various institutions and assisted 
by IOM-Programme AVOT in Argen-
tina, by form of exploitation (November 
2005-2007)

Source: Programa AVOT (Asistencia a Víctimas de la Trata 
de Personas), IOM-Buenos Aires

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 95: 
fied by various institutions and assisted 
by IOM-Programme AVOT in Argenti-
na, by country of citizenship (November 
2005-2007)

Source: Programa AVOT (Asistencia a Víctimas de la Trata 
de Personas), IOM-Buenos Aires
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resented in the chart above as having suffered 
mixed exploitation were subjected to sexual 
exploitation and domestic servitude.

The only shelter available for trafficking victims, 
the Centro de Terapia de Mujeres, is located in 
La Paz. This shelter is primarily designed to assist 
adolescent victims of violence between the ages 
of 12 and 18, but it also has been used to shelter 
female (women and girls) victims of trafficking.

Bolivia
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in per-
sons was established in Bolivia in Janu-
ary 2006. A national action plan was 

enacted and implemented for 2006-
2010.

Criminal justice response
There are specialized units within the Special 
Forces of La Paz, Cochabamba and Santa Cruz 
dealing with trafficking in persons and the 
smuggling of migrants.

Services provided to victims
State authorities, NGOs and international 
organizations provide medical and psychological 
support and housing and shelter for victims of 
trafficking in persons.  

Additional information 
Authorities reported 85 suspected cases of traf-
ficking in persons and 27 cases of possible child 
trafficking in 2007 in addition to the ones indi-
cated in the charts above. According to the Min-
istry of Justice, the only official system for victim 
identification currently in place is the police. 
Victims identified by State authorities and rep-
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Cases of trafficking in persons investi-Fig. 96: 
gated by the National Police in Bolivia 
(2005-2007) 

  

Source: Policia Nacional, Dirección Naciona División Trata y 
Tráfico de Seres Humanos

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 97: 
identified by State authorities in Bolivia, 
by age (2004-2007) 

 

Source: SEDEGES 
(Servicio Departamental de Gestión Social)

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 98: 
fied by State authorities in Bolivia, by 
type of exploitation (2005-2006)

 

Source: SEDEGES  
(Servicio Departamental de Gestión Social)
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Cases of trafficking in persons  Fig. 101: 
investigated by State Police in Brazil 
(2003-2007)

 

Source: International Labour Office  − Estudo Proteger e 
Responsabilizar

Cases of trafficking in persons  Fig. 102: 
prosecuted as a result of State Police  
investigations in Brazil (2003-2007)

Source: International Labour Office − Estudo Proteger e 
Responsabilizar

Persons convicted in federal and state Fig. 103: 
courts of trafficking in persons in Brazil, 
by gender (2004-February 2008) 

 

Sources: Federal Police databank, Justiça  
federal, local courts

Sanctions imposed by federal and state Fig. 104: 
courts for trafficking in persons in  
Brazil

Sources: Federal Police databank, Justiça  
federal, local courts
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Additional information 
All victims of trafficking identified and reported 
above were citizens of Brazil.

In the context of the Labour Justice System, the 
Federal Mobile Group targets slave labour 
according to the labour legislation. This group 
was formed in 1995 by the Ministry of Labour, 
the Labour Public Prosecutor´s Office and the 
Federal Police.

All victims of slave labour identified by the Fed-
eral Mobile Group were citizens of Brazil and 
almost all of them were adult males. The above 
numbers only refer to workers under slave con-
ditions detected in rural areas. Bolivian, Peru-
vian, Paraguayan and Ecuadorian victims of 
trafficking for the purpose of slave labour were 
detected in the State of Sao Paulo, but the actual 
numbers of these victims were not available for 
the reporting period.

Services provided to victims
State authorities and local NGOs provide legal 
protection, medical and psychosocial support, 
and housing and shelter for victims of human 
trafficking. International organizations finan-
cially support specific shelters in the country, 
but they do not provide these services directly. 
In 2008, the text of a new Foreigners’ Statute to 
enable the concession of visas to trafficking vic-
tims was under consideration by Congress.

Cases of slave labour (Article 149 of the Fig. 105: 
penal code) investigated by Federal Po-
lice in Brazil (2003-2007)

 

Sources: Federal Police databank

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 106: 
fied by federal and statecourts in Brazil 
during criminal proceedings, by age 
(2004-2007)

 

Sources: Federal and state courts
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protections, tem-
porary visas, medical and psychological support, 
and housing and shelter for victims. Local NGOs 
offer housing and shelter, medical and psychoso-
cial support, and legal assistance. Additionally, 
international organizations provide housing and 
shelter.

Colombia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Colombia in 2002, and a new law 
was adopted in 2005. This law has a wider defi-
nition of trafficking in persons than included in 
the UN Trafficking Protocol since the Colom-
bian law considers the consent of an adult irrel-
evant when defining situations of trafficking in 
persons. A national action plan was adopted in 
2005. 

Criminal justice response
Some police officers who are part of the Group 
for Sexual Crimes have special training to combat 
the smuggling of migrants and trafficking in 
persons. The Departamento Administrativo de 
Seguridad (DAS) also has a group specially 
trained for such investigations, operating under 
the direction of Interpol.  

The Fiscalía (Public Prosecutor´s Office) estab-
lished a National Unit of Human Rights in 
March 2007 focusing on trafficking in persons. 
Also in 2007, as part of the Estrategia Nacional 
de Lucha contra la Trata de Personas, the Minis-
try of Justice and Interior and the UNODC 
field office in Colombia implemented the Centro 
Operativo Anti-Trata de Personas (C.O.A.T.) in 
order to create and develop an elite group of 
public servants devoted to the prosecution of 
trafficking cases.

Three prosecutions for trafficking in persons 
were recorded in Colombia from 2003 to Sep-
tember 2007; two prosecutions were initiated in 
2005 and one in 2007 (up to September); and 
three convictions were recorded from 2003 to 
September 2007. 

Cases of trafficking in persons  Fig. 110: 
investigated in Colombia  
(2003-September 2007)

  

Source: Fiscalía General de la Nación

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 111: 
fied by State authorities in Colombia, 
by gender (2004-August 2007)

Source: Instituto Colombiano de Bienstar Social
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Additional information
The above figures on identified victims were 
provided by the Instituto Colombiano de Bien-
star Social (ICBF), a public institution charged 
with the protection of children and adolescents 
that also runs the public shelters for this age 
group.

In August 2007, the RITRA (Registro de Infor-
macíon de Trata de Personas) system was 
launched. This system collects information from 
the different institutions dealing with trafficking 
cases, whether from a criminal justice perspec-
tive or from those providing direct assistance. 

 

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 112: 
identified by State authorities in  
Colombia, by form of exploitation 
(2005-August 2007)

Source: Instituto Colombiano de Bienstar Social

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 113: 
fied by State authorities in Colombia, 
by country of citizenship (2005-August 
2007)

Source: Instituto Colombiano de Bienstar Social
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, temporary visas, and housing and 
shelter to victims of human trafficking. 
With funding from the State, some NGOs 
run shelters in Sucumbíos and Quito for 
minors who are victims of trafficking. Religious 
orders, such as Hermanas Adoratrices, provide 
housing for children and adolescent victims of 
sex trafficking in the cities of Lago Agrio, Cuenca 
and Santo Domingo.

Additional information
The National Witness/Victim Protection Pro-
gramme and the National Institute for Children 
and the Family (Instituto Nacional de La Niñez 
y la Familia, INNFA) identified child victims of 
trafficking during the reporting period. How-
ever, as the information has not yet been sys-
tematized, there are no statistics on identified 
victims of trafficking in Ecuador.

The National Institute for Children and the 
Family (Instituto Nacional de La Niñez y la 
Familia, INNFA) has also a fund to repatriate 
Ecuadorian minors trafficked abroad. A new 
shelter for child victims of trafficking is due to 
open in 2008 in the city of Machala. 

Ecuador
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Ecuador in 2005 but the legisla-
tion does not include “removal of organs” as 
purpose of trafficking. A national action plan for 
combating trafficking in persons and other 
forms of exploitation was adopted in 2006.

Criminal justice response
The National Police of Ecuador has a specific 
unit investigating child trafficking that is con-
nected to the Dirección Nacional de Policía 
Especializada en Niños, Niñas y Adolescentes 
(DINAPEN) and exists in four regions of the 
country. 

Between 2005 and the end of 2007, there were 
160 cases of various forms of sexual exploitation 
against children (child pornography, sex tour-
ism, etc.), including cases of trafficking in per-
sons. Over the same period, there were 10 
convictions for these offences, six in the capital 
of Quito and four in Machala, close to the Peru-
vian border. All cases were related to various 
forms of sexual exploitation, mostly with victims 
under 18 years of age. All persons convicted 
were citizens of Ecuador and received sentences 
ranging between six and 12 years detention.
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, medi-
cal and psychosocial support, and housing and 
shelter. Local NGOs offer housing and shelter. 

Additional information
Currently, there are two shelters funded by the 
State that receive minors who are victims of 
sexual violence, including human trafficking, 
and one shelter that receives adult victims. All 
victims of trafficking in persons identified and 
sheltered in 2005 and 2006 were Paraguayans 
returned from other countries. Since most vic-
tims were repatriated from Argentina, they were 
normally returned and provided with reintegra-
tion assistance by IOM-Buenos Aires. 

Paraguay
Institutional framework

Paraguay has a provision criminalizing 
the use of force or fraud to facilitate the 
entry or exit of a person from or to the 

country for the purpose of prostitution. 
This offence is used to prosecute some 
forms of trafficking in persons, but it does 

not cover internal trafficking and refers only 
to sexual exploitation. Draft legislation estab-
lishing the specific offence of trafficking in per-
sons is planned to enter into force in 2009. 
National action plans are in place relating to 
trafficking in persons for the sexual exploitation 
of children and adolescents and for child labor. 

Criminal justice response
Since 2005, the Public Prosecutor´s Office has 
created specialized units for sex crimes, poten-
tially including human trafficking cases.

Information related only to the capital of Asun-
cion indicates that there were 65 cases investi-
gated under the offence of facilitating the entry 
of prostitutes. Over the same period, 19 persons 
were investigated by the police for the same 
offence, prosecution was commenced against 11 
persons and seven persons were convicted − all 
those convicted were Paraguayan.
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Victims of  the offence “use of force or Fig. 114: 
fraud to facilitate the entry or exit of a 
person from or to the country for the 
purpose of prostitution” identified by 
State authorities in Paraguay, by age 
(2005-2006)

 

Source: Office of the Public Prosecutor
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Peru
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons for 
sexual exploitation has existed in Peru since 
2004. In January 2007, the criminal code was 
amended to expand the trafficking offence to 
include the other forms of exploitation listed in 
Article 3 of the UN Trafficking Protocol. A 
national plan of action was presented to the 
government in July 2007. 

Criminal justice response
A special investigative unit, the Departamento de 
Investigación contra la Trata de Personas e Inves-
tigaciones Especiales, was created in January 
2004. This unit has investigative responsibility at 
the national level for trafficking in persons. 

Four persons were prosecuted in 2006. In the 
same year, one Peruvian male was convicted for 
trafficking in persons for sexual exploitation and 
received a sentence of between five and 10 years 
detention. No other convictions were recorded 
between 2003 and 2006. 

Services provided to victims
State authorities and local NGOs provide legal 
protections, temporary visas, medical and psy-
chological support, and housing and shelters. 

Pe
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Cases of trafficking in persons  Fig. 115: 
investigated in Peru (2004-2007) 

 

Source: Capital Humano y Social Alternativo

Persons suspected of trafficking in Peru Fig. 116: 
(2003-September 2007)

 

Source: Capital Humano y Social Alternativo 
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Pe
ru

Additional information 
The RETA system was developed in the early 
years of this decade. This system includes a data-
bank that centralizes information on victims and 
traffickers from the different authorities and 
actors, including NGOs, dealing with traffick-
ing in persons.

All the victims identified in 2005 and 2006 were 
trafficked for sexual exploitation. There is no 
clear information concerning the destination of 
the reported victims, but it appears that a sig-
nificant portion of them were trafficked inter-
nally.

Victims of trafficking in persons identified by State authorities in Peru, by age  Fig. 117: 
(2004-January 2008)

 

Source: Polícia Nacional del Perú/Sistema RETA

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 118: 
fied by State authorities in Peru, by 
country of citizenship (2005-2006)

Source: Polícia Nacional del Perú/Sistema RETA
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Additional information 
The Australian Government’s Office for Women, 
manages the Support for Victims of People Traf-
ficking Program. From the inception of the Pro-
gram in 2004 until October 2008, all victims 
identified have been adults. All but fours victims 
identified and receiving support through the 
Program between 2004 and October 2008, were 
trafficked for sexual exploitation; the remaining 
four victims were trafficked for forced labour in 
construction, hospitality and domestic work.

The AFP cooperates with a number of law 
enforcement agencies in the region on people 
trafficking and child sex tourism investigations.  
For example, the AFP works closely with the 
Royal Thai Police Crimes Against Child Juvenile 
and Women Division in relation to human traf-
ficking and child sex tourism investigations. 

The AFP Bangkok office also works closely with 
the Thai Department of Social Development 
and Welfare, on issues ranging from the referral 
of intelligence of suspected victims through to 
the management of victims providing evidence 
as witnesses in Australian and Thai trials. 
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Persons placed on the Government’s Fig. 124: 
victims support in Australia, by gender 
(2004-November 2008) 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide temporary stay permits 
for victims of trafficking. No victims were iden-
tified by authorities in Brunei Darussalam 
during the period covered by this report.

Brunei Darussalam
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in per-
sons was established in Brunei Darus-

salam in 2004. 

Criminal justice response
The Immigration Department and Royal 

Customs and Excise are in 
charge of investigating any 
alleged offences commit-
ted under the trafficking in 

persons law.

There were no investiga-
tions, prosecutions or 
convictions recorded 
in Brunei Darussalam 

during the reporting 
period. 
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Additional information
According to the Indonesian National Task 
Force to Combat Trafficking in Persons, identi-
fied victims were mostly Indonesians and were 
mostly returned from other countries in the 
region. Exact figures on the nationality and the 
countries from where victims were repatriated 
were unavailable.

There were no data available to UNODC con-
cerning the numbers of convicted offenders, but 
authorities reported that most of the traffickers 
were Indonesians. Foreigners convicted for traf-
ficking-related crimes in 2007 were from the 
Middle East and other Asian countries.

IOM reported that it assisted 2,273 victims of 
trafficking between March 2005 and April 2007. 
Most of these victims were adult women and, to 
a lesser extent, girls. About 130 adult men and 
100 boys were assisted by IOM during the same 
period. The majority of victims (1,312) were 
exploited as domestic workers, 352 for forced 
prostitution and the rest for different forms of 
forced labour. Most victims were returned from 
neighbouring East Asian countries. About 480 
were victims of internal trafficking, while 67 of 
the victims assisted by IOM during this period 
were repatriated from the Middle East and other 
East Asian countries. 
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Victims identified by the police in Indo-Fig. 130: 
nesia, by age and gender (2003-2007)

Source: Indonesian National Task Force to Combat  
Trafficking in Persons

Victims sheltered in Indonesia by age, Fig. 131: 
(2005-May 2008)

Source: Indonesian National Task Force to Combat Traffick-
ing in Persons 
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Additional information
The Mongolian Gender Equality Centre 
(MGEC) is an NGO established in Mongolia in 
2002. MGEC provides legal and psychological 
assistance to victims of sexual abuse, exploita-
tion and human trafficking. The “presumed vic-
tims” in the charts above refer to persons, very 
likely trafficking victims, receiving various types 
of assistance from the MGEC.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection for 
victims of trafficking. NGOs offer legal protec-
tion, medical and psychosocial support, and 
housing and shelter.

Presumed victims of trafficking in persons assisted by the NGO MGEC in Mongolia, by type  Fig. 142: 
of exploitation (2003-2007)

Source: Mongolian Gender Equality Centre

Presumed victims of trafficking in persons assisted by the NGO MGEC (2003-2007) Fig. 143: 

Source: Mongolian Gender Equality Centre
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Thai victims trafficked abroad and repat-Fig. 158: 
riated, identified by State authorities  
(2003-2007) 

Source: Bureau of Anti-Trafficking in Women and Children
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
support, housing and shelter, and vocational 
training for victims of trafficking. 

Foreign victims identified by State Fig. 155: 
authorities in Thailand, by country of  
citizenship (2005-2007) (Might include 
also other persons in need)

Source: Department of Social Development and Welfare

Foreign victims identified by State  Fig. 156: 
authorities in Thailand, by age (October 
2006-December 2007) (Might include 
also other persons in need) 

 

Source: Department of Social Development and Welfare

Foreign victims identified by State au-Fig. 157: 
thorities in Thailand, by type of exploi-
tation (October 2006-December 2007) 
(Might include also other persons in 
need) 

Source: Department of Social Development and Welfare
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 Additional information
Thailand adopted three different referral mecha-
nisms for victims of trafficking in persons: one 
at the provincial level; one in foreign countries; 
and one at the central level. At the provincial 
level, centres of the Department of Social Devel-
opment and Welfare are in charge of screening 
victims of trafficking and referring them to one 
of seven main shelters. Abroad, the embassies of 
Thailand are the operational centres, and the 
Bureau of Anti-Trafficking in Women and Chil-
dren is in charge at the central level for identify-
ing victims of trafficking in persons. 

The statistics used in the charts above that refer 
to foreign victims identified by State authorities 
were provided by the Foreign Women and Chil-
dren Trafficked Victims Section of the Depart-
ment of Social Development and Welfare. These 
numbers might also include a small portion of 
persons in general need in addition to traffick-
ing victims. For instance, from October 2006 to 
December 2007, about 15% of the persons 
reported above were not trafficking victims. 

The statistics used in the charts above that refer 
to Thai victims trafficked abroad and identified 
by State authorities were provided by the Bureau 
of Anti-Trafficking in Women and Children.

Thai victims trafficked abroad, identified Fig. 159: 
by State authorities by area of repatriation 
(2005-2007) 

Source: Bureau of Anti-Trafficking in Women and Children
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide temporary stay per-
mits, medical and psychosocial support, and 
housing and shelter for victims of trafficking. 
NGOs provide medical and psychosocial sup-
port, and housing and shelter.

Statistics on victims were very limited. Authori-
ties reported the number of victims officially 
returned from China (422 in 2007), which is 
only a part of the total number of victims repat-
riated.  

Additional information
Social support centres were established in most 
of the border provinces to receive and take ini-
tial care of victims returned from foreign coun-
tries. The border check posts (reception centres 
of border guards) also provide accommodation 
for temporary stays for victims when they are 
released. 

There are over 100 Social Aid Centres, but only 
a few at the border areas have room for victims 
of trafficking. These centres are in the following 
border provinces: Lao Cai, Quang Ninh, Lang 
Son, Yien Bai, Ho Chi Minh City, An Giang 
and Can Tho. 

Persons convicted for trafficking in Fig. 163: 
women and children in Viet Nam (2003-
2007)
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Afghanistan
Institutional  

framework
The specific offence of traf-

ficking in persons does not exist in the 
legislation of Afghanistan. A draft law on 

trafficking in persons was expected to be 
submitted to Parliament in 2008. 

Criminal justice response
Special units to combat trafficking in per-

sons were created within the police departments 
in all provinces in Afghanistan. In practice, these 
units so far have dealt mainly with kidnapping. 
A new anti-trafficking section within the Crimi-
nal Investigation Directorate was established as 
a coordinating body in 2007. 

Due to the absence of a specific law, no prosecu-
tions and no convictions were recorded in 
Afghanistan for trafficking in persons during the 
reporting period. The criminal justice system 
has used various articles of the penal code to 
prosecute some forms of trafficking in persons, 
including the kidnapping of minors. About 370 
persons − 315 men and 55 women − were con-
victed of trafficking-related offences in 2005, 
and 393 persons − 371 men and 22 women − 
were convicted of trafficking-related offences in 
2006.

Services provided to victims
The State provides legal consultation and advo-
cacy, medical and psychological support, and 
treatment as well as clothing and transportation. 
Local NGOs and international organizations, 
such as IOM, provide legal assistance, housing 
and shelter, and medical and psychosocial sup-
port.

Af
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The following countries are covered in this 
section: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, 
India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri 
Lanka. 

Any missing information concerning the 
region was either not available or not accessed 
by UNODC.
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Victims of offences related to trafficking Fig. 165: 
in persons identified by State authori-
ties in Afghanistan, by age and gender 
(2005-2006) 

Source: Criminal Investigation Directorate of the Ministry of 
the Interior
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Additional information
A referral mechanism for victims of trafficking 
was established and includes the Ministry of the 
Interior, the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and 
the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. These 
ministries refer cases to IOM in order to provide 
victims with the necessary assistance. The Min-
istry of Women’s Affairs has four shelters to 
accommodate women in situations of distress. 
IOM is opening a shelter for child victims of 
trafficking in 2008.

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 166: 
sheltered by IOM in Afghanistan, by 
form of exploitation (2005-2007) 

Source: IOM-Kabul
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equal proportion. The Thengamar Mohila Sabuj 
Sangha (TMSS) sheltered about 81 victims in 
three years (2005-2007), and the Dhaka Ahsania 
Mission (DAM) sheltered 60 victims in 2006. 
The Bangladesh National Women Lawyers’ 
Association (BNWLA) sheltered 15,000 female 
victims of sexual abuse, including trafficking 

Bangladesh
Institutional framework
The Suppression of Immoral Traffic Act was 

introduced in Bangladesh 
in 1933. The law that is 
most widely used in 
the context of human 

trafficking, the Prevention 
of  Repress ion against 

Women and Children Act 
(2000), deals only with the trafficking 

of women and children for prostitution 
and other ‘immoral’ purposes. The Govern-
ment of Bangladesh established action plans 

for the protection of children, including 
trafficking in children: the National Plan 
of Action for Children 2004-2009 and 

the National Plan of Action Plan against 
Sexual Abuse and Exploitation of Children.

Criminal justice response
The Police Monitoring Cell for Combating Traf-
ficking in Women and Children in the Bangla-
desh police headquarters was established in 
2004. This law enforcement body consists of a 
team of about 15 police officers collecting infor-
mation and statistics related to trafficking.

Services provided to victims
State authorities and NGOs provide legal pro-
tection, medical and psychosocial support, hous-
ing and shelter as well as rehabilitation and 
vocational training for victims of trafficking in 
persons. 

According to the “Bangladesh Country Report 
on Combating Trafficking in Women and Chil-
dren”, 208 victims of trafficking in persons were 
identified by State authorities. These victims 
included 96 women, 86 children and 17 men.

Four NGOs provided information concerning 
victims of trafficking sheltered in Bangladesh 
during the reporting period. The Association for 
Community Development (ACD) reportedly 
sheltered from 20 to 30 victims of trafficking in 
persons per year between 2003 and 2007. The 
victims were males and females in approximately 
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Persons accused of trafficking in persons Fig. 168: 
in Bangladesh (March 2005-March 
2007)

Source: Police Monitoring Cell

Persons arrested for trafficking in per-Fig. 169: 
sons in Bangladesh (March 2005-March 
2007)

Source: Police Monitoring Cell
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victims, in three years (2005-2007). Most of the 
ACD and DAM victims sheltered in 2005 and 
2006 were trafficked to the border belt areas of 
Bangladesh, and fewer were trafficked to India.

Persons convicted for trafficking in per-Fig. 170: 
sons in Bangladesh (March 2005-March 
2007)

Source: Police Monitoring Cell

Cases of trafficking in persons in Bang-Fig. 171: 
ladesh concluded with a conviction 
(March 2004-March 2007)

Source: Police Monitoring Cell
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Services provided to victims
State authorities, NGOs and international 
organizations provide legal protection, medical 
and psychosocial support, and housing and shel-
ter for victims of trafficking in persons. 

There are some shelter homes run by large 
NGOs that can technically house trafficking 
victims. According to the NGO Respect, Edu-
cate, Nurture and Empower Women (RENEW), 
there is one temporary shelter home for emer-
gency protection for adolescent girls and women 
victims of violence and abuse, which provides 
counseling and care services. The total capacity 
of this home is eight to 10 women. Since its 
establishment, the home has provided services to 
49 vulnerable persons/victims of abuse and vio-
lence, including two victims of trafficking. In 
addition to this shelter, another bigger home is 
in the planning stages with support from the 
Government of India. Also a crisis centre was 
under construction in 2007. 

Bhutan
Institutional framework
Since 2004, the Penal Code of Bhutan (Section 

154) classifies trafficking 
a person “for any pur-
pose” as an offence. 
New provisions under 

the proposed Immoral 
Trafficking Act are to be 

endorsed by the National 
Assembly. A draft National Plan of 

Action on Gender with a section specifi-
cally dealing with violence against women 
was pending with the competent authori-

ties in 2008. 

Criminal justice response
The Royal Bhutan Police established a Woman 
and Child Protection Unit in January 2006. The 
unit initially included 16 police officers. It was 
set up in Thimphu and is planned to spread its 
network throughout the country through women 
and children desks in district police stations. 
The unit works with NGOs and the National 
Commission on Women and Children 
(NCWC).

No investigations, prosecutions or convictions 
were recorded for trafficking in persons in 
Bhutan from 2003 to 2006.
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Persons convicted for trafficking in persons in India, under the ITPA (2003-2006)Fig. 174: 
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Persons prosecuted in India for offences related to trafficking in persons, under other sections of Fig. 175: 
the penal code (2003-2006) 
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Persons convicted in India for offences related to trafficking in persons, under other sections of Fig. 176: 
the penal code(2003-2006)

Source: National Crime Records Burea
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The information is compiled, analysed and pub-
lished in the form of annual reports.

As far as the data on victims of trafficking in 
persons are concerned, not all states have formal 
mechanisms in place for referring identified traf-
ficking victims to the relevant agencies that pro-
vide support services; however, there are informal 
mechanisms in some cases. 

There is no centralized database of victims of 
trafficking. Some states have stored information 
under this heading, consisting of the numbers of 
trafficking victims in state (government) shelter 
homes, while others have a combination of fig-
ures from various homes, beneficiaries of various 
government schemes and information received 
from the police on victims rescued. 

Services provided to victims
Under various government programmes, legal 
protection, medical and psychosocial support, 
shelter, education and training, and rehabilita-
tion are provided to victims of trafficking in 
persons. These services are often offered in coor-
dination with NGOs, which implement the 
projects. The international agencies in the region 
primarily provide funding and technical sup-
port. 

The Ministry of Women and Child Develop-
ment (MWCD) in 2001-2002 launched a 
‘Swadhar’ scheme aimed at benefiting women in 
difficult circumstances, including girls and 
women victims of trafficking. According to the 
MWCD, 300 to 500 Swadhar and short-stay 
homes gave shelter to more than 20,000 women 
in need, including trafficking victims, in all of 
India during the reporting period. In 2005, the 
number of women taken care of was about 
26,000 and in 2006, the number was 21,000. 
The services in a number of these homes are 
provided by NGOs or NGOs run the homes 
under these schemes. In addition to these gov-
ernment homes, a number of NGOs also run 
smaller shelters or transit facilities, but no com-
prehensive consolidated numbers were available 
from most of the state governments. Informal 
discussions with civil society indicated that there 
were inadequate shelters – both in terms of the 
number of homes available and the facilities 
available within the homes – for trafficking vic-
tims. 

UNODC was able to collect some information 
concerning victims of trafficking for a few Indian 
states as shown in the following charts. This 
information is not meant to be exhaustive and 
does not represent the situation for the entire 
country.

Additional information 
The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) 
was established in 1986 and is the central agency 
responsible for the maintenance of crime-related 
records at the national level. The NCRB receives 
information from the various State Crime 
Records Bureaus and other relevant agencies. 

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 177: 
tered in Andhra Pradesh, by form of 
exploitation (2005-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 178: 
fied by authorities in Kerala, by form of 
exploitation (2005-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 179: 
fied by authorities in Karnataka, by form 
of exploitation (2005-2007
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 180: 
fied by authorities in Kerala, by area of 
origin (2005-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 181: 
fied by authorities in Karnataka, by area 
of origin (2005-2006)

Source: Karnataka Women and Child Development Depart-
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Victims of trafficking in persons identified by authorities in Maharashtra, by area of origin Fig. 182: 
(2005-2007)

Source: Commission of Women and Child Development, Pune, Maharashtra
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Services provided to victims
There are no specific programmes for the pro-
tection and support of victims of trafficking. 
However, there are programmes that deal gener-
ally with victims of violence.

Maldives
Institutional framework

The specif ic offence of trafficking in per-
sons does not exist in 
the national legislation 
of the Maldives. There 
is a law in place that 

bars children below the 
age of 14 from paid or 

hazardous work. In addi-
tion, sexual exploitation and 

prostitution is illegal and subject to 
stringent religious and societal sanctions.  

Criminal justice response
All major investigative crimes, including 
possible human trafficking episodes, are 

handled by the Serious Crimes Unit.

Because of the absence of a specific provision on 
human trafficking, no prosecutions or convic-
tions were recorded for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period. According to the 
Maldives police, the number of sexual offences 
reported over the past six years ranged between 
80 and 422 cases.
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in 2005-2006. Convic-
tions of cases of traffick-
ing in persons in the 
Supreme Court numbered 
11 in 2002-2003, 17 in 
2003-2004, 16 in 2004-
2005 and four in 2005-2006.

There are no consolidated numbers on the 
nationalities of trafficking victims, but 
according to the National Rapporteur on Traf-
ficking, available information indicates that 
almost all the victims were from Nepal. In addi-
tion, trafficking for commercial sexual exploita-
tion was the most frequent form of exploitation 
recorded during the reporting period, followed 
by forced labour. Other forms of exploitation 
detected included slavery, sexual slavery and 
forced labour for the circus.

Nepal
Institutional framework
The Human Trafficking Control Act was estab-
lished in Nepal in 1986. The Parliament of 
Nepal passed a new law, the Human Trafficking 
(Control) Act, in 2007. This 2007 Act is deemed 
to be more comprehensive and incorporates pro-
visions for the protection and rehabilitation of 
victims of trafficking. In addition to the Human 
Trafficking (Control) Act, other laws can be 
used to punish various forms of trafficking 
exploitation, like forced labour, slavery and 
bonded labour. The National Plan of Action 
(NPA) against Trafficking in Children and 
Women for Sexual and Labour Exploitation was 
developed in 1998 and approved in 1999. The 
NPA was reviewed in 2001 for the addition of 
new issues and cross-cutting themes.

Criminal justice response
Specific law enforcement agencies against traf-
ficking in women and children are part of the 
Women and Children Service Centre (WCSC), 
the Immigration Office, Interpol and the courts 
of Nepal. The WCSC, located in police head-
quarters in Kathmandu, also is responsible for 
collating information relating to crimes against 
women and children, including trafficking. As 
of February 2008, the WCSC had 128 staff at 
headquarters and 25 centres around the coun-
try.

Services provided to victims
State authorities and NGOs provide legal pro-
tection, medical and psychosocial support, and 
housing and shelter for victims of trafficking in 
persons. 

Additional information 
The government runs shelter homes in coordi-
nation with some of the larger NGOs. There are 
a number of informal mechanisms by which 
various agencies collaborate. 

There were 29 convictions of cases of trafficking 
in persons in appellate courts in 2002-2003, 
four in 2003-2004, 11 in 2004-2005 and nine 
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Convictions of trafficking in persons in Nepal  (July 2002-July 2006)Fig. 185: 
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Victims of trafficking in persons identified by State authorities in Nepal, by gender and age Fig. 186: 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities and NGOs provide legal pro-
tection, medical and psychosocial support, and 
housing and shelter for victims of trafficking in 
persons. 

Additional information
There are no clear statistics on the number of 
victims identified by State authorities. However, 
most (if not all) victims are Sri Lankan, accord-
ing to the Ministry of Child Development and 
Women’s Empowerment, the Sri Lanka Bureau 
of Foreign Employment and informal informa-
tion from NGOs. 

Shelters are available for victims of trafficking as 
well as for persons in general need. These shel-
ters do not have information specifically on 
human trafficking victims but include all vic-
tims who might have received shelter.

Sri Lanka
Institutional framework

Sri Lanka has had specific provisions in 
place criminalizing traf-
f icking in persons 
since 1995. The Con-
vention on Preventing 

and Combating Traffick-
ing in Women and Chil-

dren for Prostitution Act 
was introduced in 2005 and 

amended in 2006 in order to criminal-
ize all the forms of trafficking listed in 
Article 3 of the UN Trafficking Protocol.

Criminal justice response
The police department has a Women 

and Child Bureau in Colombo. This bureau 
handles cases specifically dealing with women 
and children, including victims of trafficking in 
persons. According to the police department’s 
website, there are 36 Women and Child Bureau 
Desks operating in Sri Lanka. 

Fourteen cases of trafficking in persons were 
recorded by the police in 2005 and 35 were 
recorded in 2006. Through June 2007, 16 cases 
were reported for that year. There were no con-
victions for trafficking in persons in Sri Lanka 
between 2005 and June 2007.
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Armenia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Armenia in 2003. The new 
National Plan of Action on Combating Traffick-
ing in Persons for 2007-2009 was approved in 
December 2007 and followed the previous 
national action plan for 2004–2006.

Criminal justice response
A special police unit on trafficking and illegal 
migration under the Department against Organ-
ized Crime was created in 2005. Trafficking in 
persons and related offences are dealt with 
chiefly by this department. 

The following countries are covered in this 
section: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the 
Republic of Moldova, the Russian Federa-
tion, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan 
and Ukraine. 

Any missing information concerning the 
region was either  
unavailable 
or not 
accessed by 
UNODC. 

Persons prosecuted for trafficking in per-Fig. 189: 
sons in Armenia, by gender (2003-2006)
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Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 190: 
sons in Armenia, by gender (2003-2006)

 Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Additional information
All the persons convicted of trafficking in per-
sons in 2005-2006 were Armenian except one, 
who was a citizen from another country of the 
region.

The Armenian victims sheltered were repatriated 
from Southern Europe, the Middle East and 
other countries of Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia. Foreign victims were trafficked and 
exploited in Armenia.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protections, med-
ical and psychological support, and housing and 
shelter services. Local NGOs provide housing 
and shelter, medical and psychological support, 
and legal assistance to victims.

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 192: 
fied by State authorities in Armenia, by 
gender and age (2004-2006)

 Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 193: 
tered by NGOs in Armenia, by gender 
and age (2003-March 2007)

 

Source: Victims of trafficking assisted in Armenia, UNDP
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Age, type of exploitation and citizenship of victims sheltered by NGOs (2003-March 2007)Fig. 194: 

Source: Victims of trafficking assisted in Armenia, UNDP
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 198: 
fied by State authorities in Azerbaijan, 
by gender and age (2006-2007)

 

Source: Ministry of the Interior

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 199: 
fied by State authorities in Azerbaijan, 
by type of exploitation (2006-2007)

Source: Ministry of the Interior

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 200: 
fied by State authorities in Azerbaijan, 
by citizenship (2006-2007)

Source: Ministry of the Interior

Azeri victims of trafficking in persons Fig. 201: 
identified by State authorities in Azerba-
ijan, by area of repatriation (2005-2006)

Source: Ministry of the Interior
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Additional information
Almost all those convicted were involved in traf-
ficking for sexual exploitation, and one was 
involved in trafficking for forced labour. Most of 
the Azeri victims identified were returned from 
other countries and many were victims of inter-
nal trafficking. One State-funded shelter for 
victims of trafficking, with the capacity to assist 
50 victims, was opened in October 2006. 

Victims sheltered by the NGO Clean Fig. 202: 
World in Azerbaijan, by gender and age 
(2004-2007)

 Source: Clean World and IOM
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Belarus
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Belarus in 1999, and the law was 
amended in 2005 to increase the liability for this 
crime. The specific offence of trafficking in per-
sons is criminalized by the article 181 of the 
criminal code. In addition, other articles of the 
criminal code are also used to prosecute traffick-
ing cases, namely the offences of “exploitation of 
prostitution” and “involvement in the exploita-
tion of prostitution” (article 171), the offence of 
“stealing persons” (article 182), and “illegal 
actions directed to job placement abroad” (arti-
cle 187). Furthermore, the articles 173 (the 
involvement of minor in anti-social behaviour) 
and article 343 (the diffusion of pornographic 
materials) might be used in trafficking in per-
sons cases. A national action plan was adopted 
for 2008-2011, following a previous action plan 
covering 2002-2007. 

Criminal justice response
The Department for Drug Control and Preven-
tion of Trafficking in Persons was established 
within the Ministry of the Interior. The depart-
ment includes a number of special units and 
operates at the national, regional and district 
levels. 

The following statistics refer to the specific 
offence of Trafficking in Persons (article 181) 
and to the related offences of “exploitation of 
prostitution” and “involvement in the exploita-
tion of prostitution” (article 171), the offence of 
“stealing persons” (article 182), and “illegal 
actions directed to job placement abroad” (arti-
cle 187). 

Persons prosecuted for trafficking in Fig. 204: 
persons and related offences in Belarus 
(2003-2006)
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church bodies, NGOs, international organiza-
tions, consular staff and other involved parties, 
who then refer them to the relevant organization 
providing reintegration assistance.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protections, tem-
porary visas, and medical and psychological sup-
port. Local NGOs and international organizations 
provide housing and shelter, medical and psy-
chological support, and legal assistance to vic-
tims. Victims are identified by State agencies, 

Be
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Persons convicted for trafficking in Fig. 206: 
persons and related offences in Belarus 
(2003-2006)
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Number of crimes registered for traffick-Fig. 207: 
ing in persons and related offences in 
Belarus (2003-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 210: 
fied by State authorities in Belarus, by 
age (2003-2006)

 

Source: Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of  
Belarus

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 211: 
fied by State authorities in Belarus, by 
form of exploitation (2003-2006)

 Source: Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of 
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State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary visas, medical and psychological support, 
and housing and shelter. Local NGOs provide 
legal assistance to victims.

 

Georgia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Georgia in 2003, and a new provi-
sion entered into force in June 2007. A national 
action plan was adopted in 2006. 

Criminal justice response
A Division to Combat Trafficking in Persons 
and Illegal Migration within the Ministry of the 
Interior was established in 2005. A special inter-
agency commission for the coordination of 
activities against human trafficking and efficient 
implementation of the action plan, headed by 
the Prosecutor-General of Georgia, was estab-
lished by the National Security Council on 1 
February 2005. 

Services provided to victims

Ge
or

gia

Georgia
Institutional framework

Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 212: 
persons in Georgia, by gender (2005-
2006) 

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Persons prosecuted for trafficking in per-Fig. 213: 
sons in Georgia, by gender (2005-2006)

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 214: 
sons in Georgia, by gender (2005-2006)

 

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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2007) that serves Eastern Georgia. Each shelter 
can accommodate 10 victims. Over the course 
of 2007, 15 persons were assisted in these shel-
ters, including three children (whose parents 
were victims of trafficking); 11 of the victims 
were Georgian and four were citizens of other 
countries in the region. 

Additional information 
Most of the Georgian victims were repatriated 
from Southern Europe and the Middle East. 
Eight of these victims were subjected to internal 
trafficking. 

During the reporting period, two shelters were 
in place in Georgia for victims of trafficking in 
persons; one in Western Georgia (Batumi, 
opened in 2006) and one in Tbilisi (opened in 
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Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 215: 
sons in Georgia, by form of exploitation 
(2005-2006)

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 216: 
fied by State authorities in Georgia, by 
gender and age (2005-2006)

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 217: 
fied by State authorities in Georgia, by 
form of exploitation (2005-2006)

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 218: 
fied by State authorities in Georgia, by 
country of citizenship (2005-2006)

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Kazakhstan
Institutional 

framework
The specif ic 
offence of traf-
ficking in per-

sons was established in Kazakhstan in 2006. 
That same year, the government adopted a 
national action plan against trafficking in per-
sons. Prior to 2006, Article 128 of the criminal 
code (“recruitment of persons for the purpose of 
exploitation”) and Article 133 (“trade in minors”) 
were used to prosecute some forms of trafficking 
in persons.

Criminal justice response
A special anti-human trafficking unit was estab-
lished within the Criminal Police Committee of 
the Ministry of the Interior. In total, 45 officers 
from various police units were engaged in sup-
pressing trafficking-related offences during the 
reporting period.
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That same year, the government 
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Persons prosecuted for offences related Fig. 219: 
to trafficking in persons in Kazakhstan, 
by gender (2003-2006)

Source: Ministry of the Interior

Persons convicted of offences related to Fig. 220: 
trafficking in persons in Kazakhstan 
(2003-2006)

 Source: Ministry of the Interior

Sanctions for offences related to traf-Fig. 221: 
ficking in persons in Kazakhstan (2003-
2006)

 Source: Ministry of the Interior
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Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 222: 
tered by the NGO Rodnik in Kaza-
khstan, by age and gender (2005-2007)

Source: Rodnik

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 223: 
tered by the NGO Rodnik in Kaza-
khstan, by form of exploitation (2005-
2007)

Source: Rodnik

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 224: 
tered by the NGO Rodnik in Kaza-
khstan, by country of citizenship  
(2005-2007)

 

Source: Rodnik
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tered by the NGO Women’s Resource 
Centre, by age and gender (2005-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 227: 
tered by the NGO Women’s Resource 
Centre, by form of exploitation (2005-
2006)

Source: Women’s Resource Centre

Services provided to victims
The State provides legal protection and tempo-
rary stay permits for victims of trafficking in 
persons. Local NGOs provide legal assistance, 
and medical and psychosocial support while 
international organizations provide legal assist-
ance, housing and shelter, and medical and psy-
chosocial support.

Additional information
Eight Kazakhs were convicted of trafficking in 
persons in 2006, as were three more offenders 
from other parts of the region. 

In 2005 and 2006, 14 of the Kazakh victims 
sheltered by two NGOs were repatriated from 
the Middle East and one was repatriated from 
Southern Europe. The other 20 victims were 
subject to internal trafficking. A third NGO, 
Sana Sezim, reportedly have sheltered six Uzbeks 
in the Southern Kazakhstan Oblast in 2008. 
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Kyrgyzstan
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Kyrgyzstan in 2003, and the leg-
islation was amended in 2005 in order to crimi-
nalize all forms of trafficking as listed in Article 
3 of the UN Trafficking Protocol. Prior to 2003, 
only the recruitment of persons for the purpose 
of sexual or other exploitation committed 
through deception was a criminal offence. A 
draft State Programme to Combat Trafficking in 
Persons (2008-2010) was under consideration 
by the government in 2008.

Criminal justice response
A special unit to combat kidnapping, trafficking 
in persons and crimes against foreign nationals 
was established in 2004 under the Criminal 
Investigation Department of the Ministry of the 
Interior. In 2005, a special sector within the 
State Committee on Migration and Employ-
ment was established to combat the smuggling 
of and trafficking in persons.

Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 228: 
persons in Kyrgyzstan (2003-2007)
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Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 229: 
persons in Kyrgyzstan, by gender (2007)
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking in  Fig. 230: 
persons in Kyrgyzstan (2005-2006)
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Regions from which victims of traffick-Fig. 234: 
ing in persons sheltered by IOM were 
returned (2005-2006)

Source: IOM-Kyrgyzstan

Victims of trafficking in persons shel-Fig. 233: 
tered by IOM, by country of citizenship 
(2005-2006)

Source: IOM-Kyrgyzstan

Services provided to victims
The State provides legal protection, temporary 
stay permits and housing for victims of traffick-
ing in persons. Local NGOs and international 
organizations offer legal assistance, housing and 
shelter, medical and psychological support, and 
vocational training. Victims of trafficking are 
referred to relevant NGOs or shelters by IOM or 
its partner NGOs, law enforcement agencies or 
the State Committee on Migration and Employ-
ment.
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Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 231: 
sons in Kyrgyzstan (2005-2006)

 Source: Ministry of the Interior
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fied by State authorities in Kyrgyzstan 
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Moldova
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Moldova in 2001, and the legisla-
tion was amended in 2005 to criminalize all 
forms of trafficking as listed in Article 3 of the 
UN Trafficking Protocol. The amended legisla-
tion contemplates a specific provision for traf-
ficking in children. A national action plan was 
adopted in 2005.

Criminal justice response
A special section for combating trafficking in 
persons was established within the Ministry of 
the Interior in 2000. A specific unit on traffick-
ing in persons was created in 2005 within the 
structure of the Office of the Prosecutor-Gen-
eral, and the Centre on the Fight against Traf-
ficking in Persons was established in the same 
year. The centre is a specialized body of prosecu-
tors, investigators, analysts and support person-
nel created to combat trafficking in persons. The 
total number of police personnel involved in 
anti-trafficking activities ranged from 50 to 100 
officers in 2007.
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Cases of trafficking in persons investi-Fig. 235: 
gated in Moldova (2002-2007) 
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gated in Moldova (2003-2007)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protections, med-
ical and psychosocial support, and housing serv-
ices. Local NGOs and international organizations 
offer housing and shelter, medical and psychoso-
cial support, and legal assistance to the victims. 
The Ministry of Family, Youth and Children 
coordinates victim identification, reintegration 
and rehabilitation through multi-disciplinary 
teams consisting of representatives from differ-
ent State authorities and NGOs set up in each 
district.

Additional information
During the reporting period, about 10 cases of 
trafficking for the purpose of organ removal 
were investigated in Moldova. 

Most of the victims sheltered by IOM are women 
and girls. Thirteen men were sheltered in 2005-
2006.

Areas from which Moldavian victims Fig. 238: 
identified by State authorities were  
returned (2007)
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Victims of trafficking in persons sheltered by IOM in Moldova (2003-2006)Fig. 239: 
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Victims of trafficking in persons sheltered by IOM in Moldova, by form of exploitation  Fig. 240: 
(2005-2006)

 

Source: IOM-Moldova

Areas from which Moldavian victims sheltered by IOM were returned (2005-2006)Fig. 241: 

Source: IOM-Moldova
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A rehabilitation centre for victims of trafficking 
(Russian nationals who have returned from des-
tination countries and citizens of Eastern Europe, 
Central Asia and other countries who are 
exploited in Russia) was opened in April 2007 in 
Moscow offering comprehensive medical and 
psychological assistance and other services. The 
centre is able to assist 19 persons at a time. 
Eleven specialists work at the centre, including a 
doctor/therapist, a psychologist, a social worker, 
a nurse and technicians. 

Cases of forcing to engage in prostitu-Fig. 244: 
tion (art.240) detected in the Russian 
Federation (2006-2007)
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Tajikistan
Institutional 

framework
T h e  s p e c i f i c 
offence of traf-

ficking in persons 
was established in Tajikistan in 2004 and 
the law was amended in January 2008 to also 
include trafficking for the purpose of organ 
removal. In 2006, the government adopted a 
national action plan against trafficking in per-
sons for 2006-2010.

Criminal justice response
The special Unit to Combat Racketeering, Kid-
napping and Human Trafficking was established 
in April 2004 as part of the Department for the 
Fight against Organized Crime within the Min-
istry of the Interior. In 2007, the unit had about 
17 full-time police officers. 
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Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 245: 
persons in Tajikistan (2004-2006)
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking in Fig. 246: 
persons in Tajikistan, by gender (2004-
2006)

Source: Office of the Prosecutor-General
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tims of sexual exploitation. IOM-Tajikistan 
sheltered victims of trafficking in persons in 
2005 and 2006; all were Tajik, mostly women 
but also men and children.

The Inter-Ministerial Commission on Combat-
ing Human Trafficking under the Government 
of Tajikistan, together with IOM and some 
NGO partners, recently established a provisional 
referral mechanism.

Services provided to victims
The State provides legal protection and medical 
and psychosocial support for victims of traffick-
ing in persons. Local NGOs provide medical 
and psychosocial support, while international 
organizations provide legal assistance, housing 
and shelter, and medical and psychosocial sup-
port. 

Additional information
In 2005 and 2006, all those convicted of traf-
ficking in persons offences were Tajik citizens. 
Victims of trafficking identified by State author-
ities in 2005 and 2006 were all Tajik citizens 
returned from the Middle East and all were vic-
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Sanctions for trafficking in persons in Fig. 248: 
Tajikistan (2004-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 249: 
fied by State authorities in Tajikistan, by 
age and gender (2005-2006)
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Services provided to victims
There is no official referral mechanism in place 
for victims of trafficking in persons. 

Between 2003 and 2006, there were no victims 
of trafficking in persons identified by State 
authorities.

A registered NGO conducted prevention and 
sheltering activities for trafficking victims during 
the reporting period. All victims sheltered in 
2005 and 2006 were adult Turkmen citizens 
returned from abroad. Four women were shel-
tered in 2005, and seven women and one man 
in 2006. Three of them were trafficked for forced 
labour (in 2006) and the remaining were traf-
ficked for sexual exploitation.

Turkmenistan
Institutional 

framework
A law on com-
bating traffick-

ing in persons 
was adopted in Turkmenistan and entered 
into force in December 2007, but the law does 
not specifically establish trafficking in persons as 
an offence. 

Criminal justice response
Turkmenistan has no specific police unit for 
combating trafficking in persons, though the 
State Service for Registration of Foreigners 
(SSRF) is the de facto leading agency on com-
bating trafficking in persons.

During the reporting period, no prosecutions 
and no convictions for trafficking in persons 
were recorded in Turkmenistan. One case of 
sexual exploitation was prosecuted in 2005 and 
concluded with a conviction.  

Institu
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victims. In 
add i t i on , 
h o u s i n g 
allowances, 
micro-enter-
prise grants, educa-
tional grants, vocational training and p h y s i c a l 
therapy also are provided by the State and NGOs 
as well as IOM.

Ukraine
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Ukraine in 1998. The criminal 
code was emended and in 2001 the new offence 
of trafficking in persons was established under 
the article 149 of the Criminal Code. This arti-
cle was amended later in 2006. A National 
Action Plan has been adopted for the period 
2007-2010. 

Criminal justice response
The Department for Combating Human Traf-
ficking of the Ministry of the Interior was cre-
ated in 2005. Regional branches, divisions and 
units of the department were established in all 
regions of Ukraine. The National Security Serv-
ice also works closely with the relevant authori-
ties responsible for coordinating anti-trafficking 
activities in Ukraine. 

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, medi-
cal and psychological support, and housing and 
shelter. Local NGOs and international organiza-
tions provide housing and shelter, medical and 
psychological support, and legal assistance to 

Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 250: 
sons in Ukraine (2003-2006)  

Source: Department for Combating Human Trafficking 
Offences, Ministry of the Interior

Ukrainian victims of trafficking in per-Fig. 252: 
sons repatriated by IOM-Ukraine, by 
areas of repatriation (2005-2006)

Source: IOM-Ukraine
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Uzbekistan
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Uzbekistan in April 2008. Prior to 
that law, Article 135 of the criminal code (1994) 
provided criminal liability for the “recruitment 
of persons for the purpose of sexual or other 
exploitation”. In early 2008, a draft plan of 
action to combat trafficking in persons was sub-
mitted to the Cabinet of Ministers for 
approval.

Criminal justice response
The Special Unit to Combat the Illegal Recruit-
ment and Exploitation of Persons was estab-
lished in April 2004 within the Ministry of the 
Interior, with branches set up at the regional and 
local levels nationwide. Since its establishment, 
a total of 118 certified officers have worked for 
the unit and its branches. 

A special unit also exists within the Ministry of 
the Interior for the prevention of offences related 
to the recruitment of persons for the purposes of 
exploitation and offences against morality, with 
branches at the regional and local levels. The 
total number of officers working for this unit 
and its branches is 154. 

The following statistics refer to the offence of 
recruitment of persons for the purpose of sexual 
or other exploitation.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection for 
victims of trafficking in persons. Local NGOs 
and international organizations provide legal 
assistance, housing and shelter, and medical and 
psychosocial support. 
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Uzbekistan
Institutional framework Persons prosecuted for “recruitment for Fig. 253: 

exploitation” in Uzbekistan, by gender 
(2003-2006)

 

Source: Ministry of the Interior

Persons convicted  for “recruitment for Fig. 254: 
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Additional information
IOM-Uzbekistan sheltered and assisted victims 
of trafficking in persons between 2003 and 
2006, most of whom were women and children. 
Sexual exploitation was the major form of exploi-
tation, but there were also victims trafficked for 
forced labour.
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Sanctions for persons convicted  of Fig. 255: 
“recruitment for exploitation” in Uz-
bekistan (2003-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 256: 
fied by State authorities in Uzbekistan, 
by age (2003-2006) 
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 257: 
fied by State authorities in Uzbekistan, 
by gender (2003-2006)
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Albania
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons has 
existed in Albania since 2001, and a national 
action plan on trafficking in persons was adopted 
in 2005. 

Criminal justice response
The sector against illicit trafficking within the 
General Directorate of the State Police deals 
with all forms of trafficking, including narcotics, 
vehicles, weapons and human trafficking. Thir-
teen officers were assigned full time to the polic-
ing of human trafficking in 2007.

The 38 countries and specially adminis-
tered territories covered in this section are: 
Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, 
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hun-

gary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mon-

tenegro, the Netherlands, Norway, 

Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Kosovo 
(Serbia), Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the FYR Macedonia, Turkey 
and the United Kingdom.

Any missing information concerning the 
region was either unavailable or not accessed 
by UNODC.

Albania

The 38 countries an
tered territories cove
Albania, Austria, B

Herzegovina, Bulgar
the Czech Republic,
Finland, France, Ge

gary, Iceland, Ir
Lithuania, Luxem

tenegro, the Net
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Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 258: 
persons in Albania (2003-2006)
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Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 260: 
sons in Albania, by gender (2003-2006)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits, medical and psychosocial 
services, and housing and shelter to support 
victims of trafficking in persons. NGOs and 
international organizations also offer medical 
and psychosocial support and housing and shel-
ter. 
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Sanctions for trafficking in persons in Fig. 261: 
Albania (2003-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 262: 
fied by State authorities in Albania, by 
gender and age (2003-2006)
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Additional information 
The Albanian Government introduced new anti-
trafficking structures at the national and local 
levels in 2006. The responsible authority for the 
national referral mechanism was established fol-
lowing a joint order of the Minister of Interior; 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs; and the Minister 
of Labour, Social Affairs and Equal Opportuni-
ties. 

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 263: 
fied by State authorities in Albania, by 
type of exploitation (2005-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 264: 
fied by State authorities in Albania, by 
citizenship (2005-2006)

 

Source: National Reception Centre for Victims of Trafficking

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 265: 
fied by State authorities in Albania, by 
country of repatriation (2005-2006)

Source: National Reception Centre for Victims of Trafficking
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Criminal justice response
The Austrian Federal Criminal Intelli-
gence Service (Bundeskriminalamt) has 
a special "Central Service for Combat-
ing Trafficking in Human Beings and 
Illegal Immigration" as well as an 
"Office for Organized Crime" which 
also deals with trafficking cases. The 
Central Service for Combating Traffick-
ing in Human Beings and Illegal Immigration 
leads and coordinates services of law enforce-
ment authorities and agencies as well as investi-
gations in the area of criminal and security police 
investigations. Furthermore, regional police 
forces have special units to combat trafficking in 
persons.

gration
f

Austria
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons has 
existed in Austria since May 2004. The offence 
of trafficking in human beings is specifically 
criminalized under article 104a of the Austrian 
Penal code. Some forms of trafficking in persons 
were prosecuted prior to 2004 under article 217 
of the criminal code referred to as the offence of 
“exploitative human smuggling”. Before and 
after 2004, some forms of trafficking were also  
prosecuted under the offences of “Cross-border 
dealings in prostitution” (Article 217), “Paid 
negotiation of sexual contacts with minors” 
(Article 214), “Exploitation of an alien” (Article 
166 of the Aliens Police Act) and others. The 
latest national action plan was adopted in 2007. 
It takes a comprehensive approach to combating 
human trafficking and includes measures for 
national coordination, prevention, protection of 
victims, prosecution and international coopera-
tion.
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Persons suspected of trafficking in Fig. 266: 
persons(art.104a) in Austria, (2005-
2007)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide temporary stay permits 
for victims of trafficking in persons. NGOs pro-
vide legal assistance, medical and psychosocial 
services, and housing and shelter to support 
victims. 

Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 268: 
sons for “cross-border trafficking of 
prostitutes”  and “exploitation of aliens” 
in Austria (2005-2007)
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About 130 victims per year are taken care of by 
the NGO LEFÖ-IBF, although these victims are 
not necessarily sheltered.

Children, both boys and girls, sheltered by State 
authorities in Vienna ranged from 100 to 700 
per year during the reporting period. The 
authorities estimated that approximately two 
thirds of the sheltered children were victims of 
human trafficking. South Eastern Europeans, 
East Asians and other nationalities were recorded 
among the sheltered persons.
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Criminal justice response
A Central Unit on Trafficking in Human 
Beings was created in 1992 and inte-
grated into the Federal Judicial Police 
and the Directorate General of Federal 
Judicial Police. This unit is part of the 
Directorate of Crimes against (the 
integrity of ) Persons. A Board of Pros-
ecutors General was set up by the Law of 
4 March 1997 in order to coordinate the imple-
mentation of the criminal policies indicated by 
the directives of the Minister of Justice.

Criminal justice statistics concerning trafficking 
in persons and the smuggling of migrants were 
aggregated into a single databank. Consequently, 
it is necessary to handle this data with caution 
because information on cases of trafficking in 
human beings and cases of smuggling in human 
beings is mixed. 

Belgium
Institutional framework
The specific offence of “trafficking in and smug-
gling of human beings” has existed in Belgium 
since 1995. The law was amended in 2005 to 
make a clearer distinction between smuggling 
and trafficking in human beings. Under the new 
law, trafficking in human beings became an 
autonomous offence in the Belgium Criminal 
Code.
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Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 270: 
sons and smuggling of migrants in Bel-
gium, by gender and age (2003-2005)
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Sanctions for trafficking in persons in Fig. 271: 
Belgium (2003-2005)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal temporary/unlim-
ited stay permits to victims on certain condi-
tions. NGOs, funded by the State authorities, 
provide medical and psychosocial services, legal 
support and housing and shelter.

Additional information 
According to the Immigration Office, in 2006, 
73 males and 87 females were identified as vic-
tims. The statistics on the victims reported above 
includes migrants smuggled as well as trafficking 
victims. The number of smuggled migrants is 
clearly stated in the chart on exploitation.

Victims of trafficking in persons and Fig. 272: 
smuggled migrants identified by State 
authorities in Belgium, by age (2004-
2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons and Fig. 273: 
smuggled migrants identified by State 
authorities in Belgium, by exploitation 
(2005-2006)
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Additional information 
All the victims identified in 2005 and 2006 were 
trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation, 
with the exception of three victims who were 
exploited for forced labour. Only one of the 
Bosnian victims identified in the reporting 
period was repatriated. That victim was traf-
ficked in Western Europe.

The number of victims identified by the police 
and sheltered by NGOs was around 50 in 2003 
and slightly more in 2004. During the reporting 
period, the authorities recorded a slighty decreas-
ing trend in the number of foreign victims and 
a drastic increase in domestic trafficking. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons has 
existed in Bosnia and Herzegovina since 2003. 
The definition of trafficking in human beings 
was amended in 2005. Three State Action Plans 
have been developed in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
since 2001. The current action plans cover the 
period 2008-2012.

Criminal justice response
A specialized team dedicated to investigating 
cases of trafficking in human beings was estab-
lished within the State Investigation and Protec-
tion Agency in 2004. Thirty-two officers were 
assigned full time to the policing of human traf-
ficking in 2007. 

In 2005, 17 persons were indicted for trafficking 
in persons. In 2006, 23 persons were convicted 
in first instance for trafficking in persons.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection and 
temporary stay permits for foreign victims of 
human trafficking. Medical and psychosocial 
services, housing and shelter are provided by 
authorized NGOs, with the financial support of 
the State.
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 275: 
fied by the Police plus victims assisted 
by NGOs in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
by gender and age (2005-2006)

Source: Office of the State Coordinator for the Fight against 
Trafficking in Human Beings

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 276: 
identified by the Police plus victims  
assisted by NGOs in Bosnia and  
Herzegovina, by citizenship  
(2005-2006)
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Bulgaria
Institutional framework

In 2002 amendments to the Bulgarian Penal 
Code special section, entitled “Trafficking in 

human beings” was added under the chap-
ter “Crimes against the persons”.  This 

section criminalizes specifically trafficking 
in human begins for sexual exploitation 

forced labour and for other purposes. In 
2006, the offence of trafficking of pregnant 

women for the purposes of selling babies was 
introduced in the Penal Code (art.159a). A 
National Programme for Prevention and Coun-
teraction of Trafficking in Human Beings and 
Protection of Victims is adopted every year.

Criminal justice response
A specialized trafficking in human beings sec-
tion was set up within the Chief Directorate 
Combating Organized Crime (CDCOC). Thir-
teen police officers were assigned full time to 
address trafficking in persons in 2008.
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Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 277: 
persons in Bulgaria (2004-2008)

Source: The Supreme Cassation Prosecutor Office in 
 Bulgaria

Persons indicted for trafficking in  Fig. 278: 
persons in Bulgaria (2003-2006)
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Services provided to victims
Legal protection, temporary stay permits, medi-
cal and psychosocial services, and housing and 
shelter are provided by the State to support vic-
tims of trafficking in persons. Medical and psy-
chosocial support and housing services also are 
provided by NGOs and international organiza-
tions.

Additional information 
A national referral mechanism for victims of 
trafficking is under development in Bulgaria. 
The National Commission for Combating Traf-
ficking in Human Beings maintains a central 
database on trafficking victims. 

About 50 of the traffickers convicted in 2006 
received a sentence of up to three years of impris-
onment and nine received a sentence of from 
three to 15 years in prison. 

There are currently three State-run shelters for 
child victims of trafficking in Bulgaria. Each of 
these shelters has the capacity to house up to 10 
children.

Victims of trafficking in persons identified by State authorities in Bulgaria, by gender and age Fig. 280: 
(2004-2006)
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Additional information 
In December 2007, a Cooperation Agreement 
was signed between the Office for Human Rights 
and the PETRA Network. In June 2008, within 
the CARDS 2004 Project “Combating Traffick-
ing in Human Beings”, a Cooperation Protocol 
was signed between the Ministry of Interior, 
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare and civil 
society organizations, with a view of providing 
assistance and protection to the victims of 
human trafficking. 

IOM’s Second Annual Report on Victims of Traf-
ficking in South-Eastern Europe 2005 reported 
that, during 2003-2004, 27 victims were assisted 
by IOM in Croatia.  Fourteen of the victims 
were trafficked for sexual exploitation, three for 
forced labour, eight suffered mixed exploitation 
and two were forced to perform illegal activities. 
These IOM figures included foreign and 
Croatian trafficking victims identified and 
assisted in Croatia and voluntarily returned to 
their countries of origin.

Croatia
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
has existed in Croatia since 2004. The provi-

sions concerning this offence were amended 
in 2007 to broaden the criminal liability of 

offenders. The National program for suppres-
sion of trafficking in human beings 2005-
2008 was adopted in 2004. Each year a yearly 

National Action Plan on Human Trafficking is 
adopted by the government.

Criminal justice response
All 20 police districts in Croatia have specialized 
police officers dealing with trafficking in human 
beings. 

According to the Croatian Government’s Office 
for Human Rights, 20 persons were prosecuted 
for trafficking in persons and slavery (16 from 
Croatia, three from Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
one person without citizenship).

Services provided to victims
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Victims of trafficking in persons identified by State authorities in Croatia, by citizenship (2005-Fig. 283: 
2007) 
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Cyprus
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
for sexual exploitation has existed in Cyprus 

since 2000. New legislation was adopted 
in 2007 covering all of the other 

forms of trafficking listed in 
Article 3 of the UN Traffick-
ing Protocol. Prior to 2007, 

some forms of trafficking in persons 
were prosecuted under other offences such as 
sexual exploitation, and procuring and living off 
the earnings of prostitution. A Plan of Action 
for the Coordination of Actions on Combating 
Trafficking in Human Beings and Sexual Exploi-
tation of Children was adopted in 2005.

Criminal justice response
The Office of Combating Trafficking in Human 
Beings has been operating since 2004 at the 
headquarters of the Cyprus police. Four officers 
were assigned full time in 2007 to the policing 
of trafficking in persons. 

The following statistics refer to offences related 
to trafficking: sexual exploitation, and procuring 
and living off the earnings of prostitution.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protection, tem-
porary stay permits for victims or witnesses, 
medical and psychosocial services, and housing 
and /shelter to support victims of trafficking in 
persons.

Additional information 
All victims sheltered in 2004–2006 were women 
trafficked for sexual exploitation because the law 
at that time referred only to sexual exploitation 
as a form of trafficking.

Six residential facilities were available for victims 
of trafficking in persons in Cyprus in 2005 and 
2006, and the number of beds for victims avail-
able in government-run residential facilities was 
25 in each year.
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Persons investigated for offences related Fig. 284: 
to trafficking in persons (2003-2006) 

Source: Police Headquarters, Cyprus
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Czech Republic
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons has 
existed in the Czech Republic since 2002. The 
criminal code was amended in 2004 to include 
trafficking for forced labour as well as for other 
forced services. 

Criminal justice response
A special Human Trafficking Department in the 
Organized Crime Unit of the Criminal Police 
and Investigation Service Office of the Police of 
the Czech Republic dedicated to investigating 
human trafficking has been in operation since 
1996. A special Forced Labour Section was cre-
ated in 2006. In 2007, there were 50 officers 
assigned full time to the policing of human traf-
ficking within the Human Trafficking Depart-
ment and Forced Labour Sections.

Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 287: 
persons in the Czech Republic (2003-
2006)
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Additional information
A referral mechanism for those identified as vic-
tims of trafficking in persons has been operating 
since 2003 with the participation of the Ministry 
of the Interior, various police units, NGOs, IOM 
and asylum facilities.

All persons convicted of trafficking in 2005-2006 
subjected their victims to sexual exploitation. Of 
the victims of trafficking in persons assisted by 
the Programme to Support and Help Victims of 
Trafficking in Human Beings, 17 were subjected 
to sexual exploitation in 2005. In 2006, 10 vic-
tims suffered sexual exploitation and four were 
subjected to forced labour.

Services provided to victims
A special programme to support and protect vic-
tims of trafficking in human beings was created 
in 2003. This system provides care and protec-
tion, including shelter, alimentation, legalization 
of stay, medical, psychological, legal and educa-
tional assistance, and work permits. The Social 
Services Act (in force since January 2007) also 
provides the possibility of services such as shelter, 
which are usually provided by NGOs.

Sanctions imposed on persons convicted Fig. 290: 
of trafficking in the Czech Republic, by 
gender (2003-2006)
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Denmark
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Denmark in 2002. The latest 
action plan to combat human trafficking was 
adopted in 2007 to cover the period 2007–2010. 
This plan includes all victims of trafficking in 
persons, whereas the previous action plan focused 
only on women trafficked for sexual exploita-
tion.

Criminal justice response
The Domestic Investigative Centre of the Danish 
National Police carries out national and system-
atic monitoring of, among other crimes, traf-
ficking in human beings.

Services provided to victims
Victims trafficked for prostitution have the 
option of staying in a crisis centre that suits their 
specific situation, and they are granted a reflec-
tion period to consider whether to cooperate 
with the police. The Danish Immigration Serv-
ice, in collaboration with the Centre for Human 
Trafficking, offers health treatment, psychologi-
cal support, legal assistance and social-pedagog-
ical assistance to victims during their stay. NGOs 
offer health, legal and social services, and sup-
port for the safe return of victims.

Additional Information 
According to national authorities, most of the 
trafficking that takes place in Denmark is traf-
ficking in women for prostitution. However, a 
few examples of trafficking in children also have 
been noted. Authorities recorded no instances of 
trafficking for forced labour during the report-
ing period.

Number of reported trafficking offences Fig. 294: 
in Denmark (2003-2007)

 Source: Danish National Police

Number of persons charged for traffick-Fig. 295: 
ing in persons in Denmark (2003-2007)
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Services provided to victims
Trafficked women as well as victims of forced 
prostitution are assisted by social and psycho-
logical rehabilitation centres. Victim support 
programmes/services include temporary resi-
dence permits provided by the State, and legal 
protection, medical and psychological support, 
and housing and shelter provided by NGOs. 

Three shelters for trafficking victims were 
opened in 2007, one in Tallin, one in Tartu and 
one in Jõhvi. Each shelter can house two victims 
at a time. In 2007 these shelters assisted six traf-
ficking victims. As overall, Estonian NGOs have 
identified about 52 victims of trafficking during 
the first 9 months of 2008.

Exact data on the number of victims of human 
trafficking is not available due to the lack of 
specific anti-trafficking legislation. 

Additional information 
Anti-trafficking hotline is in operation since 
2004. It advises around 300 people each year on 
how to work/study safely abroad, how to avoid 
trafficking, etc. 

 

Estonia
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
does not exist in the legislation of Estonia. 

Other articles in the penal code, such as 
enslaving, abduction, unlawful depriva-

tion of liberty, aiding prostitution (pimp-
ing) and removal of organs, are used to 

criminalize some forms of trafficking. A 
national action plan (development plan) deal-

ing with trafficking in persons was adopted in 
2006.

Criminal justice response
A specific police unit within the Northern Police 
Prefecture deals with offences related to traffick-
ing in human beings. Given that there is no 
legislation specifically criminalizing trafficking 
in persons, no prosecutions and no convictions 
were recorded during the reporting period. 

According to the statistics, the police in Estonia 
registered 135 cases in 2006 and 136 cases in 
2007 related to human trafficking. In 2006, 84 
persons were convicted of committing crimes 
related to human trafficking; 77 persons in 
2007; and 76 persons in the first half of 2008. 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities (two state reception 
centers) provide legal and other coun-
seling, crisis therapy, social and health care 
services, interpreter services and other 
support services, accommodation or 
housing, social assistance and other nec-
essary care, and support for a safe return. 
State authorities also provide reflection peri-
ods as well as temporary and continuous resi-
dence permits. The reception centers may 
organize the services and support measures 
themselves or outsource them from a public or 
private service provider, e.g. NGOs. NGOs can 
also claim government subsidy for outreach and 
counseling work concerning victims of traffick-
ing. They have also run state-subsidized projects 
focused on victims of trafficking. Furthermore, 
municipalities are responsible for victims having 
official residence in the municipality. Also 
municipalities can claim government subsidy for 
the costs of special services required because of 
victimization for a person resident in the munic-
ipality.

Additional information 
There has been an assistance system for victims 
of trafficking since 2005 coordinated and pro-
vided by two reception centres (maintained by 
the State) for asylum seekers. The system was 
formalised by an amendment to the Act on the 
Integration of Immigrants and Reception of 
Asylum Seekers (493/1999) in the beginning of 
2007. Data exists from 2005 onwards.

Since 2005, a total of 20 victims have been 
assisted by the coordination of the Joutseno 
Reception Centre and 11 (minors) by the Oulu 
Reception Centre. They had been exploited for 
forced labour and sexual purposes and some of 
the victims had been in transit. The victims  
were from East Asia, East and Central Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa and South America.

Finland
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Finland in 2004. Some forms of 
trafficking were prosecuted under “aggravated 
pandering”, “aggravated arrangement of illegal 
entry” and “usury type of discrimination at 
work”. The first National Action Plan against 
Trafficking in Human Beings was adopted in 
2005. A revised version was adopted on 25 June 
2008.

Criminal justice response
The National Bureau of Investigation has spe-
cific officers dealing full time with cases of traf-
ficking in persons. The first prosecutions for 
trafficking in persons during the reporting 
period occurred in 2006 in one case against 
seven persons, two of whom were Finnish citi-
zens and five of whom were Estonians (six males 
and one female). All seven persons were con-
victed in 2006, with each found guilty in district 
court of at least aggravated trafficking in persons 
for sexual exploitation. Another male was found 
guilty of pandering in the same case. The sen-
tences varied from one to five years of imprison-
ment. 

Persons investigated for trafficking in Fig. 297: 
persons in Finland  
(2004-September2008)
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The - Office Central de Lutte contre le Travail 
Illégal (OCLTI) - handles cases of trafficking in 
persons for forced labour under the offences of 
“labour and living conditions against human dig-
nity”. About 100 cases were investigated per year 
for various forms of trafficking for forced labour 
in 2006 and 2007. From January to September 
2008, 32 cases have been investigated under this 
offence, involving 55 presumed offenders.

France
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
was established in France in 2003 through 

Article 225-4-1 of the French Criminal 
Code. The definition of the offence crimi-

nalizes all forms of trafficking indicated in 
Article 3 of the UN Trafficking Protocol, with 
the exception of trafficking for the purpose of 

the removal of organs and for servitude.  

French authorities also use other articles in the 
criminal code to prosecute trafficking cases, in 
particular the offence of soliciting prostitution 
(Articles 225-5 to 225-12 of the French Crimi-
nal Code), and the offences of “labour and living 
conditions against human dignity” (Articles 
225-13 to 225-16 of the French Criminal 
Code). 

Criminal justice response
According to the French authorities the number 
of cases of trafficking in persons prosecuted 
through the offence of trafficking in human 
beings (Article 225-4-1) is very limited. Human 
Trafficking cases are mostly prosecuted through 
the offences of “soliciting prostitution” in cases 
of sexual exploitation and of “labour and living 
condition against human dignity” in the cases of 
trafficking for forced labour. 

The - Office Central pour la Répression de la 
Traite des Êtres Humains (OCRTEH) - handles 
trafficking in persons cases for sexual exploita-
tion and prostitution. OCRTEH had 32 officers 
assigned full time to the policing of trafficking 
in persons in 2007. 
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Additional information
Authorities reported that the “Other” origin 
regions for victims of “soliciting prostitution” 
were mainly South-East Europe and West-Cen-
tral Africa. About 40 of the persons prosecuted 
during the reporting period were minors.

Services provided to victims
Legal protection and temporary stay permits for 
victims and witnesses of trafficking are provided 
by the State. NGOs offer medical and psychoso-
cial support and housing and shelter.

Persons suspected of “labour and living Fig. 300: 
conditions against human dignity” (Ar-
ticles 225-13 to 225-16) in France, by 
citizenship (January-September 2008)

Source: OCLTI and Gendarmerie Nationale

Victims of “soliciting prostitution” Fig. 301: 
(Art. 225-5 to 225-12) registered by 
OCRTEH in France, by gender and age 
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Germany
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
has existed in Germany since 1973. The 

criminal code was amended in 2005 to 
include the exploitation of persons as 

workers within the existing definition of 
human trafficking. 

Criminal justice response
The investigation of human trafficking cases is 
the responsibility of the State (Länder) police 
units. Prosecutors who specialize in organized 
crime also handle human trafficking cases. 
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Investigations for human trafficking for Fig. 304: 
the purpose of sexual exploitation  in 
Germany (2003-2007)
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Persons suspected of human trafficking Fig. 305: 
for the purpose of sexual exploitation in 
Germany (2003-2007)
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Persons suspected of human trafficking Fig. 306: 
for the purpose of sexual exploitation in 
Germany, by citizenship (2005-2007)

 Source: Bundeskriminalamt Trafficking in Human Beings
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Additional information 
The above statistics on convictions relate to final 
decisions where trafficking in persons was the 
most serious offence (after appeal possibilities 
were exhausted). Additionally, the statistics refer 
only to the former Republic of Germany plus 
East Berlin. Eleven of the persons convicted in 
2006 were guilty of trafficking for forced labour, 
with the remainder involved in trafficking for 
sexual exploitation. In 2005 and 2006, all vic-
tims identified were subjected to sexual exploita-
tion.

The three main NGOs active in the field of 
human trafficking are the Federal Association 
against Trafficking in Women and Violence 
against Women in the Migration Process (KOK), 
Agisra and SOLWODI. KOK is an umbrella 
organization with 37 members that provide 
services, such as counselling centres and shelters, 
for victims of trafficking.

Services provided to victims
Legal protection for victims of trafficking is pro-
vided by the State and NGOs.

Sanctions imposed on persons convicted  Fig. 308: 
of trafficking in persons in the former 
Republic of Germany (West Germany) 
and East Berlin (2003-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 309: 
fied by State authorities in Germany, by 
age (2003-2007)

Source: Bundeskriminalamt Trafficking in Human Beings

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 310: 
fied by State authorities in Germany, by 
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, temporary stay permits, financial 
support for schooling, repatriation assistance, 
medical and psychosocial services, and 
housing and shelter to support victims of 
trafficking in persons. NGOs also offer 
shelter and housing support. All victims 
identified in 2005 and 2006 were Hungarian.

Additional information 
There is an official system for referring identi-
fied victims of trafficking in persons to the 
Victim Support Authority, which is responsible 
for support services. 

There is one residential facility available for shel-
tering victims of human trafficking, with a 
capacity of 50 beds. Six victims, including one 
minor, were sheltered by this facility in 2005, 
while 15 people, including six minors, made use 
of the services in 2006. There is no information 
available on the gender of the sheltered victims, 
but they were all trafficked for the purpose of 
sexual exploitation. Five out of six sheltered vic-
tims in 2005 were Hungarian and one was 
Romanian; in 2006, 14 victims who received 
shelter were Hungarian and one was Romanian. 
Five persons convicted for trafficking in persons 
during the reporting period were minors.

Hungary
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons has 
existed in Hungary since 1998. 

Criminal justice response
The National Investigation Bureau is a special 
unit responsible for handling cases of trafficking 
in human beings, terrorism, drug trafficking, 
money-laundering and other economic crimes. 
Twenty officers were assigned full time to the 
policing of human trafficking in 2007.

Persons investigated for trafficking  Fig. 314: 
in persons in Hungary, by gender 
(2003-2006)

 

Source: Ministry of Justice and Law Enforcement,  
Department of Statistics

Persons convicted of trafficking  Fig. 315: 
in persons in Hungary, by gender 
(2003-2006) 

Source: Ministry of Justice and Law Enforcement,  
Department of Statistics

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 316: 
fied by State authorities in Hungary, by 
age and gender (2003-2006)

Source: Ministry of Justice and Law Enforcement,  
Department of Statistics
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Iceland
Institutional framework
Iceland’s General Penal Code crimi-
nalized trafficking in persons in 

2003 (Article 227a). The Minis-
ter of Justice submitted a new 

bill in 2007 to the Icelandic Par-
liament, and a new provision on 

trafficking in human beings is 
under consideration in accordance 

with the UN Trafficking Protocol. This bill is 
awaiting a second reading in Parliament and is 
planned for approval in 2008. 

Criminal justice response
The Sexual Crime Unit of the Metropolitan 
Police investigates cases of trafficking in persons. 
No prosecutions and no convictions for human 
trafficking were recorded in Iceland during the 
reporting period.

Services provided to victims
There is no de jure provision for government 
assistance to victims of human trafficking. 
Municipal social services and medical care are 
available to victims just as they are to other citi-
zens and foreigners. In cases involving unaccom-
panied children, municipal and State child 
protection services are responsible for providing 
assistance. The national and local governments 
also may refer victims to NGOs that provide 
shelter, legal advice and health care.
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Ireland
Institutional framework
Ireland has had specific provisions on interna-
tional child trafficking as part of its criminal 
code since 1998. A human trafficking bill 
entered into force in 2007 with a definition of 
trafficking in persons that criminalizes all forms 
of trafficking as indicated in Article 3 of the UN 
Trafficking Protocol.

Criminal justice response
The Garda National Immigration Bureau has an 
investigation unit that focuses specifically on 
trafficking in persons cases.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide medical and 
psychosocial support and housing and 
shelter to victims of trafficking in per-
sons.

Additional information
According to authorities, very few vic-
tims of trafficking have been identified so 
far. The NGO Ruhama provides assistance to 
women involved in or seeking to exit prostitu-
tion. 
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Italy
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
was established in Italy in 2003 (Article 601 

of the penal code). Before and after 2003, 
some forms of trafficking in persons were 

prosecuted through the offences of “slavery” 
(Article 600) and “trade of slaves” (Article 

602). 

Criminal justice response
According to the Italian criminal procedure 
code, investigations on human trafficking are 
conducted by the local anti-mafia bureaus 
(Direzioni Distrettuali Anti-mafia), and coordi-
nated by the national anti-mafia bureau (Direzi-
one Nazionale Anti-mafia). 

According to competent authorities, trafficking 
in persons cases have been prosecuted through 
the offences of “trafficking in persons” (Article 
601), “slavery” (Article 600) and “trade of slaves” 
(Article 602). During the reporting period, the 
same offenders might have been prosecuted for 
multiple charges simultaneously. As a conse-
quence, the population of offenders likely over-
laps to an unknown extent. 
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Persons against whom prosecutions  Fig. 318: 
were initiated for “trafficking in  
persons” (Art. 601) in Italy  
(September 2003-2007)

 

Source: National Anti-Mafia Bureau

Persons against whom prosecutions  Fig. 319: 
were initiated for “trafficking in  
persons” (Art. 601) in Italy, by citizen-
ship (2003-2007)

Source: National Anti-Mafia Bureau
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Services provided to victims
Legal protection, temporary stay permits for 
victims and witnesses, medical and psychosocial 
services, and housing are provided by the State. 
NGOs and international organizations provide 
legal protection; medical and psychosocial sup-
port; housing and shelter; vocational, education 
and language training; and job placement.

Persons against whom prosecutions were Fig. 320: 
initiated for “slavery” (Art. 600) in Italy 
(2003-2007)

 

Source: National Anti-Mafia Bureau

Persons against whom prosecutions were Fig. 321: 
initiated for “trade of slaves” (Art. 602) 
in Italy (2003-2007)

 

Source: National Anti-Mafia Bureau

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 322: 
fied by law enforcement authorities in 
Italy, by age (2003-2007)

 

Source: National Anti-Mafia Bureau 
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Additional information
The victims discussed above refer only to those 
identified by law enforcement authorities under 
the offence of “trafficking in persons” (Article 
601). Additionally, about 300 adult and 50 child 
victims per year were identified under “slavery” 
(Article 600) during the reporting period, and 
about five to 20 victims per year were identified 
under “trade of slaves” (Article 602). Through 
the Immigration law (legislative decree 286/98), 
the Social Assistance and Integration Programme 
for trafficked persons was put in place under the 
Ministry for Equal Opportunity in 2000. Even 
though no official national referral mechanism is 
currently functioning, an operational system for 
the referral of identified victims has been estab-
lished by the authorities (Municipalities, Prov-
inces and Regions) and accredited NGOs that 
provide a wide range of assistance and support 
services within the abovementioned programme. 
According to the Immigration law (Article 18), 
once a victim is identified as such by the compe-
tent authorities, she or he can pursue either the 
judicial procedure (“judicial path”) or the social 
procedure (“social path”). While the first entails 
the cooperation with the law enforcement agen-
cies, the latter requires only the submission of a 
“statement” (containing provable key-informa-

tion) by an accredited NGO or by the social 
services of a local authority on behalf of the 
victim. Both procedures grant the issuance of a 
renewable temporary residence permit for 
humanitarian reasons that can be eventually 
converted into a residence permit for education 
or for work. 

Between 2003 and 2006, about 950 foreign 
victims per year were granted a residence permit 
for humanitarian reasons. 

Due to the lack of a central national database on 
victims of trafficking, the recorded cases of traf-
ficking might overlap to an unknown extent. A 
central database on victims of trafficking in per-
sons has been designed by the EU-funded project 
Osservatorio Tratta (led by the NGO Associazione 
On the Road) and is planned to be soon adopted 
to harmonize the different Italian sources of 
information.

Victims of trafficking in persons identified by law enforcement authorities in Italy, by citizen-Fig. 323: 
ship (2003-2007)
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programmes run by NGOs. There is an official 
system for referring identified victims of human 
trafficking to institutions providing special sup-
port services.

All of the victims serviced in these programmes 
were Latvian and were subjected to sexual exploi-
tation. Most victims were repatriated from West-
ern, Northern and Southern Europe. Those who 
were unrepatriated might have been victims of 
domestic trafficking.

Latvia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Latvia in 2002. In addition, the 
offence of sexual exploitation of women abroad 
was already criminalized in 2000 when the sec-
tion on “compelling engaging in prostitution” 
and “sending a person for sexual exploitation” 
were introduced in the Latvian Penal Code. A 
national action plan was adopted for the years 
2004-2008.

Criminal justice response
A specialized police unit was established in 2003 
to investigate cases of trafficking in human 
beings and 19 officers within the unit were 
assigned full time to the policing of human traf-
ficking in 2008.

In 2006, 26 persons (12 males and 14 females) 
were brought into initial formal contact with the 
police and criminal justice system for the offence 
of trafficking in persons. Prosecutions against all 
26 commenced in 2006 with all the cases relat-
ing to trafficking for the purpose of sexual 
exploitation. In addition, 36 cases of trafficking 
for sexual exploitation resulted in a sentence in 
2006.

Services provided to victims
Legal protection, temporary stay permits, medi-
cal and psychosocial support, and housing and 
shelter are available for victims of trafficking in 
persons and are provided by the State and NGOs. 
Medical, psychosocial and other necessary care, 
protection and support as well as housing and 
the return of victims are financed from the State 
budget and are provided by NGOs. Twelve vic-
tims of human trafficking have received state 
funded social rehabilitation in 2007.

Additional information 
MARTA, a resource centre for women, provided 
State-funded social rehabilitation in 2006 and 
2007. In 2008, the NGO Shelter Safe House 
provided State-funded services for victims, and 
IOM has allocated finances for anti-trafficking 
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Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 324: 
sheltered in Latvia, by gender and age 
(2004-2006)
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Lithuania
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
was established in Lithuania in 1998. The 

Programme for the Prevention and Con-
trol of Trafficking in Human Beings for 

the period 2005-2008 was adopted in 
2005, and follows the previous Programme 

covering the period 2002-2004. The Pro-
gramme covering the period 2009-2012 was 

under preparation in 2008.

Criminal justice response
The Criminal Police Bureau investigates cases of 
trafficking in persons.

By the end of 2007, prosecutors had supervised 
28 investigations related to human trafficking in 
Lithuania. 

Services provided to victims
Legal protection, temporary stay permits for 
victims and witnesses, medical and psychosocial 
support, and housing and shelter services are 
provided to victims of trafficking.

Additional information 
A central database on victims of trafficking is 
administrated by the Ministry of the Interior.
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Persons suspected of trafficking in Fig. 326: 
persons in Lithuania, by gender (2003-
2006)
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Persons convicted of trafficking in Fig. 327: 
persons in Lithuania, by gender (2003-
2006)

Source: Ministry of the Interior
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Services provided to victims
Only a few victims of trafficking have 
been identified in Luxembourg. Most 
female victims are from South-East 
Europe and West Africa. No minors were 
encountered during police investiga-
tions.

Luxembourg
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Luxembourg in 2005, but not all 
forms of exploitation listed in Article 3 of the 
UN Trafficking Protocol are considered in the 
legislation. The inclusion in the penal code of 
trafficking for forced labour, removal of organs 
and child trafficking was under consideration by 
the Parliament in 2008.

Criminal justice response
Nine cases of trafficking were investigated and 
prosecuted during the reporting period, all con-
cerning sexual exploitation. Five of these cases 
concluded with a sentence, and one of these five 
involved a child victim. 
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Malta
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in human 
beings was established in Malta in 2002. The 
articles 248A et seq. of the Criminal Code, 
Chapter 9 of the Laws of Malta addresses 

trafficking for sexual exploitation, forced 
labour and other forms of trafficking, with 

no restriction concerning the profile of the 
victim.

Criminal justice response
Issues regarding trafficking in persons for the 
purpose of exploitation in the production of 
goods or provision of services, in prostitution or 
in the removal of organs are dealt with by the 
Criminal Investigation Department.

Services provided to victims
The State provides legal protection, temporary 
stay permits, medical/psychosocial support and 
housing/shelter exist to support victims of traf-
ficking in persons who cooperate with the law 
enforcement authorities. 

Additional information
All the victims identified in 2006 and 2007 were 
trafficked for sexual exploitation. Victims origi-
nated from Eastern Europe and South East 
Europe.
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Persons convicted for trafficking in per-Fig. 330: 
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Services provided to victims

Additional information
The Office of the National Coordinator for the 
Fight against Trafficking in Human Beings, in 
cooperation with the OSCE, signed a revised 
agreement on mutual cooperation with the 
Supreme State Prosecutor, the Ministry of Labour, 
Health and Social Welfare, the Ministry of Edu-
cation and science, the Police Directorate and 
with three local NGOs to improve the coopera-
tion in the field of prevention, education and 
prosecution of traffickers and the protection of 
potential victims of trafficking in human beings.

Montenegro
Institutional framework 
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Montenegro in 2003, through the 
article 444 of the National Criminal Code. In 
addition, the articles 445 and 446 criminalize 
accordingly the trafficking in children for adop-
tion and submission to slavery.  

Criminal justice response
Persons prosecuted for trafficking in per-Fig. 332: 
sons in Montenegro, by gender (2004-
2007)
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Persons convicted  of trafficking in per-Fig. 333: 
sons in Montenegro, by gender (2004-
2007)

  

Source: Office of the National Coordinator for the Fight 
against Trafficking in Human Beings- Supreme Court

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 334: 
identified by State authorities in  
Montenegro, by gender and age  
(2004-2007)

 

Source: Office of the National Coordinator for the Fight 
against Trafficking in Human Beings
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fied by State authorities in Montenegro, 
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Criminal justice response
A specific anti-human trafficking law enforce-
ment agency, the National Trafficking in Human 
Beings Expert Group (LEM), was established 
within the National Police Project on prostitu-
tion and trafficking in human beings in 1997. 

The Netherlands
Institutional framework

Trafficking in persons was criminalized in the 
Netherlands in 1911. The previous Article 250a 

of the Dutch Criminal Code was replaced by 
a new and extended Article 273a on 1 Janu-

ary 2005 that criminalizes all the forms of 
trafficking listed in the UN Trafficking Proto-
col and more. A national action plan on traf-

ficking in persons was adopted in 2005. 
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking in Fig. 336: 
persons in the Netherlands (2003-2006)
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Country of Citizenship at birth of  Fig. 337: 
suspects of trafficking in persons in the 
Netherlands (2001-2005)
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Persons convicted of trafficking in  Fig. 338: 
persons in the Netherlands (2003-2006)
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Additional information 
The Foundation against Trafficking in Human 
Beings (STV) coordinates referrals to shelters 
and has the official task of collecting data on 
identified victims. In 2008, STV changed its 
name to Comensha.

About 25 minors were prosecuted during the 
reporting period. All the persons convicted, as 
indicated in the chart above, were involved in 
trafficking in persons for the purpose of sexual 
exploitation. Most of the victims identified were 
female (women or girls). One male victim was 
identified in 2004, two males in 2005 and 30 
males were identified in 2006. 

The National Rapporteur on Trafficking in 
Human Beings in the Netherlands was estab-
lished in 2000. The rapporteur’s main task is to 
report on the nature and extent of human traf-
ficking in the Netherlands and on the effects of 
the anti-trafficking policy. The reports contain 
information on relevant regulations and legisla-
tion, as well as information on prevention, crim-
inal investigations regarding human trafficking, 
the prosecution of perpetrators and victim sup-
port.

Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protections, tem-
porary visas, medical and psychological support, 
and housing and shelter for victims. Local NGOs 
provide housing and shelter, empowering pro-
grammes and job training. 

The following data concern victims identified by 
the Foundation against Trafficking in Human 
Beings (Stichting tegen Vrouwenhandel/STV) 
that has the formal task of national victim regis-
tration in the Netherlands. 

Victims (possible) registered with the Fig. 340: 
Foundation against THB (STV) in the 
Netherlands, by age (2003-2006)
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Norway
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
comes under section 224 of the penal code in 

Norway. This provision, introduced in 
2003, is based on the UN Trafficking Pro-

tocol and covers exploitation for the pur-
pose of prostitution, forced labour, including 

begging, or trade in human organs. Human 
trafficking for the removal of organs is covered 

by other articles of the Penal Code.

The latest action plan to combat human traf-
ficking adopted in Norway covers the period 
2006-2009. Human trafficking for prostitution 
is the dominant area in the plan of action, but 
compared to earlier plans there is a stronger 
emphasis on the children’s perspective in human 
trafficking and a wish to focus more strongly on 
the victims of organ removal and forced labour. 

Criminal justice response
Eight cases of trafficking for sexual exploitation 
were investigated in 2005. In 2006, 29 cases of 
trafficking for sexual exploitation were investi-
gated and one case of trafficking for forced labour/
servitude/labour exploitation was investigated. 
Seven persons were convicted of trafficking in 
2005-2007. Among these convictions, three were 
Norwegians and the others were foreigners.

The authorities report that in practice people 
involved in human trafficking will often have 
contravened several provisions in the Penal 
Code, such as section 202 (the procurement sec-
tion), section 222 (coercion), section 223 (dep-
rivation of liberty) and section 225 (slavery), 
section 227 (threats), section 228 et seq. (physi-
cal abuse), section 192 et seq. (sexual crime) and 
section 47 of the Immigration Act. 

Services provided to victims 
State authorities and NGOs provide legal pro-
tection, temporary stay permits, medical and 
psychosocial assistance, housing and shelter, and 
other services to the victims of trafficking in 
persons. In 2006, the Government extended the 
reflection period so that assumed victims of 

human trafficking now may be granted a tempo-
rary residence and work permit for up to six 
months. A new temporary work permit for one 
year is possible if the person has broken away 
from the people responsible for human traffick-
ing and a police investigation is initiated against 
the perpetrators. 

The Ministry of Justice designated the ROSA 
project as the national coordinator for assistance 
for female victims of trafficking. ROSA was 
established in January 2005 as a part of the 
2003-2005 National Action Plan against Traf-
ficking. During the reporting period, ROSA 
provided safe shelters, help, information and 
guidance for female victims of trafficking. All 
women are provided with money for living, 
health care and legal aid.

Additional information 
Two of the 37 trafficking victims in 2007 were 
males. The assistance of ROSA is mainly meant 
for female victims of trafficking who are exploited 
for prostitution. Several female and male victims 
received other accommodation financed by 
municipal authorities, and some applied for 
asylum and live at reception centres. There are 
51 shelters all over the country for female vic-
tims of violence. During the reporting period, 
assistance for victims of trafficking was given in 
20 of these shelters.
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Victims of trafficking in persons in  Fig. 342: 
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Services provided to victims
Legal protection and temporary stay per-
mits are provided by the State, while 
medical and psychosocial support and hous-
ing are offered by NGOs. 

According to the Ministry of Interior, during the 
period 1995-2007 there were 245 trafficking 
victims from Belarus; 198 from Ukraine; 28 
from Bulgaria; 18 from Romania; 17 from Mol-
davia; and 12 from Russia, among others. 

Poland
Institutional framework
Trafficking in persons is specifically criminalized 
in Poland by the article 253 of the Polish Penal 
Code. This article does not define trafficking in 
persons, and in practice the judiciary adopt the 
UN Trafficking Protocol definition. In addition, 
trafficking in persons for prostitution is crimi-
nalized by the article 204, of the penal code, 
whereas illegal adoption is criminalized by the 
article 253, paragraph 2. A National Programme 
for Combating and Preventing Trafficking 
Human Beings was adopted in 2007, following 
a first Programme adopted in 2003.

Criminal justice response
The Central Team for Combating Trafficking in 
Human Beings was established in 2006 as a spe-
cial unit in the police headquarters. Special local 
police units also deal with human trafficking 
offences. 

About 500 police officers were assigned to this 
unit full time for the policing of human traffick-
ing and related crimes in 2008. 

Persons charged for trafficking in  Fig. 343: 
persons in Poland (2003-2007)
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The Programme for Support and Protection of 
Victims/Witnesses of Trafficking in Human 
Beings was implemented on 1 January 2006 to 
aid foreign nationals, following an agreement 
between the Minister of Interior and Adminis-
tration and the La Strada Foundation against 
Trafficking in Women. 

Additional information 
An official mechanism was established in Poland 
for referring identified victims of human traf-
ficking to NGOs (mainly La Strada) that offer 
special support services. 

Minors, as referred to in the charts above, are 
victims below the age of 18. La Strada only pro-
vides shelter for adult women, so all of the vic-
tims reported above are adults. Most of the 
sheltered victims were subjected to sexual exploi-
tation.

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 345: 
sheltered by La Strada  
(2004-November 2008)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities provide legal protec-
tion, medical and psychosocial services, 
and housing and shelter to support vic-
tims of trafficking in persons.

About 25 adult victims of trafficking in 
persons and sexual exploitation were 
identified by State authorities during 
2003-2007. Almost all these victims were 
women; one man was identified in 2005; and 
two men in 2007. During the same period, 12 
children – almost all girls − were identified by 
State authorities as victims of trafficking in per-
sons and sexual exploitation; two boys were 
identified in 2003; and one boy in 2007. About 
five Portuguese victims were identified during 
2005-2007.

Additional information
The First National Plan includes four strategic 
intervention areas, including one for “knowl-
edge and dissemination of information”. The 
first national monitoring system, called the 
Observatory for Permanent Security, was estab-
lished to monitor trafficking in human beings 
and other socio-criminal phenomena.

In 2005 and 2006, most persons convicted of 
trafficking were Portuguese, and about 15 were 
nationals from other countries. Authorities 
report that the numbers presented above con-
cern figures dealing with the crime of trafficking 
in persons (Article 160 of the penal code) and 
sexual exploitation (lenocínio, Article 169 of the 
penal code), because these two articles belong to 
the same statistical category.

Portugal
Institutional framework
Trafficking for sexual exploitation was criminal-
ized in Portugal in 1995. The trafficking law was 
amended in 2007 to include trafficking for 
forced labour, removal of organs and other forms 
of trafficking. In November 2006, the Portu-
guese Government launched the First National 
Plan against Human Trafficking for 2007-
2010.
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking  Fig. 347: 
in persons and sexual exploitation in 
Portugal, by gender (2003-2006)
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Persons convicted for trafficking in per-Fig. 348: 
sons and sexual exploitation in Portu-
gal, by gender (2003-2006)
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Services provided to victims
Legal protection, medical and psychosocial serv-
ices, and housing and shelter are provided by the 
State and NGOs to support victims of traffick-
ing in persons. Since 2005, the State also has 
offered legal assistance and temporary stay per-
mits for victims and witnesses.

Romania
Institutional framework

The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
was established in Romania in 2001, and the 

law came into force in 2002. The law pun-
ishes all forms of trafficking listed as min-

imum requirement in the Article 3 of the 
UN Trafficking Protocol. A National Strat-

egy for Combating Human Trafficking in 
Persons for 2006-2010 was adopted in 2006.

Criminal justice response
The Directorate for the Investigation of Organ-
ized Crime and Terrorism Offences (DIOCTO) 
was set up in 2004, with the Prosecutor’s Office 
attached to the High Court of Cassation and 
Justice. Within DICTO, the Bureau to Combat 
Trafficking in Human Beings was set up during 
the reporting period. Additionally, within the 
General Directorate for Combatting Organized 
Crime (within the General Romanian Police 
Inspectorate), a special unit to deal with Traf-
ficking in Persons cases was established during 
the reporting period.
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 Source: Resource Centre for Combating Trafficking in Per-
sons of the Inspectorate General of Romanian Police and 
Directorate for the Investigation of Organized Crime and  

Terrorism

Sanctions for trafficking in persons in Fig. 350: 
Romania (2006-2007) 

 

Source: Resource Centre for Combating Trafficking in Per-
sons of the Inspectorate General of Romanian Police and 
Directorate for the Investigation of Organized Crime and  
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 351: 
fied by the police in Romania, by gender 
and age (2005-2007)

Source: Resource Centre for Combating Trafficking in Per-
sons of the Inspectorate General of Romanian Police
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Different figures have been provided by differ-
ent authorities concerning the number of vic-
tims identified.

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 352: 
fied by the police in Romania, by form 
of exploitation  (2005-2007)

  

Source: Resource Centre for Combating Trafficking in Per-
sons of the Inspectorate General of Romanian Police

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 353: 
fied by State authorities in Romania, by 
type of trafficking (2007)

Source: Resource Centre for Combating Trafficking in Per-
sons of the Inspectorate General of Romanian Police

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 354: 
fied by the Public Ministry in Romania, 
by gender and age (2005-November 
2008)

 Source: Directorate for the Investigation of Organized 
Crime and Terrorism

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 355: 
fied by the Public Ministry in Romania, 
by form of exploitation (2005-Novem-
ber 2008)
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Additional information 
The National Agency against Trafficking in Per-
sons is responsible for monitoring and elaborat-
ing the national strategy and the application of 
policies concerning trafficking in persons. 
Regional centres, which are under the control of 
the agency, refer victims to specialized structures 
such as NGOs or other public authorities. The 
National Agency against Trafficking in Persons 
also is responsible for maintaining a central 
database on the victims of human trafficking. 

All the persons convicted of trafficking in 2005 
and 2006 were Romanian. Out of 82 appeals in 
2006, convictions were upheld in 62 cases; the 
sentences for 18 of the convicted persons were 
increased; the punishment was reduced for 23; 
the sentence remained the same for 21; convic-
tions were overturned in eight cases and a re-
trial was ordered; and 12 cases had other 
non-specified outcomes. Five of the 82 people 
convicted were minors.

Many of the Romanian victims identified by 
State authorities and reported above were repat-
riated, with some repatriation conducted by 
IOM. 

Victims of trafficking returned to Roma-Fig. 356: 
nia by IOM (2003-2006)
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Serbia
Institutional framework 
The specific offence of trafficking in persons was 
established in Serbia in 2003. A national action 
plan was adopted in 2005.

Criminal justice response
A specific section for combating illegal immigra-
tion and trafficking in human beings was estab-
lished within the Directorate of the Border 
Police. Other law enforcement special divisions 
also deal with trafficking issues.

Persons suspected of trafficking in per-Fig. 358: 
sons in Serbia (2003-2006)
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Persons prosecuted  for trafficking in Fig. 359: 
persons in Serbia (2003-2005)
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Services provided to victims
State authorities and NGOs provide legal pro-
tection, temporary stay permits, medical and 
psychosocial services, and housing and shelter to 
support victims of trafficking in persons.

Additional information
The Agency for the Coordination of Protection 
of Victims of Trafficking in Human Beings coor-
dinates the protection of victims of trafficking, 
but clear mandates and cooperation with other 
actors have not yet been formalized. 

Two facilities are available for sheltering victims 
of trafficking. These shelters assisted 30 to 40 
victims per year during the reporting period. In 
2006, 30 of the victims identified above were 
trafficked for sexual exploitation, three for forced 
labour, three for begging and three for forced 
marriage.

Kosovo (Serbia)
Criminal justice response
During the reporting period, investigations on 
trafficking in human beings in Kosovo were 
performed by the Trafficking in Human Beings 
Section (THBS) of the United Nations Mission 
in Kosovo Police (UNMIK Civpol). Twenty-six 
officers from the Kosovo Police Service (KPS) 
and 26 UNMIK Civpol officers were assigned to 
this unit in 2005. 

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 361: 
fied by State authorities in Serbia, by 
gender and age (2004-2006) 
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking in Fig. 363: 
persons in Kosovo (Serbia) (2003-2005)
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Services provided to victims
Legal protection, medical and psychosocial serv-
ices, and housing and shelter exist to support 
victims of trafficking in persons. A national 
action plan was adopted in 2005. 

According to the Kosovo Police, 85 victims were 
identified in 2004 and 63 in 2005. About 66 
victims were Kosovar Albanian, 22 were Alba-
nian, 16 were Bulgarian, 28 were from Moldova, 
nine were from other countries in South-East 
Europe and seven were from other areas.
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Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 364: 
sons in Kosovo (Serbia) (2003-2005)
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Slovakia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
has existed in Slovakia since 2002. In 2005, 

the legislation was amended, and the new 
Article 179 was made part of the penal 

code. The latest national action plan was 
adopted in 2006.

Criminal justice response
A special anti-trafficking police unit was estab-
lished in 2004 in Slovakia, and 10 officers 
worked full time on trafficking in persons in 
2007.
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Persons suspected of trafficking in Fig. 365: 
persons in Slovakia,  by gender (2003-
2007)
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Cases of trafficking in persons investi-Fig. 366: 
gated in Slovakia (2003-2007)
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking in Fig. 367: 
persons in Slovakia, by gender (2004-
2007)
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Additional information
During the reporting period, an official system 
was put in place for referring identified victims 
of trafficking to institutions that provide sup-
port services. A central database on victims is 
operated and maintained by the Department of 
Trafficking in Human Beings, Sexual Exploita-
tion and Support of Victims in the Organized 
Crime Bureau of the police headquarters. 

One conviction was registered during the report-
ing period under the new Article 179. The other 
trafficking convictions were carried out under 
Article 246 of the penal code.

Note: According to the terminology adopted in 
Slovakia’s Penal Code, the concept of "victim" is 
more adequately expressed by the term "dam-
aged person".

Services provided to victims
Legal protection for victims is offered by the 
State and NGOs, and temporary stay permits 
for victims and witnesses are provided by the 
State. NGOs provide housing and shelter and, 
together with international organizations, make 
available medical and psychosocial and other 
services such as interpretation for victims of traf-
ficking.

Persons convicted of trafficking in per-Fig. 368: 
sons in Slovakia, by gender (2003-2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 369: 
fied by State authorities in Slovakia, by 
gender (2003-2007)
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Slovenia
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
was established in Slovenia in 2004. The 

offences of “abuse of prostitution” and 
“placing in a slavery condition” have been 

used to prosecute some forms of human 
trafficking before and after the legislative 

change in 2004. The Slovenian Government 
adopted several action plans proposed by the 

National Working Group for the Fight against 
Trafficking in Human Beings for the period of 
2004-2006, 2007 and 2008-2009.

Criminal justice response
Offences related to trafficking in human beings 
and exploitation of prostitution are investigated 
by anti-organized crime police units. Fifteen 
officers were assigned full time to the policing of 
human trafficking in 2007, and at least one 
investigator at each of the 11 regional police 
directorates is responsible for the coordination 
of activities related to human trafficking and 
exploitation of prostitution. 

Seven Slovenian citizens were convicted of traf-
ficking in persons in 2006; three received a non-
custodial sanction; four received five to 10 years 
of imprisonment; and one received more than 

10 years imprisonment. All of those convicted 
were found guilty of trafficking in persons for 
the purpose of sexual exploitation, and three of 
those persons were convicted of trafficking for 
slavery as well as sexual exploitation.

Services provided to victims
State authorities and NGOs provide legal pro-
tection, temporary stay permits, medical and 
psycho-social services and housing, which 
include appropriate shelters or other type of 
accommodation to support victims of traffick-
ing in persons. Victims of trafficking in persons 
also have access to employment in accordance 
with the legislation covering the labour relations 
and employment, as well as employment of for-
eign nationals. 
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Two residential facilities were available for shel-
tering victims of trafficking during the reporting 
period. Fifteen victims of human trafficking 
who received shelter had suffered sexual exploi-
tation, while one was exposed to forced labour. 
In 2006, 41 sheltered victims of human traffick-
ing had been subjected to sexual exploitation 
and three to forced labour. 

The three year project “Introduction of mecha-
nism to connect help and protection of victims 
of trafficking in human beings and/or sexual 
violence in asylum procedures in Slovenia” 
(PATS), was conducted in the asylum home in 
Ljubljana by the Ministry of Interior, in coop-
eration with the NGO Društvo Kljuc, and by 
the Centre for Psycho-social Help for Refugees 
of the Slovene Philanthropy. The number of 
users was 35 in 2006 and 96 in 2005. The 
project targeted populations at risk of human 
trafficking (asylum applicants) by proposing 
awareness raising messages in their own lan-
guages. The project PATS developed into a 
regional effort by expanding to other countries 
in South-East Europe. 

Additional information 
In 2005, six of the identified victims of human 
trafficking were trafficked for the purpose of 
sexual exploitation, and one was subjected to 
slavery. In 2006, forty-one victims were sub-
jected to sexual exploitation and three to slav-
ery. 

Victims of trafficking in persons identi-Fig. 372: 
fied by State authorities in Slovenia,  
by age (2003-2006) 

Source: Interdepartmental Working Group for the Fight 
against Trafficking in Persons

Victims of trafficking in persons  Fig. 373: 
sheltered in Slovenia, by age  
(2003-2006) 

Source: Interdepartmental Working Group for the Fight 
against Trafficking in Persons
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Spain
Institutional framework
The specific offence of trafficking in persons 
was established in Spain in 2008. The new 

legislation criminalizes sexual exploita-
tion, forced labour and other forms of 

exploitation. Before the introduction of 
the new law, forms of trafficking in persons 

were criminalized through the crimes against 
freedom, sexual integrity and the rights of the 

labourer established in the 1995 Penal Code. 
The Spanish penal code was amended in 1999, 
2000, 2003 and 2007 to expand the areas related 
to human trafficking covered by national legisla-
tion. The Spanish Government adopted a 
National Action Plan against the Sexual Exploi-
tation of Children and Adolescents (the second 
edition covering 2006-2008).

Criminal justice response
The Judicial Police are in charge of investigating 
cases of human trafficking. Services provided to victims

State authorities provide temporary stay per-
mits, legal assistance, medical and psychosocial 
services, and housing and shelter to support 
victims of trafficking in persons. NGOs provide 
medical and psychosocial support and housing 
and shelter. 
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trafficking in persons in Spain (2003-
2007)  

 

Source: Centro de Inteligencia contra el Crimen Organizado

Persons arrested for offences related to Fig. 376: 
trafficking in persons in Spain (2003-
2007) 

Source: Centro de Inteligencia contra el Crimen Organizado
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Additional information 
The Centro de Inteligencia contra el Crimen 
Organizado (CICO) has developed a system for 
administrating human trafficking data related to 
sexual exploitation and forced labour. This 
system will integrate information on trafficking 
victims and offenders from different bodies 
within Spanish law enforcement.

Victims of trafficking in persons-related Fig. 377: 
offences identified  by State authorities 
in Spain, by gender and age (2003-
2007)
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Victims of trafficking in persons-related Fig. 378: 
offences identified by State authorities 
in Spain, by form of exploitation (2005-
2006)
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Victims of trafficking in persons-related Fig. 379: 
offences identified by State authorities 
in Spain, by citizenship (2005-2006)
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Sweden
Institutional framework
Legislation establishing criminal liability for 
trafficking in human beings for sexual pur-

poses entered into force in Sweden in 
2002. In 2004, the legislation 

was amended to criminalize 
all forms of trafficking in 
persons, including traffick-

ing within national borders 
and for the purpose of forced labour and the 
removal of organs. The Swedish Government 
adopted a national action plan for combating 
prostitution and trafficking for sexual purposes 
in July 2008.

Criminal justice response
A specific anti-human trafficking unit within 
the police was established at the national level as 
well as on the district levels in two counties 
(Gothenburg and Stockholm). Sweden also 

established a national rapporteur on trafficking 
in persons. 

Services provided to victims
Since October 2004, victims of trafficking can 
be granted temporary stay permits during the 
preliminary investigation of their cases and the 
trials. Medical and psychosocial support to vic-
tims of trafficking is provided by Social Services 
when there is an ongoing trial against perpetra-
tors. Women’s shelters also offer help to women 
subjected to violence, such as victims of traffick-
ing, and housing and shelter may be provided by 
Social Services.  

Additional information
Of the convictions recorded during 2005-2006, 
11 offenders were sentenced to two to four years 
detention, and six others were sentenced to more 
than four years. All were convicted of trafficking 
for sexual exploitation with the exception of one 
offender who was involved in trafficking for 
other purposes.
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Switzerland
Institutional framework
Human trafficking is a criminal offence in Swit-
zerland. The law on human trafficking (old pro-
vision, Article 196 SCC; new provision, Article 
182 SCC) was revised in 2006 and adapted to 
the international definition of human traffick-
ing as found in the UN Trafficking Protocol. 

Criminal justice response
The Swiss Coordination Unit against the Traf-
ficking in Persons and the Smuggling of Migrants 
(KSMM) was established at the beginning of 
2003 through an initiative of the Federal Depart-
ment of Justice and Police (FDJP).

Services provided to victims
Legal protection, temporary stay per-
mits, medical and psychosocial services, 
and housing and shelter exist to support 
victims of trafficking in persons. 

Persons convicted of trafficking in Fig. 382: 
persons (Art. 196 SCC) in Switzerland 
(2003-2005)
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Additional information
Some cantons have a cooperation mechanism 
for referring identified victims of trafficking to 
organizations providing support services. In the 
cantons where these cooperation mechanisms 
exist, an increasing number of human traffick-
ing victims have access to counselling services 
offered by the Women’s Information Centre 
(Fraueninformationszentrum/FIZ), the advisory 
centre in Switzerland that specializes in offering 
this type of support to female trafficking vic-
tims.

Statistics are also available from IOM on return, 
rehabilitation and reintegration assistance for 
victims of human trafficking in Switzerland. 
From January 2005 through September 2007, 
IOM assisted 55 persons. 

Region of origin of trafficking victims Fig. 385: 
counselled by the Women’s Information 
Centre (FIZ) (2006)

Eastern 
Europe, 45

Latin America 
and 

Caribbean, 48Asia, 26

Africa, 14

 

Source: Source: FIZ victims’ counselling statistics
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The Former Yugoslav  
Republic of Macedonia
Institutional framework
Trafficking in human beings is criminalized in 
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 
(FYR of Macedonia) through Article 418-a of 
the criminal code which also includes the offence 
of “organization of a group and urging for com-
mitting trafficking”. The National Commission 
for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings 
and Illegal Migration was established in 2001, 
and soon after, it developed a National Strategy 
and National Action Plan for Combating Traf-
ficking in Human Beings.

Criminal justice response
The central police services of the FYR of Mace-
donia include a department for organized crime 
under which operates a section dealing with traf-
ficking in human beings and the smuggling of 
migrants. This section is made up of a unit on 
trafficking in human beings and prostitution, 
and another unit on the smuggling of migrants 
and forged documents.

Services provided to victims
Legal protection, temporary stay permits, medi-
cal and psychosocial services, and housing and 
shelter exist to support victims of trafficking in 
persons.
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Persons prosecuted for trafficking Fig. 386: 
in persons in the FYR of Macedonia 
(2003-2007)
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Additional information
The National Referral Mechanism (NRM) for 
victims of trafficking in human beings was estab-
lished in 2005 as a joint project of the National 
Commission and the Ministry of Labor and 
Social Policy. The main task of the NRM is to 
coordinate activities with NGOs and handle the 
referral of victims of human trafficking who are 
citizens of the FYR of Macedonia.

Three of the victims identified by State authori-
ties in 2006 were from the FYR of Macedonia, 
one was from Eastern Europe and one was from 
Central Asia. All of the victims identified by the 
State in 2007 were citizens of the FYR of Mac-
edonia. Fourteen of the victims assisted by IOM 
in 2006 were foreigners, the rest were citizens of 
the FYR of Macedonia; 13 of the victims assisted 
by IOM in 2007 were foreigners, and the rest 
were citizens of the FYR of Macedonia. All the 
victims of trafficking assisted by La Strada were 
citizens of the FYR of Macedonia.

Victims of trafficking in persons as-Fig. 389: 
sisted  by IOM in the FYR of Macedonia 
(2003-2007)
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sion was implemented in January 2004 by the 
Ministry of Health, in order to extend free med-
ical care to victims of THB. Voluntary advocates 
of the Bar Association extend free legal coun-
seling to the victims of THB. Judicial, psycho-
logical and medical counseling is provided to the 
victims in shelters in Istanbul and Ankara. A toll 
free/tip off emergency helpline (157) became 
operational in May 2005. The helpline is reach-
able from all parts of Turkey and mobile phones 
and is answered in Russian, Romanian, English 
and Turkish languages. The helpline became 
operational for international calls in April 2007. 

Additional information 
Identification of victims of human trafficking 
and provision of necessary support and coordi-
nation between the different institutions is 
undertaken within the framework of National 
Referral Mechanism (NRM). Various relevant  
institutions are included in NRM (primarily the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Interior 
General Directorate of Security and General 
Command of Gendarmerie, Ministry of Justice, 
157 Helpline, International Organization for 
Migration, Woman Solidarity Foundation 
(WSF), Human Resource Development Foun-
dation (HRDF) and Embassies).

Within the framework of NRM, potential vic-
tims of human trafficking identified during the 
operations carried out by law enforcement agen-
cies are transferred to the Foreigners Depart-
ment at Security Directorate of the relevant 
province pursuant to the preliminary scanning. 
The victim identification process is completed 
through coordination with the Department of 
Foreigners, Border, Asylum of General Directo-
rate of Security following the interviews with the 
victims by specially trained personnel. The vic-
tims are accommodated in the shelters managed 
by HRDF and WSF.

In 2004, 62 trafficked persons, 220 in 2005, 
191 in 2006, 118 in 2007, 67 in 2008 (as of 3. 
11.2008) have been assisted by the International 
Organisation for Migration. 39 trafficked per-
sons took temporary stay permits in Turkey 
between 2004-2008. The rest of the identified 
trafficked persons were voluntarily returned by 
the Ministry of Interior.

Number of victims identified by State Fig. 392: 
authorities in Turkey, by age  
(2003-November 2008)
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Number of victims identified by State Fig. 393: 
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(2003-November 2008)
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Criminal justice response
The United Kingdom Human Traffick-
ing Centre was formally opened in 2006. 
It is a multi-agency centre bringing 
together expertise from a number of dis-
ciplines as part of an Association of Chief 
Police Officers-led initiative. The respon-
sibilities of the centre include all forms 
of trafficking in persons with the objective 
of improving and coordinating the law enforce-
ment response to human trafficking. Addition-
ally, a number of United Kingdom police forces 
have operational teams dedicated to the investi-
gation of trafficking in persons.

The United Kingdom
Institutional framework
The Sexual Offences Act of 2003, which came 
into force in May 2004, introduced wide-rang-
ing offences in England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland covering trafficking into, out of, or 
within the UK for any form of sexual offence. 
The equivalent Scottish provisions are contained 
in Section 22 of the Criminal Justice (Scotland) 
Act 2003. The offence of ‘trafficking for exploi-
tation’, which covers non-sexual exploitation 
including trafficking for forced labour and the 
removal of organs, was included in the Asylum 
and Immigration (Treatment of Claimants, etc.) 
Act of 2004. The United Kingdom Action Plan 
on Tackling Human Trafficking was adopted in 
2007.
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persons offences in the United Kingdom 
(2004-2007)
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tims of trafficking for forced labour were identi-
fied. 

During the period under consideration, the 
main areas of origin of the referrals to the Poppy 
Project were Central and Eastern Europe, West 
and East Africa, and East Asia. Not all the refer-
rals were subsequently identified as victims of 
human trafficking. 

Services provided to victims
The United Kingdom Government has funded 
the Poppy Project since 2003 to provide accom-
modation and support services for adult women 
trafficked into the United Kingdom for sexual 
exploitation. In Scotland, the TARA Project was 
established in 2004 to provide assistance to 
women who have been trafficked into Scotland 
for the purposes of sexual exploitation. 

Additional information
The United Kingdom will be introducing a 
formal State identification process in April 2009. 
This will provide clearer figures on data collec-
tion for victims of all forms of human traffick-
ing. 

During the reporting period, adult victims were 
informally identified through a number of ave-
nues, predominantly by front-line agencies like 
the police, immigration officers and NGOs. The 
primary data collection on victims is based on 
referrals to the government-funded NGO the 
Poppy Project, which is managed by Eaves Hous-
ing for Women. During the period under con-
sideration, the Poppy Project provided support 
either on an outreach basis or via accommoda-
tion and support to 353 victims. The Poppy 
outreach service accepted 65 referrals of female 
victims of trafficking between 1 January 2007 
and 30 September 2007. 

In 2006 and 2007, all identified of human traf-
ficking were subjected to sexual exploitation as 
set out in the Sexual Offences Act 2003. None 
of the detected victims were trafficked for forced 
labour, domestic servitude or for the removal of 
human organs. According to the National Oper-
ations Pentameter 2, a total of 255 victims were 
rescued from a situation of trafficking for sexual 
exploitation, and five suspected victims of traf-
ficking for force labour were recovered.  

The UK recently conducted a coordinated cam-
paign of activity to confront the trafficking of 
human beings for forced labour in targeted 
labour sectors in specific parts of the UK. The 
pilot project’s operational phase ran from May 
to September 2008. During this time, 18 vic-
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 The General Assembly, 
 
PP1. Guided by the purposes and principles of the 
Charter of the United Nations and reaffirming its role 
under the Charter, including on questions related to 
development, peace and security and human rights, 
 

Malaysia: Guided by the purposes and principles of 
the Charter of the United Nations and reaffirming its 
role under the Charter, including on questions 
related to development, peace and security and 
human rights 
 
Holy See: …and human rights and dignity 
 

PP.2 Reiterating its strong condemnation of trafficking 
in persons, as it constitutes a serious threat to 
development, peace and security and human rights, 

 

African Group: Reiterating its strong 
condemnation of trafficking in persons, as it 
constitutes a serious threat to development, peace 
and security and human rights, and that trafficking 
in human beings, within and between states, is a 
scourge which states are determined to address,  
 
PP.2bis Reiterating its strong condemnation of the 
scourge of trafficking in persons, especially of 
women and children, within and between States, as a 
serious threat to human rights and human 
development  
 
PP.2 ter Recognizing that poverty, unemployment 
and the search for improved socio-economic 
opportunities are contributing factors, making 
persons vulnerable to becoming victims of 
trafficking,  
 
Colombia: Reiterating its strong condemnation of 
trafficking in personstransnational organized crime, 
including trafficking in persons and the negative 
effects on  as it constitutes a serious threat to 
development, peace and security and human rights 
 
Malaysia: Reiterating its strong condemnation of 
trafficking in persons, as it constitutes a serious 
threat to development, peace and security and 
human rights, 
 
Nicaragua: Reiterating its strong condemnation of 
trafficking in persons, a form of contemporary 
slavery, 
 
Holy See: … and human rights and dignity 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

PP.3 Recalling the Millennium Declaration, adopted in 
September 2000, where Member States resolved to 
intensify efforts to “fight transnational crime in its entire 
dimension including trafficking as well as smuggling in 
human beings”, 

African Group: PP.3 bis Recognising that 
trafficking in persons is a fast-growing criminal 
industry that requires effective international 
cooperation and collaboration in order to prevent 
and suppress trafficking in persons and punish the 
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 perpetrators,  
 
Colombia: delete. Exceeds scope of resolution and 
is repetitive with PP2. Would support to bring in 
original OP112, resolution 60/1.  
 

PP.4  Reaffirming the General Assembly Resolution 
55/25 of 2000, adopting the United Nations Convention 
against Transnational Organized Crime and its 
supplementing Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, 
which builds on other related conventions and 
instruments such as ILO convention 29 and 182, 
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, 
the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to 
Slavery of 1956, the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and its Optional Protocol on the sale of children, 
child prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women. 

Belarus: …which builds on other related 
conventions and instruments such as ILO 
conventions 29 and 182… 
 
Canada:…and , which builds on other related 
conventions 
 
IOM: add International Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of Their Families 
 
Japan: Add, after “its supplementing Protocol to 
Prevent Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children”, “(hereinafter 
“Trafficking in Persons Protocol”)”. 
 
Malaysia: PP.4 Reaffirming the General Assembly 
Resolution 55/25 of 2000, adopting the United 
Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its supplementing Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children, which 
builds on other related conventions and instruments 
such as ILO convention 29 and 182, Supplementary 
Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave 
Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to 
Slavery of 1956, the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and its Optional Protocol on the sale of 
children, child prostitution and child pornography, 
and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Discrimination against Women, 
 
PP.5 Recognizing that the aforementioned United 
Nations Trafficking in Persons Protocol, which 
entered into and its entry into force on 25 December 
2003, which provided for the first time an 
internationally agreed definition of the crime of 
trafficking in persons, aiming at the prevention of 
trafficking in persons, protection of its victims and 
prosecution of its culprits, 
 
Thailand: Persons, Especially Women and 
Children, and which builds on other related… 
 
UNICEF: add Optional Protocol on the 
Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict 
 
 

PP.5 Recognizing that the aforementioned United 
Nations Trafficking in Persons Protocol, which entered 
into force on 25 December 2003, provided for the first 
time an internationally agreed definition of the crime of 
trafficking in persons, aiming at the prevention of 
trafficking in persons, protection of its victims and 

African Group: Redraft as follows:  
Recognizing that the United Nations Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking, 
Especially Women and Children aimed at the 
prevention of trafficking in persons, protection of its 
victims and prosecution of its culprits, provided for 
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prosecution of its culprits, 
 

the first time an internationally agreed definition of 
the crime of trafficking in persons, 
 
Thailand: …crime of trafficking in persons, aiming 
at the prevention of trafficking in persons, protection 
of traffickedits victims and prosecution of traffickers 
 
Malaysia: (see PP.4 above) 
 
Japan: Delete “aforementioned United Nations” 
 
Norway: Paragraph PP5bis 
Recalling the outcome of the Conference of the 
Parties to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime at its fourth session, 
held in Vienna from 8 to 17 October 2008, as well 
as the progress made by the Conference of the 
Parties to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime open-ended interim 
Working Group on Trafficking in Persons during its 
meeting, held in Vienna on 14 and 15 April 2009. 
(taken from A/RES/64/178 pp4) 
 
UNAIDS: …crime of trafficking in persons, aiming 
at the prevention of trafficking in persons, protection 
of trafficked personsits victims and prosecution of 
perpetrators of traffickingits culprits, 
 

PP.6 Reaffirming Commission on Human Rights 
resolution 2004/110, to appoint a Special Rapporteur on 
trafficking in persons, especially in women and children 
to highlight the importance of a victims’ rights-based 
approach to combating trafficking in persons, especially 
women and children and Human Rights Council 
resolution 6/14 of 2007 to appoint a Special Rapporteur 
on contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes 
and consequences, 
 

Thailand: delete 
 
USA: add the Special Rapporteur on Sale of 
Children and the Special Representative on Violence 
Against Children 

PP.7 Recalling the World Summit Outcome Document 
(par.111-112) of 2005 adopted by the General Assembly 
that (a) expresses the concerns of Member States at the 
negative effects on development, peace and security and 
human rights posed by trafficking in persons, (b) 
recognizes that trafficking in persons continues to pose a 
serious challenge to humanity and requires a concerted 
international response, and (c) urges all States to devise, 
enforce and strengthen effective measures to prevent, 
suppress and punish trafficking in persons and to protect 
victims, 
 

African Group: Recalling the World Summit 
Outcome Document (para. 111-112) of 2005 
adopted by the General Assembly that recognizes a) 
expresses the concerns of Member States at the 
negative effects on development, peace, security and 
human rights posed by trafficking in persons, b) 
recognizes that trafficking in persons continues to 
pose a serious challenge to humanity and requires a 
concerted international response, and c) urges all 
states to devise, enforce and strengthen effective 
measures to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking 
in persons and protect victims,  that trafficking in 
persons continues to pose a serious challenge to 
humanity and requires a concerted global response, 
based on partnership and cooperation and  urges all 
states to devise, enforce and strengthen effective 
measures to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking 
in persons and to protect victims; 
 
Colombia: suggests to keep the original language in 
paragraph 112 of the World Summit Document 
referred to here.  
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Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: …prevent, suppress and punish 
trafficking in persons and to protect trafficked 
persons. 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports African Group’s 
change with an amendment.  Before “global” add 
“national, regional and”. 

PP.8 Recalling that pursuant to a request from Economic 
and Social Council resolution 2006/27 “Strengthening 
international cooperation in preventing and combating 
trafficking in persons and protecting victims of such 
trafficking”, reinforced by GA Resolution 61/180, the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against Trafficking in 
Persons  was established to foster coordination and 
cooperation among relevant United Nations agencies 
and other international organizations involved in 
combating human trafficking, 
 

Belarus: …reinforced by GA Resolution 61/180 
"Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons" (20 December 2006), 
 
Norway: Supporting the role of and cooperating 
with the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in 
persons, especially ...   
[This change would put the emphasis on actual 
cooperation with the SP and not just tacit support of 
the role.] 
 

PP.9 Recognizing that the launch of UN.GIFT by the 
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime in 
partnership with International Labor Organization, 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 
United Nations Children’s Fund, Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe and International 
Organization for Migration, in March 2007, and the 
Vienna Forum of 13-15 February 2008, provided all 
anti-trafficking actors including the United Nations, 
governments and civil society organizations a global 
forum to share respective experiences and further 
highlighted the need to collectively address human 
trafficking in a multi-faceted and holistic manner, 
 

OHCHR: Recognizing that the launch of UN.GIFT 
by a partnership of UN agencies and IGOs, 
including the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime in partnership with International… 
 
IOM: …provided all anti-trafficking actors 
including the United Nations… 

PP.10 Recalling the General Assembly Thematic Debate 
on Human Trafficking of 3 June 2008 giving Member 
States a framework for discussion concentrating on the 
“three P’s” (prevention, protection and prosecution),  
and the General Assembly Interactive Thematic 
Dialogue on "Taking Collective Action to End Human 
Trafficking" held on 13 May 2009, 
 

Belarus: …held on 13 May 2009 which underlined 
the importance of strengthening collective action by 
Member States and other stakeholders, including 
regional and international organizations, NGOs, the 
private sector and media, 
 

PP.11 Recalling all General Assembly resolutions on 
measures to eliminate trafficking in persons,  including 
the aforementioned resolution 63/194 and resolutions  
64/178 on “Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons” (18 December 2009) and 61/180 
also on “Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons” (20 December 2006), 61/144 on 
“Trafficking in women and girls” (19 December 2006), 
and 58/137 on “Strengthening international cooperation 
in preventing and combating trafficking in persons and 
protecting victims of such trafficking” (22 December 
2003), 
 

Belarus: …613/18094 and resolutions 64/178 on 
"Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons" (18 December 2009) and 
631/19480 also on "Improving the coordination of 
efforts against trafficking in persons" (1820 
December 20086), 
 
Thailand: Recalling all General Assembly 
resolutions on measures improve the coordination of 
efforts and strengthen international cooperation to 
combat andto eliminate trafficking in persons, and in 
this regard, recognizing that trafficking in persons 
continues to post a serious challenge to humanity 
and requires a concerted international response 
based on a victim-centered approach  including the 
aforementioned resolution 63/194 and resolutions  
64/178 on “Improving the coordination of efforts 
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against trafficking in persons” (18 December 2009) 
and 61/180 also on “Improving the coordination of 
efforts against trafficking in persons” (20 December 
2006), 61/144 on “Trafficking in women and girls” 
(19 December 2006), and 58/137 on “Strengthening 
international cooperation in preventing and 
combating trafficking in persons and protecting 
victims of such trafficking” (22 December 2003), 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports Thailand’s 
amendment. 
 

PP.12 Noting the relevant decisions adopted at the 
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime: 
Decision 1/5, Decision 2/3 and Decision 3/3, on the 
implementation of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children,  
 

Thailand: delete 
 
USA: Replace “Noting” with “Recognizing” to 
reinforce the primacy of the Conference of Parties to 
the Transnational Organized Crime Convention 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US urges retaining the 
paragraph as well as our original amendment. 
 

PP.13 Considering relevant regional mechanisms and 
initiatives, such as the Asia-Europe Meeting Action Plan 
to Combat against Trafficking in Persons, Especially 
Women and Children; ASEAN Declaration against 
Trafficking in Persons, Particularly Women and 
Children; Black Sea Economic Cooperation 
Organization Action Plan on Cooperation in Combating 
Crime; Coordinated Mekong Ministerial Initiative 
against Trafficking; Economic Community of West 
African States Declaration on the Fight against 
Trafficking in Persons; Ouagadougou Action Plan to 
Combat Trafficking in Human Beings, Especially 
Women and Children; Council of Europe Convention on 
Action against Trafficking in Human Beings; OSCE 
Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings; 
Plan of Action of the Regional Conference on Migration 
(the Puebla Process multilateral regional forum of all 
Central and North American countries and the 
Dominican Republic); Stability Pact for South-Eastern 
Europe Task Force on Trafficking in Human Beings, in 
Particular in its Organized Forms, 
 

African Group: Considering Recalling relevant 
regional mechanisms and initiatives, such as 
…Economic Community of West African States 
Declaration on the Fight against Trafficking in 
Persons; ECOWAS/ECCAS Joint Plan of Action to 
combat Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women 
and Children,  Ouagadougou Action Plan to Combat 
Trafficking in Human Beings; … Stability Pact for 
South-Eastern Europe Task force on Trafficking in 
Human Beings, in Particular in its Organized Forms, 
as well as all other relevant national initiatives; 
 
Canada: Add a reference to the OAS, most notably 
the 1st and 2nd meetings of national authorities on 
TiP and the development of OAS workplan to 
combat TiP.  
 
Colombia: would prefer a general formulation 
instead of listings. If facilitators insist on listing, 
Colombia would ask to mention the Anti Trafficking 
in Persons section of the Organization of American 
States.  
 
Colombia would prefer a shorter formulation as 
follows:  
Recognizing the importance of initiatives and 
mechanisms with a regional perspective and its 
value in promoting and enhancing sharing of 
experiences, technical assistance, cooperation and 
mutual legal assistance,  
 
New para 13bis:  
Reaffirming that effective action to prevent and 
combat trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, requires a comprehensive international 
approach in the countries of origin, transit and 
destination that includes measures to prevent such 
trafficking, to punish the traffickers and protect the 
victims of such trafficking, including by protecting 
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their internationally recognized human rights.  
 
Indonesia: Add reference to Bali Process in list.  
After “…in Particular in its Organized Forms,” add  
“cognizant of the fact that these initiatives have 
complemented and strengthened bilateral 
cooperation in various regions as consequence. 
These initiatives also demonstrated the political will 
that exist in the regions to work together to combat 
trafficking in persons and other transnational crimes, 
while acknowledging each region possess its own 
characteristics of menace. Inviting States to further 
build on existing regional agreements, mechanisms, 
and efforts as to strengthen a network of anti-
trafficking in persons.” 
 
Indonesia (8 June 2010): After Indonesia’s 
previously suggested language (see above), add “..in 
accordance with the protocol to prevent, suppress 
and punish trafficking in persons, especially women 
and children, supplementing the united nations 
convention against transnational organized crime.” 
 
IOM:  add The South Asian Association for 
Regional Cooperation (SAARC) Convention on 
Prevention and Combating the Trafficking in 
Women and Children for Prostitution (2002) and a 
regional plan of action to strengthen their 
cooperation. 
 
Nicaragua: …(the Puebla Process multilateral 
regional forum of all Central and North American 
countries and the Dominican Republic); Central 
American Coalition against trafficking in persons 
Stability Pact for South-Eastern Europe Task Force 
on Trafficking in Human Beings, in Particular in its 
Organized Forms, 
 
Thailand: Considering relevant sub-regional, 
regional and cross-regional mechanisms and 
initiatives, such as the Asia-Europe Meeting Action 
Plan to Combat against Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children; ASEAN 
Declaration against Trafficking in Persons, 
Particularly Women and Children; the Bali Process; 
 
UNICEF: Recommend consideration of other 
regional efforts for inclusion such as EU legislation 
and initiatives (See: the Stockholm Programme and 
new Action Plan, The Stability Pact Task Force on 
Trafficking in Human Beings for South Eastern 
Europe is not operational any more.  It was closed in 
November 2004.1) 
  
USA (8 June 2010): US proposes a modification to 
the Colombian and Indonesian amendments as 
follows: 
“Recognizing the importance of initiatives and 

                                                
1 See also http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/crime/trafficking/fsj_crime_human_trafficking_en.htm 
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mechanisms with a regional perspective and its 
value in promoting and enhancing sharing of 
experiences, technical assistance, cooperation and 
mutual legal assistance, cognizant of the fact that 
these initiatives have complemented and 
strengthened bilateral cooperation in various regions 
as a consequence.  These initiatives also 
demonstrated the political will that exists in the 
regions to work together to combat trafficking in 
persons and other transnational crimes, while 
acknowledging that each region posses its own 
characteristics of the threat.  Inviting States to 
further build on existing regional agreements, 
mechanisms and efforts to strengthen  to anti-
trafficking measures.” 
 

PP.14 Recognizing the need to develop a global plan of 
action against trafficking in persons that will 

 promote universal ratification of the UN 
Convention against Transnational Organized 
Crime and its Trafficking Protocol as well as 
other relevant international instruments that 
address trafficking in persons, 

 reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons, 

 help Member States to reinforce their 
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking 
in persons 

 promote comprehensive, coordinated and 
consistent responses, at the national, regional 
and international levels, to counter trafficking 
in persons, 

 promote a human rights based approach 
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons, 
protect its victims and prosecute its offenders 

 raise awareness within the UN system and also 
among States and other stakeholders such as 
the business sector, civil society and the 
international mass media and the public at 
large, 

 foster cooperation and coordination among all 
relevant stakeholders including Member States, 
international organizations, civil society 
organizations and the private sector, 

1. Adopts the present resolution and its annex as the 
United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons (“the Plan of Action"), and 
2. Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of the 
discussion at its relevant committees of all their agenda 
items related to trafficking in persons to undertake the 
following steps for the effective follow-up of the Plan of 
Action: 

(a) To launch the Plan of Action 
during the sixty-fourth session; 

(b) To encourage Member States, the 
United Nations and other 
international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to support 
the implementation of the Plan of 
Action, including through 

African Group: delete PP14  
OP1:  
Adopts the present resolution and its annex as the 
United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons (hereinafter referred to as 
“the Plan of Action”) and launches the Plan of 
Action during the sixty-fourth session of the General 
Assembly, 
 
OP 1bis 
Decides that the objectives of the United Nations 
Plan of Action on Trafficking in Persons shall be: 

 
 To promote universal ratification of the UN 

Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Trafficking 
Protocol as well as other relevant 
international instruments that address 
trafficking in persons, 

 To reinforce international and regional 
cooperation in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of the UNCTO and its protocol 
and provide technical assistance for an 
effective implementation of these 
instruments 

 To enhance capacity building for those 
States in need and to this end create a Trust 
Fund for the implementation of the Global 
Plan of Action, 

 To assist Member States to reinforce their 
commitments to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons, 

 To promote comprehensive, coordinated 
and consistent responses, at the national, 
regional and international levels, to counter 
trafficking in persons, 

 To promote a human rights based approach 
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons, 
protect its victims and prosecute its 
culprits, 
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mobilizing resources and 
expertise; 

(c) To further encourage civil society 
including non-governmental 
organizations and the private 
sector to engage, as appropriate, 
on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action; 

(d) To invite the Secretary-General to 
report annually to the General 
Assembly on the implementation 
of the Plan of Action,  

 
 

 To raise awareness within the UN system 
and also among States and other 
stakeholders such as the business sector, 
civil society and the international mass 
media and the public at large, 

 To foster cooperation and coordination 
among all relevant stakeholders including 
Member States, international organizations, 
civil society organizations and the private 
sector, 
 

OP.2 Further decides, without prejudice to the 
continuation…  

 
(a) To launch the Plan of Action during 

the sixty-fourth session; 
(d) To invite request the Secretary-

General to report annually to the 
General Assembly on the 
implementation of the Plan of Action. 

d bis) To encourage States to include in 
their periodic reporting to relevant 
United Nations bodies the challenges 
faced and progress made in the fight 
against trafficking in persons 

d ter) To further request the Secretary-
General to present proposals regarding 
developing a monitoring mechanism 
for the implementation of the Plan of 
Action in his report to the sixty-fifth 
session of the General Assembly, to be 
considered and adopted by the General 
Assembly 

 
Belarus: (b) To encourage Member States, the 
United Nations and other international, regional and 
sub-regional organizations, including through 
interaction within Inter-Agency Coordination Group 
to support… 
 
Canada:  
Replace bullets with a, b, c, etc. 
 
Bullet 6: …within the UN system and also among 
States and other stakeholders such as the 
privatebusiness sector, civil society and the 
international mass media  
 
OP2(c): add a reference to the media 
 
Colombia: delete PP14 
Paragraph 1:  
Some of the following elements could be included:  

 Promote universal ratification and effective 
implementation of the Trafficking Protocol 
supplementing UNTOC; 

 Encourage the adoption of a 
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comprehensive, balanced and human rights 
cased international approach that 
emphasizes protection and assistance to the 
victims; 

 Promote international cooperation and 
mutual legal assistance, including at 
national and regional levels;  

 Raise national and international awareness 
to the seriousness of the crime and the risks 
for victims; 

 Foster coordination of efforts and the 
strengthening of synergies between 
competent entities of the UN system and 
other relevant stakeholders; 

Paragraph 2: delete  
 
EU: replace OP2(d) with: 
Urges those Member States of the United Nations 
that have not yet done so to ratify or accede as soon 
as possible to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children, 
considering the central role of these instruments in 
the Plan of Action. 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 2(d) requires the Secretary-
General to report annually about its implementation, 
yet many of the paragraphs contained in the draft 
plan of action do lack specificities and thus would 
render the work of the Secretariat more complex in 
gauging with exactness the progress of its 
implementation. 
 
IOM: Bullet 2 

 reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons 
and related human rights violations, 

 
Japan:  
B ullet 1.  
Add, after “promote universal ratification” in line 1, 
“,acceptance, approval or accession”. 
  Add, after “and its Trafficking” in line 2, “in 
Persons”. 
(rationale)  Article 16 of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol 
 
OP2(b).  
Delete “, including through mobilizing resource and 
expertise” 
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary. 
 
OP2(d). 
Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Malaysia: 
bullet 5: ...promote a human rights based balanced 
approach, which recognizes the development, 
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human rights and criminal justice perspectives 
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons, protect 
its victims and prosecute its culprit, 
 

a) To launch the Plan of Action during the 
sixty-fourth session; To examine in three 
years progress made in implementation of 
the Strategy; 

b) To encourage Member States, the United 
Nations and other international, regional 
and sub-regional organizations to support 
the implementation of the Plan of Action, 
including through mobilizing resources and 
expertise; 

c) To further encourage civil society including 
non-governmental organizations and the 
private sector to engage, as appropriate, on 
how to enhance efforts to implement the 
Plan of Action; 

d) To invite the Secretary-General to report 
annually to the General Assembly on the 
implementation of the Plan of Action.to 
contribute to future deliberations of the 
General Assembly on the review of the 
implementation of the Strategy; 

 
Singapore: Recognising the need to develop a 
global plan of action against trafficking in persons 
that will ... reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons by State 
Parties 
 
Switzerland: In OP 2, you probably mean in fact 
the relevant GA Main Committees (i.e. the 3.Com 
and 6.Com) when you speak of  “its relevant 
Committees”. We note in OP 2 b that “to support the 
implementation of the Plan of Action, including 
through mobilizing resources….” implies that the 
financing of the GPoA through the UN general 
budget won’t suffice to implement the GPoA and 
thus voluntary contributions by States would be 
needed 
Include a reference to existing best practices and 
lessons learnt in PP.14. 
 
Thailand: Recognizing the need to develop a global 
plan of action against trafficking in persons that will 
�promote universal ratification of the UN 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
and its Trafficking Protocol as well as other relevant 
international instruments that address trafficking in 
persons, 
�reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons, 
�help Member States to reinforce their 
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons 
�promote comprehensive, coordinated and 
consistent responses, at the national, regional and 
international levels, to counter trafficking in 
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persons, 
�promote a human rights based approach necessary 
to prevent trafficking in persons, protect its victims 
and prosecute its culprits 
�raise awareness within the UN system and also 
among States and other stakeholders such as the 
business sector, civil society and the international 
mass media and the public at large, 
foster cooperation and coordination among all 
relevant stakeholders including Member States, 
international… 
 
Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of the 
discussion at its relevant committees of all their 
agenda items related to trafficking in persons to 
undertake the following steps for the effective 
follow-up of the Plan of Action: 
(a)To launch the Plan of Action during the sixty-
fourth session; 
(b)To encourage Member States, the United Nations 
and other international, regional and sub-regional 
organizations to support the implementation of the 
Plan of Action, including through mobilizing 
resources and expertise; 
(c)To further encourage civil society including non-
governmental organizations and the private sector to 
engage, as appropriate, on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action; 
 tTo invite the Secretary-General to report annually 
to the General Assembly on the implementation of 
the Plan of Action 
 
UNICEF: Recommend consideration for rewording 
under first and second bullet points: “... as well as 
other international human rights standards and 
instruments that address trafficking in persons...”; 
“... implementation of existing human rights 
standards and instruments against trafficking in 
persons...” 
 
USA: Delete “Recognizing the need to develop a 
global plan of action against trafficking in persons 
that will”  and replace with “Recognizing the need 
to promote universal ratification and implementation 
of the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Trafficking Protocol, a 
global plan of action could,”   
• delete the first 2 bullets 
• 3rd bullet:  delete “help” and replace with 
“encourage”   
 
OP 2 (b):  Delete “to support the implementation of 
the Plan of Action, including through mobilizing 
resources and expertise.”  And replace with “to take 
appropriate steps for the further implementation of 
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol.” 
OP 2 (c):  Delete “on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action” and replace with  “on 
how to enhance efforts to implement the Trafficking 
in Persons Protocol”.     
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OP 2 (d):  Delete paragraph.   
 
USA (8 June 2010): US continues to advocate its 
original position on this in the current text. 
 

ANNEX: PLAN OF ACTION 
We, the States Members of the United Nations, reaffirm 
our commitments and decide to translate our political 
will into intensified efforts and concrete actions to 
prevent and combat trafficking in persons, protect and 
assist victims of trafficking, prosecute crimes of 
trafficking in persons and to promote partnerships to 
strengthen coordination and cooperation against 
trafficking in persons by: 
 

New Facilitators’ Proposal (3 June 2010): 
We the States Members of the United Nations, 
determined to put to an end to the heinous crime of 
trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, and determined to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons, protect and assist victims of 
trafficking, prosecute crimes of trafficking in 
persons and promote partnerships to strengthen 
coordination and cooperation, resolve to translate 
our political will into concrete actions by adopting a 
an action plan to:2 
 
African Group: Redraft as follows:  
We, the States Members of the United Nations, 
determined to put the heinous crime of trafficking in 
persons, especially women and children, have 
resolved to translate our political will into concrete 
actions by adopting the following Plan of Action: 
 
Belarus: …partnerships with all stakeholders to 
strengthen coordination and cooperation against 
trafficking in persons with the aim to put an end to 
this shameful crime by: 
 
Colombia: We, the States Members of the United 
Nations, reaffirm our commitments and decide to 
translate our political will into intensified efforts and 
concrete actions to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons, protect and assist victims of trafficking, 
prosecute the crimes of trafficking in persons and 
resolve toto promote partnerships to strengthen 
coordination and cooperation against trafficking in 
persons by: 
 
Switzerland: In the first line of the annexed GPoA, 
we should not only reaffirm our political 
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons but also our legal obligations to do so. 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): Amend your 
introductory para : “ We, the States members of the 
UN, reaffirming our legal obligations and political 
commitment, decide to translate our political will 
into..” (since States have not only a political 
commitment but legal obligations on the national 
level and many of them on the international level to 
combat TIP) 
 
Thailand: We, the States Members States of the 
United Nations, reaffirm our commitments and 
political will and decide to translate our political 

                                                
2 Since the wording of the Facilitators’ proposed chapeau has been changed, the operative verb(s) of each 
subsequent paragraph have also been changed accordingly.  For example, the operative verb of OP1 has been 
changed from “condemning” to “condemn”. 
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will intosupport our intensified efforts and concrete 
actions to prevent and combat trafficking in persons, 
protect and assist victims of trafficking and , 
prosecute crimes of trafficking in persons by 
strengthening the UN system in its anti-trafficking 
work and promotingand to promote partnerships to 
strengthen coordination and cooperation against 
trafficking in persons.  In this regard, we undertake 
to do the following 
 

1. Consistently, unequivocally and strongly 
condemning trafficking in persons, as it 
constitutes a serious threat to development, 
peace and security, and human rights; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Consistently and strongly condemn trafficking in 
persons, as it constitutes a criminal activity violating 
human dignity and has negative effects on 
development, peace and security, and human rights; 
 
African Group: To universally condemn trafficking 
in all its forms and manifestations. 
 
Colombia: Consistently, unequivocally and strongly 
condemning trafficking in persons, [as it poses] OR 
[and its] negative effects constitutes a serious threat 
toon development, peace and security, and human 
rights 
New Paragraph 1bis: Recognize that trafficking in 
persons for the purpose of exploitation includes, at a 
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of 
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced 
labour or services, slavery or practices similar to 
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs as set 
forth in the Trafficking Protocol supplementing 
UNTOC.  
 
EU: Consistently, unequivocally and strongly 
condemning trafficking in persons, as it constitutes a 
criminal activity and serious threat has negative 
effects on to development, peace and security, and 
human rights; 
 
Holy See: …and human rights and dignity 
 
Japan: Change “development, peace and security, 
and human rights” to “development, peace and 
security, human security and human rights” 
(rationale) Trafficking in Persons is a threat to 
human security. There are projects funded through 
the United Nations Trust Fund for Human Security 
which aim at providing assistance to the victims of 
trafficking in persons. 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support the EU 
proposal (NB. the protection of human rights 
follows from human dignity, which is a moral 
concept) 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU and Holy See 
amendments. 
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2. Ensuring that the promotion and protection of 

the human rights of trafficked persons are at the 
centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons. 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure that the human rights of trafficked persons 
are at the centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons and to protect, assist and 
provide redress to victims. 
 
African Group: To promote a Human Rights-based 
approach to addressing trafficking; 
 
Canada: Ensuring that the promotion and protection 
of tthe human rights of trafficked persons are at the 
centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons and to protect, assist and 
provide redress to victims. 
 
China: Ensuring that the promotion and protection 
of the human rights of trafficked persons severe 
punishment to traffickers, decrease and elimination 
of trafficking in persons as a crime are at the centre 
of all efforts to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons. 
 
EU: Switch order of paragraph 2 and 3  
New paragraph 2: Taking urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and 
prosecute its culprits offenders and strengthen 
partnership… 
 
Holy See: …and human rights and dignity 
 
Malaysia: Ensuring that the promotion and 
protection of the human rights of trafficked persons, 
preventing trafficking in persons through addressing 
its root causes and contributing factors, such as 
poverty, underdevelopment, and marginalisation, 
and strengthening the criminal justice response  are 
at the centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support the 
Facilitators proposal 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU and Holy See 
amendments. 
 

3. Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking in 
persons, protect its victims and prosecute its 
culprits and strengthen partnership to these 
ends by promoting and attaining universal 
ratification and effective implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol 
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children as 
well as other relevant international instruments, 
including ILO convention 29 and 182, 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Take urgent action to prevent trafficking in persons, 
protect its victims and prosecute its offenders and 
strengthen partnership to these ends by promoting 
and attaining universal ratification and effective 
implementation of the United Nations Convention 
against Transnational Organized Crime (hereinafter 
“UNTOC”) and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially 
Women and Children (hereinafter “the Trafficking 
Protocol”) as well as other relevant international 
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Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of 
Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and 
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women;  

instruments, including ILO convention 29 on Forced 
Labour; ILO Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of 
Child Labour; Supplementary Convention on the 
Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956; 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child; its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography; its Optional 
Protocol on the involvement of children in armed 
conflict; and the Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination against Women;3 
 
New Paragraph 3bis 
And specifically consider as a priority, for those 
countries that have not done so, ratifying by 2012 
UNTOC and the Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: To take urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and 
prosecute its culprits and strengthen partnership to 
these ends by promoting and attaining universal 
ratification and effective implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children as well as other 
relevant international instruments, including ILO 
convention 29 and 182, Supplementary Convention 
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, 
the Convention on the rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All forms of 
Discrimination against Women; 

a) To address the root causes of 
trafficking, including poverty, 
insecurity, underdevelopment, conflict, 
discrimination and exclusion, violence 
against women, as well as an increased 
demand for sex trade and sex tourism. 

b) To reiterate commitment to existing 
international, regional, sub-regional 
and national instruments and initiatives 
on trafficking; 

c) To ensure effective coordination and 
coherence among the various 
instruments and actors; 

d) To achieve the objectives of 
Prevention, Protection, Prosecution 
and     Partnership in the fight against 
trafficking; 

e) To address the demand-and-supply 
aspect of trafficking; 

f) To address in particular the 
vulnerability of women and children; 

                                                
3 In order to streamline the text of the Plan of Action, the first mentions of the UNTOC and the Trafficking 
Protocol in this paragraph have included the full name of each instrument, but in subsequent paragraphs, they 
are simply referred to as “UNTOC” and the “Trafficking Protocol” as indicated. 
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g) To identify and promote the role of 
civil society, especially in awareness-
raising and the provision of relevant 
services for victims. 

h) To strengthen regional and 
international cooperation. 

i) To assist member-states to share best 
practices and secure technical and 
other assistance for implementing the 
various instruments and initiatives on 
trafficking. 

j) To establish a Trust Fund to 
compensate victims of trafficking; 

k) To establish the primary responsibility 
of national governments to take local 
action to fight trafficking 

 
Canada: Delete first two lines and begin OP3 with 
… Ratifying and effectively implementing the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent,…. 
 
Colombia: full stop after Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children.  
 
EU: Switch order of paragraph 2 and 3  
 
Paragraph 3 bis 
Taking prompt action, in the case of Member States 
that have not yet done so, to ratify or accede to the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children and to fully 
implement all its provisions, notably the 
criminalization of human trafficking in all its forms 
as defined in article 3 of the said protocol. 
 
Indonesia: Taking continuously urgent action… 
 
ILO: add the full title of both Conventions "ILO 
Convention 29 on Forced Labour” and “ILO 
Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of Child 
Labour" 
 
IOM: add International Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of Their Families 
 
Japan: Add, after “universal ratification”, 
“,acceptance, approval or accession”. 
(rationale) Article 16 of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol 
 
Japan (8 June 2010): Delete “by 2012” in 3bis. 
 
Malaysia: To split the paragraph into two as 
follows: 
Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking in 
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persons, protect its victims and prosecute its culprits 
and strengthen partnership to these ends by 
promoting and attaining universal ratification and 
effective implementation of the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children as well as other relevant international 
instruments, including ILO convention 29 and 182, 
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of 
Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and 
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional Protocol 
on the sale of children, child prostitution and child 
pornography, and the Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; 
 
Promote universal ratification and implementation 
of other relevant international legal instruments 
related to trafficking in persons such as  ILO 
convention 29 and 182, Supplementary Convention 
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women; 
 
Norway: Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking 
in persons, protect its victims and prosectueits 
culprits and strengthen partnersip to these ends by 
promoting and attaining, as a matter of priority, 
universal ratification and effective implementation 
of the United Nations Convention... (continues to 
the end unchanged)  
[NOTE: The purpose of this change is to highlight 
the centrality of the legal framework to combat 
trafficking, while removing the repetition of 
prevention, protection and prosecution already 
outlined in the chapeau of the plan.] 
 
Singapore: Taking urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and 
prosecute its culprits and strengthen partnership to 
these ends by promoting and attaining taking 
efforts to promote universal ratification… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: add Optional Protocol on the 
Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict (remove 
this reference) and International Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of Their Families 
 
UNAIDS: Taking urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect trafficked personsits 
victims and prosecute traffickersits culprits and 
strengthen partnership… 
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USA: After “promoting and..” add “consider, as a 
priority, signing and ratifying by 2012”  delete 
“attaining universal ratification” and change 
“effective implementation” to “effectively 
implementing…” Delete the list of international 
documents and add “as applicable” after 
“international instruments.”    
 
USA (8 June 2010): US continues to advocate its 
position on this in the current text.   
 
The US does not support UNAIDS’ proposal to 
delete “victims” and replace with “trafficked 
persons” here and throughout the document.   
“Victims of trafficking” is used in the TIP Protocol 
and generally in TIP UNGA resolutions. In 
countries in compliance with the TIP Protocol, 
trafficked persons are victims of crime and should 
be treated as such. 
 

4. Recognizing the role of the Conference of the 
Parties to the Convention, established in 
accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to 
improve the capacity of States Parties to 
promote and review the implementation of the 
Convention, including the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children; 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Recognize that, in accordance with Art.32 of 
UNTOC, the Conference of Parties to the 
Convention is established to improve the capacity of 
States Parties to promote and review the 
implementation of the Convention, including the 
Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: Recognizing To Recognize the role 
of the Conference of Parties to the Convention, 
established… 
 
Canada: Recognizing the primary role of the 
Conference of Parties to the Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime, established in 
accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to improve 
the capacity of States Parties to promote and review 
the implementation of the Convention, including the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children 
 
EU: Recognizing and supporting the role of the 
Conference of Parties to the Convention, established 
in accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to 
improve the capacity of States Parties to promote 
and review the implementation of the Convention, 
and its additional protocols including the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children 
 
Japan:  Change “the Conference of Parties to the 
Convention” to “the Conference of the Parties to the 
Convention”. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: Delete “Recognizing the role of the 
Conference of Parties to the Convention established 
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in accordance with Art.32 of the UNTOC” and 
replace with “Reaffirming that, in accordance with 
Art.32 of the UNTOC, the Conference of Parties to 
the Convention is established…” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports the Canadian 
proposal or our original amendment. 
 

5. Supporting the establishment of a review 
mechanism to monitor the implementation of 
the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its 
Protocols; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Encourage the Conference of the Parties to the 
UNTOC Convention to establish an appropriate and 
effective review mechanism to monitor the 
implementation of the Convention and Protocols 
thereto; 
 
African Group: Supporting To support the 
establishment of a review mechanism… 
 
Belarus: Supporting the establishment of a review 
mechanism to monitor the implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocols to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children 
 
Canada: replace OP5 with… Encouraging the 
Conference of the Parties to the UNTOC 
Convention to continue its efforts in exploring 
options regarding an appropriate and effective 
mechanism to assist the Conference in the review of 
implementation of the Convention and Protocols 
thereto.  
 
China: delete 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
EU: Supporting the establishment, through the 
UNTOC Conference of the Parties, of an effective 
review mechanism to monitor the implementation of 
the  United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocols 
UNTOC and its additional protocols 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU is pleased to see the 
reference to the Conference of the Parties and 
accepts the Co-facilitators' proposed wording. The 
EU has a query in relation to paragraph 5 and would 
be grateful if the Co-facilitators' could please 
confirm if the establishment of an effective review 
mechanism will give rise to a PBI? 
 
Indonesia: merge with paragraph 4 as it contains 
the same idea. In paragraph 4, it is rightly so 
mentioned that the CoP of UNTOC plays an 
important role in reviewing the implementation of 
the UNTOC. This is echoed by the formulation of 
paragraph 5. 
 
Indonesia (8 June 2010): To integrate OP 5 and OP 
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4 as they both reflect the importance of a review 
mechanism, with the central role of COP UNCTOC, 
and suggest the addition of the following language: 
“..and also looking forward to the consideration of 
the conference of state parties to the UN Convention 
against TOC on the recommendations and outcomes 
of the pilot review programme of the UNCTOC.” 
 
 
Japan (8 June 2010): Japan supports the proposal 
by Canada. 
 
Liechtenstein: Supporting Encouraging the 
Conference of States Parties the to establishment of 
a review mechanism to monitor the implementation 
of the UNTOC and its Protocols; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: After “establishment” add “through the 
UNTOC Conference of  Parties, of an effective 
pilot”   after  “Convention” add “and its additional 
protocols 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US does not support deletion 
of the paragraph. 
 

6. Taking into account the recommendations of 
the Working Group on Trafficking in Persons 
established by the Conference of the Parties to 
the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime; 
 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Take into account the activities and 
recommendations of the open-ended interim 
Working Group on Trafficking in Persons 
established by the Conference of the Parties to the 
UN Convention against Transnational Organized 
Crime; 
 
African Group: Taking To take into account… 
 
Canada: Taking into account the activities and 
recommendations of the open-ended interim 
Working Group…  
 
Indonesia: add: “Welcoming the progress made by 
various activities and working groups under the 
auspices of Conference of the State Parties of the 
UN Convention against TOC and further 
encouraging them to make progresses in the areas of 
technical assistance.” 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports the Canadian 
proposal. 
 

7. Supporting the Human Rights Council, and 
contributing to its work on the question of the 
promotion and protection of human rights for 
all in the fight against trafficking in persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Support the Human Rights Council and contribute to 
its work on the question of the promotion and 
protection of human rights for all in the fight against 
trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Taking To take into account and 
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support the Human Rights Council… 
 
Thailand: delete 

8. Supporting the role of the Special Rapporteur 
on trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, the Special Rapporteur on 
contemporary forms of slavery, including its 
causes and consequences, the Special 
Rapporteur on violence against women, its 
causes and consequences, Special Rapporteur 
on the sale of children, child prostitution and 
child pornography, Special Representative to 
the Secretary-General on Violence Against 
Children and other relevant Special 
Rapporteurs and Representatives. The Special 
Rapporteurs should assist States by offering 
concrete advice, making country visits, liaising 
with the United Nations and regional 
organizations, and reporting on these issues; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Support the role of the Special Rapporteur on 
trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, the Special Rapporteur on contemporary 
forms of slavery, including its causes and 
consequences, the Special Rapporteur on violence 
against women, its causes and consequences, 
Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, Special 
Representative to the Secretary-General on Violence 
Against Children and other relevant Special 
Rapporteurs and Representatives. The mandate 
holders should assist States by offering concrete 
advice, making country visits, liaising with the 
United Nations and regional organizations, and 
reporting on these issues; 
 
African Group: Supporting To support the role of 
the Special Rapporteur… 
 
Canada: Supporting the efforts and specific 
mandates role of the Special Rapporteur  
 
delete last sentence “The Special Rapporteurs 
should…”  
 
China: …Special Representative to the Secretary-
General on Violence Against Children and other 
relevant Special Rapporteurs and Representatives 
while taking into account the code of conduct for 
special procedure mandate holders. The Special 
Rapporteurs, at the request or with the consent of 
States, should assist States by offering… 
 
EU: …The Special Rapporteurs mandate holders 
should assist States by offering concrete advice, 
making country visits, liaising with the United 
Nations and regional organizations, and reporting on 
these issues. UN Member States are asked to accede 
to requests for visits by the mandate holders 
 
 
Indonesia: Special Rapporteurs, upon the request of 
Member-State, should assist…” 
 
ILO: Add new paragraph between 8 and 9 that 
reads: "Supporting the ILO programmes to combat 
forced labour and to eliminate child labour, and 
implementing the respective global action plans 
endorsed by the ILO Governing Body in 2006 and 
2009 aiming at the elimination of these practices." 
 
IOM: add Special Rapp on the Human Rights of 
Migrants  
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Norway: Supporting the role of and cooperating 
with the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in 
persons, especially… 
 
[This change would put the emphasis on actual 
cooperation with the SP and not just tacit support of 
the role.] 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support proposals 
(EU, Norway) that emphasizes active support to and 
cooperation with the concerned Special 
Representatives of the SGs’ and Special Rapporteurs 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend reference be made of the 
UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of 
Migrants 
 
USA: Delete “The Special Rapporteurs should assist 
States by offering concrete advice, making country 
visits, liaising with the United Nations and regional 
organizations, and reporting on these issues. Add 
after “……Representatives” “by acceding to their 
requests for country visits in order that they may 
assist States in offering recommendations for 
improving national responses.” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU, UNICEF and 
IOM amendments as well as our original 
amendment. 
 

9. Reaffirming the central role of the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) 
in combating trafficking in persons and 
providing technical assistance to implement the 
United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its 
Trafficking in Persons Protocol, by making use 
of existing capacity building tools, lessons 
learned and expertise available in international 
organizations, including inter alia, the 
International Framework for Action to 
Implement the Trafficking in Persons Protocol; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Reaffirm the central role of the United Nations 
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in combating 
trafficking in persons and providing technical 
assistance to implement UNTOC and the 
Trafficking Protocol, by making use of existing 
capacity building tools, lessons learned and 
expertise available in international organizations, 
including inter alia, the International Framework for 
Action to Implement the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol; 
 
African Group: Reaffirming To stress the central 
role of the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime (UNODC)… 
 
Canada: recommend splitting as follows:  
9(a) Reaffirming the central role of the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) as 
mandated in UNGA resolution 55/25 in combating 
trafficking in persons and providing technical 
assistance to implement the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
and its Trafficking in Persons Protocol. 
9(b) Mby making use of existing capacity building 
tools, lessons learned and expertise available in 
international organizations, including inter alia, the 
International Framework for Action to Implement 
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the Trafficking in Persons Protocol 
 
Malaysia: To move up further in the text as point 7, 
after the points regarding the Conventions and the 
work of the COP. As the main United Nations 
agency to combat and coordinate action on TiP, this 
paragraph should be moved further up to reflect the 
important role of the UNODC. 
 
OHCHR: Paragraph 9bis 
Reaffirming the leading role of OHCHR on 
promoting a human rights-based approach to all 
aspects of combating human trafficking, as provided 
for in the Recommended Principles and Guidelines 
on Human Rights and Human Trafficking, and as 
recognized by the Human Rights Council. 
 
 
Thailand: “Reaffirming the central role of the 
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
(UNODC) in combating trafficking in persons and 
providing technical assistance to implement the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol, by making use of existing capacity 
building tools, lessons learned and expertise 
available in international organizations, including 
inter alia, the International Framework for Action to 
Implement the Trafficking in Persons Protocol;” 
 
USA: Place paragraph after OP 6 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports OHCHR 
amendment with one further change:  delete “as 
provided” and replace with “taking note of” since 
this was not an internationally negotiated document. 
 

10. Also noting the important work of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the 
International Labor Organization, and the 
International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
in the global fight against trafficking in 
persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Note the important work of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, the United 
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the 
International Labor Organization, and the 
International Organization for Migration (IOM) in 
the global fight against trafficking in persons; 
 
New Paragraph 10bis 
Strongly urging all responsible UN entities to 
coordinate their efforts to fight trafficking in persons 
effectively and protect the human rights of its 
victims, including via the Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
and UN.GIFT; 
 
African Group: Also noting To Recognize the 
important work of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees… 
 
Belarus: …Refugees (UNHCR), the United Nations 
Children's Fund (UNICEF), the International Labor 
Organization (ILO), and the International 
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Organization for Migration (IOM) as well as 
International Criminal Police (INTERPOL) and 
UNESCO in the global fight against trafficking in 
persons; 
 
Colombia: delete. The organizations or entities 
mentioned in the document should be restricted to 
the ones participating in the Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
(ICAT), and for the sake of coherence any of them 
should be singularized in a separated paragraph.   
 
EU: Also noting the important work of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees Human 
Rights, the United Nations Children’s Fund… 
 
Paragraph 10bis  
Strongly urging all responsible UN entities to 
coordinate their efforts to fight trafficking in persons 
effectively and protect the human rights of its 
victims, including via the Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
and UN.GIFT; 
 
Paragraph 10ter (moved from paragraph 39) 
Commending the role of civil society organizations 
and non-governmental organizations in providing 
assistance and empowerment to victims of 
trafficking and helping them to seek redress as well 
as facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services to victims, including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with law 
enforcement officials; 
 
ILO: … the International Labor Organization 
(ILO)… 
 
IOM: when analyzing the language of paragraph 9, 
the introductory language of paragraph 10 is very 
weak and we would appreciate if Member States 
could a) recognize (rather than note) the important 
work and b) the existing capacity building tools, etc. 
of paragraph 9 should be replicated in paragraph 10 
 
Japan: Add, after “United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF),” in line 2, “United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(OHCHR),” . 
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposals on paras 10 and 10bis as well 
as para 10 ter proposed by the EU. 
 
Thailand: replace with “NoteAlso noting the 
important work of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, the United Nations 
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the International Labor 
Organization, and the International Organization for 
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Migration (IOM) in the global fight against 
trafficking in persons” 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding reference to the Office of 
the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(OHCHR) 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment in 
order to avoid a long list of organizations. 

11. Making a commitment to address all forms of 
trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Make a commitment to address all forms of 
trafficking in persons that occur within and across 
national borders, including as a result of conflict, 
instability or humanitarian emergencies; 
 
African Group: To make a commitment to address 
all forms of trafficking in persons that occur within 
and across national borders and in doing so to 
consider establishing direct channels of 
communication between the relevant and competent 
authorities, agencies and services, including special 
units and focal points and where appropriate, 
establish joint border patrols trained in the 
prevention of trafficking in human beings and 
strengthen the existing ones. 
 
11 bis 
To adopt appropriate strategies which take into 
account the specificity of all cases and further 
coordinate the actions at local, national, sub-
regional, regional and international levels in an 
inclusive manner 
 
Belarus: …national borders, including trafficking in 
human organs, tissue and cells  
 
Canada: Making a commitment to Aaddressing all 
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders 
 
EU: Making a commitment to address all forms of 
trafficking in persons that occur within and across 
national borders, including as a result of conflict, 
instability or humanitarian emergencies 
 
Indonesia: Making a commitment to address all 
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders. The explanation is as 
follows: The last part of this paragraph brings 
confusion at the technical level as the definition of 
trafficking as stipulated by the UNTOC covers both 
within and across national border. The last 
paragraph is simply redundant.  Moreover, the first 
part is also redundant because the urge to make 
commitment is already being covered by the 
chapeau of this draft 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 11 bis: 
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Stressing that trafficking in persons are global 
problems in nature involving origin, transit and 
destination countries, which require comprehensive 
international cooperation in combating it. 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 11ter: 
Noting with grave concerns the links between 
trafficking in persons and other forms of 
transnational crime and are concerned that many of 
the trafficking activities were being orchestrated by 
criminal networks that were also involved in the 
illicit trafficking of narcotics, document fraud, 
money laundering, arms smuggling, terrorism and 
other transnational crimes. 
 
OHCHR: Making a commitment to address all 
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders both in peace time and in the 
context of armed conflict; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
IOM: We would suggest inserting a paragraph that 
specifically addresses the issue of internal 
trafficking and the need for states to demonstrate 
commitment to addressing the problem. 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US can support Canadian and 
EU amendments.  US does not support Belarus 
amendment as this would broaden definition of 
trafficking in persons as defined in the TIP Protocol.  
Belarus’ amendment would be better addressed in 
another more suitable forum focused specifically on 
sale of human organs, tissue and cells. 
 

I. Preventing trafficking in persons 
12. Mainstreaming the issue of trafficking in 

persons into policies and programmes aimed at 
addressing economic development, human 
rights, rule of law, good governance, natural 
disaster and post-conflict reconstruction; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Mainstream the issue of trafficking in persons into 
policies and programmes aimed at addressing 
economic and social development, human rights, 
rule of law, good governance, education, natural 
disaster and post-conflict reconstruction; 
 
African Group:  
I. PreventingPrevention of trafficking in persons 
We resolve to undertake the following measures to 
prevent and combat trafficking in persons: 
 
12.  Mainstreaming To mainstream the issue of 
trafficking in persons into policies … 
 
Australia: It would be misleading and unhelpful to 
suggest that all human rights policies and 
programmes would and should address the issue of 
people trafficking as they have a much broader 
function. 
 
Belarus: …good governance, education, natural 
disaster 
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China: Mainstreaming the issue of trafficking in 
persons, as appropriate, into… 
 
EU: …at addressing economic and social 
development… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest considering “mainstreaming in 
migration managements and gender equality and 
empowerment work” and adding “strengthening 
child protection systems” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): OP 12 and 14 appear to be 
similar.  US urges merging the two paragraphs. 

13. Addressing the underlying root causes of 
trafficking in persons that make people 
vulnerable to exploitation, such as poverty, 
inequality, gender discrimination, and a culture 
of tolerance towards violence against women 
and children; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal (8 June 2010): 
Address the underlying root causes of trafficking in 
persons that make people vulnerable to exploitation 
by this serious crime, such as poverty, inequality, 
armed conflicts, gender discrimination, social 
exclusion and marginalization as well as a culture of 
tolerance towards violence against women, young 
people and children, including sexual violence in 
conflict; 
 
African Group: Addressing To address the 
underlying root causes of trafficking… 
 
Belarus: …poverty, lack of decent work, 
inequality…. women and children as well as armed 
conflicts 
 
Canada: vulnerable to exploitation, such 
asincluding poverty, inequality, lack of opportunity, 
social exclusion… 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to:  
“Address the social and economic factors that 
increase vulnerability to trafficking and create 
awareness of trafficking, its causes and 
consequences. “  
 
EU: …that make people vulnerable to exploitation 
by this serious crime, such as poverty, inequality, 
gender discrimination, social exclusion and 
marginalization and a culture of tolerance towards 
violence against women, young people and children; 
 
ILO:  …and a culture of tolerance towards violence 
against women and children, and lack of decent 
work in source and destination countries, and 
governance problems of labour markets and 
migration systems; 
 
Japan: We would like to know if the list of root 
causes of trafficking in persons described in this 
paragraph is a direct quote of agreed language. 
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Nicaragua: Addressing the underlying root causes 
of trafficking in persons that make people vulnerable 
to exploitation, particularly the extreme poverty and 
hunger which are the greatest global threat that 
requires the collective commitment of the 
international community for its eradication, as well 
as,… 
 
Holy See: …gender discrimination, armed conflicts, 
instability 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Addressing the underlying root causes of 
trafficking in persons that make people vulnerable to 
exploitation, such as poverty, inequality, gender and 
ethnic discrimination, racism, and a culture of 
tolerance towards violence against women and 
children;  
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports either the 
Colombian or EU amendments. 
 

14. Adopting or implementing comprehensive 
policies and programmes at the national and 
regional levels and other measures to prevent 
all forms of trafficking in persons that are in 
line with relevant policies and programmes on 
migration, education, employment and crime 
prevention; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt and implement comprehensive policies and 
programmes at the national and regional levels and 
other measures to prevent all forms of trafficking in 
persons that are in line with relevant policies and 
programmes on migration, education, employment, 
empowerment of women, and crime prevention in 
accordance with international human rights 
standards; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt and/or  
Implementing implement comprehensive policies 
and programmes… 
 
Belarus: 14.bis Encouraging developing by 
UNESCO and UNICEF together with other 
international organizations, state and private funds, 
respective non-governmental organizations 
educational programmes aimed at prevention of 
human trafficking and their dissemination among 
Member States; 
 
Cuba: 14 bis: “Encouraging States Parties to take or 
strengthen measures, including through bilateral or 
multilateral cooperation, to alleviate the factors that 
make persons, especially women and children, 
vulnerable to trafficking, such as poverty, 
underdevelopment and lack of equal opportunity.” 
(A/RES/55/25) 
 
Cuba: 14 ter: “Urging the developed countries to 
fulfill their Official Development Commitments in a 
timely and predictable manner as been agreed in the 
Major United Nations Conferences and Summits, in 
order to support the efforts of developing countries 
to fight the trafficking in persons.” (Based in 
paragraph 309 Final Document Sharm El-Sheikh) 
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EU: Adopting or and implementing comprehensive 
policies and programmes at the national and regional 
levels and other measures to prevent all forms of 
trafficking in persons that are in line with relevant 
policies and programmes on migration, education, 
employment combating all forms of discrimination 
and crime prevention 
 
OHCHR: Adopting or implementing 
comprehensive policies and programmes at the 
national and regional levels and other measures to 
prevent all forms of trafficking in persons that are in 
line with relevant policies and programmes on 
migration, education, employment and crime 
prevention;Adopting or implementing 
comprehensive policies and programmes at the 
national and regional levels and other measures to 
prevent all forms of trafficking in persons that are in 
line with relevant policies and programmes on safe 
and gainful migration, education, employment, 
empowerment of women and participation in 
decision-making,  and crime prevention and in 
accordance with international human rights 
standards 
 
 
Singapore: Adopting or implementing as necessary 
comprehensive policies and programmes at the 
national and regional levels and other measures, in 
line with relevant  domestic laws, policies and 
programmes on migration, education, employment 
and crime prevention, to prevent  all forms of 
trafficking in persons that are in line with relevant 
policies and programmes on migration, education, 
employment and crime prevention;” 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend adding: “ human rights and 
child rights, gender equality” after “in line with 
relevant policies and programme s on migration... 
 
USA (8 June 2010): OP 12 and 14 appear to be 
similar.  US urges merging the two paragraphs. 
 

15. Conducting research and collection of 
disaggregated data by types of trafficking in 
persons, sex and age and data collection into 
the nature and extent of all forms of trafficking 
in persons, including root causes, trends of 
trafficking, information on traffickers, demand 
for exploitative services and labour and on the 
gaps and shortcomings in anti-trafficking 
policies and programmes; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Conduct research and collection of disaggregated 
data by types of trafficking in persons, sex and age 
and data collection into the nature and extent of all 
forms of trafficking in persons, including root 
causes, trends of trafficking, information on 
traffickers, demand for exploitative services and 
labour and on the gaps and shortcomings in anti-
trafficking policies and programmes; 
 
African group: Conducting To conduct research 
and collect disaggregated… 
 
15bis To involve local communities,  local 
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authorities,  non-governmental organizations, faith-
based organizations, members of civil society and 
the business community/sector in awareness-raising 
campaigns and to educate them on the provisions of 
existing legal instruments on human trafficking, 
 
Belarus: 15.bis Encouraging UNODC together with 
IOM and other relevant organizations to work out 
the universally acceptable concept definition of the 
“victim of trafficking” to be used as a guide by all 
law enforcement and other organizations and 
agencies in their actions towards the trafficking 
victims;     
 
Canada: …trafficking in persons, as well 
asincluding root causes, trends of trafficking, 
information on traffickersperpetrators, the demand 
that fosters all forms of exploitation, demand for 
exploitative services and labour and on the gaps and 
shortcomings in anti-trafficking laws, policies and 
programmes; 
 
China: Conducting research and collection of 
disaggregated data by types of trafficking in 
persons, sex and age and data collection into the 
nature and extent of all forms of trafficking in 
persons, including root causes, trends of trafficking, 
information on traffickers, demand for exploitative 
services and labour and on the gaps and 
shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and 
programmes 
 
Colombia: …all forms of trafficking in persons, 
including root causes conditions of vulnerability, 
trends… 
 
EU: Conducting research and collectiong of data 
that should be suitably disaggregated to enable a 
proper analysis of the nature and extent of 
trafficking in a comparative fashion; disaggregated 
data by types of trafficking in persons, sex and age 
and data collection into the nature and extent of all 
forms of trafficking in persons, including root 
causes, trends of trafficking, information on 
traffickers, demand for exploitative services and 
labour and on the gaps and shortcomings in anti-
trafficking policies and programmes; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comments in relation to 
paragraph 15. 
 
Nicaragua: and labour and on the gaps and 
shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and 
programmes; Giving priority to information 
provided by national official sources  
 
Singapore: Endeavouring to conduct Conducting 
research and collection of disaggregated data by 
types of trafficking in persons, sex and age and data 
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collection into the nature and extent of all forms of 
trafficking in persons, including root causes, trends 
of trafficking, information on traffickers, demand 
for exploitative services and labour and on the gaps 
and shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and 
programme 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale – 8 June 2010) Each State should have the 
discretion to individually decide how best they can 
conduct research and collection of disaggregated 
data, taking into account the varying trends and 
actual circumstances of trafficking in persons in 
each State. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: suggest adding the following after: 
“...gaps and shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies 
and programmes, and including participatory and 
applied research with men, women and children 
who have been identified as victims of trafficking or 
potential victims or are considered to be at risk of 
trafficking 
 
USA: Delete “by types of trafficking in persons, sex 

and age and data collection into the nature and 
extent of all forms of trafficking in persons” and 
“including”.  After “data” add “with the aim of 
understanding”. 

 
16. Developing or strengthening processes for the 

identification of victims such as those 
developed by UNODC and IOM, including 
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures 
that help to identify trafficked victims among 
vulnerable populations; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Develop or strengthen processes for the 
identification of victims such as those developed by 
UNODC and other organizations, including 
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures that 
help to identify trafficked victims among vulnerable 
populations; 
 
African Group: Developing or strengthening To 
develop and/or strengthen processes for the 
identification of victims such as… 
 
Belarus: …nondiscriminatory measures, criteria and 
methodology that help… 
 
EU: …by UNODC and IOMand other 
organisations, including… 
 
Malaysia: Developing or strengthening processes 
for the identification of victims such as those 
developed by UNODC and IOM, including 
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures that 
help to identify trafficked victims among vulnerable 
populations; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Developing or strengthening processes 
for the identification of trafficked personsvictims, 
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such as those developed by UNODC and IOM, 
including appropriate and non-discriminatory 
measures that help to identify trafficked 
personsvictims among vulnerable populations;  
 
UNICEF: the aim here is most likely to be “to 
proactively identify potential victims among 
vulnerable populations without discriminatory 
measures”.  Also suggest adding at the end of the of 
the paragraph “particularly in mixed migration 
flows” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US does not support UNAIDS’ 
proposal. 
 

17. Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to 
discourage the demand that fosters exploitation 
and inform persons at risk of being trafficked 
and the general public through education and 
effective involvement of mass media and 
monitoring the effectiveness of such 
campaigns; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Promote awareness-raising campaigns to discourage 
the demand that fosters exploitation of persons, 
especially women and children, that leads to 
trafficking and inform persons at risk of being 
trafficked and the general public through education 
and effective involvement of mass media, non-
governmental organizations and the private sector 
and monitor the effectiveness of such campaigns; 
 
New Paragraph 17bis 
Stress the role of education in raising awareness on 
the prevention of trafficking in persons and to 
promote education in particular human rights 
education, and human rights learning as a 
sustainable way to prevent trafficking in persons; 
 
New Paragraph 17ter 
Reinforce mechanisms for the registration of births 
and the provision of identity documents; 
 
African Group: Promoting To carry out awareness-
raising campaigns to discourage the demand that 
fosters… 
 
17bis To stress the role of education in raising 
awareness on the prevention of trafficking in 
persons and to promote education in particular 
human rights education, and human rights learning 
as a sustainable way to prevent trafficking in 
persons; 
 
17ter To reinforce mechanisms for the registration 
of births and the provision of identity documents, 
 
Belarus: …mass media, non-governmental 
organizations and private sector, and 
 
17.bis Encouraging the United Nations to organize 
global campaign against trafficking in persons in 
international mass media with participation of 
international organizations, Member States, NGOs 
and business community;  
 
Canada: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to 
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discourage the demand that fosters all forms of 
exploitation, especially women and children, that 
leads to trafficking and inform…  
 
Colombia: delete OR change to :  
Promote awareness raising campaigns aimed at the 
most vulnerable groups by providing potential 
victims of trafficking with sufficient information 
about the risks of human trafficking 
 
17bis:  
Discourage the demand for services of trafficking 
persons for sexual exploitation, forced labour, 
slavery or other practices similar to slavery and 
servitude and, in this connection, promoting zero 
tolerance towards all forms of trafficking 
 
EU: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to 
discourage the demand that fosters exploitation and 
inform persons at risk of being trafficked and the 
general public through education and effective 
involvement of mass media and monitoring the 
effectiveness of such campaigns; Increasing 
prevention through the promotion of effective 
awareness-raising campaigns in countries of 
destination to discourage the demand that fosters 
exploitation and in country of origins to inform 
persons at risk of being trafficked and the general 
public. These campaigns should be conducted 
through education and effective involvement of 
mass media and should be monitored to assess  their 
effectiveness; 
 
Holy See: …that fosters exploitation and fuels 
trafficking 
 
Indonesia (8 June 2010): We view that this 
paragraph dilutes and narrows the scope of efforts to 
combat the demand side of illegal services caused 
by trafficking in persons.  This paragraph is also in 
contravention to the spirit of Article 9 paragraph 5 
of the Trafficking Protocol.  We suggest an 
amendment  to read as follows: “Ensuring the 
adoption or strengthening of legislative or other 
measures, including promoting awareness-raising 
campaigns, through educational, social or cultural 
measures, to discourage demand that foster all forms 
of exploitation of persons.” 
 
Japan:  Delete “and monitoring the effectiveness of 
such campaigns”. 
(rationale – 8 June 2010)  It is not clear what States 
are required to do to monitor the effectiveness of 
awareness-raising campaigns. 
 
Japan (8 June 2010):  in 17ter, Add after 
“Reinforcing mechanisms”, “in countries of origin 
of victims of trafficking in persons”. 
 
OHCHR: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns 
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to discourage the demand as a root cause of 
trafficking, which that fosters exploitation, including 
sexual exploitation, and inform persons at risk of 
being trafficked and the general public through 
education and effective involvement of mass media 
and monitoring the effectiveness of such campaigns; 
 
Singapore: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns 
to discourage the demand that fosters exploitation of 
persons, especially women and children, that leads 
to trafficking and inform persons at risk of being 
trafficked and the general public through education 
and effective involvement of mass media and 
monitoring the effectiveness of such campaigns 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposals on paras 17, 17 bis and 17 ter 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment, 
and Africa Group amendment 17ter on birth 
registration and identity documents. 
 

18. Increasing prevention efforts in countries of 
destination and transit by focusing on the 
demand for trafficked and exploited migrant 
labour and forced labour, and the demand for 
the goods produced as a result of such labour; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Increase prevention efforts in countries of 
destination and transit by focusing on the demand 
for trafficked labour and the goods produced as a 
result of such labour; 
 
African Group: Increasing prevention efforts To 
develop prevention mechanisms in countries of 
destination and… 
 
Australia: Drafters should consider carefully the 
specifics of any measures that might in the future be 
contemplated as part of action under paragraphs 18 
and 19. Any such measures would need to be fully 
consistent with international trade obligations. 
 
Belarus: …result of such labour with the 
involvement into such efforts of private sector and 
civil society; 
 
Canada: Increasing prevention efforts in countries 
of origin, destination and transit by focusing on the 
demand for trafficked and exploited migrant labour 
and forced labourthat fosters all forms of trafficking 
including labour trafficking and, and the demand for 
the goods… 
 
EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU supports Australia in 
relation to their comments on international trade 
obligations. 
 
Holy See: the phrase “focusing on the demand for 
trafficked and exploited migrant and forced labour” 
contains two different concepts (trafficking and 
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exploitation of migrant labour) which need to be 
reconsidered, as the exploitative conditions of work 
do not automatically qualify as trafficking or forced 
labour 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: suggest adding at the end of the 
paragraph after “of such labour”; strengthening the 
monitoring of labour standards and working 
conditions in sectors that are known to be prone to 
precarious work or labour exploitation, including in 
the informal sectors, and increasing the 
identification of sites of exploitation 
 
USA: Add “source,”  before “destination.” Change 
“…trafficked and exploited migrant labour and 
forced labour…”  to  “trafficked and exploited 
labour” Delete “the goods produced as a result of 
such labour” and replace with “cheap labor, as well 
as addressing the demand for children and the 
exploitation of trafficking victims in the commercial 
sex trade” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US continues to advocate for 
its amendment. 
 

19. Adopting specific measures to combat 
trafficking for labour exploitation and calling 
on producers and consumers of goods to abide 
by these measures; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt specific measures at the national level to 
combat trafficking for labour exploitation, require 
producers of goods to abide by these measures and 
educate consumers on these measures; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt specific 
measures to combat trafficking… 
 
Australia: Drafters should consider carefully the 
specifics of any measures that might in the future be 
contemplated as part of action under paragraphs 18 
and 19. Any such measures would need to be fully 
consistent with international trade obligations. 
 
Canada: delete and address outstanding issues with 
OP18 and section on prosecution 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
EU: Adopting specific measures to combat 
trafficking for labour exploitation and calling on 
producers and consumers of goods to abide by these 
measures within countries 
 
EU (15 June 2010): Replace with: "Adopting 
specific measures to combat trafficking within and 
between countries. Intensify efforts to combat 
trafficking for labour exploitation and to identify the 
victims of this crime, while monitoring 
appropriately producers of goods as well as job 
agencies to ensure that they refrain from such 
exploitative practices and striving to educate 
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consumers on these issues". 
 
Indonesia (8 June 2010): We view that this 
paragraph referring to labour exploitation must be 
further strengthened, with additional wording 
“legislative and/or” so to read: “Adopting legislative 
and/or specific measures to combat trafficking for 
labour exploitation..” 
 
Japan:  Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  It is unclear what “specific measures” 
are in this paragraph. We therefore would suggest 
deleting this whole paragraph. 
 
Nicaragua: 19 bis Adopting specific measures to 
eliminate the demand for trafficking in person for 
the purpose of sexual exploitation 
(A/RES/64/178)PP15 
 
Holy See: the phrase “Adopting specific measures” 
is vague and unclear. After §19 a new paragraph 
(§19 bis) could be added: Adopting, where 
appropriate, and strengthening the existing laws 
against prostitution, child pornography and sexual 
exploitation 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
Syria: there is a need to adopt specific measures to 
combat trafficking for commercial exploitation, 
including the exploitation of the prostitution of 
others or other forms of sexual exploitation 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports Canadian 
proposal. 
 

20. Strengthening the capacity of law enforcement, 
immigration and other relevant officials in the 
prevention of trafficking in persons, taking into 
account the need to respect human rights and 
child-and gender-sensitive issues and 
encouraging cooperation with non-
governmental organizations, other relevant 
organizations and other elements of civil 
society; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Strengthen the capacity of law enforcement, 
immigration, education, social welfare, labour and 
other relevant officials in the prevention of 
trafficking in persons, taking into account the need 
to respect human rights and child-and gender-
sensitive issues and encourage cooperation with 
civil society, non-governmental organizations and 
other relevant organizations; 
 
African Group: Strengthening To strengthen the 
capacity of law enforcement, immigration… other 
relevant organizations and other elements of civil 
society, in accordance with national law; 
 
Belarus: …immigration, education and other 
relevant officials 
 
Canada: …taking into account the need to respect 
human rights and child-and gender-sensitive issues 
and encouraging cooperation with civil society, 
including non-governmental organizations, other 
relevant organizations and other elements of civil 
society; 
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EU: Strengthening or continuing to strengthen the 
capacity… 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comments in relation to 
paragraph 20 where we asked for the insertion of "or 
continuing to strengthen". 
 
Holy See: …human rights and child-and best 
interest of the child and gender-sensitive 
issues...with non-governmental organizations, 
religious-based communities… 
 
ILO: Strengthening the capacity of law 
enforcement, immigration, labour administration 
and labour inspection and other relevant officials… 
 
Singapore: Strengthening the capacity of law 
enforcement….and encouraging cooperation, where 
appropriate, with non-governmental organizations, 
other relevant organizations and other elements of 
civil society 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “social welfare, labour” 
before “law enforcement, immigration and other 
relevant officials” 
 

21. Encouraging the United Nations to work with 
Member States and relevant international, 
regional and sub-regional organizations to 
identify and share best practices to prevent 
trafficking in persons. 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Encourage the United Nations to intensify work with 
Member States and relevant international, regional 
and sub-regional organizations to identify and share 
best practices to prevent trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage the 
United Nations to work with Member… 
 
Canada: delete or replace with “Working together 
and in conjunction with relevant international, 
regional and sub-regional organizations to identify 
and share best practices to prevent trafficking in 
persons.” 
 
Cuba: 21 bis: “Encouraging national efforts being 
made to prevent and combat this scourge and to 
work together in a collaborative manner and within 
a regional and international framework without 
imposing unilateral requirements or evaluations on 
States.” (Based in paragraph 509 Final Document 
Sharm El-Sheikh) 
 
Indonesia: Encouraging the United Nations to 
intensify work with 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US prefers to keep the text as 
is. 
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II. Protecting and assisting victims of trafficking 

22. Reaffirming that the promotion and protection 
of human rights for all and effective measures 
to respond to trafficking in persons are 
complementary and mutually reinforcing; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Reaffirm that the promotion and protection of 
human rights for all and effective measures to 
respond to trafficking in persons are complementary 
and mutually reinforcing; 
 
African Group:  
Protecting and assistingProtection of and 
assistance to victims of trafficking 

We resolve to undertake the following measures 
reaffirming that the promotion and protection of 
human rights and effective measures to respond 
to trafficking in persons are complementary and 
mutually reinforcing:  

Paragraph 22: delete  
 
Canada: delete (repetitive with OP1 and 2) 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports Canada and 
Thailand’s proposal to delete the paragraph because 
it is repetitive. 
 

23. Stressing the need to promote and protect the 
rights of victims of trafficking in persons and to 
(re-) integrate both victims and perpetrators in 
the community, in line with the Office of the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights 
Guidelines on Human Rights and Human 
Trafficking and the UNICEF Guidelines on the 
Protection of Child Victims of Trafficking; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Stress the need to promote and protect the rights of 
victims of trafficking in persons and to (re-) 
integrate victims into the community, in line with 
the Office of the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights Recommended Principles and Guidelines on 
Human Rights and Human Trafficking and the 
UNICEF Guidelines on the Protection of Child 
Victims of Trafficking; 
 
African Group: Stressing To stress the need to 
promote and protect the rights of victims of 
trafficking in persons and to (re-) integrate victims 
in the community taking into consideration the 
supportive role of the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in this 
regard; 
 
Colombia: …(re-)integrate both victims and 
perpetrators in the community, in 
 
EU: Stressing the need to promote and protect the 
rights of victims of trafficking in persons and to (re-) 
integrate both victims and perpetrators in the 
community, in line with taking into account the 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
Guidelines on Human Rights and Human 
Trafficking and the UNICEF Guidelines on the 
Protection of Child Victims of Trafficking and 
stressing also the need to reintegrate the victims in 
society; 
23bis Stressing the need to fully implement the 
respective Articles  referring to victim protection of 
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UNTOC and its additional Protocols 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comments in relation to 
paragraph 23 where we made suggestions to the 
existing text and suggested the addition of 23 bis. 
 
IOM: add IOM’s Handbook on Direct Assistance 
for Victims of Trafficking is cited as one of the three 
concrete tools that provides detailed guidance on 
protection and assistance translating the Protocol’s 
provisions into a human rights based approach to 
implementation 
 
OHCHR: … in line with the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights Recommended 
Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Stressing the need to promote and protect 
the rights of trafficked personsvictims of trafficking 
in persons and to (re-) integrate both them victims 
and perpetrators in the community;  
 
UNICEF: Recommend reference to the UN 
Guidelines on Justice in Matters Affecting Child 
Victims and Witnesses of Crime 
 
USA: Delete “both” and  “and perpetrators.”   
The correct title of OHCHR’s document is 
“Recommended Principles and Guidelines on 
Human Rights and Human Trafficking.”     Add at 
the end of paragraph “..and the WHO’s Ethical and 
Safety Recommendations for Interviewing 
Trafficked Women.” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US continues to advocate for 
its amendment and can also support the EU’s 
amendment. 
 

24. Ensuring that national legislation recognizes 
trafficked persons as victims of crime 
regardless of nationality, gender, age or form of 
exploitation or similar features; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure that national legislation recognizes trafficked 
persons as victims of crime and that such legislation 
effectively criminalizes all forms of trafficking, 
regardless of the type of exploitation or the 
characteristics of the victim; 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure that national 
legislation recognizes trafficked persons as victims 
of crime regardless of nationality, gender, age or 
form of exploitation or similar features,  while 
encouraging national legislation to criminalize 
trafficking in human beings; 
 
Canada: replace with “Ensuring that national 
legislation effectively criminalizes all forms of 
trafficking, regardless of the type of exploitation of 
the characteristics of the victim” 
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EU: Ensureing that national legislation recognizes 
trafficked persons are recognised, first and foremost, 
as… 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comments in relation to 
paragraph 24. 
 
Japan: We think that it is not appropriate for this 
Plan of Action to give guidance to the content of 
national legislation. 
 
OHCHR: Ensuring that national legislation 
recognizes trafficked persons as victims of a crime 
regardless of nationality, immigration status, gender, 
age or form of exploitation or similar features 
 
Singapore: Ensuring that national legislation 
recognizes trafficked persons trafficked persons are 
treated as victims of crime regardless of nationality, 
gender, age or form of exploitation or similar 
features 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support the EU 
proposal, which is stronger and doesn’t refer to 
national legislation as such 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “immigration status” to 
the current list beginning with “nationality, gender, 
age or form of exploitation or similar features”’; 
suggest further adding “... and irrespective of the 
collaboration of the victim of trafficking with law 
enforcement authorities, the outcome of a related 
trial and a conviction of the perpetrator under the 
anti-trafficking law” 
 
USA: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US requests clarification on 
what is meant by “similar features”. 
 

25. Reviewing existing national services available 
to national and foreign victims of trafficking, 
and strengthening those services where needed 
as well as supporting the establishment or 
strengthening of national referral mechanisms; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Review existing national services available to 
victims of trafficking, according to Article 6 of the 
Trafficking Protocol and strengthen those services 
where needed as well as support the establishment 
or strengthening of  national referral mechanisms; 
 
African Group: Reviewing To review existing 
national services available to national and foreign 
victims of trafficking, and  to strengthening those 
services, where needed as well as supporting the 
establishment or strengthening of national referral 
mechanisms; 
 
Canada: …of national referral mechanisms, as 
appropriate. 
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EU: Reviewing existing national services available 
to national and foreign victims of trafficking, 
according to Article 6 of the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish trafficking in persons and 
strengthening those services where needed as well as 
supporting the establishment or strengthening of  
national referral mechanisms 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU is grateful to the Co-
Facilitators for including the EU's comment in the 
compromise proposal. The EU maintains that the 
word "national" is unnecessary and thus can be 
deleted. 
 
Japan: Change “services” to “measures”. 
  We think that it is up to each State to decide 
whether or not they support the establishment or the 
strengthening of referral mechanisms.  
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
OHCHR: referral mechanisms as well as by 
creating the institution of a National Rapporteur on 
trafficking in persons; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Reviewing existing national services 
available to national and foreign trafficked 
personsvictims of trafficking, and strengthening 
those services where needed as well as supporting 
the establishment or strengthening of national 
referral mechanisms 
 
UNICEF: Needs clarification on what is meant by 
“national services”.  It is unclear whether this means 
services that are provided by the state (i.e. 
government) or whether “national services” means 
all services including those implement by NGOs, 
civil society and international organizations. Also 
suggested replacing the word “foreign” with “non-
national” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment.  
US does not support UNAIDS amendment. 
 

26. Strengthening the capacity of service providers 
and others likely to encounter and identify 
possible victims of trafficking, such as law 
enforcement personnel, border control officers, 
consular embassy officials, judges and 
prosecutors and peacekeepers, and ensuring the 
availability of needed resources to the relevant 
sectors and institutions, including those of civil 
society; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Strengthen the capacity of service providers and 
others likely to encounter and identify possible 
victims of trafficking, such as law enforcement 
personnel, border control officers, labor inspectors, 
consular embassy officials, judges and prosecutors 
and peacekeepers, and ensure the availability of 
needed resources to the relevant sectors and 
institutions, including those of civil society; 
 
African Group: Strengthening To strengthen the 
capacity of service providers… 
 
Canada: …consular embassy officials., judges and 
prosecutors and peacekeepers, and… 
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EU: Strengthening or continuing to strengthen 
social protection mechanisms and the capacity and 
training of service providers and others, as stipulated 
by Art. 29 of UNTOC and Art. 10 of the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons 
likely to encounter and identify possible victims of 
trafficking, such as law enforcement personnel, 
border control officers, consular embassy officials, 
judges and prosecutors and peacekeepers, and 
ensuring the availability of needed resources to the 
relevant sectors and institutions, including those of 
civil society; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 26 where we asked for the insertion of "or 
continuing to strengthen" in the first line of the 
paragraph. 
 
Japan: Change “service providers and others” to 
“officials”. 
(rationale – 8 June 2010) It is unclear what “service 
providers and others” means. The list of examples of 
“service providers and others” referred to after “such 
as” all seem to be officials. We therefore propose 
changing “service providers and others” to 
“officials”. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Strengthening the capacity of service 
providers and others likely to encounter and identify 
possible victims of traffickeding persons, such as… 
 
UNICEF: Again suggest adding “social welfare and 
labour personnel and professionals in the health 
sector” to the currently listed entities such as “law 
enforcement, border control offices, consular 
embassy officials, judges and prosecutors and 
peacekeeper” 
 
USA: After “border control officers”  add “labor 
inspectors” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US continues to request 
mention of “labor inspectors,” or can support the EU 
amendment.  US does not support UNAIDS 
amendment. 
 

27. Preventing secondary victimization in the 
context of investigations, in the judicial system 
and in victim assistance programmes, including 
by adopting appropriate measures to ensure that 
victims of trafficking are not penalized for 
engaging in illicit activities as a direct result of 
being trafficked or as a result of coercion; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Prevent re-victimization in the context of 
investigations, in the judicial system and in victim 
assistance programmes, including by adopting 
appropriate measures to ensure that victims of 
trafficking are not penalized for engaging in illicit 
activities as a direct result of being trafficked or as a 
result of coercion; 
 
African Group: Preventing To prevent secondary 
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victimization… 
 
Canada: replace with “Urges Governments to take 
all appropriate measures to ensure that victims of 
trafficking are not penalized for being trafficked and 
that they do not suffer from victimization as a result 
of actions taken by government authorities, and 
encourages Governments to prevent, within their 
legal framework and in accordance with national 
policies, victims of trafficking in persons from being 
prosecuted for their illegal entry or residence.“ 
 
EU: Preventing secondary re-victimization, as 
stipulated by Art. 9 of the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons in the 
context of investigations, in the judicial system and 
in victim assistance programmes, including by 
adopting appropriate measures to ensure that victims 
of trafficking are not penalized for engaging in illicit 
activities as a direct result of being trafficked or as a 
result of coercion; 
 
EU (15 June 2010): Replace with: "Urges 
Governments to take all appropriate measures to 
ensure that victims of trafficking are not penalized 
for being trafficked and that they do not suffer from 
victimization as a result of actions taken by 
government authorities." 
 
Holy See: §27, page 7: after the “illicit activities” 
include or for being irregular migrants 
 
Japan (8 June 2010):  Replace facilitator’s proposal 
with “Preventing re-victimization in the context of 
investigations, in the judicial system and in victim 
assistance programmes, including by adopting 
appropriate measures within the limits of domestic 
law of each Member State to ensure that victims of 
trafficking in persons are not penalized in 
appropriate cases for engaging in illicit activities as 
a direct result of being trafficked or as a result of 
coercion”.   
(rationale) It is principally up to the prosecutors to 
decide whether or not to suspend the indictment, 
taking into account the seriousness of the crime 
which has been committed and all other relevant 
factors. Thus it is not appropriate to impose any 
limitations on prosecutors’ discretion which is 
ensured by national legislation. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Preventing secondary victimization in the 
context of investigations, in the judicial system and 
in victim assistance programmes for trafficked 
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persons, including by adopting appropriate measures 
to ensure that trafficked personsvictims of 
trafficking are not penalized… 
 
UNICEF: Currently the paragraph only makes 
reference to one aspect of “means” used to 
trafficking people, namely coercion.  Singling out 
one “means” places undue weight to the element and 
loses out the significance of others. Also suggest 
including also reference to the protection from 
sanctions under other than criminal law: “... ensure 
that victims of trafficking are not ‘sanctioned or’ 
penalised for ‘illegal entry or stay’ or engaging... 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US does not support deletion; 
we can accept EU amendment. 
 

28. Protecting the privacy and identity of victims of 
trafficking in persons before, during and after 
criminal proceedings, including, inter alia, by 
making legal proceedings relating to such 
trafficking confidential; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Protect the privacy, identity, and safety of victims of 
trafficking in persons and their families before, 
during and after criminal proceedings; 
 
African Group: Protecting To protect the privacy 
and identity of victims… 
 
EU: Protecting the privacy and identity and 
promoting the safety of witnesses, victims of 
trafficking in persons and their families, in particular 
before,of victims of trafficking in persons before, 
during and after criminal proceedings, as stipulated 
by Art. 24 and Art. 25 of UNTOC and Art.6 of the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons including, inter alia, by 
making legal proceedings relating to such trafficking 
confidential; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 28. We would prefer the paragraph to be 
tied to the relevant provisions in UNTOC and its 
protocols. 
 
Holy See: It is unclear what is meant by “making 
legal proceedings relating to such trafficking 
confidential” and what such confidentiality will 
entail 
 
Singapore: In appropriate cases and to the extent 
possible under its domestic law, Pprotecting the 
privacy and identity of victims of trafficking in 
persons before, during and after criminal 
proceedings, including, inter alia, by making legal 
proceedings relating to such trafficking confidential 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): Paras 28 and 29 to be 
merged as proposed by the EU (but referring to 
UNTOC seems difficult for Member States that are 
not parties to UNTOC) 
 
Thailand: delete 
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UNAIDS: Protecting the privacy and identity of 
victims of traffickeding in persons before… 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding explicit reference to data 
protection 
 
USA: After “..proceedings”  delete “including, inter 
alia, by making legal proceedings relating to such 
trafficking confidential.” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment.   
 

29. Protecting victims and witnesses from 
retaliation or intimidation, including by 
ensuring their physical safety; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Protect victims and witnesses from retaliation or 
intimidation, including by ensuring their physical 
safety; 
 
African Group: Protecting To protect victims and 
witnesses… 
 
EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): Recalling the Co-facilitators' 
statement that they envisage a concise political 
declaration, the EU has proposed some streamlining 
of paragraphs 28 and 29 and would like to maintain 
this position. 
 
Singapore: Protecting victims and witnesses from 
retaliation or intimidation, including by ensuring 
their physical safety  Endeavouring to provide for 
the physical safety of victims of trafficking in 
persons while they are within its territory 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): See comment for 
paragraph 28. 
 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Protecting trafficked persons victims and 
witnesses from retaliation or intimidation, including 
by ensuring their physical safety; 
 
UNICEF: Suggest reference be made to the special 
needs of child victims and witnesses of crime as per 
the ECOSOC Resolution of 2005/20 on Guidelines 
on Justice in Matters involving Child Victims and 
Witnesses of Crime. Also suggest adding reference 
to the “safety of their family members when 
necessary” 
 
USA: Request revision as follows:  “Protecting 
victims and witnesses from retaliation or 
intimidation, and facilitating their cooperation with 
law enforcement, including by ensuring their 
physical safety, and devising alternatives to 
incarceration or criminal detention.”   
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30. Providing assistance and services for the 
physical, psychological and social recovery of 
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation in 
cooperation with non-governmental 
organizations, other relevant organizations and 
other elements of civil society; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide assistance and services for the physical, 
psychological and social recovery of trafficked 
persons and their rehabilitation in cooperation with 
non-governmental organizations, relevant 
organizations and sectors of civil society; 
 
African Group: Providing To provide assistance 
and services for the physical, psychological and 
social recovery of trafficked persons and their full 
rehabilitation in their communities in cooperation 
with sub-regional, regional and international 
organizations as well as non-governmental 
organizations, other relevant organizations and  civil 
society; 
 
EU: Providing assistance and services for the 
physical, psychological and social recovery of 
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation in 
cooperation with non-governmental organizations, 
other relevant organizations and other  
elementsactors  of civil society, as stipulated by 
Article 6 of the UN Protocol on Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in persons 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU can accept the Co-
facilitators' proposal in line with the stipulations of 
Article 6 of the Protocol. 
 
Holy See: §30, page 7: it is imprecise whether the 
activities of “providing assistance and services” will 
be primarily funded by the United Nations trust fund 
(cf. §36). Further, after “non-governmental 
organizations” include religious-based communities 
 
Japan: Change “and their full rehabilitation” to 
“and their rehabilitation”. 
(rationale)  It is not always possible to achieve 
victims’ “full” rehabilitation. 
 
Singapore: Considering the implementation of 
measures to provide for the physical, psychological 
and social recovery of victims of trafficking 
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation 
including, in appropriate cases, in cooperation with 
non-governmental organizations, other relevant 
organizations and other elements of civil society 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU and Japan 
amendments, and the Holy See’s amendment to add 
“religious-based communities.” 
 

31. Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures to allow foreign victims to legalize 
their immigration status or pursue permanent 
residency or citizenship, in appropriate cases; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Consider adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures that permit victims of trafficking in 
persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or 
permanently, in appropriate cases, as stipulated by 
the Trafficking Protocol; 
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African Group: Adopting legislative or other 
appropriateTo enact, where it does not already exist, 
and adopting  legislative or other appropriate and all 
necessary measures to allow foreign victims to… 
 
Canada: Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures to allow foreign victims to legalize their 
immigration status or pursue permanent residency or 
citizenshipremain in the territory temporarily or 
permanently, in appropriate cases; 
 
EU: Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures that may permit to allow foreign victims 
of trafficking in persons to remain in its territory, 
temporarily or permanently, in appropriate cases, as 
stipulated by Art. 7 of the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Personsto 
legalize their immigration status or pursue 
permanent residency or citizenship, in appropriate 
cases; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU can accept the Co-
facilitators' proposal as a direct quotation from 
Article 7 of the Protocol. 
 
IOM: OP31bis “Making use of available technical 
assistance to member states in providing assistance 
for protection of victims of trafficking in persons, 
including inter alia, by IOM”  
 
Japan:  Change whole paragraph to “Considering 
the adoption of legislative or other appropriate 
measures that permit victims of trafficking in 
persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or 
permanently, in appropriate cases”. 
(rationale)  It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to quote Article 7 paragraph 1 of the Trafficking in 
Persons Protocol. 
 
Malaysia: delete 
 
OHCHR:…permanent residency or citizenship, 
including access to the asylum process, in 
appropriate cases… 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures to allow foreign trafficked personsvictims  
to legalize… 
  
UNICEF: Ideally, paragraph 41 should come before 
paragraph 31 or else the two paragraphs can be 
combined. Recommend language to propose 
reflection and recovery period, possibilities for 
temporary residency, and possibilities that 
temporary residency is reckonable towards a long-
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term status – pathways to permanent residency and 
citizenship 
 
USA: After “..citizenship” add “..or obtain 
temporary work permits, 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports Canada and EU’s 
amendment in addition to our original amendment.  
US does not support UNAIDs’ amendment. 
 

32. Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept their nationals back and 
facilitate access to care and services and 
ensuring that the return of a foreign suspected 
victim of trafficking in persons to a State of 
which that person is a citizen or permanent 
resident is voluntary and is conducted with due 
regard for the safety of that person; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal 
Ensure that countries of origin accept their nationals 
back and guarantee such return is conducted with 
due regard for safety and shall preferably be 
voluntary as stipulated by the Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure the 
commitment by countries of origin… and is 
conducted with due regard respect for the safety of 
that person;  
 
Australia: retains the right to remove unlawful non-
citizens involuntarily, consistent with international 
obligations and Australian domestic law. 
 
Canada: …of which that person is a citizen or 
permanent resident is preferably voluntary and… 
 
China: Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept their nationals back and facilitate 
access to care and services and ensuring that that the 
return of a foreign suspected victim of trafficking in 
persons to a State of which that person is a citizen or 
permanent resident and is voluntary and is 
conducted with due regard for the safety of that 
person 
 
Cuba: Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept in accordance with national 
legislation  their national back and facilitate access 
to care and services and ensuring that the return of a 
foreign suspected victim of trafficking in person to a 
State of which that person is a citizen or permanent 
resident is voluntary and is conducted with due 
regard for the safety of that person 
 
Cuba (8 June 2010): Mission of Cuba stresses its 
previous proposal for this paragraph (see above): 
“For us it is really important that any proposal of 
this paragraph reflects that all acceptance of national 
back to their countries of origin should be with the 
due respect to national legislation.” 
 
EU: Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept their nationals back and ensuring 
that the return is conducted with due regard to safety 
and shall preferably be voluntary, as stipulated by 
Art. 8 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Personsfacilitate access to care 
and services and ensuring that the return of a foreign 
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suspected victim of trafficking in persons to a State 
of which that person is a citizen or permanent 
resident is voluntary and is conducted with due 
regard for the safety of that person; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU can accept the Co-
facilitators' proposal as a direct quotation from 
Article 8 of the Protocol. 
 
Holy See: after “safety” include and dignity 
 
Japan: Change “is voluntary” to “is preferably 
voluntary”. 
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to adhere to Article 8 paragraph 2 of the Trafficking 
in Persons Protocol. 
 
OHCHR: …of a foreign suspected 
presumedsuspected victim of trafficking in 
persons… 
 
Singapore: permanent resident is voluntary and is 
conducted with due regard for the safety of that 
person 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: …facilitate access to care and services 
and ensuring that the return of a foreign suspected 
victim of traffickeding in person… 
s 
UNICEF: Suggest inclusion of family tracing and 
family assessment as additional requisite to the 
currently identified requisites of voluntariness and 
due regard for safety for the return of trafficked 
victims.  Further suggest inclusion of a sentence or a 
creation of a new paragraph along the lines of 
“Individual case assessment is done for each 
individual person, including a best interests 
determination for children, taking the child’s own 
views into account, and that includes also family 
tracing and assessment, prior to a decision about 
stay or return being made 
 
USA: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment or 
our original amendment. 
 

33. Adopting labour laws that provide legal rights 
and protections for workers at high risk for 
trafficking; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt labour laws that provide legal rights and 
protections for workers at high risk of being 
trafficked; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt labour laws that 
provide legal rights and protections for workers at 
high risk of trafficking … 
 
Belarus: … trafficking and encouraging 
involvement of labour market institutions in the 
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fight against human trafficking; 
 
Canada: clarify that protections would be afforded 
to all workers 
 
EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 33. 
 
Japan: We would like to seek clarification as to 
whether the purpose of this paragraph is to protect 
workers that are often subject to victimization by 
establishing labor laws that provides workers with 
rights and adequate protection. 
 
OHCHR: Adopting labour laws that provide legal 
rights and protections for workers at high risk of 
being for trafficked 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal but UNICEF’s proposal to 
move para 33 to the prevention section makes sense 
since this para deals with prevention. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest moving the sentence to the 
prevention section and adding here a reference to the 
possibility of labour migrants and persons who have 
worked under exploitative conditions to seek and 
receive legal advice and assistance in claiming their 
rights without risking sanctions due to an 
undocumented immigration status and / or working 
situation 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports Canadian proposal 
and provides the following language:  “Adopting 
labour laws that provide legal rights and protections 
FOR ALL WORKERS, INCLUDING THOSE at 
high risk for trafficking.”   
 

34. Providing specialized services to identified 
victims of trafficking in persons, including 
access to HIV prevention, treatment, care and 
support services; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide specialized services to identified victims of 
trafficking in persons, in line with Article 6 of the 
Trafficking Protocol including access to 
comprehensive health services, such as access to 
HIV prevention, treatment, care and support 
services, taking into account that human trafficking 
for the purposes of sexual exploitation has serious, 
immediate and long term implications for health, 
including sexual and reproductive health; 
 
African Group: Providing To provide specialized 
services … 
 
China: Providing specialized services to identified 
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victims of trafficking in persons, including such as 
access to HIV prevention, treatment, care and 
support services 
 
EU: Providing specialized services to identified 
victims of trafficking in persons, in line with Article 
6 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children, including access to comprehensive health 
services, including access to HIV prevention, 
treatment, care and support services, taking into 
account that human trafficking for the purposes of 
sexual exploitation has serious, immediate and long 
term implications for health, including sexual and 
reproductive health; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU thanks the Co-
facilitators for taking on board much of our 
proposed wording and re-submits to the Co-
facilitators the suggestion to use “including” instead 
of "such as " in the 4th line as we believe that the list 
might not be exhaustive. 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale) Reference is already made to the 
provision of assistance and services for physical 
recovery in paragraph 30 which is based on Article 6 
paragraph 3 of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol. 
We also think that there is no reason to emphasize 
the provision of HIV / AIDS prevention, treatment, 
care and support services. 
 
Singapore: Providing, where appropriate, 
specialized services to identified victims of 
trafficking in persons, including access to HIV 
prevention, treatment, care and support service 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Providing access to specialized services, 
which shall be voluntary, confidential and with 
informed consent, to identified victims of 
traffickeding in persons, including HIV prevention, 
treatment, care and support services,  
 
UNICEF: Suggest inclusion of other services such 
as “legal and psycho-social services and health” 
services.  Giving “access to HIV prevention … 
services” as a sole example in this paragraph further 
reinforces the current misconception that trafficking 
occurs only for the end purpose of sexual 
exploitation. Also, given the gaps in formal victim 
identification process, it is suggested that “providing 
specialised services” be made not only to identified 
victims of trafficking but also “suspected” victims of 
trafficking “on a confidential basis with informed 
consent”   
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment.  
US does not support UNAIDS’ amendment. 
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35. Providing appropriate assistance and protection 

to children who are victims of trafficking or at 
risk of being trafficked, including for purposes 
such as illegal adoption or the removal of 
organs, including ensuring appropriate services 
and measures to guarantee the physical and 
psychological well-being of trafficked children 
as well as their education and reintegration in 
coordination with existing child protections 
systems; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide appropriate assistance and protection in the 
best interest of the child to children who are victims 
of trafficking or at risk of being trafficked, including 
for purposes such as the removal of organs or 
adoption for the purpose of exploitation, including 
ensuring appropriate services and measures to 
guarantee the physical and psychological well-being 
of trafficked children as well as their education and 
reintegration in coordination with existing child 
protections systems; 
 
African Group: Providing To further provide 
appropriate assistance and protection to… 
 
Canada: replace with ”Ensuring that all actions 
undertaken in relation to child victims and children 
at risk should be guided by applicable human rights 
standards and in particular by the principles of 
protection and respect for children’s rights as set out 
in the UN CRC and in its Optional Protocol on the 
sale of children, child prostitution and child 
pornography. Child victims are entitled to special 
protection measures, irrespective of their legal status 
both as victims and as children, in accordance with 
their special rights and needs. In all actions 
concerning children at risk and child victims, the 
best interest of the child shall be the primary 
consideration.” 
 
Colombia: Providing appropriate assistance and 
protection to children who are victims of trafficking 
or at risk of being trafficked, including for purposes 
such as illegal adoption or the removal of organs, 
including… 
 
EU: Providing appropriate assistance and protection 
in the best interest of the child to children who are 
victims of trafficking, or at risk of being trafficked, 
including for purposes such as illegal adoption or 
the removal of organs,  as stipulated in Art. 6 para 4 
of the Palermo Protocol, including… 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU re-submits to the Co-
facilitators, for their consideration, the proposal to 
delete the listing of reasons for which trafficking 
occurs because it would be difficult to determine 
which victim-situation is most grave and should be 
included in such a list. 
 
OHCHR: …including by ensuring appropriate 
services… 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal  (since it takes on board 
UNICEF’s proposal about adoption). 
 
Thailand: delete 
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UNAIDS: Providing appropriate assistance and 
protection to children who are victims of 
traffickeding or at risk of being trafficked… 
 
UNICEF: Suggest change the currently cited end 
purposes of “illegal adoption” to  either “child 
marriage” as an example or “adoption for the 
purpose of exploitation”.  Referring only to “illegal 
adoption” does not send the right message as “illegal 
adoption” may not be for the end purposes of 
exploitation by the adopting parties as the illegality 
is mostly undertaken in processing papers for 
adoption.  Referring to “illegal adoption” is like 
confusing the concepts of “smuggling” and 
“trafficking” where the former focuses on the 
illegality and the latter on exploitation 
 
USA: After “..trafficking or” add “..to the best 
extent possible, those…”.   
Delete “including for purposes such as illegal 
adoption or the removal of organs.” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment 
and continues to advocate for our original 
amendment. 
 

36. Urging the General Assembly to establish a 
United Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation 
and compensation of victims of the most 
serious forms of trafficking in persons, with a 
special focus on women and children, and 
requesting the Secretary-General to entrust 
UNODC with managing the trust fund; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Urge the General Assembly to establish a United 
Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation and 
compensation of victims of the most serious forms 
of trafficking in persons, with a special focus on 
women and children, and request the Secretary-
General to entrust UNODC with managing the trust 
fund; 
 
African Group: Urging To urge the General 
Assembly to establish a United Nations Trust… 
 
Australia: it would be more appropriate for funding 
issues to be addressed in 5th Committee discussions 
or in other UN fora (such as the Conference of 
Parties to the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organised Crime (UNTOC) and the Commission on 
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice). Funding 
needs to be handled in a manner consistent with the 
usual budgetary measures.   
 
EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU wishes to maintain its 
position in view of difficulties with other similar 
trust funds. 
 
Holy See: Setting up a United Nations trust fund for 
victims is worthwhile. 
 
IOM: In addition to the managing agency however, 
we suggest the establishment of a Steering 
Committee, as is usually the practice. Given IOM’s 
work and capacity on compensation and reparation 
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of victims of other human rights violations, we 
would gladly volunteer to be part of such a Steering 
Committee 
 
Japan: We think that the establishment of a trust 
fund for victims of trafficking in persons is 
questionable. There already exist trust funds for 
assisting victims of trafficking in persons such as the 
United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund on 
Contemporary Forms of Slavery and the United 
Nations Trust Fund for Human Security and 
duplication of funds must be avoided. 
 
 With reference to A/RES/46/122 which established 
the abovementioned trust fund on contemporary 
forms of slavery, the description of the criteria for 
this new trust fund for the victims of trafficking in 
persons is not sufficient. Having said that, we think 
that this plan of action is not the right place to refer 
to the establishment of a trust fund. 
  
In any case “and compensation” in line 2 should be 
deleted. 
 
OHCHR: …trust fund for the… 
[alternative:  To consider reinforcing the existing 
Trust Fund for Victims of Contemporary Forms of 
Slaver, administered by OHCHR, which already 
provides a substantial portion of its funding to 
rehabilitation of victims of trafficking, including by 
altering the name of the Fund to better reflect its role 
in assisting the victims of trafficking through efforts 
at the UN level.  Providing compensation to the 
victims of trafficking, including through 
confiscation of the assets of traffickers, should be 
properly addressed through the national judicial 
system of each Member State.  Effective monitoring 
of the process for provision of compensation to the 
victims should be established on the national level in 
order to ensure fairness and accountability of such 
process in the service of the human rights of the 
victims.] 
 
Switzerland: It seems odd to urge the GA to do so 
in an annex of the same GA resolution, especially if 
such a political request at international level is 
mentioned among many other measures of a more 
technical character to be implemented on the 
national level. In other words, shouldn’t such an 
urgent request be mentioned in the draft resolution 
itself? 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Urging the General Assembly to establish 
a United Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation and 
compensation of persons who have 
experiencedvictims of  the most… 
 
USA: delete 
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USA (8 June 2010): US supports OHCHR’s 
amendment, but may also need to incorporate OPS 
37 and 38 somehow. 
 

37. Providing victims of trafficking the possibility 
of obtaining compensation from confiscated 
proceeds of crime, at the national level; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: delete 
 
African Group: delete 
 
Canada: Providing victims of trafficking the 
possibility of obtaining compensation from 
confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national level 
 
China: Endeavoring to provide victims of 
trafficking the possibility of obtaining compensation 
from confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national 
level 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to 
Adopt measures that offer victims of trafficking in 
persons the possibility of obtaining compensation 
for damage suffered 
 
EU: delete 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  It is irrelevant to impose obligations as 
such on States. 
 
Singapore: Where appropriate and applicable, 
Pproviding victims of trafficking the possibility of 
obtaining compensation for damage suffered from 
confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national level’) 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Providing victims of ttraffickeding 
persons the possibility of obtaining compensation 
from confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national 
level; 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding reference to standard 
procedures of compensation for victims of crime to 
the extent that they exist at the national level: “... 
possibility of obtaining compensation for victims of 
crime, including from confiscated proceeds. 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US proposes merging these 
two paragraphs and incorporating the amendments 
proposed by the EU and OHCHR in OP 38.  US 
does not support UNAIDS amendment. 
 

38. Adopting measures to assist victims in pursuing 
civil damages against their traffickers; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt measures to ensure that victims can seek 
compensation for the damage suffered as stipulated 
by Article 25 paragraph 2 of UNTOC and Article 6 
of the Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt measures to 
assist victims in pursuing civil damages against their 
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traffickers; 
 
Belarus:…services, including shelters for 
rehabilitation, to victims, as well as including 
meaningful 
 
EU: Adopting measures to assist ensure that  
victims can seek compensation for the damage 
suffered as stipulated by Art. 25 para 2 of UNTOC 
and Article 6 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons in pursuing civil 
damages against their traffickers; 
 
OHCHR: Adopting measures to effectively assist 
victims in pursuing civil damages against their 
traffickers 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Adopting measures to assist trafficked 
personsvictims in pursuing civil damages against 
their traffickers; 
 
USA (8 June 2010): See comment for paragraph 37. 
 

39. Commending the role of civil society 
organizations in providing assistance and 
empowerment to victims of trafficking and 
helping them to seek redress as well as 
facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services to victims, including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with 
law enforcement officials; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Acknowledge the important role of civil society 
organizations in providing assistance and 
empowerment to victims of trafficking and help 
them to seek redress as well as facilitate the care of 
and provision of appropriate services to victims, 
including meaningful engagement and coordination 
with law enforcement officials; 
 
African Group: (PLEASE NOTE THAT PARAS. 
39 - 41 were re-arranged thus: previous para 39 now 
41, 40 moved to 39 and 41 moved to 40. This was to 
ensure that the issue of the role of the CSOs is not 
placed in the middle of actions by member states) 
 
New Paragraph 39:   
Ensuring that domestic To ensure that national legal 
or administrative systems include measures to 
provide information to victims regarding their rights, 
the relevant court and administrative proceedings 
and assistance to enable their views and concerns to 
be presented and considered at appropriate stages of 
such proceedings; 
 
Belarus: …facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services, including shelters for 
rehabilitation, to victims, as well as including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with law 
enforcement officials; 
 
Canada: recommend moving to preamble 
 
EU: moved to paragraph 10 ter 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to see the 
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original word "commending" instead of the new 
word "acknowledging" at the start of the paragraph. 
 
OHCHR: …officials, and to provide support to 
victims by providing financial assistance to service 
providers, as well as extend protection to ensure the 
safety of victims and service providers; 
 
Singapore: Considering, where appropriate, the 
adoption of Adopting measures to assist victims in 
pursuing civil damages against their traffickers 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Commending the role of civil society 
organizations in providing assistance and 
empowerment to victims of trafficked personsing  
and helping them to seek… 
 
USA: Delete “Commending” and replace with 
“Acknowledging the important…”.   Delete sentence 
starting with “including” and replace with “and 
encouraging law enforcement agencies to explore 
ways to enhance meaningful engagement and 
coordination with civil society organizations 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports the proposal of 
Canada and the EU; however, requests that the last 
part of the paragraph remain and add the OHCHR 
amendment as follows:  “Facilitating meaningful 
engagement and coordination between law 
enforcement officials and civil society service 
providers to ensure the safety of the victims and 
service providers as well as providing financial 
assistance to service providers.” 
 
US does not support UNAIDS’ amendment. 
 

40. Ensuring that domestic legal or administrative 
systems include measures to provide 
information to victims regarding their rights, 
the relevant court and administrative 
proceedings and assistance to enable their 
views and concerns to be presented and 
considered at appropriate stages of such 
proceedings; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure that domestic legal or administrative systems 
include measures to provide information to victims 
in a language they understand regarding their rights, 
the relevant court and administrative proceedings 
and assistance to enable their views and concerns to 
be presented and considered at appropriate stages of 
such proceedings; 
 
African Group: New paragraph 40 
Providing suspected To provide victims of 
trafficking in persons with a recovery and reflection 
period in order for them to recover and escape the 
influence of traffickers and/or to take an informed 
decision on cooperating with the competent 
authorities, during which period it shall not be 
possible to enforce any order to expel the suspected 
victim from the State’s territory. 
 
EU: …appropriate stages of such proceedings as 
stipulated by Art. 25 of UNTOC and Art. 6 of the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
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Trafficking in Persons 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 40. We would prefer the paragraph to be 
tied to the relevant provisions in UNTOC and its 
protocols. 
 
Singapore: Ensuring that domestic legal or 
administrative systems include contains measures to 
provide information to victims of trafficking in 
persons, in appropriate cases regarding their rights, 
the information on relevant court and administrative 
proceedings and assistance to enable their views and 
concerns to be presented and considered at 
appropriate stages of such proceedings criminal 
proceedings against offenders, in a manner not 
prejudicial to the rights of the defence 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal  (since it deals with the 
important issue of interpretation/translation in the 
language of the victim). 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Ensuring that domestic legal or 
administrative systems include measures to provide 
information to trafficked personvictsims  regarding 
their rights and legal assistance in , the relevant 
court and administrative 
 
USA: After “victims” add “in a language they 
understand”    
Before “assistance” add “facilitate access to” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU’s amendment 
and continues to advocate our original amendment.  
US does not support UNAIDS’ amendment. US 
does not support UNAIDS’ amendment to delete 
“victims” and replace with “persons”. 
 

41. Providing suspected victims of trafficking in 
persons with a recovery and reflection period in 
order for them to recover and escape the 
influence of traffickers and/or to take an 
informed decision on cooperating with the 
competent authorities, during which period it 
shall not be possible to enforce any order to 
expel the suspected victim from the State’s 
territory; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide presumed victims of trafficking in persons 
with a reflection period in order for them to recover 
and escape the influence of traffickers and/or to take 
an informed decision on cooperating with the 
competent authorities, during which period it shall 
not be possible to enforce any order to expel the 
presumed victim from the State’s territory; 
 
African Group: New Paragraph 41 
Commending To stress the importance of the role of 
civil society organizations and the private sector in 
providing assistance and empowerment to victims of 
trafficking and helping them to seek redress as well 
as facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services to victims, including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with law 
enforcement officials 
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China: delete 
 
EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU still maintains its 
previous comment calling for the deletion of 
paragraph 41. The EU could support the 
compromise proposal if the word “presumed” could 
be removed from the Co-facilitators' proposal so that 
the first line of the paragraph reads: “Provide 
victims of trafficking...”. 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 41bis  
Noting cooperation should be based on an 
acknowledgment that each State had a sovereign 
right and legitimate interest to develop and 
implement its own laws to address trafficking in 
persons. Noting also that trans-organized criminal 
groups are continuously adapting and arming 
themselves with new technologies and methods of 
victimizing innocent people. Further noting that 
victims of trafficking require specific and sustained 
assistance to allow them to gain their livelihood free 
from the fear reach of traffickers.  Furthermore, 
acknowledging that victims of trafficking should be 
provided unconditional access to assistance services, 
regardless of whether the person has reported to the 
police or given a statement in criminal proceedings, 
as soon as the competent authorities have an 
indication that she or he has been the subject to the 
crime of trafficking.  
 
a. Inviting States to review and enact strong 
national legislation criminalizing trafficking in 
persons, strong law enforcement mechanisms and 
cooperation in the effective prosecution of such 
activities in accordance with their domestic law.  
 
b. Further inviting States to consider in 
enhancing continuously its victim support programs 
to cater the sprawling needs of victims of 
trafficking, inter-alia, provision of shelter and other 
basic needs, health care, well-being, and livelihood.  
 
c. Inviting also States, where appropriate and 
in accordance with their national laws, to consider 
the possibility to set up national compensation fund 
from funder from confiscated proceed to assist 
victims of trafficking.  
 
d. Urging governments and other stakeholders 
to facilitate the dignified and humane assistance to 
victims of trafficking.  
 
e. Requesting UNODC and its developmental 
partners to continue to implement victim support 
projects.   
 
f. Further requesting UNODC to conduct 
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study on ways and means to increase participation of 
civil society and philanthropic organizations to 
provide meaningful and sustainable assistance to 
victims of trafficking.  
 
g. Urging UNODC in cooperation with 
relevant stakeholders to increase public awareness 
campaign on trafficking in persons namely victims 
of trafficking.  
 
h. Inviting civil society organizations in the 
field of providing assistance to victims of trafficking 
to increase its role in empowering trafficked persons 
and helping them to seek redress that would in turn 
complement the work of governments and 
international organization and contribute in 
combating trafficking in persons at the national, 
regional, and global levels. 
 
Indonesia (8 June 2010): Agree with OP 41 to view 
the issue of victim support in a wider scope.  We 
suggest that the centrality of the government’s role 
to provide assistance and support for trafficking 
victims be retained, and support the complimentary 
role of civil society in aiding states to develop a 
victim support and assistance program.  This 
suggestion should be in line with OP 39 related to 
the role of civil society. 
 
Malaysia: delete  
 
OHCHR: …any order to expel the suspected 
presumed victim from the State’s territory. 
 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Providing suspected victims of 
traffickeding in persons with a recovery and 
reflection period in order for them to recover and 
escape the influence of traffickers and/or to take an 
informed decision on cooperating with the 
competent authorities, during which period it shall 
not be possible to enforce any order to expel the 
suspected trafficked personvictim from the State’s 
territory;  
 
USA: Delete “with a recovery and reflection period 
in order for them to recover and escape the influence 
of traffickers and/or to take an informed decision on 
cooperating with the competent authorities, during 
which period it shall not be possible to enforce any 
order to expel the suspected victims from the State’s 
territory.”  Replace with “..the opportunity to 
consult with non-governmental organization 
advisors to assist victims in decision-making 
regarding cooperation with law enforcement and 
their participation in judicial proceedings.”  
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USA (8 June 2010): US continues to advocate for 
its original amendment. US does not support 
UNAIDS’ amendment. 
 

III. Prosecuting crimes of trafficking in persons 
42. Ensuring the effective implementation of the 

United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime by 
criminalizing trafficking in persons as defined 
by Article 3 of its supplementing Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Implement all relevant legal instruments that 
criminalize trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Prosecuting Prosecution of 
crimes of trafficking in persons 
 
We resolve to undertake the following measures to 
maximize law enforcement measures in respect of 
the crime of trafficking in persons and with due 
regard to the need to deter the commission of such a 
crime:  
 
42. To ensuring the effective implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime by implement all relevant legal 
instruments criminalizing  that criminalize 
trafficking in persons.  as defined by Article 3 of its 
supplementing Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women 
and Children 
 
Belarus:… Prosecuting crimes of transnational and 
non-transnational trafficking 
 
Canada: replace with “Criminalizing all forms of 
trafficking in persons in accordance with Article 3 
of the Protocol to Prevent,…” 
 
EU (11 June 2010): Given the Co-facilitators' 
intention to support and strengthen UNTOC and its 
protocols the EU would like to see the original 
wording of "ensuring the effective implementation" 
maintained. 
 
Liechtenstein: We do not see the need for extensive 
quotation, paraphrasing or reference to the 
implementation of the provisions of UNTOC and its 
Protocols (as for example in para 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 
47, 48). In general, to include a chapter on 
Prosecution does not seem to bring specific value 
added with regard to the provisions of the Palermo 
regime. It would clearly fall within the responsibility 
of the Conference of States Parties to assign the 
competence to assess national implementation (to 
which the chapter makes extensive reference). Any 
insecurity concerning this competence that might 
arise with the inclusion of a chapter on prosecution 
in the GPA should be avoided. 
 
Singapore: Streamline paragraphs that duplicate 
existing provisions in the Palermo Protocols 
regarding the criminalization/prosecution of crimes 
of trafficking by deleting paragraphs 43, 44, 45, 46 
and 42, and incorporate the substance of these 
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paragraphs in amended paragraph 42 
 42. Ensuring the effective implementation of 

Member States’ obligations under the United 
Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organised Crime, where applicable, by 
criminalizing trafficking in persons in 
accordance with Article 5 as defined by Article 
3 of its supplementing Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children 

 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support the original 
text of para 42 (and not the new facilitators’ 
proposal because it doesn’t even mention UNTOC 
and the Palermo Protocol in this first provision on 
prosecution). 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports Canada’s proposal 
that OPS 44 and 46 could be deleted and streamlined 
into OP 42 to read “..by criminalizing all forms of 
trafficking in persons in accordance with Article 
3…”      Rationale:  This avoids the renegotiation of 
Article 3 of the Palermo Protocol in the GPOA and 
re-emphasizes the primacy of Palermo in defining 
the criminal law obligations of states with respect to 
trafficking. 
 

43. Prosecuting crimes of trafficking that 
encompass all forms of exploitation, including 
at a minimum the exploitation of the 
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery 
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the 
removal of organs and all types of victims; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Prosecute crimes of trafficking that encompass all 
forms of exploitation, which shall include at a 
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of 
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced 
labour or services, slavery or practices similar to 
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs and all 
types of victims as stipulated in the Trafficking 
Protocol; 
 
African Group: Prosecuting To prosecute crimes of 
trafficking that encompass all forms and types of 
exploitation, including commercial and sexual 
exploitation, including at a minimum the 
exploitation of the prostitution of others or  other 
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, 
servitude or the removal of organs and tissues all 
types of victims; 
 
Belarus: Prosecuting crimes of transnational and 
non-transnational trafficking that encompass… 
 
EU: Prosecuting all forms of human crimes of 
trafficking as stipulated by Article 3 of the Protocol 
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons that encompass all forms of exploitation, 
including at a minimum the exploitation of the 
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or 
practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal 
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of organs and all types of victims; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 43. 
 
Indonesia (8 June 2010): We support this 
paragraph, especially related to forced labour. 
 
Japan (8 June 2010): Replace facilitator’s proposal 
with “Prosecuting crimes of trafficking that 
encompass all forms of exploitation, within the 
limits of domestic law of each Member State, which 
shall include at a minimum, the exploitation of the 
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or 
practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal 
of organs and all types of victims as stipulated in the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and 
Children”. 
(rationale) It is principally up to the prosecutors to 
decide whether or not to suspend the indictment, 
taking into account the seriousness of the crime 
which has been committed and all other relevant 
factors. Thus it is not appropriate to impose any 
limitations on prosecutors’ discretion which is 
ensured by national legislation. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: replace with full Palermo definition: 
“The recruitment, transportation, transfer, 
harbouring or receipt of persons by means of threat 
or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of 
power, or of a position of vulnerability or of the 
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to 
achieve the consent of a person having control over 
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. 
Exploitation shall include, at minimum, the 
exploitation of prostitution of others or other 
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, 
servitude or the removal of organs.” 
 
USA: delete 
 

44. Ensuring the existence of legislation or offence 
criminalizing trafficking in persons which 
specifies that the consent of the victim is 
irrelevant when any of the improper means 
mentioned in the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially 
Women and Children have been utilized; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Enact and enforce legislation and strengthen existing 
legislation that criminalizes trafficking in persons, 
especially that of women and children, as reflected 
in the Trafficking Protocol, the Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Woman and the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and its Optional Protocols; 
 
African Group: Ensuring the existence To enact 
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and enforce legislations or offence and strengthen 
existing ones that criminalizeing trafficking in 
persons, which specifies that especially women and 
children even where it has been with the consent of 
the victim is irrelevant when any of the improper 
means mentioned as reflected in the Protocol to 
Prevent Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children have been utilized, 
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women and the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional 
Protocols,   
 
Canada: delete (streamlined with OP42) 
 
China: Ensuring the existence of legislation or 
offence criminalizing trafficking in persons which 
specifies that the consent of the a victim of 
trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set 
forth in the Art. 3(a) of is irrelevant when any of the 
improper means mentioned in the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children shall be 
irrelevant where any of the means set forth in this 
Art. 3(a) of the Protocol have been utilizedused 
 
EU: Ensuring the existence of legislation or offence 
criminalizing trafficking in persons and guidelines 
which specifyies that the consent of the victim of the 
exploitation is irrelevant when any of the improper 
means referred to in Article 3 of  mentioned in the 
Protocol… 
 
Japan: Change whole paragraph to “Ensuring the 
existence of legislation or offence criminalizing 
trafficking in persons consistent with Article 3 (b) of 
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol which 
establishes that the consent of a victim of trafficking 
in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in 
subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant 
where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) 
have been used”. 
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to quote Article 3 (b) of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): See comment for paragraph 42. 
 

45. Adopting legislative and other measures 
necessary to establish as criminal offences: 

a. Attempting to commit an offence, as 
prescribed in the Protocol 

b. Participating as an accomplice in an 
offence, as prescribed in the Protocol 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt legislative and other measures necessary to 
establish as criminal offences: 

a. Attempting to commit an offence 
b. Participating as an accomplice in an 

offence 
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c. Organizing or directing other persons 
to commit an offence, as prescribed in 
the Protocol 

 

c. Organizing or directing other persons to 
commit an offence 

As stipulated by Article 5 of the Trafficking 
Protocol; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt legislative and 
other measures necessary to establish trafficking in 
persons as criminal offences… 
 
China: Adopting legislative and other measures 
necessary to establish as criminal offences: 

a Subject to the basic concepts of its legal 
system, Aattempting to commit an offence 
established in accordance with paragraph 1 
of article 5 of the , as prescribed in the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women 
and Children 

b Participating as an accomplice in an 
offence established in accordance with 
paragraph 1 of article 5 of, as prescribed in 
the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially 
Women and Children 

c Organizing or directing other persons to 
commit an offence established in 
accordance with paragraph 1 of article 5 of 
, as prescribed in the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children 

 
EU: Adopting legislative and other measures 
necessary to establish as criminal offences: 

d. Attempting to commit an offence, as 
prescribed in the Protocol 

e. Participating as an accomplice in an 
offence, as prescribed in the Protocol 

f. Organizing or directing other persons to 
commit an offence, as prescribed in the 
Protocol 

As stipulated by Article 5 of the Protocol on 
Prevention, Suppression and Punishment of 
Trafficking in Persons. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment 
with one additional amendment by substituting 
changing “defined” for “stipulated” as follows   
“Prosecuting all forms of human trafficking as 
defined by Article 3…”   Rationale: The current 
language of OP 45 is unclear whether it requires the 
prosecution of forms of exploitation (including 
removal of organs) or trafficking for those forms of 
exploitation.  The US can not accept a paragraph 
calling for prosecution of, for example, all organ 
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removal and so the language should be clear to 
indicate that the paragraph refers to prosecution of 
all forms of trafficking. 
 

46. Ensuring the existence of legislation 
criminalizing trafficking in children which 
specifies there is no need to establish the 
means as set forth in the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children, and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocols; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure the criminalization of trafficking in children 
without any requirement to establish the means as 
set forth in the Trafficking Protocol and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocols; 
 
African Group: delete (idea moved to paragraph 
44) 
 
Belarus: 46.bis Ensuring further the existence of 
legislation criminalizing trafficking in persons for 
the purpose of  removal of organs and tissues for 
transplantation; 
 
Canada: delete (streamlined with OP42) 
 
China: Ensuring that the recruitment, transportation, 
transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the 
purpose of exploitation shall be considered 
trafficking in persons even if this does not involve 
any of the means set forth in Art. 3(a) of existence 
of legislation criminalizing trafficking in children 
which specifies there is no need to establish the 
means as set forth in the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children, and the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional Protocols 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
EU: Ensuring the existence of legislation 
criminalizing trafficking in children regardless of 
the means used to that purpose as stipulated by 
Article 3 of the which specifies there is no need to 
establish the means as set forth in the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children, and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocols; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to support 
the proposals made by China and Japan. 
 
Indonesia (8 June 2010): In line with OP17 that 
refers to the demand side of trafficking, there should 
also be a deterrence effect to the supply side, hence 
we propose the following language: “Encouraging 
the adoption or strengthening of legislative measures 
to criminalize demand that fosters all forms of 
exploitation of persons, especially women and 
children, that leads to trafficking” 
 
Japan: Change whole paragraph to “Ensuring the 
existence of legislation criminalizing trafficking in 
children consistent with Article 3 (c) of the 
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Trafficking in Persons Protocol which establishes 
that the recruitment, transportation, transfer, 
harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of 
exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in 
persons” even if this does not involve any of the 
means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article”. 
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to quote Article 3 (c) of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest moving the paragraph up to 
follow after paragraph 44 
 
USA: After “Ensuring the..”  add “criminalization 
of” and delete “existence of legislation 
criminalizing” After “children” add “without any 
requirement..” and delete “which specifies there is 
no need…” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): See comment for paragraph 42. 
 

47. Combating, dismantling and prosecuting 
organized criminal groups engaged in 
trafficking in persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Combat and prosecute organized criminal groups 
engaged in trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Combating, dismantling and 
prosecuting To combat, dismantle and prosecute 
organized criminal groups engaged in trafficking in 
persons; 
 
Australia: goal not achievable 
 
Canada: replace with “Ensuring that participating 
in the activities of an organized criminal group is 
criminalized in accordance with Article 5 of 
UNTOC and taking steps to investigate, dismantle, 
and prosecute organized criminal groups engaged in 
trafficking in persons.” 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to: 
Criminalize, combat, prosecute and dismantle 
organized crime groups engaged in trafficking in 
persons in accordance with UNTOC.  
 
EU: Combating, dismantling and prosecuting 
organized criminal groups engaged in trafficking in 
persons 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

48. Ensuring liability of all categories of 
offenders, including the liability of legal 
persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure liability of all categories of offenders, 
including the liability of legal persons; 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure liability of all 
categories of offenders, including the liability of 
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legal persons 
 
Australia: goal not achievable 
 
China: Ensuring liability of all categories of 
offenders, (delete “including liability of legal 
persons”)  
 
EU: Ensuring liability of all categories of offenders, 
including the liability of legal persons, as stipulated 
by Article 10 of UNTOC 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 48. We would prefer the paragraph to be 
tied to the relevant provision in UNTOC. 
 
OHCHR: Ensuring liability of all categories of 
offenders, including public and private actors and 
including the liability of legal persons 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment. 
 

49. Enhancing efforts to investigate alleged cases 
of trafficking, to prosecute perpetrators and 
to publicize convicted cases with full respect 
to human rights; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Enhance efforts to investigate alleged cases of 
trafficking, strengthening means to combat 
trafficking, including through more systematic use 
of freezing assets for the purpose of eventual 
confiscation, according to the provisions of Article 
12 of UNTOC, and prosecuting perpetrators, 
ensuring that penalties are proportionate to the 
gravity of the crime and to publicize convicted cases 
with full respect for human rights; 
 
African Group: Enhancing To enhance efforts to 
investigate alleged cases of trafficking… 
 
EU: Enhancing efforts to investigate alleged cases 
of trafficking, strengthening means to combat 
trafficking, including through more systematic use 
of freezing assets for the purpose of eventual 
confiscation, according to the provisions of Article 
12 of UNTOC, and to prosecutinge perpetrators, 
ensuring that the penalties are proportionate to the 
gravity of the crime and to publicize convicted cases 
with full respect to human rights; 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 49, namely to delete the last part of the 
sentence because, in our view, it may be more 
appropriate to leave a margin of appreciation about 
whether to publicize convicted cases or not. 
 
Japan (8 June 2010): The same comments of Japan 
for paragraph 50 and 52 apply to the Facilitator’s 
proposal for paragraph 49. 
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Thailand: delete 
 
USA: After “with full respect to human rights”  add 
“of  victims” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US proposes combining EU 
amendment and original US amendment. 
 

50. Ensuring that penalties and sanctions for 
trafficking crimes are appropriate and 
proportionate to the gravity of the crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
[merged with paragraph 49] 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure that penalties 
and sanctions for trafficking crimes… 
 
EU: delete 
 
Japan: We think that it is not appropriate for this 
Plan of Action to give guidance to the content of 
national legislation. 
  
It is also the discretion of the judicial branch to 
decide the appropriate and proportionate penalties 
on a case by case basis. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU and Japan 
proposal to delete the paragraph if OP 49 is 
amended as stated above. 
 

51. Making use of available technical assistance 
provided to strengthen the criminal justice 
response to trafficking in persons, including 
inter alia, by UNODC; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Make use of available technical assistance provided 
to strengthen the criminal justice response to 
trafficking in persons, including inter alia, by 
UNODC; 
 
African Group: Making To make use of available 
technical assistance provided to… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

52. Promoting the more systematic use of 
freezing and confiscating assets of traffickers 
as an effective means to fight organized 
crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Promote the more systematic use of freezing and 
confiscating assets of traffickers as an effective 
means to fighting this criminal activity; 
 
African Group: Promoting the more systematic use 
of freezing and confiscating of To freeze and 
confiscate the assets of traffickers as an effective 
means to fight organized crime, in accordance with 
national laws; 
 
Canada: Promoting the more systematic use of 
freezing and confiscating assets of traffickers as an 
effective means to fight organized crimeto fighting 
this criminal activity 
 
Colombia: redraft in accordance with UNTOC 
provisions on confiscation and seizure 
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EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 52. 
 
Holy See: §52, page 9, could be stronger in its 
formulation, so that all assets and profits obtained by 
trafficking in persons will be confiscated. This 
should be expressed in line with §§37-38 on page 7 
 
Japan: We think that it is up to each State to decide 
how to make use of the freezing and confiscating of 
assets established in national laws. 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: Delete “fight organized crime” and replace 
with “remove any financial benefits from traffickers 
and provide restitution to victims.” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports deletion as it is 
redundant (see OP 49, as amended). 
 

53. Vigorously investigating, prosecuting, and 
punishing corrupt public officials who 
engage in or facilitate the trafficking of 
persons, recognizing that trafficking would 
likely not occur at current levels without 
official complicity, and promoting a zero 
tolerance policy against corrupt officials; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
In line with  the United Nations Convention against 
Corruption, and UNTOC, investigate, prosecute, and 
punish corrupt public officials who engage in or 
facilitate the trafficking of persons, and promote a 
zero tolerance policy against corrupt officials; 
 
African Group: Vigorously investigating, 
prosecuting and punishing corrupt To investigate, 
prosecute and strongly punish public officials who 
engaged in or facilitate accused of engaging in or 
facilitating the trafficking of persons, recognizing 
that trafficking would likely not occur at current 
levels without official complicity, and promoting a 
zero tolerance policy against such officials;  
 
Canada: replace with “Examining the linkages 
between corruption and human trafficking and 
taking legislative, programming and policy action to 
specifically respond to the linkages between these 
two issues.” 
 
China: Vigorously investigating, prosecuting, and 
punishing corrupt public officials who engage in or 
facilitate the trafficking of persons,  recognizing that 
trafficking would likely not occur at current levels 
without official complicity, and promoting a zero 
tolerance policy against corrupt officials 
 
Colombia: redraft in accordance with UNTOC:  
Ensure that national legislation and anti-corruption 
policies provide measures to investigate, prosecute 
and punish public officials who engage in or 
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facilitate trafficking in persons.  
 
EU: In line with  the United Nations Convention 
against Corruption, and UNTOC, Vvigorously 
investigating, prosecuting, and punishing corrupt 
public officials who engage in or facilitate the 
trafficking of persons, and promoting a zero 
tolerance policy against corrupt officials,  
recognizing that trafficking would likely not occur at 
current levels without official complicity, and 
promoting a zero tolerance policy against corrupt 
officials; 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal with the addition proposed by 
the EU : “…recognizing that trafficking would likely 
not occur at current levels without official 
complicity”. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US can support EU 
amendment. 
 

54. Strengthening coordination and cooperation 
among States in combating crimes that might 
be connected with trafficking in persons, 
including money laundering, corruption, 
smuggling of migrants and all forms of 
organized crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Strengthen coordination and cooperation among 
States in combating crimes that might be connected 
with trafficking in persons, including money 
laundering, corruption, smuggling of migrants and 
all forms of organized crime; 
 
African Group: Strengthening To strengthen 
coordination and cooperation among States and 
within the framework of activities undertaken in 
sub-regional, regional and international 
organizations in combating crimes that might be 
connected with trafficking in persons, including 
money laundering, corruption, smuggling of 
migrants and all forms of organized crime, including 
through the exchange of information and best 
practices; (MOVE Para TO PARTNERSHIP 
SECTION) 
 
EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 54. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

55. Encouraging law enforcement, immigration 
or other relevant authorities of States to 
cooperate with one another by exchanging 
information, in accordance with domestic 
law, including cooperation among states of 
origin, transit and destination in order to 
enable joint investigations, prosecutions, and 
the detection of trafficking chains; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage law enforcement, immigration or other 
relevant authorities of States to cooperate with one 
another by exchanging information with full respect 
for data protection laws and standards, in 
accordance with domestic law, including 
cooperation among states of origin, transit and 
destination in order to enable joint investigations, 
prosecutions, and the detection of trafficking 
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networks; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage law 
enforcement, immigration or other… 
 
EU: delete 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 55. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend inserting following “by 
exchanging information” “with full respect for data 
protection laws and standards 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU and Thailand 
proposal to delete OP55 as it is duplicative of OP 
58. 
 

IV. Strengthening partnerships against trafficking in 
persons 

56. Taking advantage of the networks provided 
by relevant international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to share best practices 
in capacity-building for responding to 
trafficking in persons, and to facilitate their 
contributions to the international 
community's efforts in this area; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage effective cooperation and coordination of 
efforts at the national, regional and international 
level, especially among countries of origin, transit 
and destination and take advantage of the networks 
provided by relevant organizations to share best 
practices in capacity-building for responding to and 
combating trafficking in persons, while stressing the 
importance of regional approaches to facilitate 
mutual legal assistance and the exchange of 
information with full respect for data protection laws 
and standards including operational information, 
programs and good practices in supplementing 
UNTOC and the work done by the Conference of 
the Parties to that Convention; 
 
African Group: IV. Strengthening partnerships 
against trafficking in persons 
We recognize that capacity-building is an essential 
component in combating trafficking in persons and 
we resolve to undertake the following measures to 
develop State capacity to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons and enhance coordination and 
coherence within  United Nations system in this 
regard:  
 
56. Taking To take advantage of the networks 
provided by relevant… 
 
EU: Taking advantage of the networks provided by 
relevant international, regional and sub-regional 
organizations to share best practices in capacity-
building for responding to trafficking in persons, 
and to facilitate their contributions to the 
international community's efforts in this 
areaEncouraging effective cooperation and 
coordination of efforts at the national, regional and 
international level, especially among countries of 
origin, transit and destination and taking advantage 
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of the networks provided by relevant organizations 
to share best practices in capacity-building for 
responding to and combating trafficking in persons, 
while stressing the importance of regional 
approaches to facilitate mutual legal assistance and 
the exchange of information including operational 
information, programs and good practices in 
supplementing the UNTOC and the work done by 
the Conference of the Parties to that Convention; 
 
Japan (8 June 2010): The same comments of Japan 
for paragraph 58 apply to the facilitator’s proposal 
for paragraph 58. 
 
Thailand: “Takeing advantage of the networks 
provided by relevant international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to share best practices in 
capacity-building for responding to trafficking in 
persons, and to facilitate their contributions to the 
international community's efforts in this area” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment. 
 

57. Encouraging effective cooperation and 
coordination of efforts at the national, 
regional and international level by 
developing bilateral, regional and 
international cooperation agreements, 
especially among countries of origin, transit 
and destination; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
[merged with paragraph 56] 
 
African group: Encouraging To encourage 
effective cooperation and coordination of… 
 
EU: delete 
 
USA: Delete “bilateral, regional and international 
cooperation” and replace with “cooperative”. 
 
Thailand: “Encourageing effective cooperation and 
coordination of efforts at the nationalbilateral, 
regional, sub-regional and international level by 
developing bilateral, regional, sub-regional and 
international cooperation agreements, especially 
among countries of origin, transit and destination” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports deletion in light of 
EU amendment to OP 56. 
 

58. Stressing the importance of regional 
approaches to facilitate mutual legal 
assistance and the exchange of information 
including operational information, programs 
and good practices; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
[merged with paragraph 56] 
 
African Group: Stressing To stress the importance 
of regional approaches to facilitate… 
 
Canada: suggest merging with OP59 
 
EU: Stressing the importance of regional 
approaches to facilitate mutual legal assistance and 
the exchange of information including operational 
information, programs and good practices 
Strengthening coordination and cooperation among 
States in combating crimes that might be connected 
with trafficking in persons, including all forms of 
organized crime; 
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Thailand: delete 
 
Japan: We would like to seek clarification as to 
what “regional approaches to facilitate mutual legal 
assistance” is in detail. 
 
UNICEF: Recommend inclusion of “data 
protection” in this paragraph in line with paragraph 
55 
 
USA: At the end of the paragraph add “in 
supplementing the United Nations Convention 
against Transnational Organized Crime and the 
work done by the Conference of the Parties to that 
Convention.” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU formulation of 
OP 58 with slight change – “Strengthening 
coordination and cooperation among States in 
combating TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS AND 
RELATED CRIMES, including all forms of 
organized crime…” 
 

59. Concluding and implementing mutual legal 
assistance and extradition agreements to 
ensure the apprehension and prosecution of 
perpetrators of human trafficking, in 
accordance with the relevant provisions of 
national and international law; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Conclude and implement mutual legal assistance 
and extradition agreements to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
trafficking in persons, in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of national and international law; 
 
African Group: Concluding and implementing To 
promote mutual legal assistance and the exchange of 
information including operational information, 
programs and good practices, including through 
regional approaches; 
 
Canada: suggest merging with OP 58 
 
EU: Concluding and implementing mutual legal 
assistance and extradition agreements to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
human trafficking, in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of national and international 
lawEncouraging Member States that are party to the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime to enhance international 
cooperation in extradition and mutual legal 
assistance, including confiscation, in accordance 
with the Convention, taking into account the 
extended scope of cooperation available under its 
article 16, on extradition, and article 18, on mutual 
legal assistance, and the internal legal requirements 
of States parties for the application of the 
Convention; 
 
New paragraph 59bis 
Encouraging law enforcement, immigration, judicial 
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authorities or other relevant authorities of States to 
cooperate with one another by exchanging 
information, in accordance with domestic law, 
including cooperation among states of origin, transit 
and destination in order to enable joint 
investigations, prosecutions, and the detection of 
trafficking chains. 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 59, including the suggested 59 bis. 
 
Japan: Add, after “extradition agreements” in line 1, 
“, where appropriate,”. 
  Change “human trafficking” to “trafficking in 
persons” 
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Singapore: Considering, where appropriate, the 
need to concludeing and implementing mutual legal 
assistance and extradition agreements to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
human trafficking, in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of national and Member States’ 
obligations under international law 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support the EU 
proposal  (since the inclusion of the issue of  
“confiscation”  is important) as well as the new para 
59bis proposed by the EU. 
 
Thailand: “Study additional and more effective 
ways to ensure the apprehension and prosecution of 
perpetrators of human trafficking, in accordance 
with the relevant provisions of national and 
international law, including by concluding and 
implementing mutual legal assistance and 
extradition agreements” 
 
USA: Rephrase as follows:   “Facilitating mutual 
legal assistance and extradition to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
human trafficking.”   
 
USA (8 June 2010): US proposes a few options – 
(1) delete and merge into the above formulation of 
OP 58 (Canada), (2) keep USA formulation with 
addition at the end of “in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of national and international law, 
or (3) accept EU formulation. 
Rationale:   Ops 55, 58 and 59 all deal with 
cooperation of law enforcement to increase the 
prosecution of trafficking offenses and should be 
streamlined into one or two paragraphs. 
 

60. Promoting cooperation between 
governmental institutions and non-
governmental organizations, and other 
elements of civil society in establishing 
prevention, protection and prosecution 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Promote cooperation among governments,  civil 
society, and the private sector in order to strengthen 
prevention, protection and prosecution policies and 
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policies and programmes; 
 

programmes; 
 
African Group: Promoting To promote cooperation 
between among governmental institution 
governments,  and non-governmental organizations, 
and other elements of civil society  and the private 
sector in establishing in order to strengthen 
prevention, protection and prosecution policies and 
programmes; 
 
Colombia: redraft: the role of NGOs in prosecution 
programmes should be explained 
 
EU: …governmental organizations, and other 
elements actors of civil society… 
 
IOM: OP60bis “Promoting cooperation between 
governments in regions through established 
Regional Consultative Processes on Migration.” 
 
Holy See: §60, page 9: after “non-governmental 
organizations” include religious-based 
communities 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  The aim of this paragraph could be 
reflected by amending paragraph 62. 
 
OHCHR: Paragraph 60bis 
Providing an ongoing forum for the victims and 
surivors of trafficking, under the leadership of the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights, to contribute 
comments and recommendations in the development 
and implementation of the Plan, so their voices are 
heard; 
 
Singapore: Promoting cooperation, where 
appropriate, between governmental institutions and 
non-governmental organizations and other elements 
of civil society in establishing prevention, protection 
and prosecution policies and programmes 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend the inclusion of “National 
Referral Mechanism” as it provides practical 
coordination on the effective return and repatriation 
side of trafficking interventions 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports EU amendment 
and agrees with Colombia’s comment. 
 

61. Strengthening formal and informal 
cooperation between law enforcement 
agencies regionally and internationally; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Strengthen cooperation between law enforcement 
agencies regionally and internationally; 
 
African Group: Strengthening To strengthen 
formal and informal cooperation between law 
enforcement agencies  authorities regionally and 
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internationally, in the prevention, investigation and 
prosecution of perpetrators and protection of and 
assistance to victims of trafficking in persons; 
 
EU: Strengthening formal and informal cooperation 
between law enforcement agencies regionally and 
internationally 
 
Thailand: “Strengthening formal and informal 
cooperation, as appropriate, between border control 
and law enforcement agencies bilaterally, regionally, 
sub-regionally and internationally”on Trafficking in 
Persons established by the Conference of the Parties 
to the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime 
 
USA: Delete “formal and informal 
 

62. Endeavoring to coordinate all stakeholders 
involved in the fight against trafficking in 
persons at the national level, including 
government institutions, non-governmental 
organizations, the private sector and workers 
and employers organizations; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Endeavour to coordinate with all stakeholders 
involved in the fight against trafficking in persons at 
the national level, including government institutions, 
non-governmental organizations, the private sector, 
including the media, and workers and employers 
organizations; 
 
African Group: delete 
 
Canada: Endeavoring to coordinate and work 
together with all stakeholders… 
 
EU: Endeavoring to coordinate with all stakeholders 
involved in the fight against trafficking in persons at 
the national level, including government institutions, 
non-governmental organizations, the private sector, 
including the media, and workers and employers 
organizations 
 
Japan: Add, after “Endeavoring to coordinate” in 
line 1, “and to enhance cooperation among”. 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal  with the inclusion of the 
media. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend the inclusion of “National 
Referral Mechanism” as it provides practical 
coordination on the effective return and repatriation 
side of trafficking interventions 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports keeping the 
language in its original form. 
 

63. Intensifying international cooperation to 
combat trafficking, consistent with the work 
of the open-ended working group on 
trafficking in persons and on international 
cooperation established by the Conference of 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Intensify international and regional cooperation to 
combat trafficking in persons as well as technical 
assistance for countries of destination and transit 
aimed at strengthening their ability to prevent 
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the Parties to United Nations Convention 
against Transnational Organized Crime; 

 

trafficked labour and the goods produced as a result 
of such labour; 
 
African Group: redraft as follows: To intensify 
international and regional cooperation as well as 
technical assistance for countries of destination and 
transit aimed at strengthening their ability to prevent 
trafficked and exploited migrant labour and forced 
labour as well as the demand for the goods produced 
as a result of such labour; 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to:  
To intensify international cooperation in accordance 
with decisions 4/2 “Implementation fo the 
provisions on international cooperation of the 
UNTOC” and decision 4/4 “Trafficking in Human 
Beings” adopted by the Conference of the Parties to 
UNTOC at its fourth session, held in Vienna from 8 
to 17 October 2008  
 
Japan (8 June 2010): Japan reserves its position on 
this paragraph. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports keeping the 
language in its original form. 
 

64. Promoting exchange of information and 
experiences between the Conference of the 
Parties of United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and United 
Nations human rights treaty bodies and 
mechanisms; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Promote exchange of information and experiences 
between the Conference of the Parties of UNTOC 
and United Nations human rights treaty bodies and 
mechanisms; 
 
African Group: Promoting To promote exchange 
of information and experiences between… 
 
Canada: replace with “Strengthening and 
supporting ICAT to improve coordination and 
cooperation amongst relevant UN bodies and other 
international organizations” 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
ILO: … human rights treaty bodies and mechanisms 
and the supervisory mechanism of ILO; 
 
Switzerland (9 June 2010): We support your 
facilitators’ proposal which is in fact the original 
text  (since the link between the UN human rights 
treaty bodies and Special Procedures on the one side 
and the UNTOC Conference of States Parties/and its 
UNODC Secretariat on the other side is important). 
  
Thailand: Promoteing exchange of information and 
experiences between the Conference of the Parties 
of United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and United Nations human rights 
treaty bodies and mechanisms (seek further 
clarification); 
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USA (8 June 2010): US supports Canada’s 
amendment reinforcing ICAT and combine with 
Ops 68 and 69. 
 

65. Encouraging UNODC and other international 
organizations to continue to assist States, 
upon request, to strengthen policy making, 
legislative arrangements and law 
enforcement practices, public awareness 
campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims 
of trafficking; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage UNODC, other UN Agencies, Funds and 
Programs as well as other international 
organizations to continue to assist Member States, 
upon request, to strengthen policy making, 
legislative arrangements, border-control and law 
enforcement cooperation, public awareness 
campaigns and capacity building; and to disseminate 
best practices in assisting victims of trafficking; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage 
UNODC and other international… 
 
Belarus: assisting victims of trafficking by 
elaborating respective guidelines and through 
special-purpose training courses; 
  
EU: Encouraging UNODC and other international 
organizations to continue to assist States, upon 
request, to strengthen policy making, legislative 
arrangements and law enforcement practices, public 
awareness campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims of 
trafficking Encouraging UNODC, UN Agencies, 
Funds and Programs and other international 
organizations to continue to assist States, upon 
request, to strengthen policy making, legislative 
arrangements and law enforcement practices, public 
awareness campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims of 
trafficking and to continue to improve the coherence 
and efficiency of technical assistance delivery in the 
field of trafficking in persons in coordination with 
the efforts of the Working Group on Technical 
Assistance established by the Conference of the 
Parties to the UNTOC; 
 
OHCHR: …UNODC, OHCHR and other 
international… victims of trafficking; and to 
promote and implement a human rights-based 
approach to combating trafficking; 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “... and encouraging 
national Governments to seek such assistance” 
 
Thailand: “Encourageing UNODC and other 
international organizations to continue to assist 
Member States, upon request, to strengthen policy 
making, legislative arrangements and border-control 
and law enforcement practicescooperation, public 
awareness campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims of 
trafficking” 
 
USA: Add “to coordinate with OHCHR, other UN 
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agencies” after “UNODC” 
 

66. Further encouraging UNODC as well as 
other United Nations Agencies, Funds and 
Programmes to continue to improve the 
coherence and efficiency of technical 
assistance delivery in the field of trafficking 
in persons in coordination with the efforts of 
the Working Group on Technical Assistance 
established by the Conference of the Parties 
to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Further encourage United Nations Agencies, Funds 
and Programmes to continue to improve the 
coherence and efficiency of technical assistance 
delivery in the field of trafficking in persons in 
coordination with the efforts of the Working Group 
on Technical Assistance established by the 
Conference of the Parties to UNTOC; 
 
African Group: Further encouraging to encourage 
UNODC as well as other United… 
 
Australia: There is a heavy emphasis on the role of 
the UNODC in the current draft; however, it will be 
very important that a range of UN agencies are 
engaged on people trafficking issues. As UNODC 
does not have the mandate to cover everything 
mentioned in the Global Plan, other agencies, 
particularly those with responsibilities for human 
rights, including labour rights issues, need to be 
involved too. Consultation would need to be 
undertaken with other UN bodies about any role 
they might play in implementation of the Global 
Plan. 
 
Colombia: delete  
 
EU: delete  
 
IOM: Further encouraging UNODC as well as other 
relevant international organizationsUnited Nations 
Agencies, Funds and Programmes to continue… 
 
Thailand: Further encourageing UNODC as well as 
other United Nations Agencies, Funds and 
Programmes to continue to improve the coherence 
and efficiency of technical assistance delivery in the 
field of trafficking in persons, 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US supports Colombia and 
EU’s proposal to delete the paragraph.  Currently 
this role has been given to ICAT.  We think that 
ICAT is the place for cross fertilization among UN 
agencies working on human trafficking. 
 

67. Requesting the Secretary-General as a matter 
of priority to strengthen the capacity of 
UNODC to collect information and 
periodically report on trafficking in persons 
patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well as share best 
practices and lessons learned from regional 
initiatives and mechanisms; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Request the Secretary-General as a matter of priority 
to strengthen the capacity of UNODC to collect 
information and periodically report on trafficking in 
persons patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well as share best 
practices and lessons learned from regional 
initiatives and mechanisms; 
 
African Group: Requesting To request the 
Secretary-General as a matter of priority to 
strengthen the capacity of UNODC to collect 
information and periodically report on trafficking in 
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persons patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well as share best 
practices and lessons learned from regional 
initiatives and mechanisms; 
 
Australia: Onerous reporting diverts resources from 
frontline activities devised to combat trafficking, 
particularly in countries of origin. In developing 
countries with limited resources and a high number 
of trafficking cases, this diversion of resources 
seems particularly counterproductive. The draft 
could propose streamlining current reporting 
processes on trafficking in persons, including higher 
level co-operation between UN bodies and fora to 
further encourage information sharing and enhance 
cooperation. 
 
EU: Requesting the Secretary-General as a matter of 
priority to strengthen the capacity of UNODC to 
continue collecting information… 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU would like to maintain 
its previous suggested comment in relation to 
paragraph 67. 
 
Japan (8 June 2010): Japan supports the proposal 
by the EU. 
 
Thailand: Requesting the Secretary-General as a 
matter of priority to strengthen the capacity of 
UNODC to collect accurate, verifiable and reliable 
information and periodically report on trafficking in 
persons patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well asin particular on 
share best practices and lessons learned from 
bilateral, regional, sub-regional and cross-regional 
initiatives and mechanisms 
 
UNICEF: Recommend consideration of an 
additional paragraph, to consider the creation of 
National Rapporteurs on Trafficking as this would 
assist with data collection and analysis at the 
national level which is critical to getting it right at 
the global level 
 
USA: Rephrase as follows:  “Requesting the 
UNODC to continue to monitor implementation of 
the Protocol, including through periodically 
reporting on trafficking in persons patterns and 
flows at the national, regional and international 
levels, as well as share best practices and lessons 
learned from the Conference of the Parties, regional 
initiatives and mechanisms.” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US continues to advocate for 
its amendment. 
 

68. Promoting coordination and cooperation 
across the United Nations, especially 
amongst the existing various entities focusing 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Promote coordination and cooperation across the 
United Nations, especially amongst existing entities 
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on trafficking in persons, including via the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons and UN.GIFT; 

 

focusing on trafficking in persons, including via the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons; 
 
African Group: Promoting To promote 
coordination and cooperation across within the 
United Nations… 
 
Belarus: …especially amongst the existing various 
entities as well as Special Rapporteurs and 
Representatives focusing on trafficking in persons, 
 
Canada: suggest deleting UN.GIFT as it is not a 
separate entity but a brand that is used by UNODC 
and others to promote anti-trafficking work.  
 
Colombia: delete and draft a para on ICAT as 
follows:  
Support the Inter-Agency Coordination Group 
against Trafficking in Persons (ICAT) aim of 
improving coordination and cooperation between 
UN agencies and other international organizations to 
facilitate a holistic approach to preventing and 
combating trafficking in persons including 
protection of and support for victims of trafficking.  
 
EU: delete 
 
Japan: We would like to seek clarification on what 
role UN. GIFT will play in accordance with this 
paragraph. 
 
Thailand: replace with “Promoteing coordination 
and cooperation across the United Nations, 
especially amongst the existing various entities 
focusing on trafficking in persons, including via the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons and UN.GIFT; and” 
 
IOM: coordination and cooperation across the 
United Nationsrelevant international organizations, 
especially amongst the existing… 
 
USA (8 June 2010): Merge with Canada’s 
amendment. 
 

69. Urging the Secretary-General to expedite the 
strengthening of the United Nations Inter-
Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons under the coordination 
of UNODC, in order to ensure overall 
coordination and coherence in the United 
Nations system's efforts to respond to 
trafficking in persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Urge the Secretary-General to expedite the 
strengthening of the United Nations Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
under the coordination of UNODC, in order to 
ensure overall coordination and coherence in the 
United Nations system's efforts to respond to 
trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Urging To urge the Secretary-
General to expedite the strengthening of… 
 
OHCHR: …coordination of UNODC, and with 
rotating chairpersonship among its member entities, 
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in order to ensure overall coordination and 
coherence in the United Nations system's efforts to 
respond to trafficking in persons, and that all 
approaches to combating trafficking, including the 
human rights-based approach, are considered and 
applied through efforts which foster their 
complementarity; 
 
Thailand: replace with “Urgeing the Secretary-
General to expedite the strengthening of the United 
Nations Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons under the coordination of 
UNODC, in order to ensure overall coordination and 
coherence in the United Nations system's efforts to 
respond to trafficking in persons (seek further 
clarification)” 
 
USA (8 June 2010): Merge with Canada’s 
amendment. 
 

70. Encouraging Member States to consider 
making voluntary contributions to United 
Nations anti-human trafficking work, and to 
explore additional sources of funding in this 
regard, including reaching out to the private 
sector for contributions; 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage Member States to consider making 
voluntary contributions to United Nations anti-
human trafficking work, and to explore additional 
sources of funding in this regard, including reaching 
out to the private sector for contributions; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage 
Member States to consider making voluntary… 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU is not convinced that 
this is the right place to call for financial 
contributions. As such, the EU could support the 
Japanese comment. 
 
IOM: Encouraging Member States to consider 
making voluntary contributions to United 
Nationsrelevant international organizations’ anti-
human trafficking 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  We think that a plan of action is not the 
appropriate place to call for financial contributions. 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “... making voluntary 
contributions to United Nations human rights, child 
rights and anti-trafficking work...” 
 

  African Group: add new section 
  Implementation of the Global Action Plan 

Adopts the present Plan of action and its annex as 
the UN Global Plan on Trafficking in Persons; and 
 
71. Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of 
the discussion within the UN System of the agenda 
items related to trafficking in persons, to undertake 
the following steps for the effective follow-up of the 
Plan of Action: 
 
(a) To launch the Plan of Action at a high-level 
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segment of its sixty-fifth session; 
 

(b) To examine in three years progress made in the 
implementation of the 
Plan of Action; 
 
(c) To invite the Secretary-General to contribute to 
the future deliberations 
of the General Assembly on the review of the 
implementation and updating of the 
Plan of Action; 
 
(d) To encourage Member States, the United 
Nations and other appropriate 
international, regional and subregional organizations 
to support the implementation 
of the Plan of Action, including through mobilizing 
resources and expertise; 
 
(e) To further encourage non-governmental 
organizations and civil society to 
engage, as appropriate, on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action. 
 
EU (11 June 2010): The EU does not see the need 
for this paragraph given that the proposed wording 
is similar to a suggestion made for OP 1 for the draft 
resolution, and, in any case, the language is more 
appropriate for the resolution section. 
 
Japan (8 June 2010): Japan suggests deleting the 
whole paragraph. 
 
USA (8 June 2010): US does not support Africa 
Groups’ proposal.  What are the resource 
requirements that would be needed for these 
measures?  What are the overall statements on PBIs 
for this resolution? 
 

 



Facilitators’ Proposals
(with African Group’s Proposal for Para 71)

We the States Members of the United Nations, determined to put to an end to the heinous
crime of trafficking in persons, especially women and children, and determined to prevent
and combat trafficking in persons, protect and assist victims of trafficking, prosecute crimes
of trafficking in persons and promote partnerships to strengthen coordination and
cooperation, resolve to translate our political will into concrete actions by adopting a an
action plan to:

1. Consistently and strongly condemn trafficking in persons, as it constitutes a criminal
activity violating human dignity and has negative effects on development, peace and security,
and human rights;

2. Ensure that the human rights of trafficked persons are at the centre of all efforts to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons and to protect, assist and provide redress to
victims.

3. Take urgent action to prevent trafficking in persons, protect its victims and prosecute
its offenders and strengthen partnership to these ends by promoting and attaining universal
ratification and effective implementation of the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime (hereinafter “UNTOC”) and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (hereinafter “the
Trafficking Protocol”) as well as other relevant international instruments, including ILO
convention 29 on Forced Labour; ILO Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labour;
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956; the Convention on the Rights of the Child; its Optional
Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography; its Optional
Protocol on the involvement of children in armed conflict; and the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women;

4. Recognize that, in accordance with Art.32 of UNTOC, the Conference of Parties to
the Convention is established to improve the capacity of States Parties to promote and review
the implementation of the Convention, including the Trafficking Protocol;

5. Encourage the Conference of the Parties to the UNTOC Convention to establish an
appropriate and effective review mechanism to monitor the implementation of the
Convention and Protocols thereto;

6. Take into account the activities and recommendations of the open-ended interim
Working Group on Trafficking in Persons established by the Conference of the Parties to the
UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime;

7. Support the Human Rights Council and contribute to its work on the question of the
promotion and protection of human rights for all in the fight against trafficking in persons;

8. Support the role of the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially
women and children, the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery, including its
causes and consequences, the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and
consequences, Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child prostitution and child
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pornography, Special Representative to the Secretary-General on Violence Against Children
and other relevant Special Rapporteurs and Representatives. The mandate holders should
assist States by offering concrete advice, making country visits, liaising with the United
Nations and regional organizations, and reporting on these issues;

9. Reaffirm the central role of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
in combating trafficking in persons and providing technical assistance to implement UNTOC
and the Trafficking Protocol, by making use of existing capacity building tools, lessons
learned and expertise available in international organizations, including inter alia, the
International Framework for Action to Implement the Trafficking in Persons Protocol;

10.Note the important work of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights,
the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the International Labor Organization, and the
International Organization for Migration (IOM) in the global fight against trafficking in
persons;

11. Make a commitment to address all forms of trafficking in persons that occur within
and across national borders, including as a result of conflict, instability or humanitarian
emergencies;

12. Mainstream the issue of trafficking in persons into policies and programmes aimed at
addressing economic and social development, human rights, rule of law, good governance,
education, natural disaster and post-conflict reconstruction;

13. Address the underlying root causes of trafficking in persons that make people
vulnerable to exploitation by this serious crime, such as poverty, inequality, armed conflicts,
gender discrimination, social exclusion and marginalization as well as a culture of tolerance
towards violence against women, young people and children, including sexual violence in
conflict;

14. Adopt and implement comprehensive policies and programmes at the national and
regional levels and other measures to prevent all forms of trafficking in persons that are in
line with relevant policies and programmes on migration, education, employment,
empowerment of women, and crime prevention in accordance with international human rights
standards;

15. Conduct research and collection of disaggregated data by types of trafficking in
persons, sex and age and data collection into the nature and extent of all forms of trafficking
in persons, including root causes, trends of trafficking, information on traffickers, demand for
exploitative services and labour and on the gaps and shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies
and programmes;

16. Develop or strengthen processes for the identification of victims such as those
developed by UNODC and other organizations, including appropriate and non-discriminatory
measures that help to identify trafficked victims among vulnerable populations;

17. Promote awareness-raising campaigns to discourage the demand that fosters
exploitation of persons, especially women and children, that leads to trafficking and inform
persons at risk of being trafficked and the general public through education and effective
involvement of mass media, non-governmental organizations and the private sector and
monitor the effectiveness of such campaigns;
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18. Increase prevention efforts in countries of destination and transit by focusing on the
demand for trafficked labour and the goods produced as a result of such labour;

19. Adopt specific measures at the national level to combat trafficking for labour
exploitation, require producers of goods to abide by these measures and educate consumers
on these measures;

20. Strengthen the capacity of law enforcement, immigration, education, social welfare,
labour and other relevant officials in the prevention of trafficking in persons, taking into
account the need to respect human rights and child-and gender-sensitive issues and encourage
cooperation with civil society, non-governmental organizations and other relevant
organizations;

21. Encourage the United Nations to intensify work with Member States and relevant
international, regional and sub-regional organizations to identify and share best practices to
prevent trafficking in persons;

22. Reaffirm that the promotion and protection of human rights for all and effective
measures to respond to trafficking in persons are complementary and mutually reinforcing;

23. Stress the need to promote and protect the rights of victims of trafficking in persons
and to (re-) integrate victims into the community, in line with the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights
and Human Trafficking and the UNICEF Guidelines on the Protection of Child Victims of
Trafficking;

24. Ensure that national legislation recognizes trafficked persons as victims of crime and
that such legislation effectively criminalizes all forms of trafficking, regardless of the type of
exploitation or the characteristics of the victim;

25. Review existing national services available to victims of trafficking, according to
Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol and strengthen those services where needed as well as
support the establishment or strengthening of national referral mechanisms;

26. Strengthen the capacity of service providers and others likely to encounter and
identify possible victims of trafficking, such as law enforcement personnel, border control
officers, labor inspectors, consular embassy officials, judges and prosecutors and
peacekeepers, and ensure the availability of needed resources to the relevant sectors and
institutions, including those of civil society;

27. Prevent re-victimization in the context of investigations, in the judicial system and in
victim assistance programmes, including by adopting appropriate measures to ensure that
victims of trafficking are not penalized for engaging in illicit activities as a direct result of
being trafficked or as a result of coercion;

28. Protect the privacy, identity, and safety of victims of trafficking in persons and their
families before, during and after criminal proceedings;

29. Protect victims and witnesses from retaliation or intimidation, including by ensuring
their physical safety;
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30. Provide assistance and services for the physical, psychological and social recovery of
trafficked persons and their rehabilitation in cooperation with non-governmental
organizations, relevant organizations and sectors of civil society;

31. Consider adopting legislative or other appropriate measures that permit victims of
trafficking in persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or permanently, in appropriate
cases, as stipulated by the Trafficking Protocol;

32. Ensure that countries of origin accept their nationals back and guarantee such return is
conducted with due regard for safety and shall preferably be voluntary as stipulated by the
Trafficking Protocol;

33. Adopt labour laws that provide legal rights and protections for workers at high risk of
being trafficked;

34. Provide specialized services to identified victims of trafficking in persons, in line with
Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol including access to comprehensive health services, such
as access to HIV prevention, treatment, care and support services, taking into account that
human trafficking for the purposes of sexual exploitation has serious, immediate and long
term implications for health, including sexual and reproductive health;

35. Provide appropriate assistance and protection in the best interest of the child to
children who are victims of trafficking or at risk of being trafficked, including for purposes
such as the removal of organs or adoption for the purpose of exploitation, including ensuring
appropriate services and measures to guarantee the physical and psychological well-being of
trafficked children as well as their education and reintegration in coordination with existing
child protections systems;

36. Urge the General Assembly to establish a United Nations trust fund for the
rehabilitation and compensation of victims of the most serious forms of trafficking in
persons, with a special focus on women and children, and request the Secretary-General to
entrust UNODC with managing the trust fund;

37. Delete

38. Adopt measures to ensure that victims can seek compensation for the damage suffered
as stipulated by Article 25 paragraph 2 of UNTOC and Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol;

39. Acknowledge the important role of civil society organizations in providing assistance
and empowerment to victims of trafficking and help them to seek redress as well as facilitate
the care of and provision of appropriate services to victims, including meaningful
engagement and coordination with law enforcement officials;

40. Ensure that domestic legal or administrative systems include measures to provide
information to victims in a language they understand regarding their rights, the relevant court
and administrative proceedings and assistance to enable their views and concerns to be
presented and considered at appropriate stages of such proceedings;

41. Provide presumed victims of trafficking in persons with a reflection period in order
for them to recover and escape the influence of traffickers and/or to take an informed
decision on cooperating with the competent authorities, during which period it shall not be
possible to enforce any order to expel the presumed victim from the State’s territory;
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42. Implement all relevant legal instruments that criminalize trafficking in persons;

43. Prosecute crimes of trafficking that encompass all forms of exploitation, which shall
include at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the
removal of organs and all types of victims as stipulated in the Trafficking Protocol;

44. Enact and enforce legislation and strengthen existing legislation that criminalizes
trafficking in persons, especially that of women and children, as reflected in the Trafficking
Protocol, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Woman
and the Convention on the Rights of the Child and its Optional Protocols;

45. Adopt legislative and other measures necessary to establish as criminal offences:
a. Attempting to commit an offence
b. Participating as an accomplice in an offence
c. Organizing or directing other persons to commit an offence

As stipulated by Article 5 of the Trafficking Protocol;

46. Ensure the criminalization of trafficking in children without any requirement to
establish the means as set forth in the Trafficking Protocol and the Convention on the Rights
of the Child and its Optional Protocols;

47. Combat and prosecute organized criminal groups engaged in trafficking in persons;

48. Ensure liability of all categories of offenders, including the liability of legal persons;

49. Enhance efforts to investigate alleged cases of trafficking, strengthening means to
combat trafficking, including through more systematic use of freezing assets for the purpose
of eventual confiscation, according to the provisions of Article 12 of UNTOC, and
prosecuting perpetrators, ensuring that penalties are proportionate to the gravity of the crime
and to publicize convicted cases with full respect for human rights;

50. [merged with paragraph 49]

51. Make use of available technical assistance provided to strengthen the criminal justice
response to trafficking in persons, including inter alia, by UNODC;

52. Promote the more systematic use of freezing and confiscating assets of traffickers as
an effective means to fighting this criminal activity;

53. In line with the United Nations Convention against Corruption, and UNTOC,
investigate, prosecute, and punish corrupt public officials who engage in or facilitate the
trafficking of persons, and promote a zero tolerance policy against corrupt officials;

54. Strengthen coordination and cooperation among States in combating crimes that
might be connected with trafficking in persons, including money laundering, corruption,
smuggling of migrants and all forms of organized crime;

55. Encourage law enforcement, immigration or other relevant authorities of States to
cooperate with one another by exchanging information with full respect for data protection
laws and standards, in accordance with domestic law, including cooperation among states of
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origin, transit and destination in order to enable joint investigations, prosecutions, and the
detection of trafficking networks;

56. Encourage effective cooperation and coordination of efforts at the national, regional
and international level, especially among countries of origin, transit and destination and take
advantage of the networks provided by relevant organizations to share best practices in
capacity-building for responding to and combating trafficking in persons, while stressing the
importance of regional approaches to facilitate mutual legal assistance and the exchange of
information with full respect for data protection laws and standards including operational
information, programs and good practices in supplementing UNTOC and the work done by
the Conference of the Parties to that Convention;

57. [merged with paragraph 56]

58. [merged with paragraph 56]

59. Conclude and implement mutual legal assistance and extradition agreements to ensure
the apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of trafficking in persons, in accordance with
the relevant provisions of national and international law;

60. Promote cooperation among governments, civil society, and the private sector in
order to strengthen prevention, protection and prosecution policies and programmes;

61. Strengthen cooperation between law enforcement agencies regionally and
internationally;

62. Endeavour to coordinate with all stakeholders involved in the fight against trafficking
in persons at the national level, including government institutions, non-governmental
organizations, the private sector, including the media, and workers and employers
organizations;

63. Intensify international and regional cooperation to combat trafficking in persons as
well as technical assistance for countries of destination and transit aimed at strengthening
their ability to prevent trafficked labour and the goods produced as a result of such labour;

64. Promote exchange of information and experiences between the Conference of the
Parties of UNTOC and United Nations human rights treaty bodies and mechanisms;

65. Encourage UNODC, other UN Agencies, Funds and Programs as well as other
international organizations to continue to assist Member States, upon request, to strengthen
policy making, legislative arrangements, border-control and law enforcement cooperation,
public awareness campaigns and capacity building; and to disseminate best practices in
assisting victims of trafficking;

66. Further encourage United Nations Agencies, Funds and Programmes to continue to
improve the coherence and efficiency of technical assistance delivery in the field of
trafficking in persons in coordination with the efforts of the Working Group on Technical
Assistance established by the Conference of the Parties to UNTOC;

67. Request the Secretary-General as a matter of priority to strengthen the capacity of
UNODC to collect information and periodically report on trafficking in persons patterns and
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flows at the national, regional and international levels, as well as share best practices and
lessons learned from regional initiatives and mechanisms;

68. Promote coordination and cooperation across the United Nations, especially amongst
existing entities focusing on trafficking in persons, including via the Inter-Agency
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons;

69. Urge the Secretary-General to expedite the strengthening of the United Nations Inter-
Agency Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons under the coordination of
UNODC, in order to ensure overall coordination and coherence in the United Nations
system's efforts to respond to trafficking in persons;

70. Encourage Member States to consider making voluntary contributions to United
Nations anti-human trafficking work, and to explore additional sources of funding in this
regard, including reaching out to the private sector for contributions;

Implementation of the Global Action Plan

Adopts the present Plan of action and its annex as the UN Global Plan on Trafficking in
Persons; and

71. Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of the discussion within the UN
System of the agenda items related to trafficking in persons, to undertake the following steps
for the effective follow-up of the Plan of Action:

a. To launch the Plan of Action at a high-level segment of its sixty-fifth session;
b. To examine in three years progress made in the implementation of the Plan of

Action;
c. To invite the Secretary-General to contribute to the future deliberations of the

General Assembly on the review of the implementation and updating of the
Plan of Action;

d. To encourage Member States, the United Nations and other appropriate
international, regional and subregional organizations to support the
implementation of the Plan of Action, including through mobilizing resources
and expertise;

e. To further encourage non-governmental organizations and civil society to
engage, as appropriate, on how to enhance efforts to implement the Plan of
Action.



The United Nations Global Plan of Action to  
Combat Trafficking in Persons 

 
Table of Inputs on First Draft 

4 June 2010 
 

 The General Assembly, 
 
PP1. Guided by the purposes and principles of the 
Charter of the United Nations and reaffirming its role 
under the Charter, including on questions related to 
development, peace and security and human rights, 
 

Malaysia: Guided by the purposes and principles of 
the Charter of the United Nations and reaffirming its 
role under the Charter, including on questions 
related to development, peace and security and 
human rights 
 
Holy See: …and human rights and dignity 

PP.2 Reiterating its strong condemnation of trafficking 
in persons, as it constitutes a serious threat to 
development, peace and security and human rights, 

 

African Group: Reiterating its strong 
condemnation of trafficking in persons, as it 
constitutes a serious threat to development, peace 
and security and human rights, and that trafficking 
in human beings, within and between states, is a 
scourge which states are determined to address,  
 
PP.2bis Reiterating its strong condemnation of the 
scourge of trafficking in persons, especially of 
women and children, within and between States, as a 
serious threat to human rights and human 
development  
 
PP.2 ter Recognizing that poverty, unemployment 
and the search for improved socio-economic 
opportunities are contributing factors, making 
persons vulnerable to becoming victims of 
trafficking,  
 
Colombia: Reiterating its strong condemnation of 
trafficking in personstransnational organized crime, 
including trafficking in persons and the negative 
effects on  as it constitutes a serious threat to 
development, peace and security and human rights 
 
Malaysia: Reiterating its strong condemnation of 
trafficking in persons, as it constitutes a serious 
threat to development, peace and security and 
human rights, 
 
Nicaragua: Reiterating its strong condemnation of 
trafficking in persons, a form of contemporary 
slavery, 
 
Holy See: … and human rights and dignity 
 
Thailand: delete 

PP.3 Recalling the Millennium Declaration, adopted in 
September 2000, where Member States resolved to 
intensify efforts to “fight transnational crime in its entire 
dimension including trafficking as well as smuggling in 
human beings”, 

 

African Group: PP.3 bis Recognising that 
trafficking in persons is a fast-growing criminal 
industry that requires effective international 
cooperation and collaboration in order to prevent 
and suppress trafficking in persons and punish the 
perpetrators,  
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Colombia: delete. Exceeds scope of resolution and 
is repetitive with PP2. Would support to bring in 
original OP112, resolution 60/1.  

PP.4  Reaffirming the General Assembly Resolution 
55/25 of 2000, adopting the United Nations Convention 
on Transnational Organized Crime and its 
supplementing Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, 
which builds on other related conventions and 
instruments such as ILO convention 29 and 182, 
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, 
the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to 
Slavery of 1956, the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and its Optional Protocol on the sale of children, 
child prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women. 

Belarus: …which builds on other related 
conventions and instruments such as ILO 
conventions 29 and 182… 
 
Canada:…and , which builds on other related 
conventions 
 
IOM: add International Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of Their Families 
 
Japan: Add, after “its supplementing Protocol to 
Prevent Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children”, “(hereinafter 
“Trafficking in Persons Protocol”)”. 
 
Malaysia: PP.4 Reaffirming the General Assembly 
Resolution 55/25 of 2000, adopting the United 
Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its supplementing Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children, which 
builds on other related conventions and instruments 
such as ILO convention 29 and 182, Supplementary 
Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave 
Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to 
Slavery of 1956, the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and its Optional Protocol on the sale of 
children, child prostitution and child pornography, 
and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Discrimination against Women, 
 
PP.5 Recognizing that the aforementioned United 
Nations Trafficking in Persons Protocol, which 
entered into and its entry into force on 25 December 
2003, which provided for the first time an 
internationally agreed definition of the crime of 
trafficking in persons, aiming at the prevention of 
trafficking in persons, protection of its victims and 
prosecution of its culprits, 
 
Thailand: Persons, Especially Women and 
Children, and which builds on other related… 
 
UNICEF: add Optional Protocol on the 
Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict 
 
 

PP.5 Recognizing that the aforementioned United 
Nations Trafficking in Persons Protocol, which entered 
into force on 25 December 2003, provided for the first 
time an internationally agreed definition of the crime of 
trafficking in persons, aiming at the prevention of 
trafficking in persons, protection of its victims and 
prosecution of its culprits, 
 

African Group: Redraft as follows:  
Recognizing that the United Nations Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking, 
Especially Women and Children aimed at the 
prevention of trafficking in persons, protection of its 
victims and prosecution of its culprits, provided for 
the first time an internationally agreed definition of 
the crime of trafficking in persons, 
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Thailand: …crime of trafficking in persons, aiming 
at the prevention of trafficking in persons, protection 
of traffickedits victims and prosecution of traffickers 
 
Malaysia: (see PP.4 above) 
 
Japan: Delete “aforementioned United Nations” 
 
Norway: Paragraph PP5bis 
Recalling the outcome of the Conference of the 
Parties to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime at its fourth session, 
held in Vienna from 8 to 17 October 2008, as well 
as the progress made by the Conference of the 
Parties to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime open-ended interim 
Working Group on Trafficking in Persons during its 
meeting, held in Vienna on 14 and 15 April 2009. 
(taken from A/RES/64/178 pp4) 
 
UNAIDS: …crime of trafficking in persons, aiming 
at the prevention of trafficking in persons, protection 
of trafficked personsits victims and prosecution of 
perpetrators of traffickingits culprits, 
 

PP.6 Reaffirming Commission on Human Rights 
resolution 2004/110, to appoint a Special Rapporteur on 
trafficking in persons, especially in women and children 
to highlight the importance of a victims’ rights-based 
approach to combating trafficking in persons, especially 
women and children and Human Rights Council 
resolution 6/14 of 2007 to appoint a Special Rapporteur 
on contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes 
and consequences, 
 

Thailand: delete 
 
USA: add the Special Rapporteur on Sale of 
Children and the Special Representative on Violence 
Against Children 

PP.7 Recalling the World Summit Outcome Document 
(par.111-112) of 2005 adopted by the General Assembly 
that (a) expresses the concerns of Member States at the 
negative effects on development, peace and security and 
human rights posed by trafficking in persons, (b) 
recognizes that trafficking in persons continues to pose a 
serious challenge to humanity and requires a concerted 
international response, and (c) urges all States to devise, 
enforce and strengthen effective measures to prevent, 
suppress and punish trafficking in persons and to protect 
victims, 
 

African Group: Recalling the World Summit 
Outcome Document (para. 111-112) of 2005 
adopted by the General Assembly that recognizes a) 
expresses the concerns of Member States at the 
negative effects on development, peace, security and 
human rights posed by trafficking in persons, b) 
recognizes that trafficking in persons continues to 
pose a serious challenge to humanity and requires a 
concerted international response, and c) urges all 
states to devise, enforce and strengthen effective 
measures to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking 
in persons and protect victims,  that trafficking in 
persons continues to pose a serious challenge to 
humanity and requires a concerted global response, 
based on partnership and cooperation and  urges all 
states to devise, enforce and strengthen effective 
measures to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking 
in persons and to protect victims; 
 
Colombia: suggests to keep the original language in 
paragraph 112 of the World Summit Document 
referred to here.  
 
Thailand: delete 
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UNAIDS: …prevent, suppress and punish 
trafficking in persons and to protect trafficked 
persons. 

PP.8 Recalling that pursuant to a request from Economic 
and Social Council resolution 2006/27 “Strengthening 
international cooperation in preventing and combating 
trafficking in persons and protecting victims of such 
trafficking”, reinforced by GA Resolution 61/180, the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against Trafficking in 
Persons  was established to foster coordination and 
cooperation among relevant United Nations agencies 
and other international organizations involved in 
combating human trafficking, 
 

Belarus: …reinforced by GA Resolution 61/180 
"Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons" (20 December 2006), 
 
Norway: Supporting the role of and cooperating 
with the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in 
persons, especially ...   
[This change would put the emphasis on actual 
cooperation with the SP and not just tacit support of 
the role.] 
 

PP.9 Recognizing that the launch of UN.GIFT by the 
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime in 
partnership with International Labor Organization, 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 
United Nations Children’s Fund, Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe and International 
Organization for Migration, in March 2007, and the 
Vienna Forum of 13-15 February 2008, provided all 
anti-trafficking actors including the United Nations, 
governments and civil society organizations a global 
forum to share respective experiences and further 
highlighted the need to collectively address human 
trafficking in a multi-faceted and holistic manner, 
 

OHCHR: Recognizing that the launch of UN.GIFT 
by a partnership of UN agencies and IGOs, 
including the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime in partnership with International… 
 
IOM: …provided all anti-trafficking actors 
including the United Nations… 

PP.10 Recalling the General Assembly Thematic Debate 
on Human Trafficking of 3 June 2008 giving Member 
States a framework for discussion concentrating on the 
“three P’s” (prevention, protection and prosecution),  
and the General Assembly Interactive Thematic 
Dialogue on "Taking Collective Action to End Human 
Trafficking" held on 13 May 2009, 
 

Belarus: …held on 13 May 2009 which underlined 
the importance of strengthening collective action by 
Member States and other stakeholders, including 
regional and international organizations, NGOs, the 
private sector and media, 
 

PP.11 Recalling all General Assembly resolutions on 
measures to eliminate trafficking in persons,  including 
the aforementioned resolution 63/194 and resolutions  
64/178 on “Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons” (18 December 2009) and 61/180 
also on “Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons” (20 December 2006), 61/144 on 
“Trafficking in women and girls” (19 December 2006), 
and 58/137 on “Strengthening international cooperation 
in preventing and combating trafficking in persons and 
protecting victims of such trafficking” (22 December 
2003), 
 

Belarus: …613/18094 and resolutions 64/178 on 
"Improving the coordination of efforts against 
trafficking in persons" (18 December 2009) and 
631/19480 also on "Improving the coordination of 
efforts against trafficking in persons" (1820 
December 20086), 
 
Thailand: Recalling all General Assembly 
resolutions on measures improve the coordination of 
efforts and strengthen international cooperation to 
combat andto eliminate trafficking in persons, and in 
this regard, recognizing that trafficking in persons 
continues to post a serious challenge to humanity 
and requires a concerted international response 
based on a victim-centered approach  including the 
aforementioned resolution 63/194 and resolutions  
64/178 on “Improving the coordination of efforts 
against trafficking in persons” (18 December 2009) 
and 61/180 also on “Improving the coordination of 
efforts against trafficking in persons” (20 December 
2006), 61/144 on “Trafficking in women and girls” 
(19 December 2006), and 58/137 on “Strengthening 
international cooperation in preventing and 
combating trafficking in persons and protecting 
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victims of such trafficking” (22 December 2003), 
PP.12 Noting the relevant decisions adopted at the 
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations 
Convention on Transnational Organized Crime: 
Decision 1/5, Decision 2/3 and Decision 3/3, on the 
implementation of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children,  
 

Thailand: delete 
 
USA: Replace “Noting” with “Recognizing” to 
reinforce the primacy of the Conference of Parties to 
the Transnational Organized Crime Convention 

PP.13 Considering relevant regional mechanisms and 
initiatives, such as the Asia-Europe Meeting Action Plan 
to Combat against Trafficking in Persons, Especially 
Women and Children; ASEAN Declaration against 
Trafficking in Persons, Particularly Women and 
Children; Black Sea Economic Cooperation 
Organization Action Plan on Cooperation in Combating 
Crime; Coordinated Mekong Ministerial Initiative 
against Trafficking; Economic Community of West 
African States Declaration on the Fight against 
Trafficking in Persons; Ouagadougou Action Plan to 
Combat Trafficking in Human Beings, Especially 
Women and Children; Council of Europe Convention on 
Action against Trafficking in Human Beings; OSCE 
Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings; 
Plan of Action of the Regional Conference on Migration 
(the Puebla Process multilateral regional forum of all 
Central and North American countries and the 
Dominican Republic); Stability Pact for South-Eastern 
Europe Task Force on Trafficking in Human Beings, in 
Particular in its Organized Forms, 
 

African Group: Considering Recalling relevant 
regional mechanisms and initiatives, such as 
…Economic Community of West African States 
Declaration on the Fight against Trafficking in 
Persons; ECOWAS/ECCAS Joint Plan of Action to 
combat Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women 
and Children,  Ouagadougou Action Plan to Combat 
Trafficking in Human Beings; … Stability Pact for 
South-Eastern Europe Task force on Trafficking in 
Human Beings, in Particular in its Organized Forms, 
as well as all other relevant national initiatives; 
 
Canada: Add a reference to the OAS, most notably 
the 1st and 2nd meetings of national authorities on 
TiP and the development of OAS workplan to 
combat TiP.  
 
Colombia: would prefer a general formulation 
instead of listings. If facilitators insist on listing, 
Colombia would ask to mention the Anti Trafficking 
in Persons section of the Organization of American 
States.  
 
Colombia would prefer a shorter formulation as 
follows:  
Recognizing the importance of initiatives and 
mechanisms with a regional perspective and its 
value in promoting and enhancing sharing of 
experiences, technical assistance, cooperation and 
mutual legal assistance,  
 
New para 13bis:  
Reaffirming that effective action to prevent and 
combat trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, requires a comprehensive international 
approach in the countries of origin, transit and 
destination that includes measures to prevent such 
trafficking, to punish the traffickers and protect the 
victims of such trafficking, including by protecting 
their internationally recognized human rights.  
 
Indonesia: Add reference to Bali Process in list 
“…in Particular in its Organized 
Forms,”…cognizant of the fact that these initiatives 
have complemented and strengthened bilateral 
cooperation in various regions as consequence. 
These initiatives also demonstrated the political will 
that exist in the regions to work together to combat 
trafficking in persons and other transnational crimes, 
while acknowledging each region possess its own 
characteristics of menace. Inviting States to further 
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build on existing regional agreements, mechanisms, 
and efforts as to strengthen a network of anti-
trafficking in persons.” 
 
IOM:  add The South Asian Association for 
Regional Cooperation (SAARC) Convention on 
Prevention and Combating the Trafficking in 
Women and Children for Prostitution (2002) and a 
regional plan of action to strengthen their 
cooperation. 
 
Nicaragua: …(the Puebla Process multilateral 
regional forum of all Central and North American 
countries and the Dominican Republic); Central 
American Coalition against trafficking in persons 
Stability Pact for South-Eastern Europe Task Force 
on Trafficking in Human Beings, in Particular in its 
Organized Forms, 
 
Thailand: Considering relevant sub-regional, 
regional and cross-regional mechanisms and 
initiatives, such as the Asia-Europe Meeting Action 
Plan to Combat against Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children; ASEAN 
Declaration against Trafficking in Persons, 
Particularly Women and Children; the Bali Process; 
 
UNICEF: Recommend consideration of other 
regional efforts for inclusion such as EU legislation 
and initiatives (See: the Stockholm Programme and 
new Action Plan, The Stability Pact Task Force on 
Trafficking in Human Beings for South Eastern 
Europe is not operational any more.  It was closed in 
November 2004.1) 
  

PP.14 Recognizing the need to develop a global plan of 
action against trafficking in persons that will 

 promote universal ratification of the UN 
Convention against Transnational Organized 
Crime and its Trafficking Protocol as well as 
other relevant international instruments that 
address trafficking in persons, 

 reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons, 

 help Member States to reinforce their 
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking 
in persons 

 promote comprehensive, coordinated and 
consistent responses, at the national, regional 
and international levels, to counter trafficking 
in persons, 

 promote a human rights based approach 
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons, 
protect its victims and prosecute its offenders 

 raise awareness within the UN system and also 
among States and other stakeholders such as 
the business sector, civil society and the 
international mass media and the public at 

African Group: delete PP14  
OP1:  
Adopts the present resolution and its annex as the 
United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons (hereinafter referred to as 
“the Plan of Action”) and launches the Plan of 
Action during the sixty-fourth session of the General 
Assembly, 
 
OP 1bis 
Decides that the objectives of the United Nations 
Plan of Action on Trafficking in Persons shall be: 

 
 To promote universal ratification of the UN 

Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Trafficking 
Protocol as well as other relevant 
international instruments that address 
trafficking in persons, 

 To reinforce international and regional 
cooperation in accordance with the relevant 

                                                
1 See also http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/crime/trafficking/fsj_crime_human_trafficking_en.htm 
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large, 
 foster cooperation and coordination among all 

relevant stakeholders including Member States, 
international organizations, civil society 
organizations and the private sector, 

1. Adopts the present resolution and its annex as the 
United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat 
Trafficking in Persons (“the Plan of Action"), and 
2. Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of the 
discussion at its relevant committees of all their agenda 
items related to trafficking in persons to undertake the 
following steps for the effective follow-up of the Plan of 
Action: 

(a) To launch the Plan of Action 
during the sixty-fourth session; 

(b) To encourage Member States, the 
United Nations and other 
international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to support 
the implementation of the Plan of 
Action, including through 
mobilizing resources and 
expertise; 

(c) To further encourage civil society 
including non-governmental 
organizations and the private 
sector to engage, as appropriate, 
on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action; 

(d) To invite the Secretary-General to 
report annually to the General 
Assembly on the implementation 
of the Plan of Action,  

 
 

provisions of the UNCTO and its protocol 
and provide technical assistance for an 
effective implementation of these 
instruments 

 To enhance capacity building for those 
States in need and to this end create a Trust 
Fund for the implementation of the Global 
Plan of Action, 

 To assist Member States to reinforce their 
commitments to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons, 

 To promote comprehensive, coordinated 
and consistent responses, at the national, 
regional and international levels, to counter 
trafficking in persons, 

 To promote a human rights based approach 
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons, 
protect its victims and prosecute its 
culprits, 

 To raise awareness within the UN system 
and also among States and other 
stakeholders such as the business sector, 
civil society and the international mass 
media and the public at large, 

 To foster cooperation and coordination 
among all relevant stakeholders including 
Member States, international organizations, 
civil society organizations and the private 
sector, 
 

OP.2 Further decides, without prejudice to the 
continuation…  

 
(a) To launch the Plan of Action during 

the sixty-fourth session; 
(d) To invite request the Secretary-

General to report annually to the 
General Assembly on the 
implementation of the Plan of Action. 

d bis) To encourage States to include in 
their periodic reporting to relevant 
United Nations bodies the challenges 
faced and progress made in the fight 
against trafficking in persons 

d ter) To further request the Secretary-
General to present proposals regarding 
developing a monitoring mechanism 
for the implementation of the Plan of 
Action in his report to the sixty-fifth 
session of the General Assembly, to be 
considered and adopted by the General 
Assembly 

 
Belarus: (b) To encourage Member States, the 
United Nations and other international, regional and 
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sub-regional organizations, including through 
interaction within Inter-Agency Coordination Group 
to support… 
 
Canada:  
Replace bullets with a, b, c, etc. 
 
Bullet 6: …within the UN system and also among 
States and other stakeholders such as the 
privatebusiness sector, civil society and the 
international mass media  
 
OP2(c): add a reference to the media 
 
Colombia: delete PP14 
Paragraph 1:  
Some of the following elements could be included:  

 Promote universal ratification and effective 
implementation of the Trafficking Protocol 
supplementing UNTOC; 

 Encourage the adoption of a 
comprehensive, balanced and human rights 
cased international approach that 
emphasizes protection and assistance to the 
victims; 

 Promote international cooperation and 
mutual legal assistance, including at 
national and regional levels;  

 Raise national and international awareness 
to the seriousness of the crime and the risks 
for victims; 

 Foster coordination of efforts and the 
strengthening of synergies between 
competent entities of the UN system and 
other relevant stakeholders; 

Paragraph 2: delete  
 
EU: replace OP2(d) with: 
Urges those Member States of the United Nations 
that have not yet done so to ratify or accede as soon 
as possible to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children, 
considering the central role of these instruments in 
the Plan of Action. 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 2(d) requires the Secretary-
General to report annually about its implementation, 
yet many of the paragraphs contained in the draft 
plan of action do lack specificities and thus would 
render the work of the Secretariat more complex in 
gauging with exactness the progress of its 
implementation. 
 
IOM: Bullet 2 

 reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons 
and related human rights violations, 
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Japan:  
B ullet 1.  
Add, after “promote universal ratification” in line 1, 
“,acceptance, approval or accession”. 
  Add, after “and its Trafficking” in line 2, “in 
Persons”. 
(rationale)  Article 16 of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol 
 
OP2(b).  
Delete “, including through mobilizing resource and 
expertise” 
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary. 
 
OP2(d). 
Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Malaysia: 
bullet 5: ...promote a human rights based balanced 
approach, which recognizes the development, 
human rights and criminal justice perspectives 
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons, protect 
its victims and prosecute its culprit, 
 

a) To launch the Plan of Action during the 
sixty-fourth session; To examine in three 
years progress made in implementation of 
the Strategy; 

b) To encourage Member States, the United 
Nations and other international, regional 
and sub-regional organizations to support 
the implementation of the Plan of Action, 
including through mobilizing resources and 
expertise; 

c) To further encourage civil society including 
non-governmental organizations and the 
private sector to engage, as appropriate, on 
how to enhance efforts to implement the 
Plan of Action; 

d) To invite the Secretary-General to report 
annually to the General Assembly on the 
implementation of the Plan of Action.to 
contribute to future deliberations of the 
General Assembly on the review of the 
implementation of the Strategy; 

 
Singapore: Recognising the need to develop a 
global plan of action against trafficking in persons 
that will ... reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons by State 
Parties 
 
Switzerland: In OP 2, you probably mean in fact 
the relevant GA Main Committees (i.e. the 3.Com 
and 6.Com) when you speak of  “its relevant 
Committees”. We note in OP 2 b that “to support the 
implementation of the Plan of Action, including 
through mobilizing resources….” implies that the 
financing of the GPoA through the UN general 
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budget won’t suffice to implement the GPoA and 
thus voluntary contributions by States would be 
needed 
Include a reference to existing best practices and 
lessons learnt in PP.14. 
 
Thailand: Recognizing the need to develop a global 
plan of action against trafficking in persons that will 
�promote universal ratification of the UN 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
and its Trafficking Protocol as well as other relevant 
international instruments that address trafficking in 
persons, 
�reinforce the implementation of existing 
instruments against trafficking in persons, 
�help Member States to reinforce their 
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons 
�promote comprehensive, coordinated and 
consistent responses, at the national, regional and 
international levels, to counter trafficking in 
persons, 
�promote a human rights based approach necessary 
to prevent trafficking in persons, protect its victims 
and prosecute its culprits 
�raise awareness within the UN system and also 
among States and other stakeholders such as the 
business sector, civil society and the international 
mass media and the public at large, 
foster cooperation and coordination among all 
relevant stakeholders including Member States, 
international… 
 
Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of the 
discussion at its relevant committees of all their 
agenda items related to trafficking in persons to 
undertake the following steps for the effective 
follow-up of the Plan of Action: 
(a)To launch the Plan of Action during the sixty-
fourth session; 
(b)To encourage Member States, the United Nations 
and other international, regional and sub-regional 
organizations to support the implementation of the 
Plan of Action, including through mobilizing 
resources and expertise; 
(c)To further encourage civil society including non-
governmental organizations and the private sector to 
engage, as appropriate, on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action; 
 tTo invite the Secretary-General to report annually 
to the General Assembly on the implementation of 
the Plan of Action 
 
UNICEF: Recommend consideration for rewording 
under first and second bullet points: “... as well as 
other international human rights standards and 
instruments that address trafficking in persons...”; 
“... implementation of existing human rights 
standards and instruments against trafficking in 
persons...” 
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USA: Delete “Recognizing the need to develop a 
global plan of action against trafficking in persons 
that will”  and replace with “Recognizing the need 
to promote universal ratification and implementation 
of the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Trafficking Protocol, a 
global plan of action could,”   
• delete the first 2 bullets 
• 3rd bullet:  delete “help” and replace with 
“encourage”   
 
OP 2 (b):  Delete “to support the implementation of 
the Plan of Action, including through mobilizing 
resources and expertise.”  And replace with “to take 
appropriate steps for the further implementation of 
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol.” 
OP 2 (c):  Delete “on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action” and replace with  “on 
how to enhance efforts to implement the Trafficking 
in Persons Protocol”.     
OP 2 (d):  Delete paragraph.   
 

ANNEX: PLAN OF ACTION 
We, the States Members of the United Nations, reaffirm 
our commitments and decide to translate our political 
will into intensified efforts and concrete actions to 
prevent and combat trafficking in persons, protect and 
assist victims of trafficking, prosecute crimes of 
trafficking in persons and to promote partnerships to 
strengthen coordination and cooperation against 
trafficking in persons by: 
 

New Facilitators’ Proposal (3 June 2010): 
We the States Members of the United Nations, 
determined to put to an end to the heinous crime of 
trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, and determined to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons, protect and assist victims of 
trafficking, prosecute crimes of trafficking in 
persons and promote partnerships to strengthen 
coordination and cooperation, resolve to translate 
our political will into concrete actions by adopting a 
an action plan to:2 
 
African Group: Redraft as follows:  
We, the States Members of the United Nations, 
determined to put the heinous crime of trafficking in 
persons, especially women and children, have 
resolved to translate our political will into concrete 
actions by adopting the following Plan of Action: 
 
Belarus: …partnerships with all stakeholders to 
strengthen coordination and cooperation against 
trafficking in persons with the aim to put an end to 
this shameful crime by: 
 
Colombia: We, the States Members of the United 
Nations, reaffirm our commitments and decide to 
translate our political will into intensified efforts and 
concrete actions to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons, protect and assist victims of trafficking, 
prosecute the crimes of trafficking in persons and 
resolve toto promote partnerships to strengthen 
coordination and cooperation against trafficking in 
persons by: 

                                                
2 Since the wording of the Facilitators’ proposed chapeau has been changed, the operative verb(s) of each 
subsequent paragraph have also been changed accordingly.  For example, the operative verb of OP1 has been 
changed from “condemning” to “condemn”. 
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Switzerland: In the first line of the annexed GPoA, 
we should not only reaffirm our political 
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons but also our legal obligations to do so. 
 
Thailand: We, the States Members States of the 
United Nations, reaffirm our commitments and 
political will and decide to translate our political 
will intosupport our intensified efforts and concrete 
actions to prevent and combat trafficking in persons, 
protect and assist victims of trafficking and , 
prosecute crimes of trafficking in persons by 
strengthening the UN system in its anti-trafficking 
work and promotingand to promote partnerships to 
strengthen coordination and cooperation against 
trafficking in persons.  In this regard, we undertake 
to do the following 

1. Consistently, unequivocally and strongly 
condemning trafficking in persons, as it 
constitutes a serious threat to development, 
peace and security, and human rights; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Consistently and strongly condemn trafficking in 
persons, as it constitutes a criminal activity violating 
human dignity and has negative effects on 
development, peace and security, and human rights; 
 
African Group: To universally condemn trafficking 
in all its forms and manifestations. 
 
Colombia: Consistently, unequivocally and strongly 
condemning trafficking in persons, [as it poses] OR 
[and its] negative effects constitutes a serious threat 
toon development, peace and security, and human 
rights 
New Paragraph 1bis: Recognize that trafficking in 
persons for the purpose of exploitation includes, at a 
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of 
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced 
labour or services, slavery or practices similar to 
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs as set 
forth in the Trafficking Protocol supplementing 
UNTOC.  
 
EU: Consistently, unequivocally and strongly 
condemning trafficking in persons, as it constitutes a 
criminal activity and serious threat has negative 
effects on to development, peace and security, and 
human rights; 
 
Holy See: …and human rights and dignity 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
Japan: Change “development, peace and security, 
and human rights” to “development, peace and 
security, human security and human rights” 
(rationale) Trafficking in Persons is a threat to 
human security. There are projects funded through 
the United Nations Trust Fund for Human Security 
which aim at providing assistance to the victims of 
trafficking in persons. 
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2. Ensuring that the promotion and protection of 
the human rights of trafficked persons are at the 
centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons. 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure that the human rights of trafficked persons 
are at the centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons and to protect, assist and 
provide redress to victims. 
 
African Group: To promote a Human Rights-based 
approach to addressing trafficking; 
 
Canada: Ensuring that the promotion and protection 
of tthe human rights of trafficked persons are at the 
centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons and to protect, assist and 
provide redress to victims. 
 
China: Ensuring that the promotion and protection 
of the human rights of trafficked persons severe 
punishment to traffickers, decrease and elimination 
of trafficking in persons as a crime are at the centre 
of all efforts to prevent and combat trafficking in 
persons. 
 
EU: Switch order of paragraph 2 and 3  
New paragraph 2: Taking urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and 
prosecute its culprits offenders and strengthen 
partnership… 
 
Holy See: …and human rights and dignity 
 
Malaysia: Ensuring that the promotion and 
protection of the human rights of trafficked persons, 
preventing trafficking in persons through addressing 
its root causes and contributing factors, such as 
poverty, underdevelopment, and marginalisation, 
and strengthening the criminal justice response  are 
at the centre of all efforts to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

3. Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking in 
persons, protect its victims and prosecute its 
culprits and strengthen partnership to these 
ends by promoting and attaining universal 
ratification and effective implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol 
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children as 
well as other relevant international instruments, 
including ILO convention 29 and 182, 
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of 
Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and 
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Take urgent action to prevent trafficking in persons, 
protect its victims and prosecute its offenders and 
strengthen partnership to these ends by promoting 
and attaining universal ratification and effective 
implementation of the United Nations Convention 
on Transnational Organized Crime (hereinafter 
“UNTOC”) and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially 
Women and Children (hereinafter “the Trafficking 
Protocol”) as well as other relevant international 
instruments, including ILO convention 29 on Forced 
Labour; ILO Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of 
Child Labour; Supplementary Convention on the 
Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956; 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child; its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
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Discrimination against Women;  prostitution and child pornography; its Optional 
Protocol on the involvement of children in armed 
conflict; and the Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination against Women;3 
 
New Paragraph 3bis 
And specifically consider as a priority, for those 
countries that have not done so, ratifying by 2012 
UNTOC and the Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: To take urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and 
prosecute its culprits and strengthen partnership to 
these ends by promoting and attaining universal 
ratification and effective implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children as well as other 
relevant international instruments, including ILO 
convention 29 and 182, Supplementary Convention 
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, 
the Convention on the rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All forms of 
Discrimination against Women; 

a) To address the root causes of 
trafficking, including poverty, 
insecurity, underdevelopment, conflict, 
discrimination and exclusion, violence 
against women, as well as an increased 
demand for sex trade and sex tourism. 

b) To reiterate commitment to existing 
international, regional, sub-regional 
and national instruments and initiatives 
on trafficking; 

c) To ensure effective coordination and 
coherence among the various 
instruments and actors; 

d) To achieve the objectives of 
Prevention, Protection, Prosecution 
and     Partnership in the fight against 
trafficking; 

e) To address the demand-and-supply 
aspect of trafficking; 

f) To address in particular the 
vulnerability of women and children; 

g) To identify and promote the role of 
civil society, especially in awareness-
raising and the provision of relevant 
services for victims. 

h) To strengthen regional and 
international cooperation. 

i) To assist member-states to share best 

                                                
3 In order to streamline the text of the Plan of Action, the first mentions of the UNTOC and the Trafficking 
Protocol in this paragraph have included the full name of each instrument, but in subsequent paragraphs, they 
are simply referred to as “UNTOC” and the “Trafficking Protocol” as indicated. 
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practices and secure technical and 
other assistance for implementing the 
various instruments and initiatives on 
trafficking. 

j) To establish a Trust Fund to 
compensate victims of trafficking; 

k) To establish the primary responsibility 
of national governments to take local 
action to fight trafficking 

 
Canada: Delete first two lines and begin OP3 with 
… Ratifying and effectively implementing the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent,…. 
 
Colombia: full stop after Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children.  
 
EU: Switch order of paragraph 2 and 3  
 
Paragraph 3 bis 
Taking prompt action, in the case of Member States 
that have not yet done so, to ratify or accede to the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children and to fully 
implement all its provisions, notably the 
criminalization of human trafficking in all its forms 
as defined in article 3 of the said protocol. 
 
Indonesia: Taking continuously urgent action… 
 
ILO: add the full title of both Conventions "ILO 
Convention 29 on Forced Labour” and “ILO 
Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of Child 
Labour" 
 
IOM: add International Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of Their Families 
 
Japan: Add, after “universal ratification”, 
“,acceptance, approval or accession”. 
(rationale) Article 16 of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol 
 
Malaysia: To split the paragraph into two as 
follows: 
Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking in 
persons, protect its victims and prosecute its culprits 
and strengthen partnership to these ends by 
promoting and attaining universal ratification and 
effective implementation of the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children as well as other relevant international 
instruments, including ILO convention 29 and 182, 
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Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of 
Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and 
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional Protocol 
on the sale of children, child prostitution and child 
pornography, and the Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; 
 
Promote universal ratification and implementation 
of other relevant international legal instruments 
related to trafficking in persons such as  ILO 
convention 29 and 182, Supplementary Convention 
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, and the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women; 
 
Norway: Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking 
in persons, protect its victims and prosectueits 
culprits and strengthen partnersip to these ends by 
promoting and attaining, as a matter of priority, 
universal ratification and effective implementation 
of the United Nations Convention... (continues to 
the end unchanged)  
[NOTE: The purpose of this change is to highlight 
the centrality of the legal framework to combat 
trafficking, while removing the repetition of 
prevention, protection and prosecution already 
outlined in the chapeau of the plan.] 
 
Singapore: Taking urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and 
prosecute its culprits and strengthen partnership to 
these ends by promoting and attaining taking 
efforts to promote universal ratification… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: add Optional Protocol on the 
Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict (remove 
this reference) and International Convention on the 
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 
Members of Their Families 
 
UNAIDS: Taking urgent action to prevent 
trafficking in persons, protect trafficked personsits 
victims and prosecute traffickersits culprits and 
strengthen partnership… 
 
USA: After “promoting and..” add “consider, as a 
priority, signing and ratifying by 2012”  delete 
“attaining universal ratification” and change 
“effective implementation” to “effectively 
implementing…” Delete the list of international 
documents and add “as applicable” after 
“international instruments.”    
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4. Recognizing the role of the Conference of the 

Parties to the Convention, established in 
accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to 
improve the capacity of States Parties to 
promote and review the implementation of the 
Convention, including the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children; 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Recognize that, in accordance with Art.32 of 
UNTOC, the Conference of Parties to the 
Convention is established to improve the capacity of 
States Parties to promote and review the 
implementation of the Convention, including the 
Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: Recognizing To Recognize the role 
of the Conference of Parties to the Convention, 
established… 
 
Canada: Recognizing the primary role of the 
Conference of Parties to the Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime, established in 
accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to improve 
the capacity of States Parties to promote and review 
the implementation of the Convention, including the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children 
 
EU: Recognizing and supporting the role of the 
Conference of Parties to the Convention, established 
in accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to 
improve the capacity of States Parties to promote 
and review the implementation of the Convention, 
and its additional protocols including the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children 
 
Japan:  Change “the Conference of Parties to the 
Convention” to “the Conference of the Parties to the 
Convention”. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: Delete “Recognizing the role of the 
Conference of Parties to the Convention established 
in accordance with Art.32 of the UNTOC” and 
replace with “Reaffirming that, in accordance with 
Art.32 of the UNTOC, the Conference of Parties to 
the Convention is established…” 

5. Supporting the establishment of a review 
mechanism to monitor the implementation of 
the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its 
Protocols; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Encourage the Conference of the Parties to the 
UNTOC Convention to establish an appropriate and 
effective review mechanism to monitor the 
implementation of the Convention and Protocols 
thereto; 
 
African Group: Supporting To support the 
establishment of a review mechanism… 
 
Belarus: Supporting the establishment of a review 
mechanism to monitor the implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Protocols to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children 
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Canada: replace OP5 with… Encouraging the 
Conference of the Parties to the UNTOC 
Convention to continue its efforts in exploring 
options regarding an appropriate and effective 
mechanism to assist the Conference in the review of 
implementation of the Convention and Protocols 
thereto.  
 
China: delete 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
EU: Supporting the establishment, through the 
UNTOC Conference of the Parties, of an effective 
review mechanism to monitor the implementation of 
the  United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocols 
UNTOC and its additional protocols 
 
Indonesia: merge with paragraph 4 as it contains 
the same idea. In paragraph 4, it is rightly so 
mentioned that the CoP of UNTOC plays an 
important role in reviewing the implementation of 
the UNTOC. This is echoed by the formulation of 
paragraph 5. 
 
Liechtenstein: Supporting Encouraging the 
Conference of States Parties the to establishment of 
a review mechanism to monitor the implementation 
of the UNTOC and its Protocols; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: After “establishment” add “through the 
UNTOC Conference of  Parties, of an effective 
pilot”   after  “Convention” add “and its additional 
protocols 

6. Taking into account the recommendations of 
the Working Group on Trafficking in Persons 
established by the Conference of the Parties to 
the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime; 
 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Take into account the activities and 
recommendations of the open-ended interim 
Working Group on Trafficking in Persons 
established by the Conference of the Parties to the 
UN Convention against Transnational Organized 
Crime; 
 
African Group: Taking To take into account… 
 
Canada: Taking into account the activities and 
recommendations of the open-ended interim 
Working Group…  
 
Indonesia: add: “Welcoming the progress made by 
various activities and working groups under the 
auspices of Conference of the State Parties of the 
UN Convention against TOC and further 
encouraging them to make progresses in the areas of 
technical assistance.” 
 
Thailand: delete 
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7. Supporting the Human Rights Council, and 
contributing to its work on the question of the 
promotion and protection of human rights for 
all in the fight against trafficking in persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Support the Human Rights Council and contribute to 
its work on the question of the promotion and 
protection of human rights for all in the fight against 
trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Taking To take into account and 
support the Human Rights Council… 
 
Thailand: delete 

8. Supporting the role of the Special Rapporteur 
on trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, the Special Rapporteur on 
contemporary forms of slavery, including its 
causes and consequences, the Special 
Rapporteur on violence against women, its 
causes and consequences, Special Rapporteur 
on the sale of children, child prostitution and 
child pornography, Special Representative to 
the Secretary-General on Violence Against 
Children and other relevant Special 
Rapporteurs and Representatives. The Special 
Rapporteurs should assist States by offering 
concrete advice, making country visits, liaising 
with the United Nations and regional 
organizations, and reporting on these issues; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Support the role of the Special Rapporteur on 
trafficking in persons, especially women and 
children, the Special Rapporteur on contemporary 
forms of slavery, including its causes and 
consequences, the Special Rapporteur on violence 
against women, its causes and consequences, 
Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child 
prostitution and child pornography, Special 
Representative to the Secretary-General on Violence 
Against Children and other relevant Special 
Rapporteurs and Representatives. The mandate 
holders should assist States by offering concrete 
advice, making country visits, liaising with the 
United Nations and regional organizations, and 
reporting on these issues; 
 
African Group: Supporting To support the role of 
the Special Rapporteur… 
 
Canada: Supporting the efforts and specific 
mandates role of the Special Rapporteur  
 
delete last sentence “The Special Rapporteurs 
should…”  
 
China: …Special Representative to the Secretary-
General on Violence Against Children and other 
relevant Special Rapporteurs and Representatives 
while taking into account the code of conduct for 
special procedure mandate holders. The Special 
Rapporteurs, at the request or with the consent of 
States, should assist States by offering… 
 
EU: …The Special Rapporteurs mandate holders 
should assist States by offering concrete advice, 
making country visits, liaising with the United 
Nations and regional organizations, and reporting on 
these issues. UN Member States are asked to accede 
to requests for visits by the mandate holders 
 
 
Indonesia: Special Rapporteurs, upon the request of 
Member-State, should assist…” 
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ILO: Add new paragraph between 8 and 9 that 
reads: "Supporting the ILO programmes to combat 
forced labour and to eliminate child labour, and 
implementing the respective global action plans 
endorsed by the ILO Governing Body in 2006 and 
2009 aiming at the elimination of these practices." 
 
IOM: add Special Rapp on the Human Rights of 
Migrants  
 
Norway: Supporting the role of and cooperating 
with the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in 
persons, especially… 
 
[This change would put the emphasis on actual 
cooperation with the SP and not just tacit support of 
the role.] 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend reference be made of the 
UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of 
Migrants 
 
USA: Delete “The Special Rapporteurs should assist 
States by offering concrete advice, making country 
visits, liaising with the United Nations and regional 
organizations, and reporting on these issues. Add 
after “……Representatives” “by acceding to their 
requests for country visits in order that they may 
assist States in offering recommendations for 
improving national responses.” 

9. Reaffirming the central role of the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) 
in combating trafficking in persons and 
providing technical assistance to implement the 
United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and its 
Trafficking in Persons Protocol, by making use 
of existing capacity building tools, lessons 
learned and expertise available in international 
organizations, including inter alia, the 
International Framework for Action to 
Implement the Trafficking in Persons Protocol; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Reaffirm the central role of the United Nations 
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in combating 
trafficking in persons and providing technical 
assistance to implement UNTOC and the 
Trafficking Protocol, by making use of existing 
capacity building tools, lessons learned and 
expertise available in international organizations, 
including inter alia, the International Framework for 
Action to Implement the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol; 
 
African Group: Reaffirming To stress the central 
role of the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime (UNODC)… 
 
Canada: recommend splitting as follows:  
9(a) Reaffirming the central role of the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) as 
mandated in UNGA resolution 55/25 in combating 
trafficking in persons and providing technical 
assistance to implement the United Nations 
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime 
and its Trafficking in Persons Protocol. 
9(b) Mby making use of existing capacity building 
tools, lessons learned and expertise available in 
international organizations, including inter alia, the 
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International Framework for Action to Implement 
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol 
 
Malaysia: To move up further in the text as point 7, 
after the points regarding the Conventions and the 
work of the COP. As the main United Nations 
agency to combat and coordinate action on TiP, this 
paragraph should be moved further up to reflect the 
important role of the UNODC. 
 
OHCHR: Paragraph 9bis 
Reaffirming the leading role of OHCHR on 
promoting a human rights-based approach to all 
aspects of combating human trafficking, as provided 
for in the Recommended Principles and Guidelines 
on Human Rights and Human Trafficking, and as 
recognized by the Human Rights Council. 
 
 
Thailand: “Reaffirming the central role of the 
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
(UNODC) in combating trafficking in persons and 
providing technical assistance to implement the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and its Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol, by making use of existing capacity 
building tools, lessons learned and expertise 
available in international organizations, including 
inter alia, the International Framework for Action to 
Implement the Trafficking in Persons Protocol;” 
 
USA: Place paragraph after OP 6 

10. Also noting the important work of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the 
International Labor Organization, and the 
International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
in the global fight against trafficking in 
persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Note the important work of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, the United 
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the 
International Labor Organization, and the 
International Organization for Migration (IOM) in 
the global fight against trafficking in persons; 
 
New Paragraph 10bis 
Strongly urging all responsible UN entities to 
coordinate their efforts to fight trafficking in persons 
effectively and protect the human rights of its 
victims, including via the Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
and UN.GIFT; 
 
African Group: Also noting To Recognize the 
important work of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees… 
 
Belarus: …Refugees (UNHCR), the United Nations 
Children's Fund (UNICEF), the International Labor 
Organization (ILO), and the International 
Organization for Migration (IOM) as well as 
International Criminal Police (INTERPOL) and 
UNESCO in the global fight against trafficking in 
persons; 
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Colombia: delete. The organizations or entities 
mentioned in the document should be restricted to 
the ones participating in the Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
(ICAT), and for the sake of coherence any of them 
should be singularized in a separated paragraph.   
 
EU: Also noting the important work of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees Human 
Rights, the United Nations Children’s Fund… 
 
Paragraph 10bis  
Strongly urging all responsible UN entities to 
coordinate their efforts to fight trafficking in persons 
effectively and protect the human rights of its 
victims, including via the Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
and UN.GIFT; 
 
Paragraph 10ter (moved from paragraph 39) 
Commending the role of civil society organizations 
and non-governmental organizations in providing 
assistance and empowerment to victims of 
trafficking and helping them to seek redress as well 
as facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services to victims, including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with law 
enforcement officials; 
 
ILO: … the International Labor Organization 
(ILO)… 
 
IOM: when analyzing the language of paragraph 9, 
the introductory language of paragraph 10 is very 
weak and we would appreciate if Member States 
could a) recognize (rather than note) the important 
work and b) the existing capacity building tools, etc. 
of paragraph 9 should be replicated in paragraph 10 
 
Japan: Add, after “United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF),” in line 2, “United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(OHCHR),” . 
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Thailand: replace with “NoteAlso noting the 
important work of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, the United Nations 
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the International Labor 
Organization, and the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM) in the global fight against 
trafficking in persons” 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding reference to the Office of 
the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(OHCHR) 
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11. Making a commitment to address all forms of 
trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Make a commitment to address all forms of 
trafficking in persons that occur within and across 
national borders, including as a result of conflict, 
instability or humanitarian emergencies; 
 
African Group: To make a commitment to address 
all forms of trafficking in persons that occur within 
and across national borders and in doing so to 
consider establishing direct channels of 
communication between the relevant and competent 
authorities, agencies and services, including special 
units and focal points and where appropriate, 
establish joint border patrols trained in the 
prevention of trafficking in human beings and 
strengthen the existing ones. 
 
11 bis 
To adopt appropriate strategies which take into 
account the specificity of all cases and further 
coordinate the actions at local, national, sub-
regional, regional and international levels in an 
inclusive manner 
 
Belarus: …national borders, including trafficking in 
human organs, tissue and cells  
 
Canada: Making a commitment to Aaddressing all 
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders 
 
EU: Making a commitment to address all forms of 
trafficking in persons that occur within and across 
national borders, including as a result of conflict, 
instability or humanitarian emergencies 
 
Indonesia: Making a commitment to address all 
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders. The explanation is as 
follows: The last part of this paragraph brings 
confusion at the technical level as the definition of 
trafficking as stipulated by the UNTOC covers both 
within and across national border. The last 
paragraph is simply redundant.  Moreover, the first 
part is also redundant because the urge to make 
commitment is already being covered by the 
chapeau of this draft 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 11 bis: 
Stressing that trafficking in persons are global 
problems in nature involving origin, transit and 
destination countries, which require comprehensive 
international cooperation in combating it. 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 11ter: 
Noting with grave concerns the links between 
trafficking in persons and other forms of 
transnational crime and are concerned that many of 
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the trafficking activities were being orchestrated by 
criminal networks that were also involved in the 
illicit trafficking of narcotics, document fraud, 
money laundering, arms smuggling, terrorism and 
other transnational crimes. 
 
OHCHR: Making a commitment to address all 
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and 
across national borders both in peace time and in the 
context of armed conflict; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
IOM: We would suggest inserting a paragraph that 
specifically addresses the issue of internal 
trafficking and the need for states to demonstrate 
commitment to addressing the problem. 

I. Preventing trafficking in persons 
12. Mainstreaming the issue of trafficking in 

persons into policies and programmes aimed at 
addressing economic development, human 
rights, rule of law, good governance, natural 
disaster and post-conflict reconstruction; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Mainstream the issue of trafficking in persons into 
policies and programmes aimed at addressing 
economic and social development, human rights, 
rule of law, good governance, education, natural 
disaster and post-conflict reconstruction; 
 
African Group:  
I. PreventingPrevention of trafficking in persons 
We resolve to undertake the following measures to 
prevent and combat trafficking in persons: 
 
12.  Mainstreaming To mainstream the issue of 
trafficking in persons into policies … 
 
Australia: It would be misleading and unhelpful to 
suggest that all human rights policies and 
programmes would and should address the issue of 
people trafficking as they have a much broader 
function. 
 
Belarus: …good governance, education, natural 
disaster 
 
China: Mainstreaming the issue of trafficking in 
persons, as appropriate, into… 
 
EU: …at addressing economic and social 
development… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest considering “mainstreaming in 
migration managements and gender equality and 
empowerment work” and adding “strengthening 
child protection systems” 

13. Addressing the underlying root causes of 
trafficking in persons that make people 
vulnerable to exploitation, such as poverty, 
inequality, gender discrimination, and a culture 
of tolerance towards violence against women 
and children; 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Address the underlying root causes of trafficking in 
persons that make people vulnerable to exploitation 
by this serious crime, such as poverty, inequality, 
armed conflicts, gender discrimination, social 
exclusion and marginalization as well as a culture of 
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 tolerance towards violence against women, young 
people and children; 
 
African Group: Addressing To address the 
underlying root causes of trafficking… 
 
Belarus: …poverty, lack of decent work, 
inequality…. women and children as well as armed 
conflicts 
 
Canada: vulnerable to exploitation, such 
asincluding poverty, inequality, lack of opportunity, 
social exclusion… 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to:  
“Address the social and economic factors that 
increase vulnerability to trafficking and create 
awareness of trafficking, its causes and 
consequences. “  
 
EU: …that make people vulnerable to exploitation 
by this serious crime, such as poverty, inequality, 
gender discrimination, social exclusion and 
marginalization and a culture of tolerance towards 
violence against women, young people and children; 
 
ILO:  …and a culture of tolerance towards violence 
against women and children, and lack of decent 
work in source and destination countries, and 
governance problems of labour markets and 
migration systems; 
 
Japan: We would like to know if the list of root 
causes of trafficking in persons described in this 
paragraph is a direct quote of agreed language. 
 
Nicaragua: Addressing the underlying root causes 
of trafficking in persons that make people vulnerable 
to exploitation, particularly the extreme poverty and 
hunger which are the greatest global threat that 
requires the collective commitment of the 
international community for its eradication, as well 
as,… 
 
Holy See: …gender discrimination, armed conflicts, 
instability 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Addressing the underlying root causes of 
trafficking in persons that make people vulnerable to 
exploitation, such as poverty, inequality, gender and 
ethnic discrimination, racism, and a culture of 
tolerance towards violence against women and 
children;  
 

14. Adopting or implementing comprehensive 
policies and programmes at the national and 
regional levels and other measures to prevent 
all forms of trafficking in persons that are in 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt and implement comprehensive policies and 
programmes at the national and regional levels and 
other measures to prevent all forms of trafficking in 
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line with relevant policies and programmes on 
migration, education, employment and crime 
prevention; 

 

persons that are in line with relevant policies and 
programmes on migration, education, employment, 
empowerment of women, and crime prevention in 
accordance with international human rights 
standards; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt and/or  
Implementing implement comprehensive policies 
and programmes… 
 
Belarus: 14.bis Encouraging developing by 
UNESCO and UNICEF together with other 
international organizations, state and private funds, 
respective non-governmental organizations 
educational programmes aimed at prevention of 
human trafficking and their dissemination among 
Member States; 
 
Cuba: 14 bis: “Encouraging States Parties to take or 
strengthen measures, including through bilateral or 
multilateral cooperation, to alleviate the factors that 
make persons, especially women and children, 
vulnerable to trafficking, such as poverty, 
underdevelopment and lack of equal opportunity.” 
(A/RES/55/25) 
 
Cuba: 14 ter: “Urging the developed countries to 
fulfill their Official Development Commitments in a 
timely and predictable manner as been agreed in the 
Major United Nations Conferences and Summits, in 
order to support the efforts of developing countries 
to fight the trafficking in persons.” (Based in 
paragraph 309 Final Document Sharm El-Sheikh) 
 
EU: Adopting or and implementing comprehensive 
policies and programmes at the national and regional 
levels and other measures to prevent all forms of 
trafficking in persons that are in line with relevant 
policies and programmes on migration, education, 
employment combating all forms of discrimination 
and crime prevention 
 
OHCHR: Adopting or implementing 
comprehensive policies and programmes at the 
national and regional levels and other measures to 
prevent all forms of trafficking in persons that are in 
line with relevant policies and programmes on 
migration, education, employment and crime 
prevention;Adopting or implementing 
comprehensive policies and programmes at the 
national and regional levels and other measures to 
prevent all forms of trafficking in persons that are in 
line with relevant policies and programmes on safe 
and gainful migration, education, employment, 
empowerment of women and participation in 
decision-making,  and crime prevention and in 
accordance with international human rights 
standards 
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Singapore: Adopting or implementing as necessary 
comprehensive policies and programmes at the 
national and regional levels and other measures, in 
line with relevant  domestic laws, policies and 
programmes on migration, education, employment 
and crime prevention, to prevent  all forms of 
trafficking in persons that are in line with relevant 
policies and programmes on migration, education, 
employment and crime prevention;” 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend adding: “ human rights and 
child rights, gender equality” after “in line with 
relevant policies and programme s on migration... 
 

15. Conducting research and collection of 
disaggregated data by types of trafficking in 
persons, sex and age and data collection into 
the nature and extent of all forms of trafficking 
in persons, including root causes, trends of 
trafficking, information on traffickers, demand 
for exploitative services and labour and on the 
gaps and shortcomings in anti-trafficking 
policies and programmes; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Conduct research and collection of disaggregated 
data by types of trafficking in persons, sex and age 
and data collection into the nature and extent of all 
forms of trafficking in persons, including root 
causes, trends of trafficking, information on 
traffickers, demand for exploitative services and 
labour and on the gaps and shortcomings in anti-
trafficking policies and programmes; 
 
African group: Conducting To conduct research 
and collect disaggregated… 
 
15bis To involve local communities,  local 
authorities,  non-governmental organizations, faith-
based organizations, members of civil society and 
the business community/sector in awareness-raising 
campaigns and to educate them on the provisions of 
existing legal instruments on human trafficking, 
 
Belarus: 15.bis Encouraging UNODC together with 
IOM and other relevant organizations to work out 
the universally acceptable concept definition of the 
“victim of trafficking” to be used as a guide by all 
law enforcement and other organizations and 
agencies in their actions towards the trafficking 
victims;     
 
Canada: …trafficking in persons, as well 
asincluding root causes, trends of trafficking, 
information on traffickersperpetrators, the demand 
that fosters all forms of exploitation, demand for 
exploitative services and labour and on the gaps and 
shortcomings in anti-trafficking laws, policies and 
programmes; 
 
China: Conducting research and collection of 
disaggregated data by types of trafficking in 
persons, sex and age and data collection into the 
nature and extent of all forms of trafficking in 
persons, including root causes, trends of trafficking, 
information on traffickers, demand for exploitative 
services and labour and on the gaps and 
shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and 
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programmes 
 
Colombia: …all forms of trafficking in persons, 
including root causes conditions of vulnerability, 
trends… 
 
EU: Conducting research and collectiong of data 
that should be suitably disaggregated to enable a 
proper analysis of the nature and extent of 
trafficking in a comparative fashion; disaggregated 
data by types of trafficking in persons, sex and age 
and data collection into the nature and extent of all 
forms of trafficking in persons, including root 
causes, trends of trafficking, information on 
traffickers, demand for exploitative services and 
labour and on the gaps and shortcomings in anti-
trafficking policies and programmes; 
 
 
Nicaragua: and labour and on the gaps and 
shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and 
programmes; Giving priority to information 
provided by national official sources  
 
Singapore: Endeavouring to conduct Conducting 
research and collection of disaggregated data by 
types of trafficking in persons, sex and age and data 
collection into the nature and extent of all forms of 
trafficking in persons, including root causes, trends 
of trafficking, information on traffickers, demand 
for exploitative services and labour and on the gaps 
and shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and 
programme 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: suggest adding the following after: 
“...gaps and shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies 
and programmes, and including participatory and 
applied research with men, women and children 
who have been identified as victims of trafficking or 
potential victims or are considered to be at risk of 
trafficking 
 
USA: Delete “by types of trafficking in persons, sex 

and age and data collection into the nature and 
extent of all forms of trafficking in persons” and 
“including”.  After “data” add “with the aim of 
understanding”. 

 
16. Developing or strengthening processes for the 

identification of victims such as those 
developed by UNODC and IOM, including 
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures 
that help to identify trafficked victims among 
vulnerable populations; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Develop or strengthen processes for the 
identification of victims such as those developed by 
UNODC and other organizations, including 
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures that 
help to identify trafficked victims among vulnerable 
populations; 
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African Group: Developing or strengthening To 
develop and/or strengthen processes for the 
identification of victims such as… 
 
Belarus: …nondiscriminatory measures, criteria and 
methodology that help… 
 
EU: …by UNODC and IOMand other 
organisations, including… 
 
Malaysia: Developing or strengthening processes 
for the identification of victims such as those 
developed by UNODC and IOM, including 
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures that 
help to identify trafficked victims among vulnerable 
populations; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Developing or strengthening processes 
for the identification of trafficked personsvictims, 
such as those developed by UNODC and IOM, 
including appropriate and non-discriminatory 
measures that help to identify trafficked 
personsvictims among vulnerable populations;  
 
UNICEF: the aim here is most likely to be “to 
proactively identify potential victims among 
vulnerable populations without discriminatory 
measures”.  Also suggest adding at the end of the of 
the paragraph “particularly in mixed migration 
flows” 

17. Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to 
discourage the demand that fosters exploitation 
and inform persons at risk of being trafficked 
and the general public through education and 
effective involvement of mass media and 
monitoring the effectiveness of such 
campaigns; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Promote awareness-raising campaigns to discourage 
the demand that fosters exploitation of persons, 
especially women and children, that leads to 
trafficking and inform persons at risk of being 
trafficked and the general public through education 
and effective involvement of mass media, non-
governmental organizations and the private sector 
and monitor the effectiveness of such campaigns; 
 
New Paragraph 17bis 
Stress the role of education in raising awareness on 
the prevention of trafficking in persons and to 
promote education in particular human rights 
education, and human rights learning as a 
sustainable way to prevent trafficking in persons; 
 
New Paragraph 17ter 
Reinforce mechanisms for the registration of births 
and the provision of identity documents; 
 
African Group: Promoting To carry out awareness-
raising campaigns to discourage the demand that 
fosters… 
 
17bis To stress the role of education in raising 
awareness on the prevention of trafficking in 
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persons and to promote education in particular 
human rights education, and human rights learning 
as a sustainable way to prevent trafficking in 
persons; 
 
17ter To reinforce mechanisms for the registration 
of births and the provision of identity documents, 
 
Belarus: …mass media, non-governmental 
organizations and private sector, and 
 
17.bis Encouraging the United Nations to organize 
global campaign against trafficking in persons in 
international mass media with participation of 
international organizations, Member States, NGOs 
and business community;  
 
Canada: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to 
discourage the demand that fosters all forms of 
exploitation, especially women and children, that 
leads to trafficking and inform…  
 
Colombia: delete OR change to :  
Promote awareness raising campaigns aimed at the 
most vulnerable groups by providing potential 
victims of trafficking with sufficient information 
about the risks of human trafficking 
 
17bis:  
Discourage the demand for services of trafficking 
persons for sexual exploitation, forced labour, 
slavery or other practices similar to slavery and 
servitude and, in this connection, promoting zero 
tolerance towards all forms of trafficking 
 
EU: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to 
discourage the demand that fosters exploitation and 
inform persons at risk of being trafficked and the 
general public through education and effective 
involvement of mass media and monitoring the 
effectiveness of such campaigns; Increasing 
prevention through the promotion of effective 
awareness-raising campaigns in countries of 
destination to discourage the demand that fosters 
exploitation and in country of origins to inform 
persons at risk of being trafficked and the general 
public. These campaigns should be conducted 
through education and effective involvement of 
mass media and should be monitored to assess  their 
effectiveness; 
 
Holy See: …that fosters exploitation and fuels 
trafficking 
 
Japan:  Delete “and monitoring the effectiveness of 
such campaigns”. 
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
OHCHR: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns 
to discourage the demand as a root cause of 
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trafficking, which that fosters exploitation, including 
sexual exploitation, and inform persons at risk of 
being trafficked and the general public through 
education and effective involvement of mass media 
and monitoring the effectiveness of such campaigns; 
 
Singapore: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns 
to discourage the demand that fosters exploitation of 
persons, especially women and children, that leads 
to trafficking and inform persons at risk of being 
trafficked and the general public through education 
and effective involvement of mass media and 
monitoring the effectiveness of such campaigns 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

18. Increasing prevention efforts in countries of 
destination and transit by focusing on the 
demand for trafficked and exploited migrant 
labour and forced labour, and the demand for 
the goods produced as a result of such labour; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Increase prevention efforts in countries of 
destination and transit by focusing on the demand 
for trafficked labour and the goods produced as a 
result of such labour; 
 
African Group: Increasing prevention efforts To 
develop prevention mechanisms in countries of 
destination and… 
 
Australia: Drafters should consider carefully the 
specifics of any measures that might in the future be 
contemplated as part of action under paragraphs 18 
and 19. Any such measures would need to be fully 
consistent with international trade obligations. 
 
Belarus: …result of such labour with the 
involvement into such efforts of private sector and 
civil society; 
 
Canada: Increasing prevention efforts in countries 
of origin, destination and transit by focusing on the 
demand for trafficked and exploited migrant labour 
and forced labourthat fosters all forms of trafficking 
including labour trafficking and, and the demand for 
the goods… 
 
EU: delete 
 
Holy See: the phrase “focusing on the demand for 
trafficked and exploited migrant and forced labour” 
contains two different concepts (trafficking and 
exploitation of migrant labour) which need to be 
reconsidered, as the exploitative conditions of work 
do not automatically qualify as trafficking or forced 
labour 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: suggest adding at the end of the 
paragraph after “of such labour”; strengthening the 
monitoring of labour standards and working 
conditions in sectors that are known to be prone to 
precarious work or labour exploitation, including in 
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the informal sectors, and increasing the 
identification of sites of exploitation 
 
USA: Add “source,”  before “destination.” Change 
“…trafficked and exploited migrant labour and 
forced labour…”  to  “trafficked and exploited 
labour” Delete “the goods produced as a result of 
such labour” and replace with “cheap labor, as well 
as addressing the demand for children and the 
exploitation of trafficking victims in the commercial 
sex trade” 

19. Adopting specific measures to combat 
trafficking for labour exploitation and calling 
on producers and consumers of goods to abide 
by these measures; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt specific measures at the national level to 
combat trafficking for labour exploitation, require 
producers of goods to abide by these measures and 
educate consumers on these measures; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt specific 
measures to combat trafficking… 
 
Australia: Drafters should consider carefully the 
specifics of any measures that might in the future be 
contemplated as part of action under paragraphs 18 
and 19. Any such measures would need to be fully 
consistent with international trade obligations. 
 
Canada: delete and address outstanding issues with 
OP18 and section on prosecution 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
EU: Adopting specific measures to combat 
trafficking for labour exploitation and calling on 
producers and consumers of goods to abide by these 
measures within countries 
 
Japan:  Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  It is unclear what “specific measures” 
are in this paragraph. We therefore would suggest 
deleting this whole paragraph. 
 
Nicaragua: 19 bis Adopting specific measures to 
eliminate the demand for trafficking in person for 
the purpose of sexual exploitation 
(A/RES/64/178)PP15 
 
Holy See: the phrase “Adopting specific measures” 
is vague and unclear. After §19 a new paragraph 
(§19 bis) could be added: Adopting, where 
appropriate, and strengthening the existing laws 
against prostitution, child pornography and sexual 
exploitation 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
Syria: there is a need to adopt specific measures to 
combat trafficking for commercial exploitation, 
including the exploitation of the prostitution of 
others or other forms of sexual exploitation 
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20. Strengthening the capacity of law enforcement, 

immigration and other relevant officials in the 
prevention of trafficking in persons, taking into 
account the need to respect human rights and 
child-and gender-sensitive issues and 
encouraging cooperation with non-
governmental organizations, other relevant 
organizations and other elements of civil 
society; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Strengthen the capacity of law enforcement, 
immigration, education, social welfare, labour and 
other relevant officials in the prevention of 
trafficking in persons, taking into account the need 
to respect human rights and child-and gender-
sensitive issues and encourage cooperation with 
civil society, non-governmental organizations and 
other relevant organizations; 
 
African Group: Strengthening To strengthen the 
capacity of law enforcement, immigration… other 
relevant organizations and other elements of civil 
society, in accordance with national law; 
 
Belarus: …immigration, education and other 
relevant officials 
 
Canada: …taking into account the need to respect 
human rights and child-and gender-sensitive issues 
and encouraging cooperation with civil society, 
including non-governmental organizations, other 
relevant organizations and other elements of civil 
society; 
 
EU: Strengthening or continuing to strengthen the 
capacity… 
 
Holy See: …human rights and child-and best 
interest of the child and gender-sensitive 
issues...with non-governmental organizations, 
religious-based communities… 
 
ILO: Strengthening the capacity of law 
enforcement, immigration, labour administration 
and labour inspection and other relevant officials… 
 
Singapore: Strengthening the capacity of law 
enforcement….and encouraging cooperation, where 
appropriate, with non-governmental organizations, 
other relevant organizations and other elements of 
civil society 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “social welfare, labour” 
before “law enforcement, immigration and other 
relevant officials” 
 

21. Encouraging the United Nations to work with 
Member States and relevant international, 
regional and sub-regional organizations to 
identify and share best practices to prevent 
trafficking in persons. 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Encourage the United Nations to intensify work with 
Member States and relevant international, regional 
and sub-regional organizations to identify and share 
best practices to prevent trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage the 
United Nations to work with Member… 
 
Canada: delete or replace with “Working together 
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and in conjunction with relevant international, 
regional and sub-regional organizations to identify 
and share best practices to prevent trafficking in 
persons.” 
 
Cuba: 21 bis: “Encouraging national efforts being 
made to prevent and combat this scourge and to 
work together in a collaborative manner and within 
a regional and international framework without 
imposing unilateral requirements or evaluations on 
States.” (Based in paragraph 509 Final Document 
Sharm El-Sheikh) 
 
Indonesia: Encouraging the United Nations to 
intensify work with 
 
Thailand: delete 

II. Protecting and assisting victims of trafficking 
22. Reaffirming that the promotion and protection 

of human rights for all and effective measures 
to respond to trafficking in persons are 
complementary and mutually reinforcing; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Reaffirm that the promotion and protection of 
human rights for all and effective measures to 
respond to trafficking in persons are complementary 
and mutually reinforcing; 
 
African Group:  
Protecting and assistingProtection of and 
assistance to victims of trafficking 

We resolve to undertake the following measures 
reaffirming that the promotion and protection of 
human rights and effective measures to respond 
to trafficking in persons are complementary and 
mutually reinforcing:  

Paragraph 22: delete  
 
Canada: delete (repetitive with OP1 and 2) 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

23. Stressing the need to promote and protect the 
rights of victims of trafficking in persons and to 
(re-) integrate both victims and perpetrators in 
the community, in line with the Office of the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights 
Guidelines on Human Rights and Human 
Trafficking and the UNICEF Guidelines on the 
Protection of Child Victims of Trafficking; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Stress the need to promote and protect the rights of 
victims of trafficking in persons and to (re-) 
integrate victims into the community, in line with 
the Office of the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights Recommended Principles and Guidelines on 
Human Rights and Human Trafficking and the 
UNICEF Guidelines on the Protection of Child 
Victims of Trafficking; 
 
African Group: Stressing To stress the need to 
promote and protect the rights of victims of 
trafficking in persons and to (re-) integrate victims 
in the community taking into consideration the 
supportive role of the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in this 
regard; 
 
Colombia: …(re-)integrate both victims and 
perpetrators in the community, in 
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EU: Stressing the need to promote and protect the 
rights of victims of trafficking in persons and to (re-) 
integrate both victims and perpetrators in the 
community, in line with taking into account the 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
Guidelines on Human Rights and Human 
Trafficking and the UNICEF Guidelines on the 
Protection of Child Victims of Trafficking and 
stressing also the need to reintegrate the victims in 
society; 
23bis Stressing the need to fully implement the 
respective Articles  referring to victim protection of 
UNTOC and its additional Protocols 
 
IOM: add IOM’s Handbook on Direct Assistance 
for Victims of Trafficking is cited as one of the three 
concrete tools that provides detailed guidance on 
protection and assistance translating the Protocol’s 
provisions into a human rights based approach to 
implementation 
 
OHCHR: … in line with the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights Recommended 
Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Stressing the need to promote and protect 
the rights of trafficked personsvictims of trafficking 
in persons and to (re-) integrate both them victims 
and perpetrators in the community;  
 
UNICEF: Recommend reference to the UN 
Guidelines on Justice in Matters Affecting Child 
Victims and Witnesses of Crime 
 
USA: Delete “both” and  “and perpetrators.”   
The correct title of OHCHR’s document is 
“Recommended Principles and Guidelines on 
Human Rights and Human Trafficking.”     Add at 
the end of paragraph “..and the WHO’s Ethical and 
Safety Recommendations for Interviewing 
Trafficked Women.” 

24. Ensuring that national legislation recognizes 
trafficked persons as victims of crime 
regardless of nationality, gender, age or form of 
exploitation or similar features; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure that national legislation recognizes trafficked 
persons as victims of crime and that such legislation 
effectively criminalizes all forms of trafficking, 
regardless of the type of exploitation or the 
characteristics of the victim; 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure that national 
legislation recognizes trafficked persons as victims 
of crime regardless of nationality, gender, age or 
form of exploitation or similar features,  while 
encouraging national legislation to criminalize 
trafficking in human beings; 
 
Canada: replace with “Ensuring that national 
legislation effectively criminalizes all forms of 
trafficking, regardless of the type of exploitation of 
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the characteristics of the victim” 
 
EU: Ensureing that national legislation recognizes 
trafficked persons are recognised, first and foremost, 
as… 
 
Japan: We think that it is not appropriate for this 
Plan of Action to give guidance to the content of 
national legislation. 
 
OHCHR: Ensuring that national legislation 
recognizes trafficked persons as victims of a crime 
regardless of nationality, immigration status, gender, 
age or form of exploitation or similar features 
 
Singapore: Ensuring that national legislation 
recognizes trafficked persons trafficked persons are 
treated as victims of crime regardless of nationality, 
gender, age or form of exploitation or similar 
features 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “immigration status” to 
the current list beginning with “nationality, gender, 
age or form of exploitation or similar features”’; 
suggest further adding “... and irrespective of the 
collaboration of the victim of trafficking with law 
enforcement authorities, the outcome of a related 
trial and a conviction of the perpetrator under the 
anti-trafficking law” 
 
USA: delete 

25. Reviewing existing national services available 
to national and foreign victims of trafficking, 
and strengthening those services where needed 
as well as supporting the establishment or 
strengthening of national referral mechanisms; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Review existing national services available to 
victims of trafficking, according to Article 6 of the 
Trafficking Protocol and strengthen those services 
where needed as well as support the establishment 
or strengthening of  national referral mechanisms; 
 
African Group: Reviewing To review existing 
national services available to national and foreign 
victims of trafficking, and  to strengthening those 
services, where needed as well as supporting the 
establishment or strengthening of national referral 
mechanisms; 
 
Canada: …of national referral mechanisms, as 
appropriate. 
 
EU: Reviewing existing national services available 
to national and foreign victims of trafficking, 
according to Article 6 of the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish trafficking in persons and 
strengthening those services where needed as well as 
supporting the establishment or strengthening of  
national referral mechanisms 
 
Japan: Change “services” to “measures”. 
  We think that it is up to each State to decide 
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whether or not they support the establishment or the 
strengthening of referral mechanisms.  
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
OHCHR: referral mechanisms as well as by 
creating the institution of a National Rapporteur on 
trafficking in persons; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Reviewing existing national services 
available to national and foreign trafficked 
personsvictims of trafficking, and strengthening 
those services where needed as well as supporting 
the establishment or strengthening of national 
referral mechanisms 
 
UNICEF: Needs clarification on what is meant by 
“national services”.  It is unclear whether this means 
services that are provided by the state (i.e. 
government) or whether “national services” means 
all services including those implement by NGOs, 
civil society and international organizations. Also 
suggested replacing the word “foreign” with “non-
national” 

26. Strengthening the capacity of service providers 
and others likely to encounter and identify 
possible victims of trafficking, such as law 
enforcement personnel, border control officers, 
consular embassy officials, judges and 
prosecutors and peacekeepers, and ensuring the 
availability of needed resources to the relevant 
sectors and institutions, including those of civil 
society; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Strengthen the capacity of service providers and 
others likely to encounter and identify possible 
victims of trafficking, such as law enforcement 
personnel, border control officers, labor inspectors, 
consular embassy officials, judges and prosecutors 
and peacekeepers, and ensure the availability of 
needed resources to the relevant sectors and 
institutions, including those of civil society; 
 
African Group: Strengthening To strengthen the 
capacity of service providers… 
 
Canada: …consular embassy officials., judges and 
prosecutors and peacekeepers, and… 
 
EU: Strengthening or continuing to strengthen 
social protection mechanisms and the capacity and 
training of service providers and others, as stipulated 
by Art. 29 of UNTOC and Art. 10 of the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons 
likely to encounter and identify possible victims of 
trafficking, such as law enforcement personnel, 
border control officers, consular embassy officials, 
judges and prosecutors and peacekeepers, and 
ensuring the availability of needed resources to the 
relevant sectors and institutions, including those of 
civil society; 
 
Japan: Change “service providers and others” to 
“officials”. 
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Thailand: delete 
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UNAIDS: Strengthening the capacity of service 
providers and others likely to encounter and identify 
possible victims of traffickeding persons, such as… 
 
UNICEF: Again suggest adding “social welfare and 
labour personnel and professionals in the health 
sector” to the currently listed entities such as “law 
enforcement, border control offices, consular 
embassy officials, judges and prosecutors and 
peacekeeper” 
 
USA: After “border control officers”  add “labor 
inspectors” 

27. Preventing secondary victimization in the 
context of investigations, in the judicial system 
and in victim assistance programmes, including 
by adopting appropriate measures to ensure that 
victims of trafficking are not penalized for 
engaging in illicit activities as a direct result of 
being trafficked or as a result of coercion; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Prevent re-victimization in the context of 
investigations, in the judicial system and in victim 
assistance programmes, including by adopting 
appropriate measures to ensure that victims of 
trafficking are not penalized for engaging in illicit 
activities as a direct result of being trafficked or as a 
result of coercion; 
 
African Group: Preventing To prevent secondary 
victimization… 
 
Canada: replace with “Urges Governments to take 
all appropriate measures to ensure that victims of 
trafficking are not penalized for being trafficked and 
that they do not suffer from victimization as a result 
of actions taken by government authorities, and 
encourages Governments to prevent, within their 
legal framework and in accordance with national 
policies, victims of trafficking in persons from being 
prosecuted for their illegal entry or residence.“ 
 
EU: Preventing secondary re-victimization, as 
stipulated by Art. 9 of the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons in the 
context of investigations, in the judicial system and 
in victim assistance programmes, including by 
adopting appropriate measures to ensure that victims 
of trafficking are not penalized for engaging in illicit 
activities as a direct result of being trafficked or as a 
result of coercion; 
 
Holy See: §27, page 7: after the “illicit activities” 
include or for being irregular migrants 
 
Japan: Add, after “measures” in line 3, “within the 
limits of domestic law of each Member States”. 
  Add, after “victims of trafficking” in the same line, 
“in persons”. 
  Add, after “are not penalized” in the same line, “in 
appropriate cases”. 
(rationale)   To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
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UNAIDS: Preventing secondary victimization in the 
context of investigations, in the judicial system and 
in victim assistance programmes for trafficked 
persons, including by adopting appropriate measures 
to ensure that trafficked personsvictims of 
trafficking are not penalized… 
 
UNICEF: Currently the paragraph only makes 
reference to one aspect of “means” used to 
trafficking people, namely coercion.  Singling out 
one “means” places undue weight to the element and 
loses out the significance of others. Also suggest 
including also reference to the protection from 
sanctions under other than criminal law: “... ensure 
that victims of trafficking are not ‘sanctioned or’ 
penalised for ‘illegal entry or stay’ or engaging... 

28. Protecting the privacy and identity of victims of 
trafficking in persons before, during and after 
criminal proceedings, including, inter alia, by 
making legal proceedings relating to such 
trafficking confidential; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Protect the privacy, identity, and safety of victims of 
trafficking in persons and their families before, 
during and after criminal proceedings; 
 
African Group: Protecting To protect the privacy 
and identity of victims… 
 
EU: Protecting the privacy and identity and 
promoting the safety of witnesses, victims of 
trafficking in persons and their families, in particular 
before,of victims of trafficking in persons before, 
during and after criminal proceedings, as stipulated 
by Art. 24 and Art. 25 of UNTOC and Art.6 of the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons including, inter alia, by 
making legal proceedings relating to such trafficking 
confidential; 
 
Holy See: It is unclear what is meant by “making 
legal proceedings relating to such trafficking 
confidential” and what such confidentiality will 
entail 
 
Singapore: In appropriate cases and to the extent 
possible under its domestic law, Pprotecting the 
privacy and identity of victims of trafficking in 
persons before, during and after criminal 
proceedings, including, inter alia, by making legal 
proceedings relating to such trafficking confidential 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Protecting the privacy and identity of 
victims of traffickeding in persons before… 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding explicit reference to data 
protection 
 
USA: After “..proceedings”  delete “including, inter 
alia, by making legal proceedings relating to such 
trafficking confidential.” 

29. Protecting victims and witnesses from 
retaliation or intimidation, including by 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Protect victims and witnesses from retaliation or 
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ensuring their physical safety; 
 

intimidation, including by ensuring their physical 
safety; 
 
African Group: Protecting To protect victims and 
witnesses… 
 
EU: delete 
 
Singapore: Protecting victims and witnesses from 
retaliation or intimidation, including by ensuring 
their physical safety  Endeavouring to provide for 
the physical safety of victims of trafficking in 
persons while they are within its territory 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Protecting trafficked persons victims and 
witnesses from retaliation or intimidation, including 
by ensuring their physical safety; 
 
UNICEF: Suggest reference be made to the special 
needs of child victims and witnesses of crime as per 
the ECOSOC Resolution of 2005/20 on Guidelines 
on Justice in Matters involving Child Victims and 
Witnesses of Crime. Also suggest adding reference 
to the “safety of their family members when 
necessary” 
 
USA: Request revision as follows:  “Protecting 
victims and witnesses from retaliation or 
intimidation, and facilitating their cooperation with 
law enforcement, including by ensuring their 
physical safety, and devising alternatives to 
incarceration or criminal detention.”   

30. Providing assistance and services for the 
physical, psychological and social recovery of 
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation in 
cooperation with non-governmental 
organizations, other relevant organizations and 
other elements of civil society; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide assistance and services for the physical, 
psychological and social recovery of trafficked 
persons and their rehabilitation in cooperation with 
non-governmental organizations, relevant 
organizations and sectors of civil society; 
 
African Group: Providing To provide assistance 
and services for the physical, psychological and 
social recovery of trafficked persons and their full 
rehabilitation in their communities in cooperation 
with sub-regional, regional and international 
organizations as well as non-governmental 
organizations, other relevant organizations and  civil 
society; 
 
EU: Providing assistance and services for the 
physical, psychological and social recovery of 
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation in 
cooperation with non-governmental organizations, 
other relevant organizations and other  
elementsactors  of civil society, as stipulated by 
Article 6 of the UN Protocol on Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in persons 
 
Holy See: §30, page 7: it is imprecise whether the 
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activities of “providing assistance and services” will 
be primarily funded by the United Nations trust fund 
(cf. §36). Further, after “non-governmental 
organizations” include religious-based communities 
 
Japan: Change “and their full rehabilitation” to 
“and their rehabilitation”. 
(rationale)  It is not always possible to achieve 
victims’ “full” rehabilitation. 
 
Singapore: Considering the implementation of 
measures to provide for the physical, psychological 
and social recovery of victims of trafficking 
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation 
including, in appropriate cases, in cooperation with 
non-governmental organizations, other relevant 
organizations and other elements of civil society 
 
Thailand: delete 

31. Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures to allow foreign victims to legalize 
their immigration status or pursue permanent 
residency or citizenship, in appropriate cases; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Consider adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures that permit victims of trafficking in 
persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or 
permanently, in appropriate cases, as stipulated by 
the Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: Adopting legislative or other 
appropriateTo enact, where it does not already exist, 
and adopting  legislative or other appropriate and all 
necessary measures to allow foreign victims to… 
 
Canada: Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures to allow foreign victims to legalize their 
immigration status or pursue permanent residency or 
citizenshipremain in the territory temporarily or 
permanently, in appropriate cases; 
 
EU: Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures that may permit to allow foreign victims 
of trafficking in persons to remain in its territory, 
temporarily or permanently, in appropriate cases, as 
stipulated by Art. 7 of the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Personsto 
legalize their immigration status or pursue 
permanent residency or citizenship, in appropriate 
cases; 
 
IOM: OP31bis “Making use of available technical 
assistance to member states in providing assistance 
for protection of victims of trafficking in persons, 
including inter alia, by IOM”  
 
Japan:  Change whole paragraph to “Considering 
the adoption of legislative or other appropriate 
measures that permit victims of trafficking in 
persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or 
permanently, in appropriate cases”. 
(rationale)  It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to quote Article 7 paragraph 1 of the Trafficking in 
Persons Protocol. 
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Malaysia: delete 
 
OHCHR:…permanent residency or citizenship, 
including access to the asylum process, in 
appropriate cases… 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Adopting legislative or other appropriate 
measures to allow foreign trafficked personsvictims  
to legalize… 
  
UNICEF: Ideally, paragraph 41 should come before 
paragraph 31 or else the two paragraphs can be 
combined. Recommend language to propose 
reflection and recovery period, possibilities for 
temporary residency, and possibilities that 
temporary residency is reckonable towards a long-
term status – pathways to permanent residency and 
citizenship 
 
USA: After “..citizenship” add “..or obtain 
temporary work permits, 
 

32. Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept their nationals back and 
facilitate access to care and services and 
ensuring that the return of a foreign suspected 
victim of trafficking in persons to a State of 
which that person is a citizen or permanent 
resident is voluntary and is conducted with due 
regard for the safety of that person; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal 
Ensure that countries of origin accept their nationals 
back and guarantee such return is conducted with 
due regard for safety and shall preferably be 
voluntary as stipulated by the Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure the 
commitment by countries of origin… and is 
conducted with due regard respect for the safety of 
that person;  
 
Australia: retains the right to remove unlawful non-
citizens involuntarily, consistent with international 
obligations and Australian domestic law. 
 
Canada: …of which that person is a citizen or 
permanent resident is preferably voluntary and… 
 
China: Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept their nationals back and facilitate 
access to care and services and ensuring that that the 
return of a foreign suspected victim of trafficking in 
persons to a State of which that person is a citizen or 
permanent resident and is voluntary and is 
conducted with due regard for the safety of that 
person 
 
Cuba: Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept in accordance with national 
legislation  their national back and facilitate access 
to care and services and ensuring that the return of a 
foreign suspected victim of trafficking in person to a 
State of which that person is a citizen or permanent 
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resident is voluntary and is conducted with due 
regard for the safety of that person 
 
EU: Ensuring the commitment by countries of 
origin to accept their nationals back and ensuring 
that the return is conducted with due regard to safety 
and shall preferably be voluntary, as stipulated by 
Art. 8 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Personsfacilitate access to care 
and services and ensuring that the return of a foreign 
suspected victim of trafficking in persons to a State 
of which that person is a citizen or permanent 
resident is voluntary and is conducted with due 
regard for the safety of that person; 
 
Holy See: after “safety” include and dignity 
 
Japan: Change “is voluntary” to “is preferably 
voluntary”. 
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to adhere to Article 8 paragraph 2 of the Trafficking 
in Persons Protocol. 
 
OHCHR: …of a foreign suspected 
presumedsuspected victim of trafficking in 
persons… 
 
Singapore: permanent resident is voluntary and is 
conducted with due regard for the safety of that 
person 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: …facilitate access to care and services 
and ensuring that the return of a foreign suspected 
victim of traffickeding in person… 
s 
UNICEF: Suggest inclusion of family tracing and 
family assessment as additional requisite to the 
currently identified requisites of voluntariness and 
due regard for safety for the return of trafficked 
victims.  Further suggest inclusion of a sentence or a 
creation of a new paragraph along the lines of 
“Individual case assessment is done for each 
individual person, including a best interests 
determination for children, taking the child’s own 
views into account, and that includes also family 
tracing and assessment, prior to a decision about 
stay or return being made 
 
USA: delete 

33. Adopting labour laws that provide legal rights 
and protections for workers at high risk for 
trafficking; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt labour laws that provide legal rights and 
protections for workers at high risk of being 
trafficked; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt labour laws that 
provide legal rights and protections for workers at 
high risk of trafficking … 
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Belarus: … trafficking and encouraging 
involvement of labour market institutions in the 
fight against human trafficking; 
 
Canada: clarify that protections would be afforded 
to all workers 
 
EU: delete 
 
Japan: We would like to seek clarification as to 
whether the purpose of this paragraph is to protect 
workers that are often subject to victimization by 
establishing labor laws that provides workers with 
rights and adequate protection. 
 
OHCHR: Adopting labour laws that provide legal 
rights and protections for workers at high risk of 
being for trafficked 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest moving the sentence to the 
prevention section and adding here a reference to the 
possibility of labour migrants and persons who have 
worked under exploitative conditions to seek and 
receive legal advice and assistance in claiming their 
rights without risking sanctions due to an 
undocumented immigration status and / or working 
situation 

34. Providing specialized services to identified 
victims of trafficking in persons, including 
access to HIV prevention, treatment, care and 
support services; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide specialized services to identified victims of 
trafficking in persons, in line with Article 6 of the 
Trafficking Protocol including access to 
comprehensive health services, such as access to 
HIV prevention, treatment, care and support 
services, taking into account that human trafficking 
for the purposes of sexual exploitation has serious, 
immediate and long term implications for health, 
including sexual and reproductive health; 
 
African Group: Providing To provide specialized 
services … 
 
China: Providing specialized services to identified 
victims of trafficking in persons, including such as 
access to HIV prevention, treatment, care and 
support services 
 
EU: Providing specialized services to identified 
victims of trafficking in persons, in line with Article 
6 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children, including access to comprehensive health 
services, including access to HIV prevention, 
treatment, care and support services, taking into 
account that human trafficking for the purposes of 
sexual exploitation has serious, immediate and long 
term implications for health, including sexual and 
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reproductive health; 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale) Reference is already made to the 
provision of assistance and services for physical 
recovery in paragraph 30 which is based on Article 6 
paragraph 3 of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol. 
We also think that there is no reason to emphasize 
the provision of HIV / AIDS prevention, treatment, 
care and support services. 
 
Singapore: Providing, where appropriate, 
specialized services to identified victims of 
trafficking in persons, including access to HIV 
prevention, treatment, care and support service 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Providing access to specialized services, 
which shall be voluntary, confidential and with 
informed consent, to identified victims of 
traffickeding in persons, including HIV prevention, 
treatment, care and support services,  
 
UNICEF: Suggest inclusion of other services such 
as “legal and psycho-social services and health” 
services.  Giving “access to HIV prevention … 
services” as a sole example in this paragraph further 
reinforces the current misconception that trafficking 
occurs only for the end purpose of sexual 
exploitation. Also, given the gaps in formal victim 
identification process, it is suggested that “providing 
specialised services” be made not only to identified 
victims of trafficking but also “suspected” victims of 
trafficking “on a confidential basis with informed 
consent”   
 
 

35. Providing appropriate assistance and protection 
to children who are victims of trafficking or at 
risk of being trafficked, including for purposes 
such as illegal adoption or the removal of 
organs, including ensuring appropriate services 
and measures to guarantee the physical and 
psychological well-being of trafficked children 
as well as their education and reintegration in 
coordination with existing child protections 
systems; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide appropriate assistance and protection in the 
best interest of the child to children who are victims 
of trafficking or at risk of being trafficked, including 
for purposes such as the removal of organs or 
adoption for the purpose of exploitation, including 
ensuring appropriate services and measures to 
guarantee the physical and psychological well-being 
of trafficked children as well as their education and 
reintegration in coordination with existing child 
protections systems; 
 
African Group: Providing To further provide 
appropriate assistance and protection to… 
 
Canada: replace with ”Ensuring that all actions 
undertaken in relation to child victims and children 
at risk should be guided by applicable human rights 
standards and in particular by the principles of 
protection and respect for children’s rights as set out 
in the UN CRC and in its Optional Protocol on the 
sale of children, child prostitution and child 
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pornography. Child victims are entitled to special 
protection measures, irrespective of their legal status 
both as victims and as children, in accordance with 
their special rights and needs. In all actions 
concerning children at risk and child victims, the 
best interest of the child shall be the primary 
consideration.” 
 
Colombia: Providing appropriate assistance and 
protection to children who are victims of trafficking 
or at risk of being trafficked, including for purposes 
such as illegal adoption or the removal of organs, 
including… 
 
EU: Providing appropriate assistance and protection 
in the best interest of the child to children who are 
victims of trafficking, or at risk of being trafficked, 
including for purposes such as illegal adoption or 
the removal of organs,  as stipulated in Art. 6 para 4 
of the Palermo Protocol, including… 
 
OHCHR: …including by ensuring appropriate 
services… 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Providing appropriate assistance and 
protection to children who are victims of 
traffickeding or at risk of being trafficked… 
 
UNICEF: Suggest change the currently cited end 
purposes of “illegal adoption” to  either “child 
marriage” as an example or “adoption for the 
purpose of exploitation”.  Referring only to “illegal 
adoption” does not send the right message as “illegal 
adoption” may not be for the end purposes of 
exploitation by the adopting parties as the illegality 
is mostly undertaken in processing papers for 
adoption.  Referring to “illegal adoption” is like 
confusing the concepts of “smuggling” and 
“trafficking” where the former focuses on the 
illegality and the latter on exploitation 
 
USA: After “..trafficking or” add “..to the best 
extent possible, those…”.   
Delete “including for purposes such as illegal 
adoption or the removal of organs.” 

36. Urging the General Assembly to establish a 
United Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation 
and compensation of victims of the most 
serious forms of trafficking in persons, with a 
special focus on women and children, and 
requesting the Secretary-General to entrust 
UNODC with managing the trust fund; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Urge the General Assembly to establish a United 
Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation and 
compensation of victims of the most serious forms 
of trafficking in persons, with a special focus on 
women and children, and request the Secretary-
General to entrust UNODC with managing the trust 
fund; 
 
African Group: Urging To urge the General 
Assembly to establish a United Nations Trust… 
 
Australia: it would be more appropriate for funding 
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issues to be addressed in 5th Committee discussions 
or in other UN fora (such as the Conference of 
Parties to the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organised Crime (UNTOC) and the Commission on 
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice). Funding 
needs to be handled in a manner consistent with the 
usual budgetary measures.   
 
EU: delete 
 
Holy See: Setting up a United Nations trust fund for 
victims is worthwhile. 
 
IOM: In addition to the managing agency however, 
we suggest the establishment of a Steering 
Committee, as is usually the practice. Given IOM’s 
work and capacity on compensation and reparation 
of victims of other human rights violations, we 
would gladly volunteer to be part of such a Steering 
Committee 
 
Japan: We think that the establishment of a trust 
fund for victims of trafficking in persons is 
questionable. There already exist trust funds for 
assisting victims of trafficking in persons such as the 
United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund on 
Contemporary Forms of Slavery and the United 
Nations Trust Fund for Human Security and 
duplication of funds must be avoided. 
 
 With reference to A/RES/46/122 which established 
the abovementioned trust fund on contemporary 
forms of slavery, the description of the criteria for 
this new trust fund for the victims of trafficking in 
persons is not sufficient. Having said that, we think 
that this plan of action is not the right place to refer 
to the establishment of a trust fund. 
  
In any case “and compensation” in line 2 should be 
deleted. 
 
OHCHR: …trust fund for the… 
[alternative:  To consider reinforcing the existing 
Trust Fund for Victims of Contemporary Forms of 
Slaver, administered by OHCHR, which already 
provides a substantial portion of its funding to 
rehabilitation of victims of trafficking, including by 
altering the name of the Fund to better reflect its role 
in assisting the victims of trafficking through efforts 
at the UN level.  Providing compensation to the 
victims of trafficking, including through 
confiscation of the assets of traffickers, should be 
properly addressed through the national judicial 
system of each Member State.  Effective monitoring 
of the process for provision of compensation to the 
victims should be established on the national level in 
order to ensure fairness and accountability of such 
process in the service of the human rights of the 
victims.] 
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Switzerland: It seems odd to urge the GA to do so 
in an annex of the same GA resolution, especially if 
such a political request at international level is 
mentioned among many other measures of a more 
technical character to be implemented on the 
national level. In other words, shouldn’t such an 
urgent request be mentioned in the draft resolution 
itself? 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Urging the General Assembly to establish 
a United Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation and 
compensation of persons who have 
experiencedvictims of  the most… 
 
USA: delete 

37. Providing victims of trafficking the possibility 
of obtaining compensation from confiscated 
proceeds of crime, at the national level; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: delete 
 
African Group: delete 
 
Canada: Providing victims of trafficking the 
possibility of obtaining compensation from 
confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national level 
 
China: Endeavoring to provide victims of 
trafficking the possibility of obtaining compensation 
from confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national 
level 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to 
Adopt measures that offer victims of trafficking in 
persons the possibility of obtaining compensation 
for damage suffered 
 
EU: delete 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  It is irrelevant to impose obligations as 
such on States. 
 
Singapore: Where appropriate and applicable, 
Pproviding victims of trafficking the possibility of 
obtaining compensation for damage suffered from 
confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national level’) 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Providing victims of ttraffickeding 
persons the possibility of obtaining compensation 
from confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national 
level; 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding reference to standard 
procedures of compensation for victims of crime to 
the extent that they exist at the national level: “... 
possibility of obtaining compensation for victims of 
crime, including from confiscated proceeds 

38. Adopting measures to assist victims in pursuing 
civil damages against their traffickers; 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt measures to ensure that victims can seek 
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 compensation for the damage suffered as stipulated 
by Article 25 paragraph 2 of UNTOC and Article 6 
of the Trafficking Protocol; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt measures to 
assist victims in pursuing civil damages against their 
traffickers; 
 
Belarus:…services, including shelters for 
rehabilitation, to victims, as well as including 
meaningful 
 
EU: Adopting measures to assist ensure that  
victims can seek compensation for the damage 
suffered as stipulated by Art. 25 para 2 of UNTOC 
and Article 6 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons in pursuing civil 
damages against their traffickers; 
 
OHCHR: Adopting measures to effectively assist 
victims in pursuing civil damages against their 
traffickers 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Adopting measures to assist trafficked 
personsvictims in pursuing civil damages against 
their traffickers; 
 

39. Commending the role of civil society 
organizations in providing assistance and 
empowerment to victims of trafficking and 
helping them to seek redress as well as 
facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services to victims, including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with 
law enforcement officials; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Acknowledge the important role of civil society 
organizations in providing assistance and 
empowerment to victims of trafficking and help 
them to seek redress as well as facilitate the care of 
and provision of appropriate services to victims, 
including meaningful engagement and coordination 
with law enforcement officials; 
 
African Group: (PLEASE NOTE THAT PARAS. 
39 - 41 were re-arranged thus: previous para 39 now 
41, 40 moved to 39 and 41 moved to 40. This was to 
ensure that the issue of the role of the CSOs is not 
placed in the middle of actions by member states) 
 
New Paragraph 39:   
Ensuring that domestic To ensure that national legal 
or administrative systems include measures to 
provide information to victims regarding their rights, 
the relevant court and administrative proceedings 
and assistance to enable their views and concerns to 
be presented and considered at appropriate stages of 
such proceedings; 
 
Belarus: …facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services, including shelters for 
rehabilitation, to victims, as well as including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with law 
enforcement officials; 
 
Canada: recommend moving to preamble 
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EU: moved to paragraph 10 ter 
 
OHCHR: …officials, and to provide support to 
victims by providing financial assistance to service 
providers, as well as extend protection to ensure the 
safety of victims and service providers; 
 
Singapore: Considering, where appropriate, the 
adoption of Adopting measures to assist victims in 
pursuing civil damages against their traffickers 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Commending the role of civil society 
organizations in providing assistance and 
empowerment to victims of trafficked personsing  
and helping them to seek… 
 
USA: Delete “Commending” and replace with 
“Acknowledging the important…”.   Delete sentence 
starting with “including” and replace with “and 
encouraging law enforcement agencies to explore 
ways to enhance meaningful engagement and 
coordination with civil society organizations 

40. Ensuring that domestic legal or administrative 
systems include measures to provide 
information to victims regarding their rights, 
the relevant court and administrative 
proceedings and assistance to enable their 
views and concerns to be presented and 
considered at appropriate stages of such 
proceedings; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure that domestic legal or administrative systems 
include measures to provide information to victims 
in a language they understand regarding their rights, 
the relevant court and administrative proceedings 
and assistance to enable their views and concerns to 
be presented and considered at appropriate stages of 
such proceedings; 
 
African Group: New paragraph 40 
Providing suspected To provide victims of 
trafficking in persons with a recovery and reflection 
period in order for them to recover and escape the 
influence of traffickers and/or to take an informed 
decision on cooperating with the competent 
authorities, during which period it shall not be 
possible to enforce any order to expel the suspected 
victim from the State’s territory. 
 
EU: …appropriate stages of such proceedings as 
stipulated by Art. 25 of UNTOC and Art. 6 of the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons 
 
Singapore: Ensuring that domestic legal or 
administrative systems include contains measures to 
provide information to victims of trafficking in 
persons, in appropriate cases regarding their rights, 
the information on relevant court and administrative 
proceedings and assistance to enable their views and 
concerns to be presented and considered at 
appropriate stages of such proceedings criminal 
proceedings against offenders, in a manner not 
prejudicial to the rights of the defence 
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Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Ensuring that domestic legal or 
administrative systems include measures to provide 
information to trafficked personvictsims  regarding 
their rights and legal assistance in , the relevant 
court and administrative 
 
USA: After “victims” add “in a language they 
understand”    
Before “assistance” add “facilitate access to” 

41. Providing suspected victims of trafficking in 
persons with a recovery and reflection period in 
order for them to recover and escape the 
influence of traffickers and/or to take an 
informed decision on cooperating with the 
competent authorities, during which period it 
shall not be possible to enforce any order to 
expel the suspected victim from the State’s 
territory; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Provide presumed victims of trafficking in persons 
with a reflection period in order for them to recover 
and escape the influence of traffickers and/or to take 
an informed decision on cooperating with the 
competent authorities, during which period it shall 
not be possible to enforce any order to expel the 
presumed victim from the State’s territory; 
 
African Group: New Paragraph 41 
Commending To stress the importance of the role of 
civil society organizations and the private sector in 
providing assistance and empowerment to victims of 
trafficking and helping them to seek redress as well 
as facilitating the care of and provision of 
appropriate services to victims, including 
meaningful engagement and coordination with law 
enforcement officials 
 
China: delete 
 
EU: delete 
 
Indonesia: Paragraph 41bis  
Noting cooperation should be based on an 
acknowledgment that each State had a sovereign 
right and legitimate interest to develop and 
implement its own laws to address trafficking in 
persons. Noting also that trans-organized criminal 
groups are continuously adapting and arming 
themselves with new technologies and methods of 
victimizing innocent people. Further noting that 
victims of trafficking require specific and sustained 
assistance to allow them to gain their livelihood free 
from the fear reach of traffickers.  Furthermore, 
acknowledging that victims of trafficking should be 
provided unconditional access to assistance services, 
regardless of whether the person has reported to the 
police or given a statement in criminal proceedings, 
as soon as the competent authorities have an 
indication that she or he has been the subject to the 
crime of trafficking.  
 
a. Inviting States to review and enact strong 
national legislation criminalizing trafficking in 
persons, strong law enforcement mechanisms and 
cooperation in the effective prosecution of such 
activities in accordance with their domestic law.  
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b. Further inviting States to consider in 
enhancing continuously its victim support programs 
to cater the sprawling needs of victims of 
trafficking, inter-alia, provision of shelter and other 
basic needs, health care, well-being, and livelihood.  
 
c. Inviting also States, where appropriate and 
in accordance with their national laws, to consider 
the possibility to set up national compensation fund 
from funder from confiscated proceed to assist 
victims of trafficking.  
 
d. Urging governments and other stakeholders 
to facilitate the dignified and humane assistance to 
victims of trafficking.  
 
e. Requesting UNODC and its developmental 
partners to continue to implement victim support 
projects.   
 
f. Further requesting UNODC to conduct 
study on ways and means to increase participation of 
civil society and philanthropic organizations to 
provide meaningful and sustainable assistance to 
victims of trafficking.  
 
g. Urging UNODC in cooperation with 
relevant stakeholders to increase public awareness 
campaign on trafficking in persons namely victims 
of trafficking.  
 
h. Inviting civil society organizations in the 
field of providing assistance to victims of trafficking 
to increase its role in empowering trafficked persons 
and helping them to seek redress that would in turn 
complement the work of governments and 
international organization and contribute in 
combating trafficking in persons at the national, 
regional, and global levels. 
 
Malaysia: delete  
 
OHCHR: …any order to expel the suspected 
presumed victim from the State’s territory. 
 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: Providing suspected victims of 
traffickeding in persons with a recovery and 
reflection period in order for them to recover and 
escape the influence of traffickers and/or to take an 
informed decision on cooperating with the 
competent authorities, during which period it shall 
not be possible to enforce any order to expel the 
suspected trafficked personvictim from the State’s 
territory;  
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USA: Delete “with a recovery and reflection period 
in order for them to recover and escape the influence 
of traffickers and/or to take an informed decision on 
cooperating with the competent authorities, during 
which period it shall not be possible to enforce any 
order to expel the suspected victims from the State’s 
territory.”  Replace with “..the opportunity to 
consult with non-governmental organization 
advisors to assist victims in decision-making 
regarding cooperation with law enforcement and 
their participation in judicial proceedings.”    

III. Prosecuting crimes of trafficking in persons 
42. Ensuring the effective implementation of the 

United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime by 
criminalizing trafficking in persons as defined 
by Article 3 of its supplementing Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Implement all relevant legal instruments that 
criminalize trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Prosecuting Prosecution of 
crimes of trafficking in persons 
 
We resolve to undertake the following measures to 
maximize law enforcement measures in respect of 
the crime of trafficking in persons and with due 
regard to the need to deter the commission of such a 
crime:  
 
42. To ensuring the effective implementation of the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime by implement all relevant legal 
instruments criminalizing  that criminalize 
trafficking in persons.  as defined by Article 3 of its 
supplementing Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women 
and Children 
 
Belarus:… Prosecuting crimes of transnational and 
non-transnational trafficking 
 
Canada: replace with “Criminalizing all forms of 
trafficking in persons in accordance with Article 3 
of the Protocol to Prevent,…” 
 
Liechtenstein: We do not see the need for extensive 
quotation, paraphrasing or reference to the 
implementation of the provisions of UNTOC and its 
Protocols (as for example in para 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 
47, 48). In general, to include a chapter on 
Prosecution does not seem to bring specific value 
added with regard to the provisions of the Palermo 
regime. It would clearly fall within the responsibility 
of the Conference of States Parties to assign the 
competence to assess national implementation (to 
which the chapter makes extensive reference). Any 
insecurity concerning this competence that might 
arise with the inclusion of a chapter on prosecution 
in the GPA should be avoided. 
 
Singapore: Streamline paragraphs that duplicate 
existing provisions in the Palermo Protocols 
regarding the criminalization/prosecution of crimes 
of trafficking by deleting paragraphs 43, 44, 45, 46 
and 42, and incorporate the substance of these 
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paragraphs in amended paragraph 42 
 42. Ensuring the effective implementation of 

Member States’ obligations under the United 
Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organised Crime, where applicable, by 
criminalizing trafficking in persons in 
accordance with Article 5 as defined by Article 
3 of its supplementing Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children 

 
Thailand: delete 

43. Prosecuting crimes of trafficking that 
encompass all forms of exploitation, including 
at a minimum the exploitation of the 
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery 
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the 
removal of organs and all types of victims; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Prosecute crimes of trafficking that encompass all 
forms of exploitation, which shall include at a 
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of 
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced 
labour or services, slavery or practices similar to 
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs and all 
types of victims as stipulated in the Trafficking 
Protocol; 
 
African Group: Prosecuting To prosecute crimes of 
trafficking that encompass all forms and types of 
exploitation, including commercial and sexual 
exploitation, including at a minimum the 
exploitation of the prostitution of others or  other 
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, 
servitude or the removal of organs and tissues all 
types of victims; 
 
Belarus: Prosecuting crimes of transnational and 
non-transnational trafficking that encompass… 
 
EU: Prosecuting all forms of human crimes of 
trafficking as stipulated by Article 3 of the Protocol 
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons that encompass all forms of exploitation, 
including at a minimum the exploitation of the 
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or 
practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal 
of organs and all types of victims; 
 
Japan: Add, after “all forms of exploitation,” in line 
1, “within the limits of domestic law of each 
Member States,”. 
  Delete “and all types of victims” in line 4. 
(rationale)   To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNAIDS: replace with full Palermo definition: 
“The recruitment, transportation, transfer, 
harbouring or receipt of persons by means of threat 
or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of 
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power, or of a position of vulnerability or of the 
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to 
achieve the consent of a person having control over 
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. 
Exploitation shall include, at minimum, the 
exploitation of prostitution of others or other 
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, 
servitude or the removal of organs.” 
 
USA: delete 

44. Ensuring the existence of legislation or offence 
criminalizing trafficking in persons which 
specifies that the consent of the victim is 
irrelevant when any of the improper means 
mentioned in the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially 
Women and Children have been utilized; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Enact and enforce legislation and strengthen existing 
legislation that criminalizes trafficking in persons, 
especially that of women and children, as reflected 
in the Trafficking Protocol, the Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Woman and the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and its Optional Protocols; 
 
African Group: Ensuring the existence To enact 
and enforce legislations or offence and strengthen 
existing ones that criminalizeing trafficking in 
persons, which specifies that especially women and 
children even where it has been with the consent of 
the victim is irrelevant when any of the improper 
means mentioned as reflected in the Protocol to 
Prevent Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children have been utilized, 
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women and the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional 
Protocols,   
 
Canada: delete (streamlined with OP42) 
 
China: Ensuring the existence of legislation or 
offence criminalizing trafficking in persons which 
specifies that the consent of the a victim of 
trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set 
forth in the Art. 3(a) of is irrelevant when any of the 
improper means mentioned in the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children shall be 
irrelevant where any of the means set forth in this 
Art. 3(a) of the Protocol have been utilizedused 
 
EU: Ensuring the existence of legislation or offence 
criminalizing trafficking in persons and guidelines 
which specifyies that the consent of the victim of the 
exploitation is irrelevant when any of the improper 
means referred to in Article 3 of  mentioned in the 
Protocol… 
 
Japan: Change whole paragraph to “Ensuring the 
existence of legislation or offence criminalizing 
trafficking in persons consistent with Article 3 (b) of 
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol which 
establishes that the consent of a victim of trafficking 
in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in 
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subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant 
where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) 
have been used”. 
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to quote Article 3 (b) of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: delete 

45. Adopting legislative and other measures 
necessary to establish as criminal offences: 

a. Attempting to commit an offence, as 
prescribed in the Protocol 

b. Participating as an accomplice in an 
offence, as prescribed in the Protocol 

c. Organizing or directing other persons 
to commit an offence, as prescribed in 
the Protocol 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Adopt legislative and other measures necessary to 
establish as criminal offences: 

a. Attempting to commit an offence 
b. Participating as an accomplice in an 

offence 
c. Organizing or directing other persons to 

commit an offence 
As stipulated by Article 5 of the Trafficking 
Protocol; 
 
African Group: Adopting To adopt legislative and 
other measures necessary to establish trafficking in 
persons as criminal offences… 
 
China: Adopting legislative and other measures 
necessary to establish as criminal offences: 

a Subject to the basic concepts of its legal 
system, Aattempting to commit an offence 
established in accordance with paragraph 1 
of article 5 of the , as prescribed in the 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women 
and Children 

b Participating as an accomplice in an 
offence established in accordance with 
paragraph 1 of article 5 of, as prescribed in 
the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially 
Women and Children 

c Organizing or directing other persons to 
commit an offence established in 
accordance with paragraph 1 of article 5 of 
, as prescribed in the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children 

 
EU: Adopting legislative and other measures 
necessary to establish as criminal offences: 

d. Attempting to commit an offence, as 
prescribed in the Protocol 

e. Participating as an accomplice in an 
offence, as prescribed in the Protocol 

f. Organizing or directing other persons to 
commit an offence, as prescribed in the 
Protocol 

As stipulated by Article 5 of the Protocol on 
Prevention, Suppression and Punishment of 
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Trafficking in Persons. 
 
Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: delete 

46. Ensuring the existence of legislation 
criminalizing trafficking in children which 
specifies there is no need to establish the 
means as set forth in the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children, and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocols; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure the criminalization of trafficking in children 
without any requirement to establish the means as 
set forth in the Trafficking Protocol and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocols; 
 
African Group: delete (idea moved to paragraph 
44) 
 
Belarus: 46.bis Ensuring further the existence of 
legislation criminalizing trafficking in persons for 
the purpose of  removal of organs and tissues for 
transplantation; 
 
Canada: delete (streamlined with OP42) 
 
China: Ensuring that the recruitment, transportation, 
transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the 
purpose of exploitation shall be considered 
trafficking in persons even if this does not involve 
any of the means set forth in Art. 3(a) of existence 
of legislation criminalizing trafficking in children 
which specifies there is no need to establish the 
means as set forth in the Protocol to Prevent, 
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
especially Women and Children, and the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional Protocols 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
EU: Ensuring the existence of legislation 
criminalizing trafficking in children regardless of 
the means used to that purpose as stipulated by 
Article 3 of the which specifies there is no need to 
establish the means as set forth in the Protocol to 
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, especially Women and Children, and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its 
Optional Protocols; 
 
Japan: Change whole paragraph to “Ensuring the 
existence of legislation criminalizing trafficking in 
children consistent with Article 3 (c) of the 
Trafficking in Persons Protocol which establishes 
that the recruitment, transportation, transfer, 
harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of 
exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in 
persons” even if this does not involve any of the 
means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article”. 
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations 
to quote Article 3 (c) of the Trafficking in Persons 
Protocol. 
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Singapore: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Suggest moving the paragraph up to 
follow after paragraph 44 
 
USA: After “Ensuring the..”  add “criminalization 
of” and delete “existence of legislation 
criminalizing” After “children” add “without any 
requirement..” and delete “which specifies there is 
no need…” 

47. Combating, dismantling and prosecuting 
organized criminal groups engaged in 
trafficking in persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Combat and prosecute organized criminal groups 
engaged in trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Combating, dismantling and 
prosecuting To combat, dismantle and prosecute 
organized criminal groups engaged in trafficking in 
persons; 
 
Australia: goal not achievable 
 
Canada: replace with “Ensuring that participating 
in the activities of an organized criminal group is 
criminalized in accordance with Article 5 of 
UNTOC and taking steps to investigate, dismantle, 
and prosecute organized criminal groups engaged in 
trafficking in persons.” 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to: 
Criminalize, combat, prosecute and dismantle 
organized crime groups engaged in trafficking in 
persons in accordance with UNTOC.  
 
EU: Combating, dismantling and prosecuting 
organized criminal groups engaged in trafficking in 
persons 
 
Thailand: delete 

48. Ensuring liability of all categories of 
offenders, including the liability of legal 
persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Ensure liability of all categories of offenders, 
including the liability of legal persons; 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure liability of all 
categories of offenders, including the liability of 
legal persons 
 
Australia: goal not achievable 
 
China: Ensuring liability of all categories of 
offenders, (delete “including liability of legal 
persons”)  
 
EU: Ensuring liability of all categories of offenders, 
including the liability of legal persons, as stipulated 
by Article 10 of UNTOC 
 
OHCHR: Ensuring liability of all categories of 
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offenders, including public and private actors and 
including the liability of legal persons 
 
Thailand: delete 

49. Enhancing efforts to investigate alleged cases 
of trafficking, to prosecute perpetrators and 
to publicize convicted cases with full respect 
to human rights; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Enhance efforts to investigate alleged cases of 
trafficking, strengthening means to combat 
trafficking, including through more systematic use 
of freezing assets for the purpose of eventual 
confiscation, according to the provisions of Article 
12 of UNTOC, and prosecuting perpetrators, 
ensuring that penalties are proportionate to the 
gravity of the crime and to publicize convicted cases 
with full respect for human rights; 
 
African Group: Enhancing To enhance efforts to 
investigate alleged cases of trafficking… 
 
EU: Enhancing efforts to investigate alleged cases 
of trafficking, strengthening means to combat 
trafficking, including through more systematic use 
of freezing assets for the purpose of eventual 
confiscation, according to the provisions of Article 
12 of UNTOC, and to prosecutinge perpetrators, 
ensuring that the penalties are proportionate to the 
gravity of the crime and to publicize convicted cases 
with full respect to human rights; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: After “with full respect to human rights”  add 
“of  victims” 

50. Ensuring that penalties and sanctions for 
trafficking crimes are appropriate and 
proportionate to the gravity of the crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
[merged with paragraph 49] 
 
African Group: Ensuring To ensure that penalties 
and sanctions for trafficking crimes… 
 
EU: delete 
 
Japan: We think that it is not appropriate for this 
Plan of Action to give guidance to the content of 
national legislation. 
  
It is also the discretion of the judicial branch to 
decide the appropriate and proportionate penalties 
on a case by case basis. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

51. Making use of available technical assistance 
provided to strengthen the criminal justice 
response to trafficking in persons, including 
inter alia, by UNODC; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Make use of available technical assistance provided 
to strengthen the criminal justice response to 
trafficking in persons, including inter alia, by 
UNODC; 
 
African Group: Making To make use of available 
technical assistance provided to… 
 
Thailand: delete 
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52. Promoting the more systematic use of 

freezing and confiscating assets of traffickers 
as an effective means to fight organized 
crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Promote the more systematic use of freezing and 
confiscating assets of traffickers as an effective 
means to fighting this criminal activity; 
 
African Group: Promoting the more systematic use 
of freezing and confiscating of To freeze and 
confiscate the assets of traffickers as an effective 
means to fight organized crime, in accordance with 
national laws; 
 
Canada: Promoting the more systematic use of 
freezing and confiscating assets of traffickers as an 
effective means to fight organized crimeto fighting 
this criminal activity 
 
Colombia: redraft in accordance with UNTOC 
provisions on confiscation and seizure 
 
EU: delete 
 
Holy See: §52, page 9, could be stronger in its 
formulation, so that all assets and profits obtained by 
trafficking in persons will be confiscated. This 
should be expressed in line with §§37-38 on page 7 
 
Japan: We think that it is up to each State to decide 
how to make use of the freezing and confiscating of 
assets established in national laws. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
USA: Delete “fight organized crime” and replace 
with “remove any financial benefits from traffickers 
and provide restitution to victims.” 

53. Vigorously investigating, prosecuting, and 
punishing corrupt public officials who 
engage in or facilitate the trafficking of 
persons, recognizing that trafficking would 
likely not occur at current levels without 
official complicity, and promoting a zero 
tolerance policy against corrupt officials; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
In line with  the United Nations Convention against 
Corruption, and UNTOC, investigate, prosecute, and 
punish corrupt public officials who engage in or 
facilitate the trafficking of persons, and promote a 
zero tolerance policy against corrupt officials; 
 
African Group: Vigorously investigating, 
prosecuting and punishing corrupt To investigate, 
prosecute and strongly punish public officials who 
engaged in or facilitate accused of engaging in or 
facilitating the trafficking of persons, recognizing 
that trafficking would likely not occur at current 
levels without official complicity, and promoting a 
zero tolerance policy against such officials;  
 
Canada: replace with “Examining the linkages 
between corruption and human trafficking and 
taking legislative, programming and policy action to 
specifically respond to the linkages between these 
two issues.” 
 
China: Vigorously investigating, prosecuting, and 
punishing corrupt public officials who engage in or 
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facilitate the trafficking of persons,  recognizing that 
trafficking would likely not occur at current levels 
without official complicity, and promoting a zero 
tolerance policy against corrupt officials 
 
Colombia: redraft in accordance with UNTOC:  
Ensure that national legislation and anti-corruption 
policies provide measures to investigate, prosecute 
and punish public officials who engage in or 
facilitate trafficking in persons.  
 
EU: In line with  the United Nations Convention 
against Corruption, and UNTOC, Vvigorously 
investigating, prosecuting, and punishing corrupt 
public officials who engage in or facilitate the 
trafficking of persons, and promoting a zero 
tolerance policy against corrupt officials,  
recognizing that trafficking would likely not occur at 
current levels without official complicity, and 
promoting a zero tolerance policy against corrupt 
officials; 
 
Thailand: delete 

54. Strengthening coordination and cooperation 
among States in combating crimes that might 
be connected with trafficking in persons, 
including money laundering, corruption, 
smuggling of migrants and all forms of 
organized crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Strengthen coordination and cooperation among 
States in combating crimes that might be connected 
with trafficking in persons, including money 
laundering, corruption, smuggling of migrants and 
all forms of organized crime; 
 
African Group: Strengthening To strengthen 
coordination and cooperation among States and 
within the framework of activities undertaken in 
sub-regional, regional and international 
organizations in combating crimes that might be 
connected with trafficking in persons, including 
money laundering, corruption, smuggling of 
migrants and all forms of organized crime, including 
through the exchange of information and best 
practices; (MOVE Para TO PARTNERSHIP 
SECTION) 
 
EU: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 

55. Encouraging law enforcement, immigration 
or other relevant authorities of States to 
cooperate with one another by exchanging 
information, in accordance with domestic 
law, including cooperation among states of 
origin, transit and destination in order to 
enable joint investigations, prosecutions, and 
the detection of trafficking chains; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage law enforcement, immigration or other 
relevant authorities of States to cooperate with one 
another by exchanging information with full respect 
for data protection laws and standards, in 
accordance with domestic law, including 
cooperation among states of origin, transit and 
destination in order to enable joint investigations, 
prosecutions, and the detection of trafficking 
networks; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage law 
enforcement, immigration or other… 
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EU: delete 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend inserting following “by 
exchanging information” “with full respect for data 
protection laws and standards 

IV. Strengthening partnerships against trafficking in 
persons 

56. Taking advantage of the networks provided 
by relevant international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to share best practices 
in capacity-building for responding to 
trafficking in persons, and to facilitate their 
contributions to the international 
community's efforts in this area; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage effective cooperation and coordination of 
efforts at the national, regional and international 
level, especially among countries of origin, transit 
and destination and take advantage of the networks 
provided by relevant organizations to share best 
practices in capacity-building for responding to and 
combating trafficking in persons, while stressing the 
importance of regional approaches to facilitate 
mutual legal assistance and the exchange of 
information with full respect for data protection laws 
and standards including operational information, 
programs and good practices in supplementing 
UNTOC and the work done by the Conference of 
the Parties to that Convention; 
 
African Group: IV. Strengthening partnerships 
against trafficking in persons 
We recognize that capacity-building is an essential 
component in combating trafficking in persons and 
we resolve to undertake the following measures to 
develop State capacity to prevent and combat 
trafficking in persons and enhance coordination and 
coherence within  United Nations system in this 
regard:  
 
56. Taking To take advantage of the networks 
provided by relevant… 
 
EU: Taking advantage of the networks provided by 
relevant international, regional and sub-regional 
organizations to share best practices in capacity-
building for responding to trafficking in persons, 
and to facilitate their contributions to the 
international community's efforts in this 
areaEncouraging effective cooperation and 
coordination of efforts at the national, regional and 
international level, especially among countries of 
origin, transit and destination and taking advantage 
of the networks provided by relevant organizations 
to share best practices in capacity-building for 
responding to and combating trafficking in persons, 
while stressing the importance of regional 
approaches to facilitate mutual legal assistance and 
the exchange of information including operational 
information, programs and good practices in 
supplementing the UNTOC and the work done by 
the Conference of the Parties to that Convention; 
 
Thailand: “Takeing advantage of the networks 
provided by relevant international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to share best practices in 
capacity-building for responding to trafficking in 
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persons, and to facilitate their contributions to the 
international community's efforts in this area” 
 

57. Encouraging effective cooperation and 
coordination of efforts at the national, 
regional and international level by 
developing bilateral, regional and 
international cooperation agreements, 
especially among countries of origin, transit 
and destination; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
[merged with paragraph 56] 
 
African group: Encouraging To encourage 
effective cooperation and coordination of… 
 
EU: delete 
 
USA: Delete “bilateral, regional and international 
cooperation” and replace with “cooperative”. 
 
Thailand: “Encourageing effective cooperation and 
coordination of efforts at the nationalbilateral, 
regional, sub-regional and international level by 
developing bilateral, regional, sub-regional and 
international cooperation agreements, especially 
among countries of origin, transit and destination” 
 

58. Stressing the importance of regional 
approaches to facilitate mutual legal 
assistance and the exchange of information 
including operational information, programs 
and good practices; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
[merged with paragraph 56] 
 
African Group: Stressing To stress the importance 
of regional approaches to facilitate… 
 
Canada: suggest merging with OP59 
 
EU: Stressing the importance of regional 
approaches to facilitate mutual legal assistance and 
the exchange of information including operational 
information, programs and good practices 
Strengthening coordination and cooperation among 
States in combating crimes that might be connected 
with trafficking in persons, including all forms of 
organized crime; 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
Japan: We would like to seek clarification as to 
what “regional approaches to facilitate mutual legal 
assistance” is in detail. 
 
UNICEF: Recommend inclusion of “data 
protection” in this paragraph in line with paragraph 
55 
 
USA: At the end of the paragraph add “in 
supplementing the United Nations Convention 
against Transnational Organized Crime and the 
work done by the Conference of the Parties to that 
Convention.” 

59. Concluding and implementing mutual legal 
assistance and extradition agreements to 
ensure the apprehension and prosecution of 
perpetrators of human trafficking, in 
accordance with the relevant provisions of 
national and international law; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Conclude and implement mutual legal assistance 
and extradition agreements to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
trafficking in persons, in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of national and international law; 
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African Group: Concluding and implementing To 
promote mutual legal assistance and the exchange of 
information including operational information, 
programs and good practices, including through 
regional approaches; 
 
Canada: suggest merging with OP 58 
 
EU: Concluding and implementing mutual legal 
assistance and extradition agreements to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
human trafficking, in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of national and international 
lawEncouraging Member States that are party to the 
United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime to enhance international 
cooperation in extradition and mutual legal 
assistance, including confiscation, in accordance 
with the Convention, taking into account the 
extended scope of cooperation available under its 
article 16, on extradition, and article 18, on mutual 
legal assistance, and the internal legal requirements 
of States parties for the application of the 
Convention; 
 
New paragraph 59bis 
Encouraging law enforcement, immigration, judicial 
authorities or other relevant authorities of States to 
cooperate with one another by exchanging 
information, in accordance with domestic law, 
including cooperation among states of origin, transit 
and destination in order to enable joint 
investigations, prosecutions, and the detection of 
trafficking chains. 
 
Japan: Add, after “extradition agreements” in line 1, 
“, where appropriate,”. 
  Change “human trafficking” to “trafficking in 
persons” 
(rationale)  To be submitted if necessary. 
 
Singapore: Considering, where appropriate, the 
need to concludeing and implementing mutual legal 
assistance and extradition agreements to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
human trafficking, in accordance with the relevant 
provisions of national and Member States’ 
obligations under international law 
 
Thailand: “Study additional and more effective 
ways to ensure the apprehension and prosecution of 
perpetrators of human trafficking, in accordance 
with the relevant provisions of national and 
international law, including by concluding and 
implementing mutual legal assistance and 
extradition agreements” 
 
USA: Rephrase as follows:   “Facilitating mutual 
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legal assistance and extradition to ensure the 
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of 
human trafficking.”   

60. Promoting cooperation between 
governmental institutions and non-
governmental organizations, and other 
elements of civil society in establishing 
prevention, protection and prosecution 
policies and programmes; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Promote cooperation among governments,  civil 
society, and the private sector in order to strengthen 
prevention, protection and prosecution policies and 
programmes; 
 
African Group: Promoting To promote cooperation 
between among governmental institution 
governments,  and non-governmental organizations, 
and other elements of civil society  and the private 
sector in establishing in order to strengthen 
prevention, protection and prosecution policies and 
programmes; 
 
Colombia: redraft: the role of NGOs in prosecution 
programmes should be explained 
 
EU: …governmental organizations, and other 
elements actors of civil society… 
 
IOM: OP60bis “Promoting cooperation between 
governments in regions through established 
Regional Consultative Processes on Migration.” 
 
Holy See: §60, page 9: after “non-governmental 
organizations” include religious-based 
communities 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  The aim of this paragraph could be 
reflected by amending paragraph 62. 
 
OHCHR: Paragraph 60bis 
Providing an ongoing forum for the victims and 
surivors of trafficking, under the leadership of the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights, to contribute 
comments and recommendations in the development 
and implementation of the Plan, so their voices are 
heard; 
 
Singapore: Promoting cooperation, where 
appropriate, between governmental institutions and 
non-governmental organizations and other elements 
of civil society in establishing prevention, protection 
and prosecution policies and programmes 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend the inclusion of “National 
Referral Mechanism” as it provides practical 
coordination on the effective return and repatriation 
side of trafficking interventions 

61. Strengthening formal and informal 
cooperation between law enforcement 
agencies regionally and internationally; 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Strengthen cooperation between law enforcement 
agencies regionally and internationally; 
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African Group: Strengthening To strengthen 
formal and informal cooperation between law 
enforcement agencies  authorities regionally and 
internationally, in the prevention, investigation and 
prosecution of perpetrators and protection of and 
assistance to victims of trafficking in persons; 
 
EU: Strengthening formal and informal cooperation 
between law enforcement agencies regionally and 
internationally 
 
Thailand: “Strengthening formal and informal 
cooperation, as appropriate, between border control 
and law enforcement agencies bilaterally, regionally, 
sub-regionally and internationally”on Trafficking in 
Persons established by the Conference of the Parties 
to the UN Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime 
 
USA: Delete “formal and informal 

62. Endeavoring to coordinate all stakeholders 
involved in the fight against trafficking in 
persons at the national level, including 
government institutions, non-governmental 
organizations, the private sector and workers 
and employers organizations; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Endeavour to coordinate with all stakeholders 
involved in the fight against trafficking in persons at 
the national level, including government institutions, 
non-governmental organizations, the private sector, 
including the media, and workers and employers 
organizations; 
 
African Group: delete 
 
Canada: Endeavoring to coordinate and work 
together with all stakeholders… 
 
EU: Endeavoring to coordinate with all stakeholders 
involved in the fight against trafficking in persons at 
the national level, including government institutions, 
non-governmental organizations, the private sector, 
including the media, and workers and employers 
organizations 
 
Japan: Add, after “Endeavoring to coordinate” in 
line 1, “and to enhance cooperation among”. 
 
Thailand: delete 
 
UNICEF: Recommend the inclusion of “National 
Referral Mechanism” as it provides practical 
coordination on the effective return and repatriation 
side of trafficking interventions 

63. Intensifying international cooperation to 
combat trafficking, consistent with the work 
of the open-ended working group on 
trafficking in persons and on international 
cooperation established by the Conference of 
the Parties to United Nations Convention 
against Transnational Organized Crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Intensify international and regional cooperation to 
combat trafficking in persons as well as technical 
assistance for countries of destination and transit 
aimed at strengthening their ability to prevent 
trafficked labour and the goods produced as a result 
of such labour; 
 
African Group: redraft as follows: To intensify 
international and regional cooperation as well as 
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technical assistance for countries of destination and 
transit aimed at strengthening their ability to prevent 
trafficked and exploited migrant labour and forced 
labour as well as the demand for the goods produced 
as a result of such labour; 
 
Colombia: delete OR change to:  
To intensify international cooperation in accordance 
with decisions 4/2 “Implementation fo the 
provisions on international cooperation of the 
UNTOC” and decision 4/4 “Trafficking in Human 
Beings” adopted by the Conference of the Parties to 
UNTOC at its fourth session, held in Vienna from 8 
to 17 October 2008  
 
Thailand: delete 
 

64. Promoting exchange of information and 
experiences between the Conference of the 
Parties of United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime and United 
Nations human rights treaty bodies and 
mechanisms; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Promote exchange of information and experiences 
between the Conference of the Parties of UNTOC 
and United Nations human rights treaty bodies and 
mechanisms; 
 
African Group: Promoting To promote exchange 
of information and experiences between… 
 
Canada: replace with “Strengthening and 
supporting ICAT to improve coordination and 
cooperation amongst relevant UN bodies and other 
international organizations” 
 
Colombia: delete 
 
ILO: … human rights treaty bodies and mechanisms 
and the supervisory mechanism of ILO; 
  
Thailand: Promoteing exchange of information and 
experiences between the Conference of the Parties 
of United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime and United Nations human rights 
treaty bodies and mechanisms (seek further 
clarification); 

65. Encouraging UNODC and other international 
organizations to continue to assist States, 
upon request, to strengthen policy making, 
legislative arrangements and law 
enforcement practices, public awareness 
campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims 
of trafficking; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage UNODC, other UN Agencies, Funds and 
Programs as well as other international 
organizations to continue to assist Member States, 
upon request, to strengthen policy making, 
legislative arrangements, border-control and law 
enforcement cooperation, public awareness 
campaigns and capacity building; and to disseminate 
best practices in assisting victims of trafficking; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage 
UNODC and other international… 
 
Belarus: assisting victims of trafficking by 
elaborating respective guidelines and through 
special-purpose training courses; 
  
EU: Encouraging UNODC and other international 
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organizations to continue to assist States, upon 
request, to strengthen policy making, legislative 
arrangements and law enforcement practices, public 
awareness campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims of 
trafficking Encouraging UNODC, UN Agencies, 
Funds and Programs and other international 
organizations to continue to assist States, upon 
request, to strengthen policy making, legislative 
arrangements and law enforcement practices, public 
awareness campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims of 
trafficking and to continue to improve the coherence 
and efficiency of technical assistance delivery in the 
field of trafficking in persons in coordination with 
the efforts of the Working Group on Technical 
Assistance established by the Conference of the 
Parties to the UNTOC; 
 
OHCHR: …UNODC, OHCHR and other 
international… victims of trafficking; and to 
promote and implement a human rights-based 
approach to combating trafficking; 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “... and encouraging 
national Governments to seek such assistance” 
 
Thailand: “Encourageing UNODC and other 
international organizations to continue to assist 
Member States, upon request, to strengthen policy 
making, legislative arrangements and border-control 
and law enforcement practicescooperation, public 
awareness campaigns and capacity building; and to 
disseminate best practices in assisting victims of 
trafficking” 
 
USA: Add “to coordinate with OHCHR, other UN 
agencies” after “UNODC” 

66. Further encouraging UNODC as well as 
other United Nations Agencies, Funds and 
Programmes to continue to improve the 
coherence and efficiency of technical 
assistance delivery in the field of trafficking 
in persons in coordination with the efforts of 
the Working Group on Technical Assistance 
established by the Conference of the Parties 
to the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Further encourage United Nations Agencies, Funds 
and Programmes to continue to improve the 
coherence and efficiency of technical assistance 
delivery in the field of trafficking in persons in 
coordination with the efforts of the Working Group 
on Technical Assistance established by the 
Conference of the Parties to UNTOC; 
 
African Group: Further encouraging to encourage 
UNODC as well as other United… 
 
Australia: There is a heavy emphasis on the role of 
the UNODC in the current draft; however, it will be 
very important that a range of UN agencies are 
engaged on people trafficking issues. As UNODC 
does not have the mandate to cover everything 
mentioned in the Global Plan, other agencies, 
particularly those with responsibilities for human 
rights, including labour rights issues, need to be 
involved too. Consultation would need to be 
undertaken with other UN bodies about any role 
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they might play in implementation of the Global 
Plan. 
 
Colombia: delete  
 
EU: delete  
 
IOM: Further encouraging UNODC as well as other 
relevant international organizationsUnited Nations 
Agencies, Funds and Programmes to continue… 
 
Thailand: Further encourageing UNODC as well as 
other United Nations Agencies, Funds and 
Programmes to continue to improve the coherence 
and efficiency of technical assistance delivery in the 
field of trafficking in persons, 

67. Requesting the Secretary-General as a matter 
of priority to strengthen the capacity of 
UNODC to collect information and 
periodically report on trafficking in persons 
patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well as share best 
practices and lessons learned from regional 
initiatives and mechanisms; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal: 
Request the Secretary-General as a matter of priority 
to strengthen the capacity of UNODC to collect 
information and periodically report on trafficking in 
persons patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well as share best 
practices and lessons learned from regional 
initiatives and mechanisms; 
 
African Group: Requesting To request the 
Secretary-General as a matter of priority to 
strengthen the capacity of UNODC to collect 
information and periodically report on trafficking in 
persons patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well as share best 
practices and lessons learned from regional 
initiatives and mechanisms; 
 
Australia: Onerous reporting diverts resources from 
frontline activities devised to combat trafficking, 
particularly in countries of origin. In developing 
countries with limited resources and a high number 
of trafficking cases, this diversion of resources 
seems particularly counterproductive. The draft 
could propose streamlining current reporting 
processes on trafficking in persons, including higher 
level co-operation between UN bodies and fora to 
further encourage information sharing and enhance 
cooperation. 
 
EU: Requesting the Secretary-General as a matter of 
priority to strengthen the capacity of UNODC to 
continue collecting information… 
 
Thailand: Requesting the Secretary-General as a 
matter of priority to strengthen the capacity of 
UNODC to collect accurate, verifiable and reliable 
information and periodically report on trafficking in 
persons patterns and flows at the national, regional 
and international levels, as well asin particular on 
share best practices and lessons learned from 
bilateral, regional, sub-regional and cross-regional 
initiatives and mechanisms 
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UNICEF: Recommend consideration of an 
additional paragraph, to consider the creation of 
National Rapporteurs on Trafficking as this would 
assist with data collection and analysis at the 
national level which is critical to getting it right at 
the global level 
 
USA: Rephrase as follows:  “Requesting the 
UNODC to continue to monitor implementation of 
the Protocol, including through periodically 
reporting on trafficking in persons patterns and 
flows at the national, regional and international 
levels, as well as share best practices and lessons 
learned from the Conference of the Parties, regional 
initiatives and mechanisms.” 

68. Promoting coordination and cooperation 
across the United Nations, especially 
amongst the existing various entities focusing 
on trafficking in persons, including via the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons and UN.GIFT; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Promote coordination and cooperation across the 
United Nations, especially amongst existing entities 
focusing on trafficking in persons, including via the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons; 
 
African Group: Promoting To promote 
coordination and cooperation across within the 
United Nations… 
 
Belarus: …especially amongst the existing various 
entities as well as Special Rapporteurs and 
Representatives focusing on trafficking in persons, 
 
Canada: suggest deleting UN.GIFT as it is not a 
separate entity but a brand that is used by UNODC 
and others to promote anti-trafficking work.  
 
Colombia: delete and draft a para on ICAT as 
follows:  
Support the Inter-Agency Coordination Group 
against Trafficking in Persons (ICAT) aim of 
improving coordination and cooperation between 
UN agencies and other international organizations to 
facilitate a holistic approach to preventing and 
combating trafficking in persons including 
protection of and support for victims of trafficking.  
 
EU: delete 
 
Japan: We would like to seek clarification on what 
role UN. GIFT will play in accordance with this 
paragraph. 
 
Thailand: replace with “Promoteing coordination 
and cooperation across the United Nations, 
especially amongst the existing various entities 
focusing on trafficking in persons, including via the 
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons and UN.GIFT; and” 
 
IOM: coordination and cooperation across the 
United Nationsrelevant international organizations, 
especially amongst the existing… 
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69. Urging the Secretary-General to expedite the 
strengthening of the United Nations Inter-
Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons under the coordination 
of UNODC, in order to ensure overall 
coordination and coherence in the United 
Nations system's efforts to respond to 
trafficking in persons; 

 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Urge the Secretary-General to expedite the 
strengthening of the United Nations Inter-Agency 
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons 
under the coordination of UNODC, in order to 
ensure overall coordination and coherence in the 
United Nations system's efforts to respond to 
trafficking in persons; 
 
African Group: Urging To urge the Secretary-
General to expedite the strengthening of… 
 
OHCHR: …coordination of UNODC, and with 
rotating chairpersonship among its member entities, 
in order to ensure overall coordination and 
coherence in the United Nations system's efforts to 
respond to trafficking in persons, and that all 
approaches to combating trafficking, including the 
human rights-based approach, are considered and 
applied through efforts which foster their 
complementarity; 
 
Thailand: replace with “Urgeing the Secretary-
General to expedite the strengthening of the United 
Nations Inter-Agency Coordination Group against 
Trafficking in Persons under the coordination of 
UNODC, in order to ensure overall coordination and 
coherence in the United Nations system's efforts to 
respond to trafficking in persons (seek further 
clarification)” 
 

70. Encouraging Member States to consider 
making voluntary contributions to United 
Nations anti-human trafficking work, and to 
explore additional sources of funding in this 
regard, including reaching out to the private 
sector for contributions; 

Facilitators’ Proposal:  
Encourage Member States to consider making 
voluntary contributions to United Nations anti-
human trafficking work, and to explore additional 
sources of funding in this regard, including reaching 
out to the private sector for contributions; 
 
African Group: Encouraging To encourage 
Member States to consider making voluntary… 
 
IOM: Encouraging Member States to consider 
making voluntary contributions to United 
Nationsrelevant international organizations’ anti-
human trafficking 
 
Japan: Delete whole paragraph. 
(rationale)  We think that a plan of action is not the 
appropriate place to call for financial contributions. 
 
UNICEF: Suggest adding “... making voluntary 
contributions to United Nations human rights, child 
rights and anti-trafficking work...” 

  African Group: add new section 
  Implementation of the Global Action Plan 

Adopts the present Plan of action and its annex as 
the UN Global Plan on Trafficking in Persons; and 
 
71. Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of 
the discussion within the UN System of the agenda 
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items related to trafficking in persons, to undertake 
the following steps for the effective follow-up of the 
Plan of Action: 
 
(a) To launch the Plan of Action at a high-level 
segment of its sixty-fifth session; 

 
(b) To examine in three years progress made in the 
implementation of the 
Plan of Action; 
 
(c) To invite the Secretary-General to contribute to 
the future deliberations 
of the General Assembly on the review of the 
implementation and updating of the 
Plan of Action; 
 
(d) To encourage Member States, the United 
Nations and other appropriate 
international, regional and subregional organizations 
to support the implementation 
of the Plan of Action, including through mobilizing 
resources and expertise; 
 
(e) To further encourage non-governmental 
organizations and civil society to 
engage, as appropriate, on how to enhance efforts to 
implement the Plan of Action. 
 
 

 



The United Nations Global Plan of Action to
Combat Trafficking in Persons

Table of Inputs on First Draft

The General Assembly,

PP1. Guided by the purposes and principles of the
Charter of the United Nations and reaffirming its role
under the Charter, including on questions related to
development, peace and security and human rights,

Malaysia: Guided by the purposes and principles of
the Charter of the United Nations and reaffirming its
role under the Charter, including on questions
related to development, peace and security and
human rights

Holy See: …and human rights and dignity
PP.2 Reiterating its strong condemnation of trafficking
in persons, as it constitutes a serious threat to
development, peace and security and human rights,

African Group: Reiterating its strong
condemnation of trafficking in persons, as it
constitutes a serious threat to development, peace
and security and human rights, and that trafficking
in human beings, within and between states, is a
scourge which states are determined to address,

PP.2bis Reiterating its strong condemnation of the
scourge of trafficking in persons, especially of
women and children, within and between States, as a
serious threat to human rights and human
development

PP.2 ter Recognizing that poverty, unemployment
and the search for improved socio-economic
opportunities are contributing factors, making
persons vulnerable to becoming victims of
trafficking,

Colombia: Reiterating its strong condemnation of
transnational organized crime, including trafficking
in persons and the negative effects on development,
peace and security and human rights

Malaysia: Reiterating its strong condemnation of
trafficking in persons, as it constitutes a serious
threat to development, peace and security and
human rights,

Nicaragua: Reiterating its strong condemnation of
trafficking in persons, a form of contemporary
slavery,
Holy See: … and human rights and dignity

Thailand: delete
PP.3 Recalling the Millennium Declaration, adopted in
September 2000, where Member States resolved to
intensify efforts to “fight transnational crime in its entire
dimension including trafficking as well as smuggling in
human beings”,

African Group: PP.3 bis Recognising that
trafficking in persons is a fast-growing criminal
industry that requires effective international
cooperation and collaboration in order to prevent
and suppress trafficking in persons and punish the
perpetrators,

Colombia: delete. Exceeds scope of resolution and
is repetitive with PP2. Would support to bring in
original OP112, resolution 60/1.

Deleted: trafficking in persons

Deleted: as it constitutes a serious
threat to

Deleted: ¶
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PP.4 Reaffirming the General Assembly Resolution
55/25 of 2000, adopting the United Nations Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime and its
supplementing Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children,
which builds on other related conventions and
instruments such as ILO convention 29 and 182,
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery,
the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to
Slavery of 1956, the Convention on the Rights of the
Child and its Optional Protocol on the sale of children,
child prostitution and child pornography, and the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women.

Belarus: …which builds on other related
conventions and instruments such as ILO
conventions 29 and 182…

Canada:…and other related conventions

IOM: add International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families

Japan: Add, after “its supplementing Protocol to
Prevent Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children”, “(hereinafter
“Trafficking in Persons Protocol”)”.

Malaysia: PP.4 Reaffirming the General Assembly
Resolution 55/25 of 2000, adopting the United
Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its supplementing Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children, which
builds on other related conventions and instruments
such as ILO convention 29 and 182, Supplementary
Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave
Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to
Slavery of 1956, the Convention on the Rights of the
Child and its Optional Protocol on the sale of
children, child prostitution and child pornography,
and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination against Women,

PP.5 Recognizing that the aforementioned United
Nations Trafficking in Persons Protocol, which
entered into and its entry into force on 25 December
2003, which provided for the first time an
internationally agreed definition of the crime of
trafficking in persons, aiming at the prevention of
trafficking in persons, protection of its victims and
prosecution of its culprits,

Thailand: Persons, Especially Women and
Children, and other related…

UNICEF: add Optional Protocol on the
Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict

PP.5 Recognizing that the aforementioned United
Nations Trafficking in Persons Protocol, which entered
into force on 25 December 2003, provided for the first
time an internationally agreed definition of the crime of
trafficking in persons, aiming at the prevention of
trafficking in persons, protection of its victims and
prosecution of its culprits,

African Group: Redraft as follows:
Recognizing that the United Nations Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking,
Especially Women and Children aimed at the
prevention of trafficking in persons, protection of its
victims and prosecution of its culprits, provided for
the first time an internationally agreed definition of
the crime of trafficking in persons,

Thailand: …crime of trafficking in persons, aiming
at the prevention of trafficking in persons, protection
of trafficked victims and prosecution of traffickers

Deleted: , which builds on

Deleted: which builds on

Deleted: its
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Malaysia: (see PP.4 above)

Japan: Delete “aforementioned United Nations”

Norway: Paragraph PP5bis
Recalling the outcome of the Conference of the
Parties to the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime at its fourth session,
held in Vienna from 8 to 17 October 2008, as well
as the progress made by the Conference of the
Parties to the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime open-ended interim
Working Group on Trafficking in Persons during its
meeting, held in Vienna on 14 and 15 April 2009.
(taken from A/RES/64/178 pp4)

UNAIDS: …crime of trafficking in persons, aiming
at the prevention of trafficking in persons, protection
of trafficked persons and prosecution of perpetrators
of trafficking,

PP.6 Reaffirming Commission on Human Rights
resolution 2004/110, to appoint a Special Rapporteur on
trafficking in persons, especially in women and children
to highlight the importance of a victims’ rights-based
approach to combating trafficking in persons, especially
women and children and Human Rights Council
resolution 6/14 of 2007 to appoint a Special Rapporteur
on contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes
and consequences,

Thailand: delete

USA: add the Special Rapporteur on Sale of
Children and the Special Representative on Violence
Against Children

PP.7 Recalling the World Summit Outcome Document
(par.111-112) of 2005 adopted by the General Assembly
that (a) expresses the concerns of Member States at the
negative effects on development, peace and security and
human rights posed by trafficking in persons, (b)
recognizes that trafficking in persons continues to pose a
serious challenge to humanity and requires a concerted
international response, and (c) urges all States to devise,
enforce and strengthen effective measures to prevent,
suppress and punish trafficking in persons and to protect
victims,

African Group: Recalling the World Summit
Outcome Document (para. 111-112) of 2005
adopted by the General Assembly that recognizes a)
expresses the concerns of Member States at the
negative effects on development, peace, security and
human rights posed by trafficking in persons, b)
recognizes that trafficking in persons continues to
pose a serious challenge to humanity and requires a
concerted international response, and c) urges all
states to devise, enforce and strengthen effective
measures to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking
in persons and protect victims, that trafficking in
persons continues to pose a serious challenge to
humanity and requires a concerted global response,
based on partnership and cooperation and urges all
states to devise, enforce and strengthen effective
measures to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking
in persons and to protect victims;

Colombia: suggests to keep the original language in
paragraph 112 of the World Summit Document
referred to here.

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: …prevent, suppress and punish
trafficking in persons and to protect trafficked
persons.

PP.8 Recalling that pursuant to a request from Economic Belarus: …reinforced by GA Resolution 61/180

Deleted: its victims

Deleted: its culprits
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and Social Council resolution 2006/27 “Strengthening
international cooperation in preventing and combating
trafficking in persons and protecting victims of such
trafficking”, reinforced by GA Resolution 61/180, the
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against Trafficking in
Persons was established to foster coordination and
cooperation among relevant United Nations agencies
and other international organizations involved in
combating human trafficking,

"Improving the coordination of efforts against
trafficking in persons" (20 December 2006),

Norway: Supporting the role of and cooperating
with the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in
persons, especially ...
[This change would put the emphasis on actual
cooperation with the SP and not just tacit support of
the role.]

PP.9 Recognizing that the launch of UN.GIFT by the
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime in
partnership with International Labor Organization,
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights,
United Nations Children’s Fund, Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe and International
Organization for Migration, in March 2007, and the
Vienna Forum of 13-15 February 2008, provided all
anti-trafficking actors including the United Nations,
governments and civil society organizations a global
forum to share respective experiences and further
highlighted the need to collectively address human
trafficking in a multi-faceted and holistic manner,

OHCHR: Recognizing that the launch of UN.GIFT
by a partnership of UN agencies and IGOs,
including the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime in partnership with International…

IOM: …provided all anti-trafficking actors
including the United Nations…

PP.10 Recalling the General Assembly Thematic Debate
on Human Trafficking of 3 June 2008 giving Member
States a framework for discussion concentrating on the
“three P’s” (prevention, protection and prosecution),
and the General Assembly Interactive Thematic
Dialogue on "Taking Collective Action to End Human
Trafficking" held on 13 May 2009,

Belarus: …held on 13 May 2009 which underlined
the importance of strengthening collective action by
Member States and other stakeholders, including
regional and international organizations, NGOs, the
private sector and media,

PP.11 Recalling all General Assembly resolutions on
measures to eliminate trafficking in persons, including
the aforementioned resolution 63/194 and resolutions
64/178 on “Improving the coordination of efforts against
trafficking in persons” (18 December 2009) and 61/180
also on “Improving the coordination of efforts against
trafficking in persons” (20 December 2006), 61/144 on
“Trafficking in women and girls” (19 December 2006),
and 58/137 on “Strengthening international cooperation
in preventing and combating trafficking in persons and
protecting victims of such trafficking” (22 December
2003),

Belarus: …61/180 and resolutions 64/178 on
"Improving the coordination of efforts against
trafficking in persons" (18 December 2009) and
63/194 also on "Improving the coordination of
efforts against trafficking in persons" (18 December
2008),

Thailand: Recalling all General Assembly
resolutions on measures improve the coordination of
efforts and strengthen international cooperation to
combat and eliminate trafficking in persons, and in
this regard, recognizing that trafficking in persons
continues to post a serious challenge to humanity
and requires a concerted international response
based on a victim-centered approach,

PP.12 Noting the relevant decisions adopted at the
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime:
Decision 1/5, Decision 2/3 and Decision 3/3, on the
implementation of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children,

Thailand: delete

USA: Replace “Noting” with “Recognizing” to
reinforce the primacy of the Conference of Parties to
the Transnational Organized Crime Convention

PP.13 Considering relevant regional mechanisms and
initiatives, such as the Asia-Europe Meeting Action Plan
to Combat against Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Women and Children; ASEAN Declaration against
Trafficking in Persons, Particularly Women and

African Group: Considering Recalling relevant
regional mechanisms and initiatives, such as
…Economic Community of West African States
Declaration on the Fight against Trafficking in
Persons; ECOWAS/ECCAS Joint Plan of Action to

Deleted: 3

Deleted: 94

Deleted: 1

Deleted: 80

Deleted: 20

Deleted: 6

Deleted: to

Deleted: including the aforementioned
resolution 63/194 and resolutions 64/178
on “Improving the coordination of efforts
against trafficking in persons” (18
December 2009) and 61/180 also on
“Improving the coordination of efforts
against trafficking in persons” (20
December 2006), 61/144 on “Trafficking
in women and girls” (19 December
2006), and 58/137 on “Strengthening
international cooperation in preventing
and combating trafficking in persons and
protecting victims of such trafficking”
(22 December 2003)
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Children; Black Sea Economic Cooperation
Organization Action Plan on Cooperation in Combating
Crime; Coordinated Mekong Ministerial Initiative
against Trafficking; Economic Community of West
African States Declaration on the Fight against
Trafficking in Persons; Ouagadougou Action Plan to
Combat Trafficking in Human Beings, Especially
Women and Children; Council of Europe Convention on
Action against Trafficking in Human Beings; OSCE
Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings;
Plan of Action of the Regional Conference on Migration
(the Puebla Process multilateral regional forum of all
Central and North American countries and the
Dominican Republic); Stability Pact for South-Eastern
Europe Task Force on Trafficking in Human Beings, in
Particular in its Organized Forms,

combat Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women
and Children, Ouagadougou Action Plan to Combat
Trafficking in Human Beings; … Stability Pact for
South-Eastern Europe Task force on Trafficking in
Human Beings, in Particular in its Organized Forms,
as well as all other relevant national initiatives;

Canada: Add a reference to the OAS, most notably
the 1st and 2nd meetings of national authorities on
TiP and the development of OAS workplan to
combat TiP.

Colombia: would prefer a general formulation
instead of listings. If facilitators insist on listing,
Colombia would ask to mention the Anti Trafficking
in Persons section of the Organization of American
States.

Colombia would prefer a shorter formulation as
follows:
Recognizing the importance of initiatives and
mechanisms with a regional perspective and its
value in promoting and enhancing sharing of
experiences, technical assistance, cooperation and
mutual legal assistance,

New para 13bis:
Reaffirming that effective action to prevent and
combat trafficking in persons, especially women and
children, requires a comprehensive international
approach in the countries of origin, transit and
destination that includes measures to prevent such
trafficking, to punish the traffickers and protect the
victims of such trafficking, including by protecting
their internationally recognized human rights.

Indonesia: Add reference to Bali Process in list
“…in Particular in its Organized
Forms,”…cognizant of the fact that these initiatives
have complemented and strengthened bilateral
cooperation in various regions as consequence.
These initiatives also demonstrated the political will
that exist in the regions to work together to combat
trafficking in persons and other transnational crimes,
while acknowledging each region possess its own
characteristics of menace. Inviting States to further
build on existing regional agreements, mechanisms,
and efforts as to strengthen a network of anti-
trafficking in persons.”

IOM: add The South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC) Convention on
Prevention and Combating the Trafficking in
Women and Children for Prostitution (2002) and a
regional plan of action to strengthen their
cooperation.

Nicaragua: …(the Puebla Process multilateral
regional forum of all Central and North American
countries and the Dominican Republic); Central
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American Coalition against trafficking in persons
Stability Pact for South-Eastern Europe Task Force
on Trafficking in Human Beings, in Particular in its
Organized Forms,

Thailand: Considering relevant sub-regional,
regional and cross-regional mechanisms and
initiatives, such as the Asia-Europe Meeting Action
Plan to Combat against Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children; ASEAN
Declaration against Trafficking in Persons,
Particularly Women and Children; the Bali Process;

UNICEF: Recommend consideration of other
regional efforts for inclusion such as EU legislation
and initiatives (See: the Stockholm Programme and
new Action Plan, The Stability Pact Task Force on
Trafficking in Human Beings for South Eastern
Europe is not operational any more. It was closed in
November 2004.1)

PP.14 Recognizing the need to develop a global plan of
action against trafficking in persons that will

 promote universal ratification of the UN
Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime and its Trafficking Protocol as well as
other relevant international instruments that
address trafficking in persons,

 reinforce the implementation of existing
instruments against trafficking in persons,

 help Member States to reinforce their
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking
in persons

 promote comprehensive, coordinated and
consistent responses, at the national, regional
and international levels, to counter trafficking
in persons,

 promote a human rights based approach
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons,
protect its victims and prosecute its offenders

 raise awareness within the UN system and also
among States and other stakeholders such as
the business sector, civil society and the
international mass media and the public at
large,

 foster cooperation and coordination among all
relevant stakeholders including Member States,
international organizations, civil society
organizations and the private sector,

1. Adopts the present resolution and its annex as the
United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat
Trafficking in Persons (“the Plan of Action"), and
2. Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of the
discussion at its relevant committees of all their agenda
items related to trafficking in persons to undertake the
following steps for the effective follow-up of the Plan of
Action:

African Group: delete PP14
OP1:
Adopts the present resolution and its annex as the
United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat
Trafficking in Persons (hereinafter referred to as
“the Plan of Action”) and launches the Plan of
Action during the sixty-fourth session of the General
Assembly,

OP 1bis
Decides that the objectives of the United Nations
Plan of Action on Trafficking in Persons shall be:

 To promote universal ratification of the UN
Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Trafficking
Protocol as well as other relevant
international instruments that address
trafficking in persons,

 To reinforce international and regional
cooperation in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the UNCTO and its protocol
and provide technical assistance for an
effective implementation of these
instruments

 To enhance capacity building for those
States in need and to this end create a Trust
Fund for the implementation of the Global
Plan of Action,

 To assist Member States to reinforce their
commitments to prevent and combat
trafficking in persons,

 To promote comprehensive, coordinated

1 See also http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/crime/trafficking/fsj_crime_human_trafficking_en.htm
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(a) To launch the Plan of Action
during the sixty-fourth session;

(b) To encourage Member States, the
United Nations and other
international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to support
the implementation of the Plan of
Action, including through
mobilizing resources and
expertise;

(c) To further encourage civil society
including non-governmental
organizations and the private
sector to engage, as appropriate,
on how to enhance efforts to
implement the Plan of Action;

(d) To invite the Secretary-General to
report annually to the General
Assembly on the implementation
of the Plan of Action,

and consistent responses, at the national,
regional and international levels, to counter
trafficking in persons,

 To promote a human rights based approach
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons,
protect its victims and prosecute its
culprits,

 To raise awareness within the UN system
and also among States and other
stakeholders such as the business sector,
civil society and the international mass
media and the public at large,

 To foster cooperation and coordination
among all relevant stakeholders including
Member States, international organizations,
civil society organizations and the private
sector,

OP.2 Further decides, without prejudice to the
continuation…

(a) To launch the Plan of Action during
the sixty-fourth session;

(d) To invite request the Secretary-
General to report annually to the
General Assembly on the
implementation of the Plan of Action.

d bis) To encourage States to include in
their periodic reporting to relevant
United Nations bodies the challenges
faced and progress made in the fight
against trafficking in persons

d ter) To further request the Secretary-
General to present proposals regarding
developing a monitoring mechanism
for the implementation of the Plan of
Action in his report to the sixty-fifth
session of the General Assembly, to be
considered and adopted by the General
Assembly

Belarus: (b) To encourage Member States, the
United Nations and other international, regional and
sub-regional organizations, including through
interaction within Inter-Agency Coordination Group
to support…

Canada:
Replace bullets with a, b, c, etc.

Bullet 6: …within the UN system and also among
States and other stakeholders such as the private
sector, civil society and the international mass media

OP2(c): add a reference to the media

Colombia: delete PP14

Deleted: business
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Paragraph 1:
Some of the following elements could be included:

 Promote universal ratification and effective
implementation of the Trafficking Protocol
supplementing UNTOC;

 Encourage the adoption of a
comprehensive, balanced and human rights
cased international approach that
emphasizes protection and assistance to the
victims;

 Promote international cooperation and
mutual legal assistance, including at
national and regional levels;

 Raise national and international awareness
to the seriousness of the crime and the risks
for victims;

 Foster coordination of efforts and the
strengthening of synergies between
competent entities of the UN system and
other relevant stakeholders;

Paragraph 2: delete

EU: replace OP2(d) with:
Urges those Member States of the United Nations
that have not yet done so to ratify or accede as soon
as possible to the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children,
considering the central role of these instruments in
the Plan of Action.

Indonesia: Paragraph 2(d) requires the Secretary-
General to report annually about its implementation,
yet many of the paragraphs contained in the draft
plan of action do lack specificities and thus would
render the work of the Secretariat more complex in
gauging with exactness the progress of its
implementation.

IOM: Bullet 2
 reinforce the implementation of existing

instruments against trafficking in persons
and related human rights violations,

Japan:
B ullet 1.
Add, after “promote universal ratification” in line 1,
“,acceptance, approval or accession”.

Add, after “and its Trafficking” in line 2, “in
Persons”.
(rationale) Article 16 of the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol

OP2(b).
Delete “, including through mobilizing resource and
expertise”
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

OP2(d).
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Delete whole paragraph.
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

Malaysia:
bullet 5: ...promote a human rights based balanced
approach, which recognizes the development,
human rights and criminal justice perspectives
necessary to prevent trafficking in persons, protect
its victims and prosecute its culprit,

a) To launch the Plan of Action during the
sixty-fourth session; To examine in three
years progress made in implementation of
the Strategy;

b) To encourage Member States, the United
Nations and other international, regional
and sub-regional organizations to support
the implementation of the Plan of Action,
including through mobilizing resources and
expertise;

c) To further encourage civil society including
non-governmental organizations and the
private sector to engage, as appropriate, on
how to enhance efforts to implement the
Plan of Action;

d) To invite the Secretary-General to report
annually to the General Assembly on the
implementation of the Plan of Action.to
contribute to future deliberations of the
General Assembly on the review of the
implementation of the Strategy;

Singapore: Recognising the need to develop a
global plan of action against trafficking in persons
that will ... reinforce the implementation of existing
instruments against trafficking in persons by State
Parties

Switzerland: In OP 2, you probably mean in fact
the relevant GA Main Committees (i.e. the 3.Com
and 6.Com) when you speak of “its relevant
Committees”. We note in OP 2 b that “to support the
implementation of the Plan of Action, including
through mobilizing resources….” implies that the
financing of the GPoA through the UN general
budget won’t suffice to implement the GPoA and
thus voluntary contributions by States would be
needed
Include a reference to existing best practices and
lessons learnt in PP.14.

Thailand: Recognizing the need to develop a global
plan of action against trafficking in persons that
willfoster cooperation and coordination among all
relevant stakeholders including Member States,
international…

Decides to invite the Secretary-General to report
annually to the General Assembly on the
implementation of the Plan of Action

Deleted: ¶
promote universal ratification of the UN
Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Trafficking
Protocol as well as other relevant
international instruments that address
trafficking in persons,¶
reinforce the implementation of existing
instruments against trafficking in persons,¶
help Member States to reinforce their
commitments to prevent and combat
trafficking in persons¶
promote comprehensive, coordinated and
consistent responses, at the national,
regional and international levels, to
counter trafficking in persons,¶
promote a human rights based approach
necessary to prevent trafficking in
persons, protect its victims and prosecute
its culprits¶
raise awareness within the UN system
and also among States and other
stakeholders such as the business sector,
civil society and the international mass
media and the public at large,¶

Deleted: , without prejudice to the
continuation of the discussion at its
relevant committees of all their agenda
items related to trafficking in persons to
undertake the following steps for the
effective follow-up of the Plan of Action:¶
To launch the Plan of Action during the
sixty-fourth session;¶
To encourage Member States, the United
Nations and other international, regional
and sub-regional organizations to support
the implementation of the Plan of Action,
including through mobilizing resources
and expertise;¶
To further encourage civil society
including non-governmental
organizations and the private sector to
engage, as appropriate, on how to
enhance efforts to implement the Plan of
Action;¶

Deleted: T
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UNICEF: Recommend consideration for rewording
under first and second bullet points: “... as well as
other international human rights standards and
instruments that address trafficking in persons...”;
“... implementation of existing human rights
standards and instruments against trafficking in
persons...”

USA: Delete “Recognizing the need to develop a
global plan of action against trafficking in persons
that will” and replace with “Recognizing the need
to promote universal ratification and implementation
of the UN Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Trafficking Protocol, a
global plan of action could,”
• delete the first 2 bullets
• 3rd bullet: delete “help” and replace with
“encourage”

OP 2 (b): Delete “to support the implementation of
the Plan of Action, including through mobilizing
resources and expertise.” And replace with “to take
appropriate steps for the further implementation of
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol.”
OP 2 (c): Delete “on how to enhance efforts to
implement the Plan of Action” and replace with “on
how to enhance efforts to implement the Trafficking
in Persons Protocol”.
OP 2 (d): Delete paragraph.

ANNEX: PLAN OF ACTION
We, the States Members of the United Nations, reaffirm
our commitments and decide to translate our political
will into intensified efforts and concrete actions to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons, protect and
assist victims of trafficking, prosecute crimes of
trafficking in persons and to promote partnerships to
strengthen coordination and cooperation against
trafficking in persons by:

Facilitators’ Proposal:
We, the States Members of the United Nations,
reaffirm our commitments and decide to translate
our political will into intensified efforts and concrete
actions to prevent and combat trafficking in persons,
protect and assist victims of trafficking, prosecute
crimes of trafficking in persons and to promote
partnerships to strengthen coordination and
cooperation against trafficking in persons by:

African Group: Redraft as follows:
We, the States Members of the United Nations,
determined to put the heinous crime of trafficking in
persons, especially women and children, have
resolved to translate our political will into concrete
actions by adopting the following Plan of Action:

Belarus: …partnerships with all stakeholders to
strengthen coordination and cooperation against
trafficking in persons with the aim to put an end to
this shameful crime by:

Colombia: We, the States Members of the United
Nations, reaffirm our commitment to prevent and
combat trafficking in persons, protect and assist
victims of trafficking, prosecute the crime of
trafficking in persons and resolve to:

Switzerland: In the first line of the annexed GPoA,

Deleted: s

Deleted: and decide to translate our
political will into intensified efforts and
concrete actions

Deleted: s

Deleted: to promote partnerships to
strengthen coordination and cooperation
against trafficking in persons by
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we should not only reaffirm our political
commitments to prevent and combat trafficking in
persons but also our legal obligations to do so.

Thailand: We, the Members States of the United
Nations, reaffirm our commitments and political will
and decide to support our intensified efforts and
concrete actions to prevent and combat trafficking in
persons, protect and assist victims of trafficking and
prosecute crimes of trafficking in persons by
strengthening the UN system in its anti-trafficking
work and promoting partnerships to strengthen
coordination and cooperation against trafficking in
persons. In this regard, we undertake to do the
following

1. Consistently, unequivocally and strongly
condemning trafficking in persons, as it
constitutes a serious threat to development,
peace and security, and human rights;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Consistently and strongly condemning trafficking in
persons, as it constitutes a criminal activity violating
human dignity and has negative effects on
development, peace and security, and human rights;

African Group: To universally condemn trafficking
in all its forms and manifestations.

Colombia: Consistently, unequivocally and strongly
condemn trafficking in persons [as it poses] OR [and
its] negative effects on development, peace and
security, and human rights
New Paragraph 1bis: Recognize that trafficking in
persons for the purpose of exploitation includes, at a
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced
labour or services, slavery or practices similar to
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs as set
forth in the Trafficking Protocol supplementing
UNTOC.

EU: Consistently, and strongly condemning
trafficking in persons, as it constitutes a criminal
activity and has negative effects on development,
peace and security, and human rights;

Holy See: …and human rights and dignity

Thailand: delete

Japan: Change “development, peace and security,
and human rights” to “development, peace and
security, human security and human rights”
(rationale) Trafficking in Persons is a threat to
human security. There are projects funded through
the United Nations Trust Fund for Human Security
which aim at providing assistance to the victims of
trafficking in persons.

2. Ensuring that the promotion and protection of
the human rights of trafficked persons are at the
centre of all efforts to prevent and combat
trafficking in persons.

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Ensuring that the human rights of trafficked persons
are at the centre of all efforts to prevent and combat
trafficking in persons and to protect, assist and

Deleted: States

Deleted: translate our political will into

Deleted: ,

Deleted: and to promote

Deleted: ing

Deleted: ,

Deleted: constitutes a serious threat to

Deleted: unequivocally

Deleted: serious threat

Deleted: to
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provide redress to victims.

African Group: To promote a Human Rights-based
approach to addressing trafficking;

Canada: Ensuring that the human rights of
trafficked persons are at the centre of all efforts to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons and to
protect, assist and provide redress to victims.

China: Ensuring that the severe punishment to
traffickers, decrease and elimination of trafficking in
persons as a crime are at the centre of all efforts to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons.

EU: Switch order of paragraph 2 and 3
New paragraph 2: Taking urgent action to prevent
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and
prosecute its offenders and strengthen partnership…

Holy See: …and human rights and dignity

Malaysia: Ensuring that the promotion and
protection of the human rights of trafficked persons,
preventing trafficking in persons through addressing
its root causes and contributing factors, such as
poverty, underdevelopment, and marginalisation,
and strengthening the criminal justice response are
at the centre of all efforts to prevent and combat
trafficking in persons

Thailand: delete

3. Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking in
persons, protect its victims and prosecute its
culprits and strengthen partnership to these
ends by promoting and attaining universal
ratification and effective implementation of the
United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children as
well as other relevant international instruments,
including ILO convention 29 and 182,
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of
Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child
prostitution and child pornography, and the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking in
persons, protect its victims and prosecute its
offenders and strengthen partnership to these ends
by promoting and attaining universal ratification and
effective implementation of the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children as well as other relevant international
instruments, including ILO convention 29 and 182;
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of
Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956; the Convention
on the Rights of the Child; its Optional Protocol on
the sale of children, child prostitution and child
pornography; its Optional Protocol on the
involvement of children in armed conflict; and the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women;

New Paragraph 3bis
And specifically to consider as a priority, for those
countries that have not done so, ratifying by 2012
the United Nations Convention on Transnational
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent,

Deleted: the

Deleted: promotion and protection of t

Deleted: promotion and protection of
the human rights of trafficked persons

Deleted: culprits
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Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Woman and Children.

African Group: To take urgent action to prevent
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and
prosecute its culprits and strengthen partnership to
these ends by promoting and attaining universal
ratification and effective implementation of the
United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children as well as other
relevant international instruments, including ILO
convention 29 and 182, Supplementary Convention
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956,
the Convention on the rights of the Child and its
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child
prostitution and child pornography, and the
Convention on the Elimination of All forms of
Discrimination against Women;

a) To address the root causes of
trafficking, including poverty,
insecurity, underdevelopment, conflict,
discrimination and exclusion, violence
against women, as well as an increased
demand for sex trade and sex tourism.

b) To reiterate commitment to existing
international, regional, sub-regional
and national instruments and initiatives
on trafficking;

c) To ensure effective coordination and
coherence among the various
instruments and actors;

d) To achieve the objectives of
Prevention, Protection, Prosecution
and Partnership in the fight against
trafficking;

e) To address the demand-and-supply
aspect of trafficking;

f) To address in particular the
vulnerability of women and children;

g) To identify and promote the role of
civil society, especially in awareness-
raising and the provision of relevant
services for victims.

h) To strengthen regional and
international cooperation.

i) To assist member-states to share best
practices and secure technical and
other assistance for implementing the
various instruments and initiatives on
trafficking.

j) To establish a Trust Fund to
compensate victims of trafficking;

k) To establish the primary responsibility
of national governments to take local
action to fight trafficking

Canada: Delete first two lines and begin OP3 with
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… Ratifying and effectively implementing the
United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent,….

Colombia: full stop after Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children.

EU: Switch order of paragraph 2 and 3

Paragraph 3 bis
Taking prompt action, in the case of Member States
that have not yet done so, to ratify or accede to the
United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children and to fully
implement all its provisions, notably the
criminalization of human trafficking in all its forms
as defined in article 3 of the said protocol.

Indonesia: Taking continuously urgent action…

IOM: add International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families

Japan: Add, after “universal ratification”,
“,acceptance, approval or accession”.
(rationale) Article 16 of the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol

Malaysia: To split the paragraph into two as
follows:
Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking in
persons, protect its victims and prosecute its culprits
and strengthen partnership to these ends by
promoting and attaining universal ratification and
effective implementation of the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
and its Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children as well as other relevant international
instruments, including ILO convention 29 and 182,
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of
Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and
Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956, the Convention
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional Protocol
on the sale of children, child prostitution and child
pornography, and the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women;

Promote universal ratification and implementation
of other relevant international legal instruments
related to trafficking in persons such as ILO
convention 29 and 182, Supplementary Convention
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956,
the Convention on the Rights of the Child and its
Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child
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prostitution and child pornography, and the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women;

Norway: Taking urgent action to prevent trafficking
in persons, protect its victims and prosectueits
culprits and strengthen partnersip to these ends by
promoting and attaining, as a matter of priority,
universal ratification and effective implementation
of the United Nations Convention... (continues to
the end unchanged)
[NOTE: The purpose of this change is to highlight
the centrality of the legal framework to combat
trafficking, while removing the repetition of
prevention, protection and prosecution already
outlined in the chapeau of the plan.]

Singapore: Taking urgent action to prevent
trafficking in persons, protect its victims and
prosecute its culprits and strengthen partnership to
these ends by promoting and attaining taking
efforts to promote universal ratification…

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: add Optional Protocol on the
Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict (remove
this reference) and International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families

UNAIDS: Taking urgent action to prevent
trafficking in persons, protect trafficked persons and
prosecute traffickers and strengthen partnership…

USA: After “promoting and..” add “consider, as a
priority, signing and ratifying by 2012” delete
“attaining universal ratification” and change
“effective implementation” to “effectively
implementing…” Delete the list of international
documents and add “as applicable” after
“international instruments.”

4. Recognizing the role of the Conference of the
Parties to the Convention, established in
accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to
improve the capacity of States Parties to
promote and review the implementation of the
Convention, including the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Recognizing that, in accordance with Art.32 of the
United Nations Convention on Transnational
Organized Crime, the Conference of Parties to the
Convention is established to improve the capacity of
States Parties to promote and review the
implementation of the Convention, including the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children;

African Group: Recognizing To Recognize the role
of the Conference of Parties to the Convention,
established…

Canada: Recognizing the primary role of the

Deleted: its victims

Deleted: its culprits
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Conference of Parties to the Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime, established in
accordance with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to improve
the capacity of States Parties to promote and review
the implementation of the Convention, including the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children

EU: Recognizing and supporting the role of the
Conference of Parties, established in accordance
with Art. 32 of the UNTOC, to improve the capacity
of States Parties to promote and review the
implementation of the Convention, and its additional
protocols

Japan: Change “the Conference of Parties to the
Convention” to “the Conference of the Parties to the
Convention”.

Thailand: delete

USA: Delete “Recognizing the role of the
Conference of Parties to the Convention established
in accordance with Art.32 of the UNTOC” and
replace with “Reaffirming that, in accordance with
Art.32 of the UNTOC, the Conference of Parties to
the Convention is established…”

5. Supporting the establishment of a review
mechanism to monitor the implementation of
the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime and its
Protocols;

African Group: Supporting To support the
establishment of a review mechanism…

Belarus: Supporting the establishment of a review
mechanism to monitor the implementation of the
United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Protocols to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children

Canada: replace OP5 with… Encouraging the
Conference of the Parties to the UNTOC
Convention to continue its efforts in exploring
options regarding an appropriate and effective
mechanism to assist the Conference in the review of
implementation of the Convention and Protocols
thereto.

China: delete

Colombia: delete

EU: Supporting the establishment, through the
UNTOC Conference of the Parties, of an effective
review mechanism to monitor the implementation of
the UNTOC and its additional protocols

Indonesia: merge with paragraph 4 as it contains
the same idea. In paragraph 4, it is rightly so
mentioned that the CoP of UNTOC plays an
important role in reviewing the implementation of
the UNTOC. This is echoed by the formulation of

Deleted: to the Convention

Deleted: including the Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking
in Persons, Especially Women and
Children

Deleted: United Nations Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime
and its Protocols
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paragraph 5.

Liechtenstein: Supporting Encouraging the
Conference of States Parties the to establishment of
a review mechanism to monitor the implementation
of the UNTOC and its Protocols;

Thailand: delete

USA: After “establishment” add “through the
UNTOC Conference of Parties, of an effective
pilot” after “Convention” add “and its additional
protocols

6. Taking into account the recommendations of
the Working Group on Trafficking in Persons
established by the Conference of the Parties to
the UN Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Taking into account the activities and
recommendations of the open-ended interim
Working Group on Trafficking in Persons
established by the Conference of the Parties to the
UN Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime;

African Group: Taking To take into account…

Canada: Taking into account the activities and
recommendations of the open-ended interim
Working Group…

Indonesia: add: “Welcoming the progress made by
various activities and working groups under the
auspices of Conference of the State Parties of the
UN Convention against TOC and further
encouraging them to make progresses in the areas of
technical assistance.”

Thailand: delete

7. Supporting the Human Rights Council, and
contributing to its work on the question of the
promotion and protection of human rights for
all in the fight against trafficking in persons;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Supporting the Human Rights Council, and
contributing to its work on the question of the
promotion and protection of human rights for all in
the fight against trafficking in persons;

African Group: Taking To take into account and
support the Human Rights Council…

Thailand: delete
8. Supporting the role of the Special Rapporteur

on trafficking in persons, especially women and
children, the Special Rapporteur on
contemporary forms of slavery, including its
causes and consequences, the Special
Rapporteur on violence against women, its
causes and consequences, Special Rapporteur
on the sale of children, child prostitution and
child pornography, Special Representative to
the Secretary-General on Violence Against
Children and other relevant Special
Rapporteurs and Representatives. The Special
Rapporteurs should assist States by offering
concrete advice, making country visits, liaising

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Supporting the role of the Special Rapporteur on
trafficking in persons, especially women and
children, the Special Rapporteur on contemporary
forms of slavery, including its causes and
consequences, the Special Rapporteur on violence
against women, its causes and consequences,
Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child
prostitution and child pornography, Special
Representative to the Secretary-General on Violence
Against Children and other relevant Special
Rapporteurs and Representatives. The mandate
holders should assist States by offering concrete
advice, making country visits, liaising with the
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with the United Nations and regional
organizations, and reporting on these issues;

United Nations and regional organizations, and
reporting on these issues;

African Group: Supporting To support the role of
the Special Rapporteur…

Canada: Supporting the efforts and specific
mandates of the Special Rapporteur

delete last sentence “The Special Rapporteurs
should…”

China: …Special Representative to the Secretary-
General on Violence Against Children and other
relevant Special Rapporteurs and Representatives
while taking into account the code of conduct for
special procedure mandate holders. The Special
Rapporteurs, at the request or with the consent of
States, should assist States by offering…

EU: …The mandate holders should assist States by
offering concrete advice, making country visits,
liaising with the United Nations and regional
organizations, and reporting on these issues. UN
Member States are asked to accede to requests for
visits by the mandate holders

Indonesia: Special Rapporteurs, upon the request of
Member-State, should assist…”

IOM: add Special Rapp on the Human Rights of
Migrants

Norway: Supporting the role of and cooperating
with the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in
persons, especially…

[This change would put the emphasis on actual
cooperation with the SP and not just tacit support of
the role.]

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Recommend reference be made of the
UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of
Migrants

USA: Delete “The Special Rapporteurs should assist
States by offering concrete advice, making country
visits, liaising with the United Nations and regional
organizations, and reporting on these issues. Add
after “……Representatives” “by acceding to their
requests for country visits in order that they may
assist States in offering recommendations for
improving national responses.”

Deleted: role

Deleted: Special Rapporteurs
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9. Reaffirming the central role of the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
in combating trafficking in persons and
providing technical assistance to implement the
United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime and its
Trafficking in Persons Protocol, by making use
of existing capacity building tools, lessons
learned and expertise available in international
organizations, including inter alia, the
International Framework for Action to
Implement the Trafficking in Persons Protocol;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Reaffirming the central role of the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in combating
trafficking in persons and providing technical
assistance to implement the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
and its Trafficking in Persons Protocol, by making
use of existing capacity building tools, lessons
learned and expertise available in international
organizations, including inter alia, the International
Framework for Action to Implement the Trafficking
in Persons Protocol;

African Group: Reaffirming To stress the central
role of the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime (UNODC)…

Canada: recommend splitting as follows:
9(a) Reaffirming the central role of the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) as
mandated in UNGA resolution 55/25 in combating
trafficking in persons and providing technical
assistance to implement the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
and its Trafficking in Persons Protocol.
9(b) Making use of existing capacity building tools,
lessons learned and expertise available in
international organizations, including inter alia, the
International Framework for Action to Implement
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol

Malaysia: To move up further in the text as point 7,
after the points regarding the Conventions and the
work of the COP. As the main United Nations
agency to combat and coordinate action on TiP, this
paragraph should be moved further up to reflect the
important role of the UNODC.

OHCHR: Paragraph 9bis
Reaffirming the leading role of OHCHR on
promoting a human rights-based approach to all
aspects of combating human trafficking, as provided
for in the Recommended Principles and Guidelines
on Human Rights and Human Trafficking, and as
recognized by the Human Rights Council.

Thailand: “Reaffirm the central role of the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in
providing technical assistance to implement the
United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and its Trafficking in Persons
Protocol;”

USA: Place paragraph after OP 6
10. Also noting the important work of the United

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the
International Labor Organization, and the
International Organization for Migration (IOM)

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Also noting the important work of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, the
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the
International Labor Organization, and the

Deleted: by m

Deleted: ing

Deleted: combating trafficking in
persons and

Deleted: , by making use of existing
capacity building tools, lessons learned
and expertise available in international
organizations, including inter alia, the
International Framework for Action to
Implement the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol
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in the global fight against trafficking in
persons;

International Organization for Migration (IOM) in
the global fight against trafficking in persons;

New Paragraph 10bis
Strongly urging all responsible UN entities to
coordinate their efforts to fight trafficking in persons
effectively and protect the human rights of its
victims, including via the Inter-Agency
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons
and UN.GIFT;

African Group: Also noting To Recognize the
important work of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees…

Belarus: …Refugees (UNHCR), the United Nations
Children's Fund (UNICEF), the International Labor
Organization (ILO), and the International
Organization for Migration (IOM) as well as
International Criminal Police (INTERPOL) and
UNESCO in the global fight against trafficking in
persons;

Colombia: delete. The organizations or entities
mentioned in the document should be restricted to
the ones participating in the Inter-Agency
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons
(ICAT), and for the sake of coherence any of them
should be singularized in a separated paragraph.

EU: Also noting the important work of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, the
United Nations Children’s Fund…

Paragraph 10bis
Strongly urging all responsible UN entities to
coordinate their efforts to fight trafficking in persons
effectively and protect the human rights of its
victims, including via the Inter-Agency
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons
and UN.GIFT;

Paragraph 10ter (moved from paragraph 39)
Commending the role of civil society organizations
and non-governmental organizations in providing
assistance and empowerment to victims of
trafficking and helping them to seek redress as well
as facilitating the care of and provision of
appropriate services to victims, including
meaningful engagement and coordination with law
enforcement officials;

IOM: when analyzing the language of paragraph 9,
the introductory language of paragraph 10 is very
weak and we would appreciate if Member States
could a) recognize (rather than note) the important
work and b) the existing capacity building tools, etc.
of paragraph 9 should be replicated in paragraph 10

Deleted: Refugees
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Japan: Add, after “United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF),” in line 2, “United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR),” .
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

Thailand: replace with “Note the important work of
the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF), the International Labor Organization,
and the International Organization for Migration
(IOM) in the global fight against trafficking in
persons”

UNICEF: Suggest adding reference to the Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR)

11. Making a commitment to address all forms of
trafficking in persons that occur within and
across national borders;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Making a commitment to address all forms of
trafficking in persons that occur within and across
national borders, including as a result of conflict,
instability or humanitarian emergencies;

African Group: To make a commitment to address
all forms of trafficking in persons that occur within
and across national borders and in doing so to
consider establishing direct channels of
communication between the relevant and competent
authorities, agencies and services, including special
units and focal points and where appropriate,
establish joint border patrols trained in the
prevention of trafficking in human beings and
strengthen the existing ones.

11 bis
To adopt appropriate strategies which take into
account the specificity of all cases and further
coordinate the actions at local, national, sub-
regional, regional and international levels in an
inclusive manner

Belarus: …national borders, including trafficking in
human organs, tissue and cells

Canada: Making a commitment to Addressing all
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and
across national borders

EU: Making a commitment to address all forms of
trafficking in persons that occur within and across
national borders, including as a result of conflict,
instability or humanitarian emergencies

Indonesia: Making a commitment to address all
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and
across national borders. The explanation is as

Deleted: Also noting

Deleted: a
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follows: The last part of this paragraph brings
confusion at the technical level as the definition of
trafficking as stipulated by the UNTOC covers both
within and across national border. The last
paragraph is simply redundant. Moreover, the first
part is also redundant because the urge to make
commitment is already being covered by the
chapeau of this draft

Indonesia: Paragraph 11 bis:
Stressing that trafficking in persons are global
problems in nature involving origin, transit and
destination countries, which require comprehensive
international cooperation in combating it.

Indonesia: Paragraph 11ter:
Noting with grave concerns the links between
trafficking in persons and other forms of
transnational crime and are concerned that many of
the trafficking activities were being orchestrated by
criminal networks that were also involved in the
illicit trafficking of narcotics, document fraud,
money laundering, arms smuggling, terrorism and
other transnational crimes.

OHCHR: Making a commitment to address all
forms of trafficking in persons that occur within and
across national borders both in peace time and in the
context of armed conflict;

Thailand: delete

IOM: We would suggest inserting a paragraph that
specifically addresses the issue of internal
trafficking and the need for states to demonstrate
commitment to addressing the problem.

I. Preventing trafficking in persons
12. Mainstreaming the issue of trafficking in

persons into policies and programmes aimed at
addressing economic development, human
rights, rule of law, good governance, natural
disaster and post-conflict reconstruction;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Mainstreaming the issue of trafficking in persons
into policies and programmes aimed at addressing
economic and social development, human rights,
rule of law, good governance, education, natural
disaster and post-conflict reconstruction;

African Group:
I. PreventingPrevention of trafficking in persons
We resolve to undertake the following measures to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons:

12. Mainstreaming To mainstream the issue of
trafficking in persons into policies …

Australia: It would be misleading and unhelpful to
suggest that all human rights policies and
programmes would and should address the issue of
people trafficking as they have a much broader
function.

Belarus: …good governance, education, natural
disaster
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China: Mainstreaming the issue of trafficking in
persons, as appropriate, into…

EU: …at addressing economic and social
development…

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Suggest considering “mainstreaming in
migration managements and gender equality and
empowerment work” and adding “strengthening
child protection systems”

13. Addressing the underlying root causes of
trafficking in persons that make people
vulnerable to exploitation, such as poverty,
inequality, gender discrimination, and a culture
of tolerance towards violence against women
and children;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Addressing the underlying root causes of trafficking
in persons that make people vulnerable to
exploitation by this serious crime, such as poverty,
inequality, armed conflicts, gender discrimination,
social exclusion and marginalization as well as a
culture of tolerance towards violence against
women, young people and children;

African Group: Addressing To address the
underlying root causes of trafficking…

Belarus: …poverty, lack of decent work,
inequality…. women and children as well as armed
conflicts

Canada: vulnerable to exploitation, including
poverty, inequality, lack of opportunity, social
exclusion…

Colombia: delete OR change to:
“Address the social and economic factors that
increase vulnerability to trafficking and create
awareness of trafficking, its causes and
consequences. “

EU: …that make people vulnerable to exploitation
by this serious crime, such as poverty, inequality,
gender discrimination, social exclusion and
marginalization and a culture of tolerance towards
violence against women, young people and children;

Japan: We would like to know if the list of root
causes of trafficking in persons described in this
paragraph is a direct quote of agreed language.

Nicaragua: Addressing the underlying root causes
of trafficking in persons that make people vulnerable
to exploitation, particularly the extreme poverty and
hunger which are the greatest global threat that
requires the collective commitment of the
international community for its eradication, as well
as,…

Deleted: such as
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Holy See: …gender discrimination, armed conflicts,
instability

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Addressing the underlying root causes of
trafficking in persons that make people vulnerable to
exploitation, such as poverty, inequality, gender and
ethnic discrimination, racism, and a culture of
tolerance towards violence against women and
children;

14. Adopting or implementing comprehensive
policies and programmes at the national and
regional levels and other measures to prevent
all forms of trafficking in persons that are in
line with relevant policies and programmes on
migration, education, employment and crime
prevention;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Adopting and implementing comprehensive policies
and programmes at the national and regional levels
and other measures to prevent all forms of
trafficking in persons that are in line with relevant
policies and programmes on migration, education,
employment, empowerment of women, and crime
prevention in accordance with international human
rights standards;

African Group: Adopting To adopt and/or
Implementing implement comprehensive policies
and programmes…

Belarus: 14.bis Encouraging developing by
UNESCO and UNICEF together with other
international organizations, state and private funds,
respective non-governmental organizations
educational programmes aimed at prevention of
human trafficking and their dissemination among
Member States;

Cuba: 14 bis: “Encouraging States Parties to take or
strengthen measures, including through bilateral or
multilateral cooperation, to alleviate the factors that
make persons, especially women and children,
vulnerable to trafficking, such as poverty,
underdevelopment and lack of equal opportunity.”
(A/RES/55/25)

Cuba: 14 ter: “Urging the developed countries to
fulfill their Official Development Commitments in a
timely and predictable manner as been agreed in the
Major United Nations Conferences and Summits, in
order to support the efforts of developing countries
to fight the trafficking in persons.” (Based in
paragraph 309 Final Document Sharm El-Sheikh)

EU: Adopting and implementing comprehensive
policies and programmes at the national and regional
levels and other measures to prevent all forms of
trafficking in persons that are in line with relevant
policies and programmes on migration, education,
employment combating all forms of discrimination
and crime prevention

OHCHR: Adopting or implementing

Deleted: or

Deleted: Adopting or implementing
comprehensive policies and programmes
at the national and regional levels and
other measures to prevent all forms of
trafficking in persons that are in line with
relevant policies and programmes on
migration, education, employment and
crime prevention;
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comprehensive policies and programmes at the
national and regional levels and other measures to
prevent all forms of trafficking in persons that are in
line with relevant policies and programmes on safe
and gainful migration, education, employment,
empowerment of women and participation in
decision-making, and crime prevention and in
accordance with international human rights
standards

Singapore: Adopting or implementing as necessary
comprehensive policies and programmes at the
national and regional levels and other measures, in
line with relevant domestic laws, policies and
programmes on migration, education, employment
and crime prevention, to prevent all forms of
trafficking in persons that are in line with relevant
policies and programmes on migration, education,
employment and crime prevention;”

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Recommend adding: “ human rights and
child rights, gender equality” after “in line with
relevant policies and programme s on migration...

15. Conducting research and collection of
disaggregated data by types of trafficking in
persons, sex and age and data collection into
the nature and extent of all forms of trafficking
in persons, including root causes, trends of
trafficking, information on traffickers, demand
for exploitative services and labour and on the
gaps and shortcomings in anti-trafficking
policies and programmes;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Conducting research and collection of disaggregated
data by types of trafficking in persons, sex and age
and data collection into the nature and extent of all
forms of trafficking in persons, including root
causes, trends of trafficking, information on
traffickers, demand for exploitative services and
labour and on the gaps and shortcomings in anti-
trafficking policies and programmes;

African group: Conducting To conduct research
and collect disaggregated…

15bis To involve local communities, local
authorities, non-governmental organizations, faith-
based organizations, members of civil society and
the business community/sector in awareness-raising
campaigns and to educate them on the provisions of
existing legal instruments on human trafficking,

Belarus: 15.bis Encouraging UNODC together with
IOM and other relevant organizations to work out
the universally acceptable concept definition of the
“victim of trafficking” to be used as a guide by all
law enforcement and other organizations and
agencies in their actions towards the trafficking
victims;

Canada: …trafficking in persons, as well as root
causes, trends of trafficking, information on
perpetrators, the demand that fosters all forms of
exploitation and on the gapstcomings in anti-
trafficking laws, policies and programmes;

Deleted:

Deleted: including

Deleted: traffickers

Deleted: , demand for exploitative
services and labour

Deleted: and shor
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China: Conducting research and collection of
disaggregated data by types of trafficking in
persons, sex and age and data collection into the
nature and extent of all forms of trafficking in
persons, including root causes, trends of trafficking,
information on traffickers, demand for exploitative
services and labour and on the gaps and
shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and
programmes

Colombia: …all forms of trafficking in persons,
including root causes conditions of vulnerability,
trends…

EU: Conducting research and collecting data that
should be suitably disaggregated to enable a proper
analysis of the nature and extent of trafficking in a
comparative fashion;

Nicaragua: and labour and on the gaps and
shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and
programmes; Giving priority to information
provided by national official sources

Singapore: Endeavouring to conduct Conducting
research and collection of disaggregated data by
types of trafficking in persons, sex and age and data
collection into the nature and extent of all forms of
trafficking in persons, including root causes, trends
of trafficking, information on traffickers, demand
for exploitative services and labour and on the gaps
and shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies and
programme

Japan: Delete whole paragraph.
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: suggest adding the following after:
“...gaps and shortcomings in anti-trafficking policies
and programmes, and including participatory and
applied research with men, women and children
who have been identified as victims of trafficking or
potential victims or are considered to be at risk of
trafficking

USA: Delete “by types of trafficking in persons, sex
and age and data collection into the nature and
extent of all forms of trafficking in persons” and
“including”. After “data” add “with the aim of
understanding”.

16. Developing or strengthening processes for the
identification of victims such as those
developed by UNODC and IOM, including
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures
that help to identify trafficked victims among
vulnerable populations;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Developing or strengthening processes for the
identification of victims such as those developed by
UNODC and other organizations, including
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures that
help to identify trafficked victims among vulnerable

Deleted: o

Deleted: of

Deleted: disaggregated data by types of
trafficking in persons, sex and age and
data collection into the nature and extent
of all forms of trafficking in persons,
including root causes, trends of
trafficking, information on traffickers,
demand for exploitative services and
labour and on the gaps and shortcomings
in anti-trafficking policies and
programmes;

Deleted: ¶
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populations;

African Group: Developing or strengthening To
develop and/or strengthen processes for the
identification of victims such as…

Belarus: …nondiscriminatory measures, criteria and
methodology that help…

EU: …by UNODC and other organisations,
including…

Malaysia: Developing or strengthening processes
for the identification of victims such as those
developed by UNODC and IOM, including
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures that
help to identify trafficked victims among vulnerable
populations;

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Developing or strengthening processes
for the identification of trafficked persons, such as
those developed by UNODC and IOM, including
appropriate and non-discriminatory measures that
help to identify trafficked persons among vulnerable
populations;

UNICEF: the aim here is most likely to be “to
proactively identify potential victims among
vulnerable populations without discriminatory
measures”. Also suggest adding at the end of the of
the paragraph “particularly in mixed migration
flows”

17. Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to
discourage the demand that fosters exploitation
and inform persons at risk of being trafficked
and the general public through education and
effective involvement of mass media and
monitoring the effectiveness of such
campaigns;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to
discourage the demand that fosters exploitation of
persons, especially women and children, that leads
to trafficking and inform persons at risk of being
trafficked and the general public through education
and effective involvement of mass media, non-
governmental organizations and the private sector
and monitoring the effectiveness of such campaigns;

New Paragraph 17bis
Stressing the role of education in raising awareness
on the prevention of trafficking in persons and to
promote education in particular human rights
education, and human rights learning as a
sustainable way to prevent trafficking in persons;

New Paragraph 17ter
Reinforcing mechanisms for the registration of
births and the provision of identity documents;

African Group: Promoting To carry out awareness-
raising campaigns to discourage the demand that
fosters…

17bis To stress the role of education in raising

Deleted: and IOM

Deleted: victims

Deleted: victims
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awareness on the prevention of trafficking in
persons and to promote education in particular
human rights education, and human rights learning
as a sustainable way to prevent trafficking in
persons;

17ter To reinforce mechanisms for the registration
of births and the provision of identity documents,

Belarus: …mass media, non-governmental
organizations and private sector, and

17.bis Encouraging the United Nations to organize
global campaign against trafficking in persons in
international mass media with participation of
international organizations, Member States, NGOs
and business community;

Canada: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns to
discourage the demand that fosters all forms of
exploitation, especially women and children, that
leads to trafficking and inform…

Colombia: delete OR change to :
Promote awareness raising campaigns aimed at the
most vulnerable groups by providing potential
victims of trafficking with sufficient information
about the risks of human trafficking

17bis:
Discourage the demand for services of trafficking
persons for sexual exploitation, forced labour,
slavery or other practices similar to slavery and
servitude and, in this connection, promoting zero
tolerance towards all forms of trafficking

EU: Increasing prevention through the promotion
of effective awareness-raising campaigns in
countries of destination to discourage the demand
that fosters exploitation and in country of origins to
inform persons at risk of being trafficked and the
general public. These campaigns should be
conducted through education and effective
involvement of mass media and should be monitored
to assess their effectiveness;

Holy See: …that fosters exploitation and fuels
trafficking

Japan: Delete “and monitoring the effectiveness of
such campaigns”.
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

OHCHR: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns
to discourage the demand as a root cause of
trafficking, which fosters exploitation, including
sexual exploitation, and inform persons at risk of
being trafficked and the general public through
education and effective involvement of mass media
and monitoring the effectiveness of such campaigns;

Deleted: Promoting awareness-raising
campaigns to discourage the demand that
fosters exploitation and inform persons at
risk of being trafficked and the general
public through education and effective
involvement of mass media and
monitoring the effectiveness of such
campaigns;

Deleted: that
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Singapore: Promoting awareness-raising campaigns
to discourage the demand that fosters exploitation of
persons, especially women and children, that leads
to trafficking and inform persons at risk of being
trafficked and the general public through education
and effective involvement of mass media and
monitoring the effectiveness of such campaigns

Thailand: delete

18. Increasing prevention efforts in countries of
destination and transit by focusing on the
demand for trafficked and exploited migrant
labour and forced labour, and the demand for
the goods produced as a result of such labour;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Increasing prevention efforts in countries of
destination and transit by focusing on the demand
for trafficked labour and the goods produced as a
result of such labour;

African Group: Increasing prevention efforts To
develop prevention mechanisms in countries of
destination and…

Australia: Drafters should consider carefully the
specifics of any measures that might in the future be
contemplated as part of action under paragraphs 18
and 19. Any such measures would need to be fully
consistent with international trade obligations.

Belarus: …result of such labour with the
involvement into such efforts of private sector and
civil society;

Canada: Increasing prevention efforts in countries
of origin, destination and transit by focusing on the
demand that fosters all forms of trafficking
including labour trafficking and the demand for the
goods…

EU: delete

Holy See: the phrase “focusing on the demand for
trafficked and exploited migrant and forced labour”
contains two different concepts (trafficking and
exploitation of migrant labour) which need to be
reconsidered, as the exploitative conditions of work
do not automatically qualify as trafficking or forced
labour

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: suggest adding at the end of the
paragraph after “of such labour”; strengthening the
monitoring of labour standards and working
conditions in sectors that are known to be prone to
precarious work or labour exploitation, including in
the informal sectors, and increasing the
identification of sites of exploitation

USA: Add “source,” before “destination.” Change
“…trafficked and exploited migrant labour and
forced labour…” to “trafficked and exploited

Deleted: for trafficked and exploited
migrant labour and forced labour

Deleted: ,

Deleted: and
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labour” Delete “the goods produced as a result of
such labour” and replace with “cheap labor, as well
as addressing the demand for children and the
exploitation of trafficking victims in the commercial
sex trade”

19. Adopting specific measures to combat
trafficking for labour exploitation and calling
on producers and consumers of goods to abide
by these measures;

African Group: Adopting To adopt specific
measures to combat trafficking…

Australia: Drafters should consider carefully the
specifics of any measures that might in the future be
contemplated as part of action under paragraphs 18
and 19. Any such measures would need to be fully
consistent with international trade obligations.

Canada: delete and address outstanding issues with
OP18 and section on prosecution

Colombia: delete

EU: Adopting specific measures to combat
trafficking within countries

Japan: Delete whole paragraph.
(rationale) It is unclear what “specific measures”
are in this paragraph. We therefore would suggest
deleting this whole paragraph.

Nicaragua: 19 bis Adopting specific measures to
eliminate the demand for trafficking in person for
the purpose of sexual exploitation
(A/RES/64/178)PP15

Holy See: the phrase “Adopting specific measures”
is vague and unclear. After §19 a new paragraph
(§19 bis) could be added: Adopting, where
appropriate, and strengthening the existing laws
against prostitution, child pornography and sexual
exploitation

Thailand: delete

Syria: there is a need to adopt specific measures to
combat trafficking for commercial exploitation,
including the exploitation of the prostitution of
others or other forms of sexual exploitation

20. Strengthening the capacity of law enforcement,
immigration and other relevant officials in the
prevention of trafficking in persons, taking into
account the need to respect human rights and
child-and gender-sensitive issues and
encouraging cooperation with non-
governmental organizations, other relevant
organizations and other elements of civil
society;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Strengthening the capacity of law enforcement,
immigration, education, social welfare, labour and
other relevant officials in the prevention of
trafficking in persons, taking into account the need
to respect human rights and child-and gender-
sensitive issues and encouraging cooperation with
civil society, non-governmental organizations and
other relevant organizations;

African Group: Strengthening To strengthen the
capacity of law enforcement, immigration… other
relevant organizations and other elements of civil

Deleted: for labour exploitation and
calling on producers and consumers of
goods to abide by these measures
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society, in accordance with national law;

Belarus: …immigration, education and other
relevant officials

Canada: …taking into account the need to respect
human rights and child-and gender-sensitive issues
and encouraging cooperation with civil society,
including non-governmental organizations, other
relevant organizations;

EU: Strengthening or continuing to strengthen the
capacity…

Holy See: …human rights and child-and best
interest of the child and gender-sensitive
issues...with non-governmental organizations,
religious-based communities…

Singapore: Strengthening the capacity of law
enforcement….and encouraging cooperation, where
appropriate, with non-governmental organizations,
other relevant organizations and other elements of
civil society

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Suggest adding “social welfare, labour”
before “law enforcement, immigration and other
relevant officials”

21. Encouraging the United Nations to work with
Member States and relevant international,
regional and sub-regional organizations to
identify and share best practices to prevent
trafficking in persons.

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Encouraging the United Nations to intensify work
with Member States and relevant international,
regional and sub-regional organizations to identify
and share best practices to prevent trafficking in
persons;

African Group: Encouraging To encourage the
United Nations to work with Member…

Canada: delete or replace with “Working together
and in conjunction with relevant international,
regional and sub-regional organizations to identify
and share best practices to prevent trafficking in
persons.”

Cuba: 21 bis: “Encouraging national efforts being
made to prevent and combat this scourge and to
work together in a collaborative manner and within
a regional and international framework without
imposing unilateral requirements or evaluations on
States.” (Based in paragraph 509 Final Document
Sharm El-Sheikh)

Indonesia: Encouraging the United Nations to
intensify work with

Thailand: delete
II. Protecting and assisting victims of trafficking Facilitators’ Proposal:

Deleted: and other elements of civil
society
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22. Reaffirming that the promotion and protection
of human rights for all and effective measures
to respond to trafficking in persons are
complementary and mutually reinforcing;

Reaffirming that the promotion and protection of
human rights for all and effective measures to
respond to trafficking in persons are complementary
and mutually reinforcing;

African Group:
Protecting and assistingProtection of and
assistance to victims of trafficking

We resolve to undertake the following measures
reaffirming that the promotion and protection of
human rights and effective measures to respond
to trafficking in persons are complementary and
mutually reinforcing:

Paragraph 22: delete

Canada: delete (repetitive with OP1 and 2)

Thailand: delete

23. Stressing the need to promote and protect the
rights of victims of trafficking in persons and to
(re-) integrate both victims and perpetrators in
the community, in line with the Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights
Guidelines on Human Rights and Human
Trafficking and the UNICEF Guidelines on the
Protection of Child Victims of Trafficking;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Stressing the need to promote and protect the rights
of victims of trafficking in persons and to (re-)
integrate victims into the community, in line with
the Office of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights Recommended Principles and Guidelines on
Human Rights and Human Trafficking and the
UNICEF Guidelines on the Protection of Child
Victims of Trafficking;

African Group: Stressing To stress the need to
promote and protect the rights of victims of
trafficking in persons and to (re-) integrate victims
in the community taking into consideration the
supportive role of the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and the
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in this
regard;

Colombia: …(re-)integrate victims in the
community, in

EU: Stressing the need to promote and protect the
rights of victims of trafficking in persons, taking
into account the Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights Guidelines on Human Rights and
Human Trafficking and the UNICEF Guidelines on
the Protection of Child Victims of Trafficking and
stressing also the need to reintegrate the victims in
society;
23bis Stressing the need to fully implement the
respective Articles referring to victim protection of
UNTOC and its additional Protocols
IOM: add IOM’s Handbook on Direct Assistance
for Victims of Trafficking is cited as one of the three
concrete tools that provides detailed guidance on
protection and assistance translating the Protocol’s
provisions into a human rights based approach to
implementation
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OHCHR: … in line with the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights Recommended
Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights…

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Stressing the need to promote and protect
the rights of trafficked persons and to (re-) integrate
both them and perpetrators in the community;

UNICEF: Recommend reference to the UN
Guidelines on Justice in Matters Affecting Child
Victims and Witnesses of Crime

USA: Delete “both” and “and perpetrators.”
The correct title of OHCHR’s document is
“Recommended Principles and Guidelines on
Human Rights and Human Trafficking.” Add at
the end of paragraph “..and the WHO’s Ethical and
Safety Recommendations for Interviewing
Trafficked Women.”

24. Ensuring that national legislation recognizes
trafficked persons as victims of crime
regardless of nationality, gender, age or form of
exploitation or similar features;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Ensuring that national legislation recognizes
trafficked persons as victims of crime and that such
legislation effectively criminalizes all forms of
trafficking, regardless of the type of exploitation or
the characteristics of the victim;

African Group: Ensuring To ensure that national
legislation recognizes trafficked persons as victims
of crime regardless of nationality, gender, age or
form of exploitation or similar features, while
encouraging national legislation to criminalize
trafficking in human beings;

Canada: replace with “Ensuring that national
legislation effectively criminalizes all forms of
trafficking, regardless of the type of exploitation of
the characteristics of the victim”

EU: Ensure that trafficked persons are recognised,
first and foremost, as…

Japan: We think that it is not appropriate for this
Plan of Action to give guidance to the content of
national legislation.

OHCHR: Ensuring that national legislation
recognizes trafficked persons as victims of a crime
regardless of nationality, immigration status, gender,
age or form of exploitation or similar features

Singapore: Ensuring that national legislation
recognizes trafficked persons trafficked persons are
treated as victims of crime regardless of nationality,
gender, age or form of exploitation or similar
features

Thailand: delete

Deleted: victims of trafficking in
persons
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UNICEF: Suggest adding “immigration status” to
the current list beginning with “nationality, gender,
age or form of exploitation or similar features”’;
suggest further adding “... and irrespective of the
collaboration of the victim of trafficking with law
enforcement authorities, the outcome of a related
trial and a conviction of the perpetrator under the
anti-trafficking law”

USA: delete
25. Reviewing existing national services available

to national and foreign victims of trafficking,
and strengthening those services where needed
as well as supporting the establishment or
strengthening of national referral mechanisms;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Reviewing existing national services available to
victims of trafficking, according to Article 6 of the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish trafficking
in persons and strengthening those services where
needed as well as supporting the establishment or
strengthening of national referral mechanisms;

African Group: Reviewing To review existing
national services available to national and foreign
victims of trafficking, and to strengthening those
services, where needed as well as supporting the
establishment or strengthening of national referral
mechanisms;

Canada: …of national referral mechanisms, as
appropriate.

EU: Reviewing existing national services available
to national and foreign victims of trafficking,
according to Article 6 of the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish trafficking in persons and
strengthening those services where needed as well as
supporting the establishment or strengthening of
referral mechanisms

Japan: Change “services” to “measures”.
We think that it is up to each State to decide

whether or not they support the establishment or the
strengthening of referral mechanisms.
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

OHCHR: referral mechanisms as well as by
creating the institution of a National Rapporteur on
trafficking in persons;

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Reviewing existing national services
available to national and foreign trafficked persons,
and strengthening those services where needed as
well as supporting the establishment or
strengthening of national referral mechanisms

UNICEF: Needs clarification on what is meant by
“national services”. It is unclear whether this means
services that are provided by the state (i.e.
government) or whether “national services” means
all services including those implement by NGOs,
civil society and international organizations. Also

Deleted: national

Deleted: victims of trafficking
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suggested replacing the word “foreign” with “non-
national”

26. Strengthening the capacity of service providers
and others likely to encounter and identify
possible victims of trafficking, such as law
enforcement personnel, border control officers,
consular embassy officials, judges and
prosecutors and peacekeepers, and ensuring the
availability of needed resources to the relevant
sectors and institutions, including those of civil
society;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Strengthening the capacity of service providers and
others likely to encounter and identify possible
victims of trafficking, such as law enforcement
personnel, border control officers, labor inspectors,
consular embassy officials, judges and prosecutors
and peacekeepers, and ensuring the availability of
needed resources to the relevant sectors and
institutions, including those of civil society;

African Group: Strengthening To strengthen the
capacity of service providers…

Canada: …consular embassy officials. judges and
prosecutors and peacekeepers, and…

EU: Strengthening or continuing to strengthen
social protection mechanisms and the capacity and
training of service providers and others, as stipulated
by Art. 29 of UNTOC and Art. 10 of the Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons;

Japan: Change “service providers and others” to
“officials”.
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Strengthening the capacity of service
providers and others likely to encounter and identify
possible trafficked persons, such as…

UNICEF: Again suggest adding “social welfare and
labour personnel and professionals in the health
sector” to the currently listed entities such as “law
enforcement, border control offices, consular
embassy officials, judges and prosecutors and
peacekeeper”

USA: After “border control officers” add “labor
inspectors”

27. Preventing secondary victimization in the
context of investigations, in the judicial system
and in victim assistance programmes, including
by adopting appropriate measures to ensure that
victims of trafficking are not penalized for
engaging in illicit activities as a direct result of
being trafficked or as a result of coercion;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Preventing re-victimization in the context of
investigations, in the judicial system and in victim
assistance programmes, including by adopting
appropriate measures to ensure that victims of
trafficking are not penalized for engaging in illicit
activities as a direct result of being trafficked or as a
result of coercion;

African Group: Preventing To prevent secondary
victimization…

Canada: replace with “Urges Governments to take
all appropriate measures to ensure that victims of
trafficking are not penalized for being trafficked and
that they do not suffer from victimization as a result

Deleted: ,

Deleted: likely to encounter and
identify possible victims of trafficking,
such as law enforcement personnel,
border control officers, consular embassy
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of actions taken by government authorities, and
encourages Governments to prevent, within their
legal framework and in accordance with national
policies, victims of trafficking in persons from being
prosecuted for their illegal entry or residence.“

EU: Preventing re-victimization, as stipulated by
Art. 9 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons;

Holy See: §27, page 7: after the “illicit activities”
include or for being irregular migrants

Japan: Add, after “measures” in line 3, “within the
limits of domestic law of each Member States”.

Add, after “victims of trafficking” in the same line,
“in persons”.

Add, after “are not penalized” in the same line, “in
appropriate cases”.
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Preventing secondary victimization in the
context of investigations, in the judicial system and
in assistance programmes for trafficked persons,
including by adopting appropriate measures to
ensure that trafficked persons are not penalized…

UNICEF: Currently the paragraph only makes
reference to one aspect of “means” used to
trafficking people, namely coercion. Singling out
one “means” places undue weight to the element and
loses out the significance of others. Also suggest
including also reference to the protection from
sanctions under other than criminal law: “... ensure
that victims of trafficking are not ‘sanctioned or’
penalised for ‘illegal entry or stay’ or engaging...

28. Protecting the privacy and identity of victims of
trafficking in persons before, during and after
criminal proceedings, including, inter alia, by
making legal proceedings relating to such
trafficking confidential;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Protecting the privacy, identity, and safety of
victims of trafficking in persons and their families
before, during and after criminal proceedings;

African Group: Protecting To protect the privacy
and identity of victims…

EU: Protecting the privacy and identity and
promoting the safety of witnesses, victims of
trafficking in persons and their families, in particular
before, during and after criminal proceedings, as
stipulated by Art. 24 and Art. 25 of UNTOC and
Art.6 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons;

Holy See: It is unclear what is meant by “making
legal proceedings relating to such trafficking
confidential” and what such confidentiality will
entail

Deleted: secondary

Deleted: in the context of
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Singapore: In appropriate cases and to the extent
possible under its domestic law, Pprotecting the
privacy and identity of victims of trafficking in
persons before, during and after criminal
proceedings, including, inter alia, by making legal
proceedings relating to such trafficking confidential

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Protecting the privacy and identity of
trafficked persons before…

UNICEF: Suggest adding explicit reference to data
protection

USA: After “..proceedings” delete “including, inter
alia, by making legal proceedings relating to such
trafficking confidential.”

29. Protecting victims and witnesses from
retaliation or intimidation, including by
ensuring their physical safety;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Protecting victims and witnesses from retaliation or
intimidation, including by ensuring their physical
safety;

African Group: Protecting To protect victims and
witnesses…

EU: delete

Singapore: Protecting victims and witnesses from
retaliation or intimidation, including by ensuring
their physical safety Endeavouring to provide for
the physical safety of victims of trafficking in
persons while they are within its territory

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Protecting trafficked persons and
witnesses from retaliation or intimidation, including
by ensuring their physical safety;

UNICEF: Suggest reference be made to the special
needs of child victims and witnesses of crime as per
the ECOSOC Resolution of 2005/20 on Guidelines
on Justice in Matters involving Child Victims and
Witnesses of Crime. Also suggest adding reference
to the “safety of their family members when
necessary”

USA: Request revision as follows: “Protecting
victims and witnesses from retaliation or
intimidation, and facilitating their cooperation with
law enforcement, including by ensuring their
physical safety, and devising alternatives to
incarceration or criminal detention.”

30. Providing assistance and services for the
physical, psychological and social recovery of
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation in
cooperation with non-governmental
organizations, other relevant organizations and

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Providing assistance and services for the physical,
psychological and social recovery of trafficked
persons and their rehabilitation in cooperation with
non-governmental organizations, relevant
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other elements of civil society; organizations and sectors of civil society;

African Group: Providing To provide assistance
and services for the physical, psychological and
social recovery of trafficked persons and their full
rehabilitation in their communities in cooperation
with sub-regional, regional and international
organizations as well as non-governmental
organizations, other relevant organizations and civil
society;

EU: Providing assistance and services for the
physical, psychological and social recovery of
trafficked persons and their rehabilitation in
cooperation with non-governmental organizations,
other relevant organizations and other actors of civil
society, as stipulated by Article 6 of the UN
Protocol on Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in persons

Holy See: §30, page 7: it is imprecise whether the
activities of “providing assistance and services” will
be primarily funded by the United Nations trust fund
(cf. §36). Further, after “non-governmental
organizations” include religious-based communities

Japan: Change “and their full rehabilitation” to
“and their rehabilitation”.
(rationale) It is not always possible to achieve
victims’ “full” rehabilitation.

Singapore: Considering the implementation of
measures to provide for the physical, psychological
and social recovery of victims of trafficking
trafficked persons and their full rehabilitation
including, in appropriate cases, in cooperation with
non-governmental organizations, other relevant
organizations and other elements of civil society

Thailand: delete
31. Adopting legislative or other appropriate

measures to allow foreign victims to legalize
their immigration status or pursue permanent
residency or citizenship, in appropriate cases;

African Group: Adopting legislative or other
appropriateTo enact, where it does not already exist,
and adopting legislative or other appropriate and all
necessary measures to allow foreign victims to…

Canada: Adopting legislative or other appropriate
measures to allow foreign victims to remain in the
territory temporarily or permanently, in appropriate
cases;

EU: Adopting legislative or other appropriate
measures that may permit victims of trafficking in
persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or
permanently, in appropriate cases, as stipulated by
Art. 7 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons;

IOM: OP31bis “Making use of available technical
assistance to member states in providing assistance
for protection of victims of trafficking in persons,
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including inter alia, by IOM”

Japan: Change whole paragraph to “Considering
the adoption of legislative or other appropriate
measures that permit victims of trafficking in
persons to remain in its territory, temporarily or
permanently, in appropriate cases”.
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations
to quote Article 7 paragraph 1 of the Trafficking in
Persons Protocol.

Malaysia: delete

OHCHR:…permanent residency or citizenship,
including access to the asylum process, in
appropriate cases…

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Adopting legislative or other appropriate
measures to allow foreign trafficked persons to
legalize…

UNICEF: Ideally, paragraph 41 should come before
paragraph 31 or else the two paragraphs can be
combined. Recommend language to propose
reflection and recovery period, possibilities for
temporary residency, and possibilities that
temporary residency is reckonable towards a long-
term status – pathways to permanent residency and
citizenship

USA: After “..citizenship” add “..or obtain
temporary work permits,

32. Ensuring the commitment by countries of
origin to accept their nationals back and
facilitate access to care and services and
ensuring that the return of a foreign suspected
victim of trafficking in persons to a State of
which that person is a citizen or permanent
resident is voluntary and is conducted with due
regard for the safety of that person;

African Group: Ensuring To ensure the
commitment by countries of origin… and is
conducted with due regard respect for the safety of
that person;

Australia: retains the right to remove unlawful non-
citizens involuntarily, consistent with international
obligations and Australian domestic law.

Canada: …of which that person is a citizen or
permanent resident is preferably voluntary and…

China: Ensuring the commitment by countries of
origin to accept their nationals back and facilitate
access to care and services and ensuring that the
return of a foreign suspected victim of trafficking in
persons to a State of which that person is a citizen or
permanent resident and is voluntary and is
conducted with due regard for the safety of that
person

Cuba: Ensuring the commitment by countries of
origin to accept in accordance with national
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legislation their national back and facilitate access
to care and services and ensuring that the return of a
foreign suspected victim of trafficking in person to a
State of which that person is a citizen or permanent
resident is voluntary and is conducted with due
regard for the safety of that person

EU: Ensuring the commitment by countries of
origin to accept their nationals back and ensuring
that the return is conducted with due regard to safety
and shall preferably be voluntary, as stipulated by
Art. 8 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons;

Holy See: after “safety” include and dignity

Japan: Change “is voluntary” to “is preferably
voluntary”.
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations
to adhere to Article 8 paragraph 2 of the Trafficking
in Persons Protocol.

OHCHR: …of a foreign suspected presumed victim
of trafficking in persons…

Singapore: permanent resident is voluntary and is
conducted with due regard for the safety of that
person

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: …facilitate access to care and services
and ensuring that the return of a foreign suspected
trafficked person…

UNICEF: Suggest inclusion of family tracing and
family assessment as additional requisite to the
currently identified requisites of voluntariness and
due regard for safety for the return of trafficked
victims. Further suggest inclusion of a sentence or a
creation of a new paragraph along the lines of
“Individual case assessment is done for each
individual person, including a best interests
determination for children, taking the child’s own
views into account, and that includes also family
tracing and assessment, prior to a decision about
stay or return being made

USA: delete
33. Adopting labour laws that provide legal rights

and protections for workers at high risk for
trafficking;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Adopting labour laws that provide legal rights and
protections for workers at high risk of being
trafficked;

African Group: Adopting To adopt labour laws that
provide legal rights and protections for workers at
high risk of trafficking …

Belarus: … trafficking and encouraging
involvement of labour market institutions in the

Deleted: facilitate access to care and
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fight against human trafficking;

Canada: clarify that protections would be afforded
to all workers

EU: delete

Japan: We would like to seek clarification as to
whether the purpose of this paragraph is to protect
workers that are often subject to victimization by
establishing labor laws that provides workers with
rights and adequate protection.

OHCHR: Adopting labour laws that provide legal
rights and protections for workers at high risk of
being trafficked

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Suggest moving the sentence to the
prevention section and adding here a reference to the
possibility of labour migrants and persons who have
worked under exploitative conditions to seek and
receive legal advice and assistance in claiming their
rights without risking sanctions due to an
undocumented immigration status and / or working
situation

34. Providing specialized services to identified
victims of trafficking in persons, including
access to HIV prevention, treatment, care and
support services;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Providing specialized services to identified victims
of trafficking in persons, in line with Article 6 of the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children, including access to comprehensive health
services, such as access to HIV prevention,
treatment, care and support services, taking into
account that human trafficking for the purposes of
sexual exploitation has serious, immediate and long
term implications for health, including sexual and
reproductive health;

African Group: Providing To provide specialized
services …

China: Providing specialized services to identified
victims of trafficking in persons, such as access to
HIV prevention, treatment, care and support services

EU: Providing specialized services to identified
victims of trafficking in persons, in line with Article
6 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children, including access to comprehensive health
services, including access to HIV prevention,
treatment, care and support services, taking into
account that human trafficking for the purposes of
sexual exploitation has serious, immediate and long
term implications for health, including sexual and
reproductive health;
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Japan: Delete whole paragraph.
(rationale) Reference is already made to the
provision of assistance and services for physical
recovery in paragraph 30 which is based on Article 6
paragraph 3 of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol.
We also think that there is no reason to emphasize
the provision of HIV / AIDS prevention, treatment,
care and support services.

Singapore: Providing, where appropriate,
specialized services to identified victims of
trafficking in persons, including access to HIV
prevention, treatment, care and support service

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Providing access to specialized services,
which shall be voluntary, confidential and with
informed consent, to identified trafficked persons,
including HIV prevention, treatment, care and
support services,

UNICEF: Suggest inclusion of other services such
as “legal and psycho-social services and health”
services. Giving “access to HIV prevention …
services” as a sole example in this paragraph further
reinforces the current misconception that trafficking
occurs only for the end purpose of sexual
exploitation. Also, given the gaps in formal victim
identification process, it is suggested that “providing
specialised services” be made not only to identified
victims of trafficking but also “suspected” victims of
trafficking “on a confidential basis with informed
consent”

35. Providing appropriate assistance and protection
to children who are victims of trafficking or at
risk of being trafficked, including for purposes
such as illegal adoption or the removal of
organs, including ensuring appropriate services
and measures to guarantee the physical and
psychological well-being of trafficked children
as well as their education and reintegration in
coordination with existing child protections
systems;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Providing appropriate assistance and protection in
the best interest of the child to children who are
victims of trafficking or at risk of being trafficked,
including for purposes such as the removal of organs
or adoption for the purpose of exploitation,
including ensuring appropriate services and
measures to guarantee the physical and
psychological well-being of trafficked children as
well as their education and reintegration in
coordination with existing child protections systems;

African Group: Providing To further provide
appropriate assistance and protection to…

Canada: replace with ”Ensuring that all actions
undertaken in relation to child victims and children
at risk should be guided by applicable human rights
standards and in particular by the principles of
protection and respect for children’s rights as set out
in the UN CRC and in its Optional Protocol on the
sale of children, child prostitution and child
pornography. Child victims are entitled to special
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protection measures, irrespective of their legal status
both as victims and as children, in accordance with
their special rights and needs. In all actions
concerning children at risk and child victims, the
best interest of the child shall be the primary
consideration.”

Colombia: Providing appropriate assistance and
protection to children who are victims of trafficking
or at risk of being trafficked, including for purposes
such as illegal adoption or the removal of organs,
including…

EU: Providing appropriate assistance and protection
in the best interest of the child to children who are
victims of trafficking, as stipulated in Art. 6 para 4
of the Palermo Protocol, including…

OHCHR: …including by ensuring appropriate
services…

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Providing appropriate assistance and
protection to children who are trafficked or at risk of
being trafficked…

UNICEF: Suggest change the currently cited end
purposes of “illegal adoption” to either “child
marriage” as an example or “adoption for the
purpose of exploitation”. Referring only to “illegal
adoption” does not send the right message as “illegal
adoption” may not be for the end purposes of
exploitation by the adopting parties as the illegality
is mostly undertaken in processing papers for
adoption. Referring to “illegal adoption” is like
confusing the concepts of “smuggling” and
“trafficking” where the former focuses on the
illegality and the latter on exploitation

USA: After “..trafficking or” add “..to the best
extent possible, those…”.
Delete “including for purposes such as illegal
adoption or the removal of organs.”

36. Urging the General Assembly to establish a
United Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation
and compensation of victims of the most
serious forms of trafficking in persons, with a
special focus on women and children, and
requesting the Secretary-General to entrust
UNODC with managing the trust fund;

African Group: Urging To urge the General
Assembly to establish a United Nations Trust…

Australia: it would be more appropriate for funding
issues to be addressed in 5th Committee discussions
or in other UN fora (such as the Conference of
Parties to the UN Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime (UNTOC) and the Commission on
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice). Funding
needs to be handled in a manner consistent with the
usual budgetary measures.

EU: delete

Holy See: Setting up a United Nations trust fund for
victims is worthwhile.
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IOM: In addition to the managing agency however,
we suggest the establishment of a Steering
Committee, as is usually the practice. Given IOM’s
work and capacity on compensation and reparation
of victims of other human rights violations, we
would gladly volunteer to be part of such a Steering
Committee

Japan: We think that the establishment of a trust
fund for victims of trafficking in persons is
questionable. There already exist trust funds for
assisting victims of trafficking in persons such as the
United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund on
Contemporary Forms of Slavery and the United
Nations Trust Fund for Human Security and
duplication of funds must be avoided.

With reference to A/RES/46/122 which established
the abovementioned trust fund on contemporary
forms of slavery, the description of the criteria for
this new trust fund for the victims of trafficking in
persons is not sufficient. Having said that, we think
that this plan of action is not the right place to refer
to the establishment of a trust fund.

In any case “and compensation” in line 2 should be
deleted.

OHCHR: …trust fund for the…
[alternative: To consider reinforcing the existing
Trust Fund for Victims of Contemporary Forms of
Slaver, administered by OHCHR, which already
provides a substantial portion of its funding to
rehabilitation of victims of trafficking, including by
altering the name of the Fund to better reflect its role
in assisting the victims of trafficking through efforts
at the UN level. Providing compensation to the
victims of trafficking, including through
confiscation of the assets of traffickers, should be
properly addressed through the national judicial
system of each Member State. Effective monitoring
of the process for provision of compensation to the
victims should be established on the national level in
order to ensure fairness and accountability of such
process in the service of the human rights of the
victims.]

Switzerland: It seems odd to urge the GA to do so
in an annex of the same GA resolution, especially if
such a political request at international level is
mentioned among many other measures of a more
technical character to be implemented on the
national level. In other words, shouldn’t such an
urgent request be mentioned in the draft resolution
itself?
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a United Nations trust fund for the rehabilitation and
compensation of persons who have experienced the
most…

USA: delete
37. Providing victims of trafficking the possibility

of obtaining compensation from confiscated
proceeds of crime, at the national level;

Facilitators’ Proposal: delete

African Group: delete

Canada: Providing victims of trafficking the
possibility of obtaining compensation from
confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national level

China: Endeavoring to provide victims of
trafficking the possibility of obtaining compensation
from confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national
level

Colombia: delete OR change to
Adopt measures that offer victims of trafficking in
persons the possibility of obtaining compensation
for damage suffered

EU: delete

Japan: Delete whole paragraph.
(rationale) It is irrelevant to impose obligations as
such on States.

Singapore: Where appropriate and applicable,
Pproviding victims of trafficking the possibility of
obtaining compensation for damage suffered from
confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national level’)

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Providing trafficked persons the
possibility of obtaining compensation from
confiscated proceeds of crime, at the national level;

UNICEF: Suggest adding reference to standard
procedures of compensation for victims of crime to
the extent that they exist at the national level: “...
possibility of obtaining compensation for victims of
crime, including from confiscated proceeds

38. Adopting measures to assist victims in pursuing
civil damages against their traffickers;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Adopting measures to ensure that victims can seek
compensation for the damage suffered as stipulated
by Article 25 paragraph 2 of UNTOC and Article 6
of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and
Children;

African Group: Adopting To adopt measures to
assist victims in pursuing civil damages against their
traffickers;

Belarus:…services, including shelters for
rehabilitation, to victims, as well as meaningful

Deleted: victims of

Deleted: victims of t

Deleted: ing

Deleted: including
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EU: Adopting measures to ensure that victims can
seek compensation for the damage suffered as
stipulated by Art. 25 para 2 of UNTOC and Article 6
of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons ;

OHCHR: Adopting measures to effectively assist
victims in pursuing civil damages against their
traffickers

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Adopting measures to assist trafficked
persons in pursuing civil damages against their
traffickers;

39. Commending the role of civil society
organizations in providing assistance and
empowerment to victims of trafficking and
helping them to seek redress as well as
facilitating the care of and provision of
appropriate services to victims, including
meaningful engagement and coordination with
law enforcement officials;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Acknowledging the important role of civil society
organizations in providing assistance and
empowerment to victims of trafficking and helping
them to seek redress as well as facilitating the care
of and provision of appropriate services to victims,
including meaningful engagement and coordination
with law enforcement officials;

African Group: (PLEASE NOTE THAT PARAS.
39 - 41 were re-arranged thus: previous para 39 now
41, 40 moved to 39 and 41 moved to 40. This was to
ensure that the issue of the role of the CSOs is not
placed in the middle of actions by member states)

New Paragraph 39:
Ensuring that domestic To ensure that national legal
or administrative systems include measures to
provide information to victims regarding their rights,
the relevant court and administrative proceedings
and assistance to enable their views and concerns to
be presented and considered at appropriate stages of
such proceedings;

Belarus: …facilitating the care of and provision of
appropriate services, including shelters for
rehabilitation, to victims, as well as meaningful
engagement and coordination with law enforcement
officials;

Canada: recommend moving to preamble

EU: moved to paragraph 10 ter

OHCHR: …officials, and to provide support to
victims by providing financial assistance to service
providers, as well as extend protection to ensure the
safety of victims and service providers;

Singapore: Considering, where appropriate, the
adoption of Adopting measures to assist victims in
pursuing civil damages against their traffickers

Thailand: delete

Deleted: assist

Deleted:

Deleted: in pursuing civil damages
against their traffickers

Deleted: victims

Deleted: including
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UNAIDS: Commending the role of civil society
organizations in providing assistance and
empowerment to trafficked persons and helping
them to seek…

USA: Delete “Commending” and replace with
“Acknowledging the important…”. Delete sentence
starting with “including” and replace with “and
encouraging law enforcement agencies to explore
ways to enhance meaningful engagement and
coordination with civil society organizations

40. Ensuring that domestic legal or administrative
systems include measures to provide
information to victims regarding their rights,
the relevant court and administrative
proceedings and assistance to enable their
views and concerns to be presented and
considered at appropriate stages of such
proceedings;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Ensuring that domestic legal or administrative
systems include measures to provide information to
victims in a language they understand regarding
their rights, the relevant court and administrative
proceedings and assistance to enable their views and
concerns to be presented and considered at
appropriate stages of such proceedings;

African Group: New paragraph 40
Providing suspected To provide victims of
trafficking in persons with a recovery and reflection
period in order for them to recover and escape the
influence of traffickers and/or to take an informed
decision on cooperating with the competent
authorities, during which period it shall not be
possible to enforce any order to expel the suspected
victim from the State’s territory.

EU: …appropriate stages of such proceedings as
stipulated by Art. 25 of UNTOC and Art. 6 of the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons

Singapore: Ensuring that domestic legal or
administrative systems include contains measures to
provide information to victims of trafficking in
persons, in appropriate cases regarding their rights,
the information on relevant court and administrative
proceedings and assistance to enable their views and
concerns to be presented and considered at
appropriate stages of such proceedings criminal
proceedings against offenders, in a manner not
prejudicial to the rights of the defence

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Ensuring that domestic legal or
administrative systems include measures to provide
information to trafficked persons regarding their
rights and legal assistance in relevant court and
administrative

USA: After “victims” add “in a language they
understand”
Before “assistance” add “facilitate access to”

41. Providing suspected victims of trafficking in
persons with a recovery and reflection period in

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Providing presumed victims of trafficking in persons

Deleted: victims of

Deleted: ing

Deleted: vict

Deleted: ims

Deleted: , the
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order for them to recover and escape the
influence of traffickers and/or to take an
informed decision on cooperating with the
competent authorities, during which period it
shall not be possible to enforce any order to
expel the suspected victim from the State’s
territory;

with a reflection period in order for them to recover
and escape the influence of traffickers and/or to take
an informed decision on cooperating with the
competent authorities, during which period it shall
not be possible to enforce any order to expel the
presumed victim from the State’s territory;

African Group: New Paragraph 41
Commending To stress the importance of the role of
civil society organizations and the private sector in
providing assistance and empowerment to victims of
trafficking and helping them to seek redress as well
as facilitating the care of and provision of
appropriate services to victims, including
meaningful engagement and coordination with law
enforcement officials

China: delete

EU: delete

Indonesia: Paragraph 41bis
Noting cooperation should be based on an
acknowledgment that each State had a sovereign
right and legitimate interest to develop and
implement its own laws to address trafficking in
persons. Noting also that trans-organized criminal
groups are continuously adapting and arming
themselves with new technologies and methods of
victimizing innocent people. Further noting that
victims of trafficking require specific and sustained
assistance to allow them to gain their livelihood free
from the fear reach of traffickers. Furthermore,
acknowledging that victims of trafficking should be
provided unconditional access to assistance services,
regardless of whether the person has reported to the
police or given a statement in criminal proceedings,
as soon as the competent authorities have an
indication that she or he has been the subject to the
crime of trafficking.

a. Inviting States to review and enact strong
national legislation criminalizing trafficking in
persons, strong law enforcement mechanisms and
cooperation in the effective prosecution of such
activities in accordance with their domestic law.

b. Further inviting States to consider in
enhancing continuously its victim support programs
to cater the sprawling needs of victims of
trafficking, inter-alia, provision of shelter and other
basic needs, health care, well-being, and livelihood.

c. Inviting also States, where appropriate and
in accordance with their national laws, to consider
the possibility to set up national compensation fund
from funder from confiscated proceed to assist
victims of trafficking.

d. Urging governments and other stakeholders
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to facilitate the dignified and humane assistance to
victims of trafficking.

e. Requesting UNODC and its developmental
partners to continue to implement victim support
projects.

f. Further requesting UNODC to conduct
study on ways and means to increase participation of
civil society and philanthropic organizations to
provide meaningful and sustainable assistance to
victims of trafficking.

g. Urging UNODC in cooperation with
relevant stakeholders to increase public awareness
campaign on trafficking in persons namely victims
of trafficking.

h. Inviting civil society organizations in the
field of providing assistance to victims of trafficking
to increase its role in empowering trafficked persons
and helping them to seek redress that would in turn
complement the work of governments and
international organization and contribute in
combating trafficking in persons at the national,
regional, and global levels.

Malaysia: delete

OHCHR: …any order to expel the suspected
presumed victim from the State’s territory.

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: Providing suspected trafficked persons
with a recovery and reflection period in order for
them to recover and escape the influence of
traffickers and/or to take an informed decision on
cooperating with the competent authorities, during
which period it shall not be possible to enforce any
order to expel the suspected trafficked person from
the State’s territory;

USA: Delete “with a recovery and reflection period
in order for them to recover and escape the influence
of traffickers and/or to take an informed decision on
cooperating with the competent authorities, during
which period it shall not be possible to enforce any
order to expel the suspected victims from the State’s
territory.” Replace with “..the opportunity to
consult with non-governmental organization
advisors to assist victims in decision-making
regarding cooperation with law enforcement and
their participation in judicial proceedings.”

III. Prosecuting crimes of trafficking in persons
42. Ensuring the effective implementation of the

United Nations Convention against

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Implementing all relevant legal instruments that
criminalize trafficking in persons;

Deleted: victims of

Deleted: ing in

Deleted: victim
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Transnational Organized Crime by
criminalizing trafficking in persons as defined
by Article 3 of its supplementing Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, especially Women and Children;

African Group: Prosecuting Prosecution of
crimes of trafficking in persons

We resolve to undertake the following measures to
maximize law enforcement measures in respect of
the crime of trafficking in persons and with due
regard to the need to deter the commission of such a
crime:

42. To ensuring the effective implementation of the
United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime by implement all relevant legal
instruments criminalizing that criminalize
trafficking in persons. as defined by Article 3 of its
supplementing Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women
and Children

Belarus:… Prosecuting crimes of transnational and
non-transnational trafficking

Canada: replace with “Criminalizing all forms of
trafficking in persons in accordance with Article 3
of the Protocol to Prevent,…”

Liechtenstein: We do not see the need for extensive
quotation, paraphrasing or reference to the
implementation of the provisions of UNTOC and its
Protocols (as for example in para 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48). In general, to include a chapter on
Prosecution does not seem to bring specific value
added with regard to the provisions of the Palermo
regime. It would clearly fall within the responsibility
of the Conference of States Parties to assign the
competence to assess national implementation (to
which the chapter makes extensive reference). Any
insecurity concerning this competence that might
arise with the inclusion of a chapter on prosecution
in the GPA should be avoided.

Singapore: Streamline paragraphs that duplicate
existing provisions in the Palermo Protocols
regarding the criminalization/prosecution of crimes
of trafficking by deleting paragraphs 43, 44, 45, 46
and 42, and incorporate the substance of these
paragraphs in amended paragraph 42
 42. Ensuring the effective implementation of

Member States’ obligations under the United
Nations Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime, where applicable, by
criminalizing trafficking in persons in
accordance with Article 5 as defined by Article
3 of its supplementing Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
especially Women and Children

Thailand: delete
43. Prosecuting crimes of trafficking that

encompass all forms of exploitation, including
Facilitators’ Proposal:
Prosecuting crimes of trafficking that encompass all
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at a minimum the exploitation of the
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual
exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the
removal of organs and all types of victims;

forms of exploitation, which shall include at a
minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced
labour or services, slavery or practices similar to
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs and all
types of victims as stipulated in the Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, especially Women and Children;

African Group: Prosecuting To prosecute crimes of
trafficking that encompass all forms and types of
exploitation, including commercial and sexual
exploitation, including at a minimum the
exploitation of the prostitution of others or other
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery,
servitude or the removal of organs and tissues all
types of victims;

Belarus: Prosecuting crimes of transnational and
non-transnational trafficking that encompass…

EU: Prosecuting all forms of human trafficking as
stipulated by Article 3 of the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons ;

Japan: Add, after “all forms of exploitation,” in line
1, “within the limits of domestic law of each
Member States,”.
Delete “and all types of victims” in line 4.

(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

UNAIDS: replace with full Palermo definition:
“The recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harbouring or receipt of persons by means of threat
or use of force or other forms of coercion, of
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of
power, or of a position of vulnerability or of the
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to
achieve the consent of a person having control over
another person, for the purpose of exploitation.
Exploitation shall include, at minimum, the
exploitation of prostitution of others or other
forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery,
servitude or the removal of organs.”

USA: delete
44. Ensuring the existence of legislation or offence

criminalizing trafficking in persons which
specifies that the consent of the victim is
irrelevant when any of the improper means
mentioned in the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially
Women and Children have been utilized;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Enacting and enforcing legislation and strengthening
existing legislation that criminalizes trafficking in
persons, especially that of women and children, as
reflected in the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women
and Children, the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Woman and

Deleted: crimes of

Deleted: that encompass all forms of
exploitation, including at a minimum the
exploitation of the prostitution of others
or other forms of sexual exploitation,
forced labour or services, slavery or
practices similar to slavery, servitude or
the removal of organs and all types of
victims
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the Convention on the Rights of the Child and its
Optional Protocols;

African Group: Ensuring the existence To enact
and enforce legislations or offence and strengthen
existing ones that criminalizeing trafficking in
persons, which specifies that especially women and
children even where it has been with the consent of
the victim is irrelevant when any of the improper
means mentioned as reflected in the Protocol to
Prevent Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
especially Women and Children have been utilized,
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women and the Convention
on the Rights of the Child and its Optional
Protocols,

Canada: delete (streamlined with OP42)

China: Ensuring that the consent of a victim of
trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set
forth in the Art. 3(a) of the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
especially Women and Children shall be irrelevant
where any of the means set forth in this Art. 3(a) of
the Protocol have been used

EU: Ensuring the existence of legislation or offence
criminalizing trafficking in persons and guidelines
which specify that the consent of the victim of the
exploitation is irrelevant when any of the improper
means referred to in Article 3 of the Protocol…

Japan: Change whole paragraph to “Ensuring the
existence of legislation or offence criminalizing
trafficking in persons consistent with Article 3 (b) of
the Trafficking in Persons Protocol which
establishes that the consent of a victim of trafficking
in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in
subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant
where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a)
have been used”.
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations
to quote Article 3 (b) of the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol.

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

USA: delete
45. Adopting legislative and other measures

necessary to establish as criminal offences:
a. Attempting to commit an offence, as

prescribed in the Protocol
b. Participating as an accomplice in an

offence, as prescribed in the Protocol
c. Organizing or directing other persons

to commit an offence, as prescribed in
the Protocol

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Adopting legislative and other measures necessary
to establish as criminal offences:

a. Attempting to commit an offence
b. Participating as an accomplice in an

offence
c. Organizing or directing other persons to

commit an offence
As stipulated by Article 5 of the Protocol on

Deleted: the existence of legislation or
offence criminalizing trafficking in
persons which specifies

Deleted: the

Deleted: is irrelevant when any of the
improper means mentioned in

Deleted: utilized

Deleted: ies

Deleted: mentioned in
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Prevention, Suppression and Punishment of
Trafficking in Persons;

African Group: Adopting To adopt legislative and
other measures necessary to establish trafficking in
persons as criminal offences…

China: Adopting legislative and other measures
necessary to establish as criminal offences:

a Subject to the basic concepts of its legal
system, attempting to commit an offence
established in accordance with paragraph 1
of article 5 of the the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, especially Women and Children

b Participating as an accomplice in an
offence established in accordance with
paragraph 1 of article 5 of the Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking
in Persons, especially Women and Children

c Organizing or directing other persons to
commit an offence established in
accordance with paragraph 1 of article 5 of
the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially
Women and Children

EU: Adopting legislative and other measures
necessary to establish as criminal offences:

d. Attempting to commit an offence
e. Participating as an accomplice in an

offence
f. Organizing or directing other persons to

commit an offence
As stipulated by Article 5 of the Protocol on
Prevention, Suppression and Punishment of
Trafficking in Persons.

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

USA: delete
46. Ensuring the existence of legislation

criminalizing trafficking in children which
specifies there is no need to establish the
means as set forth in the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
especially Women and Children, and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its
Optional Protocols;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Ensuring the criminalization of trafficking in
children without any requirement to establish the
means as set forth in the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
especially Women and Children, and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and its
Optional Protocols;

African Group: delete (idea moved to paragraph
44)

Belarus: 46.bis Ensuring further the existence of
legislation criminalizing trafficking in persons for
the purpose of removal of organs and tissues for
transplantation;

Deleted: A

Deleted: , as prescribed in

Deleted: , as prescribed in

Deleted: , as prescribed in

Deleted: , as prescribed in the Protocol

Deleted: , as prescribed in the Protocol

Deleted: , as prescribed in the Protocol
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Canada: delete (streamlined with OP42)

China: Ensuring that the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the
purpose of exploitation shall be considered
trafficking in persons even if this does not involve
any of the means set forth in Art. 3(a) of the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and
Children, and the Convention on the Rights of the
Child and its Optional Protocols

Colombia: delete

EU: Ensuring the existence of legislation
criminalizing trafficking in children regardless of
the means used to that purpose as stipulated by
Article 3 of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women
and Children;

Japan: Change whole paragraph to “Ensuring the
existence of legislation criminalizing trafficking in
children consistent with Article 3 (c) of the
Trafficking in Persons Protocol which establishes
that the recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of
exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in
persons” even if this does not involve any of the
means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article”.
(rationale) It should be agreeable to all delegations
to quote Article 3 (c) of the Trafficking in Persons
Protocol.

Singapore: delete

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Suggest moving the paragraph up to
follow after paragraph 44

USA: After “Ensuring the..” add “criminalization
of” and delete “existence of legislation
criminalizing” After “children” add “without any
requirement..” and delete “which specifies there is
no need…”

47. Combating, dismantling and prosecuting
organized criminal groups engaged in
trafficking in persons;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Combating and prosecuting organized criminal
groups engaged in trafficking in persons;

African Group: Combating, dismantling and
prosecuting To combat, dismantle and prosecute
organized criminal groups engaged in trafficking in
persons;

Australia: goal not achievable

Canada: replace with “Ensuring that participating
in the activities of an organized criminal group is
criminalized in accordance with Article 5 of

Deleted: existence of legislation
criminalizing trafficking in children
which specifies there is no need to
establish the means as set forth in

Deleted: which specifies there is no
need to establish the means as set forth in
the

Deleted: , and the Convention on the
Rights of the Child and its Optional
Protocols
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UNTOC and taking steps to investigate, dismantle,
and prosecute organized criminal groups engaged in
trafficking in persons.”

Colombia: delete OR change to:
Criminalize, combat, prosecute and dismantle
organized crime groups engaged in trafficking in
persons in accordance with UNTOC.

EU: Combating and prosecuting organized criminal
groups engaged in trafficking in persons

Thailand: delete
48. Ensuring liability of all categories of

offenders, including the liability of legal
persons;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Ensuring liability of all categories of offenders,
including the liability of legal persons;

African Group: Ensuring To ensure liability of all
categories of offenders, including the liability of
legal persons

Australia: goal not achievable

China: Ensuring liability of all categories of
offenders, (delete “including liability of legal
persons”)

EU: Ensuring liability of all categories of offenders,
including the liability of legal persons, as stipulated
by Article 10 of UNTOC

OHCHR: Ensuring liability of all categories of
offenders, including public and private actors and
including the liability of legal persons

Thailand: delete
49. Enhancing efforts to investigate alleged cases

of trafficking, to prosecute perpetrators and
to publicize convicted cases with full respect
to human rights;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Enhancing efforts to investigate alleged cases of
trafficking, strengthening means to combat
trafficking, including through more systematic use
of freezing assets for the purpose of eventual
confiscation, according to the provisions of Article
12 of UNTOC, and prosecuting perpetrators,
ensuring that penalties are proportionate to the
gravity of the crime and to publicize convicted cases
with full respect for human rights;

African Group: Enhancing To enhance efforts to
investigate alleged cases of trafficking…

EU: Enhancing efforts to investigate alleged cases
of trafficking, strengthening means to combat
trafficking, including through more systematic use
of freezing assets for the purpose of eventual
confiscation, according to the provisions of Article
12 of UNTOC, and prosecuting perpetrators,
ensuring that the penalties are proportionate to the
gravity of the crime ;

Thailand: delete

Deleted: , dismantling

Deleted: to

Deleted: e

Deleted: and to publicize convicted
cases with full respect to human rights
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USA: After “with full respect to human rights” add
“of victims”

50. Ensuring that penalties and sanctions for
trafficking crimes are appropriate and
proportionate to the gravity of the crime;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
[merged with paragraph 49]

African Group: Ensuring To ensure that penalties
and sanctions for trafficking crimes…

EU: delete

Japan: We think that it is not appropriate for this
Plan of Action to give guidance to the content of
national legislation.

It is also the discretion of the judicial branch to
decide the appropriate and proportionate penalties
on a case by case basis.

Thailand: delete

51. Making use of available technical assistance
provided to strengthen the criminal justice
response to trafficking in persons, including
inter alia, by UNODC;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Making use of available technical assistance
provided to strengthen the criminal justice response
to trafficking in persons, including inter alia, by
UNODC;

African Group: Making To make use of available
technical assistance provided to…

Thailand: delete

52. Promoting the more systematic use of
freezing and confiscating assets of traffickers
as an effective means to fight organized
crime;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Promoting the more systematic use of freezing and
confiscating assets of traffickers as an effective
means to fighting this criminal activity;

African Group: Promoting the more systematic use
of freezing and confiscating of To freeze and
confiscate the assets of traffickers as an effective
means to fight organized crime, in accordance with
national laws;

Canada: Promoting the more systematic use of
freezing and confiscating assets of traffickers as an
effective means to fighting this criminal activity

Colombia: redraft in accordance with UNTOC
provisions on confiscation and seizure

EU: delete

Holy See: §52, page 9, could be stronger in its
formulation, so that all assets and profits obtained by
trafficking in persons will be confiscated. This
should be expressed in line with §§37-38 on page 7

Japan: We think that it is up to each State to decide
how to make use of the freezing and confiscating of
assets established in national laws.

Deleted: to fight organized crime
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Thailand: delete

USA: Delete “fight organized crime” and replace
with “remove any financial benefits from traffickers
and provide restitution to victims.”

53. Vigorously investigating, prosecuting, and
punishing corrupt public officials who
engage in or facilitate the trafficking of
persons, recognizing that trafficking would
likely not occur at current levels without
official complicity, and promoting a zero
tolerance policy against corrupt officials;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
In line with the United Nations Convention against
Corruption, and United Nations Convention on
Transnational Organized Crime, investigating,
prosecuting, and punishing corrupt public officials
who engage in or facilitate the trafficking of
persons, and promoting a zero tolerance policy
against corrupt officials;

African Group: Vigorously investigating,
prosecuting and punishing corrupt To investigate,
prosecute and strongly punish public officials who
engaged in or facilitate accused of engaging in or
facilitating the trafficking of persons, recognizing
that trafficking would likely not occur at current
levels without official complicity, and promoting a
zero tolerance policy against such officials;

Canada: replace with “Examining the linkages
between corruption and human trafficking and
taking legislative, programming and policy action to
specifically respond to the linkages between these
two issues.”

China: Vigorously investigating, prosecuting, and
punishing corrupt public officials who engage in or
facilitate the trafficking of persons, recognizing that
trafficking would likely not occur at current levels
without official complicity, and promoting a zero
tolerance policy against corrupt officials

Colombia: redraft in accordance with UNTOC:
Ensure that national legislation and anti-corruption
policies provide measures to investigate, prosecute
and punish public officials who engage in or
facilitate trafficking in persons.

EU: In line with the United Nations Convention
against Corruption, and UNTOC, vigorously
investigating, prosecuting, and punishing corrupt
public officials who engage in or facilitate the
trafficking of persons, and promoting a zero
tolerance policy against corrupt officials,
recognizing that trafficking would likely not occur at
current levels without official complicity;

Thailand: delete
54. Strengthening coordination and cooperation

among States in combating crimes that might
be connected with trafficking in persons,
including money laundering, corruption,
smuggling of migrants and all forms of
organized crime;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Strengthening coordination and cooperation among
States in combating crimes that might be connected
with trafficking in persons, including money
laundering, corruption, smuggling of migrants and
all forms of organized crime;

Deleted: V

Deleted: , and promoting a zero
tolerance policy against corrupt officials
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African Group: Strengthening To strengthen
coordination and cooperation among States and
within the framework of activities undertaken in
sub-regional, regional and international
organizations in combating crimes that might be
connected with trafficking in persons, including
money laundering, corruption, smuggling of
migrants and all forms of organized crime, including
through the exchange of information and best
practices; (MOVE Para TO PARTNERSHIP
SECTION)

EU: delete

Thailand: delete

55. Encouraging law enforcement, immigration
or other relevant authorities of States to
cooperate with one another by exchanging
information, in accordance with domestic
law, including cooperation among states of
origin, transit and destination in order to
enable joint investigations, prosecutions, and
the detection of trafficking chains;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Encouraging law enforcement, immigration or other
relevant authorities of States to cooperate with one
another by exchanging information with full respect
for data protection laws and standards, in
accordance with domestic law, including
cooperation among states of origin, transit and
destination in order to enable joint investigations,
prosecutions, and the detection of trafficking
networks;

African Group: Encouraging To encourage law
enforcement, immigration or other…

EU: delete

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Recommend inserting following “by
exchanging information” “with full respect for data
protection laws and standards

IV. Strengthening partnerships against trafficking in
persons

56. Taking advantage of the networks provided
by relevant international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to share best practices
in capacity-building for responding to
trafficking in persons, and to facilitate their
contributions to the international
community's efforts in this area;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Encouraging effective cooperation and coordination
of efforts at the national, regional and international
level, especially among countries of origin, transit
and destination and taking advantage of the
networks provided by relevant organizations to
share best practices in capacity-building for
responding to and combating trafficking in persons,
while stressing the importance of regional
approaches to facilitate mutual legal assistance and
the exchange of information with full respect for
data protection laws and standards including
operational information, programs and good
practices in supplementing the United Nations
Convention on Transnational Organized Crime and
the work done by the Conference of the Parties to
that Convention;

African Group: IV. Strengthening partnerships
against trafficking in persons
We recognize that capacity-building is an essential
component in combating trafficking in persons and
we resolve to undertake the following measures to
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develop State capacity to prevent and combat
trafficking in persons and enhance coordination and
coherence within United Nations system in this
regard:

56. Taking To take advantage of the networks
provided by relevant…

EU: Encouraging effective cooperation and
coordination of efforts at the national, regional and
international level, especially among countries of
origin, transit and destination and taking advantage
of the networks provided by relevant organizations
to share best practices in capacity-building for
responding to and combating trafficking in persons,
while stressing the importance of regional
approaches to facilitate mutual legal assistance and
the exchange of information including operational
information, programs and good practices in
supplementing the UNTOC and the work done by
the Conference of the Parties to that Convention;

Thailand: “Take advantage of the networks
provided by relevant international, regional and sub-
regional organizations to share best practices in
capacity-building for responding to trafficking in
persons, and to facilitate their contributions to the
international community's efforts in this area”

57. Encouraging effective cooperation and
coordination of efforts at the national,
regional and international level by
developing bilateral, regional and
international cooperation agreements,
especially among countries of origin, transit
and destination;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
[merged with paragraph 56]

African group: Encouraging To encourage
effective cooperation and coordination of…

EU: delete

USA: Delete “bilateral, regional and international
cooperation” and replace with “cooperative”.

Thailand: “Encourage effective cooperation and
coordination of efforts at the bilateral, regional, sub-
regional and international level by developing
bilateral, regional, sub-regional and international
cooperation agreements, especially among countries
of origin, transit and destination”

58. Stressing the importance of regional
approaches to facilitate mutual legal
assistance and the exchange of information
including operational information, programs
and good practices;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
[merged with paragraph 56]

African Group: Stressing To stress the importance
of regional approaches to facilitate…

Canada: suggest merging with OP59

EU: Strengthening coordination and cooperation
among States in combating crimes that might be
connected with trafficking in persons, including all
forms of organized crime;

Deleted: Taking advantage of the
networks provided by relevant
international, regional and sub-regional
organizations to share best practices in
capacity-building for responding to
trafficking in persons, and to facilitate
their contributions to the international
community's efforts in this area

Deleted: ing

Deleted: ing

Deleted: national

Deleted: Stressing the importance of
regional approaches to facilitate mutual
legal assistance and the exchange of
information including operational
information, programs and good practices
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Thailand: delete

Japan: We would like to seek clarification as to
what “regional approaches to facilitate mutual legal
assistance” is in detail.

UNICEF: Recommend inclusion of “data
protection” in this paragraph in line with paragraph
55

USA: At the end of the paragraph add “in
supplementing the United Nations Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime and the
work done by the Conference of the Parties to that
Convention.”

59. Concluding and implementing mutual legal
assistance and extradition agreements to
ensure the apprehension and prosecution of
perpetrators of human trafficking, in
accordance with the relevant provisions of
national and international law;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Concluding and implementing mutual legal
assistance and extradition agreements to ensure the
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of
trafficking in persons, in accordance with the
relevant provisions of national and international law;

African Group: Concluding and implementing To
promote mutual legal assistance and the exchange of
information including operational information,
programs and good practices, including through
regional approaches;

Canada: suggest merging with OP 58

EU: Encouraging Member States that are party to
the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime to enhance
international cooperation in extradition and mutual
legal assistance, including confiscation, in
accordance with the Convention, taking into account
the extended scope of cooperation available under
its article 16, on extradition, and article 18, on
mutual legal assistance, and the internal legal
requirements of States parties for the application of
the Convention;

New paragraph 59bis
Encouraging law enforcement, immigration, judicial
authorities or other relevant authorities of States to
cooperate with one another by exchanging
information, in accordance with domestic law,
including cooperation among states of origin, transit
and destination in order to enable joint
investigations, prosecutions, and the detection of
trafficking chains.

Japan: Add, after “extradition agreements” in line 1,
“, where appropriate,”.
Change “human trafficking” to “trafficking in

persons”
(rationale) To be submitted if necessary.

Deleted: Concluding and implementing
mutual legal assistance and extradition
agreements to ensure the apprehension
and prosecution of perpetrators of human
trafficking, in accordance with the
relevant provisions of national and
international law
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Singapore: Considering, where appropriate, the
need to concludeing and implementing mutual legal
assistance and extradition agreements to ensure the
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of
human trafficking, in accordance with the relevant
provisions of national and Member States’
obligations under international law

Thailand: “Study additional and more effective
ways to ensure the prosecution of perpetrators of
human trafficking, in accordance with the relevant
provisions of national and international law,
including by concluding and implementing mutual
legal assistance and extradition agreements”

USA: Rephrase as follows: “Facilitating mutual
legal assistance and extradition to ensure the
apprehension and prosecution of perpetrators of
human trafficking.”

60. Promoting cooperation between
governmental institutions and non-
governmental organizations, and other
elements of civil society in establishing
prevention, protection and prosecution
policies and programmes;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Promoting cooperation among governments, civil
society, and the private sector in order to strengthen
prevention, protection and prosecution policies and
programmes;

African Group: Promoting To promote cooperation
between among governmental institution
governments, and non-governmental organizations,
and other elements of civil society and the private
sector in establishing in order to strengthen
prevention, protection and prosecution policies and
programmes;

Colombia: redraft: the role of NGOs in prosecution
programmes should be explained

EU: …governmental organizations, and other
actors of civil society…

IOM: OP60bis “Promoting cooperation between
governments in regions through established
Regional Consultative Processes on Migration.”

Holy See: §60, page 9: after “non-governmental
organizations” include religious-based
communities

Japan: Delete whole paragraph.
(rationale) The aim of this paragraph could be
reflected by amending paragraph 62.

OHCHR: Paragraph 60bis
Providing an ongoing forum for the victims and
surivors of trafficking, under the leadership of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights, to contribute
comments and recommendations in the development
and implementation of the Plan, so their voices are
heard;

Deleted: apprehension and

Deleted: elements
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Singapore: Promoting cooperation, where
appropriate, between governmental institutions and
non-governmental organizations and other elements
of civil society in establishing prevention, protection
and prosecution policies and programmes

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Recommend the inclusion of “National
Referral Mechanism” as it provides practical
coordination on the effective return and repatriation
side of trafficking interventions

61. Strengthening formal and informal
cooperation between law enforcement
agencies regionally and internationally;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Strengthening cooperation between law enforcement
agencies regionally and internationally;

African Group: Strengthening To strengthen
formal and informal cooperation between law
enforcement agencies authorities regionally and
internationally, in the prevention, investigation and
prosecution of perpetrators and protection of and
assistance to victims of trafficking in persons;

EU: Strengthening formal and informal cooperation
between law enforcement agencies regionally and
internationally

Thailand: “Strengthen formal and informal
cooperation, as appropriate, between border control
and law enforcement agencies bilaterally, regionally,
sub-regionally and internationally”

USA: Delete “formal and informal
62. Endeavoring to coordinate all stakeholders

involved in the fight against trafficking in
persons at the national level, including
government institutions, non-governmental
organizations, the private sector and workers
and employers organizations;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Endeavoring to coordinate with all stakeholders
involved in the fight against trafficking in persons at
the national level, including government institutions,
non-governmental organizations, the private sector,
including the media, and workers and employers
organizations;

African Group: delete

Canada: Endeavoring to coordinate and work
together with all stakeholders…

EU: Endeavoring to coordinate with all stakeholders
involved in the fight against trafficking in persons at
the national level, including government institutions,
non-governmental organizations, the private sector,
including the media, and workers and employers
organizations

Japan: Add, after “Endeavoring to coordinate” in
line 1, “and to enhance cooperation among”.

Thailand: delete

UNICEF: Recommend the inclusion of “National

Deleted: ing

Deleted: on Trafficking in Persons
established by the Conference of the
Parties to the UN Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime
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Referral Mechanism” as it provides practical
coordination on the effective return and repatriation
side of trafficking interventions

63. Intensifying international cooperation to
combat trafficking, consistent with the work
of the open-ended working group on
trafficking in persons and on international
cooperation established by the Conference of
the Parties to United Nations Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Intensifying international and regional cooperation
to combat trafficking in persons as well as technical
assistance for countries of destination and transit
aimed at strengthening their ability to prevent
trafficked labour and the goods produced as a result
of such labour;

African Group: redraft as follows: To intensify
international and regional cooperation as well as
technical assistance for countries of destination and
transit aimed at strengthening their ability to prevent
trafficked and exploited migrant labour and forced
labour as well as the demand for the goods produced
as a result of such labour;

Colombia: delete OR change to:
To intensify international cooperation in accordance
with decisions 4/2 “Implementation fo the
provisions on international cooperation of the
UNTOC” and decision 4/4 “Trafficking in Human
Beings” adopted by the Conference of the Parties to
UNTOC at its fourth session, held in Vienna from 8
to 17 October 2008

Thailand: delete

64. Promoting exchange of information and
experiences between the Conference of the
Parties of United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime and United
Nations human rights treaty bodies and
mechanisms;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Promoting exchange of information and experiences
between the Conference of the Parties of United
Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and United Nations human rights
treaty bodies and mechanisms;

African Group: Promoting To promote exchange
of information and experiences between…

Canada: replace with “Strengthening and
supporting ICAT to improve coordination and
cooperation amongst relevant UN bodies and other
international organizations”

Colombia: delete

Thailand: Promote exchange of information and
experiences between the Conference of the Parties
of United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime and United Nations human rights
treaty bodies and mechanisms (seek further
clarification);

65. Encouraging UNODC and other international
organizations to continue to assist States,
upon request, to strengthen policy making,
legislative arrangements and law
enforcement practices, public awareness
campaigns and capacity building; and to
disseminate best practices in assisting victims

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Encouraging UNODC, other UN Agencies, Funds
and Programs as well as other international
organizations to continue to assist Member States,
upon request, to strengthen policy making,
legislative arrangements, border-control and law
enforcement cooperation, public awareness

Deleted: ing
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of trafficking; campaigns and capacity building; and to disseminate
best practices in assisting victims of trafficking;

African Group: Encouraging To encourage
UNODC and other international…

Belarus: assisting victims of trafficking by
elaborating respective guidelines and through
special-purpose training courses;

EU: Encouraging UNODC, UN Agencies, Funds
and Programs and other international organizations
to continue to assist States, upon request, to
strengthen policy making, legislative arrangements
and law enforcement practices, public awareness
campaigns and capacity building; and to disseminate
best practices in assisting victims of trafficking and
to continue to improve the coherence and efficiency
of technical assistance delivery in the field of
trafficking in persons in coordination with the
efforts of the Working Group on Technical
Assistance established by the Conference of the
Parties to the UNTOC;

OHCHR: …UNODC, OHCHR and other
international… victims of trafficking; and to
promote and implement a human rights-based
approach to combating trafficking;

UNICEF: Suggest adding “... and encouraging
national Governments to seek such assistance”

Thailand: “Encourage UNODC and other
international organizations to continue to assist
Member States, upon request, to strengthen policy
making, legislative arrangements and border-control
and law enforcement cooperation, public awareness
campaigns and capacity building; and to disseminate
best practices in assisting victims of trafficking”

USA: Add “to coordinate with OHCHR, other UN
agencies” after “UNODC”

66. Further encouraging UNODC as well as
other United Nations Agencies, Funds and
Programmes to continue to improve the
coherence and efficiency of technical
assistance delivery in the field of trafficking
in persons in coordination with the efforts of
the Working Group on Technical Assistance
established by the Conference of the Parties
to the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Further encouraging United Nations Agencies,
Funds and Programmes to continue to improve the
coherence and efficiency of technical assistance
delivery in the field of trafficking in persons in
coordination with the efforts of the Working Group
on Technical Assistance established by the
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime;

African Group: Further encouraging to encourage
UNODC as well as other United…

Australia: There is a heavy emphasis on the role of
the UNODC in the current draft; however, it will be
very important that a range of UN agencies are
engaged on people trafficking issues. As UNODC
does not have the mandate to cover everything

Deleted: Encouraging UNODC and
other international organizations to
continue to assist States, upon request, to
strengthen policy making, legislative
arrangements and law enforcement
practices, public awareness campaigns
and capacity building; and to disseminate
best practices in assisting victims of
trafficking

Deleted: ing

Deleted: practices
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mentioned in the Global Plan, other agencies,
particularly those with responsibilities for human
rights, including labour rights issues, need to be
involved too. Consultation would need to be
undertaken with other UN bodies about any role
they might play in implementation of the Global
Plan.

Colombia: delete

EU: delete

IOM: Further encouraging UNODC as well as other
relevant international organizations to continue…

Thailand: Further encourage UNODC as well as
other United Nations Agencies, Funds and
Programmes to continue to improve the coherence
and efficiency of technical assistance delivery in the
field of trafficking in persons

67. Requesting the Secretary-General as a matter
of priority to strengthen the capacity of
UNODC to collect information and
periodically report on trafficking in persons
patterns and flows at the national, regional
and international levels, as well as share best
practices and lessons learned from regional
initiatives and mechanisms;

African Group: Requesting To request the
Secretary-General as a matter of priority to
strengthen the capacity of UNODC to collect
information and periodically report on trafficking in
persons patterns and flows at the national, regional
and international levels, as well as share best
practices and lessons learned from regional
initiatives and mechanisms;

Australia: Onerous reporting diverts resources from
frontline activities devised to combat trafficking,
particularly in countries of origin. In developing
countries with limited resources and a high number
of trafficking cases, this diversion of resources
seems particularly counterproductive. The draft
could propose streamlining current reporting
processes on trafficking in persons, including higher
level co-operation between UN bodies and fora to
further encourage information sharing and enhance
cooperation.

EU: Requesting UNODC to continue collecting
information…

Thailand: Request the Secretary-General as a
matter of priority to strengthen the capacity of
UNODC to collect accurate, verifiable and reliable
information and periodically report on trafficking in
persons patterns and flows at the national, regional
and international levels, in particular on share best
practices and lessons learned from bilateral,
regional, sub-regional and cross-regional initiatives
and mechanisms

UNICEF: Recommend consideration of an
additional paragraph, to consider the creation of
National Rapporteurs on Trafficking as this would
assist with data collection and analysis at the
national level which is critical to getting it right at
the global level

Deleted: United Nations Agencies,
Funds and Programmes

Deleted: ing

Deleted: ,

Deleted: the Secretary-General as a
matter of priority to strengthen the
capacity of

Deleted: ing

Deleted: as well as
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USA: Rephrase as follows: “Requesting the
UNODC to continue to monitor implementation of
the Protocol, including through periodically
reporting on trafficking in persons patterns and
flows at the national, regional and international
levels, as well as share best practices and lessons
learned from the Conference of the Parties, regional
initiatives and mechanisms.”

68. Promoting coordination and cooperation
across the United Nations, especially
amongst the existing various entities focusing
on trafficking in persons, including via the
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against
Trafficking in Persons and UN.GIFT;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Promoting coordination and cooperation across the
United Nations, especially amongst existing entities
focusing on trafficking in persons, including via the
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against
Trafficking in Persons;

African Group: Promoting To promote
coordination and cooperation across within the
United Nations…

Belarus: …especially amongst the existing various
entities as well as Special Rapporteurs and
Representatives focusing on trafficking in persons,

Canada: suggest deleting UN.GIFT as it is not a
separate entity but a brand that is used by UNODC
and others to promote anti-trafficking work.

Colombia: delete and draft a para on ICAT as
follows:
Support the Inter-Agency Coordination Group
against Trafficking in Persons (ICAT) aim of
improving coordination and cooperation between
UN agencies and other international organizations to
facilitate a holistic approach to preventing and
combating trafficking in persons including
protection of and support for victims of trafficking.

EU: delete

Japan: We would like to seek clarification on what
role UN. GIFT will play in accordance with this
paragraph.

Thailand: replace with “Promote coordination and
cooperation across the United Nations, especially
amongst the existing various entities focusing on
trafficking in persons, including via the Inter-
Agency Coordination Group against Trafficking in
Persons and UN.GIFT; and”

IOM: coordination and cooperation across the
relevant international organizations, especially
amongst the existing…

69. Urging the Secretary-General to expedite the
strengthening of the United Nations Inter-
Agency Coordination Group against
Trafficking in Persons under the coordination
of UNODC, in order to ensure overall
coordination and coherence in the United

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Urging the Secretary-General to expedite the
strengthening of the United Nations Inter-Agency
Coordination Group against Trafficking in Persons
under the coordination of UNODC, in order to
ensure overall coordination and coherence in the

Deleted: ing

Deleted: United Nations
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Nations system's efforts to respond to
trafficking in persons;

United Nations system's efforts to respond to
trafficking in persons;

African Group: Urging To urge the Secretary-
General to expedite the strengthening of…

OHCHR: …coordination of UNODC, and with
rotating chairpersonship among its member entities,
in order to ensure overall coordination and
coherence in the United Nations system's efforts to
respond to trafficking in persons, and that all
approaches to combating trafficking, including the
human rights-based approach, are considered and
applied through efforts which foster their
complementarity;

Thailand: replace with “Urge the Secretary-General
to expedite the strengthening of the United Nations
Inter-Agency Coordination Group against
Trafficking in Persons under the coordination of
UNODC, in order to ensure overall coordination and
coherence in the United Nations system's efforts to
respond to trafficking in persons (seek further
clarification)”

70. Encouraging Member States to consider
making voluntary contributions to United
Nations anti-human trafficking work, and to
explore additional sources of funding in this
regard, including reaching out to the private
sector for contributions;

Facilitators’ Proposal:
Encouraging Member States to consider making
voluntary contributions to United Nations anti-
human trafficking work, and to explore additional
sources of funding in this regard, including reaching
out to the private sector for contributions;

African Group: Encouraging To encourage
Member States to consider making voluntary…

IOM: Encouraging Member States to consider
making voluntary contributions to relevant
international organizations’ anti-human trafficking

Japan: Delete whole paragraph.
(rationale) We think that a plan of action is not the
appropriate place to call for financial contributions.

UNICEF: Suggest adding “... making voluntary
contributions to United Nations human rights, child
rights and anti-trafficking work...”
African Group: add new section
Implementation of the Global Action Plan
Adopts the present Plan of action and its annex as
the UN Global Plan on Trafficking in Persons; and

71. Decides, without prejudice to the continuation of
the discussion within the UN System of the agenda
items related to trafficking in persons, to undertake
the following steps for the effective follow-up of the
Plan of Action:

(a) To launch the Plan of Action at a high-level
segment of its sixty-fifth session;

Deleted: ing

Deleted: United Nations
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(b) To examine in three years progress made in the
implementation of the
Plan of Action;

(c) To invite the Secretary-General to contribute to
the future deliberations
of the General Assembly on the review of the
implementation and updating of the
Plan of Action;

(d) To encourage Member States, the United
Nations and other appropriate
international, regional and subregional organizations
to support the implementation
of the Plan of Action, including through mobilizing
resources and expertise;

(e) To further encourage non-governmental
organizations and civil society to
engage, as appropriate, on how to enhance efforts to
implement the Plan of Action.
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THE PRESIDENT
OF THE

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

21 December 2009

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Ali Abdussalam Treki

All Permanent Representatives and
Permanent Observers to the United Nations

Excellency,

Member States will recall that by resolution on the "further sreps ro
improve the coordination of efforts against trafficking in persons" adopted on
18 December 2009, the General Assembly decided to continue the
intergovernmental wotk and stressed the need for consultations to be held in
an open and transpatentmanner

In this respect, I have the honour to inform you that His Excellency Mr.
Jos6 Filipe Moraes Cabnl Permanent Representative of Portugal and His
Excellency Mr. Pedro Monteiro Lima, Permanent Representative of Cape
Verde to the United Nations have agreed to serve as Co-Facilitators, to lead the
consultations among Member States. I would like to thank both Ambassadors
for accepting this important task.

I would like to ask alr Member States to extend to the co-
Facilitators their fullest cooperation and support.
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